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Ricardo Mendez

Barbara Menendez

-·-·· Fotwardcd by David Rider/R3!USEPA!US on 01/0712004 03:42PM-····
"rocomendez@hotma
il.com"
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
<rocomendez
cc:
Subject: Please Stop Destmctive Mountaintop Removal Mining
0 1/06/2004 02:00
PM
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Dear Mr. John Forren, Projt.-ct Manager,
Please, work to amend the EPA's draft environmental impact statement. We
cannot stand by as Busb aJlows coal companies to effectively destroy tbe
Appalachia community.
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We have to make tbc administration consider better alternatives. Please,
do everything you can to amend the draft EJS.

c~ (IW ~ jitt~-t Ml~ ~ 1

Sincerdy,
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Ricardo Mendez
411 N. Fuller Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90036-2519
rocomendez@hotmail.com
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Section A - Citizens

ZinaMerkin

Jennifer Merrick

DeliveredDate: 01/06/2004 04:34:55 PM
Mountaintop Removal and Valley Fill mining technique wa~ .allowed in SMCRA with a
variance from AOC based on the determination that
an alternative post" mining land use. a higher and beW.•-r use, required the valley fill. The
law required that permittees prove that
the higher use was feasible, compatible with adjacent land uses, demanded by the market,
and supported by investment in necessaty
·
public facilities, among other requirements, After reading tlrrough many Kentucky
permit~ requesting a variance for such higher and
better land uses, I can say that overwhelmingly such land uses as proposed did not fulfil1
the documentation required and were not
at all higher and better uses. There is some small percentage of mountaintop
removal/valley fill land that can be reclaimed to
higher uses, but the va~t majority becomes relatively barren and less valuable than the
forest and streams that were there before.
SMCRA exists because the economic need and profit of one industry~ coal, should not
comprotnise the well-being and the economic
potential of other industries, or the health and safety of residents. or the health of the
environment. Too Iilany costs of coal
extraction are externalized to be borne by residents of the areas in which mountaintop
removal occurs, and to be borne in the loss
of biodiversity, clean water and healthy watersheds.
'The way the law haq been adtninistered and enforced, valley fills have been allowed any
time a company wanted one to avoid the cost
of AOC or to get at a bit more coal a bit more cheaply. This was not the purppse for
which SMCRA was devised. The stream buffer
zone required to be observed when tnining would not have been instituted had it not been
considered impottant. How ironic to require
that tnining slay back from a stream bi.rt allow a neighboring stream to be buried in
overburden.
The only way to reduce the environmental .impact on watersheds from Mountaintop
Removal Nalley Fill mining is to enforce the law as
it was written or perhaps even include stiffer restrictions on the practice. The cumulative
impact of this unrestrained practice
costs far too much iti terms of changed drainage patterns and re.quJtant flooding, loss of
important headwater habitat, contamination
of drinking water wells, and a host of other impacts.

'I'o:

E:IS
Ill:

13-3-2

Do::;ar :-1r. For ren:

1-10

for th·::

9-3-2
:Hex rick

Sincerely,
Zina R. Merkin
120 Victory Ave,
Lexington, KY 40502
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Section A - Citizens

Robert Mertz

Mr. John Forren, US EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

R S ~~ '~ 1\US 2 6 2003

Mr. Forren,

To:

As a Biology, Wildlife Management and Environmental Earth Science teacher working in
the public school systems of several states, for over twenty years I have been teaching
students the importance of a sustainable life style. I want them to learn to live within the
ecological budget of Earth. The quality oflife for the present and future generations
depends on keeping the life sustalning diversity of our complex life systems healthy.
Although there are some impressive self-maintaining dynamics at work to stabilize these
systems, there are limits to their ability to correct for continued stress. The geological
record is full of evidence showing sudden drastic upheavals and ecological disastera. We
have no valid reason to believe that we humans with our huge powers to alter the climste
and ecosystems will not trigger another watershed shift in the world's balance that will
result in condition that renders the Earth unsuitable for human life, or that degrades the
quality of our existence to a much lower level. It is our duty as the most powerful species
to exist on this planet to use our might to protect the integrity of our life support systems
for the benefit of all living things, to do anything is the extreme in WIITOW minded, short
sighted self indulgent stupidity.

untain.net>

cc:

10-4-2
Agency

The two sons my wife and I have produced are the most important things in my world.
We have done everything to raise them to be strong and healthy. We have tried to equip
them to enjoy their lives to the fullest extent while making a substantial contribution to
the quality of life of others. They are sons to make us proud. Now it is my job to do my
part to see that they, and their future children, and all their children•s children have a
quality existence as well. The love l feel for my sons demands that I do nothing less than
give this effort my full persistent attention. I am asking you to consider, do you have
people in your life thst mean this much to you? Will you do your part to make sure that
all our children will have a future full of interesting creatures, clean water and pure air?
Please help me for the sake of all of our children.
Today I am writing to express my concern with the coal miuiug process known as
Mountain Top Removal Mining. With out getting off on the related concerns of acid
ra.in, global wanniug, 1111d various air and water pollution problems caused by the use of
coal for fuel, I will stick to some of the more direct problems of this method. Mountain
7-5-2
Top Removal miuiug replaces highly diverse and prodnetive deciduous forests with poor
quality fields of gi1ISll and scrubby trees. It buries valuable streams under many feet of I 5-7-2
mine waste. It is time to end this crude 1111d destructive method of mining, and move to a 1 1-9
more sustainsble source of energy.

I

6 fL

Sincerely,

Their
nat.ure.

They

Robert A. Mertz

~71!1
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Section A - Citizens

Teresa Mesich

James Mesich

---··Forwarded by John Forren/R3/USEPA/US on 01/05/04 09:29PM---·----·-Forwarded by John Forren/R3/0SEPA/OS on 01/05/04 09:30PM··-··
·ressbee:rs@aol.com
To:
John Forren/R3/USEPA/US@EPA
01/05/04 06:21PM
cc:
Subject: Mountaintop t:emoval

JimboMes@aol.com
To:
John Forren/R3/USEPA/US@EPA
01/05/04 06:43PM
cc:
Subject: mountaintop removal mining

Dear Mr. Forren:
Please stand f1m1 against mountaintop removal mining and mining within 100
feel of streams and rivers. This is so bad for the environment and you are its
protector.

Please stand firm against Bush's desire to reenact mountaintop removal mining
and also mining within 100 feet of rivers and or streams. 'll1is is extremely bad
for the environment and you are responsible for protecting it.
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Stand against this please.
Please do all you can to thwart this effort
Teresa Mesich
830 43rd St.
Rock Island, Illinois 61201

James M.esich
830 43rd St.
Rock Island, II. 61201
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Alissa Meyer
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Judy Meyer

in the Executive Summary that the "opinions and views" of the authors of
t:he technical studies "do not necessari~' reflect the position or view
of
the agencies preparing this EIS.'' The authors of the technical studies
did
not have "opinions and views." What they wrote was the result of
anfliyses
of scientific data. The quoted statement implies a subjectivity in data
analysis that is an insult to the authors of those technical studies.
These results caru10t be simply rejected (or downplayed and ignored as
has
been done in much of the EIS) as different ''views." The authors have
presented logical reasons for their conclusions based on data. In
contrast, the agencies have not presented the scientific results or
logical
arguments that support their "views" (i.e. their choice of the prcferted
alternative). The Executive Summary misrepresents the results of many
of
these technical studies. For exllmple:

-----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 11:36 AM---

Judy Meyer
<meyer@sparc.ecolo
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
gy.uga.edu>
cc:
Subject: comment on Draft EIS
01/05/2004 03:31
PM

Mr. John Forren
US EPA (3EA30)
150 Arch St.
Philadelphia PA 19103

a. ES-3: The forest regrowth studies by Handel md others show little
if
goy forest regrowth on reclaimed mine sites. It will take centuries for
these forests to recover. That fact is not adequately represented by
t11e
statement that "natural succession ... was slowed'' In addition the
fact
t:hat ''bette.r reclamation techniques ... arc being promoted" is fine, but
no
evidence has been presented that (1)these reclamation techniques result

Dear Mr. Forren,
I gm an aquatic scientist who has studied rivers god stregms in the
Appalachigos for tJnee decades. I am very concerned about the mgoner in
which scientific information was incorporated into the Draft
Environmental
Impact Assessment for Mountaintop "tvfining/V alley Fills in Appalachia, god
I
do not think the best action alternative was considered or selected.
Specific comments on the draft EIS follow:

1. The purpose of the Oean Water Act is to protect and restore the
physical, chemical and biological integrity of our Nation's waters.
Mountaintop mining impairs the physical, chemical and biological
integrity
of Appalachian stregms. The scientific studies done as part of this EIS
have clearly demonstrated that; yet the results of these studies arc
buried
in appendices and their conclusions are inadequately god inaccurately
conveyed in the draft EIS. I was particularly concerned by the
statement
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healthy native forests in a reasonable period of time or (2) that mining
operations are required to actually use them.
b. E.<;-3: The assessment oflength of stream impacted by mining
activities
is 11 gross underestimate. This estimate is based on malyscs of
topographic m~tps, which even at the 1:24,000 scale vastly underestimate
the
length of small strellffis. Nowhe1-c in this EIS has there been an adequate
assessment of t11e actual length of stream miles potentially impacted.

4-2
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This
is a serious shortcoming. Studies done elsewhere in the Appalachians
have
shown that only 21% of actual stream miles were indicated on 1:24,000
scale
maps. A similar analysis should have been done to determine the
potential
extent of impact of mountaintop mining in the region. TI1e EIS is
incomplete without this. Yet studies that have been done as part of the
EIS provide a way to do this. Intermittent and perennial streams begin

Major Aquatic Insect Orders Associated with Small Headwater Streams
Subject
to Valley Fills from
in Appendix D, Part 2. This
study
clearly showed that there is a diverse aquatic insect fauna associated
with
the small headwater streams that are being lost as a result of
mountaintop
mining.

5-7-2

e. ES-4: The statement that ''questions still remain regarding the
correlation of impacts ... " is a misrepresentation of the information in
the
technical study. Fulk et al. show that streams below valley fills have
consistendy lower measures of biotic integrity, fewer taxa, and fe,ver
pollution-sensitive taxa. Only one mined basin had sites with good
biological integrity, and that was during one season in the middle of a
drought. The manner in which these data are summarized here implies less
certainty in the impacts of mountaintop mining than is justified by the
data presented. The data demonstrate clearly that there is an impact of
mountaintop mining on the biological integrity of our Nation's waters.

111

watersheds with a median size of 14 and 41 acres respectively. It is a
relatively stra.ightforv:ard GIS task to use OEMS to divide the area into
watersheds and use those minimum watershed areas to set where streams
begin
and to assess the length of stream potentially impacted by the proposed
activities. This would be a much better assessment than that based on
1:24,000 maps.
c. ES-4: Tl1e statement that mining is "characterized by an increase in
minerals in the water" is a gross misrepresentation of the data
presented.
Sulfate concentrations are 41 times greater on mined sites; total
dissolved
solids are 16 times greater; conductivity is at least 5 times greater;
and
selenium is over 7 times greater. 'tvforeover the median value of selenium
is
more than twice the EPA safe drinking water standard, and 66 violations
of
drinking water standards for selenium were found below valley ftll
sites.
These are very significant impacts on the chemical integrity of our
Nation's waters that have not been adequately addressed in the EIS.
1l1ese
.b.-inds of changes impair biological integrity of the waters as well as
pose
threats to human health.
d. E..S-4: No mention is made of the results of the study "A Survey of
Eight
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f. RS-4: The statements on the impact of valley fills on hydrology of
streams (e.g. changes in bascflow and storm responses) arc misleading.
TI1e
fact that streams below valley fills have higher runoff during large
rainfall events means that these streams are more prone to flooding.
'll1e
hydrology studies show that the increase in storm runoff resttlting from
mining is greatest in the largest mined catchment and least in the
smallest
mined catchment. 'lbat says that flooding and the public safety
consequences of flooding are of great concern in areas subjected to
mountaintop mining; it also says that if larger areas arc mined, the
impacts of flooding will be greater 1han if smaller areas are mined.
Both
of these are extremely relevant points to incorporate in EIS analyses.
That has not been done in tlus draft. Mountaintop mining impairs the
physical integrity of our Nation's waters; this fact has not been
adequately conveyed in the draft EJS.

5-5-4
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g. ES-4: My comments 1 c and f when combined make an additional point
that
should have been considered in the EIS but was not. Given much higher
concentrations of chemicals (some of which can be toxic, like selenium)
and
higher storm discharges leaving valley fills, that means that downstream
areas '.Vill be subjected to much higher loading (the product of
concentration times discharge) of chemicals. This is of great concen1
and
dte EIS should be looking for altenutives that minimize this downstream
loading.
h. Small headwater streams provide many Yaluable ecosystem
all
of which <~re lost when they are buried by mountaintop mining. One such
semce is remov<~l of nutrients, which small streams do particularly
well,
as shown in studies published in both Nature and Science. This was not
acknowledged in the draft EIS.

law says this should be done! I see little environmental benefit in the
alternative chosen. There is no way these projects should be permitted
That type of a permit is only supposed to be
under a nation"'ide
used if there is no cumulative
of the acti'l-ities. That is
dearlv
not the case here. As has been clearll: demonstrated in the technical
studies included with this EIS, there is measurable cumulative impact of
mountaintop mining. Even the gross lmderestimate of the miles of
streams
buried hy this practice demonstrates the magnitude of this cumulative
impact. And the impact is pennanent. Once these streams are buried,
they
are gone. "l11e magnitude and permanence of this impact makes it
essential
that individual permits be required for each mine. lf this requires
that
mme individuals be hired by the regulatory agency to do these studies
and
evaluations, then increase the permit fees to cover the cost of hiring
the
additional personnel. These stJ:eams are a valuable public resource that
the mining operation is eliminating forever.

5-5-2
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These numerous examples of misrepresentation of findings of the
technical
studies and lack of incorporation of information from the published
scientific literature in the draft EIS are cause for great concern about
the way in which science was used to evaluate the environmental impact
of
the alternatives.
2. The purpose of the EIS is to develop agency policies and procedures
to
minimize the adverse en'l-ironmental effects of mountaintop mining
operations. The alternatives should have been judged based on that.
Based
on what is written about why the preferred alternative was selected
("because of the improved efficiency, collaboration, dhision oflabor,
benefit5 to the public and applicants and the recognition that some
proposals will likely be suited for IPs, and others best processed as
NWP21 "), it is dear that the criterion of minimizing environmental
impact
was NOT the basis on which the alternative was chosen. That is not how
the
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3. AlternatiYe 1 seems more protective of the environment than either
alternatives 2 or 3 or no action. However, even Action AltematiYe 1,
111

which all operations would require individual pennits, seems to be
insufficient reduction of the en'l-iroumental impacts of mountaintop
mining,
primarily because so many of the critical details are left unspecified.
For example, mitigation is proposed to replace aquatic functions that
have
been destroyed. It is not clear that this has eYer been done in any
stream
mitigation project. \Xc'hr was not one of the alten1atives considered one
in
which streams are pem1a11ently set aside in conservation easements?
Protect
the functioning aquatic ecosystems that remain radter than trying to
recreate those ecosystems, which has proven to be an elusive goal.
Development of BMPs offers little environmental benefit unless those

1-5
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BMPs
are enforced. Without the requirement for use of effective BMPs, this
alten1ative Vv'ill offer little environmental benefit. Merely ''improving
dsta collection,
and
will do little to benefit the
environment unless
sre strict requirements for the reporting of
the
information collected. \'V'hnt qncst·ions are the data collection and
analysis
designed to address? W1m vdll do the analysis? Wl1at reporting
deadlines
and reviews will be re<.Jnired? I am particularly concerned about ilie
lnck
of specificity on the types ofbiological annlyses that will be required
of
individual permits nnd of the analyses of ecosystem function thst mll
be
required in individual permits. Both biota and ecosystem function are
impacted by mountaintop mining; it is critical that the permitting
activities adequately assess those losses so that the true costs of
mountaintop mining can be determined and adequate compensation provided
to
the public for their losses. The EIS places much weight on development
of
functional assessments by the COE, but at present tl1ese are just
promises.
It is not at all clear how iliese would be done; and if they are not done
corrt.-ctly, then appropriate permitting and mitigation decisions cannot
be
made.
4. The technical studies show that larger mining operations have
grenter
environmental impact. Clearly one 11lternative considered should have
been
to limit the size of these operntions.

offers little environmental pr-otecbon.
6. In general, the proposed alternative offers many promises hut
inadequate details (e.g. BMPs, ADID, etc. as outlined above) on what is
going to be done by whom, when, and what is going to be recommended vs.
required.
Overall, I fmd this draft EIS h11s serious shortcomings in the marmer in
which science was reported and used to evaluate alternatives and in the
alternatives considered. None of the alternatives considered would
adequately reduce the environmental impacts of mountllintop mining. It
is
essentialth11tan alternative inclttde restrictions on the size of vallev
fills and include specific statements on how recommendations will be
implemented.

14-2-4
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Sincerely,
Judith L Meyer
Distinguished Research Professor of f:Cology

Dr. Jndy L Meyer
Rivet Basin Science and Policy Center
Institute of Ecology
University of Georgia
Athens GA 30602-2602
PHONE 706-542-3363
FAX 706-542-3344
meyerfg)sparc.ecology.uga.edu
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5. Designation of areas unsuitable for fill (ADID) is an important
activity. There is no way to judge whether this is going to be done
appropri11tely based on information in this EIS. If done correctly, this
could be an importm1l way to protect these resources. If not done well,

it
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Sue Miles

Greg Miles

---- ForwRrded by Di!vid Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:43 Pi\f -----

REc·o

Milesnichols@i!ol.
com
To:
R3 Mountilintop@EPA
cc:
01/06/2004 02:48
Subject: Letter of Protest, Draft EIS:
MountRintop Mining In App<llochiil
PM

nrc 2 s ms

December 22, 2003
Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Re:

To: U.S. Environment<ll Protection Agency, Region 3, Philadelphiil, PA
From: C. Sue Miles, Ph.D., Morgantmvn, WV 26508
Re: Public Comment: Letter of Protest, Dmfl EIS: Mountaintop Mining In
App<llochia.

Mountaintop Mining

Dear Mr. Forren,

I am writing to express my opposition to mountaintop mining for coal, the process of removing
mountain and hOI tops for strip mining, and depositing the rubble Into surrounding streams and
valleys.
This process has destroyed over 700 miles of streams In the Appalachian Mountains since
1985, and continues to destroy Irreplaceable riparian habitats.

There are three pi!rticularly significant long-range issues influencing the overall
energy-environment<ll-economic status of the United States, as well as <lll the other
countries on earth.

1-9

l. N atur<ll resources are being depleted at an ruatming rate relative to the age of the
earth, md relative to the long-term future of man-kind on earth. The rate of
utilization of coal needs to be brought under some control relative to potentiru for
serving mankind for hundreds of generations into the future. As a long term
supporter for the rei!lity and work of the EIS I must implore you not to be led astray
from originru committment and to present this issue and point in the direction of
progress .

II is wrong to destroy this precious habitat, end to forever deprive future generations of these
beautiful places. One aspect of this thst Is especially troubling: how much energy Ill produced
from the destruction of one of these streams? Is It a few days of energy for a mile or so of
stream? Energy that is consumed In relatiVe moments, and a stream that Is gone forever.
I urge the EPA not to further weaken environmental protections against this practice of
mountaintop mining.
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Thank you,

.~~)ftk

2. Pollutants such as sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, i!nd especii!lly ozone (formed
from these previous two pollutants) ilre occumulating in the earth's atmosphere at ru1
incredibly high rate. Many a:reils of the United Sti!tes, for example, Rre under ozone
monitoring with health effects on humru1s md anirn<lls ruready recognizable. Further,
the microscopic particulates spread over large areils are carrying adsorbed hazardous
cancer-cilusing pollutants Stlch i!S polynuclear ilrOm<ltic hydrocarbons and trace
elements including mercury, arsenic, cadmium, manganese, selenium, et.ru. in hightly
activated forms. The R1S needs to present these issues and indicate some of the
directions for resolution.

Greg Miles

4800 Park Newport, #101

Newport Beach, CA 92660

3. Globru warming is occurring on earth at an alarming rate, as evidenced by recent
studies reported in the United States, Europe, Japan and other countries. Greenhouse
gases ilte witl1out question a major contributor, if not the primary cause. These ggses
11re the carbon dioxide, methane wd other gases inadvertently released to the
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Leon & Lucille Miller

atmosphere as a result of fossil enet-gy usage. The earth's average surface temperature
is increasing, the polar ice caps are melthing, the ocean levels are rising, and weather
conditions around the world are being affected. These enviromental impacts result
from coal use, among other fossil fuels. The EIS needs to present the global warming
problem \Vith its impacts and indicate alternatives for resolution within the context
our our current energy and environment polides.
The above issues are fundamental, profound, current, and relevant to every region of
the llt1itcd States. Only if we address these issues at every level of government, the
private sector, and the non-profit and volunteer services can we reduce the large
impacts likely to occur in the long-term, if not the short-tem1, future. Each of us as
citizens and inhabitants of this Earth have a responsibility to help.

15-1-2

Respectfully submitted,
C. Sue Miles, PhD.

11-3-2
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Mark Miller

DeJiveredDate: 01!21t2004 02:44;09.PM
Mr John Forren,
I live in Prestonsburg, KY, born & raised there.. I serve on our
local Tourism Board, I serve on one of the boards of our Big Sandy
Community & Technical College. My wife & I have thre.e grown children & two
grandkids, all living in the Coalfields. From our prospe<.-'tive as
residents, homeowners, parents, business folks & concerned citizens about
the future of this region, we write to show our support for Mountain Top
Mining. Locally, our newest tourist attraction is the beautiful Stonecrest
Golf Course. This course was identified as the post mining land use as part
of the approved mining plan, with most of the major landscaping done by the
mining company as part of their re.c1amation. On the .economic front, our
newest major employer to the area is the Big Sandy Federal Prison, also
made possible by flat land created by mountain top mining. This facility
has created some 400 jobs in an area of our state with one of the highe.~t
unemployment ratios. As a result, many new families have relocated to this
ar~, boosting sales of new.& existing homes, several of which have been
built on reclaimed mine land. These are only a few of. the many positive
examples of post mining land uses in our region.
Coal is a precious resource. Mountain Top Mining is the most
efficient method of mining, it's the only method that allows for removal
of the entire coal seam. Today's mining companies are responsibly run
operations, that not only comply with laws written to protect our natural
resources, but our residents & communities as well. Let's continue to mine
responsibly by proven methods including Mountain Top Removal.
Thanks for allowing comments on this m()st important issue.

1-ll
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Sincerely,
Mark E. Miller
Mark E. Miller

635 University Drive
Prestonsbtrrg, KY 41653
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Robin MilL<;

Miller
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Mary Miller
P 0 Box 124
Sylvester, ~. V. 25193

REC'D !ltC 2 9 2003

Mr. John Ferren, US*EPA
16t:O Arch St.

Philadelphia, Pa. 19130

BE: OPposing Mountaintop Removal M1ning
Mr. Ferren,
Mountaintop Removal '!-lining or coa.l today is massive
Ruination not ~nly to the beautiful Appalachian Mountains
of West Vir-inia but to every creature whose existence
depends on these movntains tor survival, and to the
Citizens who live in them.
It is polluting ou~ air, contaminating our Streams
and Rivers, flooding.our properties, threatening our health
exposing us to harmful chemicals, threatens our very life.
There is no justi~ication for the dame.~e to our
environment and the Citizens of 1Aest Vir ginia.

Udlitlea burn coal tll. pl:Odltee electrielt¥- 'l'be.smolce-from that~......,.~~ goes
. !

up the smoke staek and heads downwind. The sulfur In that smoke combines with
water vapor in the atmosphere to produce sulphuric acid. That sulphuric acid lands

1-9

on crops, buildings, on animals and In lakes and rivers.
Wben sulplmrie acid rain lands on cropland, it leaches oat micronntrieats lp the
soli. The soli starts to lose its abDity to produce food that is high In minerals and
vitamin& The process Is very gradaal, one Jt11r to the ua.t;. so it is vmy hard tQ
notice. Over tlme, the ability of our nation to produce nutritious food is bclag lost.
When sulpb11J'ie acid lands on forests, it 1101 only leaches out minerals in the soil,

it alto weakeas the trees by acid breakdown of the cellulose liberJ. The trees are

!lllldual!J less able to get the minerals oat of the sell that they need and at the same
lime the trees are getting structorally weaker. Weaker trees mea us weaker lumber
from those trees means Ameriean homes that are not as strong as tht<X osed to be.
Have you haagbt a good strong soothem pine two by four at tbe lumberyard
~~y? Tbey all breal< easily like toothpicks.

Wben sulpbnrie acid lands on bnitdings it gradually wears them dowa. The

- n t of roofing that needs to be replaeed eael! year is mach ~Ujtber than It should
be, due to acid rain wearing down roofing materials. This is a multl·bmion dollar
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I ha•-e been asked to comment on this by a few fellow West Virginians.

Wben sulphuric acid lands in lakes it acldllies the whole lake. The shells of flsb
egg, are eaten througl> and die. If the lake

wm coo acldle, the whole lake~
Jndus~Fy wants-taintop removal coal mining beeause It Is ebeaper.

dies. Thousands of lakes in our country have already been lost.

If a

miner can mine coalcbeaper than his rivals, tben be can increase profits and

Wben coal is burned, a small part of tbe esbaust Is mercury. Burning coal
accounts for more than balf of all mercury tbat Is entering our environment. Like

market share. Thus, when a r- operators started doing this a whlle hoek, a1J tbe

tbe sulphuric acid, this mercury ean land anywhere, lakes, rivers, roofs, lawns,

others bad to follow, or be put out of business. The result is that coal is cheaper

gardens, croplands and oceans. One recently noticed result of this is high levels of

than It used t11 be.
Cheaper coal means cheaper eaergy produced by that coaL Hooray for energy

mercury in fish. Pregnant women bavt~ been told to avoid eating too much of 110me

eausumers, cheaper energy. However, other sonrees of energy now have a harder

kinds of fish.

time competing. I bave experienced this tlrst-hand. I went to sis large eoal-bnrning

If people and animals have too mnc:b mercury in their bodies, there is loss of
intelligence, and deformities in offilpriug. Thousands of dead and deformed babies

mllitles; Duke Energy, Sontbern Company, ConsteUatiou Energy, Dominion

are being born evt~ry yur in our rountry, because we are llUl*lng too much mercury

Reso1lrees, Exelon Corporation and Progress Energy and I asked them to Invest in

solar and wind powered energy at a stondy rate over the nest twenty years. My

in our environment. The burning of coal thus allows tbe random murder and

proposal was presented as a stockholder action tbat all tbe stocldwlders voted on in

maiming of Amerlc:ans. 1><1 I have to 111ention that every specles, deer, bear, fl.'b

lOOt and 2002. Their response was that wind and solar power are too expensive.

and others, are also having tbe same problems with mercury that we are.

Despite the fut that there Is no need to buy fuel for wind and solar power, those

Coal also has miunte quantities of radioactive uraninm in it. Tbat too Is being

sources still ean't eo111pete 'against coaL Coal powered energy is so cheap that others

spread around our country indiserlminutely.

jnst ean't compete w~ it.

Finally, we get to tbe aetoal mining of the eeaL Here we have a 5500 page

Coal would not be so cheap II' coal bud to pay for acld rain. mercury emissillus,

document that descn"bes bow our government is going to give permission to industry

small partlenlates emissioN and earlton dioxide emissions. But tbey don't, so

to chop off tbe tops of mountains, dlllllp the overburden into valleys, just so they c:an

clesmer sources of energy are being kept off tbe lllarket, beca11$e coal burning is j11st

mine tbe coal nuder those lllountains more eftlciently. More efficient meaning tbe
coal companies ean mine mare coal, with fewer miners and make mare prnflt than

too darned cheap. This EIS even streamlines the permit process so that part wlll be

before.

a llttie cheaper for the coal companies. They've got a good seam going here.
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Now our President, George W. Bush bas decided to let 17,000 coal buming power
plants otT the hook by uot requiring them to upgrade their emissions when the

I have jost two other sbort comments. Twenty years ago President Ronald

upgrade the rest of the plant. They will not be required to retrofit those plants with

Reagan decreed that all actlous such as these have eost benefit llll81ysls done to

advanced eleetrnstotle precipitators, lime washes or bag house filters. Instea,d,

justify them. I would ask that if ya'U are obeying the law and foHowing the rules,

America will continue to die a slow death from aeld rain, mercury and uranium

that when you do that Cost Benefit Analysis, please inehtde aeld rain, men;ury

emission.,, particulatos and higher thuu necessary earbon <lioxlde emissions; for a

coutamiutlon of the whole country, global warming from the earbon dioxide

couple more decades, unless Congress gets some backbone from somewhere.

emissions, a couple hundred thousand kids with asthma from particulate emissions,
loss of vitamins and mluerals from our food due to add rain leaehlng, premature

Meanwhile, in Appalachia, mlniug companies are jubilant. The options
presented In the Monntalntop Removal EIS don't Include requiring Approximate

deterioration ot every roof and building In the country !'rom aeld rain, and the cost

Origfnal Contour, nor Stream ButTer Zone, Dor any restrfetions on depth ofVliBey

of getting rid of the toxic fly ash after coal burning, In your calculations.

f'dl, number of streams buried, nor any other significant chaDge In business as usual.

1-5

My last comment concerns the fact that all these fills are at headwaters. Acid

The mining compallies are getting everything they want, a legitimate process they

ratn from tbe coal blli'Jllog will eventually start leaching at the valley fill lit the

can use to fend otT cltizen complaints aDd lawsuits. Legitimate in that It Is reaDy

headwaters. Won't this cause the entire river, from headwaters to ocean, to become

just legaliZed tliefr and murder. The mfulng compallies and their lltillly company

sttihtty laeed with heavy metals leached !'rom those flUs? Is that wise?

allies have bribed the polltidans and thus bolll!bt the process.

Thank you for your time.

Also, jost for the record. I am opposed to Mountaintop Removal Mining and do

The MTR-EIS talks about tree planting instead of grasslod for reclamation.

not think it sboold be permitted onder any eirenmstaDees. I will vote that way too.

The soil Is gone. Are those miuiug companies really going to briug in enough soH
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from somewhere else such tllilt trees willliilve a chaDcef There must be enough son
depth, and there must be enough orgaDic material In the son for water retention. ·If

19-2-2

these companies are forced to do reclamation correctly, then I wlii applaud. But It
will be hugely expensive for them to do this correctly, and I think they will instead

RobloM"ills

eut and run. It is what other compaDies bave done for along time.

Maplerock Box 80, Rio, West VIrginia U755

(304) 496-8624, robinmBis4@yahoo.com
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July 30,2003
Georgia Miniard
237 Conley Hill
Bledsoe, Kentucky 40810

305 Ada Dell Avenue
Hwrlcane, WV 25526
January !, 2004

Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19\03

JobnForren

U. S. F-nvlroru:nental Protection Agency (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

RE: Environmental Impact Statement relative to Mountaintop Mining and Valley Fills in
the Appalachia

Dear Mr. F<irren:
It is evident to even the casual observer (airline passengers flying over the area, fur
elQI!Dple) thet mountain top removal causes unimaginable devastation. That fact, coupled
with results of your study should convince all thet the irreparable barm being perpetoated
on our land is intolemble.

The amount of destruction thet bas already occurred due to fllilure to enforce the Clean
Air Act, the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act and the Endangered Species
Act is a great tragedy. To now propose to change the rules and legitimize those terrible
practices is to encourage even greater destruction of our furests, contamination and silting
of our waterways and more hardship fur our people.

Dear Mr. Forren,
I would like to submit my comments on the Environmental Impact
Statement relative to Mountaintop Mining and Valley Fills in the Appalachia.
1 am 45 years old and l have lived in Eastern Kentucky since birth. I
admit that we do have a problem with unclean water in some areas. However, this
unclean water problem is not caused by the mining industry. This problem is caused by
untreated sewage from individual homes being straight piped directly into the streams. In
addition to sewage, household garbage of various kinds is also being dumped into the
atreams. This is easily proven by the trash left behind In trees and on the land anytime
we experience flash flooding. Our state and federal governments needs to leave the coal
companies be and work on taking care of these problems. We have inadequate roads,
sewage and water systems. These inadequacies should have been taken care of years ago.
The coal industry has paid enough severance tax from this area that these basic needs
should have been accomplished 25 years ago. Where did all of that money go? lt has
been used in other parts of this state to develop those areas while the Appalachia's have
just been forgotten.

1-5

r am very much opposed to Alternative I, 2 and 3 as outlined in your EJS report. We
desperately need enforcement of the environmental protections legislated bY congress
over the years- not rules to abolisb those protections.
Sincerely,

f4N-,) ~~
Phyllis J. Mingo

I feel like the regulations are already too strict. If we will all take off the
blinders and open our eyes and take an honest look maybe we will realize this. In this
country in all industries we have slowly but surely regulated our people right out of a way
to make a decent living. Due to all of our rules and regulations we have made it
impossible for companies to survive the financial burdens we have put upon them. I feel
that this is the reason we are seeing so many companies take their business to other
countries where they don't have to put up with all of our unreasonable rules and
regulations. I realize that the coal can't be mined from another country but that will not
stop companies from going to other countries an mining their coal to fill the orders
wherever they may be.
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Steve Miniger
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What good is all of our rules and regulations if we can'tearn a living?
The lay of the land in this area is not suitable for building or other industries. Once
mountain top removal mining is completed and the land is properly reclaimed it is then
suitable for these other uses. Our lack of proper roads, proper public utilities (i.e. sewage,
water and garbage service) are the reason we don't have industries in addition to coal
mining. Our state govermnent has taken the coal severance tax. monies and used it in the
northern part of our state instead of using it to see that our roads and public utilities were
developed so we could keep up with everyone else. If we make the mining regulations
Strieter and we loose the mining industry then we have no way to make a living.
Minimum wage jobs put your income below the federal poverty level. Without the
mining industry that is all we would have left. With the mining jobs our economy is in
hom"ble shape. Where would we be without them? Due to all the rules and regulations
the mines have had to cut their work force to a bare minimum. This has strongly affected
our economy. Some people can't seem to understand that the more money people earn
the more they will spend and the less they earn the less they spend. This directly affects
the shape the economy will be in. Without the mining jobs all we would have left in the
Appalachia's would be people who are on some kind of fixed income. The people with
families would have no other choice but to leave in order to find work. We have already
lost a large majority of these people due to the cut backs that have already occurred in the
mining industry. When the working people who are raising families start leaving then you
loose your tax. base that supports your schools as well as other programs. We are seeing
schools being closed due to the small tax. base and the lack of enough students to warrant
them remaining open. So now due to all the rules and regulations put on the mining
industry not only the mining industry is suffering now our education systems are also.
You see it's a ripple effect. When you take away the good wages you also take away the
tax. base that supports public programs such as education. Not only the coal miners suffer
from it; everyone else suffers right along with them. Students loose their right to a good
education. Teachers and school personnel loose their jobs. It just never seems to end!
Please leave the coal industry alone so we can continue to earn a living in this area.
Please do not sign this draft EIS into law.

10-3-2

153 Round Hollow Rd.
Sod, WV 25564
August, 24, 2003
U.S. EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

11-4-2
John Forren:

Re: ElS Mountaintop Mining!Valley Fills in Appalachia released by the US Army Corps of "Engineers.

I find the long-tenn protection of our Appalachian Mountains seriously flawed.

One example of why I am concerned: A large number of people in this area ofW. Va., including my
filmily, depend on public water systems that use water from the Coal River. 1 understand that over 200
miles of tributaries of this river have been covered. That means the watenhed' s ability to deal with heavy
rains and long dry periods has been severely compromised.

5-4-2

1 do not feel that the recommendations of the Environmental Impact Statement protect us from farther
harm.

Sincerely,

~'ffi~

Sincerely,

~~

Georgia Minisrd

SteveMininger
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Carol Mintz
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January 5, 2004
3357 E. Seaiborouth Road
C!<!Yeland Heights, Ohio 44118

Mr. Jolut Ferren
U.s. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street Philade)pbia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Farren,
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I have spent most of my life in Ohio wheA eoal mining has destroyed the land. I am writing to
you to lind out why this practice i$ going to continue in West VIrginia 0\'lilD. thouth we know
scientifically that we are trading short•term fimmclal. gain fur a few wealthy eoal-mlnlng operators
for long-term liabllit;Yfor the oommunlt!es and clti!:ena who will be affeeted for generatlnns by
bad policy.
The llnsh administration's own <h-aft Environmental Impact Sts!em.<!nt (EIS) on tha impact of
mountslntop removal detail the uegslive lollj!'-term impsets of snoh policy: the long-term uegstlve
environmental elfeets ofMonntslntop reiiiOWII are widespread, ~tlng. and permansnt. Why
does the draft IDS propose zero rest:rletions on the size ofvalleyJllls that bury straams nor limits
on tha number of acres of forest that can be destroyed? Wby ean'twe have detellad restrictions
that will protect wildlife and offer long-term protections for the cltinens who for generationiliave
depended on the region's nsmral resourees for sustenanee?

1-9

Weakenlng e.xisting environmental laws is not a solution for anything. We nead to protect ourrent
and fotore generations from sanseless environmental Joss and destraetion. Please lind a method
that will not harm the economies of a community by reducing tha negative environmental impsets
of monnt.aimop removal.

11-10
5-5-2

Sincerely,

C:.:!r~ ~
Carol Mintz
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From: Denver Mitchell
Gen Delivery
Wilkinson, W.Va 25653
946-4019

Ill

-- ,-HJ. ..

.L.t -

July, 22, 2003 ·~ r~--Agencies:
. In 1996 we were flooded on Island Creek with the worst
flood ever. Several of us citizens have been trying to get
our creek dredged from all the garbage, timbering
· material, mud and rocks, that filled-our creek In the flood.
No one Is doing anything to help us even though we were
told they would. I am the son of a deep miner.
Our homes are Important to us. Flood Insurance is so
high we can't afford it. Maybe someone could get their
Coal Company friends, to use their huge bulldozers and
trucks to remove the flood material and place It on those
Mountain Top Removal sites, where some of the material
carne from In the first place. Just go up Cow Creek and
see all the trees being cut down for the new Mountain Top
Mine, and 1know If we have a heavy rain a lot of this mud
and stuff will be back In our streams and will fill them up
more. Those who live along the rivers maybe next as the
river fills up with this material, because no one is
removing it.
I am not against mining, but the way it is mined, I
believe as do my neighbors that the coal could be mined
in different ways, such as using contour methods which
keeps most of the vegetation on the hills and prevents run
off's. This would create more jobs, Mountain Top Removal
eliminates jobs, because one big machine destroys jobs
and creates situations which contributes to flooding.
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Denver Mitchell
POBox98
Willdnson, WV 25653
To wbom it may concem:

My name is Denver Mitchell and I am writing dlis letrer because I am C9J1Certted about how
tbe coal companies are raping our land and tearing up our l!lOillll!lins. I think it is a shaJne that
the people in the \>alleys aren't fighting against dlis more. When we went to grade school, we
were taught that anytime that you move the vegetation off the molltllain tops, it's going to cause
flash flooding in the low lands. 1cant understand why these people are issuing permits to the big
corponttions like Massey Energy and not Il!llking them take respQt~St'bllity fur our water ways and
streams. Sure as I am sitting here, there are going to be Jives lost because of mountain top
removal. rm not against a man woiki:na but there is a right way and a wrong way of doing
things. 1hope that the people in the valleys will wake up to what is happening or they may just
wake up to realize their fllmilies will be floating in tbe creek with an ocean of water. We laww
that one big tree will absorb around 50 gallons of water. I hope you read dlis Jetrer in good faith.
Pleas do not throw it away.

17-2-2

17-1-2
13-3

Sincerely,

Denver Mltehell

1-9
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Septamber 2, 2003

Denver Mitchell

Denver Mitchell
P.O. !lox 98
Wilkinson, WV 25653

POBox98
Wilkinson, WV 25653

To Concerned Citizans:

August 15, 2003

This is your friend, Denver Mitchell, in· Logan County. You told me
to write a little article expressing my opinion about mountain-top removal.
My opinion about mountain-top removal. I think it is a dirty shame for
the people that liva in these valleys and own homes and businesses. I
cannot undarstand why people who live in the State of WV in Logan County
are not concerned about their proparty and their land. If we do not
get mountain-top removal ehanged, they are going to be thousands of lives
lost and millions of dollars worth of property damage.

To whom it may concern:
My Jlllltle is Denver MitcheU and I am writing this letter because I em concerned about how
the coal companies are taping our land and tearing liP our mountalns. I think it is a shame that
the people in the valleys aten't fighting against this more. Whan we went to grade school, we
were taught that anytime that you move the wgetation off the mountain tops, it's going to cause
flash flooding in the low lands. I cant undemand why these people are issuing permits to the big
corporations like Massey Energy and not making them take xespoost'bility fur our water ways and
streams. Sure as ram sitting here, there are going to be lives lost because of mounta1o t!IP
removal. I'm not against a man working but there is a rlgbt way and a wrong way of doing
things. I bope that the people in the valleys will wake liP to what is happening or they may just
wake up to realize their :tltmilies will be flosting in the creek with an ocean of water. We know
that one big ttee will absorb around 50 gallons of water. I hope you read this letter in good faith.
Please do not throw it away.

17-1-2
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You know that the coal companies do not think about us in the valleys.
We.know the same is with the.timber industry. If we do not take the
bull by the horn, now and march against mountain-top removal, we are
going to lose everything that we have worked for. We know for ourselves
that we were here before Massey Coal Company. Massey Coal does not
care about us.

13-3

If we want to save lives in the future, we have to get a hold of
this problam before it is too late. I see it in my Spirit, oceans of
water, coming down in the valleys. Something has to be done, right
now. If you want to run this article, you may do so, but we have to
work fast on this matter. If we wait any longer, a tragic death is
facing the people. We have to try to educate the people that live
in the lowland streams.

Sincerely,

thank you very much.

May God be with us all.

Denver Mitchell
Yours Truly,
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HOW TO CONTACT THE OFFICE OF

U.S. SENATOR JAY ROCKEFELLER
DUE TO THE DISCOVERY OF ANTHRAX IN THE HART
SENATE OFFICE BUILDING, SENATOR ROCKEFELLER'S
WASHINGTON OFFICE IS CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE. POSTAL MAIL IS NOT BEING RECEIVED DURING
THIS TIME IN THE WASHINGTON OFFICE.

August 15, 2003
Denver Milcbell
POBox98
Wilkinson, wv 25653

SENATOR ROCKEFELLER'S FOUR WEST VIRGINIA
OFFICES REMAIN OPEN, FULLY STAFFED, AND ABLE TO
RECEIVE YOUR LETTERS AND PHONE CALLS.

To whom it may coneem:
My .name is Denver Milcbell and I am writing this letlllr because I am concerned about how
the coal oompa&lies are raping our land and beering up our ll10l1tltAins. I thlnli: it ls a shame that
the people in the valleys aren't fighting against tbi$ more. When we went to grade school, we
were taught that anytime that you move the vegelalion off the mountain tops, it's gol.ig to cause
flash flooding Ia the low lands. I cant umlet:sbmd why these people ~UCissuing permits to the big
corporations like Massey Energy and not making them tske responsibility for our water ways and
streams. Sure as I am sitting here, there are golns to be lives lost because of motmtaia top
removal. I'm not against a man working but there Is a right way and a wrong way of doills
things. f hope that the people in the valleys will wake up to wbat ls hllppen!ng or they may just
wake up to realize their tllmllies will be floating in the creek with an oeean of water. We know
thet one big tree wiU absorb around SO pllons of water. I hope you read this letter in good lllith.
Please do not thtow It away.

UNTIL THE WASHINGTON OFFICE REOPENS, PLEASE
DIRECT ANY INQUIRIES. TO THE STATE OFFICE NEAREST
YOU:
.

CHARLESTON

BECKLEY

Office of Senator Jay Rockefeller
Office of Senator Jay Rockefeller
405 Capitol Street, Suite 308
'2JJ7 West Prince Street
· Charleston, VN 25301
BeCkley, 1M/ 25801
(304) 347-6372
(304) 253-9704

FAIRMONT

Sincerely,

MARTINSBURG

Office of Senator Jay Rockefeller
Office of Senator Jay Rockefeller
118 Adams Street, Suite 301
225 West King Stree~ Suite 307
Fairmont, IMI 26554
Martinsburg, VN 25401
(304) 367-0122
(304) 262-9285
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September 1, 2003
Denver Mitchell
Box 98
Wilkinson, WV 25653

P.o.

To Concerned Citizens:
This is your friend, Denver Mitchell, in Logan County. You told me
to write a little article expressing my opinion about mountain-top removal.
My opinion about mountain-top removal. I think it is a dirty shame for
the people that live in these valleys and own homes and businesses. 1
cannot understand why people who live in the State of WV in Logan County
are not concerned about their property and their land. If we do not
get mountain-top removal changed, they are going to be thousands of lives
lost and millions of dollars worth of property damage.

State Treasurer's Office
State Capitol Bldg., Ste. £..145, Charleston. WV 2$305:
F"'" (304} 346-6602
TTY' ()!00) 422-7498

Auditor's Office
W-IOOStatoc.pito!B!dg..

~.

WV25305

/

If we want to save lives in the future, we have to get a hold of
this problem before it is too late. r see it in my Spirit, oceans of
water, coming down in the valleys. Something has to be done, right
now. If you want to run this article, you may do so, but we have to
work fest on this matter. If we wait any longer, a tragic death is
facing the people. We have to try to educate the people that live
in the lowland streams.

~~,;J,~~~...:"' (304) 558-Ml

r..""""" http://WWw.\Wa11dltor.com

*St&tt-AuditotGfanL~iU{i>)

Cbkfol-~--ll-

.................. , :J51-2%S1
.........................
$51!-22$1

Chid Clerk Paul Moflche" . , ............ , .•... , . . . . . SS&-2251

~~&r~n'::.==:::::::::::::

::=

c-11 Cc11tetioao~&ll!t. -.n RollyJOn •.•.••••• Sli-2261

~OW~=~ Db'.
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You know that the coal companies do not think about us in the valleys.
We know the seme is with the tirnber industry. If w<! do not take the
bull by the horn, now and march against mountain-top removal, we are
going to lose everything that we have worked for. We know for ourselves
that we were here before Massey Coal Company. Massey Coal does not
care about us.

Rcbln lrumflcld .. ,., ... ssa..n:n

Thank you very much.

May God be with us all.

Burbora Hcnnort..sehaml>erp •.. , •••...••. , • . . . • • . S$8..2257
()pmdom " " ' - e...Jyn Farris • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $51!-233:1

PubliHI!llilhos Y-Jlm Ul11• •.. , ................ 551-2255

~~-=~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: ~==~1

Yours Truly,
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From: Denver MitChell
~ ~
Box98
,Wilkinson, W.V 25653
946-4019
To Whom It May ConCern:
My
is Denver Mitchell, I am writing about Mountain Top
Removal, because I'm concerned about the danger that faces us all
In the future. If we do not get this Mountain Top Removal stopped
from raping our land and tearing down our trees, the people who
liVe In the valleys are going to suffer great property and loss of
lives. I am not against a man working for a IMng, but there are
other ways to mine coal and keep our trees, a right and wrong
way. I can't understand how our Senators and Governors can issue
permits to these big COtpOI'atiOnS and not make them take
responSibility for our aeeks and rivers. sure as I am sitting here
there is going to be oceans of water and mud flowing through
these valleys. I have warned you of the danger that Is coming in
the future. Mark this down. The huge corporations are going to try
say that it is an act of God, when It happens. We all know that it
will be an act of Man, when It happens, and It will happen. Now
Bnsdshall hollow on Whitman Cleek Is next for this Mountain Top
Removal. I encourage everyone to wake up out of their sleep and
realize what Is facing them. We might wake up some night, like we
on Main Island Creek dlclln 1996, but worse than then and find
people, children and parents floating down these hollows.
I believe God has giVen me this message to wam you of the
danger that Is coming. There Is better way to mine coa~ than
Mountain Top Removal and cream many more and better jObS. I
urge you to wake-up, before It Is too tam. May God be with us all.
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From: Denver Mitchell
Wilkipson, W.Va 25653
Telephone 946-4019
To whom it may concern:
My name i$ Denver Mitchell. I'm writing this letter to you about the
concern for the lives of the people who live in West Vtrginia. The sludge
ponds and dams that the coal companies are building in West Vuginla will
not hold under the materials of the rock. and slate that they are building
them out of. They will deteriorate and we know that the only way to build
dams is to use concrete and steel. If these materials aren't used in building
these dams, then thC¥ wiU fail. I'm afraid we will loose many lives in the
future and millions of dollars in property damage, just like the Buffillo
Creek Flood. This is my vision of what I see coming in the future. We all
know you can't take vegetation off the mountain tops and build dams in
the hollows out of slate, and expect these dams to hold back water.
I'm not against any man worldng, but there is a right way and a wrong
way I believe. This is the wrong way, and this is a very dangerous thing
that is about to happen. Lives of people in the valleys are itnportant.

Denver Mitchell
P.O. Box 98
Wilkison, WV 25653
Dear Sir,
My name is Denver Mitchell. I'm writing you this letter to let you
know what is going on in the coalfield in WV. The coal industry is ripping
and raping our land and not taking any responsibility for our water ways.
I think it is a shame and disgrace to the people that live in the low
land streams. i feel that they are going to be many lives lost and
millions of dollars worth of property damage on account of mountain top
removal adding to the danger that the coal companies are doing. They
are building dams and slush ponds out of rock and slate. We all know
that these datns will deterioate over the years and will not hold the
water. I'm not agsinst any rnan working. But there is a right way and
a wrong way to do anything. That is why I'm writing you this letter.
I'm asking you for some type of donation to help educate the people in
the valleys. I can't understand why our senators and govenors and our
judges so easily issue permits to these big corporations. I see a vision
of what is coming upon the people in WV. That's why we the people have
to sta•t doing something now, before it's too late.

17-2-2

That is why I'm asking you for some type of donation. That I might
help educate the people that live in the low land streams. I am a
person that is on a little monthly Social Security cheek. I am a member
of the Environmental group. I'rn asking you to read this in good faith.
As I said, I'm not against any man working.

}-9

17 2 2
-

-

Anytime you remove vegetation from the mountain tops, ittll cause
flash flooding. If these big coal companies want to mine coal this
way, let them take responsibility for our water ways.
In my spirit, I see a vision of what is coming upon the people
that live in the low land stream areas. My father worked :l.n the coal
minas while he was living and he did work the right way. So I'm asking
you to help rne get the coal companies to go back to the right way of
getting coal. There have been 1nany floods since they started moutain
top removal. I'm afraid that if we don't get tthis changed, there is
going to be another Buffalo Creek flood and the coal companies will
say it was a act of God. But it will be an act oi man. May God have
mercy on all of us. Thank you for listening.
Sincerely,
Denver Mi tehe 11
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impoundments. The use of ADID tends to ignore the possibility that a
stream affected by a temporary fill could be restored to a functional status,
with only temporal impacts. Under the NWP 21 or IP process, the
temporal impacts must be evaluated, and adequate compensation provided.
The use of ADID appears to preclude this avenue.
c. The requirement for an Individual Permit for all proposed fills will
increase the permitting burdens of industry, and tax the capabilities of the
regulatory agencies to process the applications in a timely manner.
d. The use ofMOA's and FOP's will result in two separate reviews, and does
nothing to relieve the problems of separate reviews that we now fmd.

EIS PUBLIC HEARING STATEMENT
July 22, 2003
Hazard, Kentucky

I would like to thank this Committee for the opportunity to submit comments concerning
the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. Having worked with, and in,
the coal mining community for more than 27 years, I feel I am qualified to speak from an
industry standpoint. Though I work for an underground mining operation at this point,
my career has included designing, permitting, and constructing numerous small to large
surface mining operations, whic.h include valley or head-of-hollow fills.
The BIS is to address concerns arising from the surface mining of coal. In particular,
steep slope mining and the associated valley fills, which makes mining of these areas
feasible. Though not specifically addressed in either the "Executive Summary" nor the
"Purpose and Need", the recommendations contained in the EIS will affect all forms of
coal mining in the Appalachian coalfields, as the development of underground mines, and
the need for coal refuse fills, also require fills in valleys or head-of· hollows.

3.
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My review of the EIS has resulted in the following statements:
1.

2.

No Action:
a. This is not an alternative. There are adequate regulatory p~ograms and
policies in place to address our obligations under SMCRA and the CWA.
The coordination between the various Agencies must be improved, with
this BIS being an example. The Notice of Intent to develop the BIS was
published on February 5, 1999, and we are submitting comments on the
DRAFT EIS today, nearly four and one-half years later.
Action Alternative I:
a. Under Action Alternstive I, the COB would take the lead in determining
the location and size of valley fills, and most projects would require and
Individual Permit. The EIS lists in Table II.C-1 under the No Action Plan,
that fills in watersheds ofless than 250 generally qualifY for a NWP 21,
which is only the case in West Virginia, as per the agreement reached in
Bragg v. Robertson.
b. The delineation of areas as unsuitable for filling, as described under the
Advance Identification (ADID) provisions of Alternative I, could prohibit
underground mine development. Underground mines generally require a
temporary storage area for the material (overburden) generated during the
mine site construction. Should a potential fill area be pre-designated as
unsuitable or prohibited for filling under the ADID, an otherwise
economically and technically feasible reserve would be sterilized. By the
same token, few reserves are marketable today without passing through a
preparation plant. The byproducts of coal preparation are not marketable
at this time, and must be stored in a stable location. In the Appalachian
coalfields, this necessitates in the construction of refUse fills and

4.
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Action Alternative ll:
a. This alternative eliminates several of the objections of Action Alte111ative
I, though a separate determination for CWA and SMCRA compliance
remains, and
b. The ADID provision remains, the objection to which is stated above.
c. The Stream Buffer Zone (SBZ) regulations would possibly be modified,
disrupting practices and policies that have been accepted by both industry
and the regulatory community for more than twenty years.
Action Alternative ill:
a. The objections fotmd in the above alternatives are removed, with the
exception of the potential SBZ rule modification.

It should be noted that in this innnediate area, some of the benefits of mountaintop
removal mining and valley fills are being enjoyed. The area where the Hazard ARH
Hospital, the National Guard Armory, a hotel, shopping center and residential area are
constructed on a former mine site on which 1 worked in the 1980's. The Hazard Regional
Airport is located on another furmer mine site. Elk was first reintroduced to eastern
Kentucky 011 a former mine site.
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Elimination of mountaintop removal mining and the valley fills associated with them will
satisfY a small core of society, most of whom do not even reside in the affected areas.
Apparently, their goals do not include providing employment in the Appalachian
coalfields, other than minimum wage eco-tourism jobs, nor do they consider tho
beneficial collateral effects enjoyed by others. We hear that the coal can be mined by
other methods, such as underground mining, but if an operation cannot be cost
competitive, it will not succeed. Coal production will continue to shift to the western
coalfields, and the economic gains of the east will cease if we ban mountaintop removal
and valley or head-of-hollow fills. Once lost, we may never regain the economic strength
we now enjoy.

1-4
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PODrawerC
St. Charles, Virginia 24282
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WmMontgomery

John Mooney

Forn·arded by Dwid Rider/!U/USEPA/US on

09:42

"Mooney, John"
< jmooney@wpplp.co
To:
R3Mountaintop@EPA
m>
cc:
Subject: COMMENTS
01/21/2004 07:27
PM
Dear Sir:
I strongly suspect thAt more forested land exists today in AP!>ala•:hta than existed here a
century ago. Only a small percentage of fOrested
mining. Mining is already heavily regulated and
address mountaintop mining. I am in favor
EIS.

John H. Mooney
VP and Regional
ph 304-522-5757 or
fax 304 522 5401
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Maryhea Morelock
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B. Morgan

Mark Morgan

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPAIUS on 01106/2004 03:55PM --··

Grey
<greybarr@yahoo.c
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
om>
cc:
Subject: Mountaintop Removal
11/0612003 07:14
PM

12144/03
I am an attorney in Danville, Kentw:;ky who.has been involved with mining issues since
1974. I have worked in the courts, on Capital Hill and in many towns in Eastern
Kentucky and West Virginia to ensure that SMCRA was enacted in 1977 and that it is
enforced since then, In the past l could count on.both EPA and OSM to assist in this
effort to enforce the law and to protect environmental resources .. Numerous federal
studies have consistently proven that buffer zones are essential to providing at least
minimal protection to water resources from mining p.ollutiou. In 1975 and 1976 when we
were compromising SMCRA to allow mountain top removal all sides to the debate
understood this practice .of mountain top removal would be the very rare exception to
AOC mining. Instead we find mt. top. to now be the industry norm. This is an
unforgivable travesty, This priletice reflects alack of will to enforce by both the EPA and
OSM. 1t is time for the federal government to stop the backsliding on this issue. Do not
weaken buffer zone protection~. Strengthen them!. Also, withdraw SMCRA ~tpprova1 of
mt top mining. It is appalling obvious that both EPA.and OSM are too weak to enforce
federal laws so that .Congress' original intent that tnt. top removal mining wouid be a tate
exception cannot be accomplished due to the current poiitical climate, Thank you for
your attenti<:ln to these matters. Please do your job and stop EPA from being party to the
weakening of essential environmental protections.

To Whom it Mey Concern,
I felt a need to add my story and brief thoughts on Mountaintop Removal.
Below are some of my personal encounters regarding this topic.
I lived my first 23 years in Southern West Virginia A:s a child, I played
hide-and-seek in the rich forrests near my home, learned to drive on a
winding dirt road amid the moutains, and went to college in the morning
shadows of these magestic figures that symbolize West Virginia Flying
away from !he countryside, I looked down from the plane and felt my
heart sink as I saw what was happening to the moutains all around my
home. Large petches of bare earth where ancient trees were once rooted
are being swallowed up, evermore, in every flight I lake back home. What
can I do? I went to a coal site in (lewis County, WV) where the workmen
stated appeasingly that they replant new trees as the law dictates.
However I soon found, by the admittance of these workmen at the Site,
that these "generic" saplings will only grow 4-feet tall--yet fit the
loop-holed requirements of state law. If by telling my perspective on
Moutaintop Removal will make make the smallest difference in changing
this practice, then I will feel more relieved as 1 fly once mere to
forever my home.

10-6-2

5-5-2
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With kindest regards, Mark Morgan

Thank you for you time. Reply to this email is not required
B. Morgan
A Concerned West Virginian
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Jeffrey Morris

J. JEFFREY MORRIS
A'ITORNEY AT LAW
!2100 WllJIRllU'I BoUti!:VJ.l\0

D!!!li:cr DlAL No.

Stl!'1'£ 1.225

(310) 451-7884

LOs .ANGE!.SS, CA. 90025

FACSIMlLE
(310) 571-1278

EllAlli ]El'!'!U!V.MOIUUS@vEruzoN.NST

16,

January 19, 2004
Mr. John Ferren
O.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

RE: Limit Mountaintop Coal Removal Mining

Dear

Dear Mr. Forren:

I am a long time member of the Izaak Walton League of
America-and keep current on environmental issues. This
travesty of use of our natural resources can never be
undone. Please think of future generations over the short
term use of this fossil fuel. It will be burnt and increase
acid rain and forgotten. The devastation left in its wake
will remain an ugly scar for all time.

1-9
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I understand
competing needs, but unless there is
an absolute need
will be left unfulfilled by the
absence of this fuel, please reconsider the EPA's position.
Very Truly Yours,

J. Jeffrey Morris
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Robert Moss

l'Onx'arded hy Davtd R1der/R.'l/t J:SEPA/lJ:S on 01/09/2004 02:51 PM
hohmoss@hestweh.n
et
To:

forest losses tn West Vtrginia have the potential of dittctly tmpacting as m•ny as 244 vembrt~te
wildlife species

R3 Mountaintop@EPA
even if hardwood forests can be reestablished in m1ned are.as, '\Vhich is
there will be a dt1lstically difJi,rent ecosystem from pre·mining forest
generAtions, if not thousands of years

cc:

01! 05 /2004 06:22
Subject: Draft programmatic Environmental Impact
St•tement (Draft EIS) on mountaintop
PM
coal miniog
Project
I'.S.EPA

- without new limits on mountaintop removal, an additional350
and tOrests \Vill be flattened and destroyed by rnountaintx.'lp

Forren

1-5
miles of mountains, streatns,

~n,e

Bush admintstr:ation 1s
altermtt:ive"
facts contruncd in the E!S
ln light of theS<O
alternatives that reduce the environmental intp•cts of,mc•untarntc>p removal and then implement
measures to protect natural resources and communities in
such as restrictions on the
size of valley fills to reduce the destruction of streams, forests, wildlife and communities.

Phil•delphia, PA 19103
De.nr Proptrt. Man11ger Ferren~
PI .r~ASP: NOTE: Yon will proh•bly receive hundreds of identical letters on this
doesn't make them invalid. 11tey are from real people who have real jobs and real
-any rn11ny work h~trd s:~s volunteers
protect the envlmnmenton which we
In other words) they're busy people.
are not automatically generated from a
indivtdu9l must act1vely request that the
letter be sent in his/her name, even if no personal editing is done.

Sincerely,

3-3

Robert Moss
17 New Street
Bloomlicld, New Jersey 07003,3603
cc:
Senator Jon Corzine
President
IX'. !lush
Vice President
Cheney
Ke'preserrtllt""' Willillm PMcrell
Fmnk Ltutenbcrg

I find it uncons,.:ionable that the Bush su.iministration phtns lo continue to let coal companies destroy
Appnlii>chtn with mtntng pra-ctices t'h~t level mountllintops, wipe out forests, bury
sttRams, and destroy co:tmnunitles.
Accor-ding to th~ nchrunistmtion's draft EnvitonmeHtal Impftct Staternent (EIS) on mountaintop
re-mov}tl cottl minin& the environmental effects of mountaintop removal are widespread,
dev.stating, and permanent Yet the draft EIS proposes no restriclions on the size of valley !ills tl!llt
bury streams, no llmtts on the number of acreii of forest that r:an be
no protections for
impt:ril-cd wildlifet and no safeguards f<Jt the communities of people that
on the region's
natural resources for themselves find fi1ture generJltions.
Hernfirk11bly. the- Rush f'ldrninlstmtion's "preferred a.lternative'' fOr ad.dressmg the enormous
problems caused
mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing environn1ent1tl
b:IS proposes st.ren.mltning the permlthng process, nJlowtng mountaintop
protections. 'I 'he
removal and associated valley fills to cominue at an accelerated rate. 11>C draft EIS also suggests
with n surface mining rule thnt makes it illegal fur mining actlvities to disturb arens
or streams unless il cati be proven tlutt streams will nol be- hno:ned. This "prefetTe-d
alternJl.tive" ignore-s the a.dmtnist:rntion's own studies det.ailing the devastation caused by
mountaintop removal coal mining, ittcluding:
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- over 1200 miles of streams have been cll!maged or destroyed by mountaintop removal
dtrect unpacts to streams would be
mining wastes are dumped on top

lessened by reducing the size of the valley tills where
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Robert Mueller
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DavidMuhly

dumped
into streambeds is an Ullconscionable breach of the public
of how
the systcm 01n become when
trust, md is
take precedence over people.
removal mining and valley
should be a prohibit<--d pra<:ticc.

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:43PM
Dave Muhly
<vafw@naxs.net>
To:
R3 .:Vfountaintop@EPA
cc:
01/06/2004 04:49
Subject: Comments on the EPA
Mountaintop Removfll Mining DEIS
PM

According to the administration's draft En"\;ronmental ImpllCt Statement (EIS)
on mountaintop removal coal mining, the environmental effects of
mountaintop removal are widespread, devastating, and permanent. Yet the
draft EIS proposes no restrictions on the size of valley fills that bury streams,
no limits on the number of acres of forest that can be destroyed, no
protectiom for imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards for the communities of
people that depend on the region's natural resources for themselves and future
generations.

Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street Philadelphia, PA 19103
COMMENTS ON THE EPA MOCNTAINTOP REMOVAL MINING
DEIS
In August of 2002, I had the opportunity to fly in a small plane over parts of
Kanawha and Boone Counties in southern West Virginia. I was intellectually
aware of the practice known as mountaintop removal mining, but nothing
prepared me for the shock of what I saw that afternoon. I saw vast areas
completely denuded and chllllged forever. Forests were gone, and streams
were buried. And, perhaps most distressing of all, this was not llll isolated
occurrence. As far as I could see for many miles in any direction, similar MTR
sites were revealed like festering 'lli'OU!lds in the earth. I considered it then, and I
can consider it now, an Ullgodly practice, unworthy of civilized man, an
abomination, a sacrilege.
It is indefensible that the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal
companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level mountaintops,
wipe out forests and bury streams in the valleys below. This practice is
damaging not only to the environment, but directly threatens homes and
communities anywhere near such operations. Many small towns in soutl1em
West Virginia have been reduced to "\;rtual ghost towns due to the damage
caused by tbis mining practice.
Mountaintop removal mining and valley fills should not be allowed and the
laws and regub.tions that protect clell!l water must not be weakened. In
particular, 1 oppose the proposal to change the stream buffer :mne rule that
prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streams. This rule shonld be stricdy
enforced for valley fills and in all other cases. In addition, the classification of
valley fill that excludes it from the definition of waste and thus allows it to be

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

Titc Bush administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the enormous
problems caused by moUiltaiutop removal co11lmining is to weaken existing
environmental protections. 1he draft EIS proposes streamlining the permitting
process, allowing moootaintop remov11! and associated valley fills to continue at
llll accelernted rnte. The draft EIS lUsO suggests doing away with a surface
mining rule that makes it illegal for mining activities to disturb are11s within 100
feet of streams unless it can be proven that streams will not be harmed. 11us
"preferred alternative" ignores tile adrninistration's own studies detailing the
devastation caused by mountaintop removal coal mining, including:

10-6-2

over 1200 miles of strea.ms have been damaged or destroyed by
rnoootaintop removal
direct impacts to streams would be greatly lessened by reducing
the size of the valley fills "'here mining wastes arc dumped on top of streams

1-9
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the total of past, present and estimated future forest losses is
1. 4 million acres
forest losses in West Virginia have tl1e potential of directly
impacting as many as 244 vertebrate wildlife species
even if hardwood forests Cllll be reestablished in mined 11reas,
which is ooproven and unlikely, tl1erc will be a drastically different ecosystem
from pre-mining forest conditions for generations, if not thousands of years
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without new linlits on mountaintop removaL an additional 350

A-1116
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Dr. Mendi Mullett

square miles of mountains, streams, and forests will be flattened and destroyed
by mountaintop removal nri11ing

Forwarded by David Rider!R.'\/USRPA/US on 01/09/2004 fJ2:51 PM
mcndi@rmi.nct

To:
01/06/2004 04:09

The Bush administration's "preferred alternative" ignores these and hundreds
of other scientific facts contained in the EIS studies. ln light of these facts, the
Bush administration must consider alternatives that reduce the environmental
impacts of mouutaintop removal and then implement measures to protect
nat11ral resourres and communities in Appalachia, such as restrictions on the
size of valley fills to reduce the destruction of streams, forests, ;v:il.dlife and
communities.
I'm disappointed and angry that the federal government ignored its own studies
when it proposed weakening, rather than strengthening, protections for people
and the etrvironment. I do not support any of the three alternatives contained
within the Environmental Impact Statement Report. All three options will
make it easier for companies to destroy streams, endangering wildlife and
nearby communities. lbis is not responsible action! Due to the environmental
and social in1pacts that can not be mitigated tmder any cirrumstances,
mountaintop removal mining and valley fills should be a prohibited

AM

R3 Mouutaintop@EP A
cc:
Subject: Don't destroy our mountain ecosystem!

January 3, 2004
Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA (.1EA30)
1650 Arch Street Phihtdelphia, PA 19103

1-5
Dear l'v!r. Forren,

I am upset to learn that the .Bush administration plans to continue to let coal companies
destroy App•lachia with
that le\•el mountAintops, ""Pe out forests, bury
streams, and
Support limitations to mountaintop removal mining: I
am • native West
bom in the Ohio Valley, now restding in the Rocky Mountains
of Colorado. As • researcher and adjunct co !leg<: professor, !have had interest in the
Mountaintop Removal projects over the past seveml years. My information developed over
time by both my students and my own research efforts indicate,, that the original thinking
about providing community
as part of the mountllintop removal plans were
ft)rward thinking and with the
community mtentions in mind. In pnctice, ov,er time.
however, the effort has lost its initial appeal and instead
with the
en•,•irrmn1en't> nJRVillglml'ent in mind, the effort has
an industrial
appeal that makes
Virginia. An
and control on both
and mllintenana
hits led to Jl de-.gradation nf communities and ntral environments as wdl Jt\s n
and a blight on the native animals and ability to grow vegetlltion in the
areas. l11e lands being decimated by the moutaintop nmovalactivitics were once
beautifi.tl places that residents were proud to call their home. As a native \Vest Virginian, I
am sickened at the
scenes that have been left by the
removal open!tions.
The result has not
an environmental triumph that
communities
for West Virginia residents each time a Mountllintop
project is completed. l
that the result of poorly selected and poorly managed operations has resulted in
economic and tourism opportwtities for the citizens in the long mn. My
recommendation is to take the time and effort that should have been in pla<:c Alllllong for
providing ~fiecttve well audited resource removal without the overall destmctton of the
landscape.

Please consider these my official comments on this proposed action, and add
my name to any mailing list generated, electronic or otherwise, to keep citizens
informed of the progress of this decision.
Sincerely,
DavidMuhly
Regional Representative
Sierra Club Appalachian Region
Rt 2 Box 118
Bland, VA 24315
(276) 688-2190
(276) 688-2179 (fax)
(276) 620-0717 (celD
david.muhly@sierradub.org

According to the administration's draft Environmental Impact Statement (EJS) on
mountaintop removal coal mining, the envirorunenllll effects of mountllintop removal are
widespread, dev•.stating, and permanent . Yet thethdraft ElbS
no .~Btrirti~ns on tbhe
size of valley fil1s that bury sttellffis, no 1muts on e num er
o rorest tnat can e
destroyed, no protections for imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards for the communities of
people that depend on the region's natural resources for themselves and future generations.

1
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Munson

The Bush administration's "preferred alternative'' for addressing the problems caused
mc•tmltamtop removal coal n1ining is to weaken existing envtronn1-ental protections.
"preferred
ignores tht" administrJ.ttion•s own studies detailing the devastAtion
caused by mountaintop removal coal mining, including:
over 1200 milt"s of streams have been damaged or destroyed by mount}lintop remmra1;
direct
to streams would be
lessened by reducing the size of the valley fills
where
are dumped on top
the total
present and estimated future forest losses is 1.4 million acres;
·· forest losses West Virginia have the potential of directly impocting as many as 244
v-crtr-bratc wildlife spcctcs;
without new limits on
removal, an additional350 square miles of mountains,
streams, and forests will be
and destroyed by mountaintop removal mining.
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In light of these facts, I urge you to consider alternatives thAt reduce the environmental
impacts of mountaintop removal. Thank you for your consideration of this important issue.
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Mark Murphy

Sheldon Myers

···• Fo"t\\-,rded by David Rider/R3/USEPi\ICS on 01/07/2004 03:32PM

~~~:::d:JM~1~e.f!p6.tt,., ro~<-'-'·'''.

To -tht::

us. ff~<tnrCoRf..s o~

l!-t.·r ...,_,~,

''srunyers123@sbcgl
obal.net"
To:
R.3 Mountaintop@EPA
cc:
<srunyers123
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal lvfining
01/06/200412:30
PM

ftJ_j·ttJ~Ef,._Sr fttv~

Tl\£ Publ.tds T!vj;,Prf!;,Af.tT,~NtJo~!~2

Dear fik John Forren, Project Manager,
Plell..se make honest recommendations in the EPA's EIS. Tearing up mountains for a
mittimal supply of coal is simply ridictdous, l1S it does more harm than good. Anyone
can see that the smal\ amount of coal simply isn't worth the damage done.

1-9

1be truth will come out sooner or later, so it might as well come from you uow.
Sincerely,

Sheldon A. Myers
Attorney at Law
521 'fexas Avenue
El PllSo, TX 79901
srunye..,.123@sbcglobal.net

FJ Paso, TX 79901
samyers 123@sbcglobal.nel
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Grace Naccarato

Susan Nadeau
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MountalntopMintngtValley Fill Etrvfronmentallmpact Slati!YIItml Preliminary Draft, at ES~l6
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Patricia Napier
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that happen.

7-2-2
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Ann Nelson

Ann Nelson
Date: 1/05/2004
City: Terra Alta

State.: WV

Zip:

26764

I am opposed to the continued destruction of mountain tops in West Virginia. Our
ecology is slowly being permanently ruined, along with highly valuable sources of clean

water that sure! y are worth as much as the coal that is being removed. In the next
millennium, the short.•>ightedness of the Bush administration will be written about in
history book$. And water shortages will be the causes of many wars and much litigation,
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Nanette Nelson
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When I sat down last night and thought about this meeting,! became both sad and angry. The ~~ery sul!ject ofMTR
onjures up extreme emotions fur true ooallleld residents. Those ofus who have lived ln our COill!llllnities fur lllilny
eneratioM are one with the land. Not many people can understand this r.oneept. You just have to know out hearts.

eath to go to bed when It rains. They sleep with their clothes on. How can people have good mental health w
ee their world being destroyed around them? Depression is common and so is amdety. These are problems tlu
uted overnight. You have eaused these problems, and it is up to you to flx them. lt is time !Or these regulstor
>have some backbone and tell these oompeoies to clean up their act.

1 want to impress on you the true eost ofMTR. We hesr that the DEP, EPA, and other agencies phts lndustrywsnt
) rely on so called scient!Jlc dsta. But the data always seems to suit their went• and needs. Certsinly not the eoalfield
"'idents. How do you gather seientific data on people, their feelings, their hopes and dreams. You cannot. This EIS
tatement is a sham and it is a disgrace to even present to the people of this state.

You went to talk about economic developeoent. Where is it? According to the DEP website there are 363 active
lining permits in Boone C.o .. They say that MTR sites can he made into economic development sites. Where are they?
'here are 79 active MTR sites new, and I doubt that there will ever he any kind of economic development on Big Coal
:iver. Out county ru.. terrible conditions around MTR sites. Property values have gone down.People could never get
oough out of their homes to hey an e<!Uivalent heme elsewhere. People have worked all their lives to have a home only

11-3 _5

>sec it's value go to ahnost nothing. Wbltesville and Madison are only ghosts of what they once were. Everywhere
rere ls MTR, coll\ll\unity death fullowa.People have left heeause they·can'r $!lind IMng in ~-conditions cau.'led by

ITR. Our schools have been clo.qing, We have lost many oohools in our cotmty ln the psst few ysars. Need I say More?
They say that MTR Is wonderful tor wildlife. If that is so why is the wildlife coming down into out yerds looking fur
md? Tirey never did that befure. You never ha!lr a whlppOrwUI any more. Big Coal River used to he full of fresh water
mssels. They were hoge. They were everywhere in the river. They are all gone now. You have poisoned and polluted
!ld blasted and dusted the environment to death. Not to mention the unprecedented flooding that is occurring
>mewhere every time we haw a rain event. This usad to he rare, now it is haeoming OOII\II\Onplace. And who pays? As
sua! FEMA is called in and Federal tax dollars are used to try to help these ftuniiies recover. But even this Is a sham.
EMA doesn't even come close to paying enough to put these poor people on the rond to reco~~ery. Some of these
1milles will never have normal lives again. Again tha coal and timber oompsuies get off scoU free. Where ill the justice in
1is? When is this ever going to end? When you have destroyed tha lives ofCIIeryOne or have run the rest of us off so
ou can have free reign to do whatever you want with no one to tree? I truly believe that this is your goal. You wish that
"'would just an go away.~ are not going anywhere. So don't get your hopes up!

I6-1-5

~thad.

You say that MTR is a sater
For whom? !imagine that It Is for the person sitting h1 a big air
>ndltioned piece of equipment. But what about the people ·who have to live aroand these sites'/ Remember, these fulks
idn't move in on you, you moved in on top ofthero. Is MTR sater !Or these residents? I think not. l want you to know
Jmetblng. l am not sgalust coal mining. I am against irresponstD!e mining methods. My hushend worked underground
>r many years. Tba true miners knew the dangers, and so did their llunilies. They aceeptnd that danger. Tru..e men
~posed themselves to these dangers every day. They exposed themselves, no one else. The are true brave men. The
eople who work the MTR sites may have a s~ job fur themselves, However they are putting innocent people in
mns way. Little children, the elderly, colll!lllln people and even babies yet unbotn are ln dssger around these sites. And
)U eall this a safer ulining method? I think not. When you put people in harms way that are not even conneeted to the
lining Industry to save your own heblnds, I eall thet cowardice.
The true oost ofMTR can never be measured. The lost Jbrests, the poisoned water, and the lost species that out
1ildren will only hear about. But the worst cost is what is hes done and Is doing to the people. The mental anguish of
1e people Cllll never he measured. 1have seen a man cry when ha talked about the destruction sround hhe. But the
·orst to me is the little ones who are terrified of the rain. Those childreo who have lived through floods are soared to
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I have Jn my bands a list of363 active mining permits in Boone Co. alone. Not
counting the many pending permits. You talk abont economic development. Where is it? I haven't
seen it.
/Afi- n~ul2. :r/.1~

r

Issued Mining Permits

co~L,J'.IT#-<>t

You keep talking that you need MTR because of the jobs it creates./Actu!!lly MTR is w '~' -41,
elimillfttlng jobs. I was an underground miner. The mine that I worked at employed over three
hundred men. A company can opernte an MTR site with as fuw as twenty men. You call that job
creation? I don't. When I went to work I pnt myself In danger no one else. MTR pnts everyone In
danger. When I worked underground the company would fu.'lS about and 8 inch middle band of
roc!c In an 8 foot seam of pure steam coal. Bnt you say you can make money mevlng whole
mountains for a small seam of coal. The economics don't add up. You tal!c about the wonderful
habitat for wildlife that MTR creates. If it is so wonderful wby is the wildlife coming dowolnto
our c<>mmunitles to eat. We don't have an overpopulation of wildlife it is the fact that their bab~at
is being destroyed.
~) <--'fvl fLt_
-

(363) Issued oermits fbr BOONE

((

Permittee

1-9

The danger posed to the environmen not only by the MTR operatlotill bUt iiiSO the boOby traps -·
that they have littered the hillsides • · veryplaee you turn is gated off. What if a child would
get into one ofthese. Are these companies above the law? In Weti. Virginia they seem to be.
What about the VIElNAM VET'S ? They were a lot of good young men that were INJURED
and KILLED dne to BOOBY TRAPS. Why are we having to fuce the same thing here In OUR
WEST VIRGINIA MOUNTAINS. Is this not the UNITED STATES OF AMBRICA?

~

ARK LAND CO frospect

IP5oi3ot 05102/2001

ARK LAND CO !Prospect

~ 06/11/2001

ARK LAND CO IProsnect
ARK LAND CO Prosnect

1>'102300 07/10/2000
iPS03101 08/28/2001

ARK LAND CO Prospect

~ 12102/1998

!Prospect

02/08/1999

Faelllty Name

Current

F1SHPROPER1YNO. 2

New

HOBET 21: ALMA
HORIZON
H21: CAMP CREEK
H21 LITTLE HORSE
CREBKPROSPEC
ARK LAND
OTfAWAALMA2
HOBET2l:CHILTON
HORIZON

~ 09/16/2002 HEWITT CREEK 2002

CAMP CREEK NO. 2
Prospect
~ 01107/2003
GAS
COMPANY
ASSET MINING, ~oat Surface
HOPKINS FORK
~2/26/1997
~
SURFACE
LC
ne
ASSET MINING, Coal Surface
FROZEN
HOLLOW
~ lo6/03/l996
SURFACE
ILLc
- IMine
BLACKHEART
!Prospect
~ ~7/13/1990
MINING INC
!BOONE
COUNTY AIR, Quarry
QS.QJ421 04/25/2000 PROPOSED QUARRY
fL.L.C.
TONEY FORK
Coal Surface
~0
S:i.OO.W. 05/28/1998
SURFACE#!
GCO
Mine
TONEY
FORK
BUFFALO
~~Surface ~ 05/28/1998
SURFACE#2
MINING CO
ne
BURCO
Coal Surface
RESOURCES
S&U~ 12{14/1990
Mine
CORP
CALLISTO
~~Surface ~Q ll/lS/2001 CALLISTO SURFACE
COAL
MINE
ne
COMPANY INC
CANNELTON
Coal
lnom:tOR2 07/16/1982
INDUSTRIES

t'1·h

(Til'--

TTn<lt>rorrutnd
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ARK LAND CO Prospect

!ARK LAND

(,J \. !i ;L~

(~OrAPty

Issued

~ ~3/12/1998

ARKL~'

administration and demand that the people be protected, not the Industry barons.

t;.J

Permit
ID

ANKER
IProspect
!ENERGY
CORPORATION

COMPANY

It i~ time fur a drastic chenge. It is up to you to have the courage to stand up to the Bush

l1'v e

Type

A-1135

StatiiS

New
New
New
New
New_
New
New
New
Renewed
Renewed
New
Renewed
New
New
Phase 1
Released
New
Renewed
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t

rANNELTON
INDUSTRIES
INC
CANNELTON
INDUSTRIES
INC
CATENARY
COAL CO
CATENARY
COAL CO
CATENARY
COAL CO
CATENARY
COAL CO
CATENARY
COAL CO
- CCCOAL
COMPANY
CCCOAL
COMPANY

Coal
Underground

08/0211982

Renewed

Coal
Underground [QillMill 06/07/1985

Phase 1
Released

MOCCASIN HOLLOW
IMPOUNDMENT
CABIN CREEK
QJlllliQ 07/05/1991
Other
HAULROAD
POURMILEBR
Prospect
02/09/1999
~
PROSPECT PERMIT
Coal Surface
SAMPLES MINE
SlQ!M2~ 10/01/1996
Mine
EXTENSION
Coal Surface SW,2QQ ll/15/2001 White Oak Extension
Mine
Coal Surface
FOURMILEPK
~ 03/06/!997
SURFACE MINE
IMine
Coal Surface
~ 10/18/1993 HORSE CREEK MINE
Mine
Other

m.ll.l29J. 10/13/2000

CCCOAL
COMPANY

Coal Surface
~ 12129/1994
Mine

CCCOAL
COMPANY
COLONY BAY
COAL CO
COLONY BAY
COAL CO
COLONY BAY
COAL CO
COLONY BAY
lroALCO
COLONY BAY
COAL CO
COLONY BAY
COAL CO

Coal Surface
S~Q~l. 04/15/1991
IMine

~OLONYBAY

COAL CO
DAKOTA
MlNINGINC
!DAKOTA
!MINING INC
!DAKOTA
MlNINGINC
DAKOTA
MlNINGINC
OAKOTA

!Haulroad

HQll:!JIQ ~7/29/1976

ORGAS#3

HAULROAD

~oat

New
Renewed
New
Renewed
New
Renewed

ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
t"OALCORP.
lBASTERN
,ASSOCIATED
"OALCORP.
lBASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
f'OALCORP.

Renewed
Renewed
Active
Renewed
Active
New

03/16/2000

CASEY NO.3

New

Prospect

~ 07127/1999

CASEYN0.2
PROSPECT

New

Prospect

tw2QQ 12115/2000

CASEYN0.4

New

CASEY#!
,..., ... .. _,_

Renewed

Coal
07/29/1997
Underground lli.!lll.2Si
~

~

Renewed

~

rnol

IATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.

Incremental
Phase 1
Release

Prospect

·~ ~ ~-
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Other

0016SS3 ll/2S/19S3

Renewed

Other

04/15/1986

Phase2
Released

Other

~.Jm!i 04/08/1986

Phase 1
Released

Other

0509186 12/30/1986

Renewed

Prospect

l'.Q.l11£1 12/02/1981

New

Prospect

RN

Renewed

STOCKTON MINE

.•

ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
SOCIATED
CORP.
ERN
IATED
CORP.

Renewed

Coal Surface
SURFACE MINE
7ll 01/1611981
Mine
Coal Surface
SQQill.1 01/18/1981
Mine
Coal Surface
~11/30/1990
Mine
(OLD) S-67-83 & S-86Coal Surface
11/22/1996
84
Mine
10/31/1985
Underground lli!Q.illS
Coal
02/14/2003
Underground WQO...ZQ2

I

-

RA.<!TRRN

A-1136

.

13 AND 14
~ 03/20/2000 WINIFREDE
..
. .....
-- ---- +-·
HARRIS NO.1
RESERVE AREA

Prospect

fi.<li.m. 06/03/2003

Prospect

~Ql2l'l3.

!Prospect

J>.S.QU!ll 04/2412003

!Prospect

liD100 05/10/2000 ASSOCIATED CORP.

Prospect

04/14/2003 MIDDLE KITTANNING

· New
New
New

LEWISTON DEEP
MINE

New

EASTERN

New

P.sQilll ~6/10/2002

ROCKUCK RESERVE
AREA

New

IProspect

PS.Qll!Ql 08/20/2002

ROCKLICK RESERVE
AREA

New

Prospect

f.W2Jll 06/26/2001

!POWELLTON RESERVE
AREA

New

!Prospect

~ 12105/2002

EASTERN
ASSOCIATED COAL
CORP

New

[Prospect

~ ~8/08/2000 WINIFREDE 16MINE

New

Prospect

P.2222QQ 10/02/2000

ROCKLICK RESERVE
AREA

New

--··~---

---~~---
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!EAGLE
liNe ENERGY Other
[EAGLE ENERGY

liNe

Other

QQ!l:4l8l 03/29/1983

Inactive

~

Renewed

12/23/1986

EAGLE ENERGY Coal
INC
Underwoutld UOOHll 02/10/1983
EAGLE ENERGY _
INC x
Prospect
p~ 04!24/1997

~g~E ENERGY Prospect
EASTERN
ASSOCJATI:!D
t'OALCORP.
EASTERN
!ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
)'lASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
[EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED

~ 05/2211997 WEST SID~PROSPECT
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Phase2
Released

Coal

iruvt.<e

Underground ~BZ 02/1211982

Phase 2
Released

Coal
nru\oA< lr.•
Underground ~!l.2~7/20/1982

Renewed

aaulroad

HQ224QQ 08/21/1980

Renewed

Haulrond

01126/1993

Renewed

Otlter

~!ll 01/07/1983

Rettewed

Other

01/07/1983

Renewed

Other

0..~

02/02/1982

Renewed

Other

Qoou.!ll 01/24/1983

Renewed

Other

QQQ2Q!ll~l/24/1983

Phase 1
Released

Other

00062&2 11/08/1982

Renewed

Otlter

QQll..lm 12117/1982

Renewed

Other

o.ruLMS112/17/1982

Renewed

Inactive

C~al Surface SQ001.8.Q 0910911980

Renewed

:~Surface .S~ 02/10/1986

Renewed

Coal
!underground~ 02/09/1983

Renewed

S:~rground !J.QQL;ll~ 11/12/1985

Inactive

Coal

Underground U.OOS2il 05/12/1983

Renewed

k:oal
Undergrouttd ~ 12117/1982

Renewed

Coal
0,
Underground UQ~.. 12/17/1982

Renewed

Coal
Underground U0149R2 ·12117/1982

Renewed

Coal
nil'>
!underground J.!llljQ,.. 12/17/1982

Renewed

Coal
Underground ILQ?J 500 0 t/15/1980

Renewed

Coal
11401790 0912 7I1990
Underground

Phase 1
Released

~ASTERN

ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
!EASTERN
i.ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
t:OALCORP.
BASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
f'OALCORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
~QRP.

rnA T r:n'RP
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c~ Surface ~ M/12/1985
Mine
UIJt

jEASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COALCOIP.
EASTERN
~SOCIATED
<.:OALCOIP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
if:OALCORP.

New

.

~~~~TED

lco'AL'"'cou.

New

Underground P000382 09/16/1982

Prospect

p~

11130/1999

PROSPECT

New

COALCOIP.

Inactive

Coal

~~~~TED

A-1137

Mine
tvnne

~erground U500497 05/23/1997

WlNFIFREDE 13A
MfNE

Renewed

1r~OOQ!l12J02/l 4/2 003

WINIFREDE NO. 16
MINE

New

Coal

Underground 1 ~.

Coal
rrcllnt:<
Renewed
WINIFRIIDE #13
Underground ~21 03/0211994
-J--------------L----~
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EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
EASTERN
ASSOCIATED
COAL CORP.
CIATED
CORP.
RN
CIATED
CORP.
RUN COAL
MPANYINC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC

Coal
Underground IIDD~ 05/18/1999

Coat
Underground IP'J>_222.!l.05/18/1999 POWELLTON NO.3
Coal
Underground !lli!.Ul!2 06/23/1986
Coal
Underground USi!l.®l 04/05/2002

'NT T!" DT'tl\T rtA A '1

WINIFREDE NO. 12

Campbell Creek No.l4
rT((lj,<;(l') 06/03/2003
Deep Mine

Coal
undefgiout!il

!l2Q1!!2~ 09/22/1997

Coal
Underground

rrsm~c;n

New

WINIFREDE 15 MINE

Ol/20/1995 HERNSHAW NO UP
DEEP MINE

New
New
Renewed·!Phase2
Released

Coal
Underground !12~ 09/09/1986

Phase 2
Released

Coal
09/09/1986
Underground us~

Inactive

Coal
01/06/1982
!underground I2Q!lQ.l82
Coal
lnoo21R? 02/12/1982
Undergrou11d

Renewed

Haul road

IHOS~700

ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
!ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
IELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
m.KRUNCOAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
.. COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
lroMJ>ANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
BLKRUNCOAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
BLKRUNCOAL
COMPANY INC

New

Phase 1
Released

Coal
Underground

Renewed
Renewed

1013111980

Other

BLUE
lo~Oit!Oii 11/04/1996 PENNANT/TWILIGHT
HAULROAD
CHESS PROCESSING
~~ 03/07/1995
COAL REFUSE

Other

owm 05/19/1992

Renewed

!Prep Plant

~ ~3/25/1980

Renewed

!Prospect

f.iQQ.W. 01/17/1995

New

Prospect

~QQ§~

04/08/2003 ELK RUN PROSPECT

Prospect

~w.

05/19/2003

ELK RUN COAL Other
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
IELK RUN COAL
lroMPANY INC
IELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC

POWELLTON NO 2

PROSPECT

Renewed
Renewed

New
New

--

t..JI'\nVTI\TC 171'\J>V
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!Prospect

~

!Prospect

~1~ ~7!1411999

!Prospect

04/09/1997

New

WHITE KNIGHT NO. 3.
PROSPECT
ELK
RUN COAL
~ 01/14/2003
COMPANY

New
New

!Prospect

~

07/01/1992

!Prospect

~

10/25/1999

Prospect

~

09/09/1996

New

Prospect

p~

11/1311995

New

Prospect

~

10/24/1996

New

Prospect

~

ll/09/1998

!Prospect

~

05/10/1999 LAXARE PROSPECT

New

BLACK CASTLE
Coal Surface
1/14/2003
CONTOUR SURFACE
Mine
Coal Surface
SSQ2a2i 06/1112003 WEST OF STOLLINGS
Mine
EAST OF STOLLINGS
Coal Surface
~ ~9/01/1994
SURFACE MINE
Mine
Coal Surface
~~!lli3Q 11107/1986
Mine
Coal Surface
~ 05/13/1987
Mine
Coal Surface
82!111~ ~8/02/1989
Mine
Coal Surface
S291487 07/28/1987
Mine
Coal Surface
S®Z<iM 12/20/1988
Mine
Coal
U039700 03/20/1979
Underground
Coal
11/26/1980
Underground
Coal
U066300 07/0811987
Underground
Coal
1/16/1981
!Underground

New

jeoal
Underground

9.

02109/1995

New
LAXARE PROSPECT
N0.2

PROSPECT

New

New

BLACK BISHOP

New
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed

Phase 1
Released
Phase2
Released
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed
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'OMPANYINC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC
ELK RUN COAL

Underground Lllil.!.m 12/01/1998
Coal
Underground ~ 10/2'}./2002
Coal
IJjQ;!Ai)Q 06/19/2002
Underground
Coal
Underground U501297 12/05/1997
Coal
Pnderground
Coal
02/07/1992
Underground ~&?.
Coal
I1®ll1B. ~3/1987

ELK RUN COAL
COMPANY INC

und J.li!Q.QW 07/28/1989

BLACK KNIGHT lll

New

WlnTE KNIGHT MINE

New

BLACK KING I

New

1W1LIGHT WINIFRED
MINE

Pbase I

~/14/1994 BISHOP ll DEEP MINE

WinTE KNIGHT MINE

If~
NY

Coal Surface
Mine

~

03127/2003

HOBET MlNlNG
INC
HOBET MlNlNG
INC
!HOBET MlNlNG
INC
HOBET MlNING
l1\.Tfi

SQQl~~

Phase 1
Released
Renewed

New

Higltwall Mine No. 2

New
New
Phase 1
Released
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed

Renewed

~

HOLLOW
MOUNTAIN
RESOURCES,

Coal Surface
Mine

s.sru.w 08/09/2002

07/09/2003

!HORIZON
~oal Surface
RESOURCES,
~24 04/07/1997
IMine
LLC
INDEPENDENCE
Other
COAL
~ 08/10/1984
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
9/19/1991
!Other
~OAL
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
Other
0504091 01127/1993
COAL
COMPANY INC

Renewed
Renewed
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fProspect

liNe.

Renewed

Renewed

HOBET 21 WEST

fHOLLOW
MOUNTAIN
!RESOURCES,

liNe.

New

Release

1Hnnl'l <IT!11l<Af"'l:J

PERMIT
NORTHRIDGE
SURFACE MINE
Boone Block Surface

Renewed
Renewed
Phase2
Released

HEWITT CREEK
SURFACE MINE NO.

New
Phase 2
Released
Phase2
Released

ALMA N0.3

New

CAMP-CREEK DEEP- ·Renewed
MINE
CAMP CREEK SOilll-I
New
DEEP MINE
Phase2
SUGARTREE DEEP
Released
MINE
CHILTON NO. 1 MINE

New
Renewed

[rt.J~.

Incrementlll
Phase2

04/12/1985

Coal Surface
~ 02/12/1982
Mine
Coal Surface £QlQm
~7/18/1977
IMine
Coal Surface
.s.oum. 06/08/1978
Mine
Coal Surface
.S~!l1U2li 09/04/1996
"-A'inn.

Released

EUROPA MINE---

HH..LSIDB
urface
HIGHWALL MINE NO.
MINING
~ 07/30/2001
1
COMPANY
HOBBT MlNlNG Coal
INC
Underground !).ool.lli 09/14/1981
HOBET MlNlNG Haulroad
fNUQQQ 05126/1997
INC
HOBET MlNlNG
[Haulroad
HQ221Qll ~6/29/1992
INC
HOBET MlNlNG
oo:lQID. 09/03/1981
Other
INC
HOBET MlNlNG
ANCILLARY
Q2.!lli!21 06/30/1997
Other
FAClLIT!ES
INC
HOBET MlNING fPrep Plant
~~2~00. 05/29/1980
INC
HOBET MlNlNG Other
"'· "'' 01/25/1983
INC
HOBET MlNlNG Coal Surface
INC
Mine

IMine
HOBBT MlNlNG Coal Surface
~Q9.i 11/30/1995
IMine
liNe
HOBETMINING jcoal Surface
~ 03/16/1998
INC
IMine
HOBET MlNlNG Coal Surface
~ 11/09/1989
Mine
INC
HOBETMINING Coal Surface
~2122 12/20/2002
Mine
INC
HOBET MINING Coal Surface ss_qam.. 10/10/1991
Mine
INC
HOBET MINING Coal Surface
~ 02/16/1989
Mine
INC
HOBET MINING Coal
07/2111999
INC
Underground
HOBETMINING Coal
09/07/1995
Underground ~
INC
~IOBET MINING Coal
11/13/2002
Und(lrground ~
INC
HOBETMINING jcoal
11/13/1995
Underground ~
INC
HOBETMlNlNG Other
{01/2000
INC
HOLLOW
MOUNTAIN
Haul road
~SQQ 09119/1979
!RESOURCES,

Renewed

Coal
05/rt/2<100
INC Underground J.ljJl2422

E

liNe

Renewed

COMPANYING~
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Renewed
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BULL CREEK
PROSPECT

New

BOONE NORTH NO. 1
SURFACE MINE

New

COOK MOUNTAIN
MINE

Renewed
Inactive
Renewed
Renewed
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lzNDEPENDENCE
Prospect
COAL
New
P.4QQJOO. 03/16/2000 Independence Prospect
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
COAL
Prospect
RAMO PROSPECT
New
~~ 03/06/2002
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
Prospect
COAL
New
~ 03/30/2000 INDEPENDENCE COAL
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
CAZY MOUNTAIN
Prospect
New
COAL
~.lll!ll 04/ll/2001
PROSPECT
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
BULL CREEK
New
COAL
Prospect
~l4QQ 104/10/2000
PROSPECT IT
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
~Prospect · - ~Ql: 06/05/2001
COAL·
CAZY MOUNTAIN ·
New
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
JUSTICE NO. I NORTH
,e:l_Q2@_A 10/17/2002
COAL
Prospect
New
EAST RESER
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
LAUREL CREEK
New
COAL
Prospect
~ 08/09/2000
PROSPECT
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
New
EAGLE SEAM
COAL
Prospect
~QHOO. 09/20/2000
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
JAMES CREEK
New
Prospect
COAL
~ 07/15/1999
1WIUGHT
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
New
Prospect
l'W2.Ql tl/16/2001 WCCSM PROSPECT
COAL
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
FALCON SURFACE
Inactive
COAL
S1QQ5.Q_Q 05/07/2001
MINE
Mine
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
Crescent No. 1 Surface
New
COAL
~ 12/2012002
Mine
COMPANY INC Mine
INDEPENDENCE
TWILIGHT IT SURFACE Renewed
Coal Surface
COAL
~ 06/03/1998
MINE
!Mlne
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
LAXAREEAST
New
COAL
~ 06/17/2003
SURFACE MINE
COMPANY INC Mine
INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
New
COAL
SS..QL400. 01/12/200 1 RAMO SURFACE MINE
COMPANY INC Mine
INDEPENDENCE I"'MI C!u..l'onA
'T'UIIT TOUT MTJI

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

INDEPENDENCE
LEXBRD SURFACE
Coal Surface
COAL
~ru 06/03/2003
MINC
Mine
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
TWILIGHTITr
COAL
~128. 12/18/2002
SURFACE MINE
COMPANY INC Mine
!INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
RED CEDAR SURFACE
COAL
~ 11/19/1997
MINENO. l
COMPANY INC !Mine
INDEPENDENCE Coal Surface
WEST CAZY SURFACE
COAL
S~19i 03/12/1996
[Mine
MINE
COMPANY INC
IND.EPENDENCE
lcoat Surface
COAL
S.?.2lli2 lo7/31/1990
[Mine
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
Coal
.
-04/23/1985
COAL
Underground ~
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal
COAL
llOO~m 03/09/1983
COMPANY INC Underground

New
New
Renewed
Renewed
Renewed
·Renewed
Renewed

INDEPENDENCE
~oat
Renewed
BLACK KING
COAL
Underground lliOOlli: 102109/1995
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
COALBURG DEEP
Coal
New
12/17/1999
COAL
MINBNO. I
Underground LliQ.Ql!22
COMPANY INC
IJNDEPENDENCE !coat
JAMES CK WINIFREDE Renewed
U.?.Qlli:i Klt/19/1998
COAL
MlNBl
!underground
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal
TWILIGHT CIULTON R Renewed
ps/18/1995
COAL
MINE
Underground J.rnliW

~INC

ENCB
JAMES CK WINlFREDE Renewed
Coal
01/19/1998
COAL
MINE2
Underground !001221
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE Coal
JACKS BRANCH
New
~3/27/2000
COAL
COMPLEX
Underground urn~
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
JUSTICE NO. 1 DEEP
!coal
New
11/25/1998
COAL
MINE
!underground ~.Ql12~
icOMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE
JACKS Blt BUFFALO Renewed
Coal
fl50169S 08118/1995
COAL
CK
Underground
COMPANY INC
INDEPENDENCE C I
Inactive
COAL
oa
Uwru 05121/1987
COMPANYINC Underground
.

A-1140
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!INDEPENDENCE C I
~'OAL
oa
~722102/18/1993 SILVER. MAPLE NO.I
;:
Underground
DEEP MINE
~...OMPANYINC
~EPENDENCEcoal

LOAL
03/2$/1987
Underground Wl~
COMPANY INC
JACKS BRANCH Coal
!)j)J.Qill 08/24/1982
COAL
Underground
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
COAL
Other
Q20368l 07/16/1982
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
COAL
Other
QWJ712 07/1611982
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
COAL
Other
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
9/07/1982
COAL
Other
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
Coal Surface
COAL
S0072M 10/25/1984
[Mlne
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
Coal
!TI\MM• 5/10/1985
COAL
Underground
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH Coal
COAL
U035600 11122/1978
!underground
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH Coal
'Tn'iflOI\/1 "1/09/1980
COAL
Underground
COMPANY
JACKS BRANCH
Coal
01/09/1980
COAL
Underground flroilOOQ
COMPANY
JULIAN TIPPLE, Coal Surface
I2mQQ. 01118/1981
Mine
INC
JUPITER COAL
!Haulroad
jH0537!).Q 08127/1980
CO INC

Renewed

Coal
~r.
lundemound :,Jil222llJ. ll/28/1983
~~..oat

lunder~nound

Inactive

"".ll22m 12128/1983
fTj

fcoal
Undenuound !J~ 1212811983
~ITER COAL Coal
Underground ~l!Q 04/01/1986
(;0INC
KANAWHA
Reprocessing RQQOOlU 08/04/1983
t"OALCO
KANAWHA
~ 07/21/1976
EAGLE COAL Hllulroad
LLC
!KANAWHA
Coal
EAGLE COAt Underground ll@.trurl 06/16/1987
LLC

Renewed

rornc

Renewed
Inactive
Renewed

~108/24/1982

JUPITER COAL
CO INC
JUPITER COAL
CO INC
JUPITER COAL
CO INC
JUPITER COAt
CO INC
rrml'l'Pn {'{'\A r

iJupiTER COAL
CO INC
iJuPITER COAL
CO INC
f(JP!TER COAL

Renewed

Pha~.L -

Renewed

a!'iia:o~~.2

!.lilllQQlll/22/2002

Renewed

LOADOUT,LLC Other

Phaae I
Released

LOADOUT, LLC Other

lo50109912/0S/l999 RIVERFORKREFUSE
IMPOUNDMENT
monQQ 0313 1t2ooo REFUSE DISPOSAL
AREA N0.2
t"t.M
CHERRY
TREE
y,nd.SOO. 0713012001 HOtLOW REFUSE
FORK CREEK
~ 0212311999 PREPARATION PLANT
I
BULLCREEK
~ 0510912003 PREPARATION PLANT

LOADOUT, LLC Other
Renewed
LOADOUT, LLC Other
Phase 1
Released

LOADOUT, LLC Prep Plant
LOADOUT, LLC Other

Phase 1
Released

Q_S.Q2§lll 07108/?003 BULL CREEK REFUSE
~

ILOADOUT, LLC Prospect
~ 02117/2000
r--------+------~

Phaae I
Released

LOADOUT, LLC Prospect

r::=

b:-~=---+---~~OADOUT, LLC Prospect

Renewed

021281200 n
JV

PsO~ 06/10/2003

10002682 06/07/1982

Renewed

Prep Plant

~ 01/18/1981

Renewed

!Prospect

~Ql

02/19/2003

Prospect

~

03/16/2001

New
Inactive
New
Inactive
New

FACIUTY

New

CHERRY TREE
HOLLOW
PROSPECT PERMIT
N0.13
LOUP CREEK NO. I

New
New
New

WADOUT, LLC Prospect

~!llli12 0312511999 PROSPECT PERMIT NO.

New

LOADOUT, LLC Prospect

:e2.QUD.Q 03128,2000 FORK CREEK MINING

New

LOADOUT, LLC Proapect

~22. OS/IO/l 999 [PROSPECTPERMITNO.

New

9

Renewed

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

Renewed

LOADOUT, LLC Haulroad

Other

Pbase2
Released
Phase 1
Released

---F--t---+---+--+--:::==-==-1-----l
New

..

Released

JUPITER COAL
COMPANY INC.
JUPITER PROSPECT
N0.3

HAR·MAT#3

·

COMPANY
11

New
New
New
New

LOADOUT, LLC Prosl)ect

A-1141

IP502901 08/0J/2001

PROSPECT NO. 23

New
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LOADOUT, LLC Prospect

:llillQl 08/1412001

LOADOUT LLC Prospect
OADOUT LLC Prospect

IP503301 08/1412001
08/04/1998

LOADOUT, LLC Prospect

~

10/17/2000

LOADOUT, LLC !Prospect

1'~

10/17/2000

OADOUT,LLC !Prospect
LOADOUT, LLC Prospect
LOADOUT, LLC Prospect

_,

=/08/1998
9/21/1998
~

11/16/2001

LOCUST FORK
PROSPECT NO. 26
PROSPECT NO. 25
NO. I(?)
FORK CREEK MINJNG
COMPANY
FORK CREEK MINJNG
COMPANY
PROSPECT
FORK CREEK
PROPERTY#7
LOCUST FORK
SURFACE MINE

LOADOUT, LLC Coal Surface SQ!llJ~ 02/02/1983
Mine
1···· ....
Coal Surface
loAbom:
sQQ31Bi 06/0:iTi983
IMine
LOADOUT, LLC Coal Surface Slllil212 07/18/1977
IMine
LOADOUT, Ll£ Coal Surface S2!MQ2Q 10120/1993
NBLUSMINB
Mine
LOADOUT, LLC Coal
lll19/1979
[underground
Coal
LOADOUT, LLC Undergrouttd U5024.~ 02123/1999 FORK CREEK MINE
NO.1
Coal
HAMPTONN0.46
LoAnom,
r~c
11130/1992
~l
1
Underground
DEEP MINE
[MOUNTAIN
Coal
VlBWCOAL
D003182 10/15/1982
Underground
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN
Coal
VIEW COAL
12/1811981
!Underground 005JUQ!!
COMPANY
[MOUNTAIN
~oal
EQQ22QQ 01/18/1981
VlBWCOAL
Underground
!cOMPANY
MOUNTAIN
5/21/1974
Haul road
VIEW COAL
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN
Haul road
VlBWCOAL
H!lllQQQ 10131/1978
!cOMPANY
MOUNTAIN
Haulroad
VIEW COAL
HmJWQ 10/28/1978
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN
Coal Surface
SHOP&
VIEW COAL
mmoo 01/18/1981 MAINTENANCE
AREA
Mine
COMPANY

u:c

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

VIEW COAL
l'OMPANY
MOUNTAIN
ymwcoAL
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN
VIEW COAL
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN

New
New
New
New
New
New

~~~;oAL
ANY

New

[MOUNTAIN
VIEW COAL
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN

New
Phase 1
Released
Phase 1
Released
Phase 1
Released

·if
~

NY
MOUNTAIN
VIEW COAL
COMPANY
MOUNTAIN
VIEW COAL
COMPANY
OMARMINING
COMPANY
OMARMINlNG
l'OMPANY
OMARMINING
COMPANY
OMARMINJNG
COMPANY
OMARMINlNG
irOMPANY
OMARMINlNG
COMPANY
OMARMINING
!cOMPANY
OMARMINING
COMPANY
OMARMINING
COMPANY
k>MAR MINJNG
COMPANY
OMARMINING

Renewed
Phase I
Released
Inactive
Renewed
Phase 1
Released
Phase2
Released
Phase 1
Released
Pl1ase 2
Released
Phase 1
Released
Phase2
Released
Phase2
Released

A-1142

Otlter

QQQ1§.8l 01/Z4/1983

Renewed

Other

QQQZl~

05/20/1982

Inactive

Other

RQWQQ 01/18/1981

Phase 1
Released

Coa!Sudace~ 05/05/1980

Mine

Phase 1
Released

Coal Surface SQ1Q2Jil 12/14/1983
Mine

Phase 1
Released

Coal Surface SlllQ~ 10/14/1980
Mille
. -

.

- _..

Renewed

-

·-··

~

...

Coal Surface
S212ll7 ! l/23/1977
Mine

Phase 1
Released

Coal Surface
SQ2ll!1i 09/23/1975
Mine

Phase l
Released

Coal Surface
S®ill2 09/22/1987
Mine

CUT30

Renewed

Coal
02/1211982
Underground ~
Coal
01/18/1981
Underwound ~~
Coal
01/18/1981
Underground ~
Coal
01/18/1981
tJnderl!fOUIId EQQ~l2Q

Renewed

!Haulroad

HQ2UQQ 04/09/1976

Renewed

Haulroad

[HQJP.&QQ ~/02/1979

Renewed

!Other

CHESTERFIELD
Renewed
Qillm 03122/1994
PREPARATION PLANT

~titer

Qi02lli 03/13/1989

Renewed

!Prospect

~1.221 03/13/1997

New

!Coal Surface

SQ[[QZQ OI/09/1976

Renewed

Clt:fV')?O'"'I l\6lf0f1(\Q'"I

A~Hb

IMine
Coal Surface

Phase l
Released
Phase 1
Released
Phase I
Released
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OMARMINlNG Coal
COMPANY
Underground ll2Ql®.~ 11/25/1985
OMARMINlNG Coat
COMPANY
Underground U!UQ§.QQ 06/13/1977
OMARMINlNG ~oal
Lm.1.2l_OO ~5/1977
COMPANY
Underground
OMARMINlNG Coal
rm.:~mon 04106/1979
COMPANY
Underground
OMARMINlNG Coal
COMPANY
Underground fu~Q!M22 05113/1997
OMARMINlNG ~oat
COMPANY
[underground iuS00987 04/07/1987
OMARMINlNG Coal
COMPANY
lu:ttderground lliQ1221 09/18/1991
OMARMINlNG ~oal
COMPANY
Undersuound lliQJ.W 05/14/1993
OMARMINlNG Coal
Underground 15U:~!YI 11/16/1995
COMPANY
OMARMINING Coal
COMPANY
[underground um291 10/10/1991
OMARMINlNG Coal
lli.Qfi2Q
/1991
COMPANY
'Underground
OMARMINlNG Coal
12/01/1989
COMPANY
Underground
!PANTHER COAL Prospect
06/11/1997
PEACHTREE
RIDGE MlNING
COMPANY1NC
PEACHTREE
lUOOE MlNING
COMPANY1NC
PEACHTREE
fRIDGE MINlNG
COMPANY1NC

FoJT~o

New
Inactive
Phase 1
Released
P1NOAKMINE

F~

Phase 1
Released
SCOTCHPINENO. 1
DEEPMJNJ?;.
WHITE OAK DEEP
MINE

ANY
PERFORMANCE

Renewed
Inactive

Phase2
Released
Phase I
Released
New
Phase l
Released

Other

Q~~

11/26/1990

Renewed

Coal
Underground lliOOJM 03/06/1986

Phase 1
Released

Coal
Underground

Phase2
Released

10/31/1990
CLINTON NO. 8

Phase2
Released

Prospect

fl.QQ.l.Q2. 02/lS/2002

Upper Big Branch No. 2
Prospec

New

Prospect

FlQMQl 06/08/2001

Upper Big Branch
Prospect

New

f'nol

<:nt.f!"or'>A

ALCO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINERIDGB
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
I:OALCO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
P1NERIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO
PINE RIDGE
COAL CO

Renewed

PROSPECT

l>ThlP l>TT\1"!'1:1

1>J:1'1'11V Tlf'l'IH< <ITTRTIAI"P
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~ 12/04/1984

Phase 2
Released

Sl2ill1.2 12/10/1979

Phase2
Released

Coal Surface
SQill12 12/10/1979
Mine

Phase 2
Released

Coal
Undergrouttd ~ ~4/05/1988

Inactive

oal Surface
Surface

co
~und
~m
Cos!
RIDGE

Renewed

QQQQ2S2 02/03/1982

RMANCE

AL

Renewed

Other

1NC
PEACHTREE
Coal
RIDGE MINlNG Underground lliQWl 04/28/1994
COMPANY1NC

PERFORMANCE
COAL
COMPANY
PERFORMANCE
COAL
COMPANY
PERFORMANCE
COAL
COMPANY
PERFORMANCE
COAL
COMPANY

Inactive

l!lli221

co
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~ 04/16/1982

FILED WITH U-60 I0-88

06/17/1982 FILED WITH U-601 0-88
Underground
..
..........
·--.
-···
.. COlli
Underground ~ 08/02/1982
Coal
Underground DQQ9.lS~ 08/02/1982

Phase I
Released
Phase 1
Released
Phase r
Released
Phase I
Released

FILE W/U-6010-88

Renewed

HQQQ.!lQQ 04/19/1993

FU.ED W/U-6010-88

Inactive

Other

~ Ol/24/1983

FILED WI1H U-601 0-88

Renewed

Other

~ ~6/17/1982

FILED WITH U-60 I0-88

Renewed

Other

~l 05/17/1983

FILED WITH U-6010-88

Renewed

Other

QQQ1Q!I2 12/17/1982 FILED WITH U-60 10-88

Renewed

Haul road

08/04/1993

Haulroad

Prospect

~ 07/25/2000

LEWISTON DEEP
MINE
WILLIAMSMT
SURFACE M1NE

Coal Surface
~ 03/04/1996
Mine
Coal Surface
.S.QQlW 12/12/1989 FILED WITH U-60 10-88
Mine
Coal
01/07/1983 FJLED WITH U-6010·88
Underground JJQQQ2.ll1
WHITES BRANCH
Coal
05/03/2000
DEEP MINE
Underground ~QQ
LEWISTON DEEP
Coal
~6/02/2000
MINE
Underground lliQlQQQ
LOGAN FORK DEEP
Coal
~3/18/1998
MINE
Underground IUS0379Z

New
Active
Renewed
Renewed
New
New
Renewed

l"n~~ol
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COAL CO
P1NERIDGE
COAL CO
!PINNACLE
jROCKCOAL
CORP
PRITCHARD
iMJ:NING CO INC
!PRITCHARD
iMJ:NING CO INC
REMINGTON
COAL CO INC
REMINGTON
COAL CO INC
REMINGTON
_COAL..Co JNC _
REMINGTON
COAL CO INC

RIVERS EDGE

Underground
Coal
Undemround ~ 05123/1~8~
Other

16
Rellewed

~~5/21/1986 OWNBRSHIPtCON'I'ROL
CHANGE ONLY

Prospect

~QH>.lil jo7102f1999

Prospect

~

Prospect

Pl!lli22. 06116/1999

!Prospect

P301700 10/03/2000 Shonk Land II Prospect

New

!Prospect

Pill.QQl 10/0S/2001 Joes Creek mProspect

New

!Prospect

~

Bull Creek Prospect

10/20/2000 Bull Creek Prospect 2
LaFollette Prospect

. ·-

12/30/1998

Joe's Creek Prospect
Penn it

!Coal
lundemround ~ 0412712001 RIVERS BDGE MINE

MlNING,lNC.
WILDCAT COAL iProspect
~ ~8/0212001 Joes Creek II Prospect
COMPANY INC
WILDCAT COAL
Joe's Creek Prospect
~ 02/23/2001
COMPANY INC tProspect
WIND RIVER
Coal Surface
RESOURCES
S2.2.Q3J!Z jo3/07/1988
Mine
CORP
WIND RIVER
Coal Surface
RESOURCES
SSlMW. 10120/1988
IMine
CORP
WIND RIVER
!coat Surface
RESOURCES
5)~~2. 11/06/1989
IMine
CORP
WlNDRIVER
!RESOURCES
CORP
WIND RIVER
!RESOURCES
CORP
[WlNDRIVER
!RESOURCES
CORP
WlNDRIVER
RESOURCES
CORP

Phase2
Released

Underground
C.oal
Underground

1/10/1992

New
New

New
New
New
New
Phase 1
Released
Phase 1
Released
Phase 1
Released
Phase 1
Released

Coal
10/20/1987
[underground ~J!!ml

k;oat

New

HAMPTON NO. 44
MINE

3/04/1987

Rellewed
Phase 1
Relessed

f"oal
[underground ..
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Denis Newbold

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:40PM-----

'

:

\

\.!

i

Denis Newbold
<stroudcenter23@)1
R3 Mountaintop@_EP A
To:
benet>
cc:
Subject: Comments on Mountaintop Mining Valley Fill

,,.
DEIS

01/06/200411:43
PM
Please respond to
newbold

John Forrcn,
ll.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103.
Comments regarding Draft Environmental Impact Statement 011 Mountaintop
Mining/Valley Fills

My comments center on the absence in the Draft Environmental Impact
State111ent (DEIS) of a focused consideration of the effects on downstream
ecosystems of cumulati\•e removal of significant numbers ofhe<tdwater
streams
from a drainage basin. Both the body of the DEIS md the Appendices
repeatedly t<tise the issue md pro"ide sufficient information to
estnblish
it u a mnjor concern. Yet there is no systematic ev!lluation. Nor are
the
various concerns that are raised carried through to either the Executi;.>e
Summary or to the recommendation and evalutaitoin of alternatives In my
view, the failure to consider downstream ecosystem impacts represents a
major omission. >fbe issue is admittedly difficult, in pMt because the
impact of removing a single stream on a larger downstream receiving body
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may
be small and diffJCult to measure. Yet tl1e practice of Mountaintop
removal
involves the potential loss of many headwater streams, \V:ith a
concomitant
potential for large downstream impacts. And it is precisely this sort
of
question that the EIS should address.

study area." (DEIS IVD).
More detailed discussions of the importance of headwater streams to
downstream ecosystems and the potential consequences of their
elimination
appeu in Appendix D C'The Value of Headwater Streams: Results of a
\Vorkshop", in which I was a participant), and Appendix I ("Cumulative
Impact
Study''). One of the major points that emerges from the the Headwater
Streams
Workshop is that aquatic scientists have relatively extensive knowledge
and
a good t111derstanding of tl1e relationship between headwater and
downstream
ecosystems. Although quantitative specific estimates of downstream
impacts
are not available in the literature, and would require significlll1t
effort to
develop, these are not questions that are out of reach or can he
legitimately dismissed for lack of documentation. The Headwater Streams
Workshop should have provided the basis for further inquiry in the
development of the DEIS, bnt was, it seems, used as a substitute for the
in-depth, comprehensive review and analysis that this question deserves.

~Ihc potenthl importance of headwater streams to downstream ecosystems
IS

reco1,>ni.Zed in Chapter III where it is noted that small streams "play a
pivotal role in lotic ecosystems" and, nmong other things, "nre the main
conduit for export of water, nutrients, and organic matter to downstream
nreas." (DE1Sp. ITI.C:-11). Also, (citingDoppeltetal., 1993),
"Intermittent lll1d ephemeral headwater streams are, therefore, often
lugely
responsible for maintaining the quality of downstream riverine processes
and
habitat for considerable distances." (DEIS p. III.-12). Chapter 4
further
discusses the role of headwater streams in exporting food energy to
dmvnstream ecosystems (DEIS p. IV B-2), and points out that: "Filling
would
eliminate all aquatic and aquatic-dependant interactions that would
formerly
have occurred in the filled area. In areas downstream from fills,
changes in
the macroinvertebrate and fish communities have been observed (US.EPA,

9-3-4

TI1e Cumulative Impact Study (Appendix I), by its very name, should have
addressed the potential impact on downstream ecosystems. Yet,
inexplicably,
the introduction to this study states: "Indirect impacts to streams
such as
those that would occur downstream from filled or mined out ~tream llreas
were
not evaluated in this a.11alysis. As such, results of the direct impacts
of
stream metrics likely underestimates total impacts to streams." (p.

2000;
Stauffer and Ferreri, 2002). Any change in community composition may
impact
the biotic interactions but these interactions were not studied as part
of
this EIS hecause they are often difficult to demonstrate." (DEIS
TV.D-4). It
further goes on to conclude that : "The permlll1ent nature of filling
would
suggest that MTM/VF impacts to biotic interactions in headwater stream
systems, including interactions linking terrestrial biota to the aquatic
emrirorunent, may constitute a irreversible impact to this system in the
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ill).
Despite this disclaimer, the study does note that downstream ecosystems
depend on upstream ecosystems for portions of their energy flow (App I,

P·
7), and warns of a potentially cascading series of downstream impacts
(App.
I,pp. 70-71).
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Mike Newell

these acknowledgments

-

there is nowhere in

the
DEIS a serious attempt to assess or quantify them. It does not seem
justifiable to cite the difficulty of the problem as a reason to dismiss
it
I strongly urge that the DEIS be revised to include a substantive
analysis
of the potential for cumulative downstream impacts, and that the
information
that is available on these be given reasonable consideration in the
summaries and evaluations. Finally, to the extent that definitive
evaluation
remains lacking, the prudent policy would seem to call for more vigorous
protections of headwater streams.

9-3-4
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Sincerely
Denis Newbold

Denis Newbold
Research Scientist
Stroud Water Research Center
970 Spencer Road
Avondale PA 19311
newbold@stroudcenter.org

11-10
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Duane Nichols

Brad Newsham

----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM----

--···Forwarded by David Rider/R31USEPNUS on 01/09/2004 03:54PM----·
Duane330@)aol.com
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
01106/2004 01 :44
cc:
Subject: Comment On Mountaintop Mining EIS
PM

newshrun@earthlink
.net
To:
R3 Motmtaintop@EPA
cc:
12/19/2003 02:12
Subject: Comments on draft programmatic
EIS on mountaintop removal coal mi.t1ing

To: U.S. EPA, Region 3
From: Duane G. Nichols
Date: January 6, 2004
Re: ETS on Mountaintop Mining In Appala.::hia

AM

Mr. John Farren
t:.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

This letter of protest requests that all the streams of Appalachia be
protected from the effects of mining, especially from the valley fill
techniques associated '1\>ith mountaintop removal mining. No fill should
occur closer than 100 feet from any stream, otherwise these natural
streams will be damaged forever after.

Dear Mr. Farren,

5-7-2

Consider the anrount of acreage affected by mining. Here is a swnmary of
a recent article from the Charleston Gazette, the most authoritative
newspaper in all of West Virginia:

Fellas,
This is where you're gomu lose us the election.

I find it unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to
continue to let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mini.t1g
practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bnry
streams, and destroy communities.

November 04, 2003 Strip-mined acreage up again in W.Va. West Virginia
coal operators continue to strip mine more acres than they reclaim,
according to a federal Office of Surface Mining report issued Monday. In
its annual review of West Virginia's strip mining regulatory program,
OSM said that 296,300 acres an area nearly the size of Boone County
is currently disturbed by mining. [Charleston Gazette, Charleston, WVJ.

1-9
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I am a land owner in West Viq~inia and protest the incredibly bad
situation currently existing: and, strongly request that the situation
be reversed a.s.a.p. Please update the current EIS or start over and
generate plans that will tmely protect these mountains, these hills,
these valleys and all the streams.

This is amazingly stupid!

Sincerely,

Duane G. Nichols
330 Dream Catcher Circle
Morgantown, WV 26508

Brad Newshrun
4426 Pleasru1t Valley Court S.
Oakland, California 94611
cc:
Senator Barbara Boxer
Representative Barbara Lee
Senator Dianne Feinstein
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Karl Norton

Jason O'Brian

-

-----Forwarded by David R.idedR3!USEPAIUS on 01/09/2004 02:49PM·····

REC'D DEC 3 1·2003

jason3515@bellsou
th.net
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
cc:
01/02/2004 11 :59
Subject: Don~ fill our streams with waste materials
AM

94 Tbomton Road
Bangor, Maine 04401-3336
December 29, 2003

Mr. Jobn Forren
U.S. EPA(3BA30)
1650 Aroh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. John Forren EPA,
It is unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to continue to k-t coal companies destroy
Appalachia with mining practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests and bury streams in
the valleys below. Mountaintop removal mining and valley tills should not be allowed and
the laws and regulations that protect clean water must not be weakened. In particular, l oppose
the proposal to change !he stream buffer zone rule thst prohibits mining activity within 100 feet
of streams. This mle should be strictly enforced for valley tills and in all other cases.

Deer Mr. Fon:erc
I write to protest the d!3ft Envlromnental Impact Statemmrt fur mountabnop
removal minir:lg. It is m;y undetstarlding tl:lat this draft EIS allows the coll!im.Jatim:l of
Cllm'!llt practices which -.eb' damage or destroy ltltlOh wild1ile lmhltat, till streams
with roclcs, dirt, lll:ld debris, lll:ld actually force hu.mancommnnilies out of their bomes. In
m;y view, such destrt1etion is unthinkable lll:ld uncolll!Cionable, lll:ld it should be illegal. It
cannot possibly be justified by society's need for electrlclty or by any co~'s need

1-9
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Tell me what luxuty I have to give up to stop this and I will find a way for all of us to do it, I
promise. If we can figure out how to fly into outer space, put a PC on every desk and do surgery
in utero, fhen we can certainly find a way to stop tearing apart the planet to accommodate energy
and transportation. I know we're capable of developing the technologies needed, and makiltg
them affordable, to completely replace out dependency on fossil fuels.

forpro11ts.
I think that all the lMerallll:ld 11t11m agencies involved should head strslght back to
the drawing boards lll:ld come up wl!h a draft proposal that treats the eartb, all of its
lnumm inhabilauts, lll:ld its wild1ile with ldndness, decency, lll:ld respect. We humans
nmst strongly limit our immense capacity fur destrt1etion ofthe outnral world, or we will

doom ourselves.

I also .know it's a money matter that's holding us back... it always is. But the earth is the most
precious thing we have the responsibility of protecting. It's more important than any animal,
human, or amount of money. Without it in good working order, we don't e-xist: or we do and
we're miserable (see the movie Blade Runner). If you haven't noticed, the beautiful places in this
country arc declining daily. Each day we give up more and more land to haphazard
development. We can't afford to continue at this pace. People arc going to have to learn to live
in new ways. It is an outrage to me that it is even a consideration up for approval to decide
weather we should continue mining in certain areas or not.

Yours sinc:erely,

Dr. Karl K. Norton

The law should state plainly ''If it hurts the environment in anyway, shape or form, it is NOT an
option. Find another way to make your money, make your house wann, or ms.ke your car go.''
end of discussion! There needs to be zero tolerance for irrepairable use of the eartl1's resources.
And by the way, these things are not ''resources" for us to take. They are the earth's resources;
things IT needs to continue functioning properly. God did not put them here tor us and our
stupid cars. rm not sure why the oil is there, but I .know it's there for a reason and we probably
sl1ouldn't use all of it.
How could anyone ever sit back and decide that SUV's are more important than the marine eco·
systems where oil drilling takes place, or that coal is more important than million year old
mountains and streams? Humans need to realize that our arrogant refusal to live in harmony
with nature makes us a virus, spreading across and taking up every last square inch of earth until
there is none and we a.re left fighting one another like dogs over the last scraps of a meal.
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Mary O'Brien

Tell Bush he needs to soothe big picture. He is a bad leader if he compromises the environment
fur any amount of money, plain and simple. Jfhe wants my vote next term, make 110me ch1111ges.
Otherwise forget it. I'll become President someday under the guise of making everyone richer
and do this myself. I've had it! We are a wasteful people and will soon realize this, one way or
another.

Mary
O'Brien
Date: 110612004
City: Eugene
St.ate: OR

Sincerely,

Zip:

97408-7167

Jason O'Brian

2801 NW 23rd Blvd Apt C24
Gainesville, FL 32605-5911
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Your May 29, 2003 Draft Environmental EIS on mountaintop mining and valley fills
failed to consider "all reasonable al.ternatives" because it did not examine an alternative
that would minimize environmental impacts, This makes illegal yottt choice of an
alternative that would INCREASE the damage from mountaintop mining. You need to
write a new Draft EfS that examines all reasonable alternatives.
Mary O'Brien

A-1150
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Sandra O'Hara

Peggy O'Kane

---- Forwatded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:32PM
"pokane@midmaine.
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EP A
com" <pokane
cc:
01/06/2004 02:00
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop

Delivered Date: Ol/03t2004 01:00:52 PM
It is constantly amazing and truly nauseating to read about. this topic and
be invited to give my comment.q on this subject after over 30 years. That is
30 years of destruction. What do you want to know, exactly? How I feel about
it? What MY scientific proof is? Neither matter, not now and notin the
past.

Here is the real issue: Mountains and streaxns are being destroyed in West
Virginia whi:ch do not belong to the destroyers. Nor do the mountains and
streams belong to the regulators. I am sure Godis notimpressed by the
government's le.galization efforts and His word says all His creation is
precious to Him,

Removal J\furing
PM:

Dear Mr. John Farren, Project Manager,
I was born and raised just outside of Wheeling West Virginia. I run appalled that

1-9

anyone could even consider relaxing mining standards on the removal of mountain
tops. The destruction of the immediate mountain is horrible enough. Add in the
concurrent destruction on streams, forests, and homes cwsed by the removal of the
ground and subsequent erosion and we create a world that will be untenable for those
living there now and those to follow after them.

That is the real issue: Now that YOU know the real issue, the Correct Thing

1-9

Peggy O'Kane
97 Court St
Houlton, ME 04730
Albania
pokane@midmaine.com

To Do Is To STOP Destroying Earth and START PRESERVING THE EAR!llof
WEST
VIRGINIA.

Sandra L O'Hara
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Russell Oliver

Ethel Oldham

DEC 18 200a
I

HECO
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Tony Oppegard

Steven Olshewsky
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Marilyn Ortt

RECEIVED
701 Colegatt
Marlella, OH 45750

Fcrt<ardc:d by Davin Ridcr/R3/USEPA/US

JilL a 12003

09:

17 July 2003
To:

Mr. John Forren, US EPA (3ES30)
1850 Arcll street
Phlladelphtt, PA 19103

::er.net>

cc:

Subje-ct.:

Nountaintop

I am wrlllng to comment on Mountaintop Removal as a means or mineral extraCIIlon. 1cannot
ooncelve or a mora destruCIM!, tgnorent, selllsb act
Mineral extmcllon by tile cheapest means for our usa with totel disregard of the condlflon or the
earth we are leaving for future generations Should not even ba considered just for this reason.
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But, Of course, It only benefits 11 flffl In !Ills generation- for the rest or us mountaintop removal
destroys streams, hebllalll, families, CUIIura, causes flooding and sediment load in streams and
riverS downstream -1 could elaborate for pages but that Should not be~-

To

I t Nay

It Is the responsibility or the USEPA to protect the environment. ThiS is about es basic es It gets.
I urge the USEPA to deny aU futura attempts to eany out this horrible actlvi!y.

bizarre:.., C!rudc',
that I am

Sinceraly,

~IJ;;n-

in tho future.

Marilyn 0r1t

even
monumJ?tlts

C1Jl ture t.ha t
earlier generations
say

the dest.ruction of
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lar~dfo.rms

mining, ALL
in1mediately.
responeibilit.y as thinking
- ttat l.s
dD·J or cat consumed :an
if

eatire
death a fe1.v weeks later.
long
least pa.r:t.
the populations haP
r.l.ghts.

Narietta, OH
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Amanda O'Shea

Clark Orwick

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:32PM--·-"clarkorwick@eart
hlittk.net"
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
cc:
<clarkorwick
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal Mining
01/06/2004 09:18
PM

·--·· Forwarded by David Rider/R3fUSEPA/US on 01108/2004 01 :48 PM ----·

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,

January 2, 2004
Mr. John Forren
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Amanda O'Shea

<mandbil@aol.com>
cc:
01/02/2004 05:09

To:

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

&tbject: Comments on draft EISon mountaintop Jemoval

mining
PM

I imagine that eventually even the greed driven actions of the Cheney /Rumsfeld
admin will understand that they '\\ill suffer the consequences of their reckless
environmental policies along with the rest of us who aren't rich enough to buffer
ourselves from disease caused by the continued enslavement to fossil fuel. Maybe
when your own childrt'll are dying of cancer you will realize just how dangerous you
are to those of us who know better.

Dear John Forren,
I am upset to learn that the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal companies destroy
Appalachia with mining practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury streams, and
destroy communities.

1 hope someday you \\ill all be in prison drinking water fouled with petroleum.

1 grew up in southwestern Pennsyvania; moved far away as a teeMger. For many years, 1 took
solace in difficult times in the memory of one part.icular place that 1 spent my time as a child. I
used to walk along a country road, a few miles from our home, uniil1 reached a pasture with
horses and turned on a dirt road. From there, across a stream and
up a big hill, and here 1 spent many happy, peaceful days. It wa.• a beautiful country--clear, pure
water and old, healthy trees. The owner had installed trash cans for the people who used it, so I
guess there were many of us, but it was such a quiet place. It was a spot a growing girl could
experience solitude and learn about the wonders of nature. In my years of travelling, [ thought
often ofthis place, and longed for the day l could return to its tranquility.

Clark Orwick
10679 Renfaire Drive
Pl<lnters\ille, TX 77363
darkorwick@earthlink.net

One day I went back. My parents were gone by now, but our house is still there. Many
memories, but I couldn't wait to drive over to my spot in the woods; those woods were wltat my
heart sought Driving along that old road, everything looked the same, and I began to feel that
same peace wash over me. Some things never cbange, I thought T
rounded tlte last bend, to where I knew my turn was to the dirt road, and stopped short,
l sal there, right in the middle of that twisty country road for a long time. Tt was gone. Just
gotte. Where I had expected to see the old bill and trees and wilderness, now I saw a lmge,
gradualty sloping mound of mnd. There were some tree stumps left, the larger ones, and lots of
tire tracks, Some big trucks sitting idle. I hate to think what had happened to the stream, and
bow mucb debris had been washed away before it was buried completely. The horses were still
there, different ones now, of course, but somehow they looked so nruch more fore lorn with that
scene of destruction behind them than they had when it was a pretty, natural setting.
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Jim Ottaviani

·---Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM ...-...
I had n<>Ver seen anything like it I had read, not too long befure, an article about "mountaintop
removal", and hadn't paid much mind to it at the time. Now, however, I was seeing firsthand
what it meant to destroy an ~'!ltire mountain, and a!l its diverse ecosystem. It was one oftbc
worst feelings of my life, to come around tbe bend on that old country road and find that it was
just gone, all gone. For some fleeting profit It made me wonder if those of us who enjoyed that
area would rather have paid, together, for a more environment-preserving way of mining it, if it
had to be done. I still hold memories of that place dear, and regret its tragic destmction. If only
there were some way to gauge the true impact of this short-sighted practice on the surrounding
environment and community, I feel sure that it would be discontinued.

''jim.ottaviani@um
ich.edu''
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
< jim.ottaviani
cc:
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal Mining
01/06/2004 12:09
PM

According to the administration's dratt Environmental Impact Statement(IliS) on mountaintop
removal coal mining, the environmental cff<-'I'IS of mountaintop n:moval are widespread,
devastating, and permanent. Yet the draft EIS proposes no restrictions on the size of valley fills
that bury streams, no limits on the number of acres of forest that can be destroyed, no protections
for imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards for the communities of people that depend on the
region's natural resources for themselves and future generations.

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,
I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental imp11ct
statement so as lo limit the effects of harmful mountaintop removal
mining. I find it unconscionable that the Bush administration platts to
continue to let coal companies destroy Appalachi11 with mining practices
that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury streams and destroy
communities.

The Bush administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the problems caused by
mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing environmental protections. This
"preferred alternative" ignores the administration's own studies detailing the devastation caused
by mountaintop rem<wal coal mining, including:
-over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by mountaintop removal;
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The Bush administration m1.1st consider alternatives that reduce the
environmental impacts of mountaintop removal and th<-'11 implement measures
to protect natural resources and communities in Appalachia, such as
restrictions on the size of valley fills to reduce the destruction of
streams, forests, wildlife and communities. I urge you to immediately
amend the draft EIS accordingly.

-forest losses in West Virginia have tlte potential of directly impacting as many as 244
vertebrate wildlife species;
- Witl10ut new limits on mountaintop removal, an additiona1350 square miles of mountains,
streams, and forests will be flattened and destroyed by mountaintop removal mining.
ln light of these facts, I urge you to consider alternatives that reduce the environmental impacts
of mountaintop removal. Some other way to get valuable materials from the ground can be
found, one that costs more in the short·terrn, perhaps, but preserves the beauty and value of
natura! places tor our and future generations. Thank you for your consideration of this important
issue.
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Sincerely,
Jim Ott11viani
816 Hutchins Ave.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
jim.ottaviru1i@umich.c.-du

Sincerely,
Amanda O'Shea
1732 l'owler Street, Apt. G
Fort Myers, FL 33901
USA
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Judy Otto

Jon Owens

Jon Owens
To

R:l Mountaintop@EPA

00~

Ri.der/R:3/U3EPJI./US <>n

Subject: Mountaintop Mining

11/15/2003 09:12
PM

10:

November 15. 2003
John Ferren, Environmental Protection Agency
US EPA (3EA30)
1650 Aroh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. Forren,

I am writing to request your opposition any changes that would weaken
the laws
and regulations regarding mountaintop mining and valley fills
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Keeping In mind the purpose and intent of the Environmental Protection
Agency,
please act to protect the environment.
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Sincerely,
Jon Owens
508 Walton Ct
Lemoyne, PA 11'043-2021
USA
jonwowens@earthlink.net
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Lori Parsley

AletaPahl

J\CETAPAHL
14 Miller Road, Apt 203, Rhinebeck, NY 12572

~tO JAN 1 6 21184

Fonvard<"d by David Rider/lD /USEPA/US on 01/09/2004 02:51 PM
Lori Parsley
<lori_plll'sley@hot
To:
lD Mountaintop@EPA
mail.com>
cc:
Subject: C:omments on dmft ElSon mount.aintop removlt1 mining
01/04/2004 01:50
PM

845-876-5783

111111llltY13,2004
JohnFotren

January 4, 2004

US EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Re: Mountain Top Mining
Dear Forren:

Mr. John Forren
lJ .S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphi11, PA 19103

I oppose the Bush administration plans to continue the devasteting and permanent

Dear John Forren,

effects of mounteintop mining.
It has bean shown over and over .that this prsctice is the worst option you could choose

of mountaintop removal mining and its
I have firsdumd
impact on
and the environment. I have been ofr.en to
Martin County, KY to
family and have seen the devastation
prnctice, and the entire history of
caused by this form of mining.
mining in Appahtchia, is an enormous human tragedy. Only people of
humble circumstances and limited incomes are subjected to these
of
destructive, greed-based tactics--in our countt-y and around the
If you are in Jl.
to do something to
it, it is in the
long-term best
of people and the
do. My heart is
with the people and the land there. 1 really do not comprehend how
humllns can subject other humans to these types
or how
humans can subject the land thllt sustains and
them to this
of abuse. Have you seen first-hand the impact of tlrese practices?
1 do not underst.and how you could even consider .Jlowing it to
continue. This type of mining is a trag~cally short-Sighted solution to
a long-tem1 problem. lt is relllly way past time to seek saner
altermttives. I truly
to understand the
ca!llstrophic loss caused
Please do all you can
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and has no regard for the environments below the mining area.
What kind of precedence does this make, to overrule all scientific and humane advice
In order to push through mining at any cost?
This has to be stopped.

Sincerely,

1-9

to stnp it.

I am
let

to lean1 that the Bush J<dministration plans to contmue to
companies destroy Appalachia with mining prnctices that level

mountaintops 1 w~1e out forests, bury streams, and destroy communities.

the administration's drnft Environmental Impact
Staternerlt(l:m;) on mountaintop removal coal mining, the enviro:tm1entlll

m<>urrmintrm remoYal are widcspre11d, devastating, and
permanent. Yet the
EIS proposes no restrictions on the size of
valley fills that bury streams, no limits on the number of acres of
forest that can be destroyed, no
for imperiled wildlife, and
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Lynn Partington

United States Army Corps of Engineers

that depend on t}te region's
generations.
11le Bush administration's "prefen·ed alternative*' for addressing the
problems caused by mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing
em;'tronmental protections. This .,preferred alternative" ignores the
administration's own studies detailing the devasU>tion caused by
mount-aintop remov:~J coal mining, including.

Comments: Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement
It appears that most of the Special Interest groups with a goal of
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banning/restricting Mountain Top Removal Mining or other types of surface mining are
living in 11 world with blinders. It would be wonderful to have unlimited supplies of

- over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by
mount;tlntop remo\..Sll;

perfectly clean, non-environmentally impacting energy. I'm a major supporter.

forest losses in West Virginia have the potenttal of directly
impacting as many as 244 vertebrate wildlife species;
Without new limits on rnountaintop removaJ~ an additional 350 square
miles of mounU>ins, streams, and forests will be flattened and destroved
'
by mountaintop removal mining.
fn light of these tacts, I urge you to consider alternatives that reduce
the environmental impacts of mountAintop rernoval. Thank you
for your consideration of this important issue.

Unfortunately there is no free b.mch. The energy supply of the United States has a
foundation in mining whether it be coal or nuclear and it will be that way for I'm sure the
remainder of my lifetime. The laws regrilating these base industries have to both protect
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the enviromnent in which we live and at the same time allow the extraction ofthe
resources necessary to fuel our energy needs.

Sincerely.

At the heart of all coal mining in the mountains of Kentucky, West Virginia,

Lori Parsley
n/a

Virginia, and Tennessee is the requirement to place excess overburden (rock and dirt) in

Columbus, OH
tJSA

order to gain access to the resource. As noted, it is not waste. It is not metal laden sludge.
It is the same rocks and dirt that ara in our backyards. With a very few exceptions, it is
not used to bury streams. The head-of-drainage areas used are dry except when there is
significant rain. The drainages are not destroyed. They are relocated (to the sides of the
fills) and eventually will look a lot like the origi:nal dry traces. And yes, during mining
the mine and the associated fills are not scenic. But once the mine has been reclaimed the

10-6-2

area is attractive and can be of significantly increased vaiue to the community and the
local economy. The BIS didn't completely address the reclaimed back to nature out
come and it didn't highlight the short-tel'lll positives. It also didn't highlight the

19-3-2

economic advantages of some of the alternate reclamation alternatives such as Stone
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Pasti

Crest, Twist Gun, Sl1d Raven Rook. None of these Golf Courses along with their positive

••••• Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 0 l/07/2004 03:42 PM •••••

il,llpacts on the local communities would be there without Mountain Top Mining with
their necessary hollow fills. The local airports Sl1d business development areas were not

"mary.pa~ti@yale.

10-3-5

stressed either. There is no useable flat 18lld remaining in the Mountains which meSlls no

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

edu" <mary.pasti

To:

cc:
01/06/2004 01:18

Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop Removal

Mining

PM

industrial development or development for tourism.

If you stand on top of one of the high-points Sl1d look out across the mountains
you don't see miles aud miles of waste caused by mountain top mining, as is stress by the
Special Interest groups. There are isolated mountains that have been lowered by one to
three hundred feet Sl1d they have been or are being reclaimed. The EIS quantifies the

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,

10-6-2

a five-acre mess and that is what is used to characterize all of mountain top mining.

Do we really allow mining by the removal of mountaintops? For shame. I
understand that the destruction--of to rests, streams, communities, not
to mention mountains--is irreversible. Please, amend the EPA's draft
environmental impact statement to limit the effects of mining by
removing mountaintops and filling in valleys. In fact, why allow 84tch
mining at all?

Don't just highlight the negatives. Highlight the positives alsn. The EIS is supposed tu

Sincerely,

number of acres that have been disturbed and it is a small percentage but a picture or map
would be a much better visual reference. The Special Interest groups display a picture of
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be an unbiased stnten1ent of the facts. When many of the studies quoted were completed
MaryPasti
29 Philip St.
New Haven, CT 06515
mary.pasti@yale.edu

by or funded by Special Interest groups, it is hard to determine where the EIS is an honest
representation of the facts, both short term and long term.
Please recognize the positive impacts of mining with the same emphasis as the
negative itnpacta are recognized. The energy future of the United States is at stake. The
economic future of the region is at stake. The jobs of my neighbors are at stake.
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Cynthia Patterson & Peter Schrand

Leiter Patton

3122 Enfield Point
Maliel!a, GA 30068

12/31/2003

J~ \-~

EnvirOnmental Protl!d:lon Agency

===~Avenue.N.w.
Washington, DC 20460

Re:c·o

\A.S.

JAN 2 o20a+

£?\'A

\ ~ 'i o

Dear Sir or Madam:

"~riC'D JAN092flt1i

(3 )0'" A?> D)

A"t:h s-ruJ-

r I..AkrW ~

Please CIJIIS!der U!ese offidal comments regarding tile draft l':nvln:lnmentat Impact Sbllemll!nt (EIS)
for mountaintop l'ei!1CMil mining.

Government reports from the Fish & Wddllft lierVk:e and tile EPA confirm mountaintop removal mining
ruins wildlife habl13t In Appalachla. More Ulan 1200 mlles d streams have been hurled by millions of

1\u .$>~ ~lS

tons of waste rodland debris. Hundn!ds of square mites or forested mountains have been flattened
by this l!l<tremely destruct!ve mlnillg practiCe. One hundn!d thousand acres ct wildlll'e habl13t have

f'AtrY\.

\ 'H c"5
~ ~

been destrOyed. Communltie!l are I'Eiocabld.

As a supporter of tile National Audubon Sodety, we are spedflcafly c:onc:emed about tile Cerulean
Wllrbler. The warblers' key breeding area Ollellaps Appalachian cnall!elds. Their population has
plurnmetl!d 70 percent slnc.e 1966. The draft 1!1$ falls to fully assess tile -.elmpads on forest·
dependent migratory birdS, Including Cerutean Wllrblers.

8-1-2

The draft EIS does not stgnlftcantly llllllltMI the emrironmental prol:ec:tiOns for mountaintop l'ei!1CMil
mining. we urge you to make $Ubslllnlial changes be1'ore ISsuing a l!nal EIS: Include altllrrtlltllle that
minimize Impacts to Clft!cal habillll!S; Include mlllgallon Of mlnillg actMtles that do Impact aftlcal
habitat; restlfd: tile SIZe of valley fills that bury streams; llmll: tile number or acres of forest that can

1- 5

be destrOyed; protect communities U!at depend on tile n!Qlon's natural I"IISOII!'CeS.

1-9

Thenk you for Cllnsidetlng our Cllmmenls.

Slnc.erely,

dft1Nil,~IRJ,wl>Y\
Cynthia PatteJSOn

1-10
Copy: President G. W. Bush
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JeronePaul

K.Payne

REC'D JAN 2. 1 ~~l

Jan. i6, 2004

To whom it may concern,
It was distressing news to me to hear that the Bush administration bad
allowed the damaging practice of mountaintop removal mining. I
understand that this environmentally destructive practice has destroyed or
degraded over one thousand miles ofheadwater streams, many of which
have been buried forever uru:ler huge piles of mining waste generated by
blowing off the tops of moUntains.
'
I hope that my one small voice will be joined by many others who oppose
this mining practice. At this rate our country will be turned into an
environmental wasteland. Please reconsider this harmful policy. Thanks for
your attention in this matter.

1-10
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Sincerely,
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Karen Payne

Ray Payne

REC'D AUll 2 7 200l'
Ray Payne
836 Roderick Rd.
Knoxville, TN 37923-2469
August 16, 2003
Mr. John Forren, US EPA
t 650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Dear Mr. Forren:
Having been born and raised in West Virginia, I have spent 73 years In Appalachia
(West Virginia, Virginia and east Tennessee) and I'm unalterably opposed to strip
mining in the Appalachian Mountains. I have worked for a mining company (inside
and outside) and have many relatives, past and present, who made their IMng
working for coal companies. All strip mining in the Appalachian Mountains is
deplorable and mountain-top-removal is the worst possible form of coal mining.

ry\~ u<;.e "//J.... ~ 1n
~V'O~ ()IX .€,j'\l.)~ (Dt"'\~ a..r-.d
~~~~ -the. (~v l~tl'l'& OA"6und
VV\I>v<'4.>"'
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heritage~

8.

It defies the Executive Order regarding environmental justice for low income

9.

It destroys jobs and is environmentally insane.

people.

~ V'N'~i,.
\ r:::,.q,'-f si.-Ar \~u. u
G~~.;. L.Lt , JJ..

As you wen know:
1.
Mountaintop removal destroys streams and valleys.
It contaminates drinking water.
2.
It causes flooding.
3.
It makes moonscapes out of our Appalachian Mountains which are some of
4.
the oldest and most beautiful mountains in the world.
5.
It causes blasting damage to nearby resident's homes and businesses.
6.
It cause air pollution to nearby residential and business areas.
7.
It destroys hardwood forests, wildlife habitat, Appalachian culture and

.

There is NOTHING good that can be said about mountain-top-removal coal mining.
The Environmental Impact Statements prepared for these operations are a farce
and this form of mining is a crime against the people and against nature.
I urge you to help stop this form of mining.
Sincerely,

~p~
Ray Payne
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Elizabeth Peelle

Elizabeth
PeeUe
Date: l/07/2004
City: Oak Ridge
State: TN

Ray Payne
836 Roderick Rd.
Knoxville, TN 37923-2469

Zip: 37830

12-17-03

Your own draft EIS shows that the impacts of mountaintop removal coal mining are
severe and irreversible. Thi$ pl;'llCtice has severe impacts upon the land and streams. The
dual losses of ecological sustainabiUty and economic viability are devastating for the
people who depend upon these lands for their future. 1 also object to the proposed
elimination of the Z5-yea:r old rule that bans miningimpacts within 1OO·feet of streams.
Here in the foothills of the Curnberlands in Tennessee, we fought for the passage and
irnplernentationof this rule to protect our streams from mination and the TV Alakes from
filling up with the spoil from impr<:iper mining. Why are you allowing this grave
backward step? Please add my objections to your record of citizen reaction to this
proposed aecelera:tion of a misguided and dangerous permitting action.

Mr. John Farren, US EPA (3ES30)
1 6 50 Arch St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren:
Except for 5 of my 73 years I have always lived in Appalachia. The 5 years were
spent in the military service (3 years) and employment outside of Appalachia.
Myself, my father, brother and many other close and distant relatives worked as
hourly wage employees for the coal companies. We have never supported strip
mining and most of us were strongly opposed to It, even though it created a few
jobs in a region where unemployment was always a serious problem, except during
the two World Wars.
Mountaintop removal mining is unquestionably the worst possible form of mining. It
should be prohibited by law, especially here in the eastern part of the U.S. I'm
requesting that you do everything legally possible to prohibit this form of mining.

Sincerely yours,
D Elizabeth Peelle
130 Oklahoma Ave.
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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Sincerely,

J~(/J~Ray Payne
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Joan Peoples
DeliveredDate: 01/20/2004 01 :26:08 PM
From:

League of Women Voters of Kentucky
Suburba,n Park, Bldg.D, Suite 103
1009 Twilight Trail
Frankfort, KY 40601-8432

To:

Mr; John Forren
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
mountaintop.r3@epa.gov

Date:

January 20, 2004

Re:

Programmatic Draft Environmental Impact
Statement: EPA 9-03-R-00013

I hope these comments will factor into your deliberations regarding the draft

Environmental Impact Statement and any new MTMNF regulations to be developed in
the future.
Respectfully yours,
Joan B. Peoples
President
859-986~9088 (h)
peoplesjc@iclub.org (h)

Dear Mr. Forren:
The intent ofthis.letter is to express the concern of the League of Women Voters of
Kentm:ky regarding proposed uew regulations governing Mountaintop Mining and
Valley Fills (MTMlVF).
The mining industry in Kentucky is a significant part of ollr economy and, as such, has
always been treated with special care. Balancing the competing intere.sts of the three
major players • mining companies., the people, and the ecosystem - is animportant
function of a democratic government. It is with this in mind that I write in opposition to
some of the proposed recommendations in the EIS report on MTMlVF.
I am sure you have received many commertts citing scientific evidence ofthe harm
associated with MTMNF. Let me just say that the LWV of Kentucky feels .strongly that

the importance of this evidence appears not to have been given due weight during the
development of the current proposals for new regulations. Within that context, please
consider the following statement~.
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The LWVKY feels stro11gly that the. adverse effects of mining on people and ecosystems
should be reduced, not increased, as we fear would happen under the new
recommendations. For example, we object to nation· wide permits, preferring instead that
individual permits be ret]uired and tailored to specific locations. We object to changes
tha:t appear to Jessen the influence of state governmentS and state and federal wildlife
agencies in the permitting process, As an advocate .for informed citizen participation
in government, the League also respectfully ret]uests that any new regulations strengthen,
not diminish, the ease with which the public may participate in future actions regiliding
the regulation of mountaintop removal and valley fill methods of mining.
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Dolores Perez

Candice Peters

·----Forwarded by David Rider!R3/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:42PM----"boj inx34@comcast
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
.net" <bojinx34
cc:
01106/2004 01:42
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop Removal
Mining
PM

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,
Do not allow coal interests to destroy Appalachia by allowing them to
blow off mountain tops, destroy forests, streams and communities. We the
citizens, can not keep up with the ways you are trying to destroy our
environment in favor of corporate interests. AMEND THE DRAFT EIS
ACCORDINGLY.

1-9
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Dolores Perez

Dolores Perez
1050N. FanlsWoith Ave. 407
Aurora. IL 60505
bojinx34@comcast.net
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Ian Petersen

Why can't our govemm<-'fll do the same and change with the times on
issues fike
mountains or Appalacia?
to get re-elected. Too bad.
yeah. Somo one

···--Forwarded by David Rider!R3/USEPA!US on 01/09/2004 03:54PM •••••
ijpctenren@cbburn
etcom
To:
cc:
Ol/07i2004 05:06

R3 Mountaintop(q)EPA

With a little more American ingenuity, we should be able to figure out a
way to move away from coal and into wind. Can you imagine a prettier
landscape than rows upon rows of crops with these huge, magestic and
modern windmills rising above it all providing power for tho surrounding
areas? In efle<.'l thi.s would help pre.•eve our water supply while
progressing towards a more beautiful tomorrow. Also, is it true that
Mr. Bush is going to loosen pollution controls on the current coal
plants?

Subject: Don't fill our streams with waste materials

PM
Dear Mr. John Forren EPA,
It is unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to continue to
let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level
mountaintops, wipe out forests and bury streams in the valleys below.
Mountaintop removal mining and valley fills should not be allowed and
the laws and regulations that protect clean water must not be weakened.
In particular, I oppose the proposal to change the stream buffer zone
role that prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streams. This
rule should be strictly enforced for valley tills and in all other

lt-9

(The following is what they wrote for me and I do agree with it).
I'm disappointed and angry that the federal government ignored its own
studies when it proposed weakening, rather than strengthening,
protections for people and the environment. I do not support any of the
three alternatives contained within the Environmental Impact Statement
Report. All three options will make it easier for companies to destroy
streams, endangering wildlife and aearhy communities.
So long from The Great White North.

1-10

cases.

Let's see if we. as a country can lessen our impact on America the
Beuatiful.?.?.?.?. Is it really that hard? Yes, I agree, sometimes
these conservationist organizations go a little off the deep end. Ca.~e
in point in my college days at Colorado College, one organization
claimed responsibility for burning down the Two Elks Lodge at Vail
Mountain in protest ofthe expansion of the already huge (but amazing in
my opinion) Vail Ski Resort. Their claim was that the expansion was
going to reduce the canadian Lynx population. The expansion went ahead
and created a great back country like area for skiers which likely
reduces the number of out of hounds skier accidents from the
unpredictable conditions. Seems to me this ends up saving human lives
and guess how many Canndian Lynx were lost· none. There had been no
Canadian Lynx in the area for a long time. Maybe that was because of
the creation oflhe ski resorts in the first place, maybe not, I don't
know.
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Sincerely,
Ian Petersen
2690 FoxSt
Wayzata, MN 55391-9339

Anyway, getting hack to the point, tltree things como to mind. l)
Toyota and Honda have been able to produce efficient, fun and relatively
sporty hybrid vehicles when it didn't really look possible a few short
years hack. 2)Donmark already gets ~20% of its energy from wind.
3)Right here in the Twin Cities, one of Cargill's engineers was able to
find a way to make plastic and other everyday items, such as fabric
fibers, from renewable resources instead of petroleum based resources.
Type in www.cargilldow.com and let them tell you how....
Pretty cool, huh? Amazing what a little ingenuity can do.
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Jan Peterson

Denise Peterson

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:52PM----Denise Peterson
To:

R:'l Mountaintop@EPA

cc:

01/06/2004 11:59
PM

Delivered Date: 01/1512004 12:05:00 AM

Subject: STOP MTR

Artd just what i:s wrqng with the regular mining proct'.dures? Do we need the coal that
quickly, or is this another "Please the Big Boys'' scheme. What an awful way to go about
things.

Dear John Forren

T would like to voice my opinion in opposition to mountaintop removal.
with filling valleys is devastating to the ecology of the local communities.
livelihood depend upon mountains are forced to leave their homes from the
that
the dynamite and dust have left upon them. The mountains are literally blown aparL..
Studies show that the lush forests of southern We.st Virginia and eastern Kentucky are
among the most biologically diverse temperate forests on Earth. We need to proted
them ... Coal mining has been the only livelihood for many of these families, and proud
miners gave their lives to
the door for unionization in this country. Although the coal
industry has
prosperity, the are11 remains one of the poorest in the nation.
And now we aim to take even that aw~y fmm the"' people and for what? So that the rest of
us can tum on our lights and dishwashers and vcrs and computers without a thought????
Please protect the stream buffer zones. The Clean Water Act was created for a reason...
every child deserves fresh water to drink... Think of the children living downstream from
these valley fills ... TI1eir wells are contaminated and these towns don't have the money to
invest in public water supply ... We need to begin to teach people to conserve ... To think
before switching on the lights ... To use the technology of the 21
to help us harvest
energy from renewable recourses... Help protect the mountains...
people and the
cnvimnmcntl The studies arc there ... don't ignore them ... espcdally not ber.ausc of political
pressure ...

Does this create more jobs? It certainly isn't benefiting the wildlife, Mtural resources, or
the ancestral home of many people. How do we get the land back, when you are done
with this method of mining? How do we sustain our natural resources, or restore them
and the wildlife, while you're warming your butt by a nice fire? What's with you? This is
certainly not representation of the poople by the people, this is representation of the rich
to get richer, by the rich. Yoo knock most of us off, who ya gonna get to work for you?
Illegal immigrants? Slave labor?

1-9
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lam net necessarily a greenie, but lam for common sense, and there is none here. You
give the.miners cancer, and take away their homes. Nice going.
Sincerely,
Jan Peterson

Sincerely,
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Dean Petrich

Susan Peterson

--·-· Forwarded by David Rider/R3/DSEPA/DS otl 01/07/2004 03:42PM--·--

DeliveredDate: 01106/2004 04:11:27 PM

"petrich@whidbey.
com'' <petrich

To: John Forren

01/06/2004 03:03
RemovallMining
PM

1 am the Conservation Chair of the Delmarva Ornithological Society. We wish

to add our voice to the many you have heard fromin regard to the
Mountaintop Mining EIS. I heard a presentation given by Melinda Welton, .and
I was shocked to hear what has already been done; and might be allowable in
the future. We in the Delmarva Ornithological Sodety are deeply concerned
by the impact of mountaintop/valley fill mining on a wide variety of aquatic
and terrestrial organisms. I reviewed. the letter wdttento youbythe
American Bird Conservancy and Itotall y agree with the concerns they raised
and points that they made. Criti<tal re$eatch data, such·~· that relating to
the impacts on the Cerulean Warbler, is being ignored. Because the current
DEIS is so defective, it should immediately be withdrawn for revisions;
public Col11Jilent should.be solicited, and permitissuance should ceas.e. Thank
you for your attention to this matter!

To:

R3 Mountai.ntop@EPA

cc:

7-3-2

Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop

Dear Mr. John Farren, Project Manager,
Please amend the EPA's draft environmental impact statement so as to
limit the effects of harmnll mountaintop removal muting.
Sincerely,

Dean Petrich
2131 Middle Drive
Freeland, WA 98249-9516
petrich@whidbey.com

Susan L. Peterson, Ph.D., BCBA
Conservation Chair,
Delmarva Ornithological Society
226 West Park Place, Suite 1
Newark, DE 19711
302-368~2515
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Amelia Pickering

Deborah Pettry

November 12, 2003
'

.

REC'O ;,;av 1 7 2803
,
'

December 29, 2003

1136 w.'r~1:~ntetto Way

JohnForren
U.S. EPA (31!:S30)
1650 A:reh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

San Diego, CA 92103
Mr. John Forren
US EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130

Dear Mr. Farren,
I am writing to you about the Environmental Impact Statet:nent on mountainu;p
removal and valley fills and proposed rule changes that will make it easier for
coal companies to destroy our land and communities. I live in the coalileids of
Kentucl<;y and I know the dest.ruction and devastation that mountaintop
removsi mining is doing.

Re: Environmental Impact Statement about Mountaintop Removal, especially in West
Virginia

1 do not support Alternatives ill, 2 or 3 oontained within the E!S report. None of
these options will protect our water or our communities. I am opposed to any
changes thet would weaken the is.ws and regUlations that protect clean wster.
In particular, 1 oppose the propossl to chsnge the stream builer zone rule that
prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streams.

Dear Mr. Farren:
I wish to state my opposition to Mountaintop Removal. MTR destroys stresms,
contaminates drinking water, causes flooding, makes moonscapes out of beautiful
mountains, damages peoples' homes, endangers their lives, and destroys forest and
Wildlife habitat.

1 welcome the scientific studies, such as this one, that document the
widespread and irreversible damage the coal industry is doing to our state and
region. I am shocked and alarmed that the federsi government has ignored its
own studies when it proposes weakenlng, rather than strengthentog,
protections for people and the environment.

It also destroys ancestral homes, including those of my ancestors. Ifthis were happening

I am angry that the report rejects, without meanin@;fu.J. consideration, specific
restrictions on the use of velley fills. There is plenty of science and a strong
legal ease for taking a poaltion that leveling mountains and burying streams is
wrong and must stop. Mountaintop removal and valley fills as a we:y of mining
has oome about as a loophole in federsi is.w and these prsetiees should be

to Mr. ~ush's family home in Maine, we'd be seeing an immediate end to Mountain Top
Removal!
The EPA should be putting its efforts into supporting alternative energy sources that
replace coal and oil. Iustead, I am ashamed that our government is supporting hydrogen
as an alternative, when in fact hydrogen generation will require additional coal and more
Mountain Top Removal.

1}. 5
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outlawed completely.
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This report is a shameful, dangerous gift from George Bush to the coal
industry. It ignores the science and evidenee about what mountaintop removsi
mining is doing and ignores the public's demand for clean water, a heslthy
environment and safe communities.

I ask the EPA to:

Sincerely,

lid

~rin~

1. Put an end to Mountain Top Removal
2. Support the development of truly renewable alternative energy sources
3. Provide severe penalties for any violators ofEPA policies affecting the mountains

14 Church Street
Whitesburg, KY 41858

These mountains are a precious part of our American environment and must be
preserved.
Sincerely,

p~e>.Q~~
Deborah Brooks Pettry, Ph.D.
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Joseph & Helen Pickering

Joseph Presson

••••• Forwarded by David Ridcr/R3/USEPA/US on 0 l/08/2004 11:39 AM ··-·
del~

Joseph F. & Belen D. Pickering

<delmarkatz@earth
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
link.net>
cc:
Subject: Mountaintop removal milling .... please listen.
12/30/2003 06:16
PM

3931 Grove A - Palo Alto, CA 94303

December 30, 2003
JobnForren
U.S. EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. Forten,

I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental impact
statement so
as I<> limit the effects of harmful mountaintop removal mining.! find it

Dear Mr. Forren:
Through family and friends who live in Kentuclcy we have become familiar wi1h 1he
environmental problems created by 1he ecal.mining industry in Appalacbia. We have seen 1he
effects of mo1111111in1Dp removal and valley tills and we believe strongly that 1his blatantly
dea!ructive mining method be prohibited. We write to oppose 1he EPA's proposed rule changes
to do away wi1h a 25-year-old "buffer zone" rule 1hat protects streams ftom 1he impiwls of coal
mining.
The Enviromnentsl Impact Study released in May documents tbe extensive dantage done to tbe
land, forests, water and ecosystems by mo1111111in1Dp removal and valley fills. President Bush is
ignoring the feders1 govermnent's 0"\VIl. studies when be proposes wea1(eoing , tatber 1han
st:l'lmgtbctling, protection fur people and 1he environment. Nor will any of1he alternatives wi1hin
1he EIS report prot11et water or communities.
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unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to continue to let
c<>al
companies dentroy Appalachia with mining practices that level
mountaintops,
wipe out forests, bury streams and destroy communities.
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Acc<)rding to the draft RIS, the environmental effects of mounta.i ntop
removal
are widespread, devastating and permanent. Yet the draft EIS proposes no
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restrictions on tbe size of valley fills that bury streams, no limits ou

This report is a shameful, danprous aii} tom George Bush to 1he coal industry. It should be

the

~q'"~h~

number of acres of forest that cau be destroyed, no protections for
imperiled
wildlife and oo safeguards for tbe communities !hat depend on the
region's
natural resources for themselves and future generations. Instead, the
Bush
administration's ''preferred alternative" for addressing the enormous
problems
caused by mountaintop removal mining ignores the administration's own
studies
and proposes wenketting existing environmental protections and allowing
mountaintop rem<lval and a.'sociated valley fills to continue at an
accelerated
rate.

JosephF. Pickering
Helen D. Pickering

cc: Semtors Diane Feinstein, Batbanl Boxer
Representative Anna Eshoo
President George Bush
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The Rush administration must consider alternatives that reduce the
environmental impacts of m<luntaintop removal and then implement measures
to
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Mr. John Forren
protect natural resources and communities in Appalachia, such as
restrictions
on the size of valley fills to reduce the destruction of streams,
forests,
wildlife and communities. f urge you to immediately amend the draft EIS
accordingly.

U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1850Aroh Sl
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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Sincerely,
Joseph Anthony Presson
email-delmarkat7@sbcglobal.net

PS. Mr. Farrl-'11 please do not think that although this is a form
letter perhaps used by many, it none the less contains the concerns that
many of us have.
do not take this to be a small voice of few people. it is
the concern of all of us who live on this earth. Please do not mistake
me for one of the tree
hugging activist who so often get in the news, my
political views and choices cross over into both the democratic and
republican arenas and I do believe
that the environment is more precious that any political
dogma. Please do not let these word and the future of this beautiful
land fall to the business's
and the greed that is hlind to long term impacts and
the future of America's most precous resources ... the air we breathe and
the land we live on.
thank you, Josepll.

I am opposed to mountaintop-removal mining and valley fiRs. These practices
bury Important headwater streams, destroy biologically rich forest ecosystems,
damage drinking-water sources used by millions of people, cause frequent and
severe flooding, and wreck the quality of life In Appalachian communities.
Leveling mountains and burying streams is wrong and must stop.
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I welcome scientific studies that document the widespread and irreversible
damage the coal industry Is doing to Appalachia. Yet this EIS rejects-without
meaningful consideration-specific restlictlons on the use of valley fills. These
res1rlctlons could be based on size of the fiR, cumulative Impacts, types of
streama affected, or value of the aquatic resources in the region.

1-7

I am opposed to any changes that would weaken the laws and regulations that
protect clean water. In partiCUlar, I oppose the proposal to eliminate the stream
buffer-zone rule that prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streama.
[Alternatives 1 and 3 would eHminate the rule, while Alternative 3 would "clarify" it
by saying that It does not apply to valley fills.] This rule should be strictly enforced
for vaRey fills and In all other case&.

3-3

I do not support Alternative 1, 2, or 3 as described in the EIS reporl None of
these option& will protect Appalachian forest&, water, or communities.

I-1 0
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AI a lifelong resident of these beloved Weat Virginia mountains, I beseech the
EPA to examine the devastation this mining method hat caused to our land and
to the livea of our people. The EPA is charged with protection of people and the
environment, but this atudy ignore& that charge - for such protection& are absent
from this study. No one cen poasibly benefit from any of the recommendations
except the coal industry.
Please put an end to this madne11. Stop mountaintop removal.
Sincerely,

Andrew C. Price
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Donna Price

DEC 18 2003
Donna PriCe

137 Fullon BotiOm Road

REC 'D DEC fJ 3 2063

November 29, 2003

Dorothy, WV J6060

Mr. Jolm Fotren, US BJ>A {3BS30)
1650 Arch Street

December 10, 2003

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. For:ren:

Mr. John Ferren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650ArchSt.
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Mr. Farren,

It is so disappointing to read tbat the Fedeml agencies and agencies within the State ofWest
Vuginia are usmg the NEPA process to justify what they have already planned on doing. I am
disappointed tbat this will be done regardless of the imparable damage it will do to the
environment fur us and future generations.

I wrltll! to ask the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency to acknowledge the
environmental, social and economic devastation thet mountaintop removal mining has
already caused in Central Appalachia, and to put an end to this irresponsible form of
coal mining.

Your plans numbers 1#1-4:
L Keep doing what presently doing
2. Let COIPS ofEngineers decide the size and valley fills
3. Permit appHcation go to the COB & Slate of DBJ> to decide the s~ and location.
4. State would lead the decision.
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The Environmental impact Study concedes that mountaintop removal mining is harmful
to the environment, that it contributes to disastrous flooding that routinely endanger Iivas
and property, and that it oan contnbute to the degradation of natural wetlands and
wildlife habitat In the region.
Yet the study offers no solutions to these harmful Impacts. Instead, it proposes to
Improve communications between regulatory agencies In order to expedite the
permitting process, while offering no meaningful protection for the land and people. Its
recommendations are a mechanism, devised by the Bush administration and dictated to
the EPA, that allows corporations to continue to profit from this destructive mining
method while remaining indifferent to tha people of Appalachia and their deep
connection to the land.
The people who live in these mountains and river valleys, descendants of many
generations of Appalachians, know this land to be the lifeblood of a unique culture, rich
in history, tradition and knowiadge, and deserving of protection. We long to preserve our
heritage for future generations, but this heritage is being destroyed.
Our quality of life and our hope for a sustainable economic future for our people is
literally being blasted away and burled under massive valley fills. Along with the
mountains and river valleys, the culture of an entire region Is being sacrificed forever to
provide a source of energy that is, at best, temporary - for coal is a finite resource.

What happened to "iust do nothing''? Wh!lt !l<lppened to not doing something destructive?
Do no moo!l!!tl!!top :remmJ at a!J. EP~GQE ll!lli State W.Va f?EP llave !llllde a sad 11t00kecy of
the NBPA process. Clean Water Act (CWA) means zero discharge of pollution.

I1-8

In an endeavor to cin:umvent the CWA wbiclt states zero discharge of pollution iDto our
country's water. Not only are you capriciously circumventing the law; you are destroying the
very Stream beds created along with habitats fur varlou$ flora and fiwna. Tbe out and out
deStnlet'i8ii'llf ei!Hi'e.~ and reooatigwjng of the landscape is blaspltemcus to sa.v the
least. It a·~ As the Jmma.n species we are supposed to be stewards of the lands of this
C<illiiiiji'fOflill:illi! jtcill~ot$: 'Tttere-is tltJ~p in what you are proposing. .fu!Jlre .
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15-7-1
"

generations will be denied the beauty of what the mountainous state ofW. Virginia bas to offer.
Not only the visual beauty; but the beauty <li'all tbf: flol'liSod &Will that wflf be destroyed.

110-6-2

I have been appalled in the past by the destruction of entire rivers by acid runoff- but I have to
say this is the most artogant piece of destruction I have ever personally seen. As a longtime hiker
who bas tmreled along many of the ridges in the State, 1 have seen the disappea.rance of
ridgelines and mountains in areas where they are dolnJ this kind of mjnlng.

10-2-2

With all the knowledge there is on the effects of logging, roads and the nmo1ftbat oecun as a
result. I am appalled that as State agencies that you would allow these fiBs to jeopardize the lives
ofthose unfortullate cititens living do~ of the valleys.

5-1-2

When you destroy stream valleys, you are de!rtroying oor water flliiOUl'CCS. I am a :&equelll: visitor
to W.Va. I use the beautiful rivers, and fbrests. I am also a resident downstream of many of the
watersheds of W.Va. tbat are being damaged through this mountaintop removal & mining. This
destructiOii\viU not only the State ofWeSt Virginia, it will have an effect ol] my water.

Please stop this Irresponsible destruction. Stop mountaintop removal.
Sincerely,

ram; •ils:fe&K; i•sw:ebotderinthis~ asking tbat tb,esea,encies adhere to tj1e law, as it

exiSts; stOPff.YtiiflOCI'idlfnveming it. I am also asking that the environrr)ent ~ better ~cted
'tliiWglilietler·conse~vat~on, oot·consume(litthe·lisk to J'!!Ca¢ the f\Jturergenenllions.ofl!JY

Donna Price

hill:.

,,.~; rJ(!.o
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Sean Quinlan

····Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:32PM·····
"smquinl~~n@yahoo.

com" <smquinlan
cc:
01/06/2004 02:45
Removal Mining
P.M

To:

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

Subject: Please Stop Dcstxuctive Monntl!intop

Dear Mx. John Forren, Project .Manager,
I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental impact statement so as to
limit the effects of harmful mountaintop removal mining. I urge you to immediately
amend the draft EIS to include restrictions on the size of ~·alley fills that bury streams,
limit.s on the number of acres of forest that can be destroyed, protections for
imperiled wildlife and safegltilrds for the communities that depend on the region's
natural resources.
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Sincerely,

Se~~n

Quinlan

155 Haight St. 211
San Francisco, CA 94102
smquinlan@yahoo.com
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TeresaRafi

---- Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM
"rafal@fas.harvar
To:
d.edu" <rafal
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
cc:
01/06/2004 03:45
Subject: Ple11se Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Remov~tl !'vfitung
PM

01/06/04
Teresa Rafi
I am writing to comment.on the Draft EIS regarding the practice of mountaintop removal in
surface mining operations in WV, VA, TN, and KY. As a general comment on the practice,
mountaintop removal and adjacent valley filli11g .is barb;tric, and it is incredible to believe it is
allowed to happen in thls country and in this day because it is simply an easier and cheaper
method ·of removing coal. Prut of the EPAs responsibilities under the listed 'Aiteruahves' would
be to "develop and propose, as appropriate, criteria for additional chemicals or other parameters
(e.g., biological indicators)that would support a modification of existing state water quality
standards." In doing so, 1 encourage the EPA NOT to allow any of the States in question (VA,
KY,. TN, WV) to use this provision as a vehicle for RELAXING ESTABUSHED WATER
QUALITY CRITERIA, whkh would ultimately allow or surface mining companies to continue
their activities without mitigating the impacts of their actions. Please remember !hat the EPA was
established for the protection of the environment and public safety. Itis not the .job of the EPA to
ensnre econonrlc development. If mining companies cannot conduct their operations it1 such a
way that ensures water quality criteria are met, then they should not conduct thn~e activities, or
they should cunail those activities to a scope and a scale within wh.ieh they can ensure they are
not adversely impacting water quality. Plea.<re do not dis(egard the findings of the EIS.

Dear Mr. John For:ren, Project Manager,
I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental impact
statement so as to limit the effects ofharmf·ul mountaintop removal
mining. I find it unconscionable that the Bush administratiotl plans to
continue to let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices
that level mountaintops, '>l.':ipe out forests, bury streams and destroy
communities.
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I find it hard to believe that this practice has actually happened in
the past and more than once. It's so ludricous, so incredibly
destructive, I can't believe people want to do more of it. Please help
st:raighte11 out priorities.

5-3-3

Mountaintop removal and valley filling is egreg.ionsly damaging to natural resmn·ces; the effects
are widespread. devastating, and pem1anent. It ·is not a practice that an "enlightened" nation such
as we purport to be should abide. The preferred alternative in this case should be to halt all
further permitting of mountaintop retnovallvalley:fill opl.".tations and to ensure that existing
operations adhere to the conditions oftheir permits.

Sincerely,

Christine Rafal
122 Heath St
Somerville, MA 02145
rafal@fas.harvard.edu
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LindaRago

Mr. JohnFOl'l'Eir'Y US EPA
1650 Arch Street

(AEC'D AUG 2 0 213Augustt6, 2003

Philadelphia, PA 19130

us tPA

CODillU!Ills on the Environmental Impact Study(EIS) on Mountain Top Removal
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What if no one had had the foresight to aeate our national parks? Our national
sea shores? We'd all be far, far poorer for their loss. Though it may be bard to see the
value now, generationil from now these beautiful fONstS and mountains in West
Virginia will be a n~ttional treasure-as resorts and lor the inaedible beauty God
gave them.
out central Appalachia, some of the most productive and diverse
temperate hardwood forests in tl:ie world have been destroyed when coal companies
blast off hundreds of feet of mountaintops to get to thto seams of coal. In most

9-2-2
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The EIS confirms the empirical data thst led to the conclusions of coalfield
residents and envirorunental groups-that mountaintop removal I .valley fill coal mining
is irreversibly and substantially harming the forests and stresms of Southern West
Virginia and Eastern Kentucky. But the - d a t i o n s in the I!IS Statement aN a
sham in that they igncu:e the scientific evide.nc:e and recommend apeedlng up the
process in pennitting mountain top removal. That muat not be permitted!

f;.otl'h

no+ D~J tth <!eel o(ft'ca.. ( dt's aAi:.f-e.r;

IS

Few of us ate given the opportunity to make a lasting difference in the lives of
many generations. It ls incumbent upon you to look long and hard at the impact of
"mountain top removal" on the lands and people of West Virginia artd to reject the
recommendations to speed up the process of mountain top removal.

1-r!tJ.S~ pl-ea.se v~e_

o.h ol/t 1~ ~e.
1

circumstances, the former lush forests wlll remain degraded as grassy, unproductive
saub land for at leest several centuries. This ls inaedibly wastelul and shOrt-sighted.

ptacilce.

Just as bad, millions of tons of rubble from the former mountains ate pushed
into the adjacent valleys. Coal companlss have already burled hundreds of miles of

•

A~ streams, destroying not only the streams themselves, but creating
dlsastrons impacts to downstream waterways and towns. An over the world, water
mpplies are emerging as a key resource as the world population grows. It fs insane to
deliberately destroy clear waters and their valley headwaters.

~urs -f-r~,

d_~Msc
l%r-~~
g:.-1\.J
r~·-

And, as the residents point out, mountaintop removal is also devastating the
culture and comm1lllilies of l:h.e region. Those communities ate part of our National

heritage too.

wv
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7-5-2
15-7-2
15-1-2
110-2-2

~~e~~~
1168Main.St #B9

Stratford Ct 06615

203 375-8633
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--·· Jlorwardcd by David Rider!R3/USEPNUS on 01/08/2004 II :30 AM •••••
Jan Randall
<;jrandall@sfsu.ed
u>

1urge you to amend the drall El'S accordingly.
To:

R3 Mountaintop@)EI'A

Sincerely,

cc:

Subject: for hearing on mountain mining

Dr. Jan A. Randall, Professor
Department of Biology
San Francisco State University

12/30/2003 04:06

I'M
Please read attached letter about mountaintop mining.

Dr. Jan Randall
Professor of Biology
San Francisco State University
San Francisco, CA 94132(See attached file: Forren EPA.tloc)
Mr. John Ferren
Project Manager
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Ferren:
I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental impnct statement to limit the
harmful effects of mountaintop removal mining. As a biologist, I find the Bush
Administration policy that whole mountain tops can be removed to result in the
destruction of forests and streams a totally unacceptable ptactice. The environmental
damage for a short term financial gain by cool companies should uot be allowed.
This opinion is not mine alone. According to the draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS}. the environmental e!Tects of mountaintop removal are widespread, devastating and
permanent. Yet tl1e draft EIS proposes no restrictions on the size of valley fills that bury
streams, 110 limits on the number of acres of forest that can be destroyed, no prote<:tions
for imperiled wildlife and no safeguards for the communities that depend ou the region's
natural resources for themselves and future generations. Instead, the Bush
administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the enormous problems caused by
mountaintop removal mining ignores the administration's own studies and proposes
weakening existing environmental protections and allowing mountaintop removal and
associated valley fills to continue at an accelerated rate.

1-5

At the very least, I urge the Bush administration to consider alternatives that reduce the
environmental impacts of mountaintop removal and then implement measures to protect
natural resources and communities in Appalachia, such as restrictions on the size of
valley fills to reduce the destruction of streams, forests, wildlife and communities.
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M.Rauen

• Forwarded t1y David Rider/R3/USEPAIUS on 01120/2004 09:08 AM --··

M.

mrauen

cc:
Subject:

<mrauen@brecnet.c
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
om>
cc:
Subject. Re: Help Limit Mountaintop Coal Removal Mining
01/19/2004 09:57
PM
EIS

12:
PH

I think there should be the strongest regulations to prevent the
distruction of the mountains and the filling and polution of their
streams.

11-10
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John Rausch

stream beds if that procedure readied a site for development. The loophole beeame big enough to

"Sowing My Community Back"

drive a 20-story high shovel thrcugh. Today, advanced technology using powerful dynamite

By Fr. JohnS. Rausch

charges, monster shovels and huge trucks hauling 80 tons sometimes level down mountains 500
feet, dumping millions of tons of top soil and rock Into the river beds in the adjacent valleys.

Lucius Thompson lives about 1,000 feet from the blasting site at the head of Little Tom
Diggs hollow in McRoberts, Kentucky. The mining company doing mountaintop removal, a

With mountaintop removal rural communities face possible floods, dry wells, polluted streams,

practice that decapitates mountains in Appalachia to expose a coal seam and lucratively extract

cracked walls and foundations, and surroundings of constant dust and noise pollution.
"If you don't Hve the life, you don't know what it's about," laments Lucius.

the coal, sometimes uses a supercharge of dynamite to loosen the rock to get tbe coal. The
section Lucius added to his trailer actually separated from the main structure with the tremors.

The companies claim they operate within the law and only God can send rains causing

16-1-5

When it rains, he puts buckets throughout his house to catch the drips from the cracks eaused by

floods. Besides in rural areas with little economic opportunity, they argue, communities need

the blasting.

jobs. In 1979 strip mining employed 17,181 in KentuckY, but by 2000 the figure dropped to
4,612, while production fell only one-fourth. A job in strip mining represents a temporary human

But no damage compares to the fright he got a year ago. Three of his children, the oldest

activity till advanced technology replaces it. Meanwhile, alternative jobs in tOurism and other

1 years of age, were playing in front of the house. A downpour came, so the kids went inside. A
moment later a torrent of water rushed down from the strip site flushing debris and mud from the

10-4-2

17-2-5

industries stand in jeopardy.
Recognizing the principle of care of creation links naturally with the principle regarding

hillside with a force so powerful that any child or elderly person could easily have been swept
away.

rights and responsibilities, John Paul H proclaims the right tc a safe environment must eventually

be included in an updated U.N. Charter of Human Rights. "Respect for Iifu and for the dignity of

Mountaintop removal, like advanced production techniques in other industries, illustrates
some ethioal principles lost in the quest for efficiency and profit. The church teaches that rights

tbe human person extends also to the rest of creation."

come with responsibilities. The coal company has a right to its coal, but it must mine it

On December 10, 2002, International Human Rights Day, 60 people ascended a mountain

responsibly.

tc a strip site overlooking McRoberts. They came tc pray. McRoberts bad not experienced a

In 1977 the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act sought to prevent water

serious flood since 1957, but in the last 18 months they faced 5. Prayers rose to change hearts

contamination and blast damage to homes. A quarter century ago strip mine technology allowed

and open eyes. At the conclusion, Catherine Oden, a McRoberts' senior citizen, walked among

removing coal veins only near the surface and mined land bad to be restored to its original use

the rock and dirt, and with a symbolic gesture of hope and determination she scattered a handful

and contour. One small exemption in SMCRA allowed for leveling of mountains and filling of

of wildtlowar seed saying, "I'm sowing my community back."
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Lisa Rayburn

EricRechel

lisa_raybum@hotm
aiL com
To
cc:

01/05/2004 08:24

-

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

January 16, 2004
Subject: Comments on Draft programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement on mountaintop
AM
removal coal mining

Mr. John Fo~n
US EPA (3l!A30)
1650 Arch St.
19103
Philadelphia l>A

Dear Mr. Fouen
Right now we have an unmanned NASA rover on Mars. What an
accomplishment. Think of all the mental know how and technology
that went into this venture. We wlll be getting pictures back from
Mars for the next 2 to 3 months. Think of all tbe money that went
into this venture. There may he some who are concerned and angry
about the cost, but most Americans are probably excited and are not
really concerned about the price tag.
Right now Coal companies are blowlng off mountain tops in
AP!>alachia in their search :for coal. This waste rubble is pushed off
to fill in surrounding valleys and bury hundreds of miles of streams.
What devastation. Think of all harm this does to the environment.
Don't we have any mental know how to stop this or at lesst reduce
the impact of this waste of our land? Don't we ~e any technology
that would allow the coal companies to still extract coal and let the
streams rem free? Isn't there an option of limiting valley fills to :35
acres in size? Would the cost increase imposed on the size of valley
fills of $! a ton make the American people angry? I don't think so. I
want yon to seriously consider a size limit on valley fills. The
inctease in the price of coal is insignificant. I want you to strength
environmental protections that apply to mountain top removal.
I am
against the preferred altemalive which wlll weaken laws that limit
the size and location of valley fills.

Enviromental Protection Agency Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Enviromental Protection Agency Environmental Impact Statement,
Having lived in and loved West Virginia for ewer twelve years, I
have seen and studied the impacts of mountain top removal mining
first hand. I urge the Bush administration to do everything in
its powers to increase the oversight of mountain top removal
mining practices and to reduce the size and number of new
mountain top removal s~es. This mining practice has devastating
long-term impacts to local ecologies, communities and economies.

Sincerely,

Usa Rayburn
176 Chapel Street
Spruce Pine, North Carolina 28777

1-7

11-13

Of all the things future generations may inherit a living planet is
the one they will treasure most. Let us, Jet yon the U.S. government,
sturt today in enacting laws that will leave a living planet for our
kids. Please start now, in the Appslachians, supporting and enacting
laws that will leave for all of us living forestS and streams.

4 /2 kJ t../

Sincerel~ (..
Eric RecllJ...

2890 Seely ltd.
Orand Junction CO 81503
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-----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:52PM
Patricia Reed
<pwreed999@att.ne
t>

According tn the administration's draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on
removal lite
on the
and permanent. Yet the draft EIS
strcan1s, no limits on the number
of forest that can be
imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards for the communities of
on the region's natural resources for themselves and future generations.

m'"'"nr"""'"'n removsl cos! mining, tl1e environmental effects
To:

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

cc:

Subject Commenrs on draft EISon mountaintop removal
mining
01/02/2004 10:59

alternative'' for addressing the problems caused by
is to weaken existing environmental protections. This
administration's own studies
the devastation
caused by mountaintop removal coal mining, including:

PM
January 2, 2004
Mr. John Forcen
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

- over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by mountaintop removal;
- forest losses in West Virginia have the potential of directly impacting liS many as 244
vertebr«te wildli le species;

Dear .John Forren,
I run upset to learn that the Bush •dministration plans to continue to let coal compru1ies
destroy Appalachi:< with mir1ing practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, burv
streams, and destroy communities. This issue is of extreme importance to me, as it is t~ all
who live on this planet, whether they choose to ignore it or speak out about it President
Bush is
re-election, but how can I possibly support, in good conscience,
who
would rob our children and their children and all the other creatures who reside on
planet of what's left of the earth that we now enjoy? To allow mountaintop removal mining
to continue, ru1d not only that, but to also make it easier for coal mining companies to get
permits for this is just the latest exan1ple of Mr. Bush consistently showing a
serious
lack of concem or
for our home, the only place in the universe we
to live.
I may be but one
person, but I cannot and will not
offer my support to a
person who shows such blatant
for our precious Earth.
me, as a citizen of this
country and of this planet, the issue
environment is of utmost importance, because as
humans, we live and die, but our earth will need to go on so that our children can have a
home. We do not occupy tl1is planet alone- we have animals and plants and all sorts of
other
to consider most of them were here long before we were. We do not have
the
to harm them, especially not to tl;e point of extinction, which is what will ultimately
happen as
as Mr. Bush and others like him are more concerned with things less
imnn.<+n•·,t than the future of this planet. People tend to put the issue of our environment on
burner so they can deal with the more immediate issnes at hand, but then
about the pot that's boiling over in the back. Tl1e issue of our environment
to
with NOW. Our environmental situation can no longer be ignored. Laws should be
made right now that protect our planet, but instead, the lawmakers are looking for ways to
exploit wlH1t resottrces we have left

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium
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- Witl1out new limits on mountaintop cemoval, an additional 350 square miles of mountains,
strean1s, and foresta will be thtrened and
by mountaintop removal mining.
How can the Bush administration endt..1rse or llpprove of this, considering what their own
studies have found? They know the damage it will cause,
want tc> make it eMier for
companies to do this? Do
have brains in their
it all come down to
money, as it always does with
Bush? Well, there won't be any money left once all
the planet's resource.s are gone. There won't be anything left.
In light of these facts, I urge you to consider alternatives that reduce the environmental
impacts of mounta.intop remova.l. Find ll!1other W"-Y· Stnp hurting our home. You should all
be looking for ways to protect our resources instead of finding more ways to ravage our
planet and destroy all of us who live here.

1-9

Thank you lor your consideralion of this important issue.
Sincerely,
l)atricia Reed
l Vermilvea Street
Pleasan~ille, NY 10570
USA
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Dylan Reid

Linda Reeves

REC'D SEP 0 2 2003

Rec·o JAN 2 o•
Rt. 1 Box 353B
Aurora, WV 26705
August 22, 2003

John Forren

January 13, 2004

U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Subject: Immediately Ceaee Destruction of Streams with Waste Materials

Mr. John Forren, US EPA
1650 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19130

Mr. Ferren,
As an avid trout fisherman ln tha Appalachian watershed, I. must strongly convey
my deeply felt opposition to tha weekaning of clean water slandards and the
EPA's de facto advocacy of mountain top nsmoval and valley fill by coal
companies. In particular, 1oppose the proposal to change the stream buffer zone
rule that prohibits mining actlvity within 100 feet of streams. This rule should be
strictly enforced for valley fills and In all other cases.

Dear Sir:

ItheamEwn·~ aoout Mounandt~,_:?~ ~val andtheth~ EIS study. Itndatlois
appalJ!ng tom; whatht

18

• '""' suggested
uuu m tts report
re IS no recomme
n m stoppmg e
defiunation of the landscape by Mountaintop Removal.
I canoot believe that
Mountaintop Removal is still being allowed to wield its destruction. What has
happened to communities affected by this atroeity done to the land is one of the
great tragedies of the last 2 decades. There is absolutely no regard or respect fur the
land, the people or their cultural histories related to the land. What kind of example does
this set up fur the young and the generations to come? Mountaintop Removal because
these coal compaules have a lot of money and dubious political backing and support
behiod them can come ioto communities and completely disenfranchise the cultural,
health and future of the people that live in these communities. The Appalachian
commuulties in West Virginia and other states have always taken hard hits in regard to its
environment and people, its time the exploitation of these mountain communities stops.
When coal is removed by tearing and ripping up mountaintops it is ripping and tearing
apart the very soul of the people who live there. STOP MOUNTAINTOP REMOVAL.

li-S

This proposal is in general a disgraceful abuse of the public trust inveeted in your
agency and particularly an extrame instanoe of corporate welfare in which the
Interests of the mining lndust,y are preserved at the expanse of the public users
of the resources. If this Industry finds that it is not economically viable to extract
the coal resources and preeerve streams, than the free market should dictate
that it not occur. In this case, however, the EPA Is effectively subsidizing this
destruction on behalf of the coallndusey by according them preferential access
to the natural resources of this country that cltizans like me enjoy. In a free
market they would have to beer the full cost. It amounts to corporate welfare and
violetes the spirit and intent of responsible stewardship.

10-2-2

II 9

Let me make this clear. I do not support any of the three alternatives contained
within the Environmental Impact Statement Report. All three options will make It
easier for these coal interests to destroy streams.

-

s{::~R~

I1-5

Rw~~

Linda Reeves
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Dylan c. Reid
802 Charles Allan Or.
Atlanta, GA 30308
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Richard Reis

David Reister

Richard Re!s
711 Copley Lane

.' V.as:c·o~'JMff8if·
.....

r'u

Silver Spring, MD 20904-1312

.Mr. John Forren

David Reister
Date: 12/24/03
City: Knoxville

January 3, 2004

U.S. Environmental Protection Ageney
1650 Arch Street Pbiladelplda, PA 19103

Dear Mr. Forren,

The supposed benefrt could be cheaper electrical energy. However, there are clearly costs in

1-9

global warming would be wry high indeed. For example, ast1uru1, linked to air pollution, is a.
rapldly growing probhnn in cities up a.nd down the eastern senboa.rd.

Tbe potential coal-producing area could pro11ide sustalna.ble energy in the fbnn of wind farms
that more employ local people tha.n cost operations. Where cost would be used up, wind farma.
will continue to pro11ide sale, clesn, a.nd afti>rdable energy that would not rno out.
Plesse do not allow these destructive mining practices to continue.

1-l

David Reister
10366 Rather Road
Knoxville, TN 37931

Sincerely yours,

/~~
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Zip Code: 37931

I have read the. four alternatives in the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impa<-1
Statement fat Mountaititop MfningNalley Fills in Appalachia. Since the erosion of a flat
plateau ovet several hundred million yeats produced the valleys in Appalachia, all of the
valle.ys have streams in them~ When the tops of mountains are removed and placed in the
valleys they will desl:rqy or impair the water quality and the quality of life of the all of the
humans and other animals that live in the valleys. I favor the creation of a wide buffer
zone to protect the streams. Currently, there is a 25~year-old rule that prohibits mining
impacts within 100ft of streams. All of the three proposed alternatives are forused on
governmental efficiency rather that environmental protection and describe how the
various agencies of the federal government will coordinate their management procedures.
Since none of the alternatives requires a wide buffer zone around existing streams, I favor
the No Action Alternative.

Plesse do not continue to allow coal-mining practices, which are known as "mountaintop
removal". These practices result in tuined land and rivers. '!.'hey interfere with other econom!e
acti11ity within the affected communities, to ssy nothing of the people who live there. Tourists
won't come; farms will be ruined.
terms of the en11ironment and in peoples' lives, which should figured in as well. When the cost
rescbes the power plant$ and is burned the costs in terms of air pollution and contrlbutions to

State: TN

A-1183
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Jordan Reiter

permanent. Yet the draft EIS proposes no restrictions on the size of
valley fills that bury stR>ams, no limits on the number of acRlS of
forest that can be destroyed, no protections fur imperiled wildlife, and
no safeguards for the communities of people that dq:>end on the region's
natural resources for themselves and fuh1re generations.

-----Forwarded by David Rider!R3/USEPA/US on 01/0912004 02:49PM····Jordan Reiter
<jordan(il)breezing.
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
com>
cc:
Subje<.1: Comments on draft ElSon mountaintop removal miuing
0110212004 03:4 7
PM

The Bush administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the
problems caused by mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing
environmental protections. This ''preferred alternative" ignores the
administration's own studies detailing the devastation caused by
mountaintop removal coal mining, including:

January 2, 2004
Mr. John Fmren
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

- over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by
mountaintop removal;
·forest losses in West Virginia have the potential of directly
impacting as many as 244 vertebrate wildlife species;

Dear John Forren.

-Without new limits on mountaintop removal, an additional 350 square
miles of mountains, streams, and forests v.111 be flattened and destroyed
by mountaintop removal mining.

I am upset to learn that the Dush administration plans to continue to

let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level
mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury streams, and destroy communities.

I have friends and acquaintances who Jive in mostly mining areas. I
understand that mining can and does provide jobs for people in certain
areas. However, from those I have talked to, including former miners,
the work is di fficnlt and the pay docs not reflect the difficnlty of the
labor. Mountaintop mining is especially damaging; as a brute metbod of
mining, it requires fewer total workers. As the use of this form of
mining becomes more appealing to coal companies because of the relative
cheapness of the method and the slacking of environmental regulations
controlling its use, workers will actually be laid off, even as the
amount of mining operations grow.
When a mountain is mined using mountaintop removal, there is nothing
useful left over. It is a temporary gain in resources that leads to a
barren, unuseable mountain top. Generally, these sites remain polluted
and barren for a long time. A mountain that has not strip-mined can be
used for many purposes: tourism, which in my opinion should become in
West Virginia the primarf source of revenue; sustainable tree farming,
nature reserves, or hunting. With these uses, you are still left with a
mountain which can be turned towards hundreds of other uses. Mountaintop
removal leaves you with nothing.

1-5

In light of these facts, I urge you to consider alternatives that reduce
the environmental impacts of mountaintop removal. Thank you for your
consideration of this important issue.

1-9

Sincerely,
Jordan Reiter
1300 Wertland St #C4
Charlottesville, VA 22903
USA

11-7-2

According to the administration's draft Environmental Impact
Statement(EIS) on mountaintop removal coal mining, the environmental
effects of mountaintop removal are widespread, devastating, and
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JohnReppun

----- Fcn-.tard.::?ci

David Rider/R3/USEPA/U3

40 PM -----
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To:
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Michelle Reynolds

Forw!U'ded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 08/28/03 05:06PM-----

regulattotts and
Altern!!.l:ives 1, 2 aud 3
as
coal
aud friends of the industry
stated that the coal
could not
with regulations. I propose th<!t
the coal industry, like other successful American industries, rely on innovation
as a way to get ahead instead of pushing for the dissolution of regulations
created to protect om: air, wate:t, and quality of life. It is critical that the quasigovernmental agencies put in place to regulate the coal industry on behalf of
the people they are 11ppointed to represent be vigilant in the regulation of
mining laws.

Michelle Reynolds
<michelle@ntralstra
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
tegies.mg>
cc:
Subject: Comments to be considered for the

fmal EIS
08/28/03 01:47 PJ'vf

2-3

Thank you,
John Forren
U.S. EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Sent via email

Michelle Reynolds
52 Easy Street
'IS;bitesburg, KY 41 B58
:Michelle Reynolds
The Center for Rural Strategies
46 East Main Street
\Vhitesburg, KY 41858
606-632-3244 voice
606-632-3243 fax
www.rnralstrategies,otg

Dear Mr Forren:

Existing regulations created to effectively govern the process of coal mining !lre
under 11ttack. 'lbese regulations are important to those directly affected by
mining practices - those in the coal industry and those who reside in coalfield
communities. I live in \Vhitesburg, Kentucky, surrounded by many octive and
formerly-active co11l-mining oper11tions, and W!lnted to write with my
comments about Ute Environmental Impact Study. Thank you for offering this
opportunity to express my views.

1-10

I welcomed the scientific studies presented in the ElS that document the
widespread and irreversible damage caused by Mountaintop Removall'.fining.
After reviewing the recommendations that followed however, I was confused.
I have no choice to believe that even though the government is aware of the
environmental dangers present in the proctice of Mount.ain Top Removal they
refuse to do anything about it. This is disturbing.
Regulations are :ttl essential part of the American system. Just as we do not
allow vigilante behavior in our justice system, we should not allow the coal
mining industry to act as their own police. At the public hearing on this issue
in Hazard, I<:Y on July 22 several representatives from the coal mining industry

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium
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James Richard

Nancy Riley

'FU!O'D AUG
----- Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:42PM

12 200!

"richards writings
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
@aol.com''
To:
<richardswritings
cc:
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal Mining
01/06/2004 04:48
PM

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,

Please do not allow the Bush administration continue to let coal
companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level
mountaintops, \ltipe out forests, bury streams and destroy communities.
Then you could honestly stand before God and say d1at you have treated
His Earth with reverence.

10-3-2
1-9

Jt-12

Sincerely,

11-1-2

James Richard
22055 Oxnard St
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
richardswriritlgs@aol.com

NiaJl(:y Riley
.4$8 ~lkaacllll."""'

lludclt<>m, KY 41721
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Paul Robertson

Richard Robertson

by

---··Forwarded by David Rider/R3AJSEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:58PM-----

~o:

rtrobert@uci.edu
To

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

01105/2004 02 08

cc:

PM
removal coal mining

Subject: Comments on draft programmatic EISon mountaintop

Mr. John Farren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Ferren,
The damage to our environment must stop. I find it
unconscionable !hat the BUSh administration plans to continue to
let coal companies destroy Appalachia w~h mining practices that
level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury streams, and destroy
communities.

1-9

The Bush admlnistra1ion continues to ignore hundreds of
scientific facts and continues to press an anti-environmental
agende. The earth is our home and horne to future generations We
must protect our valuable environment
Richard Robertson

Y:JU

Sincerely,
Richard Robertson
1940 Whittier Ave
Costa Mesa, California 92627

co.
Senator Barbara Boxer
Representative Dana Rohrabecher
Senator Dianne Feinstein
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Tom Robertson

Gail Roc

First Name: Jl.is. Gail M Roc Last Name:
l/07/10fJ4
City: Sincerely
State: :Zjp:

Lp.

Augustine, FL 32080 Letter Date:

!\11

We find it abhorrent thlit the Bush administration plans to enable ooal companies to
destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level
mountaintop$, wipe out forests, bury streams, and. destt:oy communities. As a
citizen environmental advocate for over 30 years, I am
intimately aware of the ravages of coal mining in almost all its forms. The coal
barons have NEVER had to pay fur the full ancillary costs t
communitit".s, citizenS, public infrMtructure oomponents, and health and safety
impacts. Old King Coal still reigns despite the extent of
accumulated science about "his" rape of and ravages to the land, water, air quality, and
individual property owners. My use of the term
"we" simply adds my husband as a co-advocate against relaxation of environmental
standard that offer maximum protection from mining·
related travesties and injustices. I was prood to be an invitee to the ROSE GARDEN
1977 SIGNING OF THE FEDERAL SURFACE
MINING ACf by President Jimmy Carter. It promised baseline protection that allowed
states to exceed the federal standards. The ideals
of that loag fought for legislation have been eroding since the bill went into effect. Even
Pennsylvania; which purportedly was a leader in
mining regulation has rescinded most of its more protective provisions under the edict of
a Republican administration spearheaded by
Gov. Tom Ridge. OSM has become a pawl! of the mining industry and instead of offering
oversight of state programs, it now works to
diminsh the regulatory programs of individual states. SHAME on those who still bow to
the reign of King Coal and bravo. to those who
endure the seemingly hopeless fight against extractive industries that dont' give a "darn"
about what and who is hurt during theil:
unrelenting pursuit of profit, The stealthily concocted comment deadlines for regulatory
weakening by state and federal entities who are to
protect our environment is duly noted here as well as in many previous regulatory
relaxation mischief.

9-5-2
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Hugh Rogers

Ruth Rogers

-----Forwarded by David Ridcr/R31USEPNUS on 01109/2004 03:54PM----Hugh Rogers
<rogers@vvvhighlan
To:
R..1 Mountaintop(ijjEPA
cc:
ds.org:>
Subject: MTR EIS comments
0 l/06/2004 0 l :41

PM
Please respond to
Hugh Rogers

Dear John Forren.
We haven't written to you for several years, since the first and second
rounds of Corridor H EIS comments. This one's even bigger. Sometimes
Corridor H ha" appeared to us as a hundred-mile-long strip job, with
most oft he harmful conseqnences of that practice. But we have seen the
devastation caused by MTR in Southern West Virginia, and we can't
believe that the writers of the current EIS could make tlteir
recommendations to continue that form of mining after their description
of what it h.as done and would do.
In a very few words, we oppose mountAintop removal and valley ftlls and
any change in the rule protecting stream buffer zones. We are
diSAppointed and angry that the federal government proposes to ignore
its own studies by reducing protections for people and the environment.
We demand a new study that looks at alternatives to prevent new
mountaintop removal and valley fill operations. We call f<lr termination
ofthe existing MTR mines within 5 years or by the expiration ofthe
current mining permit, whichever date occnrs first.

HT. F·,:>rren,

14-2
1-9

1-5

1-5

Sincerely,
CORRIDOR H ALTER..~ATIVES
by Hugh Rogers, President

1-10

are
the
past,,
.4 million acres
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Michael Romo

Forwarded hy l);wid Rider/R.~/USKPA/US on 01/08/2004 11:18 AM
MichadRomo
<romorna17@hotmail
.com>

To:

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

cc:

Subject: Attention: John Forren
01/06/200403:41

PM

1-10

Mr. Forren

I understand the EPA is

reg;uLatio:ns regarding mountaintop
feedback for Jan 6th. I run

vm

sending this message
U.S. mail, hut I wanted to m•ke sure my
comments
reached you hy the deadline, so I ask you to giYe this
the same
consideration you would givt.' r:orrespondenr:e arrivmg vi~
ms.tl.
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Debra Rookard

DeliveredDate: 0111612004 07:48:50 PM

Michael Romo
3263 Cole Avenue
Simi Valley, CA 93063
January 6, 2004

Debra ROOKARD
890 Timber Lake Drive
Cumming, GA 30041

John forren
C.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia PA 19103

January 16, 2004
JohnForren
US EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Mr Forren:

I am oppo.OO to the practice of mountaintop mining and valley fills. I do not think the proposed
regulation changes take full consideration of the impact that valley fills cause. I have several relatives
here in California who have bought homes built either on filled-in hillsides or filled-in cauyons. T11cse
homes have had problems._, the fill has settled over lime. In the wetter climate of the Appalachians, I
feel these settling problems would occur more seriously and oftener.
I also have concerns abuut possible liquefaction ¢ffecls of stream burial. I 0 years ago during the
l\orthridge earthquake out here in California, several blocb in my community sustained heavy damage.
These areas were built on the alluvial fill of nearby wet-season streams. The New Madrid earthquakes of
the early 1800's were widely felt in the Appalachian region, and that region was sparsely inhabited
compared to today. The New Madrid llmlt structure is still active and many geologists feel it is capable of
producing a strong quake 'Within the near future. I tear the impact of such a strong earthquake on the fill,
especially ifils water table level is affected by "drowned stream" water.

11-9

Dear Mr Ft»:ren,
I oppose the Bush administration's intent to weaken and thereby cripple the current
Mountaintop Removal Act As American citizens, we are bound by heritage to protect
our environment
Concerning the proposed weakening of the Mountaintop Removal Act: An economic
study prepared as part of the EIS, shows that even under the most restrictive scenarios
studied by the agencies, the economic cpsts of dramatically limiting the size of valley
fnls would be minimal, because:
There would still be adequate coal to supply the nation's energy needs;
The price of electricity would not significantly increase; and
The price of coal would increase by only about a dollar per ton, an
amount eclipsed by the volatility of the market, (the price of coal has
varied frorn$17 to $.40 perton over the past two years).

13-2-2

Califomia's Central Valley is miles deep in sediment from the Sierra Nevada.s. The soil is naturally
"rich" in selenium. Irrigation runofTJeacbes the selenium. In the past, dry lakebcds have been used as
sumps to collect the irrigation rtlllofr Migratory birds using the lalrebcds have been severely affected by
the selenium-contaminated water. I can only imagine the same thing would happen as water from buried
streams !lows through the fill, and absorbs selenium from the mining remains. The only diflerence and
a major one ~·is that unlike California, which docs not usc the selenium mnoff, the Appalachian nmoff
would be the source of water for both people and wildlife downstream. This would cause severe
ccolog.icAJ and .:::nvironmcntal cons~qucnccs.

I do not support the Alternatives 1, 2 aud 3 offered in the "Mountain-Top Mining and Valley Fill"
Euvironm.::ntal Impact Study. l don't feel they safeguard the water quality of the impacted communities.
I do not feel that the proposed changes take into consideration the evidence of environmental
consequences o!Tered by credible scientific studies.
I thank you for the chance to let me and other citizens give input on this serious issue. and I
give our concerns your lull consideration.

tru.~t

11-9-2

In reference to the weakening of the Clean Water Act:
Over 1200 miles of Appalachian streams have already been eliminated by
valley fills;
Aquatic Iifeforms downstream of valley fills are being
harmed or killed; and
Stream chemistry monitoring shows significant increases in the concentration of
selenium a metalloid that according to the EPA is highly toxic to aquatic life,
even at relatively 1ow concentrations downstrMm of mountaintop removal mining
and valley fill operations.

1-5

you will

Sincerely

Michael A. Romo
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I am not necessarily opposed to mining. I work: in the stone industry in Georgia and
proudly \lescend from Appalachian coa1 miners. There are alternatives that must be
considered.
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Ruth Rosenthal

REC'D DEC 0 12G03
Novenber 24, 2003

Shale Brownstein, Conservation Chair
Linnaean Society ofNew York

15 W 77 Street
New York, N.Y. 10024
JohnForren

U.S. E.P.A. (3EA30)
1650 Arch Sireet
Philadelphia , P. 19103

re:mountain top mining! valley fill DEIS

Do not accept the unsubstantiated. argument that this will cost jobs.
Dear Mr. Forren:

Mountaintop/Surface mining accounts for 85% of all mining in Appalachia at
present.
Jit1998, mining accounted for 9.5% of jobs in WV; today it is less than 3% with
mountaintop mining employing 0.5%.

TheLinnaean Society, a group ofiuterested naturalists with more than 500 active

members, hnpes ibr a moratorium on mountain top mining.

11-1-2

Please make a positive stand on the .~ide of protecting our nation's environment. Doing
otherwise will cause in-eversible harm to our water. forests, and endanger tens of
thousands of American citizens.
Most Sincerely,

The habitat destruction wrought by the proposed mountain top coal mining will
deatroy thousands of acres of mature hardwood forest in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vtrginia, and
T~. There will certainly be innnense clantage to the Cerulean Warbler population.

18-2-2

Awesome scenes of mountain top removal involve more than the disappeerance
of the headwaters of mountain streatns and the filling in of an adjacent valley. Many
species are severely disrupted and the ecological damages will of necessity extend to a
considerable distance from the mining operations.

19-2-2

This Appalachian region of the eastern United States will suffer ugiy pockets of
noise, dust, and disfiguri.ment. The extensive losses already suffered will be greatly
extended in ways that will even more permanently alter the land. We think that the current
draft environmental impact atatement haa falled properly to asaasa the impact of the ibture
changes, which are already being acti~y implemeated. The mining of the innnense area in
this fashion is going forward without sustained serious consideration of the social and
ecological losses that follow in the wake of this one time removal of available coal.

Debra .Rookard
890 Timber Lake Drive
Forsyth County
Cumming, GA 30041
d_rookard@adelphia.net

9-4-2

We plead for a moratorium.

We hnpe that reflection will give time for u.s all to study the coulllcting clalms of
residents, visitors, and environmentalist's about the future of these irreplaceable mature
hardwood forests.

Debra ROOKARD

1-9

Only the imposition of a moratorium on the niliting can offer the chance to
modifY seriously the proposed coal eatraction, which will change everything ibrever.
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JuneRostan

C'rreg Roth

·····Forwarded by David Ridcr/R3fLSEPIVLS on Ol/08/2004 OJ :58 PM •••••
Southern
Empowcnnent
To:
R3 Mountaintop(4JEPA
cc:
Project
<souempow(a)bellsou
Subject: Fw: mountaintop removal regulations
tltnet>

l:'orrcn:

01/06/2004 03:55
PM
----- Original Message ----From: Soutbern Empowennent Project
To: mountaintop.r3@eps.gov
Sent: Tuesday, January06, 200411:13 AM
Subject mountaintop removal regulations
'This message is for Jobn Forran at the Enivronmental Protection Agency
Dear Mr. Forran:

I bavc seen the ravages of mountaintop removal and know families whose lives bavc been
disrnptcd by the devastation of this mining practice. 1 stnmgly encourage you and your agency to
stand by your own studies and to oppose mountaintop removal, valley fills and any change in
stream buffer zones. It does not make sense to spend tax dollars studying environmental
practices and then to do tbe opposite. It is up to your agency lo protect our water, llllld and
people's healt.h.

1-9

I1-9
I1-1 0
in

Thank you for your consideration.
June Rostan
17522 Higbway 95 North
Greenhnck, TN 37742

my
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Lionel Ruberg

Stephen Rudolph

Porwarded by Da>'id Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/200401:59 PM----Lionel Ruberg
<LIONELLCR@aol.co
R3 Mountaiotop@EPA
To:
m>
cc:
Subject: Comments on draft EIS on mountaintop
removal mining
01/02/2004 03:45
PM

2tftt:21 £ilv! Sf,
[A/~ ~I~' £/(]~7
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January 2, 2004

fJ~) ,qp

Mr. John Porren
C .S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphi<t, PA 19103

G/~ .

rl~~7or fr/tM/~ 1

Dear John Forren,
Mountain top removal is an atrocity. Your program makes yon an
accomplice.

/9/1(}'

~ S"l'~ ~,:_ -/-# rh ~ ~lsfh?ltthtb

11-9

~v;.~ro ~7'o/7~-~

Sincerely,

~ti£o' ;0~ ;h.#~~ ~7'~

Lionel Ruberg
Apt D-113
1382 Newtmvn-Langhorne Rd.
Newtown, PA 18940

~ ~ ~~ !.i

a.

1-9
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Steve Rutledge

Mark Van Ryzin
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Mark Van Rp:ln

o_:3

3233 Dupont Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesotl! SS408

January 21, 2004 04:40PM

Ml?...
U5

t:D~R«!../J

Jo1+r0

Mr. John Forre:n
U.S. EPA (3EA30)

E. P?"l-

/ b5t:>

1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

/m_c t+ 571'?~-r-

'P~~

1

"A-

Subject: Comments on Draft programmatic Envirol1!!lellb\1 Impact Statement on mountaintop
removal coal mining

l"i.\0.3.

Dear Mr. Forren:
I am. writing to urge tbe Bush administration to protect our mountains and streams from

Mo~ ~vJ ~ ,c-o~
W~ l/1~, ~ /<'~~

WrJ_p._~ ~u/d ~ ~

~ ~

mountaintop removal coal mining.

1-9

I am outraged tbat tbe draft Environmental Impact Statement (E!S) on mountaintop removal
proposes no limits on tbls destructive practice, even !bough tbe smdy clearly concludes tbat tbe
environmental effects of mountaintop removal are devaatatlng IUld permanent.

A)DW!

I am shocked tbst the draft ElS stateS tbst tbe Bush administration's preferred alternative is to
WEAKEN existing environmental protections. It would allow mountaintop removal and

~~~~Jo~P~

associated valley fills to accelerste by proposing to streamline tbe permitting process. And it
proposes to roll back an important surface mining rule tbst prevents coal companies from
disturbing areas witbin 100 feet of streams. This 'preferred alternative" ignores your own
stodies detaltlng the devastation cansed by mountaintop removal coal mining!

~ j:;, ~~d:. -;-iJ< ~ ~ ~
~LA.A~ ~ ~ n£1:-,d-v._. .

S!. ~ ~ -\-1) ~

I urge the Bush administration to consider alternatives tbat reduce the enviromnental impacts of
mountaintop removal, and to lmplement those measures needed to protect tbe environment and
commoulties of Appalachia.

~~~

ft..t<_

~tt ~r:l-o .ft--0,

1-10

As a concerned citizen and active voter, I look forward to besring your tbougbts on tbe issue.

~~
~~
I
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Paul Sainato

Comments on Mountain Top Mining
I do not understnnd the arglllnent that coal mining is harming the economy,
particularly in southeastern Kentucky. The facts show that there are a number of jobs
directly created by the mining industry for operation of the mines. Also, secondary
industries have been established to support the mining industry. To name a few, these
secondary industries include trucking companies that haul coal by contract, machine
shops that supply and repair mining equipment, and engineering firms that handle
permitting and special projects. A tertiary industry of convenience stores, grocery stores,
gas stations, and construction companies also share in the benefits of the coal industry in
southeastem Kentucky. Tile argument seems centered on removing the coal industry
from the region. Given this argument, what industry will replace the economic benefits
of the mining industry once it leaves?

opportunity lost for direct and indirect support of the local economy. If mountain top
mining is stopped when it should not be, the price will be paid by the local community
and the owners of the land who wish to realize full value for their property.
Paul Sainato
3129 Comanche Trail
Lexington, Kentocky 40503

11-1-5

The answer is that, eventually, the mineable coal will be depleted but it will take
yeats to do so. In the meantime, enhancement of the pl'Opertyfor human use will begin
to build an economic infrastructure that can one day replaee the economic benefits of the
mining industry as eoal resources are depleted. Flat land is at a premium in southcastem
Kentucky and most industries that would be large enough to successfully operate in the
region need flat land on which to build. The only way to pl'Ovide this land is to allow the
mining industry to leave the land flat for human use.
Keep in mind while it is necessary to be conscious of the needs of the various
species on this earth, the human species also needs an "environmental footprint" of its
own to survive. Wc need space, materials, and energy sources as does any species. We
are no longer hunter-gatherers similar to other species and thus tend to live in cities
which require us to change the faee of the earth. Cities require energy resources that are
economical and, given the proper circumstances, mountain top mining is the most
economical and efficient method of providing energy for the needs of the cities.
In fact, the choice of mountain top removal is ddven by tlte environmental and
econe>mic ciroumstnnces surrounding the ·particular s_ite_ to be mined. Many seams in
southeastern Kentucky would not be mineable withllut the use of the mountain top
removal method due to market conditions. Use of another method would be too
expensive and would drive costs close to if not over the market price of the coal
produced. The land owner who desires to have the coal removed would thus be ft·ustrated
in realizing the full value of the property. Furthermore, if the State does not recognize
the coal ns unmineable, the land owner is s~ject to unmined coal taxes on the potential
tons of reserves under the property. Mining companies arc responsible to the land owner
who leases the property to· the company for mining in the most economical and efficient
way possible.

11-4-5

In summary, mountain top removal benefits the region by creating potential sites
for industry. Some coal reserves could not be mined otherwise given the environmental
und economic conditions and the mining company is responsible to the land owner to
mine the coal as economically and efficient as possible. An unmined reserve is an

10-3-2
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Sue Ann Salmon

Manuel Sanchez

-

····-Forwarded

rRec·o JAN 0 7 2tJB{

Dll"'id Rider/R.."l/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:42PM

"studman182@msn.c
om'' <stndman182
cc:
01/07/2004 04:48
Removal Mining
AM

P.O.Box608

Madisonville, Kentucky 42431
January 2, 2004
John Forren
U.S. EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

To:

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop

Re: Mountaintop Removal!Valley Fill EIS public comment
Dear Mr. Forren:
l oppose mountaintop removal and valley fills and any change in the buffer mnc rule.
The federal government's own scientific studies demonstrate adverse environmental
impacts from mountaintop removal operations and excess spoil valley fills. Why is the
government ignoring their studies that support protections tbr people and the
environment? As a citizen and taxpsyer, I srn outraged at this irresponsible behavior!
The rich ecosystems of Appalachia need protection and prohibition of any tbtwe
mountaintop removal operations. I understand that 300,000 acres of valuable hs!dwood
tbrests in Appalachia aiready have been tomed into barren wasteland by this wastetbl
mining practice, and nearly 2,000 miles of streams across the Central Appalachian region
have heen heried or impacted aiready by valley fills.

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,
By blasting mountaintops the streams and plant life have little chance
of surviving. Remember that ·without water and oxygen none of us would be
living so think twice next time globalist capital is the only thing
nmning through your mind.
Sincerely,

1-9

How can our government be serious about homeland security and the sanctity of human
life when it allows this rampant clcstruction not only offish and wildlife, but whole
communities, state and looal economies, and countless butnan lives? At least ten people
drowned this week in West Virginia from flooding exacerbilled by mountaintop removal
and valley fill destruction of their nstoral ecosystems!
It is sbametbl that our federal government is proposing to allow more mountaintop
removal with even less protection for communities than bas heen provided the past 25
years under the Clean Water Act, Surlllce Minins Control and Reclamation Act, and the
Endangered Species Act. It !llllka no sense tbr the EPA allow the 25-year-old buffer
mnc protection around streams now to be removed.

1-9

Manuel Sanche~
5454
human st., NV 89001
studman182@nsn.com

1-10

The federal government should restore provide strong protectiona tbr the people and our
land: the EPA needs to increase bufier zones rather than abolishiag them! And
mountaintop removal and valley fill methods of coal mining immediately should be
banned.
Sincerely,

f--4-f~
Sue Anne Salmon
Cc: l'rooidmt George W. Bush. Sen. Mitcb McConnell, Son. Jim Bunning, Rep. Ed Whitfield
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Ashlee Saylor

Bennett Sawyers
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Abraham Scarr

Paul Schaefer

----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/07/2004 03:32PM-----

PH -----

abe scarr
<abescarr@]yahoo.c
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
om>
cc:
Subject: Mountaintop Removal
01/05/2004 09:56

To;

P.3

cc:

.net>

re "l:nJffe.,r

zone" rule

P'v1

PM

To Mr Fort-en and the EPA,
As a native Kentuckian who values dean W<~ter and the ecological integrety of the
Appnlachains, 1 am opposed to mountaintop removnl mining and villey fills.

I am opposed to any changes that would weaken the laws and regulations that protect
c\e,m water. In particular, I oppose the proposnllo change the stream buffer zone rule
that prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streams. I do not support Altenutives
#1, 2 or 3 contained within the EIS report. None of these options will protect our
water or our communities.

lt-9

Forren

11-1 0

Sir:

I1-5

1-10

Abrnl1am Scarr
68 New Ocean St
Swampscott !'viA 01907

Do you Y>lhoo!?
Yahoo! 1Iotjobs: linter the "Signing Bonus" Sweepstakes
http: //hotjobs .sweepstakes.yahoo.com/ signingbonus
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Kenny Schmidt

In reality, the impacts ofMTR surface eoal mining are no different or greater in
inherent environmental risks and damages than lillY large earthmoving operation (e.g.
construction of highways, school sites, airports, subdivisions, etc.). In fact, MTR mining
is unique from other earthmoving operations in that its resultant impacts are all temporary
in nature (usually with full revegetation completed in less than a deeade from original
disturbl!llce), whereas most other earthmoving projeets result in a permanent removal of
"green space" from the planet.
To sum up, a reasoned analysis of the MTRNalley Fill issue will conclt1de that
the societal benefits of MTR mining (energy production, job creation, tax generation,
land 11se versatility, etc.) offset the~ impacts on neighboring residenees and on
unimproved forestlands. This is the same ressoning our ancestors and our current society
have used to develop this country for the benefit of all. On this side of heaven, we must
wisely and responsibly use our natural resources to sustain our well being. Without
natural resource development (coal, natural gas, timber), there is no real eeonomic future
for Central Appalachia other than a plaee for mostly non-resident KFTC members to
come visit to buy a quilt or drive through (on newly constructed l!lld permanent 4-lane
highways) to look at the Autumn leaves.
·
·
If EPA believes that KFTC's "worldview" is correct and MTR mining (with
valley fills) should he prohibited due to excessive societal costs, then the EIS needs to
refleet the huge costs that would have to be borne by society to compensate eoal owners
and surface owners for the loss of their eeonomic asset. In other words, a Federal
government decision to prohibit MTR mining (with valley fills) would be tl!lltamount to a
government "taking" (i.e. condemnation) of the real property of countless coal and
surface owners in Central Appalachia. Remember that no MTR mining cl!ll take place
without the coal operator resching 1!11 eeonomic agreement with the surface owner. So a
prohibition ofMTR mining (with valley fills) would not only deny coal owners of their
real property rights, but surface owners also. Therefore, the Final EIS should clearly
identify that llllX alterlll!tlve involving a prohibition of valley fills would likely subject the
federal government to a huge financial exposure for the resultant taking of private real
property development rights. If you will research the Congressional Record behind the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, you will fmd that Congress
recogni1.ed that Imposing significant limitations and restrlctiolll! on the methods of coal
mining amounted to a taking of real property rights l!lld therefore developed statutory
protections of these "valid existing rights". Therefore, I believe the JlinaJ EIS should
strongly consider real property development rights of surface and coal owners when
weighing the pros/eons of the various decision alternatives
Thank you for the opportunity to offer this comment. I can be reached at (606)
432-7571 should you have any questions.

Mr. John Forren
US EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103
RB:

~fEe 'l)

JUL

MOUNTAIN TOP MJNINGIVALLEY FILL DRAFT EIS
Response to Call for Public Comment

Dear Mr. Farren:
I am a resident of Pike County, Kentucky, l!lld am presently employed in the coal
~ndus~.

Therefore, I ha~ been fo!lowing carefully the EPA's review of the valley fill
tssue m Central Appalachia. J contmue to he amat.ed at how this issue has been distorted
l!lld polltlcized by Kentuckians for the Commonwealth ("KFTC").
The KFTC would have one believe that every mountaintop in Central Appalachia
has been, is being, or soon will be affected by the MTR method of surface coal mining.
Nothing could be farther from the truth. A helicopter tour of Central Appalachia will
show that only a small percentage of mountaintop lllllds has been affected. Secondly
barring a substl!lltial chl!llge in coal market prlees, very few of the vast number of '
unaffected mountaintops will ever be economically feasible to develop by the MTR
method of surface coal mining. I can personally vouch for this fact since my most
important job duty is to identify and acquire eeonomically prospectlve MTR candidates
in the 5 easternmost counties in Kentucky and I have not been very successful in this
endeavor. In fact, I know of less than a dozen mountaintops that represent eeonomically
viable MTR targets. Put simply, the eoal industry does not have a vast number of viable
MTR targets to consider.
Most of the remaining viable MTR targets are in close proximity to existing MTR
mining areas. The Bmshy Creek watershed ofPlke County is the most
densely/extensively developed MTR mining area that I am aware of in Central
Appalachia and It will be completely mined out in about 3 years. I am ofthe Informed
and experienced opinion that MTR mining will likely naturally (due to economic
realities) "phase out" of the tlve eastern Kentucky counties in Jess than 10 years.
No ressonable and informed person would dispute KFTC's claims that there are
some sdvcrse environmental and societal impacts associated with MTR mining and
associated valley fills. However, the impacts (which I am :w:x ferniliar with) are not
even close to the magnitude claimed by KFTC. The dust and blast vibration impacts on
persons residing near MTR projeets are rest and uoavoidable. Presently, such dust and
blast vibration impacts are handled by the damage claim process (between coal operator
a!jd complailll!llt) or judicial court system. The claims of damages to water wells are
mostly bogus since blasting on top of a mountain is not capable of "sinking" a water well
in alluvium separated by usually 800 feet or more strlltigrsphically from the lowest
strat11m being blasted. The environmental impacts are primarily a temporary Joss of
vegetative eover and a significant topographic reconfiguration (usually to more subdued
slopes). The headwaters of hollows which are used as valley till sites are the least
sensitive riparian areas hi the entire watershed due to ephemeral nature of their water
supply and lack of true stream channel flora/fauna.
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130Evan St.
Pikeville,KY 41501
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Betty Schnaar

Dave Schuett-Homes
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Dave
City:
Date:
State:

1-9

I am writing concerning the draft EIS on by mountaintop removal coal mining. The
environmental and economic studies prepared fort~ draft EIS do not lend any support to
the administration's propos~ "preferred altemative'' that recommend~ weakening
existing environmental laws that limit the size and location of valley fills. In fact the
studies support the opposite conclusion: mountaintop removal must be much more
strictly limited to head off additional and significant devastation of the Appalachian
region's natural resoUrces and the communities that dep.end on those resources now and
for future generations ..! Urge you to prohibit destructive mining practices that. result in
destruction of streams and aquatic habitat and to require protective measures to prevent
damage to aquatic systems from mining debris and runoff.

1-10
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Lance Eric Schultz

Rose Alma Schuler

••••• Forwarded by David Rider/R31USEI"MJS on 0110012004 01 M PM -··-"Schultz Lance"
<lschultZ@walkerTo:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
cat.oom>
cc·
Subject: Fact & Comment
0110612004 10:04
AM

515 Nerinx Road
Nertnx, KY 40049
January 2, 2004
John Farren
U.S. EPA (ES30)
Philadelphia PA

19103
Tuesday .January 6, 2004

Dear Mr. Forren,
I oppose mountaintop removal, valley
fills and any change in the buffer
zone rule. I am disappointed and angry
that the federal government ignored its
own studies when it proposed weakening
rather than strengthening, protections
for people and the environment.
Of all the destructive mining methods
ever, this is surely the most
blatantly destructive mining method
ever.

John Forren
Public Comment- US. EPA. (3EA30).
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia. PA 19103

ll-9

Dear Mr. Ferren:

1-10

All modern economic activity begins wijh energy. It is the difference
between the misery of subsistence and the prosperity of a comfortable
standard of living - our standard of living the envy of the wortd. The
use of energy, which supports work, creates wealth, expands life.
Low-cost, abundant energy is at the cornerstone of our
advancement It has been the cer~ral ingredient in our nation's
prolonged industrial development, especially that of electric power.

1-9

Frankly, no other atternative energy ecurce exists to provide !he world
a commensurate level of economic benefit as a product of the capital
investment expended. However, those of us within the mining industry
heve held consecrate the responslblll!y of faithfUl stewardship we hold
to the future generations of West Virginian's to maintain !he integrey
and beauty of our state's natural heritage. We take this responsibility
very seriously. To date, less then 1% of the total land mass in West
Virginia has been affected by mountaintop rnining and yat most
are
led to believe claims that half of the mountains in the state have
irrevocably hanned as a result of the practice The fact remains the!
not one fragment of codified empirical evidence exists to suggest the!
this practice Invokes actuel herrn to the environment How can we
continue to allow the shellow vacuous claims of the environmental
extremists to take primacy over the economic well being of the citizens
of our state?

Respectfully yours,

~~~
Rose Alma Schuler

However, cerialn Issues If adopted, could cripple our abiflty to compete
in the global marketplace where West Virginia coal presently represents
50% of world exports. Specifically, I must take Issue wrth the proposed
'tightening" of the buffer zone around valley fills. If the decision is
made to Incorporate valley fills in applying buffer zone regulatory
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Lauren Schwartz

boundaries, then the coal industry in West Virginia will surely cease to
exist
In addition, a convincing argument has not been provided as to why it is
necessary for a duplication of efforts to exist within the consent
decree tor related personnel overlapping in their professional
capacities This additional layer of regulatory filtration will only
serve to magnify and lengthen the permitting process, which has already
produced a stranglehold on the southern coal belt economy.
As a lifelong West Virginia resident 1arn deeply concerned that the
average West Virgiman cannot contemplate the severe negative
implications abandoning the practice of mountaintop removal would have
on !herr lives. There are 50,000 direct jobs and over 400,000 spin off
jobs supported by West Virginia's mining operations. What no one informs
them is without the practice West Virginians could expect to pay
astronomically higher utility bills. We could forget economic
development, as companies such as Toyota would never come to West
Virginia without low cost electricity they require for their
manufacturing processes. We could expect to biankrupt our state
government and to prepare for the mess exodus of West Virginians forced
to find gainful employment in other regions of the country from the fact
nc employment in West Virginia will exist to continue to support the
450,000 of us engaged ln the practice of responsibly extracting coal
from the mountains of this state
It would bia a reprehensible and callous disregard for human life in the
state of West Virgiflia to abolish the practice of valley fill
mountaintop mining. I appreciate your offering to listen to the meny
pornts of this foreboding matter and the consequences by which your
ruling will bestow on the lives and futures of all West Virginians.

Sincerely I am,

Lance Eric Schultz

1-9

Route 2 Box 68A
Hamlin, WV 25523
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Bruce Scott

William Scott

January 5, 2004

Mr. John Forreo
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. POITel!:
I am writing to express my dismay at the three recommendations proposed !Or the EIS !Or
Mounlllilltop Mining and Valley PiUs in Appalachia, and the weakening of existing
protootions in your "status quo" alternative.

1-19

The notion tl!at tbn Clean Water Act permita valley fills Is absurd. There is no soientific
evidence whatsoever tl!at these extreme and permaueot illdostrlal scale disruptions of
Appalachian topography can be accomplished without irreparable harm to the waterways
of the area and the wildlife that depend on them. Similarly, there ill scant evidence that
these disruptions have any enduring social or econnotic benefit to a significsm proportion
of the people who live in Appalachia tl!at might mitigate the irreparshie harm that is

1-5

being done.

The Environmental Protootion Agency must enfOrce mies tl!at and illdostrlal scale
Mounmiotop Mining and Valley Fills. The alternatives you propose perpetuate the
practice in the !lice of $Cienlific evidence tl!at it bnmts the environment tl!at your agency
is charged with protecting.

r
4U',~vv:st~r~
~~ /!

1-10

...,l,l-------

122 loS West State Street
Frankfort, KY 40601

1-5
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Robert Seaver

Jason Scullion

Jason Scullion
<visioner@wildmai
To:
R3 Monntaintop@EPA
!.com>
cc:
Subject: Stop mountain top mining
OR/ 18/03 OR:S1 PM

January I 0, 2004
Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650ArchSt.
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. Forren:
I am writing regarding the mountaintop removal mining E.lS. As you are well aware, the
purpose of the E.lS was •to consider dew!.loping agency policies, gllidtmce, and
coordinated agency deeisiM-making procures to minilnl:.e, to the IIUIXimum extmt
p1'1ldicable, the adverse environmental 'lffeeis ... from monntalntop milling. » Thus it
is deeply disappointing to see the proposed weakening. rather thao strengthening, of the
rules and policies related to mountaintop removal mining. In particular, the proposal to
chenge the stream buffer zone rule the! prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of
streams is deeply troubling, snd I oppose it. This rule should be strictly enforced for
valley fills and in all other cases.

I am writing to express my abwlute opposition
tO ft11ther mountain top mining. Tiris program of

wholesale enviromuental destruction must end. I
am appalled that the EPA can sit by while
ecosystem after ecosystem is plowed into
oblivion. I encourage this project to be
stopped immediately.
Sincerely,
Jason Scullion

1-9

1 urge you to recall the original purpose of the EIS and the E.PA's mission. aod to seek
rules that are consistent with both. The laws, regulations and policies related to
mountaintop removal mining and valley fills and that protect clean water must not be
weakened, but instead must be strengthened.

Care2 make the world greener!
I Ielp the planet each day! It's free and easy:
http:/ /v.'Ww.Care2.com/ dailyaction/
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Rohert Seaver
166 Newbury St., #3
BostonMA02116
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Linda Sekura

Danny Sergent

-----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/t:SEPA/lJS on 01/08/2004 01:52PM

Mr. John Forren
U.S. l'!nvironmental Protection A(lt!lley (31m0)
1650 Areh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

LSekura(g!aol.com
To:
R3 Mountaintop@fi:J>.A
01/03/2004 02:07
cc:
PM
Subject: MTR EIS - Comments

Dear Mr. Forren:
!live in eastern Kentucky.In this region we experience the negative impact$ of mining every day. M&ly
of us have water wells that have run dry or turned om~ge or blaclc. due to mining. More than 1,200 miles
of our headwater streams have been buried or destroyed by valley fiUs. Almost 7 percent of our forests
have been - or will soon be -leveled by mountaintop removal. Flooding in our 0001munities is
increasingly eommon and severe. We fear the day when the sludge ponds above our homes break- as
they did in Martin County, KY In 1000- burying us at !he bottom. of hundieds of millions of gallons of
toxic sludge. Our quality of life has been ~lt.entd by ex-sive blasting that shakes our homes, cracks
our fotllldations, and wrecks our peace.

Are you kidding ?
Someone did a lot of work on this document, but something went terribly wrong. Tbis EIS
is
and needs to be redone or revised.

I:'or example, this ElS doesn't stop or restrict valley fills. Why not? It also
rev-ersing
a law that protects streams. Why would the EPA do that? Doesn't EPA
"Environmental PROTECriON
? Pkase help me understand what is going on
here. This EIS doesn'tprotect the environment

Some cal! this area a national sacrifice zone. Living here, it feels more like a war zone.
It doesn't have to be this way. There are laws on the books to pi-otect clean water, public safety and the
environment. It is perfectly c:lear that mountaintop 10010val ud valley fills are a violation of the feden!l
aean Water Act and the Surface M"ming Control and R.eclamatlon Act. These pntcti- should be
balllled. The coal industry must not be allowed to destroy onr homeland.

'I he ElS admits that the environmental effects of MTR :.re rlP'''"<totma and irreversible.
But the EIS suggestions (altern~ttives) appear to be only in favor
companies, not in
tbt' spirit of environmental protection. \'Vhy is that?
Tbe EIS talks about further studies on the economic effects for the coal mining industry.
T11is is an ENVIRONMENTAL impact statement, not an industry impact statement
I am very concemed at. the tenor oC this document

1-9

The draft Environmental Impact Statement on mountaintop xetnoVal ud valley fills is a dangerous gift
from the Bush administration to the coal industry. Instead of ~g ways to stop the
destrilction, the EtS proposes ways to ltlllke it easier for onal 0001panies to !<>vel our moU!Italng, bury our
streams, and wreck our homeland. This is shameful and wrong.

I

1-10

I know :rmot hand the teni.ble lmpai:lll! of mountaintop removal.ud Valley idls. I also believe we can
buUd a better future for eastern: Kentuclry. We can have ciean streams ud a healthy forest ana mtore
our quality of life. We can ereate good jobs for onr people that don't wreck the environment. And we
haVe to start down a differellt fOld now.

4-2

T!1e ElS ne<Cd to be reviewed and revised by those with biological expertise. 'l110se most
familiar with aquatic and terrestrial
biochemistry, hydrology, etc. People with an indepth knowledge of how the natural
processes react, heal, etc. These same people
need to make suggestions on alternatives. 1 can help and I know many organizations that
can help.

Take a staud. Enforce the law. Ban mountaintop removal ud VIIIJ.ey fills. Stop the ooal industry from
destroying everything that we value most. Start making chnioes that will benefit
cldldnm arid yours.

our

11 - 9

Please call or enutil, or ssk sorneone lo \Onlact rne lo answer the above questions.

be easiest if you could provide 2-3 contact names. Please include those who can
alternatiwos to the ElS.
Pl<·asc put a hold on all mountainmp removal practices until this is resolved. Many people
have died or lost their homes already. Not to mention the wild flora & fauna, and the
mountains that belong to all -permanently gone. People are going to start thinking the EPA
believes this is acceptable.
Thank you,
Linda Sek:ura

216-663-187 6
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Dink Shackleford

Price Sewell

El8 PUBUC HEARING STATEMENT
July 22, 2003
Hazard, Kentucky

01/06/04

lam a concerned citizen in Lexington, KY. I have browsed the Draft EIS for mountaintop
removal coal mining. My perception is that the EIS does little if anything to limit this destmctive
practice. In fact it seems to make mountaintop retiloval mining permits easier to obtain while not
limiting the extent of their environmental damage. l strongly urge you to amen,! this document to
include measnresthat truly and strongly limit this type of mining procedure. Any EPA EJS
governing mountaintop removal mining should include strict language limiting the extent of
valley fills and limiting the acre--age of forest take. Language tying any permitted entity to
specific mitigation measures (like stream restoration ratios and requirements) should be included.
Mountain tops in Appalachia provide habitat for a number of wildlife species that are in danger
of extinction. Some of these species occur nowhere else. Federally listed threatened and
endangered species that occur in these habitats include the Indiana bat, the Virginia bit-eared bat,
the Cumberland hlackside da~'C, and others. In addition a numher·of non· listed species that are in
equal or greater danger of extinction, like the Pine Mountain disk, also occur. Although the listed
species receive a modicum of protection through the Endangered Species Act, tnese species are
still in decline chiefly due to habitat destruction. Non-listed species, wh1ch are equally
endangered, receive no protection. The EIS should mare strictly limit or stop mountaintop
removal in areas where federal! y liste.d threatened and et\darigered species are known or have. the
potential to occur. The EIS should contain measures to help protect rare species that have not yet
been listed. 'lbe de,gtruction of mountaintops in Appalachia from mountaintop removal is not
contained to the footprint of the direct impact. This mining procedure ereates near ecological
deserts thact as a barrier to the flow of genetic material along ridgetops. Tirey act to isolate gene
po<ils. Without this now of genetic material between wildlife populations, the fitness of future
generations is weakened. Sedimentation and toxic pollutants relea.,ed from mining processes
transport downstream, decreasing diversity throughout a watershed, not just at. the site of mining
activity. As natural mountaintop communities continue to disappear; they need to be.granted
greater protection, not opened up for faster destruction. The EPA's EIS for mountaintop removal
coal mining needs to include language limiting the size of valley fills, limiting the destmction of
forests and more strongly protecting habitat fot' rare wildlife, Thank you, Price Sewell
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I would like to thank this Committee for the opport;mity to submit
comments concerning the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.
I am Dink Shackleford, Executive Director of the Virginia Mining Association
(VMA). VMA represents over 70% of all the coal mined in Virginia We are
comprised of more than 70 members made up of eoal producers and various
vendors and suppliers who provide services tc the coal mining industry. In short
we represent thousands of hard working coal mining, t.ax paying citizens, their
families and companies in Virginia.
With regard to the proposed EIS, any changes to existing mles need to be
considerate of potential ramifications that hinder the mining industry's ability to
provide the economical energy demanded by the American pubHc. The Virginia
eoalmin!ng industry has demonstrated itself aS capable to mine coal responsibiy
while providing lands suitable for a diverse range of activities. Level lands
suitable for facilities such as hospitals, schools, shopping centers as well as farm
and timber production have been developed through mining in Virginia. VMA is
concemed that the proposed rules will draatically irthibit future development of
level lands in Southwest Virginia through mining.
For decades professioual planners have declared the number one problem
that hinders eoonomical development in the Central Appalachians is the lack of
level developable land. The mining industry has helped in the past and can help in
the future to create level u..'!llble land ready for human development within our
region. It is our fear that any regulation that goes too far in curbing these currently
accepted practices of the past 20 + years will be detrimental to the region in both
the short and long run. In Virginia we have built miles of water lines into areas
that everyone said, why bnild there? No one will ever build anything there! They
were wrong. Homes and businesses have sprung up all along those miles of then
lonely weter lines, just as development will occur on these man made level areas
created as a result of mining. Don't deprive us of future development by
eliminating the incentive to develop these lands.
The regulation of mining does not need to be made more cumbersome by
multiple federal agency bureaucratic regulations. The more overlapping and the
more attempts by federal agencies to entrench themselves in job security by
seizing dominance over the Office of Surface Mining and the various state mine
regulatory agencies responsibilities is a travesty upon the American citizens who
demand energy at an economically reasonable price and the working people who
meet this demand. It further dismisses all the empirical environmental progress
made by our efforts to protect the environment and create usable land in the last
20 years. In short this regnlatory act could be one huge step backwards.
Thank you once agaln for allowing our comments to be heard. VMA and it.q
. membera are proud to be part of this process and to be providing economical
energy to millions of Americans.

1-1 0
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Justine Sharp

Walt Sharpe

Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA
!650ArchSt
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Email- mountajntop r3@ella.gov
I oppose the practice of mountaintop removallllinin$. This mining is destroying our
communities, homes and lives. We are constantly flooded, in homes that we have spent
our lives in. We are being pushed ont of our homes by tha destrootion caused by
mountainrop renroval mining. Our roeds are being shut down ever time It rains tlri.s
makes our rescue personal useless ro us. Our tax dollars are what ftxes all the mess
caused by the mining going on around us. No wonder lllinin$ is so profitable we as
citizens pick up the bill on the devastation caused by the ntine companies. Please srop
this insanity its killing out entire communities. Nut ro mention the eflllcts it's having on
our environment The habitats of our animals are destroyed, running the wild.life away.
Our streams are filled with rock that the mine companies pile into these valley fills. The
waters get up and have no where ro go but inro peoples homes. Our motmtains are
exploding with water. These outbreaks come out inro people's yard and underneath their
homes. Our homes are literally being blasted off their foundations or tbe earth is opening
up and swallowing them. Please srop the practice of mountaintop removal coal mining
and save our homeland, our clri.ldren's future and very possibly our lives

1-9
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Barrett Sherwood
Mr. John Fof'J.'en, US EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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Aug.12,2003

Delivered Date: 0111512004 00:17:28. PM

Dear Mr. Forren,

Mr. John Forren

I am writing you regarding the recommendations in the EIS Statement. It is so easy for people
who don't live in the shadow of mountain top removal to make recommendations that have
absolutely no a:ffect on their lives. You don't see the devastation caused by flooding and you
don't live with the fear generated by a rainstorm. The heritage of the people living in these areas
isn't important to you. Yes, a home or vehicle lost In a flood can be replaced, but the things that
are part of a 1ilmlly's heritsge can never be replaced. It might be a 1lnnily Bible, handed down
through several generations, maybe a lace tablecloth made by a great-great grandparent, these
things can never be replaced.

U.S.EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren,
I think it's common knowledge on both sides of the political aisle that the Bush
Administration is not exactly eco~friendly. Howevet, given their plans to continue to let
coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that leyel mountaintops, wipe
out forests, bury streams and destroy communities is both ruthless and reckless.

17-2-2

I understand that flooding sometimes occurs, that is part ofH:te. Automobile accidents are also a
part of life, but flooding caused by mountaintop removal is not an accident any more than a drunk
behind the wheel of a car is an accident. If you drink and drive and have a wreck it is your fimJt
because you knew better. Flooding caused by mountaintop removal and la:x enforcement ofthe
Jaw is not an accident either because common sense tells you if you remove the trees from a
mountsln there is nothing there to hold the water hack.

We were here long befOre the cOal companies. We are not allowed to trespass on their property
or do them any harm yet everyday the government, state and :fMeral, allows them to trespass in
our lives. They pollute our streams and rivers and nothing is done about it. (If I am caught
dumping something in the river I would be arrested.) They fill the air we breathe with coal dust.
The blasting they do fur these MTR sites damages our homes and further pollutes the air. When
the furests and mountains are destroyed no amount of "reclamation" can ever replace them. The
wildlife is gone because the hardwood forests are gone.

While the issue before us is the moontaintop dearing, the coal industry is what I'm me>st
concerned about. With dangerous levels of mercury already in the atmosphere, it seems
terribly irresponsible to encourage a:ny measures which will lead to greater .accumulations
of this toxin in our air and water.

1-9

By allowing the strip mining, we will pay a dear price tWice. Plea!le urge the
administration to seek alternative tneasures to this dangerous and irresponsible action.

115-1-2

Sincerely,

119-3-2

Barrett SherWood
1015 Keniston Ave.
Los Angeles, California 90019

In years to come, when the dust settles and the coal and coal companies are gone, what will be
left? Barren, useless land that is unfit fur anything. Streams will be choked with the chemicals
and waste from the coal companies. Our land will be useless, the air and water will be polluted
our heritsge will be gone. Can you guess what else will also be gone? The coal companies of
course.

cc:
Senator Barbara Boxer
Representative Diane Watson
Senator Dianne Feinstein

The recommendations set forth in the EIS report do nothing to protect the people, only the coal
companies. To allow the permitting to be streamline is insane. It is like giving alcohol and car
keys to a drunk.
Sue Sharps

Box 52
Peytona, WV 25154
(304-836-5975)
jssharps@yahoo.com

~~~
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Susan Shriner

June Silvennan

Fotwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM
''shriner@cnr.colo
To:
state.edu"
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
<shriner
cc:
Subject Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal Mining
01/06/2004 12:48
PM

InteJ;net

41
PM

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,
I am writing to express my opposition to mountaintop removal mining.
Please consider altering the EPA's EIS to greatly limit mountaintop
mining. The results of this environmentally destructive practice are
devastating, long-lasting, and far-reaching, particularly considering
the low payoff. Most of t11c damages caused by mountaintop removal
mining are irreversible and allowing this practice to continue robs
future generations from the natural resources of Appalachia.

1-7
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Please heed the results of the EIS and impose strict limits on
mountaintop mining.
3U-S62-5925

Sincerely,

Susan Shriner
2995 Querida Street
Fort Collins, CO 80526
shriner@cnr.colostate.edu
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Willis Simms
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Gary Skulnik

Pat Simpson
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Sir,
I am writing t() express my opposition to mountaintop removal for coal mining in the
eastern United States. Scientific evidence shows this practice to be harmful to the natural
ecosystem, including rivers and streams, as well as local human eommunities. I urge the
EPA to condm.i a full study of the matter and uphold the most stringent standards
possible when considering this destructive process.
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11609 Gilsan St.
Silver Spring, MD 20902
301-754-2642
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Donna Smith

Deana Smith

Deana Steiner Smith
HC 78 Box 99A 1
Rock cave, WV 26234
Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA {3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
January 3, 2004

Smith
1102/2004
Lake City
TN

Zip:

37769

Appalachia is rnyhorne. It is the horne of my ancestors. Coal-mining was the way my
father and grandfather made a living. But I am upset to learn that the Bush administration
plans to continue to let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that
level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury streams, and destroy communities.

Dear Mr. Forren,
I recently reviewed parts of the EIS study on Mountain Top Removal. The
report verifies that the practice of Mountain Top Removal is severe and
irreversible, permanently destroying millions of acres of land supporting
forests, streams, wildlife and communities. Yet instead of imposing
limits on environmental harm, the EIS recommends practices such as
streamlining permits, eliminating the 1 00 foot stream buffer zone,
neglects studies that support the reduction in the size of valley fills and
Ignores the devastating effect Mountain Top Removal has upon nearby
communities.
I have had the opportunity to fly over Mountain Top Removal sites several
times. The annihilation of such a vast area is quite dramatic from the air.
Rolling hills disappear leaving only rubble and disturbed earth. The
questionable practice of burying headwater streams, the destruction of
diverse forest land and the elimination of communities is contrary to
living a life of substance and relevance in West Virginia.

Donna
Date:
City:
State:

Communities near me cannot drink their well water because of previoM .coalcmining
practices. Yet, the coal companies don't provide the financial means for waterlines to be
extended to these people. The local governments can not afford this expense.either, so the
peoplein these communities must transport water to their homes.

5-2-2
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I would like to request strong limitations on the burying of headwater
streams; reduce the size of valley fills and not weakening the 1 00 foot
stream buffer zone.
Thank you.

~~·~
Deana Steiner Smith
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Eric Smith

Ellen Smith

Date: 01/06!2004 04:43:59 PM
As an environmental geologist with professional experience in the NEPA process, I am
deep! y disappointed with this draft EIS.
The EIS does not address the full range. of reasonable alternatives,.as required hy the
CEQ regulations. The EIS should have
considered-- and EPA should have preferred-- the .alternative of significantly restricting
the devastating practice of removing
mountaintops and filling valleys in order to access coal.
Having lived over 20 years nt'..ar the Tennessee and Kentucky coalfields, I have seen too
many of the adverse impacts of conventional
strip-mining for coal, but the impact~ of mountaintop removal mining are even more
severe and irreversible. Envimnmentally
damaging practices that would not be dreamed of in any other sector of our economy
seem to be commonplace -- and even encouraged -·
in coal-mining. This is wrong. M:ine operators should not be allowed to obliterate streams
and annihilate entire landscapes to
access coal.
The EIS analysis clearly demon$trates the adverse.impacts of this mining practice. Please
prepare a revised draft EIS that
considers the altemative ofprohibiting new mountaintop removal and valley fill
operatious, and stopping the existing ones within
5 years or by the expiration of the current mining permits -- and please .select this
alternative.

4-2
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Ellen D. Smith

116 Morningside Drive
Oak Ridge, Tennessee '37830
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John Smith

John W. Smith, Political Scientist
Date: 1/16/2004
City: Beverly Hills State: MI

Jonathan Smuck

Zip:

48025

As an author writing a book on the political geography of Michigan and more especially
the Upper Peninsula, !have seen the devastation of copper and iron mining conducted
without environmental guideline,<; protecting steams flowing into Lake Superior
especially in Ontonagon and Kewanaw Counties, West Virginia has coal; but the open pit
mining long"term outcomes are analogous. I am opposed to allowing operations to cut
overburden without explicit restoration protocols to safeguard future generations. In
Michigari's case, we are that generation. The draft Environmental Impact Statement
should retain the rule making it illegal for mining activities to disturb areas the impact
adjacent streams.
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Susan Sobkoviak

214 RoclddegeDr.

Nitro, WV 25143

REc·o

rrlf

J.,l.,,..,

August 13, 2003

JAN 1 2 21JlH

John Ferren, US EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130
J;,rr...,>J

Dear Mr. Forren:

liErl.lv.,,..,..,,..;\4/ Y"l>·~.c;b;,.litJ-1

writing in response to the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) on Mountain Top
Removal. It appears that Department of the Interior has chosen to ignore the scientific
studies on mountaintop removal and has instead drawn conclusions dictated by the Bush
politica.l agenda. Throughout central Appalachia, some of the most productive and
diverse temperate hardwood forests in the world have been destroyed when coal
companies blast off hundreds of feet of mountaintops to get to thin seams of coal. In
most circumstances, the former lush forests will remain degraded as grassy,
unproductive scrub land for at least several centuries. These unproductive grasslands
cover nearly 20% of some southern West Virginia counties.
I am

p,;.
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Valley J!,., S~t&"" tl,._
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Millions of tons of rubble from the former mountains are pushed into the adjacent
valleys. Coal companies have already buried hundreds of miles of Appalachian streams,
destroying not only the streams themselves, but creating disastrous impacts to
downstream waterways and towns. As residents point out, mountaintop removal is also
devastating the culture and communities of the region. The scientific studies and the
economic data included in the EJS clearly show that there is no reason for the valley fills
should be so large and so damaging to the environment.
Mountaintop Removal destroys streams, contaminates drinking water, causes flooding,
mali:es moonscapes out of the beautiful Appalachian Mountains- some of the world's
oldest mountains, causes blasting damage to residents homes, air pollution to residents,
destroys hardwood forests and wildlife habitats, destroys Appalachian culture and
heritage, destroys jobs and is an environmental disaster.

7-5-2

15-7-2
110-2-2
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Once our environment is destroyed, it is PERMANENTLY destroyed. Mountaintop
Removal mnst be stopped NOW!

;r.:

be<:#<_

Susan Sobkoviak
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Richard Soderberg

Sooner Fan

DeliveredDate: 01117/2004 09.:42:49 PM
Richard Soderberg
353 Blackstone St
Springfield, OR 97477

January 17, 2004
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John FoiTen

US EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

let.t 1
page
ht-::p: II>>'\M. 'J.SRCe. army. rr.i 1/ inet/ functior..s:/cw/hot ___ tcp ics/sc-:-ndmc.htJn

Dear FolTen:.

Mter reading about the ElS report's description of th.e destructive
effects of mountaintop mining, I felt that I should write in support of
the report.

I can't bring myself to believe th<n any economic gain is worth the
environmental distress of a stripped mountaintop; unfortunately, it seems
that plans are moving forward to use this method.

1-9

1hus,.I ask that y'all p1M..<5e r~onsider plarts to move forward with
mountaintop mining, attd instead investigate alternative means of ~toMmiv
growth.
Thanks for listening, I hope,

Richard Soderberg
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Wayne Spiggle

Constance Sowards

----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/CS on 01/07/2004 03:32PM----C.,onnie Sowards
<sowardc@stjohns.
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
k12.flus>
cc:
sowardc(ll)mms.stjohns.k12.fl.us
Subject: Mining Operation
01/05/2004 09:32
AM

Wayne C. Spiggle, M.D.
Box97, Rt. 2
Keyser, WV 26726

~~
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August 11, 2003
Mr. John Forren, US EPA

Mr. Forrcn,

1650 Arch Street

1bere are no words to describe to you what has been done to the beautiful farmlands
around my hometown o(Lishon, Ohio. Strip mining/mountain top mining and
landfill operations have wreaked havoc wid1 d!e local em·irons there. Please consider
carefully as you rellch a decision in regards to the mining issues before you.

Re: Comments:
EIS, Mountain Top Removal

Philadelphia, PA 19130

Dear Mr Forren:

America will never move (orward until we make larger strides towud lessening our
dependence on all fossil and non-renewable fuel sources. The EPA should agressively
move our nation forward in this quest. Industry will no! move there when the initial
change \Vill cost, progress goes out the window.

Your Environmental Impact Statement on Mountain Top Removal will
go down In history as a sham that ignores legitimate scientlflc inquiry
and a prime example of how the Bush administration wages war on
the environment.

Thank you for your time,

The Impact statement appears to me to be and organized effort to
sacrifice one of the most beautiful regions of the United States to the
short term profits of the coal industry. By Its nature, coal mining
carries with It certain negative environmental consequences but
technology is available to mitigate much of the damage and mine coal
profitably and with more jobs than does large scale mountain top
removal operations.

Constance S. Sowards, science
Murray Middle School
Center for d!e Arts
150 !'ord! Holmes Blvd.
St. Augustine, f'L 32086

You should be calling for watershed planning and best practices.
Instead, you call for agencies to work with each other for the
wholesale destruction of Appalachian coalfields.
Yours truly,

w

~
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Wayne~"'(""'~
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Daniel Spilman

Joel Spoonheim

5 JanUllcy2003

To:

REC'D JAN 1 42804

Mr. John Forre:n
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren,
I am writing to express my opposition to the Bush administration plans to eontioue to Jet coal
companies damsge Appalachia with lli!V:ironmentaly destructive mining practices. When !lived
in the Washington, DC areal spent many weel«>nds exploring regions of Appala.cb.ia hiking lllld
fly-fishing. The continlla!ion and elqlllllSion ofmo1Uitalntop removal coal minlng destroys the
streams thet are crltiealto local sports people and the water sources fur farmers downstream.
According to the ad:ministmtion's draft Environmental Jmpect Statement (BlS) on moumsintop
removal coal mining, the environmental efiects of mountaintop removal·are widespread,
devaststing, and permanent. Yet the draft ms proposes no restrictions on the size of valley f!lls
that bmy streams, no limits on the number of acres of furest thst can be destroyed. no protections
fur imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards for the communities of people thet depend on the
region's mttural resources fur themselves and future generations.

Tlle Bush adminlstralion's "preferred alternative" Wllalams existing environmental protections.

1-9

This "preferred alternstive" ignores the adminlstration's own studies detailing the deVll.Statioo
caused by mo1Uitalntop removal coal mining, including the filet thst over 1200 miles of streams
have been damaged or destroyed by mounlaintop removal.

Without new limits 011 mounlaintop removal, an additio!!al 350 squa:re miles of mountains,
streams, and tbrests will be :llatteoed and destroyed by mouotalntop removal mining.
In light of these facts, I urge you to considor alteroallves that raduee the environmentill impeets
of mountaintop removal. Tblmk you for your consideretion of this itoporteot issue.

1-9
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11-10
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:j:{~~
Joel Spoonbeito
680 Asbury St.
St. Paul, MN 55104
651.645.5567

jspooubmm@hotOiall com
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Tom

SueStaehli

'7._ Sf/MI

R E 0 'D AUG 1

---- Fotwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM-----

?lft69.,.sre

"xmsilk@yahoo.co
m'' <xansilk
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
cc:
01/06/2004 04:51
Subject: Please Stop De~tructive Mountaintop
Removal !'v1ining
PM

11tUtt«ehr.e.,.•1111126149-rree
sot1-1sr-eror
tsp.r.:y@ovis.net

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,
Industrialmd commercial activities can be accomplished with no net
loss to our natural environment. Milny of todlty's mu1ing practices
ignore that reality and pltss on the long term costs to our children and
grandchildren. This will not wotk for our budget and it will not wor.k
for industry.

August 12,2003
Mr. John Forren, US EPA
1650 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

1-5
Dear Mr. Forren:

I strongly urge you to llffiend the EPA's draft environmental impact
statement so as to limit the effects of harmful mountaintop removal
minll:tg. I fmd it unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to
continue to let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices
that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury strellffis and destroy
communities.

Mountaintop removal. or whatever bureaucratic euphemisim it is known by, is evil.
Destroying the beautiful mountains of Appalachia for expedient purposes cannot be
remedied. It cannot be erased. The sublime, natural beauty of this part of this sacred
Earth will be changed forever, and truly, has to some extent already been
irrevocably altered for the sake of cheaper energy.

1-9

Sincerely,

Please consider the grave ramifications of this brutal method of coal removal
Sue Staehli
6230 SE Belmont St.
Portland, OR 97215
xansilk@yahoo.com

With profound sincerity,

~~

Tom Spry
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Robert Stanley

Dallas Staten
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870 Vine Street, 61
Chattanooga, TN 37403-2346
August 19,2003

Mr. John Forren, US Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130

Dear Mr. Forren:
I am writing to you to express my deep concern about the method of
extracting coal known as Mountalntop Removal Mining. This is a mining method
that is environmentally destructive. It is an especially bad problem in my home
state of West Virginia, although it is to be found in other states as well.
Mountalntop Removal Mining (MTR) is bad for the environment for
several reasons. First of all, it destroys streams, as the streams are often filled with
earth and rocks to such an extent that they are no longer viable streams. This is in
direct contradiction to the Clean Water Act. Secondly, the tops of the mountains
look like moonscapes in what should be a beautiful part of the Appalachian
Mountalns. Because the trees and other vegetation are removed through MTR, the
waters from heavy rains often run off quickly, causing severe flooding and damage
to homes and communities.
Yet another problem is the air pollution that is caused by the blasting and
the heavy mining equipment. The blasting that is an integral part of MTR often
damages homes that happen to be located nearby. Moreover, the destruction to
hardwood forests is frequently overwhelming.
And then there is the personal impact to those living in these mountain
aress. Sometimes whole communities are destroyed and displaced. Surely this is
no way to respect the Executive Order regarding Environmental Justice for lowincome persons.
I would like to register my strong support for those groups whose goal is
to put an end to the environmentally destructive practice known as MRT. In
addition to your reading my letter, I hope that you will respond to it. Thanks for
your time and your response to this letter. All good wishes.
Sincerely,

1-9
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Steve Stathakis

FitzSteele

Steven A. Stathakis

OEC 18 200

855 Opekiska Road Fairmont, WV 26554
Telephone: 304.363.9315 e-mail: mizzen@nard.net
JohnForren
US EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren:
As a resident of West Virginia 1 have seen creeks run with discolored water devoid of
life, end spoken with people who have suffered loss of access to family cemeteries, clean
water in streams, and wells stopped as a result of mountaintop removal mining. I have
seen green forested hilltops full of game reduced to lifeless barren, rock strewn waste
land after milling operations are through extracting coal. Tha danger from increased
flooding caused by this practice ls real and demonstrated in recent flooding episodes.

I urse you, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, to protect the people who live in
coal producing regions and the environment in which thay live. Please reject President
Bush's proposed rule changes which would ease restrictions on mountaintop removal
permits and ignore existing environmental protections.

1-9

1-1 O

Sincerely,
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Edward Stein

Jim Steitz

Edward H. Stoln, M.D.
2400S. Trask St.

.REC'D .JAN 2 0.200.lt

Jim Steitz
1505 S. Espina #5

Tampa,FL33629

Las Cruces, NM 88001
1""""'1' 12,2004

November 8, 2003
lchnForren

Mr. JohnFornm,

US EPA (3BA30)
!650AtchStreet

US EPA (3ES30)

Pl!ilad<>lpbla, PA 19103

1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Re: Motmlain Top Mlnlng Draft EIS CommCllls

Dear Mr. Fornm,
I write to express my strongest concern regarding the continuation of mountaintop removal mining in the United
States, and the rulemaking concerning this practice in which the EPA is currently engaged r strongly believe
that this method of mining is an archaic oddity that does not conform in any way to the reasonable balance of
resource values that resource managers have teamed to seek.

1-9

Mounteintop removal mining is singular in its complete and absolute annihilation and exclusion of any other
environmental or resource values. It is without question the single most destructive land·use practice thst hlllllllll
beings have yet developed, and is currently laying waste to vast areas of already endangered forests in the
Southeastern United States. Entire stresms an being wiped out of existence. This type of complete elimination
of ~:osystems is completely ll!lllcceptable in this era of global environmental endangetment, and should be

l-9

phased out immediately.
I oppose the Bl!.!h administ!atlon plans to c:ondnue to let coal companios de$lroy Appalocbla with !llining pmtices
that level moumalntops, wlpa out !bmts and bwy streams In the valleys hnlow. According to the - · ·
draft Environmenttllllllpact Statement (IllS) 011 moumalntop removal eos.lllllnln& the llliVirt!runental c1fee1s of this
prac!Wo are devastating and pa!lllflllOI!t. Yet the draft IllS pJOposes no restrictions on thee ofvalley fills tbst bwy
_ , n o limits on the number of..,.. offomttbstcan be~; no safeguords forlmpen1ed wlldll!io; and no
safeguords lbrthe C<lllllliUI1ltltbstdePand oothe region'snatmal .....,urees.

Remarl<ably, the draft E!S tbst the Bush administ!atlon's preflmed aitmative lOr -slag the cnonnous
PIOble!ns caused by ~l<)p mnowl eos.l m!nlng is to weaken exlsllng cnvlrmunonlal proteolions. Tim draft
EIS pJOposes ~ the pellllltdng process, eftowlng moumalntop !OIIlOVIll and assoclmod volley fills to
cootleue at an ecoalerated rate. Tim draft E!S also sosgests ellmlnalillg a surlltco !llining !Uie that llmices it lllogal!br
mining activit!es to disturi> """"'within 100 feet of .-.unless it can be pJOvcn tbst streams will !Ill! be harmed.
lnslead of aliowin& moumalnl<)p removal to continue unabated and even .........,, the B u s h - mWII
<:ollSider eftemativea tbst ffilucc the environmenttll llllpacts of moumalntop removal and then Implement these
measures to protiiCt nattoal ,.,.,.,,.,.. and .communities in Appalocbla, espetlally mmlotlens oo the size of valley

fills to 111duoe stream and loa n ... alternetives lll1lSI be evaluated for !ndlvldual projects .. well ..
regionally so that tha eumulativellllpact ofthe destrectioo caused by mmmtalnl<)p nlll!Owl is addressed.

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

I strongly urge the EPA to adopt an alternative that allows for no further pertnltting of mollllteintop removal
mining. Although the natuml resource agencies have a strong habit of twisting their stated values in order to
achieve a sort ofmiddle ground in each controversy they encounter, there ls no !ltll:b middle ground when it
comes to mowrtaintop removal mining. The damage done is absolute, and it amounts to a fonn of ecological
genocide. There is no amount of coal that can compensate for the complete losses suffered by these
}Wi!Pscapes, and the values lost to human communities as a result.

1-10

Agsln, please bring the praetice of mountaintop removal :mining to a swift and merciful end. This mining
technique is on par with the rapacious clearcutting and hydraulic mining of earlier times, and should never have
reared its head in the 21st century.

1-5
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Judith Stetson

Jim Steitz
1505 s. Espina 115
Las Cruces, NM 88001
December 16, 2003
Mr. Joim Forren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
JllllilliSletson
26lQui.,.ttAvo.
F&I.....U.,MA02543·130l

1650Arch St

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. John Ferren,

c%Sf!llSt1J'I fifi>'!JS
AlliJru/jojtfitn_rs-

I write to express my strongest opposition to the proposed rulemaldng to weaken the existing
regulations governing mount!!intop removal milling. As the name implies, this is an absolutely barbaric
practice tbat has no place in a crowded, ecologically imperiled country with nearly 300 million people.
This practice of permitting entire forest ecosystems to he lopped off must he stopped immediately, not
he given greater freedom to destroy Appalachia, one of the world's most ecologically rich and diverse
ecosystems.

There is absolutely nothing redeeming or even remotely relating to any notion of ecological
stewardship in mountaintop removal mining. The land cannot be meanlngful1y reclaimed, and
associated aquetic watersheds are completely buried. This is nothing less than the complete vaporizing
of entire geographic regions of fantastically diverse forest habitat The federal government has no
business permirtiog such an activity, much less the Enviromnentel Protection Agency. Mount!!intop
removal milling is quite possibly the most destroctive singie thing that humans have yet figured out
how to do to the forests of Appalachia, and if the EPA can allow this activity, it begs the question of
why we have an EPA.
It is even more unconscionable thet the EPA would seriously collllider weakening the existing
protections. I strongiy oppose the elimination of the stream buffer zone rule tbat prohibits milling
activity within 100 feet of streams. The eoforeement of this rnle for valley fills and in all other cases is
one of the few mitigstions that currently exist against this form of ecological genocide. Going
anywhere near this rulemaking flies in tba face of voluminous documentation oftba impacts tbat
mount!!intop removal milling has had upon Appalachian species and ecogystems,-egpecially its world·
class aquatic fauna. The ecological costs of this industry are fttr too high compared to the relatively
small value of the coal that is mined out, egpecially after subtracting the additional environmental and
human health costs of coal combustion for electricity. Mount!!intop removal milling absolutely rnust
come w a merciful and swift end. We cannot lose any more of Appalachia.

Acarofsun!J.

A lief{tliat's rtii'!J.
A year tliat's 114111,
Awfsliftrydu. ..

.REC'D DEC

t.

9 2003
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I urge tba EPA in the strongest possible ten:ns to withdraw this proposed rnlemaking, and wpublish a
new proposal for rnlemaking w ban mount!!intop removal milling entirely. The EPA has no business
permitting the singie most environmentally destructive land use in the nation.
Sincerely,

~
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Elaine Stoltzfus

Kathryn Stone

·REC'D AUG 2 6 20~
Katbryn Allen Stone
26 Birch Tree Lane/Charleston, WV 25314

Box493
Ages, KY 40801
August20,2003

Tel: (304)342-1161

:S.Mail:pel~od@aol..com.

August 12, 2003
John Forren
U.S. EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa 19103

Mr. John Forren, US EPA
Hi50 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren:

Dear Mr. Forren;

I attended the recent Environmental Impact Study evening public forum in Charleston and
came away With some compelling information about how mountaintop removal in
Appalachia, and specifically in West Virginia, is affecting our state adversely on several

I am writing to comment on the Environmental Impact report on mountaintop removal
coal mining, especially in regard to the recommendations the report contains.
As a resident of Harlan County in southeastern Kentucky for the past 27 years, I am
appalled by how these recommendations blatantly ignore the environmental problems
that are caused by mountaintop removal mining and valley fills, as documented In the
original study. The recommendations overlook strong scientific data showing that
leveling mountains and burying streams result in irreversible damage to the
environment.
I am against any regulatory changes that would weaken the laws and regulations that
protect clean water, most notably the proposal to change the stream buffer zone rule
that prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streams.

1oppose Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 in the EIS report because none of these options
protect our precious water. The EIS report ignores the scientific evidence of the
damage mountaintop removal mining does. as well as ignoring the public's right to
clean water and a healthy environment.

levels. Some of these are:

enyironm!!!!l1!!: wholesale destruction of once-pristine mountain
areas With diverse Wildlife and flora
~ beautiful mountains now looking like moow;capes
~: destroyed areas rendered useless for development
because of lack ofinfmstructure, destroyed water sources, etc.;
loss of properties and homesteads, made valueless by surrounding
destroction
cnltnm) heritaae: decades of closely knit communities unable to
continue their way of life, some whose ancestors moved here in

1-9
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the 18th century

It is incomprehensible to me that a lllllnY- year study, costing xnillions of dollars, can on the
one hand implicate mountaintop removal coal mining as exterulively destructive and on the
other band recommend that it proceed with all due speed.
It is time that the political powers behind these mindless decisions be challenged by the
public which pays an enonnous price both in economic and in environmental/cultural terms
for coal mining in this state. The coallndustzy takes all and gives beck little. Mountaintop
coal mining stands as one of the biggest environmental •evils' in history.

It is time that we wean ourselves away from this destructive industry, ftndin.g alternative
means of providing energy. We have the technological know-how to do this. It is a
question of whether we have the willpower? Meanwhile, at the very least, we should fmd
ways to mitigate the destruction to our environment.

Sincerely,

f(~.:nt>~
Elaine Stottzii:fs"'
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.

Tlumk you.

(\

~~'J.~rn£
Katbryn A. Stone
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Sally Streeter

Joseph Strobel
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Jean Strong

Rec·o

JUL 2 4i~

Public Comment on Mountaintop Mining Draft EIS
Dear Mr. Forren,
I do not see how the preferred alternative will minimize the
environmental impacts from valley fills. Part of the alternative is for
the Corps to do a functional assessment of the stream before it is
buried by the valley fill and then make sure that there is a no net loss
after mitigation. Well, the Corps functional asaessment does not
appropriately integrate rare invertebrates (because it takes a highly
trained biologist to identify rare inveitebrates). If the right things are
not identified before the valley fills, how can the mitigation adequately
compensate for the loss'?

Also, the mitigation does not adequately compensate for the loss of
salamanders, and other terrestrial creatures that Inhabit the stream
valleys. These creatures are lost when valley fills are cOnstructed.
The preferred alternative should be changed to better compensate for
the loss of rare Invertebrates, salamanders and terrestrial creatures
that inhabit the stream valleys,

6-4-3

7-1-3

I
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Thank you for considering my comment,
Jean Agnus Strong

West Logan, West Vlrglna
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William Sullivan

Mr John Farren
U.S.EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.19103
Dear John;
I am opposed to the mountaintop removal and valley fills,the
alternatives whithin the EIS reportdo nothing to protect our
communities or our water system.
May I suggest you read the bOOk SILKNT SPRING,this will open
your eyes to the danger of changes in the environment that can
impact the underground water table,once lost its gone forever.
Currently 1,200 miles of streams have been impacted,selenium
is killing aquatic life.
Scientific studies have documented the widespread and irreverable
damage the coal industry is doing to our state•
Luckily I have subsidence insurance,there is no insurance for a
continued source of clean water.
We look forward for your help in protecting the environment.

Mr John Ferren
u.s. EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa 19103

1-9
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I wonld like to ask you to use your office not to weaken the
laws ,and regulations that protect clean water.
I consider the scientific studies that have documented the widespred & irreversable damage the coal industry is doing to our state
and region.
The removal of mountaintops ,and the damage done to streams,and wildlife is unacceptable.
Our water resorce should be protected at all costs.

6-1-2
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Respectfully yours

-

-..:¥'~w,4!), ~~... ,..:J

Thanks for your consideration;

William D Sullivan

William D Sullivan
Member of KFTC

J/~H--LJ~.&f.,;.,..J
Silent Spring.by Rachel Carson
cc; KFTC
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Jim Sweeney

Chetan Talwalkar

----Forwarded by David Rlder/R31USEPAIUS on 0110812004 01:52PM -----

-----Forwarded by DaVid Rider!R31USEPAIUS on 11120!2003 05:09PM-----

Jim Sweeney
<jpbiod@jorsm.com
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
>
cc:
Subject: MTRNF EIS
1212312003 08:35
PM

ctalwalkar@juno. c
om
To:

Subject: 3EA30

John Farren
U.S Environmental Protection Agency (3EA30)
1650 Arch st.
Philadelphia, PA 19103

How can the EPA can even consider something as destructive as
"mountaintop mining," or whatever warm and fuzzy name you prefer to call
it
You are the Environmental Protection Agency. Show me anything in the EIS
on mountaintop mining that has a single, legitimate positive aspect to
it
Completely obitterating entire mountains and valleys destroys habitat
and pollutes the air and water all for a product that itself pollutes
the air and water.

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

cc:
111091200310:49
PM

As a resident of Kentucky and a frequent visitor to parts of Appalachia
devastated by coal mining operations and lax regulation. 1 am writing to
express my opposition to the practices of mountain top removal and
valley
filling.

1-9
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I believe that a common sense reading of the Clean Water Act and Surface
Mining Laws not only allows but requires the government to prohibit the
uae of valley fills and mountaintop removal. These practices are immoral
and illegal and should be atoppad.

The EPA should immediately halt this practice and then require the coal
companies to reclaim the land they have already mined. Strip mining was
thought to be as bad as it gats but this tops even that but now I am
asking you to require the coal companies to reclaim the land as they did
while strip mining.

I am deeply diaappolnted and upset that the US EPA's EISon these
practices, released this May after years of delay, rejects specific
restrictions on the use of valley fills and offefs Impacted communities
no meaningful consideration or relief. These reatrictions could be
based
on size of valley fills, their cumulative lrnpects, the types of streams,
or the high value of the aquatic resources in the region. Outrageoualy,
the EIS ignores the strong scientific and legal case for stronger
protection against coal Industry practices.

Then you can point and push all the concerned towards real conservation
measures and new technologies that could eventually haft coal mining and
burning completely.
The fact you even consider MTRIVF mining is obscene
It should not ba allowed
Jim Sweeney
1773 SeloDr
Schererville, IN 46375
219-322-7329
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I am opposed to any changes that would weaken the laws and regulations
that protect clean water. In particular, I oppose the proposal to

change
the stream bUfftlr zone rule that prohlbtts mining aotivtty within 100
feet of streama. This rule should be strictly enforced for valley fills
and in all other cases.

"As to dredging the river 1n Indiana, it will be noticed that God never
made a straight river, and I don1 think man can improve on his general
plans." --Edwin Beardsley

1 welcome the eolentlfic studies that document the widespread and
irreversible demaga the coal indUslJY is doing to our state and region
Kentuckians have experienced these problema for far too long.
Mountaintop removal and valley fills bury and destroy Important
headwater
streama, destroy biologically rich forest and stream ecoeystems. dernage
drinking water sources uaed by millions of people, cause frequent and
severe nooding, and wreck the quality of life in mountain
communities. It Is unfortunate that the US EPA's recommendetions did

1-10
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not
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offer Appalachians any meaningful relief from these impacts.
I do not support Memalives 111, 2 or 3 oontained within the EIS
report.
None of these options will protect our water. None of these options
will
protect our oommunities. None of these options will shape a better
future
for Kentucky or the region. They are a sham and a shame. They do
nothing
to address the real problems of our region. Rather, they will only make
it easier for the coal industry to seak and obtain permits to continue
with the total destruction of our land. water and people.

1-5

Chetan Talwalkar
Date: 1/00/2004
City: Lexington

This report is a shameful, dangerous example of policymaklng It
ignores the science and evidence about what mountaintop removal mining
is
doing to eastern Kentucky and the Appalachian region. It ignores the
public's demand for, and right to clean water, a healthy environment and
safe communities. It is a blueprint for the destruction, not the
protection, of our homes and environment. The coal industry is crippling
Kentucky, and the Bush administration is chesring them on. We deserve
better

State: KY

Zip:

40503

lam writing in support of the Citizens Coal Council, Ohio Valley Environmental
Coalition, and other organizations opposed to mountaintop removal and valley fills. I
oppose any change in the rule protecting stream buffer zolles; and am deeply
disappointed that the federal government is ignoring :its own studies by proposing to
reduce protections for people and the environment. Your own data .shows that current
regulations need to be: strengthened, not weakened, 1 demand a new study that looks at
the alternatives to prevent new mountaintop removal and valley fill operations and to stop
the exiSting ones Within 5 years or by the expiration of the current.mining permit,
whichever date occurs first

As a hiker and admirer of Appalachia's wonders. and as a friend to
people
living in the way of sludge, flyrock, floods, and the myriad other ills
attendant to the mining industry's practices, I know whet is at stake in
this dabate and how unfairly and poorly the region has been served by
the
EIS recommendations. The damage that has been allowed to occur here Is
immoral. The science and common sense dictste the! the US EPA ban
mountain top removal and valley fills
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Sincerely,
Chetan Talwalkar
581 Stratford Drive
Lexington, KY 40503
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William Taylor

Lesley Tate

-----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:52PM--lesley tate
'Ceoppcriris03@yah

To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
copperiris03@yahoo.cpm
Subject: The Abuse of Our Mountains
01/05/2004 05:33
PM
oo.corn>

cc:

The totqJ abuse of our mountains is increasing and expanding at a dev'astatirttr
must be stopp<Od. I cllflnot see power for TVA plants ( for a mere nineteen
worth the lost entailed in cross ridge mining this particular mountllin nor any
which
upon the balance of Zeh mountain's surrounding ecosystem is
If put upon any moral scale
should never weigh heavier than the
value of life and
lt>r the earth. Besides
of life there are reasons for great
concern
well being of the commrmities near areas where this extraction
process is
used, it's a matter of common sense. How can anyone condone the use of
mass explosives in any area where
reside, where our children are going tn school?
Where the quality and safety of strean1 water, as well as ground water systems arc in
'!he air quality from silt and soot, the loss of plant life as a contribution to dean air
are to
effected. The draining of this silt into headwaters, filling creeks, and streams.
instituted by a corporation, are only going to
Precautionary measures for this type
be
to benet it the company not the preservation of a mountain they would see
uu''"v"cu foe a dollar. So in my opinion the regulations in the case of this mining practice
and others are lax, rushed and hardly focused on the protection due the Appalachian
mountains. l11e people who truly care for the earth and know the beauty of deep
of
a never ending hond hetween all life and the responsihility lying therein, are now
to
for the preliminru:y
protect that which should be cherished and not exploited. I was
inJunction to cease mountain top removal at Zeb mountain and walked away feeling
robbed. TI1e ca.se presented by the SOCM lawyers was strong and well
but not
noted because it would mean the priority oflife and nature over capital gain.
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copperiris
btuah efl

Do you Yahoo!?
Protect your identity with Yahoo! Mail AddressGuard
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Darla Tewell

Dean Thayer

---- Forwarded by Dllvid Rider/R'/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM-----

DariA A. Tewell
m~!>rlw

Wts:tmfJ1$htr. M'b 11111

"deanthayer@yahoo
.com" <deanthayer
cc:
01/06/2004 07;09
Removal Mining

To:

R.3 Mountaintop@EPA

Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop

PM
Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA (3WO)
!650 Arch Street
Philoddphia, PA !9103

My~""""" retired "' wv 27,..,. ago. tn these 27 ,..,. the smoll -

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,

-

I

their home has
experienced two "hundred year• floods. l!ecause of the n.paclty of the ~e indwtri.. that
blithely level mountains and 10rau and bury-, heavy rain> that once ....,uld have been
absorbed by the fo,_lloor or <:aptUII!d b y - washed inm the riw:t. Vacant storefronts and
abandoned buildinp mest to the ca>nomicmllop that the floods~ The ruined U......., not
to visible.

The mining and logging indwtri<8 have no lll<>ll>l right to d<Ottoy mounrain>, - , and fOrests.
kamg the residents of AppaW:hla with eavitonmenral ~n. It is WlOOnsciollab!e for the
Bum administration "' ad:voatte fur the right of coal componits ro d<Ottoy this tegion by mining
methods that cwallerly dlsrqp.rd the Envltonmenmllmpact Statement that Wll!m that the damage
fiom such methods is widespread, dewstating. and,.,.,.,_,~

Mountains, mountain streams, and mountain lakes a:re some of God's most
beautiful gifts to humanity. They lite not Large piles of miner<tls for
us to plunder for short term gain. For thousand~ of years, man has
looked upon them with wonder and amazement. They inspire and amaze us
with their majesty. Please do your part lo make sure our
great-grandchildren do not have God's gifts of natural beauty stolen
from them just so that we can keep our parking lots lit up like football
stadiums all night. I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft
enviromnental impact statement to eliminate mountaintop removal mining.

17-2-2
11 0 2 2
-

-
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I
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Sincerely,

The EPA is suppoted m serve the publit in,._ .. ~ of the habitat that $IIIII10l.os hum.n,
plant, and o:nimalllfe. Ifyou liUl to *""this proposed rule change. you will be lldlng not .. a
~. but as an~- in service ofone ofhumanity'slowem: motMc, greed. I urge that you
m m...um ro reduce the tmpoa of this type of mining. and .. a teSU!t. protect communiti.. and
their habitat &om envin>runenml disaster.

Dean Thayer
265 W 21st St.
Holland, MI 4942.3-4746
deanthayer@yahoo.com

D. A. T..,.U
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Rose Thompson

Derek Thornsberry

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Phlla:lelphia, PA 19!03

Dear Mr. Forren:
llive in eastern Kentucky.ln this region we experience the negative impacts of mining every day. Many
of us have water wells that have ron dry or tnrned orange or black due tv mining. More than 1,200 miles
of our headwllter streams have heen buried or destroyed by valley fills. Almost 7 percent of our forests
have heen- ar wi!.l soon be -leveled by mountaintop removal. Flooding in our communities is
increasingly common and severe. We fear the day when the sludge ponds above our homes break- as
they did in Martin County, KY in 2000 - burying us lit the bottom of hundreds of millions of gallons of
toxic sludge. Our quality of life has been sh!!ttered by excessive blasting that shakes our homes, crscks
our foundations, and wrecks our peace.

10-4-2

10-4-2

Some call this area a national saerifi~ zone. Uving here, it feels more like a war mne.
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It doesn't have to be this way. There' are laws

on

the books to protect cleau water, public safety and the
environment It is perfectly clear that mountaintop removal and valley fills are a violation of the federal
Oeau Water Act and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act. These practices should be
banned. The coal industry m11st not be allowed to destroy our homeland.
The draft Environmentsllmpact Stlltement on mountslntop removal and valley fills is a dangeroiiS gift
from the Bush administration to the coal industry. Instead of recommending ways to stop the
destruction, the SS proposes ways to make lt easier for coal companies to level our mountslns, bury ow
streams, and wreck our homeland. This is shameful and wrong.

1-9

I know first hand the terrible impacts of mountslntop removal and valley fills. I alao believe we can
build a better future far eastern Kentucky. We eau have olean streams and a healthy forest and restore
our quality of life. We can create good jobs for our people that don't wreck the environment And we
have to slart down a different rood now.
Take a stand. Enforce the law. Ban mountslntop removal and valiey fills. Stop the coal industry from·
destroying everylh' that we value most Slart making choices that will benefit our children and yours.
Sincerely.

d

(/

Name

do :X

?, 0.

J:, :fe

JY~

J

J</.

:Z ::Z.

L) I /'..2 'if

----------·----
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Ershel Thomsbeny

Mildred Thomsbeny

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (3ES30)
U.S. Envirollmll1ltal Protection Agency (3ES30)

1650 Arch Street

1650ArcbStreet

Philade\phllt, PA 19103

.aJEc•o JAN 1 a211D4

Philad"lphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren:

Dear Mr. f'orren:
I live in eastern Kentucky. In this region we experience the negative impacts of mining every day. Many
of us have water weUs that have run dry or turned orange or black due to mining. More than 1,200 miles
of our headwater streams have been buried or destroyed by valley fills. Almost 7 percent of our forests
have been - or will soon be -leveled by mountaintop removal. Flooding in our communities is.
increasingly eommon and severe. We fear the day when the sludge ponds above our homes break -as
they did in Martin County, KY in 2000- burying us at the bottom of hundreds of millions of gallons of
toxic sludge. Our quality of life has been ~ttere.d by excessive blasting that shakes our homes, cracks
our foundations, and wrecks our peace.

!live in eastern Kentucky.ln this region we e,_perlence the negative impacts of mining every day. Many
of us have water wells that have run dry or turned orange or black due to mining. More than I ,200 miles
of our headwater streams lJJ!ve been buried or destroyed by valley fills. Almost 7 percent of our forests
have been- or will soon be -leveled by mountaintop removal. Flooding in our communities is
increasillgly common and severe. We fear the day when the sludge ponds above our homes break- as
they did in Martin County, KY in 2000- burying us at the bottom of hundreds of millions of gallons of
toxic sludge. Our quality of life has been $Wrttered by excessive blasting that shakes our homes, cracks
our foundations, and wrecb our peace.

10-4-2
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Some call this area a national sacrifice zone. Uving here, it feels more like a war zone.
Some call this area a national sacrifice zone. Living here, it feels more like a war zone.
It doesn'thave to be this way. There are laws on the ·bonks to protect clean water, public safety and the
environment. It is perfectly clear that mountaintop removal and valley fills are a violation of the federal
Qean Water Act and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act. These practices should be
banned. The coal indnstry must not be allowed to destroy our homeland.

ltdoesn'thave to be this way. Tbereare laws on the bocks to protect clean water, public safety and the
environment It is perfectly clear thet mountaintcp removal and valley fills are a violation of the federal
Qean Water Act and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act. These practices should be
banned. The coal industry must not be allowed to destroy our homeland.
The draft Environmental Impact Statement on mountaintop removal and valley fills is a dangerous gift
from the Bush administration to the coal indastry. Inatead of recommending ways to stop the
destruction, the EIS proposes ways to make it easier for coal companies to level our mountains, bury our
streams, and wreck our homeland. ThJs is shameful and wrong.

The dreft Environmental Impact Statement on mountaintop removal and valley fills is a dangerous gift
from the Bush administration to the coal industry. Instead of recommending ways to stop the
destroction, the EIS proposes ways to make it easier for coal companie:s to level our mountains, bury our
streams, and wreclc our homeland. This is shameful and wrong.

1-9

I know rmt bond the terrible impacts of mountaintop removal and valley fills. I also believe we can
bnild a betrer future for eastern Kentucky. We can have clean streams and a healthy forest and restore
our qunlity of life. We can create good jobs for our people that don't wreck the environment. And we
have to start down a different read now.

Take a stand. Enforce the law. Ban monntaintop removal and valley fills. Stop the coal industry from
destroying everything that we value most Start making choices that wlli benefit our children and yours.

Take a stand. Enforce the law. Ban mountaintop removal and valley fills. Stop the coal industry from
destroying everything that we value most Start making choices that will benefit our children and yours.
Sincerely,

Name

6£.f J.r/
flJ,

/Joy

Sincerely,'f(}~ J ~

~ ..., .SB,Ny
f/:,;1.).

Name

)!;"f.('_,*"$'. <j!r:J..f"

/~/~
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I !mow flfSt hand the tcrribl<! impacts of mountaintop removal and valley fills. I also believe we Cllll.
bnild a betrer!uture for eastern Kentucky. We can have clean streams and a healthy forest and restore
our quality of life. Wecsncreatc good jobs for our people thatdon'twreckthe environment. And we
have to start down a different road now.

.. J
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BanyTonning
----- E'crv:ardt?d by

To:

Barry Tonning
<btonning@bellsou
To:
R3 l'vi,mnttnintcop(!:l)EP
th.net>
cc:
Subject: comments on draft cis
08/16/03 09:16 1\.M

Jt..~"4

11

E'o:rren/RJ/USEPA/US

-----

R3

cc:

mt.r-vf eis
:45
Al'!

Greetings:
I ha,~e reviewed the EISon MTiv1/VF, and wanted to let vou know that I
oppose all three of the ''alternatives" listed. In fact, I was quite disappointed
that the alternatives were so nam>wly defined ... they all seemed only to
address how to proceed with permitting MTM/VF, which is apparendy in
conflict with Clean Water Act prohibitions regarding surface water use
protection and antidegradation.

I have r.?.viewed the "Nountaintcp t•fining

Envir(Jnrtte:~~al

Irrpact

Stateme:lt,"
found
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in a

to

and/c·r referer.ces studie<B that indicat.e significai'Jt
harm

todey. '1':--; is sel?'!ms

I do not oppose coal mining. However, I do oppose attempts to allow private
business interests to destroy public property without just compensation. Actual
strel!lll restoration costs range from $200 - $1,000 and more per Liner foot.
Tite loss of hundreds of mile~ of publicly owned strel!llls (tntermittent and
perennial) has not been compensated at anything near this figure, and we nre all
the poorer for it.
ln dosing, let me note my puzzlement at the l.tck of any link between the
content of the EIS and the recommendations it contains, as manifested by the
three proposed "alternatives." 'X'hile the studies cited in the EIS Document
significant harm to water resources in the :1\fi'M/VF region, the
recommendations seem to completely ignore any impacts and deal with minor
tinkering with the permit rules. 'fl1e real issues here should be enforcement of
strcl!lll buffer mlcs, requin.'lllents for appropriate post-mining uses, and
protection of wnter resources. If those issues can be addressed, coni mining '-ltill
be held in much higher regard.

stu::iy findings.

5-7-3

su•nc,scs that the lOG-ft st. r-eam bu.f fer

1-10

elimir.ated, but I

:2urface h'ater quality and

runoff and

lt-5

the EIS,

The filling of streams Nith 1:0ck" .soil,

1-5

prnctico
rrd.nir::g

. Tn

fact, it
likely is ille.rg.al - the court.s have said as much in rec-<:;nt years.
fi U. mining p::actices, and
1 rri rdrlg

wi thdra''' the
up

'fhank you for the opportmrity to comment on this important issue.

th~

w·ater qual i

the oppcr:.uni t.y
break.
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comm~"?r;t..

I hope

are enjoying

yr)l,.lr

Barry Tonning
343 North Maysville St.
Mount Sterling KY 40353
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Phillip Tracy

Roy Trent

Forwarded by Da·vid Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 12/18/2003 05:21 PM-----

---Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/C'S on 01/23/2004 09:22AM

pl:tiliptracy~'usa.n

et

To:
cc:

12/18/2003 02:33

RoyETrent
< r_trent@msn.com>

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

To:

Ri

Mount>~intop@EPA

c-c:

01/21/2004 07:16
PM

Subject: Mountaintop removal coal

mming

Subject Mountaintop-Removal Coal Mining

PM
Mr. John Ferren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

i\1r. John Forren
U.S. EPA (3K'\30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

in current environmental protections for mountaintop-removal
am against compromising or
regulations in
~c..mn.,n;n.,. reasons that I take this position.

Dear Mr. Forren,
Please work to help the Bush administration consider alternatives that reduce
the environmental impacts of mountaintop removal and then implement
measures to protect natural resources and communities in Appalachia, such as
re~trictions on the size of valley fills to reduce the destruction of streams.,
forests, wildlife and communities.

1-7

The White House Office of Management and
Regulations"
in October 2003. It concludes
worth the cost
on the industry and consumers because
health
other benefits to society. They found that "ntor·ctrtO'
results in huge bendita to industry
and society.
instance of mountaintop removal, I can not imagine how that would be
different. And, I am not sure how any other logical thinking citizen would think differently
unless they were motivated by unworthy issues. What could be your issue, or that of EPA's
Adtninislrat!)r, Mike L'avitt?

Sincerely,
Philip Tracy
1510 19th Ave SE #214
Decatur, Alabama 35601
cc:
Senator Jeff Sessions
Re1~re~!entat1've Robert Aderholt
Senator Richard Shelby

lhe

done to the mountains
be permanent and cannot be
reversed except by eons of erosion and
Huge resources will be lost, extending
w~.y to ~he ocesns and gulf. The
from sedimenrJ>tion of our natural waterways all
potential for long tetm complications of water pollution, soil erosion, sedimentation of
waterways and reservoirs can't e;ren be fully anticipated or
On the other hand,
mountaintop removal.
there arc surprisingly few economic benefits that would
The
of Appillachia depends in
and the
of it's mountains for
certainly add to further imi::>O'?erishm<:nt
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The Environmental Protection Agency's own draft Environmental Impact Statement points
to the widespread and
environmental and social <:oMeqt.lCnces associated with
mountllintop-removal. I am not at all sure why the administration would go against those
findings with the recommendations presented.

A-1240

measure on it's sustainable natural resources
and recreation. Mountaintop removal will
of society in future generations. I resent

1-9
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Phil Triolo

---Forwarded by John Forren!R3/USEPAJUS on 01121/2004 11:57 AM----

This mining procedure is r~dical and the aftermath is permanent It seems obvious to me
that EPA's recommendation to continue mountaintop removal in any form is counterindicated. Plea!<e do not proceed with this approach. Thank you lr>r listening. Sincerely, Roy
Trent

Phil Triolo
<philt@philt.com>

1-9

cc:
01/15/2004 11:31

To:

John ForreniR3/USEPAIUS@EPA

Subject: comment on mountain top mining- another bad

idea
PM
Please respond to
philt

11725 Waples Mill Rd
Oakton VA 22124
703-620-4634

Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA
(3F.A30)

Dear Mr. Forren.
I find it incredulous that the environmental protection agency could even consider allowing
of mountaintops or within 100 feet of streams. The function of the EPA, if! understand
its
is to protect the envil·onment from wanton destruction such as thai created by
mountain top mining. Such acthity negatively impacls the surrouttding valleys and streams, tmd

1-10

native wildlife, and threatens the safety of the surrounding water supply.
Plea.<re do not weaken any of the current regulations that restrict mining and particularly mountain
top removal. Further, tho draft. EISon mountaintop removal needs to he rewritten to limit the size
of valley fills that bury streams and foul our precious water supply.
Further. the draft EJS should uphol(l and
activities to disturl.> areas within 100

current rules that make it illegal for mining

1-7
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Thanks for your consideration in protecting the public from the harmful effecr. of irresponsible
mining activities.
Phil Triolo
148 S. 1200 E.
Salt Lake City, Uf 84102
++++++++ ....+++++~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-++++++4--++++++++++++-++..ow-++
+++...!·'t"+

+-1-+++++

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you
didn't do than by the ones that you did do .. "
-Mark Twain
Phil Triolo
Phil Triolo and Associaies LC
www.philt.com
80 l 328 1996 phone
SOl 328 2399 fax
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0 1!06/2004 01 :30

To:

R3 Mounlaintop(igllPA

Subject: Please Stop Desttuctive Mountaintop Removal

Mining
PM

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,

I strongly nbject to the Bush administration plans to allow coal companies to destroy Appalachia
with mining practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests nnd bury streams. I urge you to

1-5

amend the EPA's drnft environmental impact statement to include tough restrictions on valley

fills that bury streams, tight limits on the number of acres
of forest that can be destroyed, effective protections for imperiled wildlife, and safeguards for
communities that depend on the region's n~~tursl resources for their .future. The Bush
administrstion's "preferred alternative" ignores its own studies and proposes weakening
environmentsJ protections and allowing accelerated damage. Please amend
the draft EIS immediately to limit tuining damage nnd protect our plnnet for everyone.

1-10
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Sincerely,

Ellisa Valoe
20501 S. Tranquility Lane
Oregon City, OR 97045
ellisa@claritycom.com

Suppomi-

AMER!CAN ACTION I'UND I'UR BLIND CHlLDRBN AND AD!JU'S
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Corey Vernier

Mary Vassalls
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Corey Vernier
<csxdash9@hotmail
.com>

To:

John Forren/R3!USEPA!US@EPA

cc:

Subject: Mountain Top Removal Comment
0 1/21!2004 0 l :21
AM

Dr. Forren,
I'm pleased to have a.n <>pportunity I<> voice my opinion on the developing situation
regarding mountain top removaltnining. At first glance, this technique is appalling...both
in scope, and in scale. I can understand tl1e economic reasons for resorting to mountain
top removal, due to the increasingly scarce nature of Appalachian coal seams, and the
growing utili:rAtion of low-sulfur content coal from mines in the Oreal Plains. But a line
has to be drawn across the path towards profitability of the mining companies who
practice this. Excavating shafts in mmmtains and open pit mining is one thing ...but totally
removing a mountain top, or a whole ridgeline, is on a t.otaUy different scale of natural
destruction.
The placement of removed material in an adjacent valley is equally destructive. For one,
its obviously the easiest and cheapest way of dealing with the material. The loose,
cohesionless nature ofthe valley fill lends to a very unstable slope. As the Massey Valley
slope failure of2002 demonstrated, these fills can collapse when exposed to excessive
amounts of rainfall, can11ing damage to houses downl!lream. The concept of rebuilding
ridgelines after the coal has been extnteted is totally infeasible, unless extreme care is
taken to compact the material in such a way that water seepage doesn't cause the ridge to
collapse. The possibility of damage to houses, businesses, and the environment is
monumental.

1-9

Just like many other industria that have risen and fallen, I believe thai mountain top
removal is the last desperate measure of mining in the Appalachians. Allowing an
increasingly destructive method used to extract a decreasing amount of coal reveals a
lack of common sense in regulating bodies, .namely the EPA. Will the Environmental
'Protection' Agency take respensibility for allowing the mining industry to wreck havoc
on ridgelioes when all the coal is gone and only the speils an: left? That sums up my
opinion on mountain top removal: a short-term solution to an inevitable depletion of coal
in the area, while totally disregarding the environmental repercussions that may be forced
onto the future generations ofthe region.
Thauk you for your time.
<'.m-ey V emier
Raleigh, NC
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Sue Vernier

monoculture of loblolly pine trees. Another 300,000 llcrt.'S of high-quality forest have been lost
to mining in the last len y!Wll. Tbeae lossesofblodiveuity coupled with the PfOPO.'""Iloss
from future mountain top mining and valley fill will be devastating. The cumulative losses have
not been taken into account in fhe DEIS. The global populations of neolropical migrants are at
risk.

----- Forwarded by David Rider/R3!GSEPNUS on 0 l/09/2004 02:49 PM ----Richard A Vernier
<rsavl@juno.com>
cc:
12/2912003 07:08

To:

Finally, the suggestion that mitigation could take place with reforestation defies logic. First, it
would be voluntary and would take years. The draft EIS stntes that ''as post-mined sites will
likely lack the requiremet1ts of slope, aspect and soil moisture needed for cove-hardwood forest
communities, it is unlikely that these particular communities e41n be re-estnblished through
reclamation".

R3 'vfountaintop@EPA

Subject: DE!S on Mountain Top MiningNalley Fill in

eastern U.S.

PM

7_3-2

7-3-3

Mining is a short-tenn benefit to local economies and once the coal is extraetod, the industry will
leave fhe region, However, if the scenic vistas and natural heritage of the area are preserved, an
economy buoyed by recreation and tourism would provide added value for generations to come.

December 29, 2003
Mr. John Perren
U.S. EPA (3EA30), 1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, l' A 191 03

Sue Vernier
RR2Box350
Princeton, IN 47670
812-385-5058

Dear 'vfr. l'orren:
Subject: DEIS on Mountain Top MiningN alley Fill in Appalachian region of eastern U.S.
Please accept this as my public comment on the subject DEIS. I request that it be re-written and
re-issued for public comment after environmental concerns are addressed and environmental
altematives included. Also, such coal mining practices should cease pending the finalization of
an EIS.
The DE!S was drafted as part of a settlement agreement over litigation filed by the West Virginia
Highlands Conservancy. F nviromnenlal altefllatives were to be included that would restrict or
reduce mountain top mining and valley fi II and these were in the original document. However,
the environmental altematives have been removed. This appears to be in violation of the
litigation agreement and will probably not survive a court challenge.
The planned coal mining will cause a projected loss of over 380,000 acres of mostly mature
deciduous forestland in Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia and Tennessee. The projected
mountain top removal and valley fill will have serious impact, which the DEIS chooses to ignore
or minimize, on a wide array of aquatic and terrestrial organisms. However, I would like to
direct my comments •-pecifically to the impact on migmtory, mature-forest bird species in the
region. including Cerulean Warbler, Louisiana Waterthrus!t. Worm-eating Warbler, Kentucky
Watbler, Wood Thrush, Yellow·throated Vireo and Acadian Flycatcher. (These are just some of
the birds affected.) The Cerulean Warbler ha.s been petitioned for listing under the Endangered
Species Act and is also on the U.S. FWS National List of Birds of Conservation Concern. This
forest-breeding bird prefers tidge tops within large block.s of mature forest and has suffered
drastic population declines over the last several decades. 11te core breeding range coinchles very
closely with the lour-stale mountain lop ruining areas.
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We have already lost about 200,000 acres of biologically rich hardwood forest in the
Cumberland Plateau in cast em Tetutcssoo, which have boon clearcut and replaced by a
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JeffWaites

Judith Walker

Date: 01/0812004 01:37:54 PM
In response to y()ut comment, sent on 1!6/()4 0:54
----Forwarded

OUR REMARKS TO FORWARDER ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Judith Walker
<jgwalker@worldne
To:
R3 Mounta:intop@EPA
t.att.nct>
cc:
Subject: draft eis comments - Appalachian

We ar.e forwarding an inquiry received via the Public-A<:cess e-mail
system.
Plea.<le respond directly to the original requestor:
mountaintops

eatcake@ bell south. net
Jeff Waites

12/31/2003 12:40
AJv1

Public Access
Headquarters Information Resources Center, opetated by ASRC Aerospace
·
·
Corp.
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, RW. (34041)
Washington, DC 20460
Pax: (:402) 566-0574

Dear Mr Forren,
As a US voter very concerned about the environment, I urge you to amend

this
draft environmental impact statement to better protect the Appalachian
mountains from destructi>'e mining practices. Please limit the ~tbility of
mining companies to destroy these precious mountains.

1-9

Sincerely,
Judith Walker
630 E. 14 St. #2
New York, NY 10009

REQtJE.''lTOR'S ORIGINAL COMMENT WAS AS FOLLOWS:
Please do everything you can to stop the blowjng off of mountaintops
for
mining purposes; it's long past the time for this practice to be
outlawed.
Thank you for your help with this matter. Jeff Waites 675lnteilo;t
Rd.
Irondale, Alabama 35210 205 9519657

David Rider/R'l/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM-----
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Item# 2004010352.
Name: Jeff Waites
Email: eatcake@bellsooth.net
Phone Number:
Fax Number:
Organization:
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Bruce Wallace

6 January, 2004
Mr. ,lohn D. Ferren, 3EA30
USEPA Region 3
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia. PA 19103·2029

k) The document is replete with etatement11 such as protecting "high value" aquetic systems;
yet, no biological inventory is being required in merry if not most cases- so how are they
going to recognize a "high value" aquahc system?
.
.
I) Several of the techniCal studies in the EIS point to enhanced enwonmental protection
(cumulative impact on downstream organisms and chemistry) and less human impact
(reduced flooding). Less disruption with smaller flUs, are not considered as they are not
in the best interest of the mining companies.
m) Among the above, selenium concentrations, a bad actct in aqueflc ecosystems (see
attached review), whose concentrations exceeded EPA safe drinking water standards in
66 oases, and contaminates and bioaccumulates In downstream food che1ns, 1s largely
1gnored It is incredulous that this is not even mentiOned m the Executive Summaryr
n) It IS painfully obvious that much of the concerns of the EPA's own scientists were largely
ignored.
o) It is also clearly evident that the concerns of many citizens living in the MTR/VF study
areas have been ignored.
p) In order to achieve a completely balanced approach, tt is probably unwise to have those
agencies conduct an EIS that are the same agencies sUbject to initial lawsuits over the
MTRIFV issue. Reeding through the executive summary and most of the EIS, and
comparing it with some of the technical informa!Jon, it is clear that this report should have
been commissioned through independent groups such as a joint study between the
National Academy of Science, and the National Academy of Engineering. As such and
as it stands now this entire process Is seriOusly flawed.

Dear John
I am attaching my review of the mountaintop removal/valley fill (MTR/VF) draft EIS which is
enclosed as an attached document. Reading through the document and comparing the EIS with
the technical studies, one gets the impression the! rather than the promised goals of enhancing
environmental protection resulting from MTRNF activities were not achieved The purpose of
this EIS. as presently constructed, seems to have the objective of making the parmitting of coal
mining eas1er When I first started wrth thrs work 1n 1999, the mining operations were called
MTRIVF Now in this draft of the EIS they have all been changed to mountaintop mining
.
(MTMNF), which historically has been the lexicon of the mining companies· not the public
environmental groups or most agencies. Thus, I rest my case as to who rnftuenced what on th1s
draft EIS.
I also have problems with the alternatives chosen in the Executive Summary and In the
document In many instances. several factors pointed out that smaller and restrtcted size of fills,
would resu~ in enhanced public protection, enhanced public safety, and enhanced environmental
protection The alternatives recommended really bOiled down to the cheapast method to mine
the coal, not long-term questions abOut the eventual fate of the people or the environment of the
Thus. I have many problems with this EIS, which I go into in depth in the attached review.
problems are centered about several major points, as follows:
a) The document is full of promises with little or no supporting documentation on or how
those promises will be fulfilled - only very vague generalizations.
b) Several of the main chapters in the EIS show lack of scientific knowledge on the pert of
the wnters or inaccurate and misleading statements and/or wording.
c) When mention is made of environmental demage resulting from MTRNF mining it is
done with extremely evasive and ambiguous wording in what appears to be a deliberate
attempt to deceive any uninformed reader.
d) The lack of a direct approach, clouds scientWic data with ambiguity and is extremely
annoy1ng.
e) The Executive Summary. as well as the entire document, ignores many key scientific
facts and in fact is often a rehesihing of vague promises based on vague generalities in
the EIS. The details of how these vague promises of Future work (who, how, when,
where) are missing 1n the mein EIS.
f) There must be more speiUng out of how, who, whet. when and where rather than vague
Qerneralities and less cross citing of chapters when referring to these indistinct promises
g)
document is replete with statements about mitigetion, without giving any details
about who, how, whet. and by what processes mitigation rs to be assessed. Is there any
evidence of any scientific study on any aquatic mitigation performed in conjunction wrth
MTRNF in the pest? If so it needs to presented in this EIS.
.
. ,
h) There are excessive promises of best management practroes (BMPs) WJthout grv1ng any
evidence of whet those are in this EIS. They should be provided here and now - not
some vague promises of what will be done.
The document is replete with statements such as protecting and maintaining stream
functions; yet, not one Federal agency associated with this EIS has ever assessed or
proposed to assess stream functions (e.g, nutrient cycling, decomposition, production,
etc.) associated with MTRIVF mining to my knowledge
J) Many times examples are given of assessing stream functions by the COE. if they are
referring to the Eastern Kentucky Stream Protocol, then it should be in one of the
Appendices of this draft EIS and available for fuU public scrutiny.
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John, finally 1 musl ask that my name not be listed in thts document as reviewing this . .
document. As it stands. I would be ashamed for the public, my colleagues and the screntrfic
community in general to think that 1offered even tactt approval to this document as lt is
presently constructed. 1trust that you find my attached comments useful toward another
draft of this EIS.
Sincerely,

1-5
J. Bruce Wallace
Professor of Entomology
and Ecology
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Comments on Coal Mining EIS by J. Bruce Wallace with suggestions for improving and
making changes.

see comments below: Appendix I, Cumulative Impact Studies page 24, on
about page 76 of this review below.

Executive Summary: This is where I have some of my most serious concerns. After
reading this section, I have serious doubts about the whole process of this EIS as
presently constructed. In order to achieve a completely balanced approach, it Is
probably unwise and unjustified to have those agencies conduct an EIS that are the
same agencies subject to the initial lawsuits. After reading through the executive
summary and comparing it with some of the technical information, it is clear that this
report should have been commissioned through an independent group such as a joint
study between the National Academy of Science, and the National Academy of
Engineering. As the executive summary is presently framed, it Is painfully obvious that
much of the concerns of the EPA's own scientists were largely Ignored. One wonders If
the person or persons responsible for this summary even read the scientific studies, the
most important of which are burled In a 34cm high stack of appendices. Despite these
serious flaws In the entire process of this EIS, my detailed comments are as follows.

Page ES-2, third paragraph -Shouldn't you point out that unemployment, poverty, and
out migration out of the study area are not only well above the national average, but
also above the state average for the mining counties in contrast to the non-mining
counties? Somewhere a detailed socioeconomic study should be conducted by an
independent outside group appointed by the National Academy of Sciences that
considers both long-term and short-term effects of mining activities on communities.
Page ES-3, under technical studies, note these sentences in third paragraph down- "As
a result, natural succession by trees and woody plants on reclaimed mined land (with
intended post-mining land uses other than forest) was slowed. Better reclamation
techniques for growing trees on mined lands now exist and are being promoted. • First,
this gives the misleading interpretation that forests are returning. Read section III .B·17
"Planting trees on mined land" makes it quite clear that this is not occurring. (Note
page 12 in Handel's Report Appendix E - "We are yet to see evidence that the Or/gina!
community has or will retum to these seriously degraded landscapes." Note also the
problems mentioned in the following paragraphs of Handel's report). The EPA should
promote a long-term recovery study to get some idea on any potential forest recovery
under different conditions. Some of the initial phases could be done by sampling valley
flits of different ages.

4-2

Executive Summary:
In general, scientific data are largely burled or glossed over In the executive summary
which falls to expose the full extent of some of the more serious problems such as th~
extent of environmental degradation, Including long-term problems with water
chemistry, aquatic assemblages, as well as lack of potential for forest recovery. These
well-documented and serious environmental problems are buried in a stack of
appendices that are 34cm In height. A much shorter and more direct summary of these
environmental insults should be included in the executive summary and not dismissed
with evasive wording such as "questions still remain", "appeal'S', "continue to
evaluate', etc. Although the word environment In some form Is mentioned some 40
times In this executive summary, with wording such as "minimizing adverse',
"enhance', etc., etc., there's really not a lot of solid Improvements laid out in this EIS
other than vague promises.
Page ES-2, second paragraph- if these measurements of stream miles were made from
a USGS topographic map (1:24000) then they represent a large underestimate of the
stream miles in the region. For example, Luna Leopold (1994) noted in his book "A
View of the River", "blue lines on a map are drawn by nonprofessional, low-salaried
personal. In actual fact, they are drawn to flt a rather personalized aesthetic"
(Attachment #1). Furthermore, Leopold (1994) gives examples shOwing that "if actual
channels are mapped on the ground {rather than a USGS 1:24,000 map}, a far larger
number will be found than those discerned on a published map". One of the items
needed for the study area is a much better documentation of stream length in areas
that are proposed for mining. Or, are you referring to the method used in the

Page ES-3, second bullet "More spedes of Interior forest songbirds occur in forest
unaffected by mining than forest edge adjacent to reclaimed mined land. GrtJssland bird
spedes are more predomin817t on reci8Jmed mines. Slmllarly,amphibi817s (salamanders}
dominate unaffected forest, wherei!JS reptiles (snakes}occupy the recl8tmed mined
lands. Small mammals and raptors appear to tnhtlblt both habitats. "This wording is
indirect and somewhat "evasive wording" compared to more direct statements on
UI.F·7. Should read: "There are fewer species of forest songbirds on mined areas
compared to un·mlned areas and grassland birds replace forest species. Most
amphibians (primarily salamanders) are replaced by reptiles (snakes) on mined lands.
Small mammals and raptors apparently inhabft both forest and mined areas, but the
overall affect of mining on these two groups has not been adequately assessed. "
Page ES·3, bottom of page, again, see Leopold statement above- 1200 miles represent
an underestimate and as I recall these estimates were made several years ago from
blue lines on USGS topographic maps which fail to show most first order streams (1999
I think). Furthermore, note the diverse aquatic assemblages in streams destined for
burial, although such streams generally do not appear on USGS topographic maps in "A
Survey of Eight Major Aquatic Insect Orders Associated with Small Headwater Streams
Subject to Valley Ails from Mountaintop Mining" in Appendix D, Part 2. Thus we are
losing valuable aquatic habitats that are not even being considered in the above
estimates of stream loss.

5-7-4

cumulative impacts study in Appendix I? If so, please read my comments
about deleting a certain area, i.e. <30 acres, as having a headwater stream
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Top of page ES-4. Agatn, as noted above, It should be clearly stated these are large
underestimates and many miles of streams are being lost with valuable aquatic
assemblages that are not being considered In these estimates.
Page ES-4, second bullet, again no mention is made of the diverse aquatic fauna
associated with the smallest of these headwater streams, i.e., as pointed out in "A
Survey of Eight Major Aquatic Insect Orders Associated with Small Headwater Streams
Subject to Valley Fills from Mountaintop Mining" in Appendix D, Part 2.

Page ES-4 "Streams In waterslleds below valley fills tend to
These flows are more p81'$iSttmt than compMBIJie
wt!ll~rs:hetfs.S"tre<fms with
flUs are generally tess prone to higher runoff than unmlned areas during most lowfrequtJncy storm events/ however, this phenomenon appears to revll!rse /tsll!lf during
larger rainfall events. •

5-7-4
6-4-4

Page ES-4, third bullet, I agree that the Chemistry Technical Study is not put together
very welt, (see comments on that section below). But it is not accurate to say,
that mined areas are characterized by an Increase in minerals - there is a
very large increase in ions, which leads to ridiculously high conductivity, as
well as severe water quality problems. The US EPA's water quality studies
found stream water chemistry parameters below valley fills were elevated
for a number of parameters compared to streams draining un·minded areas.
For example the ratjg of ffl!ed I un-njned sites: Sulfate= 41x greater; Calcium,

Magnesium, total hardness= >21x greater; Total dissolved solids= >16 x greater;
Condductlvity, alkalinity, Potassium= 5·9x greater; Selenium= 7.8x greater and had a
me ian value of 11.5 ~tQ/L below fills. The US EPA's on safe drinking water standards
are only 5 pJ;)/L and - 66 violations (in excess of safe drinking water levels) of Selenium
were found. Note that these ratios are based on median values, and many values are
much worse than I have presented here. Why is no mention of these very severe

ES - several locations - Flooding is inadequately discussed in the EIS ExecutiVe
Summary: and it should be included following as a reason to limit size of fills: "These
results indicate the largest draJna{}ll! area (Habet Westrldge Valley FIJI) with the highest
percentage area disturbed had the greatest increase in peak flow from pre-mining
conditions. The results also indicate that the smallest drainage area (samples valley Fill
#2) with the smallest percentage area disturbed hi!ld the lowest Increase In peak flow."
{Section III. G-4). Is public safety not a concern? If public safety is a concern,

5-5-4

why was it Ignored under the proposed alternatives? This should also be
considered under cumulative Impacts.

ES - and energy needs the paragraphs on page IV.A-5 provides some information
about importance of coal to energy needs, based on those paragraphs I gather: So the
loss of these reserves would not have an immediate, Irreversible effect on energy
production because sufficient reserves exist elsewhere? Why Isn't this in the executive
summary? At least mention what the coal reserves are in other regions compared to
Appalachian reserves within the MTR/VF area.

problems, as well as the potential long-term effects on downstream water
supplies? Our potable water supplies have the potential to be harmed many years

into the future because of large increases in concentrations of several chemicals as
recently found by the US EPA below valley fills. Surety, this deserves, adequate
treatment in the executive summary. This is potentially extremely harmful to the health
of both humans and animals in both the short-term and long-term.
Page ES-4, third bullet, ditto above comments, the comments about macroinvertebrates
are in accurate and unclearly presented It Is stated much more clearly by the EPA
Report from Cincinnati (by Fulk et al.). "77Je consiStently higher stream biological
integrity score~ as measured by the 1-W stream condition Index, showed that streams
below filled sites have lower biotic Integrity than sites without valley lflls. Furthermore,
streams below fills had fewer taxa, which was primarily attributed to reductions in
pollution sensitive taxa. Although it is clear that streams below fills have reduced
biological integrity, some questions remain about how these Impacts vary with time,
additional fill~ or Influence the genetic diversity of animal populations. Only one bllsln,
Twentymlle Creefv contained sites where seasonal values (autumn) for biological
integrity were good and these collections were associated with a severe drought."

5-4-4

This should be restated more directly, as follows: "Streams draining valley fills tend to
have greater and more persistent base flow due to the lower evapotranspiration from
deforested regions. During small storms streams draining valley fills usually have less
runoff than those draining unmlned areas. However, the available evidence suggest
that streams draining valley fills have greater runoff than those of unmined areas
during large storms."

17-1-4

There is a much more serious matter relating to hydrology that is not
mentioned in the executive summary. Note In Appendix H (flooding
studies), Under Exec. Summary Comparison of stream characteristics in small gaged,

unmined and valley-filled catchments .....on page 3, that runoff is 1.75 X greater per unit
surface area from mined than unmined catchments. This difference should be
noted under any mention of hydrology in the executive summary.

9-3-4

Furthermore, this means that downstream areas are going to experience
increased downstream loading of elevated chemicals mentioned in the above
paragraph. This needs to be mentioned in the executive summary.

Page E5-4, "Wetlands are, at tlrnes Inadvertently and other times intentionally, created
by mining via erosion and sediment control structures. These wetlands provide some
aquatic functions, but are {}ll!nersl/y not of high quality." Wetlands are such a small
amount of this entire subject matter, and play such a minor role, why are they even

5_3-4
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mentioned here in lieu of all of the other important aspects that are not even
discussed?

any stream functions whatsoever, and it Is erroneous to pretend it
measures stream functions. A formal review of this protocol will follow
with a week.} The COE would be the lead f!J{}ency for ESA consultatiOn on aquatic
reSDurces {This should be either the EPA or FWS, not the COE}. and the

Page ES 4, " The extraction of coal reserves In the study area could be substantially
lmpaetl!d If fills are restricted to small watersheds. The severity of Impact to coal
recovery correlates with the magnitude of the fillllmttattons and Site·specif!c and
opemtiOnal factors." Why not rephrase as follows to state exactly what you intend
to say rather than use the evasive wording: "In spite of increased

SMCRA agencies would coordinate with l'w.5' on aquatic and terrestrial speCies would
defer to, or conditiOn decisions on attain/nih the requisite CWA Section 404
approval.
would consider rulemaking so that the stream buffer zone would be inapplicable to
excess spoil diSposal in Wiilters of the 1./.S. would fin81tze excess spoil provisions to
include minimization and alternative analysts more consistent with those under the
CWA. Cross·program actions include rulemaking,· continued research on MTM/VF
impacts, Improved datiJ collectton, sharing, and analysis; development of Best
Management Practices (BMP) {again, development of BMPs are promised
many times in this EIS without any evidence to support BMPs.} and
Advance Identification (ADID) evaluations; and agency coon:linatton
memotiallzecl by such mechanisms as Memoranda ofAgreement to further mtntmtze
the adversli! effects on aquatic and terrestrial resources and protect the public

11-8-4

environmental protection obtained from small fills, we think it is more
Important to mine coal and Ignore any environmental impact".

Furthermore, Why is the foUowing conclusion which show the degree of
impact on size of fills (Yuill's study Appendix G) Ignored?" The various levels
of constraints for potential future mining do strongly impact the proximity of rum!
residents to potential mining areas with the unconstrained and slight constraints
scenarios impacting almost double of number ofpopulated areas than the most
constrained scenario."

10-2-4

{SpecificaUy, how are these promises going to minimize adverse effects
on aquatic and terrestrial resources and protect the public? Other than
vague promises here and there in this EIS, no concrete evidence is
provided. If they are provided cite chapter and page.}.

Page ES-4, under actions and alternatives, • The objective of the coordinated
program Improvements considered is to lntegriilte application of the CWA and
SMCRA to enhance environmental proti!Ctton assoclatl!d with MTM/VF operations
(Really? The message one gets from reading most of this document is to
make permitting easier, without any evidence of enhanced environmental
protection). The CWA/SMCRA program Improvements envisioned include more

detailed mine planning and reclamation; clear and common regulatory definitions;
development of Impact thresholds where feasible; guidance on best management
practices; {BMPs are mentioned many times In this EIS, without any
supporting development of BMP policies} comprehensive baseline datiJ
collection; careful predictive impact and altemattve analyses, including avoidance
and minlmizatton; and appropriate mitigation to offset unavOidable aquatic impacts.

ES.6, under Action Alternative 2 (preferred) "OSM would apply functional stream
assessments to determine onsitl! mitigation. n {See above comments concerning
functional assessment as none of these agencies have ever addressed
stream functions in the MTR/VF area, or have experience in doing so.
Furthermore, the eastern KY stream protocol is not a functional
assessment.} The COE would make case-by-case decisions as to NWP or IP
processing. {Based on what? Who decides? What proportion of NWP vs IP
do you envision, spell it out without vague wording.} Mitigation of
unavoidable aquatic Impacts would be required to the approprfatl! level. {See
comments throughout these cases relating to mitigation, who decides,
who •valuates, and how are they •v~tluated - spell it out without ngue
proml$8s.} These actions would serve to further minimize the adverse effects on
aquatic and terrestrial resources and protl!ct the public. {Ditto above comments
about this same stat•ment.} My review of the Eastern Kentucky Stream
Protocol will be sent within the next week.

5-8-4

{Again, appropriate mitigation is mentioned multiple times in this EIS,
without ever mentioning who evaluates, how mitigation Is evaluated,
etc.} The EPA, CO£, and OSM propose to promulgate regulations and develop

policies or guidance as necessary to estiJblish an intl!grated surface coal mining
regulatory program to minimize environmental impacts from MTM/VF. "{But< this
Is the EIS, why are promises still being made after over 3 years without
clear-cut examples? Please cite pages and examples where these
appear.}
~tny

E5-6, under "1./nder Action Altematfve 1, COEwould require mitigation of
unavoidable aquatic impacts either through on-site replacement of aquatic functions
or by in·kind, off-sltl! watershed Improvement projects within the cumulattve impact

area. {ditto numerous questions about mitigation below and above.
Furthermore, the COE Protocol for Eastern Kentucky does not measure

14-2-4

ES-6, Action Alternative 3, ditto same comments as made for action alternative
1 and 2, above.

14-2-4

ES-7, bullets, "As described in more detiJil in the {)raft EIS, the Federal and/or stat/!
agencies cooperatively would:"

5
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• develop guidance,polictes,or lnstftllte rulemaklng for consistent definitions of
stream characteristics, as well as field methods for delineating those cllaracteristJcs.
(Where are these described in this EIS? I cannot find them in the 34 em
stack of materiels? If they are present cite the location end pege)
•continue to evaluate the effects of mountaintop mining on stream chemistry and
biology.

documents, you should clearly cite where each of these promises are
developed In this EIS.}
• based on the otJtcome of ongoing informal consultation, Identify and Implement
program changes, as necessary and appropriate, to ensure that MTM/VF Is carried
out In full compliance with the Endangered Species Aa. {Whoa, where in this
EIS are any procedures for compliance with the Endangered Species Act
required, since In most cases no biological Inventory Is required?

{Ditto, this is not described in this EIS, how, who, when and where?}
• continue to wor* with states to further refine the uniform, science-based protocols
for assessing ecological function_, making permit decisions and establishing
mitigation requirements. {There Is no protocol for assessing stream function

• in Alteml!ltives 1 and ,Z EPA i!lnd the COE would conSider designating l!lreas
generally unsuitable for fill, referred to as Advanced Identification of 0/spos.ill Sites
(ADJD). {Again if no biological inventory Is required how would any ADID

14-1-4

described in this EISI Surely, you are not referring to the E. KY Stream
Protocol? No function is being measured In that protocol. You cen not
come up With a protocol for assessing stream function, this has to be done
by direct measurements and I am unaware of any direct measurement of
stream ecosystem functions done In association with this EIS. Throughout
this document, if the E. KY Stream Assessment Protocol is being referred
to as assessing stream functions, then it must be included es part of this
EIS.} Ditto, previous remarks that my review of the Eastern Kentucky
Stream Protocol wiH be sent within the next week.

8-1-4

be lndentlfied?}
•In Alternatives 2 and ~the i!lgencies would develop a joint MTM/VF application form.
ES-7 & 8, "The COE would:"
• continue to refine and calibrate the stream assessment protocol lor each COE
District where MTM/VF operations are conducted to assess stream conditions and to
determine mitigation requirements as part of the permitting process. {ditto

comments above and below about the stream assessment as well as
mitigation.}
• compile data collected through applicat:lon of the assessment protocol along with
PHC, CHfAt antidegradation, NPD~ TMD4 mitigation projects, and other
information into a GIS database. {What purpose would these data serve other

• continue to assess aquatic ecosystem restoration and mitigation methods for
mined lands and promote demonstration sites. {Continue to assess? This

Implies some assessment has been made to date? Where Is such an
assessment In this EIS?}

than being compiled, i.e. what action will be taken?}
• use these data to eVi!lluate whether programmatic "bright-line "thresholds, rather
than case-by-case minimal individual and cumulative lmpaa: determinations, are
fei!lsible for CWA Section 404 MTM/VF permits. {We went through this "brlght-

• Incorporate mlt/gi!ltfon/compensatfon monitoring plans Into SMCRA/NPDES permit
inspection schedules and coordinate SMCRA and CWA requirements to establish
financial/lability (e.g. ,bonding sureties} to ensure that reclamation and
compensatory mitigation projects are completed successfully. {Who will do this,
how will they do it and when will they do it? Why has it not been done in

lineH threshold before, see the headwater stream study, Stout et al.,
AppendiX D, which clearly shows viable multiyear aquatic taxa In
extremely small headwater streams that do not even appear on USGS
topographic maps.}

the past? Can you cite one example where a mitigation project has been
assessed in any detail?}
• work with Interested stakeholders to develop a best management praa:ices (BMPs)
mi!lnual for restoration/replacement of aquatic resources. {Ditto, comments

14-2-4

"The OSM and/or the state SMCRA regulatory autholities would:"
• continue rule making to clarify the stream buffer zone rule and require fill
minimization i!lnd alternatives analysis. {Give an example of how you propose

14-2-4

above and below about BMPs - this EIS is replete with statements such as
this without giving any concrete examples or evidence.}

to clarify the buffer zone rule and where, i.e., chapter or appendix it
appears in this EIS?}
• In conjunction with the PHC, CHIAt and hydrologic reclamation plan, apply the COE

• evaluate and coordinate current programs for controlling fugJtfve dust and blasting
fumes from mountaintop MTM/VF operations, i!lnd develop BMPs and/or additional
regulatory controls to minimize adverse effects, as appropriate. {Who, how, and

stream assessment protocoi to consider tile required level of onslte mitigation for
MTM/VF. {What hydrologic reclamation plan? Where does It appear in this

when and ditto comments about BMPs.}

EIS, and ditto numerous comments about mitigation above and below.}

• develop guidelines for calculating peak discharges for design precipitation events
and evaluating flooding risk. In addition, the guidelines would recommend
engineering techniques useful in minimizing the risk of flooding. -{Who will do
this? Surely USGS? I cannot find examples in the 34 em stack of

• devt!Jop guidelines identifying state-of-the-science BMPs for selecting appropriate
growth media, reclamat:ion techniques, revegetation species, and success
measurement techniques for accomplishing post-mining land uses Involving trees.

{This Is also mentioned on IV.C-1, but where are examples of the
7
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promised guidelines? Since this ls the EIS, these guidelines should be
evident.}

increased permits (4,400 acres) following the overturn of Judge Haden's
decision. What sizes of fills are they permlttln!l in KY?

The EPA would:
* develop and propose, as appropriate, criteria for additional chemicals or other
pe:_ratmete:; (e,gz!j"!;'!'';.~'.!_nd{lcators) that thWOllthld support a modfflcatlon of existing
s.a e J1.17..,r qua"'r .,.anualf.IS.
agree w 1
11 especially selenium,

5_5_4

1

ES-9, second paragraph, "Alternative 1,2 and 3 build upon existing "best science
methods for chi!1ractertZing aqlii!ltic resources. {Specifieally, where are these

conductivity and include tests of bioaccumulatlon of selenium in food
chains.}

113-2-4

n

best science methods described in this EIS? Please provide chapters and
pages.} The goa/is to bring stakeholde~ as well as state and Federal agencies,
together to establish common criteria and science-based methods for determining
baselines, impacts, and mitigatiOn requirements. "{Specifically where are these

The Fw.S' would:
• continue to work with Federal and state SMCRA and fish and wildlife agencies to
implement the 1996 Biological Opinion iilnd streamline the coordination process.
{What is the 1996 Biological Opinion and how are they supposed to

described in this EIS, they should be plainly stated as to approaches and
what Is proposed within this document. Please do so.}

8-1-4

streamline the process? Don't you mean really do a rush job within a
short time frame?}

6-6-4

ES-9, third paragraph, "Better stream protection from direct and indirect effects
would result from Improved characterization of aquatic resources; ... {How Is the
h

• work with agencies to deveiop species-specific measures to minimize incidental
takes of T&E species. {Shouldn't the word be avoid rather than minimize?}

characteriution of aqtNitic resources going to improve stream protection?
This statement is followed by evasive wording such as can be, may, and
may recluee, which do not really do mueh to support how the process of
"characterization" is going to improve the protection.}

ES-8 last paragraph, • These changes Include, but are not limited to:
finalization of rule-making by EPA and the COE to define "fill n material {Doesn't

this need to be revised based on December 2003 decisions?};
reauthorization by the COE of NWP 21, requiring case-by-case evaluations {This is
an Important point, but inside the main EJS I could find no hint as to how
the case by case evaluations will work, where Is this spelled out In this
document }and compensatory mitigation {Here, we go again, who, how and
where with regard to mitigation, evaluations, methods, etc. are simply not
developed in this EIS and they should be.}; increased focus on enhanced

ES-9, fourth paragraph, • ... COE functional stream assessment protocol.."{Again,
this protocol does not assess ctream function, and no where in this
MTR/VF process Is there any evidence that any government agency has
measured a functional process occurring in these streams.} "Section 404
permits WOtJ!d identify high-functiOning streams.... {Ditto, how are you going to
measure a "high-functioningn stream when no functions have ever been
measured? Nor, are functions measured In your E. KY stream protocol. See
below for a fist of some stream functions. By the way, what is a highfunctioning stream and how do you distinguish it from a low-functioning
stream based on true measures of ecosystem function?} Ditto my
previous remarks a review of this E. KY Stream Protocol will be sent
within the next week.

12-2-4

N

baseline data collection and monitoring of biological and chemical aspects of aquatic
resources by the agencies; {Again, sounds good but not developed in the EIS,
where is this spelled out other than promises?} implementation of state
policies regarding approximate original contour that maximizes backfill and
minimizes excess spoil; development of stream delineation policy, {Who, how and

when for stream delineation? If this is the EIS, one would think this
would be described in this document.} commercial forestry regulations, surface

ES-10, second paragraph, "Enhanced assessments would reduce the CtJmulative
adverse Impacts of MTM/VF through more environmentally-protective designs

water runoff analysis and blasting ... promotion of reforestation by OSM and the
states; and development of a post mining land use policy by OSM." {Since these
practices have been going on for well over a decade why has this not been

{Explain how asMSSments will be enhanced, cite chapter and pagec here.
Also, how will the act of "enhanced assessment" alone improve more
protective designs?}; enhanced compensatory mitigatiOn that emphasizes onsite
reclamation and restoration of degraded streams within a watershed {ditto,
numerous comments above and especially below about the extensive use
of mitigation without concrete examples contained In this EIS.}; identifying
and developing best management practices for restoring flQuatlc functions impacted
by mining; {ditto, comments above and below about the replete use of

done previously?}
ES-9, top paragraph, ·~ .. resource agencies, and coal market influences, there has
been a reduction in the size and number of valley fills that have been permitted
annually since the initiation of this EIS in 1998. #Doesn't this statement need to
be rewritten? According to "Coal Age Magazine" in July 2003, there were

14-1-4

13-1-4

9-3-4
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BMPs in this EIS, without any supporting data} and InclusiOn af improved
techniques to grow trees and mare quickly restore mined land to /:tetter terrestrial
habitat {see eomments about this below}. Agencies would continue to Identify
better practices to reduce fugitive dust and fumes from mining, and thus, reduce
Impacts to adjacent communities. Flooding would be reduced by improved mining
design, flood analysis, arret In the longer term, restoring the post mining land use to
trees. "{I agree, if forests ean be restored this would reduee flooding, but

• technology transfer to IdentifY the best practices redamatfcn techniques available
to avOid ar minimize aclverse environmental fmpat:ts {Please cite Chapter and

page numbl!rs wher• this is dearly spelled out in the EIS.};

19-2-4

19-3-4

and,
•communication among stakeholders and regulators. {Ditto above eomments,

chapter and page numb•rs please.}

the EIS falls to give examples of restored forests on valley fiHs to date.}

As an added commentary, in the Exeeutive Summary, I found many
grandiose statements that were apparently being addressed in this EIS,
but when I tried to trac:k down the details, I eould not find them in the 34
em high stack of documents. In some cases I found serious omissions or
misstatements that did not agree with the teehnic:al studies.

ES-10, third paragraph from top of page," The Memorandum ofAgreement (MOA)
and Reid Operating Procedures (FOP) proposed by the act/on altematlves should
improve consistency, permit caordlnatlon, and reduce the processing time with a
logical, concurrent process. "{This seems to imply the objective of the EIS Is

not enhanced environmental protection.}
ES-11, "process would also facilitate select/on, Implementation and monitoring of
mitigation projects {Again, the entire process of mitigation, who, how and

when analyzed is simply not developed In this EIS and it should be In this
document. If it Is and I missed It please cite ehapter and pages here.} The
coordinated process and actions that make up the act/an alternatives could minimize
adverse environmental effects by enhancing the following:
•iclenti!icatlon of the environmental resources; {Where is this developed in the

EIS? Chapter and page numbers please.}
•predk:tton of environmental impacts; {Ditto eomments above about Chapter

12-2-4

and page numbers.}
•avoidance of special/high-value environmental resaurces; {It is unclear how this

will be done as in most eases there is no biologleal inventory required.
Please Explain?}
• clevetopment of operation plans that mitigate (i.e.avof4minimiz~avold,and
compensate)adverse environmental Impacts; {Ditto, this EIS Is replete with

mitigation without ever developing: how, when, who, and methods used
to evaluate mitigation.}
•consideration of the least damaging practfcable altematlve in fiU placement;

{Consideration, or implementation of the least damaging ? There Is a
difference.}
•minimization of excess spoil material/ {Minimization of excess spoil, how and
where is this described in the EIS, Chapter and page numbers please.}
•consideration of adverse cumulative environmental effects; {Where are these
considered? Some of those for stream invertebrates were treated as
"additive" and not cumulative (Appendix D, EPA Cincinnati Lab Statistleal
Study).}
• coordination of data sharing and analyses among key regulatory agendes to
provide more informed decisions under the respectfve programs; {Please cite

12-1-4

12-2-4

Chapter and page numbers where this is clearly spelled out in the EIS.}
11
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Comments on Main EIS
I-2 (Spelling of United under purpose of EIS)

in view of the chemical results and overall stream biology statistical
analyslt conducted by the Cincinnati EPA U.b.
I-5, last paragraph, I recommend that you give acreage of the fills, total amount of
forest lands effected, and miles of stream buried here, you should also mention that
these stream distances, if from the USFWS were taken from USGS topographic maps
which greatly underestimate the number and length of headwater streams (see
below as well).

l-3, top paragraph, "Coal mining activities Involve temporarily or permanently
diverting waters of the U.S. Into engineered channels for various reasons, including
mining coal beneath streams. " From the sites I have seen most changet
consist of permanently burying headwater ttreams; few sites are only
temporarily diverted.

I-6, "Also in 1997, EPA, COE, OSM, and FWS began meeting to discuss MTM/VF
throiJ{Jh an EPA Region Ill forum called the Federal Rcegulatory Operations Group. In
November 1998, the agencies signed a ''Statement of Mutual Intent, u agreeing to
study the Impacts from and regulatory controls on MTM/VF. This evaluatiOn plan
stated the following: .... Again, ditto some of my earlier comments, I think
this process suffert because it was done by Agencies within the Federal
Government that had vested Interests (litigation, etc) rather than by an
Independent outside group from the National Academy of Sciences and/or
Engineering.

1-3, "The agencies assumed, for the purposes of this Draft EIS, that impacts In the
study area would probably be at least as significant as Impacts in other areas- and
that the measures to address these impacts for the study area would be adequate
for other areas as well. Following the concluSion of the NEPA process for the issues
addressed, the need for additional evaluation would be assessed relative to other
coal mining activities affecting jurisdictional streams. " This is inconsistent with
some of the assumptions from the USGS hydrologic technical studies,
where you dismissed some of the results as being "atypical" from an
isolated waterthed.

I-3" The EIS considers information on the following: the cumulative environmentiill
Impacts of mounmlntop mining; (X really did not see where this was done, in fact,
when biological data from the EPA statistical study showed evidence of
cumulative Impacts, the scientists were told to change It to additive.) the
efficacy of stream restoration {and, the failure to demonttrate any tuccestful
examples); the viability of reclaimed streams compared to natural waters (In our
study of aquatic enhancement we did not see one example of a restored
stream, this is implying something that is incorrect.) i the impact that mining
and associated Hils have on aquatic life, wildlife and nearby residents; biological and
habitat analyses that should be done before mining begins; practtcable altematives for
In-stream placement of excess overburdeni measures to minimize stream filling to the
maximum extent practicable; and the effectiveness of mitigation and redamation
measures. u(Whoa, I raise this question several times below. When has
mitigation ever been evaluated, by who, when, how and where?)

Starting on page II.C-31 and much of the follOWing page of Alternatives: Much of this
starting on the above page and continuing through the remainder of the 11C
section of the main document seems to be filler, which provide minimal
information to the main document. For example, much of this is devoted to
rehashing existing laws and regulations, which have largely not been
enforced (and they could be put in appendices); or, filled with contradicting,
and/or erroneous statements, as well as ambiguous wording. For example, on
page lLC-37 below Stream Impairment: Paragraph one, • have the potential to
inf!uena!', under the second paragraph" may result in stream impairment
downstreatrl', under paragraph 3 aquatic communities downstream of fills" may be
impaired', under paragraph 4, certain chemical parameters" are sometimes elevated',
under the last paragraph "Some macroinvertebrate communities chan~..... such
wording • these are "eyastye words" The scientific evidence burled in the
appendices is clear; the language used is obfuscatory and inaccurate.

9-3-4

14-2-4

By the way, In section II.C, the "evasive-word", "potential" is used 48 times.
Page II.C-38 to II.C -42. Why are all these regulations put into the main EIS, surely If
anything goes to an appendix, much of this could.

H, "OSM has not viewed, appUed, or enforced the stream buffer zone (S8Z)
regulation to prohibit mining activities within the buffer ron~ if those activities
would have less than a significant effect on the overall chemistry and biology of
stream~ i.e., the overall watershed or stream below the activity. Well since
stream chemistry and biological conditions have never been effectively
evaluated until now how did OSM make their prior judgments? EspeciaUy
H

5-8-4

II. C-42 - Stream-biomonltorlng seems to missing from executive summary
and many of the altematiYes don't appear to require blomonitorlng for all
sites. The same could be said of the second paragraph here as well.

g
5- -4

I6-4-3
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II.C-43. Again, under 404 permits it is painfully obvious that biological

II.C-56 through 57. Section under SMCRA has tome statements that simply
seem contradictory from one paragraph to the next. For example at the

monitoring may not be required, In most cases It the latter. Furthermore,
any time one sees the statement on Individual case basis where aquatic life
impacts are concerned, the question must be asked: If no monitoring Is
required, how can you have any Idea on what valuable aquatic life may or
may not be present?
Also for individual states such as WV, does the USEPA have any requirement on how
any biological monitoring records are delivered to the WVDEP or maintained folloWing
their submission? As I recall from earlier conversations this is unclear, and those data
are often not well maintained. Who analyzes these data? It seems as if one
requirement should be to have those data be submitted electronically as well as a hard
copy. If the submission forms were in a standardized format it would be a valuable
record for long-term analyses. Furthermore, if those data were required and
maintained, then much of the present situation would not even be occurring.
II.C-43 through 44. It is difficult to believe that this entire section on chemical
measurements was written without singling out Selenium, which was clearly In excess
of the EPA's safe drinking water standards on some 66 occasions.
C-ll.C-44. Under Action 5: Again, see comments above for page 43 concerning

bottom of 56 the ttatement is made that no specific biological monitoring is
required under SMCRA and propotes that the COE sometimes requires the
COE "functional" stream assestments (although no functions are being
measured). Since these are usually at the family level, or at best genenth·c
level, there Is really not a biological inventory. Yet, in the paragraph at e
top of page 57 statet that "SMCRA regulations tpecifically provide details for
Identification and protection of unusually high value fish, wildlife, and
related resources. • Here't my question: Without having tome detailed prior
knowledge of the biota, how do the regulators propose to be able to assess
whether the habitat is of unusually high value? In this case the cart seems
to be ahead of the horse.

6-4-3

II.C-62-63. Under Cumulative Impacts. I ditagree that this EIS actually evaluated
cumulative effects of MTM/VF over time. It has evaluated HVeral individual
components but not cumulative effects over time. There if in Appendix G (as

I recall} as section on cumulative impacts, which Is ok, but far from being a
cumulative Impact study with hard data. As I stated in the introduCtion, this

5-5-3

biological monitoring data. We already know there are going to be impacts,
so exactly how is such data going to be used to avoid or mitigate such
impacts? Who makes these determinations and actually analyzes these
data? This needs to be more specific.

report should have been commissioned through independent groups such as a joint
study between the National Academy of Science, and the National Academy of
Engineering to assure that the assessment was being made by independent groups
rather that the same government agencies that are under litigation.

II.C-44. Under Action 6: Who makes the determinations outlined under the bulleted
portions of Action 6? See note below concerning the failure of any of the Federal
Agencies to measure what are stream functions. Likewise although they may promote
it as such the same goes for the COE functional assessment.

II.C-62-63. Under cumulative Impacts, second paragraph: "This estimate does not
include any reforeStation efforts following mining and timbering." This seems to

II.C-49 through 56. These pages are replete with stream functions and

Also II.C-62-63. Under Cumulative Impacts, second paragraph • Absolute limitations on
valley fill size would result In: 1) resetves typically accessible by larger mining
equipment becoming unminable; 1) more rapid depletion of resetves minable by smaller
equipment spreads; :J) increased competitive pressure on central Appalachian coal from
Powder River Basin, natural gas, or other imported/domestic coal sources; and 4)
resultant Increases In mining costs, drops in mining and related employment, decreases
In severance taxes, etc. [Appendix G]'. Well, what environmental economic•,

assessing loss of stream functions. Here are some stream functlont as would
be covered In an ecological context: 1) nutrient cycling (or spiraling) in streams
(includes uptake and release and processes such as denitrification and nitrification); 2)
transport and retention (particles, etc); 3) decomposition such as detritus processing;
4) organic matter dynamics (input, storage, retention, export); and, 5) Respiration, etc.

14-1-4

9-5-4

19-2-4

apply that a significant amount of reforestation Is occurring. Handel's report
in Appendix E, illustrates this is not occurring.

14-1-4

However, during my years associated with reviewing material for this EIS, I
cannot ever recall such a function being meatured in auoclation with mining
by any government agency. So what is really being evaluated here? If some
of the agencies involved with assessing fUnctions such as tho!le being
mentioned above it would be great and add greatly to our knowledge of and
any degradation resulting from mining or any improvements from mitigation.

11-9-4

tuch as natural resource regeneration (a healthy and renewable forest)r
ecosystem services (nutrient uptake and releate, impact on runoff and water
quality to downstream areas were contldered). How about long-term
economict of region when a healthy, livable environment Is destroyed,
population• migrate, etc. Why aren't these part of your economic analyses?
Every item above is centered around one thing: mining coal at the cheapett

15
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price: This really boils down to short-term economic gain for long-term environmental
degradation. However, the question should not be nHow can we extract coal resources
with the minimum expense and maximum short-term profit for the mining companies?"
but rather "How can we extract coal resources in a wise manner, which ensures longterm environmental integrity, productive forests, unburied and unpolluted streams, and
long-term productive economies for our children and grandchildren?" Compare the

II.D-3, third paragraph "771/s set of altematlves was reject:1!:4 In part, beuuse the
stream segment lnfi::Jrrrtatlon was only collected ln West llirglnia on a lfmfted number of
tributaries and may rKJt be representative nor statistically valid basis for a watershed
size surrogate. n Yet, under section III. D-6 and 7, chemical comparisons are

made outside the MTR/VF region in WV as wen as resuhltst?from an Ohio
study.......is this sel.etive inclusion and exclusion or w a

11-9-4

statements in this s.etion with the overall purpose of the EIS on page I-2.
This only adds to my opinion that this EIS should have been done by either a
committee appointed by the Nat. Acad. Scl. and/or Nat. Acad. Engr.

II.D·6, top paragraph, Again what functional measurements has the COE ever

made of .eosystem properties or stream functions as it relates to this EIS or
coal mining? None to my knowledge- see earlier comments concerning
function.

II.D-2. There are some real twisted and skewed perspectives contained in this section.
Quote page 2, " From a ecologiul standpoint, however, some stream segments in the
upper reaches of watersheds can be important aquatic habitats. Restricting fills to the
uppermost stream segments does not recognize the importance of some upper stream
segments as ecologically established aquatic habitats. Because existing data do not
establish a scientific basis for categorically limiting fills to specific stream segments, this
EJS proposes to continue individua~ site-specific data collection and study to evaluate
the ecological importance of upper stream reaches." This statement is twisted

II.D-6 Under cumulative Impact restrictions- to my knowledge only one
study co11.eted sufficient data to compar.e cumulative Impacts, some benthic
studies, otherwise what cumulative impacts have been investigated? Ate
you referring to those In Appendix I? These were more or less descriptive
thing• concerning amount of impacts, etc., with little actual measurement of
Impacts. Again, the Falk et. al. study does indicate some cumulative
downstream impacts on biota and I quote from USEPA Statistical Analyses of
Data (Falk et al. Appendix D part 2) as follows: "Examination of the Additive sites
from the malnstem of Twentyml1e Crel!k Indicated that impacts to the benthic
macrolnvertebrate communities Increased across seasons and upstream to downstream

jargon. Interpretation: Since streams exist that are undocumented on USGS
Topographic maps, which can have a diverse fauna and be important
.eological habitats, then it is ok to bury more of them by Increasing the size
of fills. By many accounts presented in this EIS, it Is erroneous to conclude
any consideration is being given to the ecological importance of headwater
streams as suggested in the statement at the end of this paragraph.
II .D-3, first 4 paragraphs. This reads as if restricting fills to 150 to 250 acres did not
show as a significant economic impact on coal reserves, as restricting fills to less than
75 acres. However this idea was rejected because we only collected the data from
West Virginia and it may not be representative. What kind of skewed logic is this?
Finally, what is meant by the following statement, which says environmental
studies did not provide a suitable basis for determining the indirect effect

__
5 74

of Twentymlle Creek. In the first sampling season one metric, Total Taxa, was
negatively correlated With distance aiong the mainstem. The number of metrlcs
showing a relationship with cumulative river mile Increased across seasons, With four of
the six metrtcs having significant correlatiOns in the final sampling season, Winter 2001.
Also in Winter of 2001,a regression of the W1I.5'G versus cumulative n·ver kilometer
estimates a decrease of approximately one point in the WIISG for each river kilometer.
Season and cumulative river kilometer in thiS dataset may be surrogates for increased
mining activity in the watershed. N The word additive seems weird this Is cumulative
and not additive -simply jargon as worded. Now that I read the material under
cumulative Impacts, I understand the motive but not the logic behind the requested
changes.

5-7-4

from valley fills could not be differentiated from other disturbances. This is
untrue b.eause: 1) Stream chemistry for several substances including
Selenium, conductivity, etc. is highly elevated below fills. 2) The EPA study
(Falk et al. Appendix D part 2) and statistical analyses of benthic data do
show impacts as noted by the following statement: " The consistently highsr
lil/ltSG scores and the Total Taxa in the Unmined sites relative to Ailed sites across Six

9-3 _2

Cumulative impacts are discussed to a degree in Index I: however, other than the
benthic studies above, not investigated. So how could the existing data show
cumulative impacts if the prerequisite studies were not done?

seasons showed that Filled sites have lower biotic Integrity than Sites without VFs.
Furthermore, reduced taxa richness In Ailed sites Is primarily the result of fewer
pol/ution·senslttve EPT taxa. H There .11 direct evidence of significant impact of

II.D-8- The top paragraph at the top of the page concerning dismissed
alternatives reads like gibberish and the explanation makes no sense. Please
r.eonstruc:t in plain uncompUcated English what you are trying to say.

fills on biota, chemistry, and hydrology.

II.D·9-The central paragraph, quoted below, is a gross misrepresentation of
the available data from the technical studies done In this study.

12-2-4

15-5-1
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"The chemical and biological studies conducted for this EJS and the stetistical analyses
of those studies document that streams with f;Joth valley fills and residences in their
watersheds appeared to be Impacted more than streams with only valley fills and no
residences in their watersheds. Biological conditions in the streams with only valley fills
represented a gradient of conditions from poor to very good; streams with valley fills
and residences were most impacted. Impacts could include several stressors such as
valley fills, residences, and/or roads. Therefore, a causal relationship betwee~ the
impacts and particular stressors could not be estiilblished with the available clilta.
Further, the £IS studies did not conclude that Impacts documented below MTM/VF
operations cause or contribute to significant degradation of waters of the U.S.[40 CFR
230.10(c)}.
1) How can Y<IU justify the above paragraph in view of the findings of

WIISQ for each river kilometer. Season and cumulative river kilometer In this dataset
may be surrogate9 for increased mining act/vity in the watershed. A causal
relationship between MTR/VF Is certainly strongly suggested.

III.C-1 Stream Classification: A measure of first order streams from a 1:100,000 scale
map seems ridiculous - Luna Leopold in his book, A View of the River1 points out
that at even 1:24,000 scale topographic map greatly underestimates the number of first
order streams, most of which do not appear on a map. Headwater streams are
often inadequately mapped. First order streams make up 48% of the total
river miles In the United States (Leopold 1964). However, maps of basin
networks are usually drawn at a scale of 1:24,000 or larger, which excludes
the smallest streams {Leopold 1994). Using the Coweeta Creek basin as an
example, over 98°/o of the total stream length Is unaccounted for on
1:500,000 scale maps (Table 1 ). Many of the smallest streams do not appear
on 1:7,200 scale maps. It is ironic that over 190 papers have been published based

H

greatly elevated chemistry, Including 66 violations of selenium
concentrations? One of the ongoing problems with the chemical studies is
that they haven't done statistical analysis as such.
2) How can you justify the above paragraph In view of the analyses of
benthic data from all sources carried out by the USEPA Statistical Analyses of
Data (Falk et al. Appendix D part 2) and directly quoted in the paragraphs
below?

"In generatstatfstica/ differences betvveen the Unmlned and Riled EIS classes
corresponded to ecological differences between classes based on mean IIYVSCI scores.
Unmined sites scored "very good in all seasons except autumn 1999 when the
condition was scored as "good ': The conditions at Riled sites ranged from "fi!lir "to
"good". However, Filled sites that scored ''good on average only represented
conditions In the TWentym!fe Creek watershed In two seasons (i.e., autumn 2000 and
winter 2001). These sites are not representative of the entire MTM/VF study area. On
average,Ff!led sites had lower
scores than unmined sites. n
"The consistently higher
scores and the Total Taxa In the Unmlned sites
relative to Riled sites across six seasons showed that Riled sites have lower biotic
integrity than sites without W:s. Furthermore, reduced taxa richness In Riled sites is
primarily the result of fewer pollution-sensitive E:PT taxa. The lack of significant
differences between these two EIS dasses in autumn 1999 appears to be due to the
effects ofgreatly reduced flow In Unmined sites during a severe drought. Continued
sampling at Unmined and Riled sites would Improve the understanding of whether
MTMM activities are associated with seasonal variation in benthic macroinvertebrate
metrtcs and base-flow hydrology. "
"Examination of the Additive sites from the matnstem of Twentymi/e Creek indicated
that Impacts to the benthic macroinvertebrate communities increased across seasons
and upstream to downstream of Twentymile Creek. In the first sampHng season one
met:rk; Total Taxa, was negatively correlated with distence along the mainstem. The
number of metrlcs showing a relationship with cumulative river mile incre1sed across
seasons, with four of the six metrtcs having significant correlations in the final sampling
season, Winter 2001. Also in Winter of 2001,a regression of the WIISC! versus
cumulative river kilometer estimates a decrease of approximately one point in the
H

5-7-5

on work completed in Coweeta headwater streams that do not exist according to
U.S.G.S. maps (Meyer and Wallace 2001). For the Chattooga River watershed in the
Blue Ridge Mountains of Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, only 50% and
75% of perennial streams were shown on 1:100,000 and 1:24,000 scale maps,
respectively (Hansen 2001 ). Almost none of the intermittent and ephemeral streams in
the Chattooga basin were drawn on either map. The USEPA should conduct some
ground measurements of some of these headwaters In the MTR/VF area and compare
these with topographic maps. Without this information, accurate assessment of miles
of stream impacted are not possible

5-5-1

H

III.C-2. 11th line from bottom of page- recommend deleting stagnant as these
streams are rarely "stagnant'.

wvsa
wvsa

III.C-6. Last line of page- delete balanced energy transport. This is not what
the Vannote et al. the paper is about.
III.C·ll, Biological components by processing course particulate organic
matter to more easily transported FPOM serve to primarily Increase
downstream fine organic matter transport (n<~t sediment per se). Ditto
comments In ecosystem enhancement proceedings.

5-6-4

III.C-13, Lentlc Non-flowing Aquatic Systems. Although there is no good distinctiOn
between lakes and ponds there certainly is a distinction between Lakes and Ponds
versus Impoundments (created by damson streams). On page III.C-14, second
paragraph, at top of page they seemed to be used Interchangeably.
III.C-19, last bullet, It should be emphasized: 1) that historically ponds were
exceptionally rare in the central Appalachians; 2) ponds created on mine sites provide
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unusual or rare habitats that may have been missing before mining activities; 3) thus
we do not know how indicative they are of disturbed versus undisturbed conditions.

15-6-4

III.D-5, under d, c, and f. All of these paragraphs are worded to Imply impacts
have not been clearly demonstrated. This is not accurate.. (d) Valley fill do
impact (not have the potential to) a variety of water quality parameters; (c)Valley fills
do alter flow regimes (not have the potential to); and, (f) Mining and associated valley
fills do alter (not have t11e potential to) stream chemistry. These should be far more

III.C-20, last statement, needs to be qualified, because I also said that
creating wetlands does not replace the value of streams before mining. (See

the proceedings of Aquatic Ecosystem Enhancement Symposium, Appendix
D, page 19).

direct statements than currently drafted.
III.D- entire section -The "evasive word: potential" occurs 36 times in this

III.D-1 to 2. Again, this Is somewhat misleading when the miles of streams
buried are discussed. For example the statement "Other uncertainties relating to the
accuracy of thiS estimate are presented in study. Only blueline streams from USGS
topographic maps ~+ere included in this evaluation. This study did not evaluate miles of
stream tilled that ~+ere not marked as blue/ine streams, nor was an estimate made for
the number of miles of streams mined through. This gives a misleading

chapter alone.
III.D-6 f.l. Under studies addressing chemistry why is no larger issue made of Selenium
anywhere in this report?
Selenium: is an essential nutrient at low levels of exposure. This inorganic chemical is
found naturally in food and SOils and is used in electronics, photocopy operations, the
manufacture of glass, chemicals, drugs, and as a fungicide and a feed additive. In
humans, exposure to high levels of selenium over a long period of time has resulted In
a number of adverse health effects, including a loss of feeling and control in the arms
and legs. EPA has set the drinking water standard for selenium at 5 ug/L (versus 11.7
observed below valley fllls, Table 1) to protect against the risk of these adverse health
effects. Drinking water that meets the EPA standard Is associated with little to none of
this risk and is considered safe with respect to selenium. (However, see following
paragraph.) The selenium data Indicate numerous violations of the West

5 _7-4

H

representation because of the diverse aquatic assemblages In streams
destined for burial, although such streams generally do not appear on USGS
topographic maps In "A Survey of Eight Major Aquatic Insect Orders
Associated with Small Headwater Streams Subject to Valley Fills from
Mountaintop Mining" In Appendix D, Part 2. And as explained above,
bluellnes on USGS topographic maps greatly underestimate miles of streams
burled. This is not addressed until the bottom of III.D-3.
III.D-2. second paragraph from bottom of page "viable aquatic communities that could
be!' should be changed to read "viable aquatic communities are lost" because all

5-5-5

Virginia stream water quality criterion related to MTM/Vf mining. During the
EPA study of water quality in 1999 to 2001 there were 66 violations of the
stream criterion exceeding Selenium water standards. All values above the
stream criterion of 5 ug/L were at valley fill sites and many of those are
several times greater than the detection limit of 3 ug/L. The elevated values of

16 1 4
- -

benthic data suggest loss of aquatic communities.

selenium appear to be closely related to MTM/VF mining activity.
Selenium is essential for life in very small amounts but is highly toxic in slightly greater
amounts (Lemly 1996, page 427). In 1987, the EPA lowered the recommended stream
water quality criterion for selenium to 5 ug/L to protect aquatic life. West Virginia has
adopted that same limit as their stream criterion. Selenium is strongly bioaccumulated
in aquatic habitats (Lemly 1996, page 435). "Waterbome concentrations in the

II!.D-4. under b.3. "It has not been determined if drainage structures associated With
mining can provide some benefits (i.e.; Increased flovvs at toe of tills, retaining drainage
structures) that could offset aquatic Impacts." Explain, what kind of benefits that

such as structure could offset in lieu of the massive chemical changes as well
as loss of stream habitat?
III.D-5, Top of page. "The extent to which energy loss may be of&!t by input from
redamation of the mine site and adjacent undisturbed areas ts unknown. Impacts that
this type of net energy "change" would have on the downstream aquatic environment is
uncertain and requires further investigation." This is like saying that burying the

low-ug/1 range can bioaccumulate In the food-chain and result in an elevated
dietary selenium intake and the reproductive failure of adult fish with little or
no additional symptoms of selenium poisoning In the entire aquatic system.
•••• The most widespread human-caused sources of selenium mobilization and
introduction into aquatic ecosystems in the U.S. today are the extraction and
utilization of coal for generation of electric power and the Irrigation of highselenium soils for agricultural production" (Lemly 1996, page 437). However,

5-5-4

stream and putting a sediment pond at the base of the fill that's ruining
downstream chemistry, may not be a bad thing. This is flawed logic.

Hamilton and Lemly (1999) have suggested that many effects on biota are documented
for selenium levels of 5 ug/L and the more appropriate level should be a water quality
criterion of 2 ug/l. Furthermore, Lemly (1999) has suggested that a selenium time
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bomb is in the making as a result of substantial Impacts on fish populations. The
effects of selenium on fish populations include the following from Lemly (2002):
Swelling of gill lamellae
Elevated lymphocytes
Reduced hemoglobin (anemia)
•
Eye cataracts as well as exopthalmus (popeye)
•
Pathological effects on liver
•
ReproduCtive failure
•
Spinal deformities

•
The potential of additional exposure to selenium of beef cattle, dairy cattle,
swine and poultry wastes production is apparently increasing.
Relatively small amounts of selenium have been shown to bioaccumulate in
the eggs of waterfowl and resulted In egg deformities."

Hamilton, S. J. and A. D. Lemly. 1999. Water-sediment controversy in setting
environmental standards for selenium. Ecotoxlcology and Environmental Safety 44:
227·235.
Lemly, A. D. 2002. Symptoms and implications of selenium toxicity in fish: the Belews
Lake case example. Aquatic Toxicology 57: 39-49.

The West Virginia Geologic and Economic Survey has information on selenium posted
on their website (http;/Jwww.wvgs.wvnet.edu/www/datastat/te/SeHome.htm). It
notes:
"Selenium occurs in coal primarily within host minerals, most within commonly
occurring pyrite...... An unpublished study at WVGES using SEM found selenium ... in
12 of 24 coal samples studied, mainly in the upper Kanawha Formation coals.....
Selenium in West Virginia coals averaged 4.20 ppm...... Coals containing the highest
selenium contents are in a region of south central WV where Allegheny and upper
Kanawha coals containing the most selenium are mined.... Selenium is not an
environmental problem in moist regions like the Eastern U.S. where concentrations
average 0.2 ppm In normal soils."

Lemly, A. D. 1999. Selenium impacts on fish: an insidious time bomb. Human and
Ecological Risk Assessment 5: 1139-1151.
III.D-6 f.l. Again, it should be stressed under water chemistry that downstream loading
of chemicals could be increased much more than indicated by the chemical
concentrations because there is greater runoff and discharge per unit land area below
valley fills. Note in Appendix H (flooding studies) that runoff is 1.75 X greater per unit
surface area from mined than un·mlned catchments. This difference should be noted
both here and under any mention of hydrology in the executive summary.

5-5-5

III.D-7 Again, f.2. Summary and Conclusions :"In summary, mining and valley !filing
activity appear to /Je a$$0Ciated' .. ., .. ,..(change "appear to be" to are) Again, weak
evasive words. Furthermore, the following statement gives the wrong
impression ... " The majority oft/lese constituents may also increase in many other types
of large scale e8ftll moving activities." True, but nothing else in the entire

Summarizing this information, we see that in the region of MTM/VF mining, the coals
can contain an average of 4 ppm of selenium, normal soils can average 0.2 ppm, and
the allowable limits in the streams are 5 ug/L (0.005 ppm). Disturbing coal and soils
during MTM/VF mining could be expected to result in violations of the stream limit for
selenium.

5-5-5

country compares or even approeches MTR/VF. The following paper should
be included In several locations in this EIS because no other human activity
In the US contributes to such large scale earth moving activities, see the
following reference:

A fairly comprehensive review of Selenium is given in the Federal Register of 6
March, 2002 (Vol. 67, No. 44 pages 10101 ·10113). Some notes made from this
document are as follows:
•
"The EPA's standard to protect aquatic species Is 5 JJg 1 Uter but is being
reevaluated as a standard of only 2 IJg I Liter is being applied to protect wetland
grasslands In the San Joaquin Valley, CA (note 5 JJgiL versus over 1l1Jg/L was the
median value below valley fills in WV.
•
Selenium is taken up by vegetation.
•
Selenium Is toxic to small mammals as longevity has been reduced on diets
with only IJ91g in diets of rats, deleterious effects to the hair, nails, live, blood, heart,
nervous system, and reproduction have been documented.
•
There is evidence that animals such as insects, that feed on plants absorbing
selenium from the environment, accumulate selenium In their bodies and this is
biomagnified by larger animals such as shrews, which feed on these insects, have even
higher levels of selenium.

Hooke, R. L. 1999. Spatial distribution of human geomorphic activity in the
United States: Comparison with rivers. Earth Surface Processes and
Landfo111'1$ 24: 687·692.
He singles out the MTR/VF in WV and adjacent states as being by far the
most prolific factor contributing to elevated earth moving activity In the US.
This reference needs to be read and incorporated into this EIS.

III.D-7 Again, f.2. Summary and Conclusions, paragraph 2, ..... "most ofthe filled sites
Indicates a potential (potential is far too weak for a problem this serious, see
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notes on selenium above) for impacts to the aquatic environment and possibly to
higher order organisms that feed on aquatic organisms". Impacts are likely.

Itl.D-9, under h2. Yes, ditto comments above, but put it in layman's language, that
long-term biological monitoring indicates increasingly impaired biological conditions
below valley fills. Again, the last paragraph, UI.D-10, is partially true, it does

III.D-7, last paragraph underf.2. "While changes in water chemistry downstream from
minect filled sites have been identified (far too weak change to exist), it is net
known if these changes are resulting in alterations to the downstream aquatic
communities (this is a false statement - look at the EPA study Falk et at.
Appendix D part 2, where all benthic data were analyzed) or whether functions
performed by the areas downstream areas from mlnect filled sites are being impaired
(What is the meaning of this - If the chemistry Is impaired, benthic

communities impaired, ecological functions are also likely to be impacted).
QueStions exist as to how the downstream chemistry Is affected by factors such as
time, method of mining, reclamation praCtices and size of operation. Ftlrther evaluation
of stream chemistry and further inveStigation into the linkage between stream
chemistry and stream biotic community structure and function are needed to address
the existing data gaps. (These two sentences imply more uncertainty in the

represent a good example of long-term studies, but the first part is an
attempt to reduce the impact of that statement.
III.D-10 &11, under h3. "While this report did not focus on valley fills, potential
Impacts from valley fills to stream chemistry and possible alterations to stream
geomorphology were discussed as areas In need of further tnvestlfJBtlon. This is true

5-6-4

N

5-5-4

for the USGS report, which was primarily in non-MTR/VF mining areas.
However, why hasn't the USEPA considered doing a similar study, perhaps in
conjunction with the USGS in the MTR/VF area? Such a study seems long
overdue.

analyses than is warranted.)
III.D-11, under M. This section needs to be re-written and updated using the report

III.D-6 and 7, chemical comparisons are made outside the MTR/VF region in
WV as well as results from an Ohio study. Yet under II.D-3, third paragraph
• This set of alternatives was re}ectect in peft because the stream segment information
was only collected in West Virginia on a limited number of tributaries and may net be
representative nor statistically valid basis for a watershed size surrogate." See earlier

from the EPA Laboratory in Cincinnati (Falk et at. Appendix D part 2) and also noting
that the summer and fall of 1999 represented a record drought for the region.
III.D-12, under h4, at top of page- "Characterize conditions and describe any
cumulative impacts that can be detected in streams downstream of multiple fills. Owing
to conditions encounter no definitive conclusions were reached regarding this second
objective. " This statement is not correct. Again, this study does indicate some
cumulative downstream impacts on biota and I quote from USEPA Statistical Analyses
of Data (Falk et al. Appendix 0 part 2) as follows: "Examination of the Additive Sites
from the mafnstem of TwentymUe Creek indk:ated that impacts to the benthk:
macroinvertebrate communities Increased across seasons and upstream to downstream
of Twentymlle Creek. !n the first sampling season one metr!Ct Total Taxa, was
negatively correlated with distance along the mainstem. The number of metrtcs
showing a re/stlonsllip with cumulative river mile Increased across stuJsons, with lour of
the six metrtcs having significant correlations In the final sampling season, Winter 2001.
Also in Winter of 200t,a regression of the VWSC/ versus cumulative river kilometer
estimates a decrease of approximately one pOint In the WVSC/ for each river kilometer.
Season and cumulative river kilometer in this dataset may be surrogates for increased
mining activity In the watershed." Again, while It Is stated as •additive", it Is
really "cumulativen effects we are discussing So "additive" should not be

remarks about selective inclusion and exclusion.
III.D-7, under g. "Valley fills have the potential to alter geomorphotogtcar (Again,

evasive wording, change to Available evidence suggest that Valley fills alter
geomorphological ..... )
III.D-8, again page Is replete with ambiguous and evasive wording such as

potential to impact, potential impacts, etc. Furthermore, last paragraph
under g (downstream sediment from previous page), What functions have
ever been measured associated with MTR/Vf mining?
III.D-9, under h1. Well, I am glad the Trough Fork Study was actually mentioned In
this EIS. Several years ago I commented on "A History of the Benthic
Macrolnvertebrate and Water Chemistry Studies of two Long-term Monitoring Stations
on Trough Fork" Conducted for Pen Coal by R.E.I. Consultants, report dated 20 June
2000. However, why was this study not included In the EIS? Although, I had some
comments concerning the interpretation of the data, this was far, the best long-term
study documenting continuous stream impairment of Invertebrate populations follOWing
initiation of upstream MTR/VF mining. In fact, below I request that this study is

5-6-4

9-3-4

used here. Again the reason Is pretty evident, but let's call it what it is. The
statement on page III.D-12 does not agree with best available data.

added to the final EIS. The last paragraph of this section is simply an attempt
to cover up an Interesting long-term data set.
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III.D-12, Much of this page is misleading and Inconsistent with the EPA's
Findings Presented In the Biotogieal Stathatical Analysis USEPA Statistleal
Analyses of Data (Falk et al. Appendix D part 2)

filled/residential class had elevated median conductivities." Falk, et al. Appendix D, Part
2)

III.D-13, second paragraph down, "Biological conditions in the filled and

"Biological conditions In the mined sites generally represented very {JOod conditions
although a few sites did score in the good and poor range. (The previous statem'ent

filled/residential classes were StJbstantia/ly different livm conditions tn the unmined
class and were impaired relative to conditions in the unmined class, based on the wv
scores." Suggested change to "Based on WV SCI scores, biological
conditions in the filled and filled/residential classes were impaired compared

does not make it clear that "mined sites are sites that had mining, but no
MTR/VF, and that for some seasons there were too f - samples to perform
statistical analyses [Falk et al. Appendix D part 2] ) One site that scored in the
poor range was believed to be naturally flow-limited even during periods of normal
flow. The authors believed this site was ephemeral and only flowed in response to

sa

to unmined or reference conditions."

III.D-13, "Correlations in this study between the benthic metrtcs and selected phySical

precipitation events and snow melt. The other mined siteS generally had only a small
amount of mining activity in their watersheds. (Again, make it dear that mined
does not mean MTR/VF). Biological conditions In the filled sites generally
represented a gradient of conditiOns livm poor to very {}Ood. One site scored in the
very poor range in the spring of2000. Over the five seasons, filled sites scored in the
fair range more than half of the time. However, over a third of the time filled sites
scored in the good or very good range over the five seasons. (Again s'ome

clarification is required as: USEPA Statistical Analyses of Da~, Falk et al.
Appendix D part 2 and directly quoted in the paragraphs below? "In general
statistical differences between the Unmined and Filled I!IS classes
'
corresponded to ecological differences between classes based on mean
WVSCI scores. Unmined sites scored "very good " in all seasons except
autumn 1999 when the condition was scored as "good". The conditions at
Filled sites ranged from "fair "to "good", However,Filled sites that scored
"good " on average only represented conditions in the Twentymile Creek
watershed in two seasons [i.e.,autumn 2000 and winter 2001]. These sites
a.re not representative of the entire MTM/VF study area. on average,Filled
sttes had lower WVSCI scores than unmined sites." See Figures 5-1 and 5-2
i.n Appendix D, part 2) The authors believe water quality explains the wide gradient

and chemical variables indicated that the strongest and most significant associations
were between biological condition and conductivity." Suggest changing to read, "

There was a strong negative correlation between biological condition and
conductivity. As conductivity increased, as found below valley fills, biological
condition of streams deteriorated."

III.D-14, Again, at top of page and elsewhere this needs to be updated based on
Cincinnati Laboratory's Statistical Analyses of all the biological data.
III.D-15, at top of page "It ts particularly noteworthy that none of the

9-3-4

macroinvertebrate samples In 1987 or 1999 showed any significant numbers or kinds of
mayflies. This absence of mayflies has also been observed In recent surveys by the
USEPA 2002 study in West Virginia in mining areas with accepteble pH's, but with high
conductivities. (USDOI 2000)" Suggest changing to "None of the
m•croinvertebrate samples in 1987 or 1999 contained significant numbers or

9-3-4

taxa of mayflies. The absence of mayflies below valley fills has been noted in
both WV and Kentucky I!PA studies.

III. D-16 & 17, "This study did not address whether there are environmental benefits of
sustained flows from filled watersheds when compared to no-flow conditions in some
unmlned reference streams. (Ridiculous statement, as consideration needs to be
made that the higher flows, or great runoff from valley fills, combined with
higher concentrations of many chemicals is only going to serve to increase
downstream loading of chemieals). It Is possible that the altered flow regimes

m biolOgical conditiOn at the filled sites. The filled sites that scared in the good and very
good range vt.ere found to have better water quality, as indicated by lovt.er median
conductivity at these sites. The filled sites that scored in the fair, poor and very poor
ranges had degraded water quality, as indicated by elevated median condlJCtivity at
these sites. (Again, this needs to be updated based on the statistical analyses

of all data as conducted by the Cincinnati Laboratory, Falk et al. Appendix D
part 2)

found downstream livm valley fills (USGS 2001) may affect fish habitat for parts of the
year in those cases where fish habitat had been previously limited due to seasonally dry
conditions. (How? By increased downstream loading of harmful chemicals and
elevated conductivity?) It is also possible that potential benefits from Increased
flows downstream of mountaintop mining/valley fill operations are o~(meaning
negated?) by changes in water qiJI!Jiity. For example_ fish collectec/ livm one lake
downstream of an extensive mining complex in West Virginia were found to contain
selenium concentrations much higher than would be expected to occur naturalfYIndlcating that the selenium associated with mining operations occurs in a form that is

"Biological conditions in the filled/residential Sites (filled sites that also have residences
in their watersheds) represented a gradient of conditions from poor to fair. Over the
five seasons, filled/residential sites scored in the poor range more than half of the time.
The remainder of the filled/residential Sites scared in the fair range. No Sites in the
filled/residential class scored in the good or very good range. All sites in the

=
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biologically available for uptake into the food chain (U.S. Ails; unpublished) (What
about the potential harmful effects of humans eating these fish? See my
earlier comments on selenium, above.)

III.E-1 through 14. This Is fine as it relates to add mine drainage, but what

about selenium concentrations? Selenium may be worst of any of these
chemicals on food chains and humans who depend on downstream potable
water supplies. No mention of It is in this section?

III.D-17 under a. "IM!ere mining and filling activities have impacted streams
compensatory mitigation may be used to replace lost habitat and functions. HWhat

functions (see above concerning functions) have actually ever been
measured under any mitigation received from mining companies?
III.D-17 under b. Again, What functions (see above concerning functions) have
actually ever been measured under any mitigation received from mining
companies? Without measuring any functions, what has been mitigated?
The measurement(s) associated with change in ecosystem-level functions
before and following mitigation Is something that certainly deserves funding
in order to assess the actual value of any mitigation.
III.D-18 and 19, under d. last full paragraph on 18 relating increased discharge below
valley fills to greater habitat for fish during drier seasons.... nIt Is possible that the
elevated flow regimes found downstream from valley fills (USGS 2001) may have
created additional fish habitat for parts of the year where previously fish habitat had
been limited owmg to seasonally dry conditions. It Is not known if this increase in
stream length used by fish would be equated to greater fish product or simply
represents an increase in area where fish are found." Since chemicals are elevated

III.F-7, and back to executive summary, again executive summary is "evasive
wording" compared to statement about birds on bottom of this page.

9-3-3

III.F-8, second paragraph ''Some argue that mountaintop mining has the potential to
negatively Impact many forest songbirds, in partiCular neotropical migrants, through
direct loss and fragmentation of mature forest habitats."

7-3-4

Again, attempt to minimize the data of Wood and Edwards dearly show an
effect. Also, their data show this effect, not "suggest" it.
III.F-9, Amphibian and reptile species richness and abundance does [do?] not differ
between grassland, shrub/pole, fragmented forest_ and Intact forest habitats from
mountaintop mine sites in southern West Virginia (Wood and EdWa~2001} [see
Appendix E for details]. Salamanders appear to be less common In the grasslands of
reclaimed mountaintop mining sttes than in the nearby forests (Wood and
Edwards,2001). Please explain this contradictory statement since salamanders

5-5-4

7-1-4

are amphibians. Also same paragraph should be Burton and Ukens 1975 not
Burton and Lykens. This citation Is missing In references.

below valley fills this means that downstream loading of toxic chemicals is
only going be higher below valley fills, which may more than offset any small
benefit derived from increase flow, after all fish are highly mobile organisms.

III.F-10&11. Surely, in addition to mentioning 50/o you should also mention
that the disturbed acreage exceeds 380 square miles on this page where you
mention the SOJo value.

III.D-19. Last paragraph of d. "Creation of other ponds and vvetland resources on mined
land has shown more promiSe. Wallace (EPA 2000) suggested that these types of
systems can be important sites of nutrient storage and uptake provided that a
sufficiently vegetated littoral zone Is present. • This sounds as If I was optimistic about
the prospects without noting that I also said "Wetlands observed during the mine

site visits were not linked to the downstream watersheds- again, not that
they do not have value but they do not replace the pre-mining streams."
(Appendix D, part 1 ). As presented, this is a misrepresentation of what was
said (as so many other things in this EIS).

5_5-4

7-5 -4

III.F-11 ~The above lfndings provide evidence that mountaintop mining practices
provide favorable conditions for some species. However; these adv;mtages may not
surpass (again evasive wording and an attempt to minimize the impacts
shown) the disadvantages these practiCes have on the sustainablllty ofplants and
wildlife In the region." Should read "This is not necessarily advantageous

because of the displacement of original species from the area." The only
reason these habitats are favorable is because they have changed the habitat
and essentially opened it up to exotics or species with a much wider
distribution range (see Cindy Ttbbott) than was there originally.

14-2-4

III.D-19, under e.l. second paragraph under onsite- these studies did not address

function.

7 _6_4

III. F-12 if you are going to mention the history of exploitation in the regiont
especially by logging surely you need to site the following book:
Clarkson, R. B. 1964. Tumult on the Mountains: Logging in West Virginia 1770·1920. McClain Printing Company, Parsons, West Virginia. 410p.

III.D-20 & 21, under e.l. still- a lot of lip-service is given to function here
without actually having any functions measured to date as far as I know.
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III.F-12, According to the study cited by Yuill, 2001 page 10, the 244,664 acres
relates to extent of past mining disturbances (Table 4, Appendix G) and does

impacts from an Individual mine. The USCOE diStricts routinely consider fi()()(Jfng
impacts when they evaluate mining iiCtivities under the Individual Permit process. The
need to do a separate flood impact analysis Is determined on a case by case basis by
the USCOE. Most districts will not conduct a separate flood analysis If such an analySis
is required by state or SMCRA regulatiOns, "Well, this sounds welt and good but

not necessarily include all current permitted mining (Table 5, Appendix G)
247,364 acres In the MTR/VF area, therefore the wording of the sentence
with the Yuill citation Is apparently wrong.

please provide some data with respect to the following: What percent of
applications are required to do a flooding analysis? What factors go into the
case, by case basis of a separate flood analysis? Exactly, how many separate
flood analyses have been required by the COE permitting procedures?

III.F-12, Prior to 1998 (the start of this EIS) with the increasing size of these
operations, a single permit involved changing thousands of acres of hardwood forests
into herbaceous cover. This Is true even for the short-term when forest is postmining land use. How can this be short-term when Handel's report in this

EIS shows little evidence of recovery after 2 decades?

III.G-4 "As summarized by Table IllG·J,the storm runoff modeHng using HEC-HMS and

III.F-12 - bottom of page "Similarly, 1-«l' can assume that the invasion
of( delete this of) rate of forest-floor di-«i'l/lng salamanders will be slow on post-mined
sites. Slow is far too weak don't you really mean non-existent for first several

SEIXAO 4 both calculated that the post-mining peak flows would be higher than the
pre-mining peak Rows for the same design storms. However, the predicted increases In
peak Row would not have caused flooding on the banks outside the receiving stream
channel." Well doesn't this really depend on the size of the storm?

9-1-4

decades and possibly centuries based on Handel's study?

Furthermore, your discussion gives the impression that a 100-year flood Is
what is predicted to occur every 100 years, but you need to make sure that
the reader understands these names are somewhat misnomers and may
occur much more frequently than every 100 years. I don't see that
addressed here.

III.F-15 -bottom of page, the discussion on Corridors is a bit weak and does not
consider different types of animals, birds, large mammals, small mammals, Insects, etc.
and how different types of corridors may influence the success of various groups.
III.F-16 under carbon sequestration -Why is the last paragraph written so
positively? What evidence is there that any significant forest regeneration
has occurred on a valley fill? If there is any evidence, please cite it In this
report. Where are any data that show significant carbon fixation on a valley
fill compared to a conventional hardwood forest? This paragraph needs to be
reworded and reworked based upon realism.

III.G-1, under regulatory background "The discussion noted that surface mining s;ga
have s(qnificant effects on surface hydrology." Far too weak should read does have
significant....

III.G-4 "These results Indicate the largest drainage area (Hobet Westrkige Valley

of fills as a method to prevent flooding? Why the brief mention of flooding in
the EIS Executive Summary without discussing this aspect as a reason to
limit the size of fills? Was public safety not a concem'? If it was why was it
ignored under the proposed alternatives?
xxx

5-4-4

IlL G-6 " The final analySis was made of futiJre conditions if the Samples Mine sites
1-«l're forested with the permitted post-mining configuration." I am not aware of any

III. G-1 "Open pits at mtnes sites can provide Significant runoff retention.
Drainage control structures can also provide retention, plus longer travel times for
overland flow. The increased infiltration provided by backfills can also retard or lessen
peak flows. " Are you trying to imply compared to a forested site? Please cite

any scientific evidence for such statements based on either USGS studies or
other studies done In conjunction with this EIS. You need to make it dear
that compared to forested sites there is still increased peak flow with storms.

17-1-4

All}wlth the highest percentage area disturbed had tha greatest increase in peak flow
from pre-mining conditions. The results also indicate that the smallest drainage area
(Samples Valley All #2) with the smallest percentage area disturbed had the /01-«i'st
increase in peak Row. • Then why was more attention not paid to limiting size

situation that approaches or even indicates such potential with decades or
possibly several centuries. Can you cite specific information to support this
type of analysis?

17-1-4

III. G-8, top of page, The calculated unlt·peak flows for the unreclaimed valley fill in the
southern group was twice as high as the remaining sites. The remaining basins in the
southern group had similar unit peak flows for the unmlned watersheds and the
reclaimed valley fill. (Since the basins differ by a factor of over 6X in watershed

III. G-2. With respect to the following passages - "Currently, not all of the state
regulatory agencies require a quantitative analysis of flooding impacts for proposed
mine operations in either the PHC or CHIA assessments. The USCOE routinely relies on
state or SMCRA regulations to address flooding. The USCOE may evaluate flooding

area [previous page], please Identify precisely what is meant by unit peak
flow. Is this corrected for watershed area?)
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The calculated unit-peak flows for In the northem group showed a different
relationship. The watershed without the valley llii!Jad a Ut'lit-peak flow that was twice
as high as the watershed with a valley fill. Ditto previous comment and please

IV.A-2 ''For example, surfilce coal mining is not the only factor that affects vegetative
cover in the study area. Land management practices, which Include harvesting of
timber and development for residential recreational or commercial purposes, are also
key considerations. The future of forest land In the eco-reglons of the study area cannot
be predicted by considering changes in surfilce coal mining reclamation alone." This is

17-1-4

give areas of reference versus valley fill watersheds.

III.H-6. Top of page under, 4 . Impacts to Groundwater Chemistry From MTM/VF. Is
Selenium ever a problem in well water? Conductivity changes? Why are no
measurements required for these?

harvesting does leave topsoil and land where forest can at least
reproduce.... to date there is no evidence to remotely suggest that this is
occurring on valley fills in time frames less than centuries.

III.H-6, under Geochemical Reactions, Quite a bit of this is also presented earlier
under acid mine drainage, is there a reason to have it in this EIS twice when
several important items are being omitted from the main document?
III. H-7, top of page "Further study Is needed to determine the duration of the
mineralization, which may be expected to decrease with time as backfill and valley fills
are ''flushed "of soluble materials." Well they may decrease over many decades

9-1-4

true, but what about renewable versus non-renewable resources? Timber

IV.A-2 "Population growth or decline and demographic changes in the study area will
continue to transform communities in the study area. Communities that continue to lose
population due to a lack of economic growth and dlverstncation wilt further decline or
be strained by decreases in employment opportunities in coal mining. " As a

5-2-4

comment, Senator Hillary Clinton hit the nail on the head on this subject and
region when she informed representatives that it is difficult, if not Impossible
to develop a viable economy when you trash the environment in which you
are Hving.

or centuries, but might they not also Increase in early decades as chemicals
and rocks that have not been in previous contact have increased chemical
activity?

IV.A-3 "The direct burial ofstream segments by excess spoil for MTM/VF operations Is a
long-term irretrievable commitment of resources for the buried stream segment.
HoYrever; the CWA and SMCRA provisions are designed to assure that adverse impacts
to aquatic resources are minimized (how can you say this based on current
evidence in the technical studies and various pending lawsuits?) and that
stgntncant degradation of the downstream watershed does not occur from MTM/VF
activities. (Ditto previous remarks based on chemical, hydrologic and
biological evidence) Consequently, the effects of MTM/VF on aquatic resources are
irreversible for a buried stream segment; but may produce varying levels of Impact to
the overall hydrologic regime [should add as well as downstream chemical and
biological effects]. {depending on the watershed considered.} delete this"

III.H-8, last pargagraph, "Hoy.,ever; their report found certain data gaps for which
no correlations could be evaluated. The study recommended additional evaluation to
determine:" Should read- Their report was not designed to ....
IV.A through IV.! I found these to be some of the worst pages in this entire
EIS with serious errors of logic and fact and in many cases very
misleading. In this section I note the extensive use of evasive words such
as "potential or potentially" (61 times) and "may be" (also 61 times), and
6 "possibly". In fact, it appears to have been written to Intentionally
downplay some overwhelming factual and scientific data.

10-1-4

5-7-4

IV.A-4. Was the first paragraph at the top of the page written as some sort of
cynical joke? With suffleient time? Succession can overcome? Reclamation
techniques may exist to equal or exceed natural forest regeneration? "While

IV .A-1 " The proposed actions and altematives consist of many potential changes to
data collection and analysts protocol~ guidelines for best management practices,
regulations, and mitigation requirements for MTM/VF operations. They are aimed at
improving agency efficiency and effectiveness_ Increasing consistency within and
betYreen agencie~ and meeting other pub#c policies." Well, this may sound good,

"Greenlands" (magazine of WV Coal Association).

but actually there are so many errors of fact in this draft or wording that
strongly reinforces the Idea that this EIS should have been done by an
independent committee from an outside body such as the National Academy
of Sciences and/or Engineering, not by agencies with vested interests in the
outcome.

IV.A-4 "Studies have shown that a post mining change In habitat can provide
transitional habitat for declining grassland species uncommon to forested ecosystems.
Accordingly, a shift: in wildlife resource species may be temporary in nature, as with the
vegetative cover, and proVide arguments both far and against Irreversible change -

no program can dicttJte post-mining land uses, many programs encourage and promote
the tangible benefits for retum of mined land to forest conditions so as to minimize and
mitf{)ate adverse effects. " This sounds like something copied directly out of

19-3-4

9-1-4
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depend/11{} on the viewpoint of the observer. • These results from Wood and her
colleague are stated in an obfuscatory and weird manner. It should read as

"Studlu have shown that speclu common to forut of the region are
replaced by uncommon grassland speciu. Nothing is known about the how
long thue changes will persist, but if they are dependent on forest recovery
the changes could exist for centuries."

In another southern Appalachian basin in NC, GA, and SC, USGS topographic
Maps (1:24:0000) failed to recognize 79Cifo of the total stream length within
the basin {Hansen 2001 ). Based on the above examples, ami a number of
other studies from other regions cited by leopold (1994), many more miles
of streams are undoubtedly being burled by the MTR/VF activities than
appear on these maps.

9-1-4

Hansen, W.F. 2001. Identifying stream types and management implications. Forest
Ecology and Management 143:39-46.

IV.A·S paragraph ending "However, long-term effects on energy production could
occur, since rendering some Appalachian surface mining cos! reserves unminsble could
ultimately hasten reserve depletion when other cost sources dwindle. ·so the loss of

A diverse aquatic fauna exists in West Virginia and Kentucky streams scheduled for
valley fills that do not appear on USGS 1:24,000 maps (See Stoud et al. study in
Appendix) . Over and over again, peer reviewed scientific literature can give
many examples of underutirnates, it is simply incomprehensible that such a
statement as on IV.B-1 would be allowed to stand In this EIS.

11-9-4
these ruerves would not have an immediate, Irreversible effect on energy
production because sufficient reserves exist elsewhere? Why isn't this in the
executive summary? Shouldn't you Inject here what the coal reserves are in
other regions? We are really talking about centuria aren't we?

IV.B·1 Ditto above comment for the last paragraph on this page as well.
"MTM/VF impacts (including valley fills and other permit features)estimated in the
Cumulative Impact Study (based on ten years,1992·2002 ofpermit footprints)were
1,208 miles (2.05 %)ofthe 5~998 stream miles In the EIS study ares." Add sentence

IV.B·l under aquatic resources. ''Estimation of direct stream impi:1cts based on the
entire permit ares footprint may overestimate actual direct impact, since not all of the
ares within the permit boundary Is disturbed. Estimates of direct stream impacts based
only on the valley f/1/ footprint may underestimate actual direct Impact because direct
stream impact can occur In production and support areas. "NO! NO! NO! Who wrote

this? The streams filled were taken from USGS topographic maps, we know
from the headwater stream study that most of those streams do not even
exist on USGS topographic maps, If anything this is a gross underutimate of
total miles of streams filled. For example, luna Leopold (1994) noted in his
book "A View of the River", "blue lines on a map are drawn by
nonprofessional, low-salaried personal. In actual fact, they are drawn to fit a
rather personalized authetic" Furthermore, leopold (1994} gives examples
showing that "If actual channels are mapped on the ground {rather than a
USGS 1:24,000 map}, a far larger number will be found than those discerned
on a published map".

5. 7~4

to follow: However, these impacts are underestimates (see above) and do
not consider cumulative chemical and biological impacts on downstream
stream communities.
IV. B-3 "No widely-accepted, standtlrdlzed testing procedures exist for measuring the
presence/absence of the fine and coarse organic matter and consequent energy
contributions ofstream. Thus, the EIS stream chemistries studies In West VIrginia and
Kentucky did not document the effect of stream loss on the downstream energy
continuum. "No, suggest change to read as follows: Although methods exist

5-5-4

for measuring the input, storage, and transport of organic matter and their
contributions to downstream energy resources (Hauer and Lamberti 1996),
such studies were beyond the scope of this EIS.
F. R. Hauer and G. A. Lamberti ( eds.). 1996. Methods In Stream Ecology.
Academic Press, San Diego, CA.

5-7-4

Leopold, L. B. 1994. A View of the River. Harvard University Press. Cambridge MA.

For the Coweeta Creek Watershed in the mountains of western North
Carolina, only 0.8 km of stream are indicated on a 1:500,000 scale map, 24.4
km are shown on a 1:24,000 scale map (i.e., USGS topo map), and 56 km of
stream on a 1:7,200 scale map of the USFS (Meyer and Wallace 2001). Even
the most detailed map (1:7,200 scale} mines a number of small
springbrooks and spring seeps at Coweeta.
Meyer, J.L. and J.B. Wallace. 2001. Lost linkages and lotic ecology: rediscovering small

IV.B·3 paragraph ''Similar effects to headwater and larger streams occur from other
human activities, such as road build/11{} and development for Industrial/ residential/
commercial sites In steep-slope Appalachia. #This Is a ridiculous statement as

pointed out by Hooke {Hooke, R. L 1999. Spatial distribution of human
geomorphic activity In the United States: Comparison with rivers. Earth
Surface Processes and landforms 24: 687-692) nothing else in any region
of the U$ compares with the scale of disturbance in the MTR/VF area and
he actually singles out the area in this International journal. Furthermore,
since there is a dense stream density in the region, the impacts are going
to be far greater in the MTR/VF region. "discussed by Yuill in the post-mining

streams. Pp. 295- 317 in M.C. Press, N.J. Huntly, and S. Levin (eds.). Ecology:
Achievement and Challenge. Blackwell Science.
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downstream effect from organiC energy loss may be temporary. (Why would you
even speculate about this when you know it takes centuries to regenerate
forests?) Existing CWA programs Indirectly address these effects through tet:hnolagy-

land use report, suitable developable land Is In short supply In some parts of the
West Virginia study area [Appendix G ]." Ok- if such land is in short supply,

why Ci111't more development be found on more valley fills? This Is not at
all what I aet ftom his CYui!l'sl ttydy (did the person who wrote thjs read
the report?). Yuill pointed out only one county, Kanawha (Charleston, as I
recall) will require between 16 and 30 square kilometers of new urban
land usage between 2000 and 2010. I quote directly ftom his study page
31 in appendix G, "The other counties In the study area will require Insignificant

based effluent limits_ state water quality standards, TMDLS, and other proviSions
designed to assure overall watershed health. #(Clearly these limits are not

effective based on elevated chemicals, including clear violations of Selenium
in EPA's safe drinking water standards (see above).
IV.B-4, under Indirect stream Impacts, u The consequences of direct stream loss and
energy transport reductlorts, diSCussed above, aiso indirectly affect dOwnstream stream
reaches MTM/VF has the potential (no, change has the potential to "does alter")
to alter the chemistry, water temperature, flow regime and geomorphologiCal features
downstream. '~

acreages for the new development that Is anticipated during the ten year 2000 to
2010 ttme period." Another of his conclusions, Appendix G, page 43 "Given
current and foreseeable future /and use demands, It Is unlikely that any more than 2
to .J% of the future post-mining /and uses will be developed land uses such as
housing, commercial industrial or public fadllty development. However, significant
acreages ofland suitable for developed post-mining land uses will result from future
mining under all of the mining scenatios. "

10-3-4

IV.B-3 paragraph "Consequent/T'f creation of areas suited for roads and
development often places fill matetials in streams. Based on the current
demographics in the
study regiort, coal mining operatiOns are likely to have
the consequences of disturbing more land than resident/at industrial or
commercial development in the coalfields. "Not only in the Coal Fields, they

as

IV.B-4. Scientists postulate (no not "postulate", it's a known fact) Stream thermal
regimes, which can {no not "which can" they do} influence microbial activity,
invertebrate fauna, fish egg development, larval growth, and seasonal life cycles, may
be (no, not "may be" but are undoubtedly) affected by valley fills and
sedimentation portds at the base of the valley fills. Scientists also theorize (this is not

theory, but based on known facts, see references to Morse et al. on biological
diversity In Appalachians} that, as mining or other human development practices
eHmtnate first order streams, unique biologiCal diversity may be (no not "maybe" but
will be) affected, espeda/Jy If rare species OCCIJr In only one or too spting or seepage

are far gff scgle with anything in the US Ctqain see the Hgoke reference
.lhQu.1 compares or even approaches MTR/VF. The following paper
should be included in several locations In this EIS bacause no other
human activity in the US contributes to such large scale earth moving
activities, see the following reference: Hooke, R. L. 1999. ~

5-5-4

areas and are Impacted. {Chapter III.D;Appendtx D]

IV.B-4. Headwater stream systems do not have a tremendous capacity to provide
purification functtorts. (This is completely wrong and off base. In fact, it is
exactly the opposite, a recent article In Science points out that headwater
streams have the highest rates of nutrient uptake, and hence a very large
capacity to influence downstream nutrient concentrations - Peterson, B.J.,
W.M. Wolhelm, P.J. Mulholland, J.R. Webflter, J.L. Meyer, J.L. Tank, E. Marti,
W.B. Bowden, H.M. Valett, A.E. Hershey, W.H. McDowell, W.K. Dodds, S.K.
Hamilton, s. Gregory, and D. D. Morrall. 2001. Control of nitrogen export
from watersheds by headwater streams. Science 292: 86-90.) Although these

distributiOn of human geomorphic activity in the United States: Comparison with
~. Earth Surface Processes and Landforms 24: 687-692. The MTR/VF

activities are singled out in this peer-reviewed research paper published
in an International scientific journal.
IV.B-3 "The No Action Alternative and action alternatives will not eliminate the loss of
stream segments and reduction In organic matter transported downstream. In the
absence of standardized testing and research, it is not clear to what extent this direct
stream Joss indirectly affects downstream aquatic life (What kind of ridiculous

statement is thl5? The EPA statistical analyses, Falk et al. clearly shows
significant downstream effects). It is also not evident to what degree reclamation
and mitigation (e.g., drainage control and revegetation) offset this organic nutrient
reduction. (What organic nutrient reduction? Never measured anything why

even give the lip service, you know ftom stream chemistry it creates serious
downstream problems. ) The direct impacts of stream loss are permanent, but the

ecological processes are not one requiring protection, the absence of streams to provide
this functlort reflects the sensitivity of the system to inputs ofa variety ofpotentially
toxiC materials (Delete this sentence the entire concept is wrong and off base).

5-5-4

I don't know who wrote this section but it is the greatest misinterpretation
of science that I have seen!
IV.B·4, "The EPA Water Chemistry Report found (insert very) elevated concentratiOn$
of sulfate total and dissolved solids, conductivity, selenium and several other analytes
In strea~ water at sampling stations below mined/filled sites [Appendix D;VSEPA,2002b
]. (Insert this sentence - Furthermore, there were 66 violations of selenium
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and safe drinking water level standards). Other studies found elevated
concentrations ofsulfates, total and dissolved solid~ condu~ as well as other
analyteS in surfi!lce weter downstream !tom MTM/VF sites."

5-5-4

IV .B-4. "Studies conducted as part of this EIS snow that aquatic communities
downstream !tom MTM/VF differ !tom unmlned headwater streams in several weys. In
most cases, there were differences (no not different, they were Impaired below
valley fills) in biological assemblages. Generally, macrolnvertebrate communities
below mined areas were more (pollution tolerant or Impaired) than those below
unmined watersheds. However, biological conditions of Riled sites represented a
gradient of conditions !tom poor to very fJOOlt (misleading- see below)
demonstrating a wide range of conditions that may be found In aquatic communities
downstream !tom MTM/VF or other human disturbances [Appendix D;USEPA,2000
(Greenet.a!.)J "As written this paragraph is misleading· {The EPA study {Falk
et al. Appendix D part 2) and statistical analyses of benthic data do show
impacts as noted by the following statement: "The consistently highar WII.S'G
scores and the Total Taxa in the Unmined sites relative to Riled sites across six seasons
showed that Riled sites have lower biotic integrity than sites without 1/Fs. Furthermore,
reduced taxa richness In Riled sites Is primarily the result of Jttwer pollution-sensitive
£PT taxa. " There is direct evidence of significant Impact of fills on biota,
chemistry, and hydrology. Furthermore, the data analysis provided by the
Cincinnati EPA lab seems indicate that only one drainage basin that had
streams below fills that scored good was Twentymlle Creek, section 5.2 of
the Cincinnati Report by Falk, et al. Their data would suggesth
t.. di fferences
between some basins in the MTR/VF region. The paragrap ,,. a1so
misleading because it presents a false view of higher scoring valley fills, for
example: Unmined sites scored "very good u In all seasons except autumn 1999 when
the condition was scored as ''good ~The conditions at Riled sites ranged from "fair "to
''good': However, Riled sites that scored ''good "on average only represented
conditions in the Twentymile Creek watershed in two seasons (I.e., autumn 2000 and
winter 2001). These sites are not representative of the entire MTM/VF study area. On
average, RHed sites had lower WII.S'CI scores than Unmined sites.

__
644

that zinc, sodium, and sulfate concentrations I<W\?re negatively corrt!!lated with fish and
macroinvertebrate Impairments. Selenium and zinc were negatively correlated with the
West Virginia Stream Condition Index~). The potential driver$ of these conditions
are mining practiCes, mateml handling practices, and the geolOgical fact:tJr5 associated
with specific coal seams and overburden. However, the study also concluded that
Insufficient data existed to determine the temporal nature of the Impact
or the distance downstream that the impacts per$lst (No it did not conclude such,
i.e. USEPA Statistical Analyses of Data (Falk et al. Appendix D part 2) as
follows: "£xamlnatlon of the Additive sites !tom the mafnstem of Twentymile Creek
indicated that Impacts to the benthic macroinvertebrate communities increased across
seasons and upstream to downstream of TI<W!:?ntymi/e Creek. In the first sampling
season one metric, Total Taxa, was negatively correlated with distance along the
mainstem. The number of metrics showing a relationship with cumulative nver mile
increased across seasonS; with tbur of the six metrlcs having significant correlations in
the final sampling season, Winter 2001. Also In WYnter of 2001,a regression of the
Wli.StJ versus cumulative river kilometer estimates a dectrJase of approximately one
point In the Wli.S"Cl for each river kilometer. Season and cumulative river kilometer In
this dataset may be surrogates for increased mining activity in the watershed. H "Due
to the limited scope of the studies performed for the EIS, no correlation could be made
of downstream impacts with the age, number, and size of mining disturbances and fills,
nor could data differentiate Impacts of mining, fills or other human activity In a
watershed". (So, based on above this sentence is also obviously wrong. The
statements are not supported by technical studies.)

9-3-4

IV.B-5 "Wetlands are among the most effective ecosystems for removing pollutants and
purifying wastes." Can you provide a peer reviewed citation that supports this
or even Implies that replacing streams with wetlands can provide similar
ecological services, if so please do, because I don't know of any.
Furthermore, why should replacing any stream with a wetland be a
mitigation approved action? Please provide evidence for such. Wetlands are
not common to the region, you are simply creating some exotic habitat.

IV.B-5 "Other human development actlvlties,such as logging and other types of
IV. B-5 top of page " The Aquatic Impacts Statistical Report indicated that ecologk:al
characteristics ofproductiVity and habitat are easily disrupted In headwater streams
[Appendix D;US£PA,2003)](no, productivity not measured and neither was the
ease of disruption, wrong again. Should read The aquatic Impacts statistical
study indicated that streams subject to valley fills in their headwaters are
impaired}. Accepted indices and comparisons correlated chemical and biological
(macroinvertebrates and !ish) parameters in unmined, Riled, Riled/residential and mined
sites. The analysis indicated that biological integrity Is hampered(no not hampered
"impaired") by mining and that unmined sites have a higher biotic Integrity with more
taxa and more sensitive taxa. The strongest association with water chemistry suggested

excavation, also pose potential threats to the nutrient cycling function, sedimentation,
and other physlca6 chemica~ and biological Impacts to headwater streams in the EIS
study area." (True, but nothing else in the entire country compares or even
approaches MTR/VF. The following paper should be included in several
locations in this EIS because no other human activity in the U$ contributes to
such large scale earth moving activities. see the following reference. Hooke,
R. L. 1999. Spatial distribution of human geomorphic activity in the United
States: Comparison with rivers. Earth Surface Processes and Landforms 24:
687-692. Hooke singles out the MTR/VF In WV and adjacent states as being
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by far the most prolific factor contributing to elevated geomorphic activity In
the us.) "Howevef/ the permanent nature of titling discussed under direct loss, as
compared to the more temporary impacts from forestry, would su()flest that MTM/VF

Consideration of the necessity of acldltlonal water quality parameters by EPA (what
Reces$8ry additional water quality parameters?) will take Into account the
indiCations of Increased mineralization and biologiCal effects from MTMNF, along with

impacts (e.g.,nutrtent cycling function, biologiCal diversity, mineralization, substrate
composition, etc.) of headwater stream systems may have a longer-term impact on this
system, although data do not cum:ntly suggest the duration of these impacts." (What

additional study of the duration and downstream extent of these Impacts relative to
size, numbel/ and age of MTM/VF impacts (What additional studies? Who, how,
and who pays for such studies?). The development of a BMP manual for mitigation

sort of deceptive and evasive wording is this? Restate as follows: The
permanent loss of headwaters by MTR/VF certainly indicates that impacts
from mining is much worst than other land use changes such as impacts from
forestry.)

effects in association with the existing CWA controls described above. u

IV.B·6, under stream hydrology, Sure, forestry practices change hydrology,
but according to many studies conducted at Coweeta, these are relatively
short-lived compared with what you are going to see where the forest is
altered for centuries. Forestry practices (other than lack of forest on MTR/VF
sites) is really not the main Issue here, but the long-term changes in
hydrology are really the prime points as forestry practices recover much
more rapidly than thoq which might take centuries.

IV.B-5, bottom of page, "However,CWA programmatic controls discussed In direct
stream loss are in effect under all altematives and share the common objective of
assuring the overall health of the watershed [Chapter JI.C.3.a.1 ]. The NWP 21 and JP
process require the following (How would NWP 21 require the following traits,

IP yes, but NWP 21? How and since when?) :
• use of functional assessment stream protocols to identify the type t~nd chiJrtJcter of
t~quatic resources thiJt may be impt~cted {ditto earlier comments the COE has

never measured a function during this entire EIS, nor Is the proposed
program designed to assess any type of ecological function)
•prediction of potential impacts and alternatives ant~lysls (based on what when a
biological inventory is not required? How are you going to predict
anything?)
•avoidance of high quality resources,if practicable to site activities elsewhere (ditto
last comment, if no biological resources are assessed how are you going to
know what are high quality resources?)
• mtntmlzt~tion of lmpt~cts (how, not by your proposed alternatives which are
designed to make the entire process easier?)
•adequate mitigation to offSet unavoidable Impacts, function for function (Again, ditto
earlier comments the COE has never assessed ecological function in streams
in the MTR/VF area)
• demonstration that impacts, lndMdual/y and cumulatively, t~re minimal for NWPs
and less than significant degradation for Ips (I haven't seen any evidence of this In
what I have read, only vague promises. They have not met these to date, so
what is going to change in the future, nothing in what I have read here under
the alternatives.)

5-5-4

(this is promised several times, but where is it actually developed? Who,
how, and who pay$ for such studies?), In concert ~Wth a similar document for
improved forestry reclamation, (how do you plan to enforce or require improved
forestry reclamation?) would sll{}gest practices designed to reduce the Indirect

IV.B-7, "Concurrently, increased accentuation on avoidance, mitigation, and mitigation

9-3-4

In the CWA Section 404 program has reduced fill sizes. These regulatory provisions,
along with the general 250-acre minimal impact threshold applied by the COE In West
VIrginia, shifts in coal production, court injunction$ and difficulty in finding Investment
capital may have also resulted in fewer and smaller fill lmpacts.[Chapter IJ.o.rsut,

haven't these changed within the last year tlnce IV Court of Appeals
overturned Judge Haden's 2002 ruling? I note from "Coal Age Magazine" in
July 2003, that they reported an increase in permits (4,400 acres) following
the overturn of Judge Haden's decision. How about size of fills in KY? What
size are they permitting?

9- 3-4

IV.B-7, middle paragraph, sounds as If this paragraph Implies that some
stream• deserve burial.
!V.B-7, next to last paragraph, What are you trying to imply that larger fills are
better because they increase the ability for more stable fills?
IV .B-8, "For Instance, additional resource data and Improved impact predictions would
result in more-Informed decisions about fill numbers, location, and sizes. (Well, these
agencies have had 15 years to addre!l$ this problem, give them another 15
years and the problem will take care of it self as no cool will remain.) Similarly,
Increased consideration of mitigation requirements and better controls on mitigation
success should Improve environmental consequences over the No Action Altemative.
(Where Is the mitigation issue with regord to requirements addressed, surely

The actions proposed and common to Alternatives 1, 2, and.;; when implemented, will
further mitigate indirect impacts. (not based on any evidence presented) In
particular, the coordinated and collaborative MTM/VF proposal review described in the
alternatives shOtJ/d result in Improved environmental outcomes because of the synergy
ofjoint reviews and shared expertise, on top of Improved and increased data collection
(what data collection?) and analysis(what analysis? Where, who, how?).
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not by the proposed COE func:tional assestment, which it not functional.
Who a s s - and h-? Also have mitigation projects ever been evaluated
on a scientific basis In the past?)

IV.B-8, under mitigation, "777e eff«tfveness of reclamation and mitigation practices
tc restore stream habitat and aquatlc functions impacted by MTM/VF are diScussed
In Chapter ll!.D and Appendix D." Insert the following sentence "However,
there was no evidence presented or seen at the mine visitations that
supported any slgniflc:ant restoration of either stream habitat or aquatic
function• at MTR/VF sites to date." I saw all of these sites and the above
statement is absolutely warranted.

IV.B-8, Slnc:e when did the COE ever Identity a stream In the MTR/VF area as
unsuitable for filling? H- many appllc:ations were rajec:ted between the
years 1990 to 1999? These figures should show up in this EIS within the
main body and not burled in these excess appendices.

IV.B-8, under mitigation, "Preservation of high quality streams through creation of
conservation easements or land trusts, and the payment of tn lieu mitigatiOn fees for

IV .B-8, The information sharing and automation of data relative tc aquatic resources
should also have (evasive wording) a positive effect on minimiZing fflls, IndiVIdually
and cumulatively. (H-ever, we have no evidenc:e whatsoever to support this

stream protection and restoration measure would be included as compensatory
mitigation possibilities." It is a possibility, but an earlier meeting at the

statement. Give spec:iflc details or where these details are found in this
document.)

Department of Justice resulted in a similar conclusion, but neither the
mining companies or c:onservation groups would go along with this. So,
how do you propose to get them to agree?
IV.B-9, top paragraph, "No Action Alternatives are dependent on the ability of the
COE' and SMCRA agencies tc require the applicant to achieve functional replacement
through on-site reclamation." Again, ditto earlier comments, with rare
exceptions no measure of stream func:tion has been measured by the COE,
nor does their proposed Kentucky stream evaluation evaluate function. (A
review of this protocol wiH be following within a week.)

771e continued analysis of data collected during Implementation of the CWA Section 404
program by the COE' and possible future identification (evasive promises) of minimal
and cumulative Impact thresholds has the potential tc minimize fill sizes. (However,

we have no evidenc:e to support this statement either. Surely, this is not
addressed in thiil EIS? If addressed, where it (Chapter and Page number}
this discussed in this EIS?)

9-3-4

IV .B-8, "Although a minimal impact threshold may reduce the size of fills, it could

14-2-4

IV.B-9, second paragraph, again is full of evasive wording that tends to view
the world through naively overly optimistic and based on past actions,
without any evidence of support, whatsoever.

actually cause greater stream impacts by requiring the construction of valley fills In a
greater number of headwater stream segments. However, cumulative impact
requirements of the CWA Section 404 and SMCRA are designed tc evaluate the
benefit of fewer larger fills versus greater numbers of smaller fills. (Well, you

IV.B-9. third paragraph, this makes it sound like the rec:ent Rivenburgh
injunction has reduced the effectiveness of mitigation. What sort of
reversed logic is this, you had 15 years to show any effec:tive mitigation
and it hat not been done. Furthermore, there i• little evidence to support
that wetlands on valley fills provide the same magnitude or quality of
functions as headwater strearM. "Sediment stabiltzatton, wildlife support, and

cho$e to ignore cumulative impact based on data from this EIS, see USEPA
Statistical Analy•e• of Data (Falk et al. Appendix D part 2) a• follow•:
"Examination of the Additive sites from the mainstem of Twentymile Creek indicated
that impacts to the benthic macroinvertebrate communities increased across
seasons and upstream to downstream of Twentymile Creek. In the first sampling
season one metric, Total Taxa, was negatively correlated with distance along the
mainstem. The number of metrics showing a relationship with cumulative river mile
Increased across seasons, with four of the six metrics having significant correlations
In the final sampling season, Winter 2001. Also in Winter of 2001,a regression of the
WVSC1 versus cumulative river kilometer estimates a decrease of approximately one
point in the
for each river kilometer. Season and cumulative river kilometer
in this dataset may be surrogates for Increased mtnln{} activity in the watershed. "}
Furthermore IV.B-8 -This consideration should occur under all alternatives; although
the action altematlves, with the greater coordination and increased data collection
and analysis, should create improved re51Jits over the No ACtion condition." (Again,

potential water quality Improvements are other types of aquatic resource mitigation
projects that were most successful in the past(Can you cite a •pec:lflc: example

where any mitigation procedure was actually analyzed and published in a
peer reviewed scientific joumal at it relates to MTR/FV mining? If so,
please do.) and could be employed under the No Action Altemllttve. 771e No Action

wvsa

Alternative provides, under NWP 21 and SMCRA, that on-or off.slte miti{}at!On plans
must be successfully completed. (ditto above c:omments, who, where, and

how is such a mitigation projec:t going or ever hat been evaluated as it
relates to MTR/VF mining?) Inspection and financial as511rance of mitigation

there is no explanation of how this is going to occur.)

activities are required under the No Action Alternative/ but mitigation procedures or
the agencies are not as coordinated as proposed under the action alternatives. "
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resetves may not be minable. The absence of mining in any area would result
cumulatively and individually in less impacts to streams." Again, It would be

IV.B-9, last paragraph, "Where the streams directly impacted from mining are of low
quafi~ restoration of stream lilnctlons on-site may be the only required mitigation.

Informative if the COE could provide the foHowlng for the period of 1990
to 1999: 1) number of applications for MTR/VF operations; and, (2)
number of applications approved; and, (3) number of applications
rejected for environmental reasons. How will this be changed under this
alternative?

(Again, since when did the COE ever atsess any stream function as related
to MTR/VF and see comments above. And, cite examples of where a
stream has been restored on site, i.e., none in the Aquatic Ecosystem
Enhancement Symposium) However, for most sites It is anticipated that both
on-site and off-site mitigation will be necessary to Insure that only minimal individual
and cumulative impacts occur. (What's the meaning of this grandiose
sentence?) Under all altematlves, the utilization of a stream assessment protocol
provides a more accurate characterization of the loss of aquatic functions and the
ability to more accurately predict the opportunity to restore iiQIJatic lilnctions Joss at
the reclamation or mitigation site. "(No, ditto many comments above about the

IV.B-11, under stream segment definitions, I strongly agree that some

consistent definition is needed to define where these headwater streams
start Topographic maps (see above) greatly underestimate their abundance and
length. However, I suggest that a much better point would be where aquatic
species with year-long or multi-year life cycles are found (see the Stout, et al. study
in Appendix D).

failure to measure function In any COE protocol as related to this EIS.)
IV.B-9, top of page "the ability to more accu17!Jte/y predict the opportunity to restore
aquatic functions loss at the reclamation or mitigation site. • Again ditto many

IV.B-11, under bonding and inspection, it would be useful to trace the

history of mitigation, evaluation of mitigation projects (if any}, who
evaluates such projects, and to spell out specifically the following issues:
1) Who (what agencies, federal or state) are responsible for such
evaluations? 2) How are such evaluations carried out? 3) What criteria are
established to evaluate mitigation projects? 4) Why have no functional
processes ever been studied with mitigation projects? 5) How are cost(s)
benefit(s) analyses of mitigation projects conducted, If ever?6) Who
makes the final decision on the question of the success or failure of a
mitigation project?

comments about failure of COE ever to address stream functions in
MTR/VF area.
IV.B-9, "The lilnct!onal assessment will apply under all alternatives, and involves the
applicauon of the developed models and the calculation of ecological Integrity
indices for a defined headwater stream ecOSyStem under existing (i.e.,pre-project)
conditions and predicted (post-project) conditions. The results of using the protocol
are the following." Again, ditto above comments about function.

14-2-4

IV.B-10, first line on page "the ability to more accurately predict the opportunity to
restore aquatic functions loss (no, no measure of functions have been or will
be measured based on your Kentucky protocol) at the reclamation or
miugation site. The protocol, in Chapter II.C.6.a.1, also plays a substantial role in
identifying high quality streams for avoidance, (no, it does not because

14-2-4

IV.B-11&12. "Aitematives 1,2,and .J share actions designed to be more protective of
aquatic and other resources, summarized tn Chapter 11.8 and fully described tn
Chapter II.C, that would ClltJSe the following regulatory program changes, po/ides,
or guidance: (I failed to see how II.C realty solves any of this, please give

identifications are not carried to a low enough level, i.e. species to identify
such streams} to reduce the impacts to these aquatic resources as well as the
associated mitigation costs. (I did not realize that a major objective is to
reduce mitigation costs.)

concrete examples here without citing cross chapters)
•Consistent definitions of stream characteristics and field methods for delineation;
• Clarification of OSM stream buffer zone rule and development of excess spoil
requirements for alternatives analysts, avoidance, and minimization;
• Continued evaluation of MTM/VF effects on water quality and EPA
recommendations for new standards, as appropriate; (who decides this?)
• Refined sdence-based protocols for assessing aquatic function, making permit
dectstons,and setting mitigation reqvirements; (ditto many previous comments

IV.B-10, I will provided an evaluation ofthls protocol within a week_ where

the pros and cons of such an approach are discussed. However, how is
the length of stream impacted by valley fills determined? If from USGS
topographic maps see the dlscutsion(s) above concerning their failure to
accurately assess stream length.

relating to aquatic functions, as none, especially by the COE have ever
been conducted.)

IV.B-11, second paragraph top of page "If mitigation proves infeasible in certain
locations, no mining could occur. If fill minimization/mitigation is difficult or
impossible because of the application of the CWA 404(b)(1} Guidelines, some coal

• BMPs for the following:
"functional assessment and mitigation (ditto comments about function, above,

and the numerous comments about BMPs, which are always promised but
never developed in this EIS, Why not?)
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"flooding analysis and remediation (How wiH flooding be remediated?)
"reclamation with trees (Has not occurred in Ute past, what evidence can be
presented tttet It will occur in the future?)
"control of I!Jgltive dust and blasting I!Jmes;
• Coordinated permitting, data collection and sharing, mitigation bonding and
Inspection; (Provide us with the details in this EIS)
• Development of science-based minimal impact thresholds for individual and
cumulaove Impacts, If feasible,- an~ (How do you propose to do tttis? What
factors will go Into your decision? What science will you apply, since you
have ignored much of the science associated with this EIS? Who, and
what agencies, make the final decisions? )
•Program changes, If necessary to enhance ESA compllance"(Again, what agency
or agencies will be responsible for such changes and ditto above
comments.)

IV.B-12, "The action alternatiVes, by virtue of formalized coordination of agency
roles, facilitate results that would be delayed or would not occur under the No
Action Alternative:
• Enhanced environmental protection and minimized impacts through better
Information, analysis and collaborative government regulation. (How do you
propose to do this as it has not happened in the past? This is why the
entire process needs to be evaluated outside of government agencies.)
• Improved governmant efficiency,- Implementing programs to achieve coordinated
data collectionjsharlng and application processing that I!Jifi/1 these objectives:
(Again, ditto comments above)
"assure adherence to performance standards; (who, what agencies, how and
when?)
"eliminate duplication by the agencies and applicants; and(Give examples of
what will be eliminated? Who determines what will be eliminated?
Surely not US F&.W Service? Based on what is written here.)
"provide for better Integrated public participation. (How wifl this be done?)
•Supplemented data collection to accomplish the following:
"better characterize environmental resources and establish their I!Jnction In the
ecosystem; (Since, when did any of these agencies, including COE and their
proposed KY protocol evaluate one terrestrial or aquatic function?)
"monitor Impacts based on changes !tom baseline condition to determine If
predictions were accurate; (1) when have baselines been set; and (2) give
one example where such changes have been monitored in the past; and
(3) what agencies, who, when and where wiU be responsible for such
monitoring; and (4) how is the coordination handled among agencies? and
"demonstrate compliance and/or reclamation/mitigation success. (ditto preceding
comments about measuring reclamation and/or success of mitigation,
when, how, and who ever conducted such studies since the 1990s when
the entire MTR/VF phenomena rose to the top of the radar screen?)

•Strengthened prediction of Impacts based on better data and analysis. (how,
when, where, and what agencies do you propose to do this?)
• Articulated regulatory concepts in the regulation of surface mining operations that
accomplish these goals: (by what mechanisms will you articulate?)
"provide dear understanding of requirements and set expectations of industry
and stakef/olders (What requirements, what do you expect?)
"for making decislons_'7mprove environmental protection; and
"assum public safety. (By what mechanisms will you improve environmental
protection, since there is no evidence it has been done to date, and how
will you assure public safety since chemicals such as selenium, and
potential for flooding are given low priority in tttis EIS as presently
constructed.)
•Expanded best management practices in planning/design of mining, reclamation,
and mitigation practices. (What BPMs, reclamation and/or mitigation
practices have ever been developed by the agencies involved with
MTR/VF mining?)

IV.B-13, first paragraph· "A coordinated review process should recluce processing
times (time) and costs ofpermit applicatiOns, which may offset some of the
Increased costs and times associated with the additional data collection and analysis
requirements of the actions. "(This 110unds as if Ute objective of this EIS Is to
reduce processing times and costs of permit applications to mining
companies, not environmental coneerns or environmental protection. I
thought Ute main purpose of the EIS, was to ensure that MTR/VF was on a
firmer environmental footing, not to make Ute application process easer
with speed.)

12-2-4

12-2-4

IV.B-13, second paragraph, yes environmental date is costly, exactly what
type of date to you propose to compile from various sources? What are
your sources? Who is responsible for analyzing the data and making
comments? Who assures quality control of such date?

IV.B-13, "Increased environmental benefits to aQUatic and related resources would
be realized !tom the use of a coordinated permit process in combination with other
regulatory aids and tools such as ADIDs and the COE stream assessment protocol. "
How is a coordinated permit process going to enhance environmental
benefits? Who does the COE stream assessment protocol? Additional
comments about tttis protocol will follow within a week?

IV.B·13 "The coordinated process and actions that make up the action alternatives
could minimize adverse environmental effects by enhancing consideration of the
least damaging practicable alternative in fill placement; minimizatiOn of excess spoil
material; consideration of adverse cumulative environmental effects (Some
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cumulative environmental effects were addressed in the EPA statistical
study by Falk et al., yet these were ignored for this ~ so what
assurance is there to expect any better than past performance?); and,

the valuation of ecological services from unmlned streams?) Currently_

unlike the COE, SMC/?.4 agencies may not have the statutory basis to require off-site
compensatory mitigation. Most states In the BS study area require compensatory
mitigation through either the CWA Section 401 water certification process or state
water quality laws. Under this alternative, the SMC/?.4 agency would work closely
with the CO£ to determine the extent of on-or off-site compensatory mitigation

technology transfer to identify the best practices reclamation techniques available to
avoid or minimize adverse environmental impacts. n
"Better stream protection from direct and indirect effects would result from
improved characterization of aquatic resources; (How are you going to

(ditto above comments, and again one sees the need for independent
experts outside any of the agencies involved with this EIS to serve in this
capacity), needed to offset unavoidable adverse effects of MTM/VF to waters of

characterize the aquatic resources, surely not with only a family or
generic level identification as proposed by the COE for their Kentucky
region?, This Is simply not sufficient.) operations designed to avoid and
minimize adverse effects and restore aquatic functions (no, the COE or agencies
associated with this EIS have not measured aquatic functions!); and

the U.S. Any regional conditions established under the No Action Alternative will not
be continued under Alternative 3.
N

IV.C-1, "These actions are identified and described In Chapter II.CS.b.as Action 13

compensatory mitigation plans with improved design, Inspection, and enforcement

and Action 14.Action 13 includes the cooperative development and identification of
state-of-the-science BMP 3' for enhancing establishment of forests as s post-mining
land use. Action 14 states that if legislative authority were established on either a
Federal or state level reclamation with trees could be required as a post-mining
land use. {Yes, give more information on how you Intend to get either
state or Federal legislation to support such laws} The benefits these 8ctions
would provide to the successful establishment of forests on reclaimed mine sites are
described In the Chapter II.CS.b discussion of the actions. '!{A general paragraph

(This sounds great, but who, when, how is mitigation evaluated? Short on
details, but lofty wording) Excess spoil fills would become smaller and placed in

locations that minimize adverse environmental effects. n

IV.B-14, "The MOA could also reinforce protection of special environmental areas by
containing information on existing regulatory tools for environmental protection of
high value aquatic or other resources (e.g., underscoring the ADID process,
des!fnated special aquatic sites, and ''Aquatic Resources of National Importance, n as
weu as lands designated unsUitable for mining under SMC/?.4 (Again, ditto earlier

12-2-4

12-2-4

19-2-4

on why this has not been done In the past, lack of Incentives, absence of
laws, etc. would be useful somewhere in this EIS}

comments with the absence of an intensive biological survey, how are you
going to determine aquatic resources of national importance? Most
aquatic resources are of national importance, specifically what criteria do
you intend to apply for your classification?). An MOA could Identify the role of

IV.C-1, next to last paragraph, "In this type of ridge line mining and redamation
environment, for a number ofyears to come, the forest is replaced by a grassland
and/or herbaceous/shrub vegetative community With different topographic and
hydrologic conditions than thOse that existed prior to mining." {A number of years

the CWA Section 404(c) and (q) elevation process in the coordinated approach and
describe the type of site-specific information necessary to justify formal written
requests to the CO£ requesting NWP applications be processed as IP. "

I 9-3 -4

to come? All the evidence points to centuries; delete the inaccurate and
evasive wording.}

IV. B-14, top of page, under alternative 3. "This alternative is the preferred

IV.C-2, top of page, • The tables represent a worst case projection or overestimate

alternative for the agencies because of the improved efficiency_ collaboration,
division of labor, benefits to the public and applicants, and the recognition that some
proposals will likely be suited for IPs, and others best processed as NWP 21. n
Again, I was unaware that the purpose of this EIS was to make the
permitting process easier - I was under the impression that the purpose

of impacts to forest cover In the EIS study ares because:J)the date are projected
under the assumption that the entire area within the permit boundary would be
disturbed, and 2}the data do not include areas where forest regeneration is
occurring on some mine sites, i.e., the amount of natural succession or managed
forestry would decrease the affected acreage (Whoa, I have no problem with
the first point, but what evidence can you provide that there is any

was that given on page 1-2.

9-1-4

significant amount of forest regeneration on valley fills? I have been on
about 16 and am yet to see any signs of significant forest regrowth.)

IV.B·14, "The CO£ would also be responsible for mandating and retaining its
jurisdiction for appropriate compensatory mitigation to offset unavoidable impacts to
aquatic resources. (Ah, some information, but does the CO£ have the trained

Forests constantly change and evolve as a result of tree growth, aging, disease, and
human disturbances continually affecting the extent and composition of the forest.
For example, as one area Is disturbed by mining or logging activity (i.e., forest cover
removed}, other areas which were affected years ago by similar activities such as

aquatic biologists and/or ecologists to perform this function? Specifically
what sort of background to you envision for such people? What goes into
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logging or agricultural development revert back to forest. "(Again, this is
misleading because It inmnds to imply that all these other factors .,.. as
significant as mining activities. Hardwood forest recover within several
decades following logging, or even succession from agriculture, insects
and disease; there is no evidence of such a succession on vallfly fills.}

you give some examples of the number of post-mining land uses reaching
these goals? According to Table 1 in Yuill (Appendix G, p.23), those are
the proiiOMd llltt·mining land ugges from oermits. not what occurs. The
680fo are not the figures that show up In actual post-mining usage.}
IV.C-6, "However, regardless of the tree species, the reduction in the time required
to re-establish a forest (commercial or otherwise) equal or better than that which
existed on the disturbed areas prior to mining will also provide other environmental
benefits such as: {Whoa, firs~ there is little evidence that forest can be
replenished on mine sites without extensive changes in top soil
requirements, and second, What evidence can you popibly cite that
would Indicate a forest can be equal or betmr than that which existed
previously when there Is no topsoil'? {see above statement by former WV
State forestry Commlpioner} This above is pure wishful thinking
unsupported by any facts whatsoever} 1) an improved aesthetic environment
as grass-shrub habitats that typically follow mining will be more quickly replaced by
forest habitats; 2)resumptJon of carbon seQuestration; 3)resumption of forest
product utilizatiOn; 4}retllm of forest wildlife species similar to those that were
present prior to mining; and S)resumptlon of more normal hydrologic cydes (e.g.
i!Mtpotransplration cycles, peak flow},etc. u(Yes, this Is true, but there is no
evidence, supporting even minimal successful restoration of forests).

IV.C-2, second paragraph is really an almmation of the facts, forest
regrowth Is not what's occurring on valley fills, forest are becoming
more abundant but it primarily from losses to agriculture, etc- has
nothing to do with what's happing on valley fills, It is anything but a
reasonable assessment of what is occurring on the MTR/VF sites. In
fact, the following are quotes from the former IN\/ State Forester (from the
Charleston WV Gazette). "timber Is the only nstul'sl nmtiWabltii"MOu/'Ce in
WVA", "it emplt1ys ovlll' 30,000 people, by compsrlson the cos/ ind1111try
employs sbout 18,000 people••• Including 4, 400 st sur/see mlntli' ...
"300,.000 acres of forest hsve been disturbed. .. mines strip topsiJU snd
do not replac• it ..soll thllt 1$ llmfJd ... snd hydresiJIJdfJd with grMses••
which makes the 1/l'OUnd too alksline for trees ... oul' vsluable hardwood
for~Jst are l»lng lost for the next 150- 200 yesd' (some think his
estimam of 200 years Is generous). In view of these comments by the

9-1-4

former state forester of WV1 this paragraph deserves to be rewritten
entirely with completely different emphasis!
IV.C-5, top paragraph," This process is know as ''carbon seQuestration. n Thus the

IV .C-6, "Although SMCRA regulations require salvaging and redistribution of topsoU
or acceptable topsbil substitlltes as a growth medium, comments were received
during scoping specific to the impacts to soils as a result of MTM/VF. "{So, if this
has been required, why has it not been enforced? Why should ttte public
believe any of the new promises made in this EIS based on ttte past
performance of agencies responsible? As for the WVU soli study see my
comments below based on feedback I obtained from some distinguished
soil scientists.}

removal of forests means that those trees removed can no longer seQuester carbon
from the ai" and depending on how the removed trees are utilized or disposed of;
may re-introduce previously seQuestered elements back Into the alr.[Chapter
II.C.8.a.2.T {Well, if they are cut and bumed in place they do release

carbon dioxide, but are not most of them removed for timber, building,
and paper products? It is unclear to me what the message the writer of
this section is trying to convey.}
IV.C-5, under consequences common to the no action alternative, "At best,

IV.C-7, "This reduction In size and number of fills would indirectly have
reSIJited In a corresponding reduction in the number of acres of forest and forest
soils Impacted by MTM/VF. When the qualification statements and recent trend data
are considered in totality, It is likely that the forest and forest sol/Impact predictions
for the next ten year period will be less than the projected 380,547 acres: {This
statement appears to be in error based on Coal Age Magazine, July 2003,
where they report an increase in permits (totaling 4,400 acres) since the
IV Court of Appeals overtum of Judge Haden's decision in the winter of
that year.}

reforestation could only be considered marginally successlill (poor survival and
Impaired rate ofgrowth)." How could it even be described as marginal

successful when you have 10-year old stems that are barely visible, and at
best described as "hanging on". If you really feel that it is marginally
successful show some pictures of valley fills that have been replanted as
examples. If you cannot produce such, then rewrite this stuff.

19-2-4

19-2-4

IV.C-5, last paragraph, "In Virginia, the majority ofpost-mining land uses proposed
on coal mine sites are forestry. A stlldy of the proposed post-mining land uses on
current mountaintop mine sites in West Virginia revealed that 68% of the sites were
to be redaimed to forestry-related land uses [Appendix G;(Yui/1, 2002)} {Could

7-5-4

IV.C-7, Again, so many promises based on a non-existent1 BMP Manual,
give some details, who, how and when will it be forthcoming?
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IV.D-1. Again, page is replete with inaccurate and ewtsive wording,

see comments above, which also gets back to miles of streams burled
being underestimates.

examples Include: " ...fi)r a number of years to come, the forest
ecosystem .... ", meaning centuries; "may impact aquatic resources"
... they do impact aquatic resources see EPA statistical study; "may result
in downstream impacts", accurate translation = They do result in
downstream impacts.

=

IV.D-5, first paragraph "changes In macroinvertebrate and fish communities have
been observed' should read "Macroinvertebrate and fish communities were
impaired below valley fills" See Falk et al. EPA statistical study In Appendix.

rv.D-2, first paragraph "These impacts do not reflect any natural succession or
reforestation effo~ that have occurred and will occui'.{Insert at end of this
sentence the following:", which to date have been an insignificant portion
of the deforested landscapes."} Otherwise, you are lying by implying
something that does not exist. See also comments of the former WV
State Forester, above.

IV.D-5, "AlthotJgh data are lacking on the magnitude of mining impacts compared to
other alterations in land use such as forestry, the permanent nature of filling would
suggest{evasive should read "shows"} that MTM/VF impacts to biotic
interactions in headWi!!lter stream systems, Including interactions linking terrestrial
biota to the aquatic environment, may constitute (evasive should read
"constitutes") a Irreversible Impact to this system In the study aree." The

9-1-4

streams are buried, lost for eternity, gone, done, etc., etc! This is some of
the most misleading and evasive writing that I have ever seen!

IV.D-3, "Although data are lacking on the magnitude of mining impacts
compared to other alterations in land use, such as forestry, the MTM/VF impacts to
complex population dynamics in headwater stream systams requires additional study
to detail the impects to this system in the study area. "What kind of statement is

this? Most of the streams are gone for eternity when buried? We know
that formerly logged catchments can at least recover with time. We know
there are significant downstream effects as well.

IV.D-5, "Comparison of the numbers of total species and benthic species on
unmined sites and filled sites in Kentucky and in the New River Drainage indicate
that MTM/VF has reduced ("not lllld 1111 effect/ on the number and composition
of the fish communities in these streams. n

IV.D-3, "Direct filling of streams may reduce the numbers of lndMdua/s of rare and
endemic species, thereby reducing its genetic diversity possibly to the point of
extinct. • May reduce? Also, don't you mean extinction? Other evasive

IV.D-7, "Reforestation or creation of riparian zones as part of mitigation will
also aid in restoring contributions of woody materials and leaves for macro
invertebrates and downstream energy transport. n {How? Ponds or wetlands

don't export to downstream regions, and the development of stream
conditions on fills seems impossible based on the current structures, see
aquatic enhancement studies."}

words at bottom of page "may reduce" (it does reduce).
IV.D-3, "However, determinations of this type of Impact Is highly site-specific and,
as such, are beyond the abilfty of this document to evaluate. Identification of these
endemic populations, and as appropliate, protection measures, would be developed
on a case-by-case basis as MTM/VF proposals are submitted." {Exactly, what
does this mean? You are not requiring any specific inventories, so how do
you know you have an endemic populations? Your "c11111 by CIIH baa/#'

comes across to the reader as "unlikely event"}

9-3-4

IV.E-3 • Under the action alternatives, surface coal mining operators would have
access to a central source for state-of-the-art information on techniques to control
air quality problems that may not be available under the No Action Alternative. "
Well, it sounds good what does it mean and please explain the state-of-

9-3-4

15-2-4

the-art information on such techniques to control air quality, and simply
because they have access to it, does it mean they will be required to use
It? Again, promises without any concrete mechanisms being put forth.

IV.D-4, (Burton and Likens 1975) not Burton and Lykens and last paragraph, "Biotic
communities have been demonstrated to occur In the uppermost reaches of
wetershecls, even in ephemeral streem zones which flow only as a result of rain or
snow melt.'' Are you referring to the Headwater stream study of Stoud et

IV.F·l "Coal mining provides over 50%of the electriCal generation capacity for the
nl!ltion, and, 111 states within the EIS study area, more than 90%of electrieit:y comes
from Appalachian coal (What proportion of US Coal comes from the MTR/VF
Region?). Nevertheless, reSOIJrt:es In US. coal basins within or outside of
Appalachia and in other countries exist to offset lost reserves from the study area, if
market conditions change for regulatory or other reasons. However, economic
impacts resulting from decreased coal minl11fJ, could be locally significant {Chapter

al. in Appendix D? If so, these zones are not ephemeral, in fact, by WV
state standards they would not even be intermittent- they obviously
have long-term water as evidenced by the fact that many taxa had multiyear life cycles as immature (aquatic stages). The point is that these
streams do not appear as permanent streams on USGS topographic maps,

11-9-4
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IV.L]. However, wouldn't some conversion be required of eastern power
plants to burn western coal?

alternatives are not considered, only the mining Interests are taken Into
account.

q

Also somewhere in this EIS surely some mention should be made of the
many harmful effects of relying on coal? I suggest you might extract
some material from the following publication "COAL: America's Past,
America's Future?" prepared by Stephen Bernow, Michael Lazarus, and
Sivan Kartha by the Tellus Institute, Boston MA, May 2001. It Is avaHable
on the web.

IV.H-1, under sociat considerations, "Taken togethe" the changes for the two
periods suggest that the study area counties lagged the states in the 1980 :s-in
employment improvements and have begun "catching up" in the t990's.[Chapter
JJLQ.](Pieas show the per capita income for the MTR/VF counties, versus
the state average Income for each period - Then, what does this tell you
about the importance of MTR/VF to the local economy?) Tt!e persistence of
high employment In the more Isolated areas suggested that new and growing
industries are not being attracted to take advantage of the available labor force
[CV1,2002 ]. Surely, you mean persistence of high unemployment?
Furthermore, why do you say In the more isolated areas? Why would any
"new" Industry move Into an area where the environment was trashed?

11-9-4

IV.G-3, I found this to be a very disturbing section. These people are
hurting, they have little money, and little opportunity for further
development because their environment, culture, and way of life are being
trashed. Furthermore, leaving little opportunity for higher education,
does not mean they are dumb by any means. What are they going to be
left with when all of the coal and many of their mountains are gone?
How can they expect to develop a viable economy when their
environment Is being trashed? In other words, they are being treated as a
third world country and as such being exploited by the rest of us. How
can you say that none of the alternatives will help them? This is only
because maybe the right peth is not put forth as an alternative. Think
about these things with respect to the following statements on this pege:

IV.H-2, statements such as" The economiC dependence of the region on Its
exhaustible coal resources_ Its need to diversify, and its need to fUrther develop the
human resources and infrastructure to support economiC development are widely
recognized. {Well, ditto remarks above about trashed environments
attracting new industry and maintaining any quality of life.}" The steep
slopes and the narrow, flood-prone river valleys severely constrain the available
supply of developable land. {Well, there are many other areas of the world
and U.S., even within the Appalachians, that have such geology and
maintain viable economies. Could the trashing of environments by coal be
a factor here?} The use of/and alter coal mining has been completed may
include reslden!:ial and/or commercial development. {How many valley fills are
there in the State of WV? How many have some development on them? I
am aware of 2 airports, a prison, a golf course, a nursery (with container
grown plants), what else?, How about Kentucky? And, recently found
several additional ones listed In the study by Yulll2002.} ''Impacts to
aquatic resources affect drlnl<lng water and fisheries, Impacts to terrestrial resources
affects land use and development, viewsheds, wildlife use and recreation which all
have a bearing on social and cultural Impacts. H {Well, what does this say about
the potentiaf for new Industry and economic development?} "Tt!e number
of mining jobs Is related to the amount of coal produced. "{Well, If this Is true
why do the few miners working at MTR./VJI sites, mine much more coal
than many more underground miners in the state of WV?} "Coal-related jobs
will likely be last as tile existing coal resi:J'Ves are depleted and/or If coal mining
productivity Increases.[Appendix G;Chapter Ill.P·Q T {First part of statement is
obvious. Think about the second pert of this statement, completely
contradictory with preceding statement- more coal production, fewer
jobs, i.e., MTR/V1'}
H

"No distinction can be made between the No Action Alternative and the three action
alternatives as they affect cultural, historic, and visual resources in the EIS study
area.
H

10-2-4

H

"All alternatives may continue to displace local communities in essentially equal
amounts, since the alternatives are based on process differences and not directly on
measures tllat restrict the area of mining. nThis as well as several other
statements on this page translates as "citizens, be damned, we are
getting the coal". How would the persons responsible for this EIS like to
live in these areas? Put yourself in their shoes.
"Mitigal:ion for these Impacts may ocCtJr In the form of reforestation in some
Instances, howeve" some visual Impacts may be permanent due to post-mining
development " Well, if the reforestation I have seen on these valley fills are
examples they really don't have anything to look forward to for several
generations!
':4s communities are displaced for whatever reason, indudlng MTM/VF, local crafts,
skills, and folk lore may be diminished and may be lost However, all altematives
will produce Indistinguishable Indirect Impacts In this regard. "Only because the
citizens have not been considered in this process and additional
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IV.H-3, "Concems and subsequent complaints are likely to decrease as a result of
the identified recent program Improvements." Specially, what recent program

any follow up studies of mitigation where a stream or stream segments
have been uimproved"? Who does these and where are the results of such
follow·up studies following mitigation. This is touched on (bonding and
permitting) In the following paragraphs, but based on the scant
presentation, it is lmpouible to follow what is actually done and who does
it with respect to mitigation. One would think that this should be a pretty
important detail as often as the word mitigation Is mentioned In this EIS.

improvements will decrease citizens concerns and complaints? Please
give specific examples in this EIS.
IV.H-3, "The actions In the three action alternatives are projected to have positive
social benefits through the improved regulatory processes and coordinated public
participation. "{What! Compare with what was written on page IV .G-3

above, how can the writer of this section even pretend this statement Is
accurate!)

IV.I-7, Again, readers need to be cautioned that 100-year floods generally occur
much more frequently than every 100 years.

IV.H-3, "Additional water quality data collection and analysis may result In new
water quality standards, if necessary. (Why additional? You already have the

IV.I-8, ''However It is the purpose of this EJS to generally inform the public and
decision makers of the consequences of Implementing measures for ftll minimization
on the economy." On page I-2, it reads as follows: ·~stated In this Notice, the
purpose of this EIS is "to consider developing agency policies, guidance, and
coordinated agency deCision-making processes to minimize, to the maxtmum extent
practicabl~ the adverse environmental effects to waters of the unites States and to
ftsh and wildlife resources affected by mountaintop mining operations, and to
environmental resources that could be affected by the size and location of excess
spoil disposal sites In valley fills. "{Please correct the spelling of United on
page I-2 under purpose and need, but doesn't the latter sound different
that that given on page IV.I-8?)

10-2-4

information that Selenium exceeds safe drinking water standards in many
cases!) Development of SMPs (Again, based on promises with no Indication
of development, see also comments above concerning BMPs} to centralize
the best technical Information for aquatic mitigatiOn {see above concerning
questions about mitigation} and reforestation [Chapters /I.C.6 and Jl.C.S.,l as
well as the two actions discussed below_ will provide predictability and better
understanding for residents In the area of the effects of MTM/VF. " { What sort of
predictability and better understanding, based on statements above and
preceding pages? These are vague, empty promises without evidence of
support.}

Aquatic EIS studies, Appendix D, part 1, page 1 -The entire objective of
what Is summarized for the WVA Macrolnvertebrate Study (and I think a
pretty good one) for a Biological Indicator study, seems to be attempting
to make it sound as if residential areas are strongly responsible for the
biologically degraded streams below valley fills. Surely, it deserves
mention here that the greatest similarity between these sites were in
autumn in the middle of a drought and the streams originating below fills
had lower evapotranspiration and hence, greater flow than those draining
forests? Furthermore, the data analysis provided by the Cincinnati EPA
lab seems to Indicate that the only drainage basin had streams below fills
that scored good, Twentymlle Creek, section 5.2 of the Cincinnati Report
by Falk, et al. Their data would suggest differences between some basins
In the MTR/VF region. However, as Figure 5.1 shows there are still some
pretty large differences between filled and unmined sites In most seasons.
Sampling a number of new basins, as well as Incorporating the sites
studied in this report during a non-drought year could enhance these
studies. It would also be valuable to coHect from streams with residences
only and more sites with fills and no residences. The summaries on pages
1 and 2 do not adequately Include Information from the more
comprehensive statistical report from the Cincinnati EPA Lab, which used
all the stream biological data.

IV.H-3, a general comment on this page- Would, could, should- too
frequently used (especially under 2. impacts common..).
IV.I-3, "The existing program and the altematives proposed In this EJS contain the
common requirement that an applicant must avoid headwater streams and minimize
valley fills where avoidance is not possible. " Well, I am not getting that

message from this reading. What is coming through to me and on the
following pages is why we need larger fills.

11-2-4

IV.I-5, "Because the surface mining operation has been designed to reflect
comprehensive SMCRA review, there is pressure on the COE to work within the
existing design so as to not significantly alter the mine plan--unless egregious
adverse environmental effects would occur. "What are some examples of

something the COE would reject as an egregious environmental impact?
Also, between the years 1990 and 1998, how many permits were applied
for and how many rejected?
IV.I-6, "Action 10 Is common to Altematlves 1,2,and 3 and proposes to assure
compensatory mitigation through coordination of SMCRA and CWA bonding and
Inspection. "Again, I hate to keep pounding this point, but has there been

9-3-4

117-3-4

12-2-4

9-3-4
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Appendix o, page 4, under WV Stream Chemistry Studies, "Sites In the Filled
category hitd Increased concentrations of the fo!Jowlng parameters: sulfate, total
calcium, total magnesium, hardness, total diSsolved solids, total mangsnese,
dissolved manganese, specific conductance, total setsnlum, alkalinity, total
potassium, /leidlty, and nitrate/nitrite." Well, this really fails to convey the

Appendix O, page 2, "Questions remain concerning the extent to which downstream
impacts identified in this study may be influenced by the size, number., and age of
fills and the impact that these changes In the macroinvertebrate community may
have on the downstream terrestrial and aquatic communloes. A limiting factor that
should be considered is that most sites evaluated as mined were not necessarily
reflecove of current mining methods and programmaoc controls. " Again, this is

magnitude of difference (see table 6, page 25ln chemical studies} for
example the ratio of only median concentrations In streams draining
filled/unfilled sites: sulfate= 41.7x, calcium= 21.3x, magnesium=
21.2x, hardness= 21.2x, total dissolved solids= 16.8x, Manganese=
8.8x, conductivity 8.8x, selenium= 7.8x, etc., etc. Surely, this deserves
mention at several locations throughout this EIS, including the Executive
Summary! So, why are these data not elaborated throughout this EIS?
Furthermore, in Appendix D, page 5, the striking thing about the chemistry
report is the 66 violations of the EPA's safe drinking water levels for this
element! This is a serious problem (see above comments )1 why is the
problem glossed over here? What do you propose to do about selenium, and
I cannot find that it is even mentioned in the executive summary? This is a
very flagrant omission.

largely a misrepresentation of the data because a) the data show impaired
communities below fills; b) so what difference does it make how many
fills are involved?; c) the fills had altered chemistry and aquatic
communities below them, so what current practices are any different and
what programmatic control was ever in place?
Appendix D, page 3, "However, just as in the West Virginia Study, no ilttempt was
made to correlate changes in water quality or quanoty and subsequent changes in
the macroinvertebrate community to the numbers of valley fills presen~ the age of
the fills, of the fills or the influences thitt downstream distance may have on the
sampling result$. Also, sampling periOds for the Kentucky study were limited. As
such, itdditionill studies ilre needed to more fully evaluate the impacts of valley fills
on the aquaoc and Indirectly on the terrestrial community. "Ditto the above

comments about misrepresentation of the data.

5-5-4

AppendiX D, page 6, "Comparisons of unmined sites and filled sites In Kentucky and
in 2nd order streams In the New River Drainage indicate thst mountaintop
mining/Valley fill coal mining has Impacted the streams." Add "and resulted in
degradation of macroinvertebrate and fish communities. n to the end of

9-3-4

Appendix 0, page 4, 'Tnvertebrates lnhablong temporary streams can have high
diversity and faunal similarity with permanent streams, therefore they should be
considered in conservaoon plans deSigned to protect species and their habltst$."

this sentence.

No, the point is these are not temporary streams but do maintain some
water year-round as evident from the taxa present;. some of which require
water for one to two years during their larval development. This Is an
example of how the USGS topographic maps greatly underestimate the
presence of small headwater streams (see discussions above as well).

Appendix o, page 6, "The limitations of the study Include Jack of data on the age of
fills, size of fills, characterization of materials handling practices, the influence of
spedftc geological factors such as coal seams and overburden, and the extent to
which distance between fills snd sample Sites affect$ study findings. {No, these

are not limitations, but an attempt to obscure the findings, see comments
above.} There 11es little QA/QC data provided for the mining company data.

Appendix 0, page 4, "New questions remaining: Much more work is needed on
organic matter dynamics, e.g., Input and output budget$, etc. in small heitdwater
streams of the central Appalachians. The trend of Increasing fine organic particle
collectors downstream and higher shredder populaoons upstream SU{J{}ests a system
that is dependent on linkages upstream resources and surrounding forest "Well,

QuestiOns still remain on the downstream impacts relative to the Size, number and
age of fills md the Influence of stream flow variations. {Ditto comments above
about the evasive use of additive versus cumulative effects.} Further data
analysis concerning these issues is being conSidered. The report for this study was
completed in April 2003 and did not underr;o E/S Steering Committee review.

not much more work because we know from studies in the southern
Appalachians that: a) the organic matter that supports many
invertebrates and eventually salamanders and fish comes from the
surrounding forest; and b) longitudinal linkages are a fUndamental
concept of stream ecology. Again, these statement do not accurately
reflect current ecological understanding.

9-3-4

{Whoa, are you trying to imply that this study Is therefore flawed? Is that
what the steering committee thinks? Why?} Continued sampling at unmined
and Riled sites would improve the understanding of whether MTM/VF activities are
associated with seasonal variation in benthic macrotnvertebrate metrtcs and baseflow hydrology. H {What, exactly are you trying to imply? This statement

makes no sense, whatsoever! MTR./VF activities obviously impact benthic
macroinvertebrates as well as fish! We have attempts at concealment and
obfuscation, again.}
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Appendix D, page 7, "The proceedings provide Information on the CtJrrent
knowledge about headwater strea~ which are little understoccl outside of scientific
circles. " Well I would state this differently, I.e.. "The proeeedings provide

Appendix D, page 7, • The proceedings provide information ct1 the CtJrrent
knowledge about neadw8ter streamt which are tittle understOOd outside of sclentlfte
circles. n Well I would state this differently, i.e.. "The proceedings provide

information on the current knowledge about headwater streams, whose
values are Increasingly being recognized by the lay public, who are
forming watershed associations and adopt a stream groups.''

Information on the current knowledge about headwater streams, whose
values are Increasingly being recognized by the lay public, who are
forming watershed associations and adopt a stream groups."

Appendix D, page 7, same paragraph as above, the value of headwater streams In
nutrient uptake and transformation was also discussed. Furthermore, I think It

Appendix D, page 7, same paragraph as above, the value of headwater streams in
nutrient uptake and transformation was also discussed. Furthermore, I think it

could be safely stated that the aquatic scientists attending the meeting
were generally opposed to burying headwater streams whereas some
other parties were not.

could be safely stated that the aquatic scientists attending the meeting
were generally opposed to burying headwater streams whereas some
other parties were not.

Appendix D, "A SURVEY OF THE CONOIDON OF STREAMS IN THE PRIMARY
REGION OF MOUNTAINTOP MINING/VALLEY FILL COAL MINING" by Jim Green,
Maggie Passmore and Hope Childers: I realize this study was completed

Appendix D, "A SURVEY OF THE CONDIDON OF STREAMS IN THE PRIMARY
REGION OF MOUNTAINTOP MINING/VALLEY FILL COAL MINING" by Jim Green,
Maggie Passmore and Hope Childers: I realize this study was completed
before the statistical study of Falk, et al. the Green, et al.. This study
supplied much of the data for Palk et al, however, is it possible to

before the statistical study of Falk, et at. the Green, et al.. This study
supplied much of the data for Falk et al, however, is it possible to
summarize some of the additional analyses done by the Cincinnati Lab,
and put it in the appendix, or better yet incorporate those findings into
the executive summary on pages 1-5 of this report?

summarize some of the additional analyses done by the Cincinnati Lab,
and put it in the appendix, or better yet Incorporate those findings Into
the executive summary on pages 1·5 of this report?

5-5-4

5-5-4

Appendix D, WV Invertebrate Study, page 2, "We believe these sites scored lower
primarily because the {extreme} drought and lower flows impeded our ability to
collect a representative sample. "Wasn't this a record drought, or nearly so?

Appendix D, WV Invertebrate Study, page 2, u We believe these sites scored lower
primarily because the {extreme} drought and lower flows impeded our ability to
collect a representative sample. "Wasn't this a record drought, or nearly so?

Also, same page, "However; over a third of the time, filled sites scored in the good
or very good range over the five seasons." Somewhere in here would be a good

Also, same page, "Howevefi over a third of the time, filled sites scored in the good
or very good range over the five seasons." Somewhere in here would be a good
place to cite the Falk et al. statistical study as well.

place to cite the Falk et at. statistical study as well.

Also, bottom of same page, "In genera~ the filled and fi#ed/residential classes had
substantially higher median condUCtivity than the unmlned and mined classes." How

Also, bottom of same page, "In genera£ the filled and filled/residential classes had
substantially higher median condUCtivity than the unmtned and mined classes." How
about:
"In general, the filled and filled/residential classes of streams had 8.8x
higher median conductivity than unmined classes."

about:
"In general, the filled and filled/ residential classes of streams had 8.8x
higher median conductivity than unmined classes."

Appendix D, WV Invertebrate Study, page 3 "Our analysis of the only
complete data set provided by Potesta and Associates (Winter 2000) Indicated that
the sites in the filled and !flied/residential classes were biologically impaired relative
to the unmined sites (Green and Passmore 2000). The filled/residential class was the
most impaired class. " Again, this should be updated with the data of Falk et

Appendix D, WV Invertebrate Study, page 3 "Our analysis of the only
complete data set proVIded by Potesta and Associates (Winter 2000) Indicated that
the sites in the filled and filled/residential classes we/1!1 biologlcaHy Impaired 11!1/ative
to the unmined sites (Green and Passmore 2000). The filled/residential class was the
most Impaired class." Again, this should be updated with the data of Falk et

al. from the Cincinnati Laboratory.

al. from the Cincinnati Laboratory.
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entire train of thought where It is located. Just a scant sketch up front to
the reader with what's coming in the results. Is It possible to
move much of this to the appendix so the reader has access to it?

Appendix D, WV Invertebrate Study, page 3 "Dissolved oxygen, pH and temperature
can all vary during the day and through the seasons. The grab samples for these
parameters may not be representative of long term water quality at these sites and
should be treated with same caution. Temperature was fairly comparable within the
four classes. Dissolved oxygen, pH and temperature can all vary during the day and
through the seasons. The grab samples for these parameters may not be
representative of long term water quality at these Sites and should be treated with
some caution. "Yes, temperature does need some additional information.

~KqUaint

Appendix D, \NV Stream Chemistry Study, pages 9-23, in lieu of all of the problems
with field crews seems as if the USEPA should do additional sampling themselves
rather than relying on the WVDEP?
AppendiX D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 24, "The ratio of Mined to Unmined
was used to prioritize the discussion and eva!Ui!ltfon of the data from all categories
of sites. Only data from the second laboratory was used in this comparison since
there were data qui!llity differences betwe~ the two laboratories. "' can you give

Why not update it from the USGS study that incorporates stream
temperature in appendix D?

some idea of how many dates you are talking about for each laboratory
here?

Appendix D, WV Invertebrate Study, page 3 "The Rapid Bioassessment Protocols
habitat assessment data did not indicate substilntiaJ differences between the stream
classes." 1 suggest recasting as follows: Habitat assessment data did not

Appendix D, \NV Stream Chemistry Study, page 27, second paragraph, there is no
yellow diamond symbol on my black and white copy!

indicate substantial differences between the stream classes based on
method provided in the EPA Rapid Bioassessment Manual.

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, pages 27 and throughout the

remaining document where results of data for the various chemical
parameters are discussed. The biggest problem with the stre<~~m
chemistry study as those data now stand is that it Is in need of some
severe data reduction and additional analyses. One simple starting point
is to boil all those graphs such as Figure S04-1 into some more usable
format for the reader. A simple starting point would be as follows: 1)
provide the means for each of the classes of sites, i.e., fiUed, mined,
unmlned, filled-residential, etc. across all dates, with their standard
deviations (or standard errors w/number of samples), and simple 95%
confidence limits for e<~~ch of the classes of sites. As it is presented, all of
these graphs are simply too busy and non-overlapping 95% Confidence
intervals are one of the simplest me<~~ns of viewing such data. If it turns
out that the means are highly eerrelated with the standard deviations
then some Jog transformation may be required for such analyses. There
are other methods of a quick visual representation as well, but it loses
information, that would be to assign each type (Class of site) a number,
i.e. filled= 3, mined =2, unmlned = 1, etc, etc {with those values with
highest numbers given the highest numbers) and see how the numbers
would cloud around a simple regression versus concentration.....it's
somewhat "offbeat" but it may show something more distinct than the
cluttered graphs presently used.

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, "A Survey of the Water Quality of

Streams in the Primary Region of Mountaintop /Valley Fill Coal Mining",
page 1 "The data Indicate that MTM/VF mining activities increase concentrations of
the several parameters In streams. Sites in the category Filled had Increased
concentrations of the following parameters: sulfate, total calcium, total magnesium,
hardness, total dissolved sa/ids, total manganese, dissolved manganese, speclllc
conductance, total selenium, alkalinity, total potassium, acidity, and nitrate/nitlite."

5-5-4

To better get the readers attention you need to at least give median ratios
(filled/unmined) for each of the chemicals In the summary.•.• many people
may not read more than the summary.
Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 2, bottom of page, somewhere in
this section as well as in some of the USGS studies relating to increase stream flows
below valley fills, it needs to be mentioned that combined with higher

concentrations of certain chemicals this is going to increase the
downstream loading.
Appendix D, \NV Stream Chemistry Study, page 8, under Mining Permit Monitoring
"It was agreed that the list ofparameters being monitored for permits would be
expanded to include the parameters being monitored in this study. "Provide

information on what was being required before? For example was
selenium and conductivity being required?

5-5-4

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 30, and throughout following pages
where comparison of Duplicate samples are made. I generally like these graphs as
they are very visual; however, couldn't you also provide a different symbol, i.e.

Appendix D, \NV Stream Chemistry Study, page 9 -23, it is important to
document the QA/QC in this report, but it tends to bre<~~k the readers
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by R.E.l. Consultants - I have no problem with the inclusion of this study in the EIS,

filled, mined, unmined, filled-residential, etc. for where these dupliCates were taken?
For example, on Rgure S04-2 wouldn't you expect the Rlled sites to cluster in the
upper right and unmined sites on the lower left?

but why was the important study by these same consultants "Benthic
Macrolnvertebrate and Rsherles Study of Stations on Trough Fork and Big Laurel
Creek" not Included in the final report? Furthermore, this study seems to be missing
from my copy of the CD Rom, however my comments under the abbreviation REIHabitats are as follows:

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 31 and earlier on calculations of
yield, I would probably urge a little more caution on these yield measurements
because stream chemistry can change drastir.ally durlng storms (see this reference)

Golladay, S. W., J. R. Webster, E. F. Benfield, and Swank w. T. 1992. Changes in stream stability
following forest olea ring as indicated I:N storm nutrient budge!$. Archiv fur Hydrobiologie 90: 1-33

Page 1, REI-Habitats, the wetlands really represent somewhat exotic habitats to the
region, don't they?

Since no continuous integrated flow measurements or automatic sampling
techniques are used, these could be significant underestimates for certain chemicals
and overestimates for others. If you are going to use these then I would also
suggest doing the results for yield with means and 95% Confidence Intervals as
discussed above (with appropriate caution).

Page 4, and Table lA. REI-Habitats - on Physical and Chemical parameters -Well,
Selenium is listed as below (<0.003 mg/1), If we assume that it is averages only
0.0015 mg/1 = 15 IJg/L, this still exceeds EPA safe drinking water levels by several
fold (I will come back to this point later).

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, Calcium- ditto results discussed above
for Sulfate graphics for calcium as well, and hardness, total dissolved solids,
manganese, and throughout remainder of the report.
Appendix 0, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 62, shouldn't a preashed glass fiber
filter have been used for all dissolved and total organic carbon analyses?

Page 4, and Table lA. REI-Habitats- Benthic Macroinvertebrates, if you want to use
the EPA Hilsenhoff index, ok, but when you apply this to a lentic situation there is
little assurance that it is applicable. Also, page 4, rather than telling us the brand
name (Unitron) of the microscope- could you just state what type (I assume a
stereo?).

5-5-4

Page 6, and Table lA. REI-Habitats- Benthic Macroinvertebrates, is this really St.
John's Wort. Scientific Name: Hypericum perforatum L. Family:
Hyperic:aceae. Common Names: John's wort, klamath weed, goatweed,
rosin rose ? This Is a serious exotic pest, I.e., known as Klamath Weed in
Oregon (an exotic from Scandinavia), where it has taken over extensive
areas of the Klamath Valley. Surely, this is not being planted on the
valley fill sites?

Appendix o, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 74, "C>lsturblng coal and soils during
MTM/VF mining could be (far too weak should read are expected) expected to
result in violations of the stream limit for selenium. " Also see my above pages
about selenium and even WV information on selenium.

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 76 bottom of page you need to
emphasize that small amounts of Selenium can bioaccumulate in food chains and
end up in fish and wildlife.

Page 6, and Table 1A. REI-Habitats-surely the levels of Selenium, even if we take
half of the <0.003 mg/1, Selenium is in great excess at these sites?
Page 13, REI-Habitats, well if you really want to apply the Hilsenhoff Biotic
Index to ponds, ok, but that is not the purpose for which it was
developed. You should also give the scale where biotic indices >6.0
(Tables 3A and 38) fall out according to the Hilsenhoff index, as 1 recall
fairly poor to fair?

Appendix 0 1 WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 76 to 83, These concentrations
of Selenium in stream water are very disturbing. Are people being
adequately warned about the potential consequences of eating fish from
downstream areas?
Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, page 86," The report indicates 8S.base
flows of streams with valley fills are 6 to 7 times greater than the base flows of
unmined areas." Again, somewhere in this chemistry section an additional

REI -Habitats, page 20, surely algae in these pond has some role in overall
productivity and not just detritus?

paragraph needs to be written pointing out that greater flows from valley
fills are going to serve to Increase downstream chemical loading
compared to reference reaches.

Appendix D, "An evaluation of the Aquatic Habitats Provided by Sediment Control
Ponds and other Aquatic Enhancement Structures ........... " Conducted for Pen Coal

6-4-4

REI-Habitats, page 20, long paragraph at top of page surely you want to say
something about selenium concentrations and potential for downstream
impact?

16-4-4
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RB-Habltats, page 21, top of page, first line

'N .D-1. Again, page Is replete with Inaccurate and evasive wording,
examples Include: " ... for a number of years to come, the forest
eeosystem .... ", meaning = centuries; "may impact aquatic resources"
... they do impact aquatic resources see EPA statistical study; "may result
in downstream impacts"', accurate translation = They do result in
downstream impacts.

change refuge places to "refugia"

REI-Habitats, page 13, would you really expect Plecoptera in ponds? And,

how many EPT taxa would you expect in ponds versus streams?
RB-Habltats, pages 15-17, and Table 2A, 2 b, etc. If you are going to use the
Hilsenhoff Biotic Index you should state in here somewhere that the
scores range from fairly poor to fair.

'N.D-2, first paragraph "These impacts do not reflect any natufiil succession or
reforestation efforts, that have occurred and W/11 occul".{lnsert at end of this
sentence the following:"', which to date have been an Insignificant portion
of the deforested landscapes."} Otherwise, you are lying by implying
something that does not exist. See also comments of the former WV
State Forester, above.

REI-Habitats, I also have some questions about some of the Identifications

in the Tables S- 9. Are you sure that the "'BbvacophUa" aren't really
Polycenqopus? Polycentropus are found in a variety of habitats ranging
from streams to ponds; however, Rbvacophila are always associated with
fast-flowing streams and rivers. It's fairly easy to misidentify these two
genera in early instars. Also Amphizoidae beetles are found only in the
west and Pacific Northwest, so they must be something else?.

IV.D-3, "Although data are lacking on the magnitude of mining impacts
compared to other alte/'iitions In land use/ such as forestry, the MTM/VF impacts to
complex population dynamics in headwater stream systems requires additional study

to detail the impacts to this system in the study area. "What kind of statement is
this? Most of the streams are gone for eternity when buried? We know
that formerly logged catchments can at least recover with time. We know
there are significant downstream effects as well.

REI-Habitats, page 20, top paragraph, surely algae supplies a significant proportion
of the food base In the ponds and ditches as well as detritus doesn't It?
RB-Habitats, page 21-23, before I would get too excited about the potential
food webs and environmental resources of these ponds, i.e., 13 to 10 lines
up from bottom of page 21, you need to consider the selenium
concentrations as potentially creating some bioaccumulation problems
(see selenium above as well). If it Is expressing bioaccumulatlon, what
might happen to humans and/or other animals that may be depending on
the pond for food and water supply? I know it was not part of your
contract, but have other animals that might be using these ponds for food
resources been checked for selenium concentrations?

6-4-4

6-4-4

7-6-4

'N. D-3, • Direct filling ofstreams may reduce the numbers of individuals ofrare and
endemic species, thereby reducing its genetic diversity possibly to the point of
extinct." May reduce? Also, don't you mean extinction? Other evasive

words at bottom of page "may reduce" (it does reduce).
IV.D-3, "However, determinations of this type of Impact is highly Site-specific and,
as such, are beyond the ability of this document to evaluate. Identification of these
endemic populations, and as appropriate, protection measures, would be developed
on a case-by-case basis as MTM/VF proposals are submitted." {Exactly, what

does this mean? You are not requiring any specific inventories, so how do
you know you have an endemic populations? Your "CIIItt by Cllle bll•lll'
comes across to the reader as "unlikely event"}

RB-Habltats, pages 23 and 24, I agree with your statements that the COE

and other agencies need to recoMider the question of pond removal
following completion of mining. They may also serve to moderate stream
temperature regimes that are more favorable to downstream fauna.

IV.D-4, (Burton and Likens 1975) not Burton and Lykens and last paragraph, "Biotic
communities have been demonstrated to occur In the uppermost reaches of
watersheds, even In ephemeral stream zones which flow only as a result of rain or
snow melt." Are you referring to the Headwater stream study of Stoud et

Question on another Study By R.E.I. "A History of the Benthic Macroinvertebrate and
Water Chemistry Studies of two Long-term MonitOring Stations on Through Fork"
Conducted for Pen Coal by R.E.I. Consultants, report dated 20 June 2000. This study
seems to be missing from the draft BS and I think it should be included here.

9-3-4

al. in Appendix D? If so, these zones are not ephemeral, in fact, by WV
state standards they would not even be intermittent- they obviously
have long-term water as evidenced by the fact that many taxa had multiyear life cycles as immature (aquatic stages). The point is that these
streams do not appear as permanent streams on USGS topographic maps,

This was an interesting and valuable long-term study of macroinvertebrate data on
Through Fork Creek as Impacted by mining activities upstream. In fact, it was the
only long·term study that I remember seeing associated with this 85. I think it
should be included along with the bar graph Figure showing the multiyear shifts
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IV.[)-1. Again, page Is replete with inaccurate and evasive wording,
examples Include: "... for a number of years to come, the forest
ecosystem .... ", meaning = centuries; "'may impact aquatic resources"
... they do Impact aquatic resources see EPA statistical study; "may result
In downstream impacts", accurate translation = They do result in
downstream impacts.

Appendix !, Cumulative Impact Studies, page 74, • The CtJmblnat:Jon of the direct fill
impacts whiCh decrei'l$e nutrient cycltng and Indirect impacts tl'lroogh Impairment of
the aquatic community downstream from If/Is may result In a Sllbstantlal impact to
the nutrient cycling fi.Jnctlon In headwater streams. This Impact has proven difficult
to study directly. There Is ongoing debate among regulators and scientists on the
best way to CtJI!ect quantitative evidence for the possif>le occurrence and the
severity of the potential impact to nutrient cycling functions of headwater streams."

IV.[)-2, first paragraph "These impacts do not reflect any natural succession or
reforestation efforts, that have occurred and will occui'.{Insert at end of this

{What? How about examining the chemi.c:al data below fills compared to
reference sites as a start! For example: the ratio of onjy median
concentrations In streams draining filled/unfilled sites: sulfate= 41.7x,
calcium = 21.3x, magnesium = 21.2x, hardness = 21.2x, total dissolved
solids= 16.8x, Manganese= 8.8x1 conductivity 8.8x, selenium= 7.8x,
etc., etc. (See Table 6, page 25 In Chemical Studies in Appendix D).}

sentence the following: ", which to date have been an Insignificant portion
of the deforested landscapes."} Otherwise, you are lying by implying
something that does not exist. See also comments of the former WV
State Forester, above.

9-3-4

Appendix I, Cumulative Impact Studies, page 74, "Other activities; such as logging,
also pose potential threats to the nutrient cycling fi.Jnctlon of headwater streams in
the study area. However, the permanent nature of filling compared to the more
temporary and possibly more manageable impacts from forest:~y; would suggest
(evasive wording} that MTM/VF Impacts of to the nutrient cycling function of
headwater stream systems constitute one of the most major threats to this system
in the study area. • {Well, this sure does state the obvious. The streams are
burled1 1ost for eternity, gone, done, finished, kaput, etc., etc! The effects

IV.D-3, "Although data are lacking on the magnitude of mining impacts
compared to other alterations in land liSe, such as forestry, the MTM/VF impacts to
complex population dynamics In headwater stream systems requires edditional study
to detail the impacts to this system in the study area. "What kind of statement Is
this? Most of the streams are gone for eternity when burled? We know
that formerly logged catchments can at least recover with time. We know
there are significant downstream effects as well.

of logging don't even approach this, i.e. see the following reference for
some fairly long-term logging effects on benthic Invertebrates as well as
to obtain other references on logging effects:

IV. D-3, "Direct filling of streams may reduce the numbers of individuals of rare and
endemic species, thereby reducing its genetic diversity possibly to the point of
extinct" May reduce? Also1 don't you mean extinction? Other evasive

Stone, M. K., and J. B. Wallace. 1998. Long-term recovery of a mountain stream
from clear-cut logging: the effects of forest succession on benthic Invertebrate
community structure. Freshwater Biology 39: 141-169}

words at bottom of page "may reduce" (it does reduce).

IV.D-3, "However, determinations of this type of impact is highly site-specific and,
as such, are beyond the ability of this document to evaluate. Identification of these
endemic populations, and as appropriate, protection measures, would be developed
on a case-by-case basis as MTM/VF proposals are submitted." {Exactly1 what

Appendix I, Cumulative Impact Studies, page 75, "In contrast wetlands are among
the most effective ecosystems for removing pollutants and purifying wastes." {I

does this mean? You are not requiring any specific Inventories, so how do
you know you have an endemic populations? Your "case by case bash"
comes across to the reader as "unlikely event"}

IV.D-4, (Burton and Likens 1975) not Burton and Lykens and last paragraph, ''BIOtic
communities have been demonstrated to occur In the uppermost reaches of
watersheds, even in ephemeral stream zones which flow only as a result of rain or
snow melt." Are you referring to the Headwater stream study of Stoud et

9-3-5

think you are trying to imply in contrast to streams. Another
misinterpretation of facts - we don't tend to put as much such sewage
into wetlands as we do streams do we? Unless very overloaded, streams
are very efficient processors of nutrients and organic matter!}

9-3-5

Appendix I, Cumulative Impact Studies, page 76, top paragraph, "Biotic
communities have been demonstrated to occur in the uppermcst reaches of
watersheds, even In "ephemeral stream zones which flow only as a result of rain or
snow melt" {You are Implying that these headwater streams are generally
H

al. in Appendix D? If so, these zones are not ephemeral, in fact, by WV
state standards they would not even be Intermittent - they obviously
have long-term water as evidenced by the fact that many taxa had multiyear life cycles as Immature (aquatic: stages). The point is that these
streams do not appear as permanent streams on USGS topographic maps,

ephemeral, no, they are not even intermittent, because some are
permanent as evidenced by ltle headwater stream study (Appendix D,
Stout, et al.) because many of the taxa present have multi-year life cycles
(i.e.1 they require water throughout a multi-year period) and would not
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even fit the definition of Intermittent in wv. The above statement is
simply wrong. For example, at Coweeta in the southern Appalachians,
there are taxa present on drainages of less than 7 acres that require
continuous water to complete their development and these streams have
flowed for > 18 years with continuous measurements of discharge.}

Appendix I, Cumulative Impact Studies, page 78, bottom paragraph," The southem
Appalachians have been identified by the Nature Conservancy as one of the hot spot
areas In the United States for rarity and richness (Stein et al.,2000). {This is
certainly true} This region Is known to have the highest regional concentration of
aquatic biodiversity in the nation. {This is also true, so why are we continuing
to bury our hot spots for biodiversity?} For this reason, it is hypothesized
{evasive wording again} that Impacts which result in decreases In genetic
diversity, as measured by loss ofspecies, loss ofpopulations or loss of genetic
variants, would have a disproportionately large impact on the total aquatic genetic
diversity of the nation." {Well, why aren't statements such as this put

Suggestions for Future StudieS By the EPA from Wallace's reading of the EIS

9-3-5
As the executive summary and much of the main EIS is currently presented it is
obvious that results of the USEPA's own scientists were largely ignored.
Despite the attempts to obfuscate data such as that of Green and Passmore
and even ignore that of Falk et al. from the Cincinnati Laboratory (Appendix D),
the results of the benthic studies are pretty overwhelming. The study of Falk
et al. found some interesting cumulative effects, although they were called
additive for inexplicable reasons in this report, the seasonal difference in
downstream biological Integrity metrics do warrant further Investigation from
the standpoint of both basic and applied science. Their data certainly indicates
that increased mining activity within a watershed, which seems to be a point of
contention among some quarters. The further one goes downstream, the more
obfuscators can throw additional factors into the mix. However, without
question the downstream chemical and biological data do show serious
problems resulting from valley fill operations.

9-3-4

forward in the Executive Summary as well as the main EIS?}

Using existing data such as the INV stream Condition Index would be a valuable
starting point for establishing clear biological criteria for each of the states in the
mining regions. "develop and propose, as appropriate, criteria for additional
chemicals or other parameters (e.g. bioioglcal indleiJtors) that wolJid support a
modification of existing state water quality standards# The time for additional
studies are over, it is now time proceed with the existing criteria such as those
developed by Gerritsen et at for the WVSCI (see citation in INV Macroinvertebrate
study of Green and Passmore).

Additional comments and Notes to the EPA
Pretty obvious that EPA should establish some sort of limits on conductivity for
streams as mayflies appear to be depleted below most valley fills.

For individual states such as WV, does the USEPA have any requirement on
how biological monitoring records are delivered to the WVDEP or maintained
following their submission? As I recall form conversations in 1999-2001, this in

unclear. Are these data analyzed in any way, or they simply dumped into files? One
requirement should be to have those data be submitted electronically as well as a hard
copy and one copy should go to the USEPA. If the submission forms were in a
standardized format, it would be a valuable record for long·term study. Furthermore, if
those data were required and maintained, then much of the present situation would not
even be occurring and quarterly assessments could be made directly by the EPA.
Another problem associated with the entire process of benthic data and collection of
such is the quality of consultants. Based on what I have seen I would generally give
the REI group working With Penn Coal, decent grades. However, even with REI they
have obviously made some mistakes In benthic Identification (see my main BS
comments), but these guys are young and I am willing to allow for problems. However,
I feel that they are honest. The real problem comes in with the fact that according to
Mike Barbour at Tetra Tech, there Is no license required for consulting. Who checks
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Selenium Is knoWn to ac:c:umulate in food chains. Some consideration must be given
to taking fish tissue samples !'rom downstream areas, including downstream
reservOirs.
Concerns the downstream measure of "yield" for certain chemicals as presented in
the Chemical Study. Simply multiplying concentration x Instantaneous measures of
discharge on each sampling date may grossly underestimate concentrations.
Several studies have shown that concentrations of chemicals often uspike" sharply
during storms. It would be very Informative to establish some automated water
sampling devices below both fills and reference sites to obtain storm concentrations.
For both DOC, and chemical analyses. (Some of these samples can also be filtered
through glass fiber filters to obtain estimates of fine particulate organic matter
[FPOM] concentratiOns during storms for both reference and filled sites.) Surely
somewhere in the EIS there needs to be a general paragraph that addresses the
following: 1) the farge increases in concentrations of certain chemk:al elements
below valley fills; and, 2) the increased water yield or discharge below valley fills.

them out? Many consultants are simply unqualified. This Is a problem we have
discussed at the North American Benthological Society for a number of years. Since, it
is obvious that the COE protocol for Eastern KY Streams is going to be
stressed in the MTR/VF process (we are working on a review of that protocol
and will submit It within the week) as well as mitigation, I find this
disconcerting, because there is no QA/QC associated with the process. The
EPA needs to take control here. I found that certain statements such as:

"Questions remain concerning the extent to which downstream impacts identified in this
study may be influenced by the size, number, and age of fills and the Impact that these
changes In the macrolnvertebrate community may have on the downstream terrestrial
and aquatic communities. A limiting factor that should be considered Is that most sites
evaluated as mined were not necessarily reflective of current mining methods and
programmatic controls. These questions will require additiOnal investigation. " are
intentionally designed to be ambiguous and evasive. If you presented the
results of some of the EPAs findings to any aquatic scientific society they
would immediately take this for what it Is - impaired. Thus, some of this
should be turned over to the legal divisions within EPA.

The combination of these two factors Is going to Increase the rate of
chemical loading on downstream streams and rivers and this needs to be
made perfectly clear in the EJS.

Note the problems mentioned In the paragraphs of Handel's report concerning longterm prospects for reforestation. The EPA should promote a long-term recovery study
to get some idea on any potential forest recovery under different conditions. Sampling
valley fills of different ages could represent an initial phase of such a study.
Reforestation should be a starting place for BMPs.

Another major item of concern is conductlvlty, which is more difficult to get a handle
on because a) It varies greatly in different geographical regions and different
geologies, b) it is not always the same chemicals that contribute to elevated
conductivities; c) therefore, a national standard would probably be inappropriate.
Unless It can be shown that the elevated conductivity Is corning from
some unusual geological formation, (I.e., springs on occasion may have
very different chemistries) some regional standard would appear to be in
order. However, some local or ecoreglon standard for lncrease(s) above
some background levels found in the ecoreglon would appear to be In
order.

I am also concerned about the fact that In addition to being unnamed, most

headwater streams are unaccounted for by conventional methods. Almost none of
the intermittent and ephemeral streams in the Chattooga basin were drawn on
either USGS topographic or Forest Service maps. The USEPA should conduct some
ground measurements of some of these headwaters In the MTRJVF area, perhaps in
conjunction with the USGS, and compare these with topographic maps. Without this
information, accurate assessment of miles of stream impacted Is Impossible. Many
more miles of streams may be burled than currently mitigated.

From a purely scientific viewpoint I would like to see some long-term data sets
associated with reference and valley fill sites for both stream invertebrates and
stream chemistry. This could take the form of several fills sites: 1) samples below
older fills; 2) samples below recent fills; 3) samples below active fills; 4) samples
below planned or fills being permitted. However, you can forget these
comments If It is going to simply require multiple years of data collection
while these mining companies continue to raze the environment of the

Appendix D, WV Stream Chemistry Study, pages 9-23, in lieu of all of the problems
with field crews seems as if the USEPA does any additional sampling, it should be
done internally rather than relying on the WVDEP? However, results from the
chemical study are so overwhelming, despite lack of statistical analyses, that the
time for action is now. EPA has set the drinking water standard for selenium at 5
ug/L (versus 11.7 observed below valley fills, Table 1) to protect against the risk of
these adverse health effects. Drinking water that meets the EPA standard is
associated with little to none of this risk and is conSidered safe with respect to
selenium. Much of the chemistry data seems fairly conclusive and there are several
Items of major concern: First) What is EPA going to do about the elevated selenium
since many (66) samples violated EPA's safe drinking water levels? Second)

MTR/VF region, The elristing evidence is already sufficient for regulatory
purposes. These studies are a good start to long-term data set.

Some studies that were promoted In the EIS don't warrant additional
effort, or are not required for regulatory purposes. They appear to be
designed particularly to prolong the process. These are as follows:

3
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Some points on the Eastern Kentucky Stream Protocol by J. Bruce Wallace
The methodology represents a first attempt at assessment and mitigation, which
is an admirable effort; however, the document falls far short on many points and
Is replete with unproven and unsubstantiated assumptions. Furthermore, much
more extensive documentation, based on scientific studies needs to be presented
before this document even pretends to assess the COE goals of "no net loss" of
functional values.

Statements such as: ''New questions remaining: Much more work is needed on

organic matter dynamit:St e.g., input and output budgets, etc. in small headwater
streams of the central Appalachians. The trend of increasing line organic particle
collectors downstream and higher shredder populations upstream suggests a system
that is dependent on linkages upstream resources and surrounding ..." No, these

The methodology is based primarily on visual assessments of streams (based on
the U.S. EPA publication EPA 841·8·99·002) as well as EPA rapid bioassessment
protocols in the above manual. I quote from this EPA publication as follows:
"However, none of these habitat dassllication techniques attempt to differentiate
the quality of the habitat and tile ability of the habitat to support the optimal
biological condition of the region." A general rapid bioassessment Is much better
than not doing anything, but does not serve to identify particularly rare or
endangered species or those having special value. Such an assessment does not
identify "high value" aquatic ecosystems as put forth in the main coal mining
draft EIS. Nor does such an assessment identify habitats containing unusual or
rare species as put forth In the above EIS. Furthermore, as pointed out in the
MTR/VF draft EIS (see Stout et al., Appendix D) many rare species are
associated with these small headwater streams and simply are not going to be
accounted for using genus, or especially family level identifications.

are not new questions remaining, only designed obfuscation for a few
more years of mining.
likewise, statements such as, " The limitations of the study include lack of data
on the age of fills, size of fills, characterization of materials handling practices, the

Influence ofspecific geological factors such as coal seams and overburden, and the
extent to which distance between fills and sample sites affects study findings....•
Questions still remain on the downstream impacts relative to the size, number and
age of fills and the influence of stream flow variations. Further data analysis
conceming these issues is being considered. No, these are only designed to
H

slow the regulatory process with obfuscations that really don't amount to
much because they know the streams and environments they have
created are severely impaired and are attempting to delay the inevitable.

"A number of questions or Issues remain to be resolved. Several stream quality
parameters exhibited anomalous concentrations. The potential effects of existing
mineralogical or geological controls on water quality composition is uncertain. The
extent to which downstream impacts may be Influenced by the size, number and
age of fills and the extent to which downstream distance may influence study
findings was not determined. Loss of the initial sampling data made analysis of
seasonal variation of water quality difficult to evaluate. Identil7cation of the specific
sources ofpollutants were not incorporated into the study design. A limiting factor
that should also be considered is that most sites evaluated as mined were not
necessarily reflective of current mining methods and programmatic controls. As
such, further data analysis concemtng these Issues is being considered. .. Again,
statements such as the above are only designed to obfuscate and prolong

Furthermore, these rapid btoassessments are put forth repeatedly (here as well
as in the mining EIS) as a functional assessment and trying to imply they assess
stream functions, which they do not.
These things purported to be functional assessments are not really measuring
functional attributes in an ecological sense and should in no way be confused
with ecologiCal functions. Here are some examples functions as would be
covered in an ecological context:
l) Nutrient cycling (or spiraling) in streams (Includes uptake and release and
processes such as denitrification and nitrification);
2) Transport and retention (particles, etc);
3) Decomposition such as detritus processing;
4) Organic matter dynamics (input, storage, retention, export);
5) Measurements of primary production, secondary production heterotrophs
such as bacteria, animals (including invertebrates and fish;
6) Respiration, etc.

the issue. If we prolong the issue long enough, It want make any
difference to the conclusions reached in the final document!"

The USACOE Wetland Research Program Technical Report WRP·DE-11 "A
Guidebook for AppliCation of Hydrogeomorphic Assessments to Riverine Wetlands
by Mark M. Brinson, et al. does list some functions as applied to wetlands such
as Nutrient Cycling, nutrient removal, retention of organic matter, etc,
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be provided, what "crystal-ball" are the authors of EKSP using to reach such
conclusions?

The items indicated in the Eastern Kentucky Stream Protocol (EKSP) as
assessing stream functions are not doing so, although the mountaintop
remova!{valley fill EIS (MTR/VF) is replete with statements suggesting that
methods presented the EKSP assesses stream functions. This is an extremely
serious point as there is no evidence that functions are being measured, nor is
there any evidence that restoration or enhanced functions are being mitigated
(see below) and indeed apparently (without direct reference) is repeatedly
referred to in the MTR/VF draft: EIS.
In a document published on pages Immediately folloWing an earlier draft: of
the EKSP in the following: Aquatic Resources News [COE publication Vol.2, Issue
1, Spring 2003, "STREAM ASSESSMENT IN VIRGINIA· AN EVOLVING AND
DYNAMIC PROCESS" by Michael A. Schwinn and Gregory D. Culpepper) these
authors noted based on a similar stream assessment the following: ''Because
development of a fully functional stream assessment model could take several
months, there was a need for a more rapid assessment tool for the regulatory
program that was still objective and quantitative. Therefore, the Norfolk District
and the Virginia DEQ decided to pursue an interim stream assessment protocol
that could bridge the gap between the subjective measures currently In place
and a full functional assessment model. The Interim stream assessment approach
is not a full functional assessment model in the sense that the Corps' HydroGeomorphic {HGM) assessment or the u.s. Rsh and Wildlife Service's Habitat
Evaluation Procedures {HEP) are. N

Another area of concern is that invertebrates are being sampled only from the
riffle areas. I hate armchair biOlogists as I have only walked some of the
reaches of KY streams impacted by MTR/VF operations. However, based on
studies of numerous streams In the southern Appalachians, the percent riffle
habitats can vary greatly among streams, For example in some headwater
streams in the Appalachians of western North Carolina, riffles may vary from
10% to over 60% of the habitat proportions. My question is as follows: If you
sample only riffles and you obtain an EIU of 1.0 in one stream that may have
only 10% riffles versus another that has 60% riffles that have an EIU of 0.5;
how does your proposed method assess the differences In substrate availability
among streams? I cannot decipher such a mechanism for differentiation In
substrate availability In this (EKSP) document.
One of the most serious problems completely missing from the EKSP is that
the impact on downstream areas is not addressed. The impact of the buried
stream network on downstream effects Is not considered because clearly
Invertebrate populations (especially, mayflies, some stoneflies and caddlsflles,
etc. are severely Impacted downstream. Furthermore, stream chemistry goes
off scale, particularly conductivity, selenium, etc. These effects are not
accounted for In the proposed mitigation. If you account for the long-term
downstream alteration of stream chemistry and impairment of the biota, why
shouldn't an additional temporal component of EIUs be built into the Impairment
as was built In for the proposed mitigation enhancement? How does the EKSP
propose to mitigate for long·term consequences of the upstream burial of
streams on downstream areas with respect to altered chemistry and biotic
impairment? Regardless of what Is put forward in the executive summary and
the main EIS on the draft EIS on MTR/VF mining, the scientific evidence (buried
in the appendices) make It very dear that there are massive chemical and
biological impairments below valley fiHs. Thus, we bury a stream with 0.2 EIU
units; however, in the process both downstream chemistry and biota are altered
to such an extent that we seriously impair miles of downstream segments.
Downstream biota and chemical concentrations are being affected! Furthermore/
based on afl available evidence1 when you bury a stream with a value of only 0.2
EIU unitS, you are creating much worst problems extending downstream! For
example1 we have converted this headwater stream with 0.2 EIU units to a valley
fill with elevated conductivity, selenium, and various other problems that are now
going to seriously impair a much larger downstream area. This is unaccounted
for in the Et<SP and completely unacceptable.

How are the long· term consequences taken into account in the document?
For example are you burying a stream of EIU (ecological integrity unites worth
only 0.2) x 1000 feet of stream are we really losing only 200 EIUS since this
burial is forever? How do you account for a fraction of an EIU lost if it is in
perpetuity? Furthermore, this assumption is based on the supposition that a
stream with 0.2 EIU will never improve in perpetuity, which is highly unlikely
since many scientific studies have addressed both short- and long-term studies
from disturbance and shown that many streams can recover from rather severe
disturbances. The previous scenario, tong-term recovery and increased EIU
values for a stream destined to be buried, is just as predictable as the ineffectual
predictions of some future values under the proposed mitigation gains elaborated
on extensively (see additional comments below), but never clarified with respect
to how/ when, and where these are actually assessed. Furthermore, is there
not flawed logic with the concept of burying 2,000 feet of stream with an EIU
value of only 0.2 in perpetuity, as a one time write off, yet we allow 25-30 years
for some future imaginary envisioned "mitigation" improvements to become
effective? The answer is obvious and does not need further elaboration. Please
provide appropriate scientific literature that addresses these enhanced stream
values following long-term studies of mitigation. If such documentation cannot

Ecological processes In stream are generally expressed per unit area (some
exceptions being measures of nutrient uptake), i.e. litter inputs, productivity

3
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Downs, P.W., and G. M. Kondolf. 2002. Post-project appraisals in adaptive
management of river channel restoration. Environmental Management
29:477·496

(both primary and secondary), etc. There is no evidence that unit areas are
being taken into account Surely a stream that in 4 or 5 feet In width with the
same EIU as one that is 1.5·2 feet in width has a different mitigation value than
the smaller' Per linear length of stream is simply not an acceptable unit for
comparison among streams. Another consideration is that studies in both N.
America (PA- White Clay Creek Basin) and New Zealand show that streams are
wider In wooded reaches than grasslands, which says many of these ecological
processes will vary between these reaches. See the following references:
Sweeney, B.W. 1992. Streamside forests and the Physical, Chemical, and Trophic
Characteristics of Piedmont Streams In Eastern North America. Water Science
and Technology 26(12): 2653·2673.
Sweeney, B. W. 1993. Effects of streamside vegetation on macroinvertebrate
communities of White Clay Creek in eastern North America. Proc. Acad.
Natural Sci. Philadelphia 144:291·340.
Davies-Colley, R. J. 1997. Stream Channels are Narrower in pasture than in
forest. New Zealand J. Mar. Freshwat. Res. 31(5):599·608.

In the citation marked with an asterisk * above the author Identifies several
features required for effective evaluation, including: (1) Clear objectives; (2)
Baseline data (before and after); (3) Good study design to demonstrate effects
of restoration projects; (4) Commitment to long-term to detect any changes
years following mitigation; (5) Willingness to acknowledge failures.
In-Lieu-Fee Mitigation - could the authors provide the data that went into the
professional judgment that the Louisville District came up with the value of
$100/llnear foot of stream? I am especially curious about this value since: a) I
am unsure of what values went into this calculation; b) how you could derive a $
amount since downstream areas are going to be adversely Impacted by fills; c)
how do you account for streams of different widths?; d) what sort of public
notices went Into solicited stream mitigation projects?; and, e) what ecosystem
processes or stream function studies went into these calculations and how was
the final $100/m length of stream value reached? I am especially curious about
what sort of "professional judgment" was used to derive such a value.

What scientific justification can the COE offer for mitigating on the basis of
length rather than wetted area of stream or better yet, bankful area of stream?
If there is documentation in the scientific literature to support mitigation based
on unit length rather than area please present it with an appropriate explanation.

I have one final request for the authors and the COE. That request is as
follows: If you are going to apply such a procedure to "mitigate" for "functions
lost", the proposed El<SP should be submitted to a recognized, externally peerreviewed scientific journal rather than published as an Internal COE document. I
hope my comments will be viewed as constructive toward improving such a
submission.

A lot of faith is devoted to long-term mitigatiOn and how it is going to have
predictive, positive impacts on a stream being improved. Can the authors
cite specific long-term, scientifically based studies that show the longterm recovery of streams foUowing mitigation? Such papers need be cited
and elaborated on extensively in this document, or a separate document
presented that explains how they reached decisions on the temporal aspects of
recovery. If such data and publications cannot be produced then it cannot be
called true mitigation. Furthermore, how are the "mitigation" gains
going to be assessed against some unproven future condition if there
are no studies supporting such improvements? If such purported
"mitigation" goes forward then long-term monitoring and scientific study needs
to be added to the costs of mitigation and results of these monitoring and
scientific efforts need to be placed in the public record.
A good starting point toward assessing and evaluation of restoration projects
would be some of the following papers:
*Kondolf, G. M. 1995. Five elements for effective evaluation of stream
restoration. Restoration Ecology 3:133-136
Kondolf, G. M. 1998. Lessons learned from river restoration projects In
California. Aquatic Conservation Marine and Freshwater Ecosystems. 8:39·52
Kondolf, G. M. and E. R. Michell. 1998. Evaluating stream restoration projects.
Environmental Management 19:1·15
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Patty Wallace

David Walters

1:

December 31, 2003

Mr. John Farren. US EPA (3ES30)
1650 Anlh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

1-9
The recommendations made in the draft Environmental impact Statement ou MTR are
UNACCEPTABLE. The reconunendaliou do not ftl!fil! the stated purpose of the study,
which is to "m.i:oimize, to the maximum extent practicable, the adverse environmental
efl:ects•••• by mountaintop mining operations•..•• and e:x.cess spoil dispoasl". This cannot
be achieved by "coord!nating", "evaluating" and •continuing•.

e.:arth.

The $1Udy itself docm:nents very valuable illfurmation including very significant adverse
environmental efl:ects from this mining practice. It is ahnply a shame !bat the data from
the study was ig;nored in fotmulating the riloormnendstions. Not only do the
reoommendations not meet the objectives, they eetually go against the objectives by
weakening already inadequate poliey (by eliminating the "buffer zone•, "refining" the
definition of fill, and issuing general permits).

15
-

The reoommendations g t be re:wrttten and lllllst include hntd policy to significantly
improve best practices to minimize the permanent destruction taking p!Jice eummtly. The
recommendations must include hard policies and guidelines that require proper
reclamation, mitigation, enforcement and a mechanism for continuous practice
improvement.

Please do wbat is right • economically, socially and morlllly. Re-write the
recommendations and use thi$ opportunity to make things better. The cost of these
improvements now will be a small fraction of the cost to our society in the thtore if
cuxrent practices are continued.
Sincerely,

DavidW. Walters
Beverly J. Walters
Cssey D. Rsins
Robert J. Rsins
Clnclnnsti, Ohio

Snowshoe, West V'!rllinia
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Richard Walters

Barbara Walton

Richard f~ W&llllltl

204 South Pierpont Roed
Morgantown. wv 26508-4150

'

lt.-

MEC·o

I

·-·--

RJ;:C '0 JAN 0 9 200,l
..

JAN 0 5 200~

8.5 N. Claymore Lane
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
January 5, 2004

FIIX 304 594-22110 (pnils$ "51)
Home Phone 304 594-22110
email rewaltem@adelphla.net

JobnForren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

JliDllary 02, 2004

Mr. John Forren
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Subject: Mountaintop MiDing/Valley Fills (MTMIVF) inAppeler:hla Ont.ft Prognu:mnatic EIS
The sul!ject document is helpful in attempting to ll!1derstand the diffieult and complex legal
and jurisdictional situation. I was to be frank, disappointed the! none of the alternatives fully
addressed the full impact of such mining to the ~ especially water and air.

Re: EIS fbr Mouotaintop Removal

I can agree the! the preferred alternative may be the best oftbnse studied in the long term
and an improvement itom current proeeduml practice. But UJdll the ADID proteotlom f!illl be
put in plaee, the presumption shnuld be fbr IP because ofpotentlally drastic consequences. A
full EIS should be required fbr any action the! bas the poteotial to impact public weter supply or
safety. The record is only too full ofmisuse and dire impact on C<lnununities resulting itom ilWure
ofVF retention systems and insdeqllli!e buftilr areas. The value of clean water is more importeut
than cheap coal and even jobs! The public needs direct and timely input on a case by case basis.
This would avoid many lawsuits.

De& Mr. Forren:

I wish to register my concern about the Environmental Impact Statement recently
prepared concerning mountaintop removal practices in West Virginia and other Eastern states.

Alfbough the report identil!es significaot negative impaots to the environment, it also
Wblle
stating there is not enough "science" to support options to protect the eovironment, the report
ignores the many studies of stream. impact , increased l!oodlng, and wildlife disntptlon which
occur with valley lills. The law requires the! mined 1snds be returned to tbeit original
conilguretions as much as poselble, and the current practice totally ignores this stipulation.

rqects, fbr no substantieted reasons, any proposels which would reduce these impaots.

11-3
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Therefbre, I ree&DIDII!Dd a modlfted Alternative 2 wbleh presumes Individual Permit
(lP) and requires a taD EIS nn any aetion with pntentlal publie lmpaet. When ADID is fully
implemented, this could be changed Ifthe public and lonal governmeot are satisfied the! ADID is
worlcing and is suffieieot fur thair proteotion. This includes education ofthe public in both ADID
and the revised process. I estimate that, with adequate limding and cooperatio11, this C<luld not be
accompllsbed befbre at least 10 years.

1-10

Please do not be part ofthe current administretion's cause to weaken our envlromnenial
laws by declaltltiona that they are being "clarlfled" when in fact they are being circumvented in
order to allow mining and industry to edversely alfeot the environmeot. The rules and laws now
in place provide more than adequate allowances fbr industry to function. Please enfOrce them.

Thank you fbr this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

cc:

•Senator Robert Byrd
Senator Jay Rockefeller
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Kenneth Warren

Rufus Wanning

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/!JSEPA/lTS on 01/07/2004 03:42PM----"rufuswatm:ingCq)hyp
ernet.com"
To:
R3 Mounta:intop@EPA
<rufuswanning
cc:
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal M:iniug
01/06/2004 03:39
PM

•1" 'l=?E 0

, D : ·~j

2 1 Mneth S. Warren

""~'bs Evans Lane
Oak Ridge, T~ 376~-4128
August 17, 2003

Mr. John Fomm, US EPA
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Subject Stop Mountaintop Removal Mining

Dear Mr. Forren:
The toweling strip mining maChines that have been systematically decapltatlng
mountains in Appalachia operata only because government agencies have
illegaUy allowed the coallndusl!y to pollute and obliterate the ll!lgion's vital
waterways with millions of tons of wasta.

Dear Mr. John Forretl, Project Manager,
The idea ofblast:ing the tops off whole mounta:ins, aud pushing them :into
mountain streams in order to get the coal :in the mountain, is
mtconsdonable. I urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental
:intpact statement to abolish this form of mining. If we need the coal
badly enough, we'll get it by uudergi'Ound mining.
S:incerely,
Rufus \r./anning
PO Box 315
Orland, ME 04472
rufuswanning@lhyperuet.com

1-9

Cliiaf Judge Charles H. Haden II, of the Southam District of West Virginia,
found in 2002 that the administration's new rule Change whiCh allows the
dumping of mining rock and dirt into the streams and valleys of Appalachia is an
"obVious perversity" of the Clean Watar Act Accordingly, the Amly Corps of
Engineers was ordered to stop issuing permits to companies that have been
dumping millions of tons of waste into hundreds of miles of watarweys and
hollows, in the mining practice known as "mountaintop removal".

1-9

"Mountaintop removal" destroys streams and contaminates drinking water. The
accompanying blas~ng results in blasting dlamage to homes In the area.
Mining by means of "mountaintop removal" additionally destroys forests and
wildlife habitats,

It can be demonstratad that •mountaintop removal" actually def'tes an Executive
Order regarding Environmantal Justice for Low Income Peopie.

11 O-7_2

Mr. Forren, please use your ofllce to put an end to mining by means of
mountaintop ramoval.
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

~~"'~
Kenneth S. Warren
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Holly Watkins

CleeWebb

BEIVED
Mr. John Forren, US EPA (ES30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa 19103
Re: Mountaintop Removal- West Virginia
Dear Mr. Forren:
Holly Watkins
Date: 1/05/2004
City: Charleston

JIJL.U2003

,July 17, 2003

I

I do not live in West Virginia, however, I was born, raised and attqndod High School in
Raleigh County and lived there my young adult life.
'

State: WV

Zip:

I write to yon as a native of West Virginia who is very much concerned with the future of
the state's incomparable landscape and ecology. In deciding on an alternative to current
mountaintop removal practices, I urge you to choose the alternative which entails the
most thorough review of environmental con:sequenees on a case·by"case basis and the
most engaged cooperation with the public It seems to me that this is Alternative 1
proposed in the study. I fear that streamlining the permit process will only lead to further
environmental tragedy in the state of West Virginia. A commitment to preserving
biological diversity and clean streams should win out over the coal compatties' hunger for
profits; th()se companies should fin:d ways of removing coal that pose less uf a threat to
our invaluable terrain.

My lather, uncles and many other fiunily members were Coal Miners duritlg the 1940's,
1950's and 1960's all alOng the Coal River area and many of my 6urtily continues to live
in that area.

I recently visited my brother in Naoma, West Virginia and had the opportunity to see and
experience some of the area that is being mined by using the Mountaintop Removal
110-6-2
process. This system is extremely damaging and harmful to both the beauty and the
landscape ofthis beautiful state. It ls also harmful to the drinking water, plant life and
9-3-2
animal life in addition to the many problems it will create for lhmilies who have lived in 110-2-2
these mountains for generations. lt will continue to destroy many families and their
property and their way oflife.

1-2

I

I encourage you to use an of your authority and the powers of the EPA to put an end to
this type of coal mining, not only in West Virginia, but also everywhere.

1 1-9

I realize that the Coal Mining Industry is Important to the United States of Anterica and a
tremendous souroe of energy but there are many other methods of mining coal other than

the Mountaintop Removal method. For years and years other methods were used when I
was growing up in the Mountains of West Virginia and I believe the Coal Mining
Industry can return to some of those methods.
The Mountaintop Removal method is appalling and it borders on the edge of being
criminal and I again encourage you and your office to do everything within your power to
put an end to this destruction of these beautiful mountains and the lhmilies who live
there.

Sincerely,

C. Lee Webb
4066 Snowshoe Lane
Reno, Nv. 89502
Telephone {nS-827-1092)
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Robert Weikle

Eric Wessels

----- Forwarded by David Rider/R3!USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 0 l :48 PM ----Eric Wessels
<ewcssels@jmas.ne
I>

To:

R3 Moutrtaintop@!EP A

cc:

Subject: Mow1tain Top Removal Through Mining
01/06/2004 11:46
AM
Please respond to
ewesse)s
'l11ere are any number of reasons to limit the mining practice of mountain
lop removaL I'm sure that within the industry there is a more
sensitive name for this mining practice, but that does not change the
net result. Destruction of streams and communities must stop. As !recall from newspaper
articles, there are also air qtllltity issues. The
easiest and most economical method of mining from a cost perspective
must be tempered with the impact on people and the environment. We have
obligations other than to share holders and CEO's.

1-9

Eric Wessels. Project Manager
JEFFREY MORGAN ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
522 E. Grand Avenue, Suite 20!
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
515.282.8500 tele
515.282.8506 fax
515.311.8537 cell
ewessels@!j IIW!. net
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Marian Weston

Julya Westfall
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Julia Whiteker

Gregory Wilcox

Julia W'hiteker

••••• Forwarded by David RideriR3lUSEPA/US on 0 l/08/2004 0 I :58 PM •••••
To:

.net>

gwiloox@buncombc.
main.nc.us
To:
R3 Mountaintop(cyEPA
cc:
01106/2004 05:52
Subject: Have you lost your head'?
PM

cc:
Subject: Mt top removal is wrong for all of us.

08/14/03 07:46PM

If you visit a mining site here in IVY, or fly over the southern part of
the state, you will see what 1 mean. No amount of coal is worth this
destruction. It's like a war zone. Jobs and energy are important, but
we can fmd other jobs for our people and other sources of energy; we
are smart, resourceful people. \Ve c~tnnot, however, fix the mess
caused by the strip mining and dumping of tons of dirt in beautiful
streams. Please protect our mountains md stop the coal compmies from
removing mountain tops in W'V.
·n1ank you,
Julia Whiteker
835 Spring Rd.
Charleston, W'V 25314
304-346-7255

Project Manager John Forron
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

1-9

Dear Project Manager Forren,
Mountains are living things. Removing mountaintops is similar to beheading animals or people.
It produces a nonfunctioning system. If you want to decApitate something, how about taking
down all the power company smokestacks and replaing them with
renewable energy sources?

1-9

I find it unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal companies
destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury
streams, and destroy communities.
According to the sdministrat.ion's draft Environmental Impact Statement (RIS) on mountaintop
removal coal mining, the environmental effects of mountaintop removal are widespread,
devastating, and permanent. Yet the draft EIS proposes no restrktions on the si:z.e of valley fills
that bury streams, no limits on the number of acres of forest that can be destroyed, no protections
for imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards :for the communities of people that depend on the
region's natural resources for themselves and future generations.
Remarkably, the Bush administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the enormous
problems caused by mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing environmental
protections. The draft EIS proposes streamlining the permitting process, allowing mountaint''P
removal and associated valley fills to continue at an accelerated rate. The draft EIS also suggests
doing away with a surface mining rule that makes it
illegal for mining activities t.o dismrb areas within I 00 feet of streams unless it can be proven
that streams will not be harmed. This ''preferred alternative" ignores the administration's Ol'<'n
studies detailing the devastation caused by mountaintop removal coal mining, including:

1-5
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• over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by mountaintop removal
• direct impacts to streams would be greatly lessened by reducing the size of the valley fills
where mining wastes are dumped on top of streams
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Rachel Williams

- the total of past, present and estimated fllturc forest losses is 1.4 million acres
-forest losses in Weoi Virginia have the potential of directly impacting as many as 244
vertebrate wildlife species
-even if hardwood forests can be reestablished in mined areas, which is unproven and unlikely,
there will be a drastically different ecosystem from pre-mining forest conditions for generations,
if not thousands of years

Delivered Date: 01/06/200412:57:14 PM

- without new limits on mountaintop removal, an additional 350 square miles of mountains,
streams, and forests will be flattened and destroyed by mountaintop removal mining

Tite Bush administration's ''preterred alternative'' ignores tl1ese and hundreds of other scientific
facts contained in the EIS studies. In light of these facts, the Bush administration must consider
alternatives that reduce the environmental impacts of
mountaintop remov.~l and then implement measure~ to protect natural resources and communities
in Appalachia, such as restrictions on the size of valley fills to reduce the
dcstn1ction of streams, forests, wildlife and communities.

lthink that your entireregulations are: a joke. The US does not need this
coal, and there are MUCH better ways of getting the c.oaJ we.nee dwith MUCh less
destruction. I am. so angered at the habitat destruction cause by the mining.
'The Bush adrrtirustr:ation is teall y failing the people of the United States on
this subject, as well as the people .that live in the states where the
1-9
mountaintop mining takes place; The replacement of sQme of the United States
most beautiful forests with grasslands .is a tragedy. I have beenhappy with
President Bush on many of his policies, as a democrat, I was even considering
voting for him foc his second term, but after leamin;g about this terrible
terrible regulation policy I will have to think again,

1-7

Sincerely,
Gregory Wilcox
31 Overlook Drive
Candler, :North Carolina 28715-9260

Rachel Williams
Dept of Plant Biology
College of Natural Science
Michigan State University

cc:
Representative Charles Taylor
President George W. Bush
Vice President Richard Cheney
Senator Elizabeth Dole
Senator John Edwards
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Susan Williams
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02/12/2004 09: 03 FAX 202 260 7548

REC'D FEB 1 2 200;

JMI15209'1

Box8

~33~p.RIII.T

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

Charlton Heights, W.Va.

Subject: stop mountain top removal

25040

PM
I wrote a letter earlier. But once again, I am asking you to protect our mountains, not
destroy them. I hope you will make the right decision.

lii!OO:

RECEiVED

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/CSEPA/CS on 01/07/2004 03:32PM----hartwiU@charter.
net
To:
cc:
01/05/2004 07:57

USEPA Wl!TLANDl! DIV

Oct.1,2003

11-9

Bnvirom:nental Ptotection Agency
Ariel 1004 :Building . .
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.
Washington, D.C.
20460

Susan Williams
Box 8
Charlton Heights, West Virginia, 25040.

Dear Staff Membel:s,
I want to add my voice to th04e opposing Bush administration prop0$8ls to stream
line the pennit process for coal operations or any S!ep that supportS mountaintop removal mining.
I am opposed to any I!IOUiltaintop removal mining.
I hope your agency will do everything in its power to atop mountaintop removal, and
certainly. should it be allowed to expand, the practice will violate the Clean Water Aot. Please
enforce the act, not decimate it

1-9

Susan Williams

'·'

'.•.

·.!.
' ' ,(
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Waimea Williams

Suzanne Williams

----Forwarded by David Rider!R31USEPAAJS on 0110812004 01:56PM-····

Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/09/2004 02:51 PM
Suzie Williams
<- fuxnick@gte-net>

To:

wal!Tll!aw@!lloha.oom
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
1212212003 12:18
cc
PM
Subject COmments on draft programmatic EIS on mountaintop
removal coal mining

R3 Mountaintop@EPA

cc:

01!04/2004 07:24
PM

Subject: Mountaintop removal mining

Dear Mr. Ferren,

Mr. John Farren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

1 have been at the site of mountaintop removal in West
Vrrginia_, .. amidst the building.. size equipment which was scarping the

top of the mountain. It is not a pretty sight. I have also seen the
devast.tion to the streams, to the property of the people who live below

Dear Mr. Forren,

.... and nui.ny have done so for genenttions.

The effects of mountaintop removal are widespread, devastating and
permanent. [ find it unconscionable that the draft EIS proposes no
restrictions on the size of valley fills that bury streJ~ms, no limits on
the number of acres of forest thllt can be destroyed, no protections for
imperiled wildlife and no safeguards for the communities that depend on
the region's natuml resources for themselves and h1ture generutions.

Mountaintop removal mining Is a heart-breaking and even Immoral
activity. Our splendid country was not meant for this drastic
kind of explo~ation. I find it unconscionable that the Bush
administration plans to continue to let coal companies destroy
Appalachia by leveling mounlllllnlop$, wiping out forests, burying
streams, and destroying communities
Their own EIS statement details these devastating effects. There
is no justification for this kind of rapacious development.

1-5

1 urge you to amend the EPA's draft Environmental Impact Statement to
limit the effects ofhamrful mountaintop removal mining.

1-9

Sincerely,
Waimea Williams

Box 1064

Sincerely,

47-004 c Okana PL
Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744

Suzanne H. Williams
8 rockwell Ave. S.

cc_
Senator Daniel Inouye
Senator Daniel Akaka
Representative Ed Case

Savannah, Gi\ 31419
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Sara Wilts

Vickie Wolfe
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"DEC 2
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Forwarded by D~vid Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/23/2004 09:42AM----"\'<7olfe,Vickie"
<vickiewoHe@ucwv
,edu>
cc:

To:

R3 Mountaiutop@EPA

Subject
01/21/2004 08:48
AM
As a West Virginia resident, I am disappointed that the study proposes no new concrete restrictions
on mountamtop remov·gj
I am stringently opposd to the Bush administration's proposal
to strerunline the
for coal companies. Mountaintop removal is incredibly
destructwe and"''"''"""'<"'·

P0Box184
..
Bruceton Mills, \NV
Oec23,2003
John Ferren
US EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Ave_
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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Vickie Wolfe

Greetings:

Vickie \Volfe, Ph.D.
University of Charleston
EnvironmentAl Science
230() MacCorkle Ave.,

I would like to comment on the Mountaintop Removal Environmental Impact Study. It seems to
me that although the study found that serious environmental harm results from this type of mining, tt
doesn't make any attempt to lessen the damage, but lnstaad, proposes to make 11 easier for coal barons
to destroy our state.
Although the NAME of your agency Is environmental PROTECTION agency, the proposals in this
study do nothing to protect the environment As Judge Haden noted, burying a stream destroys it, and all
the life that once was able to survive In the stream. A berren pile of rocks, which is what remains after
taking out the ooal, Is not a replacement for the fOrest that once tea mad with life of many kinds.

Chllrleston, W'V 25304
PHO::-.IE: (3M) 357-4812

1-9

FAX:
e-mail:

(.\04) 357-4940

vickiewolfe@ucwv .edu

I am oppoSed to mountaintop removal mining, Just because ft Is possible to do this Incredible
amount of destruction doesn1 mean the! tt Is ethical to do so_

Sincerely,.

~w&b
Sara Wills
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Doug Wood

Doug Wood's comments on the mountaintop mining EIS
January 6, 2004

mining forest conditions will exist for
if not thousands of years even if
hardwood forestq ean be
and (3) 350
miles of mountains, st.reams,
and forests will be severely degraded or destroyed
mountaintop mining unless !he
original intent of the Surface Mining Control Aet is carried out. That act was intended to
protect !he people and the environment of mining regions, but the allowance of
mountaintop mining doc.s not adequately do that.

I have read the draft EIS of President Bush's and I tind that the preferred
altemative inadequately protects aquatic and terrestrial resources !hat are important
ecological and economical components in the region of mountaintop mining. It appears
as though the findings of scientific inquiry into the impacts of 1110untaintop mining on the
region's ecology and human environment were nearly ignored by developers of the
various alternatives presented in the draft EIS. According to the EIS, the environmental
effects of mountaintop mining arc extensive, devastating, and permanent. Both aquatic
and terrestrial environments are severely degraded by the practice. Local communities
suffer short term and long term negative economic impacts.
No effort is made to return the forested 1110unlains to their former biologically
diverse, human supportive pre-mining condition. Mountain forests that once supported
timber production industries, subsistence hunting. herbal medicine, bait fishery
businesses, and wild fntit and nut gathering, are being convetted to grasslands that
support none ofthc.'IC activities that formerly cnrichccl the lives of humans in diverse
mountain communities. Post-mining soils are severely limited in their abilities to support
diverse temperate forests. This conversion of the mine site environment does not meet
the requirement oft he Surface Mining Control Act and amendments to return the site to
former status or to a higher use. Neither the former productive forest, nor any higher use
is supported by the transformed landscape.

The document reveals that over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or
destroyed by mountaiut<>p mining and !he total of past. present and estimated future forest
losses is 1.4 million acres. Yet !he draft EIS proposes almost no restrictions on tile size
of valley fills that completely bury streams, no limits on the number of acres of ft>rested
head watersheds that can be eliminated. little consideration for rare, threatened, or
endangered wildlife, and zero safeguards tor the communities of people that depend on
the region's natural resources for themselves and future generations.

7-5-2

President Bush and his administration appear to be intent on allowing the
degradation of our southcm Appalachian Mountains (both cultural and natural
environments therein) with this mining practice that flattens mountaintops, removes
forests, destroys forest soils (so that future restoration is impossible), buries streams, and
destroys communities, both physically and socially. This short-sighted eftort leaves a
grim future for return to normalcy after the mining companies have cut and run.
Be tore the development of today's superior blasting technology and powerful
eart.h moving macl1inery, the surface mine industry was the 1110st environmentally
destructive force in southcm Appalachia. At that time the industry's most dest.ructive
legacies were perpetual acid mine drainage and numerous narrow strips of deforested
mountainside. The narrow strips have !he potential to be seeded by surrounding forests,
and indeed some few of them have seceded to forests not too dissimilar to the original
to rests. However, 1110st strips have taken decades to reforest and they usually act as
corridors for invasive alien plant species. How much more so do the multi thousand-acre
mm.mtaintop mines now threaten to harbor invasive alien species seed sources for further
degradation of the surrounding forestlands?

7-1· 2

The threat to remaining forests is significant, yet given little trealment in !he draft
E!S. What little is said, reveals much. For instance, the draft EIS found that (I) forest
losses in West Virginia have the potential of directly impacting as many as 244 vertebrate
wildlife speci<JS (mostly negative impacts), (2) a drastically different ecosystem from pre-
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Neither the preferred alternative, nor any of the other alternatives propose
adequate remedies for the shortcomings presented in the findings of the draft E!S.
Indeed. the rccommendatio.ns of the draft EIS \\ill weaken existing environmental
protections. The altematives of the draft EIS not only weaken existing regulations. but
they actually propose methods for speeding-up the destruction by strean1lining the
permitting process, allowing mountaintop mining to eontinue at an accelerated rate. The
draft EIS suggests deleting the rule that makes it illegal to disturb areas within l 00 feet of
streams unless mining companies prove the streams will h'tlffer no harm. There is even a
ludicrous insinuation that the language of !he original law is inadequate and that blasted
rock debris should no longer be ealled "waste." This would circumvent the ntles
regarding the dumping of rock fill material in streams. However, to borrow au old cliche,
a rose by any other name, smells as sweet. .. or perhaps it should be stated that a rat by
any other name, still bites.

1-10

My humble plea is thai you, the decision makers of President Bush's
administration will give serious consideration to other alternatives that actually reduce
the negative environmental, cultural, and long-term economic impacts of mountaintop
mining. After giving due consideraf.ion to betler alternatives than those presented in the
draft EIS, you should propose rule changes that conserve the natural resources and
protect the communities in southern Appalachia. These changes should include: (1) a
requirement that mining companies perform intensive field biological assessments in
areas proposed for mining with oversight of and input into !he assessments by the US
Fish & Wildlife Service, !he WV Dept. of Natural Resources, and the WV Div. of
Environmental Protection, (2) requirements that biological assessments drive pre-mining
planning and post-ruining land restoration, (3) allowing no fills in walerc<>urses thai.
harbor salamanders or aquatic insects (this includes ephemeral & intermittent
watercourses), (4) limits on the sizes ofvalley fills, (5) a restriction of 20 acres or less on
the size of treeless areas allowed post-mining (separated from other such treeless areas by
no less than 100 yards of forested land), (6) increa.~ed requirements for native soil
protection, (7) increased acreage of tree planting post·mining, (8) requirements to
increase native plant re-vegetation, including increased diversity of such plantings to

1-8

Section A - Citizens

Ivan & Jean Woods
~ £7!: C

'0 AUG 1 1 21183

MOIUitliill Top Removal may be 'benellclalto SOII!ellut !lOt to all. 'I'here has been progti!Sil made in Peny

better match the original forests (to include canopy, shrub, & ground layers), and (9) a
requirement that mining companies control invasive alien plant species in the fmrt 5 years
aller mining (or longer if studies show it is necessary for the restoration of original
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Coonly~oi'Mrllbat.at '<11'11.at~to-of'i!ll~aod In tile~

Has any care been given to those people who are being fbrced !1om their llonUis fur the sab

forest).

The final EIS should incorporate research by experienced biologists, ecologists,
anthropologists, and sociologists who arc recognized experts in their fields. The EIS
should provide alternatives that better reflect the seientific findings presented in the
report. The final EIS need not address issues of the expediency of the pennitting process,
but it must address the issue of minimizing the negative environmental impacts of
mountaintop mining. It sl10uld also address the future impacts of mountaintop mining on
the cultures that must dwell in the wake of this nonrenewable, unsustainable energy
industry.

or coal? Our l¥lme ~ twe.bcen bougbt..and.sold s1x times -Mtbout any olaim :flnm. a
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It

10-2-2

land eompanylllllillt- wanted fur llli.nins.

Has any care beeD.--.tothoseJlCQllle whom llYin3 'Wltlu:l:llcks.lnJhelr.llomes ~of
blasli.og by the coal ape!lllions. un healthy dust in the air, OOilllllllinate home water supplies.

__
022

116-1-2
115-1-2

tom up 1IJ!Idlf,I'IIII1SCll.by ~.cnal.ti:IICb~SIIMXIIS1 We think not.

Th:es and'YIII.ullble topsoii.IIOWI.ay .at the bottomot' a landfll1 eaused by MTit. Our 1oea1. wlldlif.e

Thanks again for tl1e chance to comment.

habit.atis ~-r day~ofMm. Flatllmdi&belng.madefor ~ How JllllCh
of it is 1l!labk!? Very llttle in compariSO!I to whlltls already here. If'we Wllllt tn live In flat COOilttY

Sincerely,

17-5-2
17-6-2
II0-3-2

we QIIIJIIO\'e.to Omtml~l

Doug Wood

Give 1111 01tr llllmes and tile II10IIIIIai1lll tllat we Jove. .•We wonder how MiiYor Ootll!lll1 would

P.O. Box24
}litro, ViV 25143

feel .if they d¢ded to.mUle tlle.lllOIDital.tt .ttdlem.hc.livell.Don!t emmt.lt.GIIl..if them .is
coal there!

Ivan and Jean Woods
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Anne Woodbury

Tanya Woods

~3'\J~I)~~

----- Forwarded by David Rider!R3/USEPA/US on 0 l/0812004 01 :48 PM •••••
Tanya Woods
<tanya.woods@worldn
To:
RJ Mountaintop(4JEPA
cc:
et.att.net>
Subject: Comment & Protest: Draft EIS on Mountaintop Mining
In Appalachia
Ol/0612004 03:57PM
January 6,
2004

f\EC'D DEC 2ft~~

f'D ~"S

S.,~~~

fA \.~{gf

~ 2-l, 2..:>o:S

U~ E."PA
\to So Af\...t.k Sr~

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

M~

fA l'1{c3

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Mountaintop Mining In Appalachia.

~~~
We have discovered a.• of September 05, 2003, that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
investigators, in a preliminary probe. have found "high levels of noncompliance" with fill permit
requirements. Nearly 275 mining operations may have buried streams without the proper Clean
Water Act permits, government regulators found.
This is an incredible situation. It indicates that both State and Federal agencies have been
overlooking the serious situation prevailing in Appalachia. Our nation must protect our lands
and waterways. When they are destroyed, the damage is essentially permanent and will be a
pcnalt y for thousands of years to come.

~~~~\,;,~~

~~~·~...:,__~ ....
~~ a.....J.. ~~

7-2-2

Will E.PA take some action to fulfill its responsibilities? Can the draft Environmental Impact
State!Th!nl be drastically revised to protect all our streams, or will E.l'.A. carry the reputation of
an agency that ignores the facts and the future?

~

~ ~,a-N"~~

..e-..-.'c"'c....
'l-.'

~~·
We visit Appalachia on a regular ba.~is, having been raised there, with much of our families still
residing in that area. We want to go home regularly and retire there, under safe and clean
conditions.

~

\

"'\

\>-.._

~~~'<:-~

.

~~ ~~
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Now is the time to formulate new sound rules for the protection of all our lands and streams.

~ 0"'-

Tanya and Jim Woods
1206 Evergreen Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19803
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Daniel Wright

Nancy Woodward

'

8
REO'O A!JS 1 -~
Forwarded by David Rider!R3AJSEPMJS on 01/0612004 03:55 PM ·-··

Mr. John Ferren, US EPA

Nancy Hyden
Woodward
To·
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
<villars@hamptons
co:
com>
Subject: Comments on draft EISon mountaintop removal

Aug. 12, 2003

1850 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19130

mining
01/0212004 07:37
PM

Dear Mr. Forren,
Mountaintop Removal should be stopped NOW! There are otllerways to get the coal.
Mountaintop Removal destroys straams, contaminates drinking water, cause& flooding,

1-9

makes moonscapes out Of the beautiful Appalachian Mountains- some Of the world's oldest
January 2, 2004

mountains, causes blasting dllmage to residents homes, air pollution to residents, dulroys

Mr. John Ferren
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

hardwood forests and wildlife habitats, destroys Appalachian culture and heritage, defies the
ExecutiVe On:ler regarding Environmental Justice for low ltleome people, destroys jobs and Is

110-7-2

envlronmentallty Insane.
Dear John Farren,
I am disgusted that your department would support the EIS and see
nothing wrong in removing more mountaintops at the epxense on the
natural life and surroundings communities

1-9

Daniel Wright
POBoxlOO

Pax., WV 25904
Srncerely.
Nancy Hyden Woodward
54 Glade Road
East Hampton. NY 11937
USA
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MingjaneWu

Bryan Wyberg

·--- Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/US on 01/08/2004 01:59PM----To:

1D Mount:aintop@EPA

cc:

"tJuee_square@hol
maiLcom"
To
R3 Mountaintop@EPA
<thrcc_squarc
cc:
Subject: Please Stop Destructive Mountaintop
Removal Mining
01/06/2004 01:18

Subject: DEJS Comments: NO MounlJlintop Remon! Mimng

Ol /03/2004 05:49
PM

January 3, 2004

PM

Mr. John

Forrer~

U.s:· Environmental Protection Agency
1650 i\rch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Jolm FcnTen,
1 am writing to express my e-xtreme dt.sappointment w1th the continuing
semblance of a
assault pursued by the Bush Administration
balanced environmental protection policy.
administration's draft. Environmenlal Impact Staternent
mountaintop removal coal mining, I '"'ould like to
could at lellst be honest with the American
and
1ts
the Environmental Protection
to the Agency of
Industry's Dreoms (AID), as in Campaign
dear there is
no room for anything even approaching the semblance of protection of our
nation's citizens and their environment.

Dear Mr. John Forren, Project Manager,
I'm not sure where you get your info, but one would think that "mountrun
top'' strip mining from the very term would sotllld at least visually
hllrmful to the surrounding environment, and logic would presume that the
dumping of tons of rock and rubble into the valleys below would not aide
or abet the stre~ms, forests, lakes, ponds, trees, etc. much less the
people who may reside below. I urge you to drop this course of action
in favor of more ceo-friendly means of mining. Othen.vise, l would urge
you to live in the valleys below the mountain top mines and experience
for yourself the conditions which both people and animals live in.

1-9

I am now upset to learn that the Bush administration plans to continue
to let coal companies
the horrihly destructive
known
These attrocious practices
Appalachia
as mountain-top
by leveling mountaintops. wiping out rorcsts, burying streams, and
destroy communities.

Sincerely
.Mingiane Wu
3155 Leni!rk Drive
San Jose, CA 95132
three _square@hotmail.com

According to the administration's DEIS, the environmenml effects of
mountaintop rf'mov-a.l are
and permanent. Yet the
D EIS then propos." no
on the size
fills that bury
streams, no limits on the number of acres of forest that c.tn be
destroyed, no protections fur
wildlife, and no snfegnArds for
the local communit1es that
on the region's natun1l rt":sources for
themselves and fttture
HOW IS IT POSSIBLE THJ\T THERE !3E 1"0
CONTROLS OR
How completely cymcal that you document the
extensive danHtges, but then simply ignore those ftndings to do nothirtg
about it!
I expect
to address problems, ameliorate
pro•; ide tor
weltare of tts c.itizem. Instead, we
EPi\ giving the green light to any beha,•ior desired by its
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and

Section A - Citizens

Eleanor Yackel

fr1ends, simply because they are Bush Administration campaign donors.

yockel

The Bush administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the
prohlems caused by mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing
environmental prntcctions. This ''preferred a1ternativ·e" ignores the
administration's own studies detailing the devastation caused by
mountaintop removal coal mining, including:

20 E. G<l!.OEN t.AI<E ROAD
C!RCU: f'lt-.U MN 65014

over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by
mountaintop removal;
- forest ioS<es in West Virginia ha:ve the potential of diredly
impartmg as many as 244 vertebrate wildlife species;

JaniS, 2004

Mr. Jobn Fomn
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1650Arch St

1-5

\t-'tthout new limits on mountaintop removal, an additional 350 squnre
miles of mountains, streams, and forests will be flattened and destroyed
by tnotiiJtaintop renwv}lltrlitling.

PhiladelpblaPA 19103

Dear Mr. Forren,
We are very concerned to 1ea:rn that the Administration plans 1o let coal
companies continue mining practices that level mountaintops and all the nther
devastating pt'llCtices of the past.
We urge you to work fur alternatives to these high-Impact mining practices that
destroy communities.

In light of these facts, I urge you to consider alternatives that reduce
the enviromneHtr.tl impa 1.::ts of tnount.aintop removaL

Thank
for your reconsideration of how to address this very important
tssue.
must do better to protect the interests of future
gene<rat1ons of Americans.

1-9

Sincerely,

N\'1'
Coon Rapids, MN 55448
USA
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Lynn & Chess Yellott

Geoffrey Young
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Mary Yunker

DavidZeff

----Forwarded by David Rider/R3/USEPA/l1S on 01/08/200401:59 PM----"zefflaw 1@aol.com
" <zefflllwl
To:
R3 Mountaintop@EP A
cc:
Subject: Please Stop Dcstructi"-c Mountaintop
01/06/2004 03:42
Removal Mining

PM
Dear Mr. John Fon:en, Project Manager,
I am opposed to and ask that you stop the practice of strip mining in
which coal companies search for coal throughout Appalachia by literally
blasting hundreds of feet off the tops of monntaim, pushing millions of
tons of mining waste rubble into surrounding valleys and burying
hundreds of miles of streams. lhe Bush administration has released a
draft environmental impact statement assessing the effects of
mountaintop removal mining that confirms that the resulting
environmental and social harms are se'I."Cre and mostly irreversible. As a
fisherman and conservative, we are stewards of the land and told by the
Bible to protect and honor other life forms. Please stop this practice
and require environmentally careful mining. Thank you!
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David Zeff
650 Chapman Drive
Cmte Madera, CA 94925
zefflaw 1@aol.com
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Section A - Citizens

Carol Zeigler

January 2, 2004
Carol Zeigler

284 Soda Springs Court
Springville, CA 93265

Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA(3EA30)

1650ArchSt.

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren,
I am confused. Why did you spend thousands of dolla!s and take months of your employeee' time toresemcll
and prepare an environmental impact statement if you don't even take its findings into consideration when you
dmft your alternatives? The immediate and long-term enviromnenta!effects ofMountsintop Removal coal
mining are severe and irre-sible, acoording to recently released studies accomplmying your dmft
Environmeatallmpaot S!Shnnent (dmft EIS). So why do you recommend we continue and even expand this
destruction process?
Mountaintop removal generates huge ainounts of wasUo. While the solid waste becomes valley fills, liquid waste
is stored in massive coal slurry impoundmeots, often built in the headwaters of a watershed. The slurry oontsins
carcinogeuic chemicals used in tho washing precess and coal fines (small particles) laden with all the
compoucds foued in coal, including toxic heavy metals sueh as arsenic and men:ury. Spills are common. One
"spill" of306 million gallons that sent sludge up to fifteen feet thiclt into resident's yards and fouled 75 miles of
waterways, bas hnen called the sontbeast's worst environmental disaster. And you wish to expand tbla p111Ctice?

1-9

More then 1200 miles of s1reams - the distance between Bos!On and St. Louis - heve heen buried or degraded
and hundmds of square miles of forested mountsins virtually flattened by this extremely destructive mining
practice where the tops of mountsins are literally blown off to expose scams of coaL Stresms are smothered by
the millions oftons ofwaste reck: and debris produced by mountaintop """""a!. One hundred thousand acres of
wildlife habitat have heen destroyed. And geoerations-<>ld communiti<lS have been and continue to be forced to
move from their homes because of mountaintop J:lelllOIIal coal mining. You want this to continue?
The dcsft EIS was supposed to recommend limits on the environmental impacts of mountaintop removal. Yet
you want to allow mountaintop removal to contimte and make it easler fur coal mining companies to get peunits
for this form oflllin!ng. The report identifies three possible alternatives thst it claims would improve
environmental protection. All three of these 81tematives would do away With a 25- year·<>ld rule that seys
mining impacts cannot come Within I 00 fact of stresms. I would hope the administration would consider
alternatives that would limit this bannful mining practice and its devastating elfects, rather then encouraging it.
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Pl.- honor your dUly as a public servant and provide altematives thst limit the enviromnental impacts of
mountaintop removal.
Sincerely,

~~

Carol Zeigler
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Form Letters
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Section A - Form Letters

I
I

American Rivers form letter- 4,227 signatories

Amend the DEIS formletter-4,156 signatories

I strongly urge you to amend the EPA's draft environmental impact
statement so a< to limit the effects of harmful mountaintop removal mining. I find it
unconscionable that. the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal companies de,stroy
Appalachia with mining practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forest.~. bury streams and
destroy communities.
According to the draft EIS, the environmental effect< of mountaintop
removal are. widespread, devastating and permanent. Yet the draft ElS proposes no
restrictions <)U the size of valley fills that buty streams, no limits on
the number of actes of forest that can he destroyed, no protections for
imperiled wildlife and no safeguard< for the communities that depend on the
region's natunil resmrrces for themselves and futtn:e generatlons. Instead, the
Bush administration's "preferred alternatlve" for addressing the. enormous
pt\1blcms caused by mountaintop removal mining ignores the .administration's own
smdies and proposes weakening existing environmental protections· and allowing
mountaintop removal and associated valley fills t<l cominue at an
accelerated rate.
The Bush administration must consider alternatives that redu~-e the environmental impacts of
mountaintop removal and then implement mea.~ures to protect natural re<ources and communities
in Appalachia, such as restrictions on the size of valley fills to reduce the destmction of streams,
forests, wildlife and commuttities. I urge you to immediately amend the draft EIS accordingly.

I am opposed to any
that would weaken the laws and regulations that protect our
rivers and
effects of ntountaintop mining and
As a re•ult, l
am opposed to eaeh of the alternatives evaluated in yotn: May 29,
draft Environmental
Impact Statement (E!S).

ll-10
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Yotn: draft EfS contains indisputable evidence of the devastatlng and irreversible
environmental harm caused by mountaintop mining. Other agency studies also show that
mountaintop mining contributes to flooding disasters in mountain communities.
Unfortunately, each of the alternatiV<>s in the draft EIS iguores the findings ofthe-St' studies
and the very purpose of the E!S- to find ways to minimize, to the maximum extent
practical, the environmental consequences of mountaintop mining. The draft E!S does not
examine a single alternative that would reduce those impacts.
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Worse, your ''preferred alternative" would clearly increase the damage from mountaintop
mining by eliminating the Surface Mining Control and Reelamation Act's buffer zone rule
that prohibits mining activities that dismrb ilny area within I 00 feet of larger streams,
eliminating the ctlt'rent limit on using nationwide per!nits to approve valley fills in West
Virginia that are larger than 250 acres. arid giving the Office of Surface Mining a
significant new role in Clean Water Act permitting for mountaintop mining (a role it does
not have under current law).

1-10
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4-2

Ottr environmental laws require. and the citizens of the region deserve, a full evaluation of
ways to reduce the unacceptable impacts of nmuntaintop mining. I urge you to abandon
your "preferred alternative" and to reevaluate a full range of options that will mittimiz-e the
enormous environmental and economic damage caused by mountaintop mining and valley
fills.

Sincerely,

Thank you for your consideration.
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Section A - Form Letters

Boone County form letter- 46 signatories

Community Visit form letter- 14 signatories

REC'D DEC 1 7 2803
December 12, 2003

Mr. John Forren
U.S. EPA
1650 Arch St.

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Bmail-mOU!!Wntop.Q@epa.goy

John Forren, United States !!'nviron!!te!1tAI Protection Agency
1650 Arch Street

'R!:C'D DEC 3 0'21103;

I am a coalfield resident in Boone County, West Virginia. l strongly oppose Mountaintop
removal coal mining. The destruction that has set in on our communities is unbelievable,
unless you see it for yourself. The devastation is so widespread that it is not one single
mine company that is causing it, but evefrnine company. In our county alone there are
over 400 active mining permits. This is 'Insane. The mining around us has destroyed our
hom~our communities and our lives. The constant blasting is more stress than any one
should be expected to put np with. Knowing that this constant blasting is ripping our
homes apart is nut something we are going to put up with. Everyone is being pushed out
of the homes that they worlC'!bere lives for, homes that they have spent there lives in.
We are being pushed out of our homes by mountaintop removal mining. The floods are
more and more common and with each flood the devastation get<worse. EveJY time it
rains our roads are shut down this make our rescue useless to us. The mountains slide
into the roads from the blasting looseeing the earth and allowing it to slip. The WV State
Department of highways and our tax dollats step in and do the necessary clean up to
make our roads passable. No wonder coal is so profit!lble, we as citizens, pick up the bill
on the devastation caused by mountaintop removal mining. Not to mention the impact on
our anhnals and their habitats. The black basrs are being run out into our communities
where our children play. Our streems are filled with rock that the mine cOI!lpanies pile
into these valley fills. When it rains the streams are so full of rock that the water has no
where to go but into peoples homes. Our mountains are ~ll with water. These
outbreaks are coming out into people's homes, destroying eveJYthing in their path. Our
houses are being blasted off their foundation. flooded severely or the earth just npens up
and swallows them. If there is an evaouation plan we are unaware of it If there is one
will it actoslly be effective?
This draft environmental impact statement falls to document the social and cultural effect
of mountaintop removallvalley fills coal mining. Please stop the practice of moouta!ntop
removal coal mining and save our homeland, our children's future and very possibly our
lives.

Plilladelpli.ia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. Forren,

I am opposed to mountsintop removal mining and the Bush Administrstion' s
recommendations that would expand its practice. The results of the study required by
Judge Hayden showed that this destructive mining practice destroys biologically rich
forests, buries streems and creeks, devastates the quality of life in mountain communities
and causes frequent and severe flooding.

Rather than ignore the atudy finding and existing environmental protections, the EPA
should live up to its name and mission. I urge the Agenoytoreject President Bush's

1_9

proposed rule changes and to protect Appalachis 's environment, heritage, and
communities by ending mountain top removal.
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I am sure that if you were to visit the communities that have been affeeted by this
practice and see the actual devastation that is left behind, you could do nothing less than
demand mining companies use different methods. Once a mountain, a grand and
beautiful gift of the earth, is gone; it is gone fbrever.
Please live up to the legacy of the EPA and protect our environmeot for the citizens of the
United States and their children.
Sincerely,

13~~

110-2-2

Brian K. Thoroiley •
3496 Hurricane Creek Road
Winfield, WV 25213
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/

Cc: Robert C. Byrd
.
John D. Rockefeller, IV

Emrul,________________________
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Section A - Form Letters

Destruction form letter- 65 signatories

Earth Justice form letter- 35,743 signatories

U.S Environmental Protection Agency John Forreu
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Mr. John rmren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)

Dear U.S Enviromnental Protection Agency:

1650 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Dear Mr. Forrcn,

Dear Mr. Forren.

The destruction that is caused by mountaintop removal mining is indisputable. I write to express
my outrage that such a practice that
destroys forests, leaves a barren landscape, and buries the headwaters
of rivers essential to maintaining healthy, dynamic river system would be allowed to Colitinue.

1-9

'!be environmental impact statement (EIS) of May 29,2003 was supposerl
To find ways to minimize the environmental consequences of mountaintop
mining. It did not do what had been promised. As a resul(, I am opposed
to any changes that would weaken the taw.< and regulations that protect our rivers and stream~
from the effect~ of mountaintop mining and valley fills.

1-10

Othc"! agency studies also show that mountaintop mining contributes to
Flooding disasters in mountain communities. Unfortunately, each of the
Alternatives in the draft EIS ignores the findings of these studies and
the very purpose of the EIS~ to find ways to minimize, to the maximum
extent practical, the environmental consequences of mountaintop mining.

'Ibe dralt EIS does onot examine a single alternativeo that would reduce
those impact~.

I find it unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal companies
destroy Appalachia with mining practic<'.' that level mountaintops. wipe out forests. bury
streams, and destroy communities.

According to the ndmin_istration's draft Rnvirontnenta11mpact Statement(E!S) on mount;>intop
removal coal mining, the, environmental effects of mountaintop removal are widespread,
devastating, and porn~~tnent. Yct the draft EIS proposes no restrictions on the size of valley fills
that hury streams, no limit.~ on the number of acres of forest that can be de"troyed, no protections
for imperiled wildlife, and no saleguards fur the communities of people that depe,nd on the
region's natural resources for themselves and ful\trc generations.

4-2

Remarkably, the Bush administratioit's""prcferred alternatJvc" for addressing the enormous
pmblems caused hy mountaintop removal coal mining is to weaken existing environmental
protections. '!be draft EIS proposes streamlining the permitting process, allowing mountaintop
removal and asoociated valley fills to continue at an accelerated rate. The draft RIS also sugge.sts
doing away with a surface mining rule that makes it illegal for mining activities to distltrb areas
within 100 feet of streams unless it can be proven that strt"lllllS wlll not be harmed. This
"preferred altetllative" ign()res the administration's own studies detailing the devastatiol1 caused
by mountaintop removal coal mining, inclndi!lg:

ll-5

Worse, your "prefen·ed altematlve" would deaily inL'rease the damage
From mountaintop mining by eliminating the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act's buffer zone rule that prohibits mining activities that disturb any area within
] 00 feet of larger streams, eliminating the courreri.to limit on using nationwide permits to approve
valley fills in West Virginia that are larger than 250 acres, and giving the Office of Surface
Mining a significant new role in Clean Water Act permitting for mountaintop mining (a role it
does not have under current law).

·.over 1200 miles .of streams have been damaged or destroyed by mountaintop removal

] -5

direc.t impact.< to streams w<lnld be greatly lessened by reducing the size of the valley fills
where milling wastes are dumped on top of streams

4-2

the total of past, present and estimated future forest losses is 1.4 million acres

Our enviromneiitallaws require. and the citi?..ens of the region deserve,

-forest losses in West Virginia have the potential of directly impacting as many as 244
vertebrate wildlife species

A full evaluation of ways to reduce the unacceptable impacts of Mountaintop mining. I urge you
to abandon your ''preferred alternative" and to reevaluate a full range of options that will
minimize the enormous envirommntal and economic damage caused by mountaintop mining and
valley fills.

-even if hardwood forests can be reestablished in mined areas, which is unproven and tmlikely,
there will be a drastically different ecosystem from pre-mining forest conditions for generations.
if not thousands of years

Thank you for your consideration.
• without new lhnits on mounlalntep removal, au additional 350 square mncs of mountains.
stream.<,. and forests will be flattened and destroyed by mountaintop removal mining.

Sincerely,
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League of Conservation Voters form letter-25,056 signatories

'!he Bush administration's "pref<'xred alternative" ignores these and hundreds of other scientific

fact> contained in the EIS studies. In light of these factS, the Bush adininistration tnUst consider
alt.:tnativcs that redticc the environtnentalimpaets of mountaintop removal and then implement
measures to protect natural resources and communities in Appalachia, such as re~trictions on the
size of valley fills to reduce the destruction of .<!reams, forests, wildlife and communities.

January 13, 2004
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John Forren
US EPA (3EA30)
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Sincerely.

Dear Mr. Farren:

We Oppose the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal oompanies destroy
Appalachia with mining practices tha1leve1 mountaintops, wipe out forests and bury
streams in the valleys below. According to the administration~s draft Envitonmental
Impact Statement (ElS) on mountaintop removal coal mining, the environmental effects
of this practice are devastating and permanent. Yet the draft EIS proposes no restrictions
on the s1ze of va11ey fills that bury streams; no.liinits on the number of acres of forest that
can be destroyed; no safeguards for imperiled wildlife; and no safeguards for the
communities that depend on the region's natural resources.

cc:
Senator
Senator
Repre.•entative

Remarkably. the dtaftEIS states that the Bush administration's preferred alternative for
addressing the enormous problems caused by mountaintop removal coal mining is to
weaken existing environmental protections. The draft EIS proposes streamlining the
permitting process, allowing mountaintop removal and associated valley fills to contin11e
at an accelerated rate. The draft EIS also suggests eliminating a surface mining rule that
makes it illegal for mining activities to disturb areas within 100 feet of streams unless it
can be proven that streams will not be.harmed.
Instead of allowing mountaintop removal to continue unabated and even increase, the
Bush administration must consider alternatives thnt reduce the environmental impact~ of
mountaintop removal and then implement those measures to protect natural resources and
communities in Appalachia, especially restrictions on the size of valley fills to reduce
stream.and forest loss~ These alternatives must be evaluated for individual projects
as well as regionally so thatthe cumulative impact of the destruction caused by
mountaintop removal is addressed.

1-9
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Sincerely,
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Section A - Form Letters

Oppose Change to Stream Buffer Zone Rule fonn letter-7, 168 signatories

Protect Appalachian Streams fonn letter-425 signatories

Novembt>r 19. 2003

Dear Mr. John Forren EPA,

Mr. John Fom!n, US EPA
16SO Arch Street

It is unconscionable that the Bush administration plans to continue to
let coal companies destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level
mountaintops, wipe out forests and. bury streams in the valleys below.
Mountaintop removal mining and valley fills should not be allowed and
the laws and regulations that protect clean water rnust not be weakened.
In particular, I oppose the proposal to change the stream buffet zone
mle that prohibits mining activity within 100 feet of streams, This
mle should be strictly enforced for valley fills and in all other
cases.
I'm disappointed and angry that the federal government ignored its own
studies when it proposed weakening, rather than strengthening;
protections for people and the environment. I do not support any of the
three alternatives co11tained within the Environmental Impact Statement
Rep<m. AU three options will make it easier for companies to destroy
streams, endangering wildlife and neatby communities.

Philadelphia, PA

1-9

19103
DearMr. FoJTen,
It is imperative that you protect Appaladtian streams from the pollution catL'ed by

1-10

15-5-2

m9untaintop mining.
More people visit the Appalachians and the Great Smokies than any other
Natural place in Ameriea. It is only fair to all Americans.that this natural trea.~ure be
protected from runoff and fill. Mining permitting should be carried out In the most strict
fashion possible; the industry must either adhere to rules set forth by the EPA and the
public or cease to exist. If mountaintop mining cannot be carried out with zero impact to
the environment, then it should not be allowed in such a fragile ecosystem like that of the
Appalachians.

1-5

Environmental restrictions absolutely must not be weakened. rather,
Regulation should intensify to protect the mOttntains. the waterways and the wildlife.

Ill- 7-2
12-1-2

11 - 10

Sincerely,
Sinoercly,
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Restriction form letter- 5 signatories

Reduce Harmful Effects form letter- 4,522 signatories

Mr, John Ferren
U.S. EPA (3EA30)

On May 29, 2003, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, US Army Corps of
US
Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of Surface Mining with West Virginia Department of
Environmontill Prowcticm rclcaSI?d a <h-aft Envir:onrnental Impact Statormmt (EIS) ass0ssing
the impacts on environmental resources cauSed by moUrttalntop removal coil] mining in
Appalachia- a fornr of strip mining that involves detonating explosives that blow off the top
of a mountain to t,'let at coal dL'!-lO<ilts tmdt>rn<o"alh.

Dear Mr. Forren,
Please reduce the harmful effects of mountaintop removal coal mining to protect natural
resources and communities an~ do not weaken environmental protections that apply to
the companies that are conducting mountaintop removaL
·
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The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on mountaintop removal should be
rewritten to recommend limits on the size of valley fills that bury streams and imperil
wildlife.

1-7

The drakft Envir onmental Impact Statement should not do away with. a surface mining rule
that ma es it i 11ega! for mining activities to disturb areas within 100 feet of streams.

The F IS was undPrtaken to determine the propo'>erl action ai1d rl<>velop/ evaluate a range of
reasonable alternatives to the proposed action. According to the draft .Environmental
lmpactStar.ement $IS) on motmtalntop removal coal mining the environmentill effects of
mountaintop romoval m·e widespre>!d, ckNastatlng, arK I permanent. However, EPA· s draft
report recommends allowing mountaintop removal coal mining to continue v.;ith a variety of
llmlts.

ll-IO

Please lnsru·e the Environmental Protection Agerrcy does not \o"2aken environmental
nrr>tPrtlm" currently in place for moumalntop removal <>:>al mining. Please consider
Hltr•fm>tlv•"' that would limit the harmful effects of this ckstructivc practice~

Sincerely,

11-1 o

On May 29, 2003, theE PA and other federal and stall' agendes f<'Je~sed a draft
Environmental Impact Statement $IS) assessing the environmental destruction and social
harm caused by mountaintop removal coal mining-- a form of strip mining In \Mlich the
coal cornpani"" remove the tops of motmloln peaks in order to PXlrRct coal.
The data contained In the draft E IS and its accompanying studies confirm that the
cnvlrornrwntal harm causcu by mountaintop removal and valley fill operations is >igniflcant
and mostly irreversible. The data show that over one thousand miles of headwater streams
lnclucUng 724 miles of streams that have bren buried
have been de&troyed Ot'
under of
th!'
of moumains. The report statc>s that it is
dlfl'lcult, if not impossible, to reconstruct
on or acljacent to mined sites.
Reclamatlnn of the mountilins c.onverts \Nhat had
hiologlc~lly diverse native hardW'>od
forests to gra_<sland plateaus. E conotnlc studies
for the draft E IS indicate that
significant restrictions on the size ofvillley fills
not callS€ serious economic harm.
In a December 2001 ftnal report to RPA, Hill & Asscx:iates, an economic modeling flrin,
concluded that evetr the most severe res.trittlon on valley flUs studied ln the report Oimiting
valley fills to 35 acres In size) v.mtld ralse the price of coal
$1
ton and raise the
cost of elcct.ridty by a fev< cents
hotn·. EPA
these
effects as a minimal impact on
coal and virtually no affect on electricity prices.
While earller versions of the draft
and accompanying studies evaluated the costs as v.~e1l
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Section A - Form Letters

Save Our Environment- 297 signatories

as the environmental benefits of limiting the size of valley flUs, no such restrictions on valley
considered as an alternative in the draft E IS
The
environrnmtal and economic studies preparo:l for the draft EIS
not lend any support to
the proposed' preferred alternative' that recommends 'Ml<lkening existing environmental
lav.~ that limit .tht• size and location of vallt.y fills. In fact, the studies support the opposite
conclusion: motmtalntop coal removal must be much more strictly limited to head off
additional and significant devastation of th<7 Appala;:hian region's natural resourcfl!>>md the
communilk'S that depend on those r<..'SOLlfces now ;md for futwe generations.

I am upset to learn that the Bush administration plans to continue to let coal companies
destroy Appalachia with mining practices that level mountaintops, wipe out forests, bury
streams, and destroy ~ommnnities.

fill~ ""'e even

1-7
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According to the administration's draft Environmental Impact Statement(EIS) on
mountaintop removal coal mining, the environmental effects of .tnonntaintop removal are
widespread, deva.Stating, and permanent. Yet th.e draft EL.<;; proposes no restrictions on the
size of valley fills that bury streams, no limits on the number of acres of forest that can be
destroyed, no protections for imperiled wildlife, and no safeguards for the communities
of people that depend on the region's natural resource..~ for themselves and future
generations.

Sinct~dy

The Bush administration's "preferred alternative" for addressing the problems caused by
mountaintop removal coal mining is.to weaken existing environmental protections. This
"prefen-ed alternative" ignores the adminlstration's·own studies detailing the devastation
caused by mountaintop removal coal mining, including:

1-5

·over 1200 miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed by
mountaintop removal;
·forest losses hi West Virginia have the potential of directly impacting as many as 244
vertebrate wildlife species:
·Without new limits on monntaintop removal, an additional 350 square miles of
mountains, strenms, and forests will he flattened and destroyed by mountaintop removal
mining.
In light. of these facts, I urge you ro consider alternatives that reduce the environmental
impacts of mountaintop removal. Thank you
for your consideration of this important issue.
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Stop Destructive Mountaintop Removal form letter- 31 signatories

Sierra Club post card- 953 signatories

Dear Mr. Forren,
Mountaintop-removal mining and valley fills are devastating the
Appadlachlan environment anbd ~ts unique ~uhtt;:re. These practiceds bury import~nt
hea water streams, destroy io.ogJca11 y nc .orest ecosystems, arnage drinking-water
sources used by millions of people, cause frequent and severe flooding. and wreck the
quality of life in mountain communities.
I do not o'tlpport Alternative 1, 2, or 3 as described in the draft EIS
report. None of these options will protect Appalachian forests, water,
or communities. In particular, I oppose the proposal tQ eliminate the
stream buffer-zone rnle that prohibits miliing activity within 100 feet of streams. This
rnle should be strictly enforced for valley fills and in all other cases.

l- 9

11 5
-
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Leveling mountains and burying streams is wrong and must stop.
Sincerely,

Dear Mr. Ferren,

I aniopposed to mountaintop removal mining and the Bush
Administration's recommendations that would expand ns
practice. This destructive mining practice destroys biologically tkh
foruts, buries streams and creoks, devastates the quallcy of life In
mountain communities and causes frequent and """""flooding.
This Is no time to ease restrictions on mountaintop removal
permits and Ignore existing environmental prolllctlons. I urge tha
Environmental Protactlon Agency to rejoct President Bush's
proposed rule changesand to protect West VIrginia'•
envlronmen~ heritage, and communkles by ending mountaintop
removal.

1-9
JOHN FOAAt:l'l, US EPA (3630)

16$0 Al\01 ST!Im
Pl1li.ADElJ>HIA.PA 19103
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Section A - Form Letters

Stop Mountaintop Removal fonn letter-9 signatories

Support Alternative 3 fonn letter-18 signatories

Thc.mlnlng industry suppotts Alternative Ill, as outlimxl in the ElS, as the preferable approoch;
Baser! on the rt:sults of volumln0ll3 technical studies., mining has only minimal, temporary impacts
to the environment
As·sur:h, mining permit~ shoold be procl'S.<eei ~s Nf'lliorl'\i'.1de

Rt:c·o DEC 2 9 2llaa

Permit 2ls

Mr. John Ferren, US EPA (3ES30)
1650 Arch Street

Any potential advusc imp3C!S from a proposed mining operation can be addfe'lsed in the detailed
;md exhmRtl\.:e SMCflA permitting process:

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Mr. Forren,
Speeifie mmments:

Please add my comments to the draft EIS statement.
STOP MOUNTAlNTOP REMOVAL NOW!
Stop coal companies from destroying everything and start making choices
that will benefit our children and YOURS!
Mountaintop Removal is an irresponsible method of mining coal,
environmentally insane, morally evil and add the following to the list:
) . Destroys streams
2. Contaminates drinking water and streams
3. Causes flooding and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
4. Makes moonscapes out of the Appalachian Mountains, some of the oldest
and most unique Mountains in the world.
,), Causes blast damage to people's homes and Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder
6. Destroys world's most diverse hardwood forest and future timber jobs.
7. Destroys the very unique Appalachian Culture and Heritage
8. Directly defies the Executive Order regarding Environmental Justice for
low-income families.

1. MiningactMty~\1!1 only ~ffect about 11.5% of the denseforffit rDVet' fll'ffierlt in
The slates in the Central AP!Elachian rexion vAll r.smalh the most heavily forested stf'll!'S
Nation.

2. Mining created wetlands and grassland habitats have enhanced the \Nildlife diversity of the
region by prOViding unique.hebitat that is not naturally present in the region.

1-11

3.
Mining is a heavily regl,llated enterprise and
to rmmerous federal and state I<M'S and
regulatiorn d!Signed lo protect the envirorll'tlel1l.
provisions of these law> posil ively
sanction and apply dlrruly to. mountaintop mining operations.

1-9

1. The.DraftEIS Is a programmatic EIS and Ls not intended to make substantive changes to
regulations or stlilutes,

9. Destroys Mining Jobs

I 0. Destroys our children's future
I L Destroys God's Creation
~Aountaintop Removal is an abomination before God, the ultimate
blasphemy and the height of human arrogance.
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Section A - Form Letters

Writing to Urge form letter- 360 signatories
Mr. John Forren
U.S; EPA (3EMO)
1650 Atch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Dear Mr. Forren,
I am writing to urge; the Bush administr;1tion to protect our
mountains andstreams from mountaintop removal \:Oal mining. I am
outraged that the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on
mountaintop removal proposes rio limits on this destructive
practice, even though the study dearly concludes that the
environmental effect~ of mountaintop removal are devastating and
permanent.

1-9

I understand thanhe draft I:\IS con:cludes that more than 1,200
miles of streams have been damaged or destroyed. by n1ounta,intop
removal. It also <;:oncludes that 1.4 million acres of forests
could be impacted, along with as many as 244 species of
wildlife. Fittally, it says that without additionallim1ts,
another 350 square miles of rnountains, streams and forests will
be destroyed. by mountaintop removaL
In light of these clear facts, I am shocked that the draft EIS
states that the Bush administration's preferred alternative is
to WEAKEN eJtisting environmental protections; It would allow
mountaintop removal and associated valley fills to accelerate by
proposing to streamline the permitting process. And it proposes
to roll back an important surface mining rule that. prevents coal
companies from disturbing areas within 100 feet of streams.. This
''preferred alternative" ignores your own studies detailing the
deva:;tation caused by mountaintop removal coal mining!

1-10

I urge the Bush administration to consider alternatives that
reduce the environmental impacts of mountaintop removal, and to
implement those measures needed to protect the environment artd
communities of Appalachia. In particular, I urge the
administration to consider restrictions on the size of valley
fills to reduce stream and forest loss. These. alternatives must
be evaluated for individual projects as well as regionally so
that the cumulative impact of the destruction caused by
mountaintop rem0 val is addressed.
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Amanda Moore, Appalachian Citizens Law Center, Inc ....................................... A-590
Bryan Moore, West Virginia Council of Trout Unlimited ..................................... A-591
Joan Mulhern, Earthjustice et al. .......................................................................... A-592
Diana Mullis, Potomac Valley Audubon Society ................................................. A-603
Janice Nease, Coal River Mountain Watch .......................................................... A-604
Robbie Pentecost, Catholic Committee of Appalachia ......................................... A-606
Bob Perciasepe, National Audubon Society ........................................................ A..fl17
Judith Petersen, Kentucky Waterways Alliance .................................................. A-608
Bill Price, Sierra Club-Appalachian Region ...................................................... A-611
Andi Putman, A Lasting World ............................................................................ A-614
Cindy Rank, West Virginia Highlands Conservancy ................................... ········· A-615
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Section B
The public was invited to provide oral comments on the Mountaintop
MininWValley Fills in Appalachia Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement during two public hearings. The first hearing was held on July 22,
2003 at The Forum at The Hal Rogers Center, 101 Bulldog Lane, Hazard,
KY 41 701. The second hearing was held on July 24, 2003 at the Charleston Civic Center-Little Theater, 200 Civic Center Drive, Charleston, WV
25 301. Each hearing had two sessions: an afternoon session from 2:00p.m.
to 5:00p.m., and an evening session on the same day from 7:00p.m. to
11 :00 p.m. One hundred seventy six people provided oral comments at the
Public Hearings. A court reporter transcribed the oral comments at each of
the public hearings and provided official transcripts. These transcripts were
made available for public review on the EPA website ~~.!!..!.~:•.r!.!:~~:.!L
~!~.m3/mtntonfinde~J1tm,

The oral comments were reviewed and evaluated. Comments were grouped
into different numbered categories. The transcript pages are presented half
size with applicable numbered categories identified adjacent to the comment
The Kentucky public hearing transcript is presented first, followed by the
West Virginia public hearing transcript. Two indices are presented at the end
of this document. The first is in alphabetical order. The second is in the
order ofthe transcript. Both contain the page numbers where comments are
presented.
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Section B - Kentucky Afternoon Session

Jeff Coker, facilitator, Kentucky afternoon session, opening comments

-----··---------·-----·

•

•

PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT {EIS)
ON MOUNfAINTOP MINING/VALLEY FILLS
IN APPALACHIA
HELD IN THE FORUM AT THE HAL ROGERS CENTER
101 BULDOG LANE
HAZARD, KENTUCKY

As you entered the forum,
noticed the registration table.
registered as you came in.

you had to have

We hope that everyone

And, if by some chance you

didn't, we ask that you take a moment to register before

JULY 22, 2003

you leave.

Folks will no doubt be coming and going

throughout ths hearing, and this is the only way we have to

JIB· JEFJ!

I'd like to welcome you to the

Cgl\:l!R1

get a reasonably accurate idea of the total participation
public

hearing

on

the

Draft

of

Mountaintop

Programmatic Environmental Impact statement.

Mining

at these hearings.

We'll begin

And, even more importantly, if you came

here today with the intent of speaking at the hearing, you

with some general information about the facilities here.
must complete a registration card.
This is a non-smoking facility.
the bui.lding to smoke.

•

emergency exits.
marked,

We ask that you go outside

Please note the location of the

You can see they're marked.

•

They're well

In the event of an emergency, proceed in an

orderly fashion as quickly as possible to the nearest exit
from the building.

The reatrooma for the facility are

as a speaker now.

assistance in coming up to the podium to speak, please let
the folks at the registration desk know, aa there is an
access ramp to the stage, and other forms of assistance can

and

women'S

are

both

in

that

With that said, let's move into

the more substantive part of the public hearing.

down the hallway, and they'll be the first door on your
men's

If there ie anyone who might need

be provided as necessary.

located out in the lobby, back up the lobby, take a left

left,

If you do plan to speak

and haver:' t already registered, please go back and register

As you may already know,

area.

December

Approximately every hour or so during the course of the

1998

Settlement

Agreement,

as part
the

of

the

agencies

represented here on the stage today agreed to participate

hearing, we will call for a five minute comfort break.

in the preparation of a Programmatic Environmental Impact

Hopefully, this will provide sufficient opportunity for

statement on the Impacts of Mountaintop Mining and their

everyone to take a break, so that no one need to miss any
of what's said here today.

•

•

Associated Valley Filla.

The purpose of this Programmatic

EIS,

the

as

specified

in

Settlement

Agreement,

was

2
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•

considering developing agency policies,

guidance,

•

and

coordinated agency decision making processes to minimize to
the maximum extent practicable, the adverse environmental

say relevant to the continued development of the EIS
We

recognize

that

many organizations

and

mining

individuals wanted to comment, so we have structured these

operations and to the environmental resources that could be

sessions to offer as many as possible the opportunity to do

affected by the size and location of excess spoil dispcsal

so.

wildlife

resources

affected

sites and valley fills.

by

mountaintop

This is a two-part session.

The first session rune

from 2:00 to 5:00p.m .. and the second from 7:00 to 11:00

In the time period since the

Settlement Agreement, the agencies have diligently worked

p.m.

on the EIS.

may choose to speak, an opportunity to do so, we must limit

The agencies'

efforts culminated in the

So that we may be sure we have provided everyone who

development and release of this draft EIS document for

the speaking time to five minutes.

public review on May 29'"·

more comments than can be addressed in five minutes.

The usual review period for a

•

draft EIS is 45 days, however, recognizing the widespread
interest. in the document and the need to provide sufficient
time

for

the

public

to

work

their

way

through

the

frame for review and comment.

A 90 day public review and

8

i

comment period will end at close of business on August 29'h,

i

2003.

I

This is one of two public hearings planned in
association with the development of this document.

The

Some of you may have
If

eo, you are encouraged to submit these additional thoughts
and comments in writing.

You do not need to speak here in

order to submit comments.

You may submit written comments

to the attention of Mr. John Forren,

complexities of its content, we have extended the time

•

We

are here today to listen to you, to hear what you have to

document.

effects to waters of the United States and the fish and

•

respond to them in writing as part of the final EIS.

u.s.

EPA. 3EA30 1650

Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103, through the
close of the comment period on August 29'', 2003.

We also

have provided a comment box at the registration table.

If

you choose to, you may place your written comments on the
Draft EIS in that box and we will see that they are

purpose of these hearings is to hear comments on the draft

considered, along with all the other written and oral

EIS.

comments.

We cannot respond to your comments during the

hearings.

Your comments will be transcribed and we will

•

3
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•

•

would like to take a few moments to make you aware of some
of the ground rules for thJ,a hearing and describe how we
intend to proceed,

As indicated on the sign at

the

entrance into the building, for safety reasons and so that

register at the registration desk. Our planned five minute

opportunity for you to register to apeak, if you haven't
already done so.

that everyone please refrain from bringing in or displaying

may not

signs, banners, or posters in the building,

your speaking time to anyone else.

We ask that

You may not, and

want to repeat it, you

I

register to speak and then give any portion of
If you speak and do not

you please be courteous with others who are speaking and

take the full five minutes allotted, we will proceed with

refrain from expressing support or opposition to comruents

the next speaker on the list.

AS we proceed through the hearing,

than once.

No one person may speak more

We'll be calling out the names of those people

if you have need, for whatever reason, to reference the

who signed up to speak in the order in which we receive

draft EIS or appendices, copies of these document: a are

them.

available for reference in the foyer entrance.

•

Also, if

you did not already receive a CD version of the draftEIS
document, a limited number of CD' a of the draft document

I will announce each person,

name.

as well as the next

In order to keep things moving as efficiently as

possible, as the speaker is coming up on the podium to
apeak, we're going to ask that you come up to this aide of

are available at the reference table on a first come, first

the podium, and the second person, for example, we ask that

serve, basis.

you move down to the front row.

If we run out and you would like co receive

a CD copy, you may also leave your name and address with

In order to keep things moving as efficiently

the person at the reference desk and a CD of the draft

as possible, as the speaker is coming up on the podium to

document will be mailed to you.

speak, the next person to speak is asked to move toward the

As previously stated, in order to speak at this

•

too, must

coMfort breaks approximately every hour should provide the

all participants can see the public hearing, we've asked

the speaker is making.

•

the course of the hearing, you,

podium.

Again, you must limit your comments to no more

hearing, you must register at the registration desk in the

than five minutes.

foyer or entranceway, indicating your desire to speak.

up a card indicating that you have one minute remaining, so

!f

you didn't come here intending to speak, but change your

At the four minute mark, we will hold

that you can begin winding up your comments.

•

In fairness

6
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Dink Shackelford, Virginia Mining Association

•

•

to everyone who wishes to apeak, when we hold up the card
indicating that your time has expired, please end your
comments.

If you have more comments,

or just want to

summery document will be available upon
with the publication of the final
EIS.

submit written comments, you may place it in the box at the

The first speaker is Dean Shackelford.
second speaker will be Bill Caylor.

comments or mail it to the previously identified EPA

speakers are making their way to the podium, I'll ask each

Philadelphia address.
written comments.

I want to add one thing here for the

of the agency representatives to introduce themselves.
After the introductions, I'll say, "Mr. Shackelford, please

exciced about that ticking noise.
when the five mintttes is up.
transcribed.

continue.rr

It will ring at the time

Mitchell Snow, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Again, all comments will be

I'm

We ask those that are speaking to please

•

apeak clearly, loudly enough to be heard, and to be mindful
of the fact

that

the transcriber is trying to catch

everything you're saying.

If the transcriber is having

Hunter

with

the

West

Virginia

And I'm John Ferren with SPA .
Katherine

Trott

with

the

U.S.

Corps

of

Engineers.
And I'm Jeff Coker with the Office of Surface

they may stop you and ask you to speak up and/or repeat
what you just said.

Russ

Department of Environmental Protection .

difficulty hearing or understanding what you are saying,
Mining.

We ask that you begin speaking by

~

I would like to thank this

clearly stating your first and last name and indicating the

committee for the opportunity to submit comments concerning

community

the

and

the

state

that

you

are

from.

When

Draft

of

the

Programmatic

Environmental

transcribed, the oral comments and written comments will be

Statement.

incorporated into a comment summary document and will be

the Virginia Mining Association, or VMA.

All comments will be

part of the final EIS document.

considered in development of a final EIS document.

•

While the first two

The timekeeper that we have, the clock

that we have, makes a ticking noise, so please don't get

•

The

registration table that was provided for receiving written

Impact

I am Dink Shackelford, executive director of
VMA represents

over seventy percent of all the coal mines in Virginia.

Copies

•

7
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•

•

We're comprised of more than seventy members made up of
coal producers and various vendors and supplies who provide
services to the coal mining industry.
represent

thousands

of

taxpaying

citizens,

their

hardworking
families

In short,

we

miners

and

companies

in

coal
and

that any regulation that goes too far in curbing
currently accepted practices of the last twenty years
will be detrimental to the region in both the short and
long run.

10-3-2

Virginia.

1-12

With regard to the proposed EIS, any changes to

Homes and businesses has sprung up all along those miles of
then lonely waterlines, just as development will occur on

ramifications that hinder the mining industry's ability to

these manmade level areas created ae a result of today'a

provide the economical energy demanded by the American

mining.

public.

eliminating the incentive to develop these lands.

Virginia coal mining industry has demonstrated

shopping centers, as well as farm and timber production

Don't

deprive

us

of

future

development

by

The regulation of mining does not need to be

•

lands suitable for facilities such as hospitals, schools,

made more cumbersome by multiple federal agencies and
bureaucratic regulations.

The overlapping -- the more

overlapping and the more attempts by federal agencies to

concerr. that the proposed rules will drastically inhibit

I

over the office of Surface Mining and the various state

future development of level lands in Southwest Virginia

~

mine regulatory agencies' responsibilities is a travesty

have developed through the mining in Virginia.

through mining.

Many raise

i
I

For decades, professional planners have

~

declared the number one problem that hinders economic

level developable land.

the past and can help in the future to create level useable
It is

!..-..--·--··-------
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8-7

upon

the American citizens who demand

energy

at

an

economically reasonable price and the working people who
meet this demand.

~

environment and create usable land in the last twenty

•

9

1-12

~
~

The mining industry has helped in

land, ready for human development within our region.

entrench themselves and job security by seizing dominance

t;

development in the Central Appalachians is the lack of

•

No one

Well, they were wrong.

the existing rules need to be considerate of potential

lands suitable for a diverse range of activities, mineral

10-3-2

areas that everyone said why build those there.
will ever build anything there.

itself as capable to mine coal responsibly, while providing

•

In Virginia, we've built m:Lles of waterline in

It further dismisses all the empirical

environmental progress made by our efforts to protect the

years •

In short, this regulatory act could be one huge
10
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Bill Caylor, Kentucky Coal Association

•

•

step backwards.
Thank you again for allowing me to make these
comments.

VMA and its members are proud to be a part of

Currently, we're number three

behind West

Wyoming.

Virginia

and

We

our

mine

production peak is about 179 million tons in 1990.

millions of Americans.

down to about probably 120 Million tons last year and we're

~~

BJ:LL

going to go down

After Mr. Caylor, our next speaker

CAYLOR t

11-1-5

I have about ten or twelve

another 10 percent this year.

We're

We have,

as of 2000, we had close to 15,000 coal miners, making
about $46,000.00 a year on average.

Because we had close

minutes lined up in presentations and have worked on it.

to 15,000 miners, we had a multiplied effect of three that

I was wanting to give a lot of facts and figures about

would employ more people.

Kentucky, and talk on the importance of the coal industry

Million roughly in severance taxes.

and its effect on the economy,

taxes of over Four Hundred Thousand in other general

but this limited five

•

minutes ie throwing things a little bit out of kilter.
Sometimes r wonder, you know,

why they even structure

work within that time frame.

a show of hands of the people that are here to speak in

s

Billion from twenty-seven statee and eleven countries.
That's a lot of money to bring into the State of Kentucky

~

~

i

I would encourage each and every one of you to

just take your time and just walk up here and say my name

~

is, and state your name, and just say, "I support the coal

~

~

industry."

•

II

B-8

our coal, or more, out of state and we brought in 2. 5

~

.

I want to thank you a11
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When we sell our coal,

we receive a total of a little over Three Billion Dollars

!..

support of the coal industry and the good job it'e doing on

for coming.

We generate other

for the coal, and of that, we sell about eighty percent of

For my benefit, could I see

the environment and the economy.

We paid a Hundred and Forty

revenues to the State of Kentucky.

things this way, but I will, to the best of my ability,

•

mining coal over the years.

this process and to be providing economical energy to

wUl be Rebecca Mullins.

•

been a historical leader in this

11-4-5

and means a lot to the economy.

Most of that money stays

in the State of Kentucky and circulates in terms of wages,
benefits,

purchases

of

equipment.

So,

it's

important, our industry, to the State of Kentucky.

really
We're

like the Saudi Arabia, how they take our money overseas.
We're bringing monies 1 ike that into Kentucky and it's
12
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•

turning around and around in our state economy.
really important and

I

•

So, it's

appreciate the job that you all are

doing.

country to generate electricity, and I urge you not to do
anything that would change that.
We pay a lot of taxes.

We provide this country with cheap electricity.

11-9-5

for the abandoned mine fund to reclaim the old abandoned

The rate for Kentucky electricity is 4.1 cent per kilowatt

mine lands that were pre-1977,

hour, and this is the basis for the economic recovery of

operators around Seven Hundred and Eighty-Four Million

this country is on cheap electricity.

•

since about 2000.

If the price of

We've paid the Kentucky

And, nationally, nearly Six Billion has

electricity goes up, it's going to slow the economy, it's

been paid, and there's One and a Half Billion just sitting

going to a:tow the recovery.

there in Washington, waiting to be used to reclaim some of

So 2t' s critical in this

country that we do things that will be a positive step to

the old abandoned lands that were pre-1977.

generate economic activities. coal generates 97 percent of

in Kentucky has been declining over the number of years.

Kentucky' a electricity.

The number of mines in the last fifteen years or so has

We generate 52 percent of the

•

nation's electricity and that's going to fall a little bit
this year.

Probably natural gas is going to make some

11-4-5

declined at least: by 80 percent.

The production

The employment has

dropped probably 61 percent in that period of time.

over

inroads, but coal will stay at least 50 percent of the

the last couple of years, that's probably even exacerbated

electricity production in this country.

and gotten worse,

Nuclear comes in

saving us.

second at 20 percent, natural gas at 16 percent, and, like

The current activity is what's been

The American coal miner ia probably the moat

I said, that may go up to 20, but I feel it's going to

productive worker in America, and productivity increases

start coming back down, because the price of natural gases

has shown a 77 percent increase,

has shot up three to four times.

able to afford to shrink everything and stay in business

7 percent, oil and renewablea.

Then you have hydraulic

the windmills, it does not come from the solar panels.
is the work horae,

Nationally, mining over the last ten or twelve
years has stayed flat.

So,

the solid work horse of this

•

13
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That's how we've been

and compete on such a competitive market,

Renewables make up about 2

percent of oux· electricity production, and it does not from

•

We pay 35 cents a ton

B-9

Eastern Mississippi and Western

Mississippi received the growth and that growth ie coming
14
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Rebeca Mullins, private citizen

.----------------------,-----------..

•

•

from that area called the Power River Basin, which is long
and we've seen their production go from 164 Million tons in
1988 to almost 400 Million tons today.

almost 375 Million tons.

11-8-5

Last year, it was

I'm from Jackson, Kentucky.

coal fields since 1978, and we've raised two children

jobs we have because of this industry, most of this area
would have to relocate.

is.

It's

not

east

of

the

Mississippi,

and

Production

Company and he operates a Dll dozer.

It's because the seams of

decreasing.
last year.

trends

11-1-12

as opposed to here in

Kentucky

has

the policy, the change in policies.

Field Industrial Park.

•

This year, with the trend ....

going to in closing say two things.

~

l

~

with nothing.

When are you going to start thinking about

that we can make a living at.

We need to back off

We don't have much here

They are too many rules and

too many regulations that are strangling this area.

We need to get back to

Just

to mention a few are tobacco and logging industry and the

helpful and we do not need more regulations.

new regulations on coal fields.

MR. COJC!!R:

Thank you.

~

Veronica Sawyers.

11-2-2

Bennett Sawyers is after Ms.

My

nan~

•

15
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Are you going to come here and feed our

families and pay our bills?

is Rebecca Mu:lins

B-10

What are we

going to do about our livelihood when you take the strip
jobs away?

REBECCA MULLINS!

This area is so depressed

that many people are already out of work.

After Ms. Mullins, our next speaker

will be Veronica Sawyers.

•

mountaintop

where we were several years ago and make this investment

~

~

without

We have hard times with every

us instead of the environment?

But I'm

~
~

instance/

factory closing and going overseas and leaving this area

0

~

For

removal, we woctld not have been able to build the Coal

been

MR· qQKEKk Your time is expiring.
I'm sorry about that.

They have a great

work record for the safety of their men and they do a great
job at reclaiming.

We probably mined close to 120 Million tons

MR· CAXLQ1!.;

.

in

What use are the mountains to us

other than coal? My husband works for Miller Brothers Coal

And one might ask why is all

Kentucky where we mine coal that is 3 to 4 feet thick,

1-12

is

Without the

action

coal are 40 to 50 feet thick,

~

This area

dependent on the coal and mountaintop removal.

is coming and that's where the jobs -- that's where all the

this mining happening there.

i

husband has worked in

from his income from the strip jobs.

That's where all the production

especially not in Kentucky.

•

My

r don't think so.

You sit up in your offices and decide what's
16
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Bennett Sawyers, private citizen

----------·-----

•

supposed to be good for us.

•

Well, all l can say is that we

need our jobs, because we can't afford to have our lives
destroyed.

You can go home and think of other things to

do, but ! think that every time you flip the switch to turn

heavy.

the

blasting.

rt

is destroying our houses, the footers.

It's

on the wall fall off the wall, and I've seen refrigerators

was stripped to make it available at such a reasonable

move,

And when you take our livelihood away from us, I

bounce up off of the floor,

powerful.

16-1-2

Even the pictures

Now,

that is too

They should appreciate the people around here

and respect them more, and not do things like that, because

with your intrusions in our lives. Thank you very much and

I know there's a law that they're breaking.

you all have a nice day.

breaking the law, because they're blasting too heavy, and
After Bennett Sawyers, our next

•

speaker will be Lonnie Starnes.
~~.M!.

My name l.s Bennett Sawyers

a little bit on this mountaintop removal.

They're

I know, because I've seen them set those seismographs and

and I'm from Knott County, Kentucky, and I'd like to apeak

I've seen them be right beside the house.

I sure have. I

seen one shaking his head now and ! know, he said
you had seen it,

They shouldn't

thought

The engineer was standing right there and

had it in the gx·ound and smiled.

be allowed to divert their water onto other-- unless we're

As I said, I'm not against the working man and

being paid for our property, and downstream and tearing up

net against mountaintop removal,

our property.

right, and maybe these hollow fills and these ponds that

1' m not against the working man or the

mountaintop removal, but ! am against destroying pr1vate
property.

17-2-2

You should put the water on the people that you

pay the money to, that you're buying the property.

•

on

busting up the foundations in the house.

Jm, CODB:

11-6-21

too,

lights on or use your thermostat for electric and sir

hope you remember every man, woman and child you destroyed

5-1-2

thing,

conditioning and heat, you should think of the coal that

price.

•

And another

You're blasting, the ones that is using blasting, it's too

they're building are endangering other people's lives down
below them, downstream, and all of this loose dirt and

And

rocks is going into the lakes and filling up the lakes.

I can't see what you're

Fish Trap Lake ie catching it all, in Pike County, and if

Some of it is pushed over the hill and

don't believe me, go up there and look at it, because

you' re destroying the timber.
doing with it,

but they should do it

•

17
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Donald Rex Napier & John Blankenship, private citizens

Lonnie Starns, private citizen

•

•

they've been mountaintop removal all around me right there,
so that's about all I've got to say.
If you'll

allow me

to speak on a

little

Napier, John Blankenship will be our next speaker.
I'm Donald Rex Napier.
I've lived here meat all my life.

logging, will you do that, on logging.

Perry County.

MJ\, CQK!m: 'fhie don't have anything to do with

we have improvements of the road and the areas that we have
Mr. Sawvers :

Okay.

Don' t have nothing to do with

here,

Thank you.

and

I

feel

that

the

regulations is unwarranted.

addition

of

additional

Public Law 95 set forth

perimeters that have been followed by the coal industry and

MR. COICI!lR: Apparently, some people in the back
are having trouble hearing.

•

Without mountaintop removal in this area,

the City of Hazard would not be as it is today, nor would

logging.

that?

I was born and raised in

1-12

Please feel free to move

have cleaned up enormous amount of stream areas in this

forward and we'll try to speak a little bit closer to the

area from the old pre-law mining days, and I feel that the

mike when you speak, and you try to get a little closer to

addition of additional burdens on the coal industry is

•

the mike eo they can hear a little more clearly. After Mr.
Starnes, our next speaker will be Donald Rex, I think it's

unwarranted and unnecessary.
MR, COKl!IR:

Napier.

Thank you.

A£ ter Mr . Blankenship, our next

speaker will be Harlan Farler.

Kg, LQNNIE STARNS!

i

My name is Lonnie Starns

J~Jlantenship;

~

r want to thank the panel

~

and I'm from Hazard, Kentucky, and I'm for the mountaintop

1-11 11

removal.

for the opportunity to speak.
~

things that happens in Eastern Kentucky.

~

!

I worked 32 years

m

I

in mountaintop removal and you can go back there where you
can build stuff on it and water and stuff is good.
mountaintop removal.

~

Thank you.

~Jllli

•

ffi
~

I'm for

Donald Rex Napier.

~

After Mr .

•

19
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B-12

My name is John Blankenship.

r live in Pioneer, Tennessee. I've worked in Kentucky in

~

I think mountaintop removal is one of the best

5-5-2

the coal fields the past thirty years.

I think that a lot

of the bad reputation that the coal industry has picked up
is because we've not looked at what the industry has done
since the passage of the '77 Act.

Any of the regulations

or the papers I read, I don't see anything that's spoken

20
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Harlan Farler, Jr., private citizen

•

John Ledington, private citizen

about the waters we've cleaned up,

•

the femoral streams

we've created, the intermittent streams we've created, and
in certain cases the perennial streams we've restored. All

We've got cattle on our -·· not our cattle, but
on the lands we strip and they cut hay off of it.
s deer on there, they's turkey on there.

we hear is about the head of the hollow that we've filled.

5-5-2

•

see the hospital, you see a lot of developments around here

hillsides, you can't do nothing with it,

are all done on strip mined land.

straight up and down, you know,

Those would not be here

19-3-2

I think

It's how we support our families.

because it's

I'm all for strip mining.
It looks like the other

that the. .industry has done a great job since the passage of

jobs are getting bad and everything relates to the coal

the '77 Act.

fields,

I think we have cleaned up much more than we

I know that some companies does a lot better job

have inte.rrupted, and I believe that if you look at the

at reclaiming than what others do, but just because one

303D list, you're going to see that mining doesn't really

company gives ua a black eye, don't make everybody have a

•

l.mpact a lot of the waters in the State of Kentucky, but
there is a lot of impact from other

things.

Maybe we

Thanks,

r,edington,

our next

~

i

will be John Ledington.

~

WW:R, JR. 1 My name 1s Harlan Farler,

Thank you all for letting me

be here and have a time to talk to you today.

i

MR· COKIR: After Mr. Farmer, our next speaker

19-3-2

I'm a mine

engineer.

I've spent my whole career here in the coal

industry.

You know, I kind of like to look at it from a

wildlife standpoint.

I like to fish and hunt and so on, I

gueaa as anybody in the room, and, you know, I've seen a

~

~

Jr., and I'm a Perry County resident all my life and I work

I

for Pine Branch Coal Sales and I think we do a good job on

•

21
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JOHN LI!!DINGTQ:Ih

6
~

I

appreciate it.

~

After Mr.

I

the majority of the problema, since we• re doing such a good
job keeping ours clean and taken care of.

black eye in the coal fields .

speaker will be Dave Mockabee.

should concentrate our efforts on working on cleaning up

•

i.t,

it do about anything you want to, and the old

But when I came here today, and you look around Hazard, you

without sufficient area to develop those sites on.

They's all

you know, development to where you can build on

B-13

lot of really good reclamation and I've seen a lot of good
habitat created and, you know, l think that there's many

22
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Dave Mockabee, private citizen

,.------------------

•

•

habitation created and a little bit of edge effect that
we've created by some of the areas that we've reclaimed and
so on, it's been a good thing.

19-3-2

Also, I think we've learned

a lot about reforestation and things of that nature that,
you know,

mining.

and quite a few manufacturing facilities.

the time.

5-5-2

we've shown that we can do a good job with

stay in the creeks.

I think we're getting better all

our next

put more pressure from mis-informed peopj.e, as the thing

RAVE MOCKABEE1 Thank you, committee gentlemen.

of land here in Eastern Kentucky, and the articles I read

My name is Dave Mockabee and I live at London, Kentucky and

about that, I was quite concerned, because they didn't talk

COKER;

After Mr.

Mockabee,

happened here recently with the airport, with some buyers

Hazard facilities.

•

Coal mining directly i-mpacts a lot of

employment t:hroughout this group.
Whayne Supply,

and

its eighty-nine employees in Hazard,

also

impacts

And the reclaim land is important to us.
it

~1e

7-2-2

twelve

hundred

wildlife in Kentucky has improved.

deer, the elk, and the turkey, and twenty years ago, we
didn't see it.

employees

Energy
country.

The environment that we deal with here in

independence

is

important

to

this

We read about it and we hear about it every day,

and I don't think we need to take that away from our

Kentucky, I think that coal mining has absolutely cleaned

country.

Our Hazard facility,

•

as a matter of fact, sets on strip mining, its reclaimed
23
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We've

all, the onee that live here and work here, have seen the

statewide.

its act up in the last several years.

It makes us 1 and,

puts facilities down and it helps get jobs here.

a

Ashland, probably up to four hundred employees in Eastern
Kentucky,

about reclaiming and they didn't file the reclaim land .

I'm primarily talking of

hundred and fifty in Corbin, and counting Pikeville and

•

I think the water quality problems or

sewer probably than they are mining, and even chat, that

I'm the branch manager for Whayne Supply at both Corbin and

5-5-2

I think they

was claaned up by the Pride program. My best concern is to

speaker will be Roger Jones.

11-1-5

didn't think rocks flowed down the lakes.

comments I've heard, are more directly related towards

Thank you.
MR.

•

And in tryo.ng to

make a comment here about the rocks that go to the lake, I

regulations and I really don't see any reason to try to do
anything any different.

On strip land is the hospital, restaurants, motel

B-14

It's a major issue with this country and I think

it's important to be considered.
24
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Roger Jones, private citizen

•

In Short,

1-11

I'm for mountaintop

removal

•

in

Kentucky, if it's done correctly. And the mining companies
out there today do it right.

MR· COXIR:

Thank you very much.

economic developent and energy independence and security.

11-9-5

Unlike some forms of energy, coal poses few security issues
during production distribution,

After Mr. Jones, our next speaker

will be Leonard Davis.
RQ!;IIIl,~

The
Good afternoon.

Thank you for

uncertainties

for

its

face

very

many

existence,

I'm a

11-8-2

r was born and raised in Wise county,
registered professional

companies

to

inability or willingness of surety

provide

bonding

for

coal

operations;

engineer in

environmental over regulation along with seemingly never

I have worked in

ending lawsuits; the clean air act, with regulation of S02,

the coal industry for the last twenty-five years, including

NOX, mercury, and maybe carbon dioxide and who knows what

brothers also work in the coal industry.

•

The coal industry

else; the clean water act and TMDL,' a.
Yet, my challenge to you is to consider which

us jobs and allows us to provide for our families.

one of us would volunteer oursel vee or our children to turn

I am proud to be working in the coal industry, along with

out the lights and the electricity off and be one of the 51

many hardworking coal miners, professionals and the four to

percent to do without

six other support jobs that the coal industry provides.

electricity in our daily lives.

prov~des

I

Some people,

lend my support as a friend of the coal industry.

the benefits

!

of

coal

produced

believe, not only favor the

elimination of mountaintop removal surface mining,

Our industry has for decades and continues to

but

The world's

favor the total elimination of any coal mining altogether

energy needs has been predicted to grow between 34 to 46

through hidden agendas of environmental extremism without

percent by the year 2010.

regard to balancing our own and our nations energy and

provide energy independence for our nation.

•

struggles

to

market competition;

My

numerous coal surface mining operations. My father and two

I

and

industry continues

spoil disposal, mountaintop removal, and valley fills.

Virginia, West Virginia, and Kentucky.

11-9-5

coal

including undeterminable and uncertain production costs;

name is Roger Jones.

11-1-2

or electrical

this opportunity to comment on the EIS, dealing with excess

Virginia.

•

storage,

production.

electrical

energy

from

Reasonable availability of

coal

provides

the

engine

for

•
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security needs.
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Leonard W. Davis, private citizen

•

The coal industry provides direct jobs and many

11-4-2

economic benefits through taxes on coal, which support
vital services to schools, police, fire departments, public

•

last year .

generation, with little or no increase in price, while

11-8-2

highways, emergency services.

should be eliminated and turn to the court system to pursue

This ends my comments for today.

this effort.

Ill\.

Yet coal. companies submit for public review

commentator will be Harry Fields.

operations and mine and reclaim under stringent rules and

LEONABP '1!'.

believe

will

provide

sufficient

additional

environmental information in order for regulatory agencies

environmentally

sound

decisions

on

•

~

~

I'm proud that I work in the

r think that if we pool our resources

together and the technology we've got today, that we can

MR. COUll.:

is ever increasing and some smaller reserve areas are being
to

these

costs.

West

nearly 15 Million tons from last year,

Thank you.

After Mr. Fields, our next speaker

will be Paul David, and I apologize on the last name,

Virginia coal

can't hardly read it, Tambler, I'm going to try that.

production in the first quarter of 2003 dropped by 15
percent,

I think that we all need to concentrate

come out a good solutions.

~

~

I've

together and find a solution to theee problems, instead of

coal industry, and

concern that the cost association with obtaining a permit

eliminated due

any dealings with.

1-11

finding a way to end them,

permit

However, I would also like to express my much

11-8-2

My name is Leonard Davis and

~

it's the most committed labor industry that I've ever had

I

~

I

next

worked in the coal fields for twenty-five years and I think

applications.

~

our

that's provided in the EIS, I would support alternative #3,

make

I

Davie,

I appreciate the chance of standing before you today.
the

to jointly address the concerns of the stakeholders and

&

Mr.

Thank you.

three proposed action alternatives

which

l

After

COKJB:

and struggle to obtain an approved permit for their mining

Of

ij

Why is that? Yet,

and many companies are in bankruptcy.

regulations.

1-4

natural gaa prices have nearly doubled.

the coal industry continues to experience cutbacks, layoffs

Some believe that mountaintop removal rr.ining

•

Coal is in increased demand for electrical

court RePOrter:

yet

~

Spell that for me, please.

I think it's T-a-m-b-1-e-r.

electrical power consumption increased by nearly 2 percent

•

27
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Harry Fields, private citizen

•

Court Rooorter:
RARRX ll'I!l!LPS•

Thank you ladies and gentlemen.

appreciate the opportunity to apeak this evening.

I'm

be paying the government $1, 000.00 to $4,000.00 just to
build that little flowerbed.

several land companies and holding companies on several

media don't put in, when most people dies, a stream, or I

and also

I

do a

lot of

5-7-3

the early 1970's,

federal definition, it's not a stream.

comments.

and I'd like to make a couple of

We do-- we don't need any more regulations, we

talking about mountaintop removal,

and

have any water flow on most of our hollow fills, durl.ng

we're

that year, it's still constraining a high rainfall period .

•

you hear about the
Well, the

The other thing, to get away frcm that, is the
fish and wildlife.

~

If you own a home and it doesn't have a yard

and we have rain like we've got out here, you have a down-

i

spout and the water pooling across that yard, if you have

;!;

i

a stream that's two inches deep and four inches wide, by

!

~~

definition, that's a stream, and it could even be smaller.

.
~

5-7-3

~"

ii

~

•

$

they evaluate these streams, and we're assessed on a per

~

~

foot between $100. 00 and $400.00 per foot per stream
litigation.

Now, if you're a landowner and you wanted to

•
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You know, we've actually been-- we did

have a good program, having fish and wildlife habitat as
reclamation for our mountain tops,

,il

Now, with the Corp of Engineer right now, to get a permit,

~

There is a

width that we deal with, or a stream that normally don't

elimination of thousands of miles of stream.

an example.

I mean that is a

stream, but it's not what we're dealing w.ith.

actually need to roll back some.

government's definition of a stream, let me just give you

"i

visualize it as something that' a probably a stream that's
20 foot wide, 2 foot deep and flows year round, but by

One of the things you hear a lot of,

I

And what people in the news

permitting in the coal industry and have worked in it since

especially the news media and environmentalists,

•

build a flowerbed in your yard that would effect a 10 foot
of stream, now when you're talking about by law, you should

Harry Fields and I'm a mining engineer and I represent

thousand acres of minerals,

1-121

•

Thank you.

and thie has been

eliminated basicall.y, but we did a good job.

19-3-2

back a lot
reclaimed

of wildlife to the area.

with

fish

and

wildlife,

We brought

The areas are

can

be

used

for

industrial, but before, we didn't have any turkey or deer.
Now we've got elk, turkey, deer, coyote, fox, you name the
species that have come back that we didn't have before, and
under a good regulated program, we can improve that.

And

30
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Paul David Taulbee, private citizen

------------------------,

•

was

raised

here

in Eastern Kentucky,

•

and without

mountaintop removal or areas that are developed from strip

19-3-2

min~ng,

we're just limited to building along streams, in

We've come a long way since

logger when the railroads were extended to Hazard, and he
went on up to Jeff, Kentucky, and he helped put in Kenmont

going to help.

And we're

Coal Company, and my grandfather worked from 1915 to 1952.

losing all of our people, they're moving out as the jobs

He was there when the first load of coal left Kenmont till

decrease,

the company shut down in 1952.

I think it's going to harm.

ao that' a one bad thing.

And,

then,

as a

•

and if we can't mi.ne it that would be

My father was a coal miner and he put twentyeight years in.

going to do that, then they ought to be considering paying

~

for that mineral, because it's a taking from us.

I

Now, after I retired from teaching in 1997, I
got a -- took a pceition with the Hazard-Hearld Newspaper,
and, praise the Lord, I'm not a trained journalist, because
when I go to a meeting such as this, I don't come in here

And I just -- I wish that you would reconsider

~

with a story already written, I write the story about what

and not, on the new regulations, and if you do anything, is

1-12

took place, and I'll tell you what, I am sick and I am

come back and revise some of them that's not nearly as

tired of people who have never lived in Eastern Kentucky,

strict and I appreciate the opportunity to speak to this
group today.

but come in here and defile us and tell us what we should

1'hank you very much.

•
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His latter part of the coal -- he went

into the mines when he was seventeen years old.

our mineral, and I think that if the federal government is

~

My grandfather came up here in 1912 and he was a

more regulations that's adverse to the coal industry is

!

•

miners.

the regulations in 1977, pre-law, and l don't think that

affected by mountaintop removal, then that's a taking of

s

My family originated

in Breathitt County and I come from a long line of coal

for this coal years ago, and I represent several million

§

Well, the difficulty with

teacher, but I am Paul David Taulbee.

tons of coal,

~
~
•
I?

PAUL DAVID TAULBl!llh

my name does not reflect too well on a retired school

representative of the mineral industry, we bought and paid

~

before our five minute comfort break.

the flat areas beside the stream, and, usually, that may

lot, but we've changed a lot.

•

This will be our last speaker

even be in the flood plane.
So, you know, the coal industry has suffered a

11-8-2

~

B-18

be doing.

we know, brother, we know, and sisters, we know
32
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•

what needs to be done.

•

we have American troops in the Mid-

East and if we weren't so dependenc upon the imported oil
for our energy need, I doubt very seriously if we'd hear on

leave these mountains.
got a nephew up there.
He's industrious.

working, and the most industrious people we have in these

killed in Iraq and we have a fossil fuel right here in

mountains are our coal miners.

Eastern Kentucky and the Powder Basin down in Montana has

smart.

produced all the energy that we need.

smart, you won't live too long. They're engineers, they're

burn coal and burn it safely.

We have engineer,

like a bunch of coal miners.
But, anyway,

about 10 Million tons a year.
It

other counties in the Eastern Kentucky Coal Fields, and we

have the Coal Fields Industrial Park, and I've talked to

s

"s

i

here, I've talked to Ernie, and one of these fellows will

~

Both of them told me that they're

putting a factory right down there at the Coal Fields

I've got a nephew, my brother came back from the

Army, and you fellows there in the coal business know that

33

Industrial

Park.

Now,

if

we hadn't

had mountaintop

removal, where would Tom put hie factory?

Honey, I like

Wal-Mart ae good as any of you, but where are we going to

Now,

~

know it, and it's time that we send him a message and a

•

with mechanization and technological improvements, a lot of

10-3-5

.I
~
~

going to 4-lane 15, and hallelujah, we're going to get

•

r talked to Tom Jones the other day at East Kentucky

~

Ben Chandler and I've talked to Ernie Fletcher right up

access.

this nephew of mine has got a

He's got a factory in Louisville,

Kentucky, and he's got several factories in Michigan, and

I think there is a

I

be elected Governor.

It beats the Army.

Corporation, and Tom is interested in coming down here and

They don't want us to

prejudice in parts of this state.

factory in Georgetown.

•

has brought millions of dollars back to Perry County and to

use that to build infrastructure.

and they're the best wholehearted people,

there's never nothing a bunch of men that bonded together

We're goi.ng to do it, we're

Let me talk about that coal severance tax.

And, Good God, they• re

Honey, if you go into a coal mine and you' re not

technicians,

going to build a power plant down here that' s going to burn

11-4-5

They're the most, the hardest

the news tonight that two more American soldiers were

Bill Caylor, we've got engineers in this America that can

•

My daddy had to leave.
He's still got mountain

put a Super Wal-Mart, if we don't have the flat space.
that's what they're trying to do to us .

They're

trying to tell us, the ones of us who live here, and we

strong one, because East Kentucky is for the people of East
34
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Keith Mohn, private citizen

---------------·--·--- ----------,

•

Kentucky,

•

and if we get the jobs, we get a bunch of

industrial parks, I'll tell you what'll happen, all those
East Kentucky transplants, my cousins and my nephews and

I0-3-5

elect

leaders,

and

washington or Frankfort,

just

because

it

comes

from

does not mean that we cannot

change it, eo ask these representatives, ask these senators

your uncles and your brothers and your sisters, they'll

and tell them that we want to be unbined and left alone so

come back.

we can develop to the fullest extent.

You go to these family reunions, go to those

cemetery visits,

how many of

those

old

transplanted

energy problem for you.

Kentuckians, and I don't care how long they live in Ohio or

weekend."

MIL_~

Peter went to Heaven and there was a man up there and Saint

Larry Roberts will be speaking

after Mr. Mohn.

Peter was showing him around and he looked around Heaven

!Clii!TH

and he said, "Why, Saint, what's you got, what's you got

in

•

that little place caged in over there for," and he said,

to go home every Friday night."

Honey, if you'll leave us coal

Thank you, and God bless you.

You know, they tell that old story about Saint

"Honey, that's them old boys from East Kentucky.

We' 11 solve the

people alone, we'll do better.

Michi.gan, Indiana, what do they say, "I'm going home this

•

our

They want

And tny daddy, when he got

Pen.~ington

KOHN•

My

name is Keith Mohn and I live

Gap, Virginia, and I'll have to be the first

to admit that after listening to Mr. Taulbee, I think I'll
be a sad story, but the E:IS was developed to address
concerns

arising

from

surface

mining

of

coal,

in

;)

worked that night shift, just as soon as 11:00 o'clock hit,

i

him and his buddies got in their car and they drove down

i

that job up there in Dayton at General Motors, and he

home, and they was home every weekend, and they'd drive

fills.

i

wasn't specifically addressed, now, the executive summary

"

you'll listen to ua, you can allow us without burdening us

~

down with all these ridiculous regulations, sent down from

~

~

We, the people,

•
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The valley fields are essential for che mining of

steep slope areas.

We can't do without them.

Though it

for the purpose of need, the recommendations contained in

~

I mean our people are great people, and if

upon high, who makes these decisions.

•

8

I

back on Sunday afternoon, because we have an unbelievable
work ethic.

particular, steep slope mining and the associated valley

B-20

11-8-2

the EIS will effect all types

of mining.

We have to have

valley fills to develop new coal mines, whether it be
surface or underground.

We have to have places to store

36
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Larry Roberts, private citizen

•

•

refuse, and we have nowhere to put them except in valleys

11-8-2

or In the head of hollows.

In reading the action on the

terms that's listed in the draft EIS, I support alternative
3,

1-4

•

After Mr. Roberts, Larry Roberts,

our next speaker will

be Lawrence

Joseph, Jr.
Good afternoon.

ROBERTS!

~I

I'd just like

concerns and modifications of the stream buffer zone rules,

to say ! 'm from Hazard, Kentucky.

The current stream buffer zone practices and polices has

ago.

been in place for more than twenty years, and they've been

here that does mountaintop removal, and one thing that was

accepted by both industry and the regulatory community

interesti.ng when

during that period.

Ashland -- was that when my family came down, we were

Also,

elimination of mountaintop

I

I

just moved here a year

work for Horizon Natural Resources, a coal company

I

first moved here was --

removal mining and the valley fills associated with them

looking for a place to buy a house, and

will satisfy only a small core of society, most of those

houses

who don't even reside in this area.

anticipated.

Apparently, their

•

Coal Fields other than minimum wage, echo tourism, nor do
they

consider

the

beneficial

collateral

effects

of

I
§

We hear that coal can be mined by other means,

not

succeed.

~

r
Fields, and the economic gains of these will cease if we

<

!
~

abandon mountaintop removal and valley or head of hollow
fills.

Once lost,

!

we may never regain the economic

strength that we have today.

Thank you.

•

n
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more

expensive

than

r

had

•well, that's because you don't have any land.

You can't

build on any flat land, because there's no flat land.• And

10-3-2

problems.

We'll be able to provide coal to the country so

a premium here in Eastern Kentucky.

~

will

lot

3

production will continue to shift to the western Coal

it

a

talked around the office and they said,

l

i

then

I

looked around and

it can remain as it is, and we have producing level land as

Coal

competitive,

were

moved from

.;

such aa underground mining, but if an operation can't be
coat

here

I

I

here we've got mountaintop removal that is solving two

mountaintop removal and mining industry in general.

•

Roberts,

and my support of this alternative is tempered by the

goals don't include providing employment in the Appalachian

11-8-2

MR• CQKIR:
after Mr.

B-21

I

live in a house that

they dug a little flat level off so, a site they could put
a house on.

I'm on a cliff.

like to live on top of one.

I

like mountaintop removal,
One other thing we didn't

realize is sometimes these regulations come through, if
you' t·e looking at it and it might be looking at it in
telescope, looking at a very limited view of what they're
38
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Lawrence Joseph, Jr., private citizen

·----------------

•

looking at.

They're looking at coal.

•

It's not just coal .

It's the economy, it's family, it's a whole bunch of other

10-3-2

things, what we've got to take into account.

Without coal

everything they had because they were mining pencil

and the Lord put this little thin coal here that you cannot
deep mine, and them boys is in there trying to put the high

here in the Appalachian, I wonder what this area would look

walls back and they went broke, they lost everything they

like.
That's all I have.
MR. COKER:

10-3-2

Thank you.

Thank you.

the

hillside

farming,

can't build a hillside. •

I'm from up here, a place called Viper,

lived here about all my life.

tree

farming,

we've got

a

It sounds easy what we've

•

it's real, real important, everything that goes on here.
What I want to talk to you mostly about is land titles.
this land that nourishes us,

I've got three ribs here tore out

from plow handles to prove it.

I've

got to deal with and what we've got to say here today, but

Now,

me a flat place and a high wall, because my old dad got up

but, anyway, he said, "You can build a flat place, but you

My name is

Kentucky and I'm a landowner and have been a miner.

10-3-2

The landowner is jumping up and down hollering leave

certified tree farm, we've got a couple thousand acres,

LAWRENCE JOSBPH, JR.!

•

had.

on

After Mr. Joseph, our next speaker

will be Gary Harned.

Lawrence Joseph.

rt~arks,

soil just washes down the mountain, but, anyway, what we've
got here is the rights to the land.

Now, OSM and Fish and

Wildlife and EPA and the Corp of Engineers, the best I
know, land comes with a deed.
or by a will.

this is -- a lot of

Now, the dirt, sand, and

Title to the land is by deed

Now, some of my tracts of land starts at the

top of the hill and comes down acrose the hollow and back

people think that we rape and ravish it, but it's land, it

to the top of the hill on the other side, and we own

nourishes us and it provides for us, and people who are

watersheds in places, but according to Harry Fields now,

born here and of here will not necessarily rape and ravage

the Corp of Engineers, they own the hollow.

what's their mother.

My land comes

down to the Corp of Engineers property and goes with the

Now, I was a mJ.ne inspector down in Breathitt

Corp of Engineers property to the head of the hollow, out

and Wolfe in 1978, '79, whenever OSM got their start.

the top of the mountain, if it's a triggle zone, and back
was a safety and health inspector, and I saw people lose

•

•

39

down the other side and back to the top of that hill.

They

40
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Gary Harned, private citizen

•

deeds for the Buckhorn Lake and Carra Fork, but you don't
have a deed for my home.

Now, I know a lot of us don't --

well, a lot of us do believe in Scriptures.

Now, the

But,

bless their hearts, they must not have done enough for us,
because we didn't respect them enough to let them pass
their

land

on

down

to

their

children

and

great

Martha's

great

grandchildren,

marker."

granddaughter, she lost her eleven hundred acre farm.

Now, this ain't the first time something like

because

George

and

Her

A lot of us are patriots, a lot of us

eleven hundred acre farm was taken by the United States

our ancestors, we didn't come over here on no boat here

Army, and the Pentagon today sits on that land, and the

recent, but some of our ancestors met the boat, and then a

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier has got a crack in it goes all

lot of us have Indian blood in us,

And, then, we've got --

the way around it, just like America.

my ancestors was in the American Revolution, right along

cracked today.

with old George Washington.

we've treated.

And while we're talking about

George, let's talk about hie land title.

•

You know, we feel

bad that they want to take our coal land and force land
from us and we can't manage it the way we see fit, they're

America is being

Now, we're under a curse because of the way
President Clinton said we treated the

Indians and the slaves shamefully, and we're under a curse
today because of the way we've done people, and

I

see my

time is about up, but the only thing any further, as the

going to take it from us, that right, without a deed.

corp of Engineers, you need to remember is "Cursed is he

They're going to do it with an Act of Congress.

who

Now, how

Washington.

The United States Army acquired it.

belonged to George Washington.
and I know a little history.

I

It

neighbor's

land

marker."

That's

in

And just as sure as there's a God in Heaven,

goes with it.
~m.,_~.QDB_;,

of Engineers built the Pentagon, they built it on George

After Mr. Harned, our next speaker

will be Charles Reed.

There's no two people in

~

America done as much to get us our freedom, to get us to

•

41
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his

you fellows may take my land, but, by God, you' 11 take what

know a little Scriptux·e

Now, the Pentagon, the Corp

and Martha Washington's land.

moves

Deuteronomy.

did they acquire the eleven hundred acres that overlooks

•

where we're at, than George and Martha Washington.

Scripture says, "Cursed is he who moves hie neighbor's land

this has been done.

•

•

ain't but one problem with that. Now, you fellows have got

B-23

from Corbin,

HARNID!

My

name is Gary Harned and I'm

Kentucky and I've lived there for about
42
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•

years.

I

•

moved there from Morristown, Kentucky

have lived a short while in Barbourville, Kentucky and
Hazard, Kentucky, and

I

preconceived ideas.

knew little about coal mining or its

people,

I

and one thing

came into the coal fields with no

I

It cannot occur unless we are afforded spoil areas.

u.s.

noticed right from the very

11-8-3

its

paid better as well.

insistence on stream mitigation when fewer

!t provided the flat lands much of

~

under

the

surface

•

It has also provided a cheap source of

It's

I

believe that

3

.
!i

f
~
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nighty-mare .

Even

though

Judge

Hayden's decision has been remanded, the Corp of Engineers
has, in essence, adopted its definition of ways to define
a stream under the Clean Water Act where two drops of water
come together.

11-2-3

This decision by the Corp of Engineers has

had and will have far reaching consequences in non-coal
mining construction as well.

currently, your Kentucky

~

•

43

from

dirt and rock.

~

valley fills are absolutely necessary for the surface

something

highway dollars are being diverted from stream mitigation

~

the mountaintop mining and

for linear foot stream mitigations, whi.ch can make

I.

mining and ninety percent of the remaining reserves in

•

like

i

We have elk and deer and

believe.

11-8-3

Corp's

when there

$500.00

right

~

~

The

a hollow fill exceed One Million Dollars in value, sound

built

lands, not in spite of it, as the KF&C would have you

i

Montana.

mine

was

result of the growth that has grown on this surface mined

I

and

are a few instances to be had, or payment of $400.00 to

the elk that have been re-established in Kentucky are a

~

Wyoming

facilities

growth on the reclaimed lands.

<£.

to

many

provided opportunities for wildlife to come in with the new

.!

definition

when you look around you the last twenty years,

supply the cheapest electricity in the nation.

I

umbrella and the jurisdiction could be a death mill to an

Western u.S. as well, should the Corp of Engineers expand

electricity that allows companies like KU, so that they can

~

determination that all

paying jobs in the area, and those jobs that service it

mountaintop land.

'

Army Corp of Eingineers'

The

already ailing industry in the Appalachians, and also the

The coal provided better

our development has occurred on, especially here in Hazard

•

It cannot occur without va11ey fille .

waters, no matter how small a watershed, are under ita

beginning upon reaching this area, that coal is the one
thing it did have going for it.

Eastern Kentucky.

to allow for the fills necessary for disposal of excess
For instance,

the developers of the

Hazard's new Super Wal-Mart had to pay in excess of Three
Hundred Thousand Dollars under protest of fees to the Army
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•

Corp of Engineers.

•

All of this has been propagated by the

endless lawsuits by organizations such as KFPC and west
Virginia conservatives.

What do these organizations want?

your definition of 401 permit covered watersheds .
Mr. Crocker: After Mr. Reed, our next speaker,
again

Just look at their web sites, read their publication. They
want an end to all coal mining of any type.

going to try the last name,

They also

CiARLBS

REID•

Charles Reed fnan Appalachia, Virginia.

environment.

Aroba,

The KFPC could care less if many of us lose

somewhere else.
active

They get their income from

mine

as

they

drive

Louisville, Illinois, or California.
need coal.

from

don't

They don't think we

•

it'e like everything else to be, we need to let some other

country mine it.

We can just buy it from them.

think

contractor.

Or

This thing

likens to me to that of a lady that my cousin married some

I

actually live in

I've heard people say today that this kind of

mining has helped the economy.

Lexington,

After all, we can always use wind power.

think it's Carl

in an area where there's a lot of mountaintop

mining.

Or they• s appalled by the appearance of an

surface

I

I'm not a coal miner, but I'm

oppose major highway construction, because it disturbs the

our livelihood or way of life.

•

I'm

Romer or Ramey, one or the other, Appalachia, Virginia.

it's

helped

the

I'm an outsider.

In the area that ! live, I
economy.

I'm

just

a

The things that I see are

Wise County is even talking about closing the Appalachia
High School.

11-9-2

The economy has gone downhill.

town has gone downhi 11.
downhill.

The whole

The whole community has gone

If therl!' a all this economy in this type of

~

i

mining, it hasn't shown up in Appalachia.

Connecticut who had never seen a cow, and upon visiting my
uncle's dairy farm, she expressed her disgust and dismay

"~

work in the mines,

years ago.

His new bride-to-be was a city girl from

i

that they milked and drank milk from those nasty creatures,

I

I see forests

that have been destroyed.

Engineers and the OSM today and those other groupe that --

fish in.

They don't have the fish in them that they used

those other groups here represented, to not stiffen the

~

to have.

There's just been a lot of devastation.

b~y

it from the supermarket.

I ask the Corp of

~

~

regulations on mountaintop mining and to re-examine your
definitions

•

and you realize that that is your

livelihood, but I see a lot of devastation.

I

rather than

1-12

We've heard a lot of facts today of you that

g

•

45

B-25

I'm not

I am against destroying what God gave us.

I mean he gave us a beautiful world to live in.

I ask the Corp of Engineers to re-examine

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

against mining.

I see streams that I used to

We've
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Carl Ramey, private citizen
r--------- ---------------------,

•

destroyed our forest::s.

Just: behind

Ill)!

-----------~---------------,

•

house, l live right

in the edge of the woods, because of the strip job, they
decided that they were going to move a power line, and

could have been used for our

resources, and they left them laying.
going to do with all that stuff.
clean up that mesa.

against destroying streams.

7-5-2

everything that they cut, and there were trees thez·e that
could have been logged,

I'm against what we're doing in the destroying of it.

resources.

•
!
B

things changed.

They• re not going to

CARL RAMl!II•

m~lntaintop

removal.

I live in a coal mining community, and I'm also a retired

mountain?•

We heard one guy talk about a stream, and he

I asked somebody, I said, "What ie a

talked about just a little trickle.
mountain?

Well,

coal

•

what is a

How big does it have to be to be a mountain?

mountaintop removal?

of

thirty-seven

i"
"

ci
~

There's no reclaiming those

i

I asked one of the inspectors, I said, "How

~

~

years,

and
Ill)!

I

have

brothers.

been
I'm a

retired United Mine Worker, and, as I said, I live in the
community, Mr. Reed is

There's one place on Black Mountain

that they -- in fact, there's thirteen jobs in Wise County

properties.

miner

associated and all coal miners are

How much do we have to remove off of the top to call it

Ill)!

neighbor.

We have surface mining

in our community which started, re-started three years ago.

16-3-5

It

was posted in the newspaper i f you think you'd be

adversely affected by coal mining, you might ask for an
informal complaint with the Virginia Department of Mines
and Minerals.

And what they did, they just took the whole top off, and he

.

A group of our people in our community went

said,

~

Department of Mines and Minerals told us,

:!'

below.'~

•we•re

justified,

~

because there's a bench down

So they pushed all the dirt, the rocks.

didn't cut any of the trees.

•

My name ie Carl

Ramey and I live at 1630 Roder Road, Appalachia, Virginia.

are you justified by pushing all this over the mountain?•

5
~

Thank you, sir.

And I don't see a lot of good coming out of

~
~

Thank you.

Rumer or Ramey, will be Bernie Faulkner.

G

.

don't want to put

I

I!IR_..._CQ!&J:.BJ. Our next SJ;leaker will be, after Mr.

They're just going to leave it lay,

of mountaintop removal.

~

And I think that it i.e

anybody out of work, but I'd like to see some of these

Now, what are they

i
~
~

I'm against destroying our

Our trees are valuable.

time that some of the laws do change.

and they destroyed what could be used to help somebody.

7-5-2

I'm

~

They

They just destroyed it all.

•
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B·26

to ask for this informal hearing .

The people at the

people to know what will be coming at you.

"I want you

When they start

blasting, your houses will shake to the extent windows will
48
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Bernie Faulkner, private citiezn

•

•

rattle, pictures will fall off the walls and dishes will
fall out of your cabinets.• And we stated, "What can we do
about this?" They said, "Nothing.
It

You cannot do nothing. •

it stands at this time, I have
sued by the coal company for attorney fees, and if I
to follow any other permits, follow their guidelines,

kind of remembered me of a gentleman that I went to an

environmental meeting, who was a water quality expert.

up with coal mining complaints and resolutions, if

He

anymore,

I

will continue to be sued.

stated what made him a radical environmentalist was when he

7'ne things I'm stating today,

was a little boy, some people came in and destroyed his
swimming hole.

Well,

today,

makeup stuff.

16-3-5

what made me a radical

These things they said would happen are

homes and plainly told us so.

going to be appealed, and ! cannot see any way whatsoever

So, we pursued this informal
It turned out to be a

that coal mining should be continued.

Department of

!~inea

to

the

people,

whatever

they done

to

extract

their

people who live in these communities, and, so, I want to
thank you again for voicing these concerns.

Mr.

They

Cock!!!y;

After Mr.

Faulkner,

our next

speaker will be Steve Gardner.

was ten mining communities within six or eight miles of
Appalachia, all up the way up the hollow.

Thank you very

much.

minerals, they had a right to do that.
So, as I stated, I lived in thl.s hollow.

It should be done,

you know, responsible, in an accountable way to protect the

•

and Minerals, defended by the State

Attorney General's Office that we had no say .. so whatsoever

BE!U!Il!l FAut.mR:

The hollow I

My

name is Berni.e Faulkner,

and I'd like to you for giving me the opportunity to apeak

lived in has over a hundred homes in .it, within 300 feet of

today.

surface mining, and the people who told us what would

hauled it out on a coal barge on the river.

happen to ua, and there was nothing we could do about it,

here of some things that they would never have dreamed of,

has eo far been true.

•

It is a real and present danger to all

happening, and, so, to continue on the case as needs is

formal permit and it was a makeshift report set up by the

16-3-5

our people.

they are

environmentalist is some people came in and threatened our

complaint for a formal permit.

•

I

10-3-5

As we pursued these complaints with

the so-called legal procedures set up by the Department of

great, great, grandfather mined coal here and
I have a list

that could have never been accomplished without strip
mining and mountaintop removal, and I'm just going to read

•
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My

B-27
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•

this

list .

True-Joist

Macmillam,

Wood Mart,

•

Hazard

Airport, the Kentucky River Community Care, Mountain Ford,
Peoples Bank

&

Trust, Daniel Boone Marathon, convenient

Apartments, ARH Specialty Clinic, Social Security Building,
Edgewood Mobile Homes, Hazard Fire Station No. 2, southern
Medical Partners, Mountain View Memorial Gardens,

Lube, Parkway Shell, Best Monuments, Lee's Rice Cooker,

•

10-3-5

Trailers,

Supply,

Perry

Manufacturing,

four
DJ,

Domino's Pizza, Mountain Chiropractic, Godsey's Auto Sales,

Incorporated,

Watts Mobile Homes, Days Inn, Kentucky Vision Center, Cliff

under

Hagans Ribeye, Adams

building under construction, eight more buildings, five

&

Adams CPA, clark Adams attorney,

twenty more dwellings, one more building

construction,

twelve

more

dwellings/

one

more

Tina's Hair, Cash Fast, Mountain Top Marathon, Appalachian

apartment buildings on Wesley Way, four more dwellings, The

Regional Hospital, Appalachian Regional Professional Office

Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints, eighteen

Building, ARH Psychiatric Center, The center for Rural

mora houses, one more dwelling under construction, Village

Health, John's Pharmacy, Accident & Injury Medical Center,

Spirits, Community Trust Bank, Taco Bell's, Perry County

Belltone Hearing Center, Timberland Cycle Center, Engle-

Tire, Super 8 Motel, Captain D's, Village Salon, Arby's,

•

Walker Funeral Home, LoveJoy Medical, Willie's Car wash,
Speedy Cash, Hazard Rental Center, Kentucky Farm Bureau

Scan,

Jackie's

Pharmacy,

Hair,

Kevin

Jacobs,

CPS,

RX

Discount

Center, MSHA Office Building, Ponderosa Steak House, The

Inn

& Suites,

Forks

Association

Baptist

Church,

Oak

~

~

Rentals 1 Stare,

arock

•
B-28

Progressive Insurance, Bernard,al Asthma

and Allergy Center,

C&C Mortgage,

Law Offices,

Cooley

Medical Center, CMA of Hazard, The Armed Forces Career
Center, Mines and Minerals Office, Bingo Palace, The Hazard
Commission and Hazard Professional Association,
Roadhouse,
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Dollar, Big Lots Furniture, Winn-Dixie, Rite Aid, A-Plus

~

Applebee's

Restaurant, Food City, Gas-to-Go, Victory Assembly of God,
Three

i

~

Center, East Kentucky Chiropractic, another building under

Care, Orthodontic Center, Radio Shack, Jalapeno's Mexican
Grille, The Decorating Center, Goody's, Big Lots, Family

I

Appalachian Animal Hospital, St. Paul's Church, The Daycare

Hampton

Lovely Nails,

Ig

i

Speech Clinic, Hillsi.de Theater, Deaton & Francis Dental,

The

Secrets, Subway, Merle Norman Cosmetics,

<

i\

Napier's Dentist, RX Medical Home, Medi-l!ome

construction;

Huddle House, Wendy's, KPT, CIT Financial Services, Herbal

10-3-5

t . . ittle Ceasers, Farm Bureau Insurance, Fantastic Sam's Hair

Insurance, Worldwire Equipment, Chaney Medical Office, CAT

•

Whayne

Hotel

Motels,

Southern

Belle

Reno's

Dairy,

The
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r--------------·····-----------------,

•

•

Hillbilly Palace, Mountain Storage, Hazard Village Flea
Market, U·Bet, East Kentucky Veterans Center, Miller Coal,
Kentucky National

10-3-5

Guard Armory,

The

Kentucky Highway

defined and developed by federal and state governments. We
have been using it for many years.

You didn't know that, did you, Bill?

The UPS Center, Spencer Medical Office, Cook Tire, and the

really frustrated by continual reinterpretation of the

l.i.st goes on.

regs.

If that's not economic development, I don't

SMACRA waa supposed to level the playing field

know what is, and these could not have been put on the side

between

of a hill.

regulations.

Thank you.

S'l'IVl!l

GARDNlj:Rt

I'm Steve Gardner.

consulting engineer right now in Lexington.

states

and

But

now we

changing what we're doing.

I'm

create
find

1t

a

consistent

ourselves

grew up on a small tobacco farm.

I grew up in

Kentucky and started

creates increased costs, not

But I've come to love the mountains, and l feel we're doing

eighteen years on a farm.

MJ.ning has actually helped the environment in many waye.
We've created many opportunities that other people have

8

for a research company back in the 70's through the process

i

when SMACRA was developed.

~f

Now, every day when I go home,

I see deer more than that dead on the side of the road.

;

I had the advantage of actually working

talked about.

like to call mountaintop mining a value

added process.

We look at land values of all land in

~

I worked on research projects

~

funded by DOE, EPA, and the Bureau of Mines, that actually

~

helped develop the mountaintop removal process and refine

s

it to the point that it is today.

11-3-5

Eastern

Kentucky

and

Central

Appalachia

anywhere.

Mountaintop mining land is selling for $10,000,00 an acre
in some places.

Raw land is valued anywhere from $250.00

to $500.00 an acre.

! think one thing we may have seen

here today ie landowners want mountaintop mining.

It is

•
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We need to

When I was growing up, I saw one deer in my

I

working for Bethlehem Steel about twenty-eight years ago.

Mountaintop mining is a legal process.

of

manner.

•

I hadn't seen the coal

minea before I moved to Jenkins,

set

continually

comply with the law, but we need to do it in a consistent

a

Appalachia, and I really didn't know it at the time.

a very good job.

the

only for the industry, but for the consumer.

will be Dave Duff.

•

The industry is

Department, The Living Waters Church, The Church of Christ,

Mr. Cockey• After Mr. Gardner, our next speaker

•

I helped work on the

training manuals for the first group of OSM inspectors.

8-29

It is
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•

•

weeks ago at the airport was on a mountaintop mining

I don't know if

MR.

Jones,

you saw the morning !!erald-r,eader and the editorial that
was there.

Ninety percent

Tom Jones?

DON GIBSON;

.
.!

My

name is Don

three years ago, out here about a mile from here, when the

My
Engineering.
work.

I know

I was born here in Hazard, Kentucky some forty-

but let's get the facts

hospital was up where the library is.

Since that time, I

Let's talk about what's actually going .

have lived in Knott County, Kentucky.

A lot of what you

Bachelor's

Degree

is

in

•

Agricultural.

I'd never seen a coal mine before I started

hear from the opposition to Mountaintop removal is about
heritage.
little bit.

I want to tell you about heritage just for a
When I was probably about three years old, I

was at the face of a working coal mines for the first time.

I went back later and did graduate work in Mining
but one of my specialties ie

Now, my mommy about killed my daddy when she found that

hydraulicy, and I think I know what a stream is and what

out, but I saw my dad from that age of three, I saw the

we're

conditions he worked in.

Environmental Assistance,

~

Good afternoon.

facts, and that goes for The Chsrl!i!ston Gazette, Lexington··

Talk to a few of us that know what we're doing.

t:

Mr. Gibson. After Mr.

Herald J:..eader, and :Ih!i! Louis.lt.iJJ,e Courier Journu.

straight, people.

§

Don Gibson.

if you would come

Gibson.

the press has a job to do,

I

Mr. Jones,

Gibson, it will be Paul Matney.

of the press reports

unreal mining, they have mis-stated facts or inaccurate

•

Thank you.
OUr next speaker will be Tom

COCKEY;

and Don Gibson.

forward.

We have a consistent amount of misinformation

and inaccuracies.

you've seen today is that farmers and miners are the true
environmentalists today.

site, and that was not mentioned in the press, but that's
another pet peeve of mine, is the press.

Now, folks, I think one of the other things

~

!

~

~
~

i

~

;

•

working with.

development.

10-3-2

Mining is

just

like any other

It's like the road cute out here and fills

that are created for any development project.

I saw the effort that he put in

to making sure that his family was fed.

Now, I feel like

that a lot of what he instilled in me is the reason that I

don't

think we're destroying the land, we're land--forming it and

am where ! am today.

creating new useable areas,

Now, Ms. Blanton, I think ia the

leader of the KFTC, recently she was quoted as saying that

•
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after one hundred years of mining, coal has left us in
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•

•

poverty with destroyed streams and wells, broken bodies and
failing
poverty.

health.

Ms.

live in poverty.
adding

Blanton,

not everyone lives

in

Those of us who work in coal related jobs don't

more

and

shutting

down

the

quote

a

number

here

that

Mr.

Personally,

we're paying mitigation on.

carried checks to pay for mitigation on hollow fills, I do
work for the coal industry,

Caylor

I have hand-

in excess of One Million

Dollars to pay mitigation on some of these streams.

coal mine employees actually created jobs for an additional

Blanton, in her comment, mentioned broken bodies.

56,000 people.

Me.

I think

In 2001 and 2002, Kentucky's coal industry

most of those broken bodies that you see are those broken

generated some 6.84 Billion Dollars, that's Billion with a

bodies of coal miners who have gone out here and worked.

B, in economic activity in the Commonwealth.

Guys like these right over here, wearing their hard hat,

Gentlemen, !

•

heard some guys up here talking while ago about they didn't
see that mountaintop removal was good for the

econon~.

think 6.84 Billion Dollars into the economy says it is good
for it.
long

as

your

leg

of

companies

that

were

built

these guys know how to work, these guys know how to mine
coal, they know how to do it right.

in a mine that was operated by Mr. Duff and hie family.

on

was so impressed with that.

you'll take in a candy bar or whatever to snack on.

I know what it's

Alth~ugh

threw the wrapper down.

it's not built

on a mountaintop removal area, it is built on fill.

Well, I went on through the mine,

went over into the next entry and r got to looking around

Fill,

that had it occurred today as opposed to a few years ago,

•
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Well,

I'd been in there for a while and I eat my candy bar and I

like to try to find a piece of land to build a house on.
Recently, I bought my first home.

You know, typically, when you

go in, you work in a mine, you set spade or whatever,

Like I aaid, I've lived in Knott County and
Eastern Kentucky for forty-three years.

Dave Duff, if I could,

the first deep mine that I actually went into to work in,
not the one that I was in when I was three years old, was

Mr. Faulkner stood up here and read off a list as

mountaintop removal areas.

•

Like Harry, when I

think of a stream, I think of rushing water, trout jumping

5-7-3

mentioned earlier, there's an estimate that 14,000 plus

•

Mr •

up out of the stream, not some of these dry ditches that

coal

industry, are we going to live in poverty.

11-1-5

Fields mentioned what a stream is.

In fact, only if you're successful in

regulations

To

would have been opposed by the Corp of Engineers •

B-31

at how clean that underground mine was.

Most of you, if
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•

you've never been underground, you just think it:'s nasty
and dirty.

Mr. Duff's mine was so clean that I got to

feeling guilty about it and I went back, and I walked back

I'd like to apeak on about three topics.

I'd like to say that today's generation of coal miners in
Eastern Kentucky are the safest, most efficient coal miners

over, crawled back over to the next entry, picked up my

that we have ever had.

candy wrapper and stuck it in my pocket.

done for our industry and our people.

those strip jobs, too.

Now, I've seen

I salute you for everything you'<re
Just so you know, we

You won't find a cleaner place.

talk about heritage, my father's leather hard hat with the

Their strip job will be as clean as what you' 11 see out

flap for the carbide lamp was donated to the David Gazeer

here on these streets.

Museum, Coal Museum, in Jenkins.

I see that they're giving me the one minute

•

The first one,

I have roots.

Both of my

grandfathers and their fathers lived on the lanp,

cut

sign, but as a closing thought, I just wondered how many

timber, mined coal.

folks here today, since coal mining is so bad and fossil

counties, according to the annual report commissioned by

fuels is so bad, how many of you came here riding your

the State of Kentucky and done by the University of

•

horse or in your solo powered car or in your wind powered
car.

I doubt if very many of you did.

And I wonder when

you get home tonight, will you fire up the kerosene lantern

I don't think so.

Thank. you very

MR.

COKJm;

industry.

Knott county and Mart: in county.

counties.

Pika County with over fifty percent.

Letcher County with over forty

Three other
Harlan

to forty-five

percent of total earnings depend on the coal industry.

i

After Mr. Matney, our next speaker

Kentucky, over two counties in Kentucky, seventy percent of

County,

B
§

much.

in two Eastern Kentucky

the total earnings in those eounties are tied to the coal

!

for your lights, or will you set your butt down on a block
of ice to keep you cold.

11-4-5

You know,

You

know, where some people look and eee devastation, I see the

l!

~~

will be Bill Gorman.
PAUL MATNEY!

I'd like to

thar~

the committee

10-3-5

Coal

Fields Industrial

Park.

Where eome people see

devastation, I see a Gateway Regional Industrial Park in

was born and

§

*

Jenkins.

I live in

f
I;'

course in Prestonsburg. Where some people see devastation,

5

for allowing me the opportunity to speak.
raised in Pike County around Elkhorn City.

•

Corbin, Kentucky today.

r see Raven Rock Golf Course in Jenkins.

I own property in Pike County .

•
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Where some people see devastation, I see a golf

B-32

Where eome people
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•

see devastation,

10-3-5

is see the Town of Hazard.

•

Hazard,

Kentucky, I salute you for your foresight in building a
town on surface mined land.

our great grandfathers to pay the farms off, but when
charge a Half a Million Dollars mitigation on a hollow
and made it economically unfeasible to mine that coal,

You know, there' a another group that I wa11t to
apeak for, but I want to do that lastly.
point to be this.

you're taking that person's livelihood and ability and

I want my second

standard of living for their family, because they're down

I grew up in Pike County at a place

to surface rights and they're getting fifty cents, seventy-

where we had high cancer rates.

Because when we grew up

five cents a ton for the surface rights to mine that coal.

11-3-5

and our fathers grew up, we dumped trash in the head of the
hollows.
water.

All of us had well water.
We drank that.

It leached into the

We have high cancer rates.

can't do, we cannot maintain our standard of living because

Today,

we own property, but you can't mine it.

we don't swim in our rivera, net because of coal mining,

•
I

5-5-2

§

~

I

.

twenty years,

ten,

•

fifteen years poatmining land use,

you've got water sampling before the job went in.
the water now.

look at your hill and you can never mine it."

Go back and check

check

The water is cleaner coming off some of the

11-3-5

going to do that, pay me for it.

If you're

Don't set there and say

don't ever mine it.
You know, the standard of living in Eastern
Kentucky may be below the national averages on average.

surface jobs than it was forty and fifty years ago, but we

I
~

Clean up the garbage.

How dare you come

in to where I live, the property I own, and say, "I want to

but because of straight pipes and bacteria in the water.
Clean it up.

It makes me upset that we have outsiders come in and say we

shudder to think where it would be without

I

the coal

don't swim in it, but the reason we don't swim in it, we've

industry.

got straight pipes.

taught three R's in school, reading, writing and Route 23,

We would be back to when I grew up that they

Now, the group I want to apeak for next is a

and my friends and buddies and neighbors, cousins, uncles,

group that very few people speak for, and that's individual

they went to Chicago, they went to Detroit, and they would

landowners, the forgotten people in Eastern Kentucky that

love to come home.

own a family farm of fifty acres, sixty acres, seventy-five

kids because you force us and make it so difficult that we

acres.

cannot support our families.

And, guess what, yes, the mineral rights were sold

~
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Don't make us lose our generation of

Thank you.
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•

•

Mr. cocl<ey; After Mr. Gorman, the next speaker,
I

don't want to try the first name, but the last name is

Stacy from Hazard, Kentucky.

mountaintop removal site.
Perry,

Mayor of Hazard.

they have o•,rer a

I

10-3-5

invested on a mountain top removal site.
Mart

removal site just finished,

and

is

Eastern Kentucky has had

American Wood

in Coal Fields Industrial Park is a mountaintop
with a 200,000 square foot

many problems historically, but in Hazard and Perry County

building and currently employs over three hundred people.

we have been very fortunate, because we have been able to

East Kentucky Corporation just finished 40,000 square feet

grow in development.

in the Industrial Park.

We have been able to take advantage
The Hazard Bypass cost Thirty-one

Hundred Million Dollars in development and hollow fills.
removal

and

strip

jobs

They

have

provided

other

sites,

for

the

Appalachian

.
~
~

a grant to plan a proposed 18 hole golf course.
rpad from the coal Fields Industrial

10-3-2

Park in a11other

i

Airport.

Whayne Supply, Perry Manufacturing, DJ

I

long and the other one is sooo feet long.

the Daniel Boone Parkway in Hazard.

The airport has two runways.

One ia 3200 feet

~

~

~

Approximately three

~

hundred homes in Hazard are built on mountaintop removal

•

63
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We've just

received a Two Million Dollar grant to extend the runways.
This Ten Million Dollar project includes a new terminal, a
DOR system and other state of the art equipment.

a new Wal-Mart located on Highway 80.

The Coal Fields Industrial Park is a 500 acre

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

Across the

mountaintop removal site, is the Wendell H. Ford Regional

The East Kentucky Veterans Center sets on

Nitro are located on mountaintop removal sites right off

sites.

Adjacent to the Coal

Fields Industrial Park, the State gave the City of Hazard

8

Regional Hospital, ARH Psychiatric Hospital, Physicians

the strip land.

we're going to get another one.

I
,;

Office Building.

It had 350 employees and we just lost those people, but

have

provided much needed land for home sites for our people.

Sykes in the Industrial Park

mountaintop removal site has been in operation since 1999 .

•

But the byproduct of it has been over a

Mountaintop

•

Counties

Hundred and Thirty Million nollare

served over thirteen years as vice chairman of the Kentucky

Million Dollars.

10-3-5

Breathitt

True-Joist Macmillan is a wood

Environmental Quality Commission,

of road cuts and fills.

•

and

is the authority of the

products company that employe about five hundred peop:e and

My name is Bill Gorman and I'm the

I've been in office twenty-six years.

Leslie

operated by these counties.

BILL GORMAN: Good afternoon, and we'd like to
welcome you to Hazard.

Harlan,

It

There is

This development
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Ackra Stacy, private citizen

..----------·----··-------·-----------.

•

will

be

--------·-·-·---------,

•

costing approximately Fifty Million DOllars,

developed in a hollow fill and mountaintop removal site to

10-3-2

be completed next year.

Perry County Detention Center, 5. 3

are also on the site.

dad worked in the coal fields for an equipment company

My grandfather was a coal miner.

My

similar to Whayne Supply, and as a boy growing up, like I

We urge you, with your reclamation policies,

said, I'm thirty-nine years old, there was a stream.

Main

to encourage mining companies to claim the land so we can

Lotts Creek is the main tributary to the Kentucky River,

get the maximum benefit after mined for development and

and growing up, I noticed that the rocks, as a child, the

land use.

rocks were stained with sulphur or whatever for the mining
1'hank you again for you all coming to Hazard

and r hope you have a good time.

Thank you.

and there's no, not anything in the creeks, and I guess I

1'hank you

•

ladies and gentlemen .
HR.....~

Stacy, last name Stacy. After Mr.

Stacy, the next speaker will be Michael Joseph.
ACKI!A STACI•

•

and the coal mining industry itself is a heritage for the
people of Appalachia.

reclamation.

•

miners, and we really depend in this area on the mining,

Million Dollar structure, and Kentucky State Police Post 13

The mining industry ie doing a good job on

19-3-2

thirty-nine years old, and I'm here on behalf of the coal

Good afternoon.

I • m not real

was about eleven years when I started noticing minnows and
crawdade and muskrats and things, and different things,
1iving near the creek banks.

So that told me that the

mining industry was doing better.
about where the miners lived at.

It was actually caring

And I hadn't been working

good at this and ! didn't have -· wasn• t going co have

in the mining industry that long.

anything

the

out of high school, I went to trade school and learned a

mountaintop removal method of mining and reading some

trade and I worked at several garages and I worked at the

information yesterday that J really thought something had

True-Joist for several years, and I recently started work

to be said.

Firat of all, I'm not a biologist and I'm not

for Horizon Natural Resources at the Starfire Mine, and I

a-- I don't study botany or streams or anything like that,

hadn't been there no tl.me at all, a couple days, and the

to

say,

but

1

felt

so

strongly about

I worked, after I got

but what I do have is I've jotted some things down here.

first thing that I noticed, I was on night shift and the

I was born and raised here in Hazard and Perry County.

sun was coming up and the herds of elk, and it just amazed

I'm

•
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Michael Joseph & Columbus Heath, private citizens

•

little closer, and the diversity of the wildlife that's up
on the Starfire Mining is just -- it's hard for me to set

7-2-5

•

•

me how large these animals was, and I started looking a

~L

JOSlill?Ih

My name is Michael Joseph and

I'm from 4etcher County at Whitesburg, Kentucky, and I've

and explain it, because I'd never seen anything like that

been working in the coal industry since 1976, and I'm not

a growing up here, and, you know, you've got bears and

a very good speaker, I'm going to tell everybody that right

foxes and coons and ducks and geese, and it's just-· it's

now, but I'll tell you what I am.

like something that you could see on television.

It's not

I'm a landowner in Kentucky, and I'd like to have the right

like something you'd see on a strip mine in Eastern

if I want to to do mountaintop removal. on my land and I

Kentucky.

And I would hate to see something that is eo --

also would like to have a right to keep on working in the

that not only is our economy based on it, but the people

coal industry and raise my kids and have them to stay i.n

have grown to accept a way of life, and with the American

Letcher County if they want to.

economy as it's going,

1

t' s

all of our jobs and the

•

majority of our manufacturing jobs, reading the pamphlet
that I picked up yesterday, chey' re wantlng to -- the
Kentucky for the Commonwealth is speaking of having more
manufacturing based economy here.

cheaper labor and leas environmental laws.

J
~

i
~

able to make a living and the coal industry is up the annie

I

to try to do it better and be more responsible, and our

~

natural resources are needed to be able to keep our work

~

~

Thank you.

1!1R,

COKD :

After Mr.

Joseph,

we'll

take

•

67
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I think that taking the tops of the mountains
off and making level places is probably the only shot we

10-3-2

have for keeping our kids in this part of the country,
I

appreciate it.
~~

Our first speaker is going "o be

<

OUr natural

resources God put here on this earth for us to use to be

here.

I'm the father of five.

because there's no level land to build besides that.
~

Most of our jobs is

going overseas, across the borders, to be able to get

•

another five minute break .

B-36

Columbus Heath.

If Columbus Heath would start coming

forward, please, And, then, after Columbus Heath, there'll
be Doris Brewer.

Doris Brewer will be after Mr. Heach.

COLtllm'O'Il

IIATI!!

My name is Columbus Heath and

I'm from the Corbin/Somerset area and I've heard a lot of
the comments here this evening and it just about covers

68
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Doris Brewer, private citizen

•

•

everything, but r•ve been in the mining industry since
1964, and I've worked underground and surface, and
around when the

was

r

the work that I do and what it's did for my family.
the third generation of a minex·.

I was born and raised in a mining camp and my father

dad's hat.

I'm

This was my papa's and my

An old traditional light.

I ve
1

had

two

mining industry is going to hurt it, especially stepping

they're all three in the medical area, and it has come off

the mountaintop removal or the hollow fills which they're,

of, or out of money that I've made by working in the coal

you know, proposing.

field.

I think that's going to hurt more

I've always had pride bestowed upon me from my

than it's going to help, because I think over the years,

parents and grandparents and I •ve tried to do t:hings right,

back when a lot of these laws was enacted in 1969 and 1977,

hard work ethic, and treating people the way ycu want to be

•

I think they were needed at that time, but I think it's
come to the point where the agencies need to back off and

treated and such.

1-12

I love this land and I love what it's

done for me, and I would appreciate you all, whatever you

look at what they're doing and how it's going to effect

can do, to help us keep going, lighten up a little bit on

their communities, and I think it's going to impact the

the fines and on that money that it coats people to mine.

env~ronmental

in these areas,

As a lot of people have said, we're just like that from

economically and well as environmentally and I think, you

miner to miner, the people in Pennsylvania, you know, that

know, here in Hazard is a good example of what, you know,

came out of there, people praising them, they made a movie

and

the

people

living

the mining has done over the years and I think the mining

on it, you know,

industry is regulated to where i f it's enforced, everything

There's probably lots of people in here don't really

can be taken care of right there on the sites.

realize what the minl.ng has done for you.

MR·

•

this

daughters and my wife that' a been sent to school and

I think enacting anymore regulations toward the

•

for

been said here today, but I am a proud miner, proud to do

first Coal Mine Safety and Health Act

and grandfather also done underground mining.

1-12

you

There's not much that I can add to what all's

first came out in 1969, and also the reclamation law was
1977.

thank

CQKER;

Thank you.

Your grandpa may

have sent you to college on a fund he saved from them

After Mr. Brewer, our next speaker

will be Earl Clemons.

•

69
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of how conn.,cted those people were.

B-37

mines.

You might be one of them people that's out here
70
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Earl Clemons, private citizen

•

•

in some way or another, this money
has come, there's a lot of it has come from the coal and
timber and the work from Eastern Kentucky and other areas.
I

I'm proud of what work we do.

I'm proud to be a

part of Perry County and what we did.

Some have already

said our hospital, that
and

my

my

grandfather have all been in the coal business.

I

6-2-2

my

always loved to hunt and fish and

I

know where r grew up

down on Troublesome, I can remember fishing tnere as a boy
and

I

can tell you there's more fish in

Troubleson~

now

than there was then, and, you know, growing up, going up on

think mining is.

TECO' s job the other day,

I'm not against: regulations to a certain point,

I

counted twenty-six geese in one

but, you know, we don't want to just push things over a

place, and I'd say there's not a man in here that's seen

hill or anything.

that when he was growing up in thl.s part of the country.

We're proud.
place.

we don't do work like that where I work.

We build nice ponds.

•

We've get a beautiful

As Adam said earlier, we're proud of our work at

On that same job, I've seen elk walk out in front of us .
We've always seen a few turkeys, but until the last several

the Starfire Mine and we have got every little animal that

years, is the first time I've ever seen twenty-five or

you could think of in that area.

thirty in one place.

over there.

\1.K.

You can see everything

That's how we've destroyed the

environment.

does a lot of studies there on our

And

property. There' a plenty grasshoppers, there's everything.

this

group,

Kentuckians

for

the

Commonwealth, I wish you'd go out with some of us sometime

Almost everything that you can think of that you see around

and fish in some of these ponds, fish in some of these

here is over there, and I'm proud to say that I'm a miner

streams you've never waded in, and you' 11 see that the

and I appreciate what all you all can do to keep us here.

environment has not been hurt by the coal industry.

Thank you.

I

MR· COKIR: Earl Clemons, and our next speaker

•

of

company, and there's a lot of distorted facts out there.

daughters are both in medical areas, too, and I just
I

Most

friends are in the coal business or· work for a coal

wife works in, is on mined land,

can't say enough about what

I'm Earl Clemons, and I'm fifty-

C1d!l!!Qlftl;

four years old and all my life my family, my dad and my

know my family has been supported on it, and I'm a proud

miner.

••

IA!!L

•

will be Russell Oliver.
71
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know that

in years paet

that

the coal

industry was hard on the environment, but that's twenty72
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•

five or thirty years ago, and it's changed.

And of all t:he

things that Bernie Faulkner read off, I believe he forgot
our nursing home.

That was built back when I was young.

•

over 20-some people working out of buildings on that little
piece of land.

I can remember when my dad, David you can remember when
they stripped that.

To come in here and say we can't take a
mountain top off and develop it to something our kids can

And there's a group of people here

have,

that had a vision of getting us a nursing home, and a lot

forward.

it, and that nursing home is one of the best ones we have

of the state hae got.

right

to go

We've got a right to have things that other parts

Not long ago, I was on one of the jobs and we

mining was rough, when you didn't get anything for your

was talking where will Hazard grow to, what about in a few

coal.

This group of Kentuckians for the Commonwealth, I

years when we grow and our Industrial Park is full and

don't know what part of the Commonwealth that you're for,

we're wanting factories, where are we going to put them,

home.

It's not my

Because people in the coal industry here, this is

•

and we looked around this area on some of your guys land
that we've mined and there's acres and acres you can set

our home, we live here, and it's more chan just people and

all kinde of factories on.

jobs, it's a way of life, and what they're trying to do,

billy goat across it, but now you can set factories on it,

they're doing, in my opinion, out of ignorance, because

one after another.

this is our home, we don't want to destroy it, and we're

out and roads built to.

not going to.

I've been on these jobs and I 've seen

improvement.

own land here.

income.

a mule and a sled and take their groceries to their house,
and coal companies came in here, eo at least they've got a

It's producing

gravel road.

I've got two brothers, we've got less than an acre

and a half in Combs and the last time I counted, there was
73
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It wae worthless until it was leveled

time and I've seen, we've been to homes where people take

Some of it wasn't worth

turned into stuff, there's buildings on it.

That land, you couldn't get a

Like I said, we've been in this business a long

anything, and after it's been mined and leveled out and

•

because we've got a

It's on land that was mined back when

but it's not the part that I've growed up in.

10-3-2

it's not right,

qf people put up part of their own money and stood good for

in the state today.

•

It was all and made with coal mining

equipment.

•

Years later, these roads get blacktopped,

because the coal company made it possible.

And I think a
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Russell Oliver, private citizen

•

I

think a lot of them think they're doing good, but they

really don't know what's going on here, because somebody
said something about $10,000.00 an acre for land.
an acre of land off Roy Campbell for $10,000.00.

11-3-2

do it.

It's worth more than that.

that because

•

•

lot of these people from Kentuckian for the Commonwealth,

removal.

am against mountaintop

The state and federal laws are not enforced to

mountaintop removal mining like they should be.

Go buy

i f you're

You can't

1-9

It's worth more than

a diversified industry,

It's

time,

it's time for small

factories to be built, not by outsiders but by businessmen
from this area.

Coal mining will not always be here, and

coal company invested millions of dollars

if this area ie to survive, other industry besides coal

leveling that mountain off, and because of that, we've got

must be created, or Eastern Kentucky will die when the coal

factories and hospitals and fire stations and Whayne Supply

industry no

and all these, and he just read off part of it.

removal.

1110me

Everything

longer exi.sts.

I'm against

mountaintop

we've got, you can't build 110thing on a billy goat path.

A lot of people talked about how level the

If the coal company has not leveled it off, the only thing

mountains off and you could build on top of the mountains,

that goes over it is a crow.
this land.

I

•

But this is all we've got is

know the land

I

own, parts that's worth

a11ything is something that us or some other coal company

but you don't need mountaintop removal to create level
land.

You can take bulldozers and level mountaintops off

wi.thout

mouncai11top

:removal.

People

has made for us, because I've hunted a lot of it and it's

wildlife.

been a long time since I've felt like walking up it, but

mountains with all kinds of wildlife.

we've got places now that you can go hunt and walk and get

coal companies to stock their wildlife.

around and take a 4-wheeler, and you couldn't get nothing
over it before.

talk about

the

The Forest Service, I mean they can stock the
You don't need the

Governor Patton said a major university could

we used to go out in Western Kentucky and

not be built in East Kentucky and t challenge the coal

hunt deer, and now people come from there to hunt our deer.

industry to build a major university in Eastern Kentucky.

Thank you.

There's a NASA Challenger Center that's built on the UK
W1,,~.:_

•

I

After Russell Oliver, our next

campus near this building.

speaker will be Joe Evans.

•
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I challenge the coal industry

to build a high tech factory that would build NASA's
76
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Joe Evans, private citizen

•

•

in Hazard.
People talk about the straight pipes.

Well, I

say that probably a lot of the straight pipes were

if the industry would make it at that time.

down and let the State dictate policy and I think it's
very successfully.

built by coal companies for little coal camps, so they're
putting

some

of

the

straight

pipe

problem

in

Now, all of a sudden, "Get out of the way,

coal

companies' lap to take responsibility for.
I

wish the miners luck.

•

with SMACRA.

They found the Clean Water Act, and they've

hardworking and I take great pride in the men who work

as a coal miner, I think the agencies are thinned out now

pretty hard j,n the coal mines.

and they're not lined up trusting one another and I think

kno>~

Thank you.

I want to remind everybody to be

our biggest problem on trying to manage what we need to do

sure and state your name, first and last name, and the

and mine

community and stat:e that you're from, please, when you

government and I say that as a taxpayer and I hope you take

begin.

•

After Mr. Evans, our next speaker will be Rick

Johnson.
My name is Joe Evans.

Hazard area, from Perry County.

over.

kind

of

internal

in

the

I

important to all the families of the men that work in this

g

industry.

"

employer

i

I

But sitting and li,stening to everyone speak, I've

~

been in this industry for about thirty years now, and

~

coming through the 70's, we saw the coal boom and oil

~

crisis, some disadvantaged property owners and SMACRA was
Everyone

•
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is

Coal is very important to Eastern Kentucky.

~

I came up here

brought into place and SMACRA was a good thing.

resources

It's very important to me and my family, and it's very

proud to be from Eastern Kentucky, and proud to employ
three hundred fifty people in Perry County.

our

it the right way.

I'm from the

I'm a proud coal miner,

with a bunch of numbers and state and stuff, maybe I'll go

•

There are environmentalists, they came in

decided to stir the mud, and, frankly, as an American and

JOll: EVANSt

I•

Fitzgerald.•

they're

MR· coKES;

I

OSM

B-41

I hope you can understand that I'm a fairly

11-4-5

However,

in Perry County.

statistics.

I

brought

some

In calendar year 2000, we paid out in direct

wages Nineteen Million Dollars to the three hundred and
thirty people.

Benefits were Ten Million Dollars.

And

that supports the medical infrastructure that we're all
proud of in Hazard and Perry County and Leslie County and
Knott County, that we can support a medical infrastructure
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Rick Johnson, private citizen

•

•

that we didn't have in the past, that we had to go to
Lexington to get it.

So,

in essence,

I

spend Thirty

Million Dollars in payroll on a calendar year.

today?

No, we do not.

Can we be coal miners and care
Yes, we can.

we raise our

Do

vendors and all the people that bring us motors and parts

children here and want to provide them with the best in

and all the things it takes to mine coal, is an additional

parks and recreational and natural beauty? Yea, we do.

Twenty-seven Million Dollars.

flat land at a premium in Eastern Kentucky?

Just on a power bill alone,

Ie

Yes, it is.

our power bill to AEP was Two Million Dollars last year.

Is surface mining and point removal and mountaintop removal

I'm trying to say that there's a lot of money that's

generating flat ground? Yes, it is.

Can surface mining be

generated here,

managed

parks

A lot of money stays in the state.

It

•

So, for the record, we're in favor of mining
our natural resources.

to

allow

management areas?

stays in these counties, and it provides good things for
Eastern Kentucky .

We feel that Congress agrees with

this and has set regulations in place with SMACRA, and that

!

us with the quality of life that

about the environment?

On a variable cost standpoint that pays for

•

think that other industry or alternative

I

for

industrial

and

wildlife

Yes it can.

suggest that i f you fly from Lexington to

Hazard to Pikeville to Williamson to Charles1:on West
Vix·ginia, you will be amazed at how little of the surface
has been disturbed by mining.

What you will see is an

until all this Judge Hayden stuff is put co rest, SMACRA

urban sprawl and roads and shopping malls have disturbed

s,,

ought co rule.

much more area and zoning of these types of disturbances

~

Do

.
i

I
5

~

~

believe

that

electricity comes at a cost?

~

~

we

convenience

Yes, we do.

may prove much more beneficial in the long run than

of

additional regulations on surface mining.

Do we believe

1-12

more

regulation

will

environmentally friendly?

Yee, we do.
make

g. COKER: After Mr. Johnson, our next speaker

Do we believe that

mining

safer

No, we do not.

or

will be David Wilder.

more

Are we proud to

Yea, we are.

RICK JQHNI!Ol!..

Do we

•
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Thank you very

much.

that mining can be managed properly from a safety and
environmental standpoint?

be coal miners from Eastern Kentucky?

•

the

B-42

thank you.

My name is Rick

Johnson, and I was born and raised here in the coal fields .
80
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David Wilder, private citizen

•

I'm a fourth generation coal miner.

just like most of you guys back here and ladies in this

part of the country.

when

I

I've got a big stake in it.

employment in Martin County is coal, direct coal.

11-1-5

thing in Knott County, 75.7 percent.

The same

Now, tell me that

humans should have enough respect to have at least a

came in here this afternoon was to see a dozen state

pamphlet this big on the impact statement done on the human

rally event or

aometh~ng?

Why?

aspect of it,

Was this supposed to be a

Did

miss something?

I

instead of three volumes this thick of

creatures that we can't even pronounce the name of, the

Well,

but, anyway, coming on inside this wonderful structure they

little bugs you have to look at in a microscope.

would have here, you know, we was told to go over and sign

the moat important thing going on here, guys?

up, and so

human factor.

I

did that.

Then said go over and look at this

big volumes of these EIS statements.
seen that when you walked in.
for?

I

E-l-S, what does that stand

•

Well, that is an Environmental Impact Statement.
Now, guys, is environment the only thing

impacted here.

It's taken five years and countless amounts

Where' s that information? Are

abrupt of a decision.

guess moat of you

Environmental.

documents now that

we

What's
It's the

makir.g too

Yeah, we've got these wonderful

covers H-Y-Z on all

these little

organisms, but where's it at on the most important aspect,
guys? There's got to be a balance.

It can't be one-sided.

You're not going to make good decisions by just looking at

of time and money and number of people, that has produced

things through the little microscope.

this wonderful document that we all saw coming in.

Five

your vision, look at everything going on here today and

Where -- it's a one-

throughout these other public forums that you're having and

years.

Untelling how much money.

sided issue right now, the way

see it, and

I

way a lot of these people out here see it.
other side of the flipped coin.

I

reconsider,

think

about

what

issues here.

Where is the

impacting this entire community.

doing.

Crockeu;:

After Mr.

Wilder,

our next

speaker will be Robbie Pentecost.
PAVID WILDQ1

You're

All these different

•
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!hank you.
Mr.

Here, we're setting here

you're

You've got to open

consider that, please, the important issues, deep-rooted

think the

begging and pleading with you guys to hold back and

•

counties are, for example, Martin County, 66 percent of the

One thing that sort of appalled me a little bit

police standing outside.

•

•

I've got deep roots,

8-43

Thank you.

My name is David

Wilder and I'm a third generation coal miner.

have two

82
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Robbie Pentecost, Catholic Committe of Appalacia

•

miner.

That's a very honorable profession.

You know, I

look around and I see a lot of people here today that are,
you know, concerned with hollow fills.

you .

MR·

After Mr.

Pentecost,

our next

speaker will be Everett Kelly.
ROli!BIE li'ml!!COST1 I'm Sister Robbie Pentecost.

the major issue that we're dealing with, and I'll tell you

live in Johnson County, Kentucky, and I'm Director of the

now if you do away with hollow fills, you'll do away

with coal mining.

transportation.
horse.

Catholic Committee of AppalachJ.a.

That' a how simple it is, you know.

Don't park your car untH

you have another means of

If you do, you're going to be riding a

If you do away with hollow fills,

~

i

I

They don't want to be out
That's

17-2-3

The Catholic

~

~

You really need to consider this, because it's
Thank

•

83
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and many of ;;:heae

communities were flooding to this degree has not been seen

I
,

~

not what it's all about.
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little or no resources to rebuild,

2

But, for the most

going to affect a lot of people in a lot of ways.

dad would be very

that it passed a few years ago against mountaintop removal.

.

hollow fills, you won't be able to get all the coal miners

here, you know, protesting and things like that.

!tOf

Many poor communities have been destroyed with

seen, but I' 11 tell you right now if you do away with

part, they just want to work.

But

Committee of Appalachia stands committed to its resolution

they don't want to protest, they don't want to come and be

Hazard won't hold them all.

He lived in Virginia

communities because of mountaintop removal.

•

just passive people that

wants to go to work every day, feed their families, and

in Hazard.

coal industry for much of his career.

devastated to see the impact on the mountains and on the

You know, coal miners are just, for the most
honorable,

My father was in the

that the coal fires now.

You know,

that's the way we feel about it.

part, hardworking,

I >tant to say I have a

lot in common with you in this room.

and worked around the country, building the power plants

we' 11 all be

riding a horae, what's left in Eastern Kentucky.

•

CQlER;

You know, that's

r~ght

•

•

I' m proud to be a coal

in the last hundred years, have experienced several floods
Mines

have been lost,

communities demolished, hope destroyed.

It's time we hold

within the last

few months.

the industry accountable.

It's not you miners, it's the

1

I '""'""·-,.,

=« ,,., .:"'"'

Y•"•· "'" ""••"'
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•

•

Committee of Appalachia, whose members include bishops,
clergy, religious sisters and brothers and the laity, have
been a voice for the powerless and for the sacredness of
the earth.

in this region.
have

of the sludge pond disasters, of the dynamiting?
lies with the Corps.

Many of our members live and work

to

stop

a

practice

as

that

16-1-3

of those with wealth.

•

sat on the porch of a

Appalachia, whose

•

roots are so rooted in the mining industry, and many of the
counties who look toward mining as their source of economic
development, still has poverty and the poverty rates are no

Cheap electricity, I've heard that spoken about
a lot today.

benefit of these communities.
so I would encourage this Committee to really

!

the earth is the

I

Lord's, and the fullness thereof, and the world and they
in

Genesis we are called to be stewards in bright relationship
with creation.

It is not our land, it is God's land, and

But not

only

of

the

regulation,

regulation.

it's

the

enforcement

the

So often that has been the case, where there

may be laws on the books, but they're not enforce, or, as
I know in McRoberts, Kentucky, they're enforced through

Mountaintop removal coal mining ie extremely

Throughout thee"' years ae ! •ve visited many

•
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go slow in reduction of any kind of regulation.

intimidation.

we are responsible for all that live within it.

•

It doesn't equal economic development, at

least not diverse economic development, which is to the

lower than in other counties in the state or throughout
Appalachia that are not coal producing.

that dwell th.,rein, which is Psalm 24, and, again,

I'm very grateful for some

poor and those not in power.

I come with an MBA and twenty years

Scripture tells us that

The only way he

lawyers who are working in this industry on behalf of the

twenty-seven Catholic Diaoeses

of economic development experience.

friend who was seeking

could get retribution was to hire a lawyer, and many in our
communities can• t do that.

represent

throughout Appalachia.

I have experienced dynamiting

retribution for the damages to his home.

detrimentally impacts the poor and the land at the benefit

I

I

The cost

It lies in the communities that are

not necessarily landowners.

We stand as a church, calling for those

legislative power

fewer numbers of miners are

employed, and the cost, what is the cost of the flooding,

Our membership expands the entire Appalachian

Region and evan beyond.

who

comtm1nities in Appalachia,

B-45

profitable to the coal companies who practice it.

A large
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Everett Kelly, private citizen

•

Robert Zik, TECO Coal

•

part of its profitability is because of the fewer miners
who acquire the usual traditional methods.
removal

mining,

destroying

10-2-2

by

ancestral

destroying
grounds,

home

Mountaintop

places,

sacred

is

ground,

also

purpose,

ground, and, you know, we are to be good stewards.

you, I look around and some of you folks out there can

generations after generations have lived, gone to church,

remember those days. Well, we thought, oh, we've been good

married, made and birthed babies, taken family meals, slept

stewards, and there still may be some out there who may

in peace, died and buried.

not, but I think as a general rule, most of our people

has been reclaimed.

I've walked on the land that

It doesn't look like the mountains

today does a great job.

that I love and I've grown to come home for me.

You know,

I really call you to look to safety of all of

•

I'll

be

some of

the environment, but the communities and the peoples whose

weekends, as a family unit, and we do it as family, instead

MR·

CQKIR:

•

After Mr. Kelly, our next speaker

wheelers on the mountaintop removals.

years, and the coal industry has been good to me and my

go to Western Kentucky to see a deer.

family.

and I just think it's great.

~

~

~

•

that these coal companies has built, and, you know, you

worked in the coal industry for mere than thirty-seven

drive along now and you see deer.

You know, I really, when I got the little card

outside, r didn't -- I read part of it and I seen yes and
no,

I didn't come prepared to speak,

prepared to stand up, you know,
people in this area.
jobs.

As a boy, you'd have to
You see elk, turkey,

It's a good place to live.

Thank you.

but I di.d come

Mll,. COJ:Jm:

for the rights of our

After Mr. Zik, the next speaker

will be John Rausch.

You know, we need coal, need the

BOBl!iRT ZIK 1

You know, God put this coal in this earth for a

•
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You know, I've seen

five pound small mouth base come out of some of these ponds

~

My name is Everett Kelly, and

You know, on

of staying home and watching TV, we'll get out on the 4-

I've

iVJRETT KJLLY;

11-1-2

a

the jobs that some of our coal miners do.

I
~

folks

speaking out against what we're here for today hae not seen

will be Robert Zik.

i!

these

life and to look at those who are impacted by it, not only

lives are at stake.

8

When I

was hers as a boy, growing up in the coal camp, and some of

11-1-2

where

He put oil in the ground, he put gas in the

8-46

I'm Bob Zik.

I' vs been in the

coal industry about thirty-one years, all in East Kentucky .
88
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John Rausch, Catholic Diocese of Lexington, KY

•

I've raised my family here in East Kentucky.

•

What I've

eeen in the coal industry is regulacion after regulation
over the thirty-one years, and many interpretations of the
regulations.

The

community

has

received

roads

these areas cleaned up, you know, that' e what' e going to
improve the image of. the community.

and

u. C01UIB•

everything, and Mr. Faulkner mencioned a lot of service
ministries

10-3-5

that

put

on

mountaintop

will be Garland Deaton.

sites.

JOHN

RAU$CH;

!'m John Rausch.

I'm a Catholic

Priest.

or some varying types of industry.

I began my ministry in 1970 in Jackson and Breathitt

there's no place for

represent the Piocese of Lexington, Kentucky.

the heavy industry except on mountaintop removal sites. We

County, doing economic development.

don't have it.

in Wise County, Virginia in the coal fields working in my

You won't get it, because they can't afford
You know, Wal-Mart was mentioned, like

Fifty Million Dollars.

three Million to build the building.
to excavation and. site.
industry.

parishion for miners.

!t probably takes about TWo to

You know, more regulation deters

And when the media, meetings like this to start

wants to come to the community.

I spent twelve years

In 1989, I marched with the UMWA

when they went on strike against the Pittston Corporation.

•

!be rest of it goes

I'm hearing this afternoon competing ethical
demands.

I'm hearing good jobs on one hand, but I'm also

hearing terror of creation on the other.

cutting out industry hits the newspaper, what industry

!'m hearing the

right to own property on one hand, but I also hearing

If they like what they

something about the common good.

Now, the strong, the

read, like what they see, you have a chance of bringing

young, the healthy workers, these are folks who can work in

industry in the area.

the mining induscry.

conducive area.

If you don't, then go to a more

It's all in image.

You know, the powder

industry in the area, and this is what we have now to carry

Ert~Ployment

11-1-2

Why can • t we swim in the Kentucky
•

B-47

in mining is down, and Kentucky

strip mining employment went from 17,281 in 1979 to 4,612
in the year 2000.
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that represents the rest of

the community.

on through, and, you know, we talked about the, what the
coal industry does.

The elderly, the broken, the sick,

these folks are vulnerable.

and coal industry, that's fine, it's something for another

•

After Mr. Rausch, our next speaker

Additionally, Mr. Gorman mentioned a lot of heavy industry,

the excavation.

•

are

You know, and until we get some of

River? Straight pipes.

Corporate America eeea workers as an
90
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Tom Wooton,

citizen

------··········--··-----~--------·---,

•

expensive

input

technology.
of that,

to

production,

to

be

replaced

•

by

The coat of mountaintop removal, the real coat

in terms of economics,

are all of the new

g

it.

We won't have an herb industry, we won't have cultural

i
~

~

~

•

One person.

But you're going to regulate us.

What you do to the least, you do to me.

have listened to people,
mountaintop removal.

call.

•

I

Blasting ruins foundations, it dries

mountaintop removal, because I believe it is a sin againat

!

the care of creation.

t

I'm against

Environmental impact, we can't do any kind of

1-11

impact, but because of the Legislation and the laws that
are in place now, our environmental impact is positive.
really believe that.

g

I believe it ia a disregard for the

Look at what you're regulating .

As

environmental impact, done by the coal industry and surface
mining, is a positive impact.

love to see our miners work together to come up with a

~~

than they've ever been in my life.

sustainable economy for the future and for our children.

~

I believe it opposes the web of life, but I'd

!

~

Thank you, very much.
CQK!m;

Garland Deaton.

Tom Wooton.

J

"

And

after Tom Wooton, there will be David Creech.

•
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1

an industry, ae a whole, the

i

MR•

I challenge you,

disturbance with that, with 90 percent of the environmental

~

common good,

I've been on

I've been on one that was done pre-law, and

before you regulate you us, hare's my cards, give me a

I have seen the response of

up wells, it causes and aggravates flooding.

I'll take you to the new ones.

I waa on one that was done post-law.

The earth is the Lord's and all who

God put humanity in the garden to care and

cultivate l.t.

I'll take you to the whole mountaintop surface jobs,

those today.

~

~

Any of you?

pre-law.

The coal companies have a right to

They also have a responsibility to mine it in

dwel.l in it.

1-9

Have you ever been on a surface mining job?

want.

a responsible way.

8
~

A couple questions for

the panel.

which could lead to sustain a development.

their coal.

f

I was born and raised and lived

I challenge you, I' 11 spend as much time with you as you

comes a responsibility.

i

My name is Tom Wooton.

tourism, we won't have information technology development,

The Catholic Church teaches with every right

•

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen .

here in Perry County all my life.

industries not being able to be developed as a result of

11-2-2

liQO'l'Ol!'l

5-5-2

The streams are cleaner now
As a boy, I remember

the rivers running black, because there was no Legislation
in regard to silt control.

It was turned down the river.

Folks, it's been a long time since I've seen the rivera
black.

Catch more fish out of

-you can catch more base

92
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David Creech, private citizen

• 5-5-211

of some of the major lakes, quality fish.
Again, some of you would like to have my card,
I'll be glad to give them to you.
time taking you to those jobs.

1-12

I

the
definitions and use some commonsense, tempered commonsense,

1-12

I'd be glad to spend

hinged on one word and that word was left up to somebody,

challenge you to do that.

commonsense man, a stream ain't where two water driplets go
together and go on.

zones.

structures

Correct?
in

flood

we • re not
zones,

allowed to build

because

of

government

stream is what you fellows was

A

talking about earlier.

Without hollow fills, we will not

regulations. Because of government regulations, you cannot

be able to produce the coal that we produce today, and

fill a flood plane.

there's not enough national gas, there's not enough

Now, we can• t fill the hollows.

CQUR i

Where

Thank you.
David Creech.

DAVID

Thank

ClUllliCHt

011,

to

carry us, so, in my opinion, we've got to mine the coal.
Our next speaker

Just re-evaluate the existing Regs before you

•

after Mr. Creech will be Brian Patton.
you

all

for

the

1-121

make any more, because I •ve noticed in the fifteen to
seventeen years that I've been in mining industry, we'll

Mr.

Caylor

come out with a Reg, and then there' e a policy to interpret

wh~t

you're

that, and then there' a another Reg that interprets that

doing, you should stand up, so I definitely need to stand

policy, and what we end up with is a whole lot of people

opportunity.

I had intended not speaking, but

said if you're here, you know, and believe in

that our tax dollars has to pay for, no offense, and then

up.
I'm a third generation coal miner.

I worked in

12-2-2

that

just makes a hardship on everyone,

so no real

dtrection.

the face and currently in preparation and surface mining.

Now,

Without hollow fills, we will not be able to mine period.

•

Well, to the

two or three different people• s opinion.

It•s got to the point we can't fill, we can't build in

MB.

1-12

you know, there's-- the Regs that Hayden was referring to

flood

are we going to live?

•

•

out of the Kentucky River here in Hazard than they do out

like

what

the

one

gentleman said

And, like Rick said earlier, the human side, you know, we

earlier, talking about our government is fanned out and not

mine very responsible today, as opposed to what happened

trusting and not working together, and I believe there's a

when you guys put the Act in place in '77, but to -- in my

whole lot of validity to that.

•
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know in the coal
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Brian Patton, Starfire Mining Co.

•

•

industry, we got better when we worked together and not

12-2-2

just so much competitive nature, one company against the

Billion Dollars a year in gross sales.

11-1-5

other, but when we work together, like the PCOA and what

one of the things that ! want to ask today and that I want

'
have

to inform this group is the hypocrisy of these people that

you, it made us a better industry.
So, thank you guys.

are sitting here with us to our left.

appreciate your time.

I

people.

Hlil• CQltR: After Mr. Patton, om· next speaker

IIJAH-F~

the

area

manager of

My name is Brian Patton.

Starfire Mining

company,

We're not opposed to the issues of mitigation.

I

5-5-3

appreciate the opportunicy to talk to this group today.
I'm a coal miner.

~

i

~

l!i

~
~

~

•

•

Coal put me through the

University of Kentucky and educated me as a mining engineer
and a professional engineer.

11-1-5

opposed to issues
ia call damage.

My

family came over from Ireland as coal miners, and coal has
paid for my family's existence.

i
I!

I'm a fourth generation coal miner.

The industry has tried to

be very innovative in how we can address these issues.

I'm

and

I've been with these

I've met with them for the last year and a half.

This iS who stands in our way.

will be Jimmy Jackson.

•

That • s Lexmark.

That's significant to the economic impact of our state, but

I've had the opportunity, as

We're not

we're not opposed to paying for what

We're not opposed to that.

But the peeple

that have stood in our way as we have went to them has been

thsae groups.

We proposed to clean up the streams, their

sewer line projects.

I was told by one of the regional

managers of the Corp of Engineers, •we' re not interested in

!'ve grown up in this industry, to live a better life, to

sewer projects.

see a better life, to see a better life for my friends and

Those would encourage development in Eastern Kentucky and

for

that's not what we want.•

my

family,

and

to see a

better life

for

these

communities, Pikeville, Prestonsburg, Paintsville, Hazard,

But what I

and other smaller communities in our area.

deciding it.

As area

Natural

Resources,

our

Who's •we•?

I thought I was we.

out is they're we.

They're the ones

represent

The other problem that I'm running into with

As a division of Horizon

this group is when they need something and they need money

manager of

approximately 160 employees.

f~nd

We're not interested in water problems.

Starfire,

company represents

!

because of budget shortfalls, who do they come to.

almost •rwo

•
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B-50

don't come to KFTC.

They

Because we don't regulate marijuana

Section B - Kentucky Afternoon Session

•

They come to us •

to go help certain landowners.
scenes and tell us,

~we

•

They come to us for money .

people come to us to help build roads.

They tell us

They come to us behind the

need you to help with projects.

need you to fund projects." And we do.

it.

what they want.

We

Farm Complex.

We have for years.

It's not

You go to Lexington, their parent Hamburg
I lived there.

I see it every day.

I think

it's much mere disgraceful than what I see at Starfire

Starfire Mining has worked for many years at the University

Mining, and that will never
be green again.

Yes, we use the land at Starfire for a

studies,

period of time.

We dO cut the trees down, but within a

compacticm studies,

reclamation studies.

The

first seven elk that were brought to the State of Kentucky
I

don't see KFTC bdng elk.

don't see them brining solutions.

It's very easy to stand

•

As I've heard many people that have protested

the coal industry today, I've also heard them say,

out how to bring other industries."

back, we plant grass, and it's green.
never be green again.

up and say, you know the coal industry needs to do this,
you know.

that area will never, ever,

year to two years, we do reclaim i t back.

12-2-5

I

~You

know, if the coal industry would get together and figure

We plant trees

Hamburg Farm will

Fayette Mall will never be green

again .
so think about what it is you're asking us to
do today.
Kentucky.

You know,

we are the industry in Eastern

We know we won't be here forever, and we are

we're trying, you

crying to figure out a better way for this community to

know.

we're the ones that's developed the industrial

move forward in the next twenty years, the next thirty

parks.

We're the ones that's trying to come up with the

years, and I challenge the Kt'TC, put your money where your

infrastructure projects.
!

mouth is.

put in front of this group previously the

We'll

probably -· I think we're going to be running a little

I said we would be the seed to start

beyond 5:00 o'clock, eo I hope you folks will just bear

it, and as we continued to go forward, we would help fund

•
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Thank you.

Our next speaker, Jimmy Jackson,

and after Jimmy Jackson will be Andy Willis.

line, which took approximately fifteen hundred homes off
the straight pipes.

Step up to the plate.

MR· COlER:

Troublesome Creek sewer project, forty-seven miles of setver

•

Nobody is interested.

of Kentucky on tree reforestation projects, groundwater

were at Starfire Mining.

•

There's other cod companies in this room that: agreed

to get on the bandwagon.

B-51

with us.

we're going to get everybody in there, ten more
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Jimmy Jackson, UMWA and Local 5890
Andy Willis, private citizen

·----------------·-----------,

•

JII!IMI JAC:KSOl:h

Thank you .

•

I work for the

Starfire Mine and :represent the UMWA and the Local 5890,
I've been a coal miner all my life.
year old.

all my family.

•

a lot of the complaints about mountaintop mining come from

I started ac eighteen

outside of Appalachia.

It's been good to me.

For instance, up in Lexington, they

had a little rally up there, you know, protesting mining,
and four people are arrested,

It's been good to

and,

according t:o

the

Everybody has addressed about all the

newspaper, those four people, I believe two of them were

issues that could be covered, but the issue I'd like to

from North Carolina, one of them was from Indiana, one was

address, if you put all these laws and regulations on the

from Tennessee, none from Kentucky.

coal mining, what abouc the gas company.

I know a lot of people up there, they don't understand the

They can go in,

But, being from Ohio,

push it over the hill, cause slips and slides, nothing is

issues with mountaintop mining, and, you know, at first

done.

glance think all's bad with the mountaintop mining, but I

There at my house and my father's house, every

•

evening from 6:00 to about 8:00 o'clock, you can• t set
outside for a gas smell.
Nothing is done.

It's been reported to the EPA.

MR. COltER:

Twisted Gun Gap Golf Course and the Mingo-Logan,
Premier

!

Thank you.

After Mr. Willis, our next speaker

.i.

WILLIS!

Columbus, Ohio, originally,

I

I'm now £roll\ Pike County.

~
~

Being from Columbus, you might

~

first think, well, he's on the environmentalist agenda

•
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is

a

golf

course,

a

And as ! looked over

10-3-5

that Premier Energy ;i.e

I mean this is up in Mingo

County, West Virginia and this stuff occurs in Kentucky,

~

I've been there about sixteen years, well, in Appalachia
for about sixteen years.

That

at the mountains, I saw another operation ongoing right now

~

I'm from

Mines.

and

recreational area, that would not exist if it wex·en• t for

~

I'm Andy Willis.

Energy

mountaintop mining and valley fills.

g

will be Vl.nce Herman.

AND%

was golfing yesterday, as a matter of fact, up at the

So why punish the coal industry when

we' re not the only ones out there .

•

reason you might think that is because it occurs to me that

Coal mining sent my two sisters and other

brother to U.K.

15-2-2

here, because, you know, he's not from Kentucky, and the

B-52

too,

but there's an operation active right now and I

believe they're still trying to get everything straightened
out to extend their valley fills in order to leave the
mountain flat instead of reclaiming it back to AOC.

!f
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Leslie Combs, private citizen

•

they do that,

•

the King Coal Highway is going to come

through over that mountaintop and save the State of West
Virginia and the federal government tens of millions of

10-3-5

Combs, Mike Hansel .
LJSLII CQMBS1

dollars, but they're fighting tooth and nail to get this

Thank you, the mining industry.

approved.

the last twenty-four years to work in the mining industry,

You know, they're fighting the Corp and the EPA

in that in trying to get these valley fills.

Otherwise,

and I'm very proud of that.

B
~

responsible, conscientious, coal owners. Twenty years ago,
I took my daughter up on a job.
l.n one of our ponds.

6-2-5

factorl.es, and golf courses, recreational. areas back on

extremists,

they

don't

want

golf

courses,

believe you're in the majority.

I think the majority of

people would rather have these bueiness opportunities and

f

economic development.

So, you know, I just -- we don't

want less regulations.

We just don't want you to saddle us

£

!.
~

~

~

•

1-12

with a whole lot more regulations.

I've

Thank you, mining

lived here,

~

•
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B-53

industry has

and I know how we struggled day in and day out meeting

~

Lealie Combs will be the next speaker, and after Leslie

mining

It has allowed Hazard and Perry

~

~

Vince Herman.

the

indust~y.

County to grow by leaps and bounds.

I

Thanks.

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

Got

i
im

That's my thought .

Vince Herman.

and they• re bigger.

supported my family.

But on this point, ! don't

$

Took it home and had it mounted.

The significance of that is today I could take

catch fish, but twenty years later, there's more of them

•

hospital,

industrial parks, in place of mountain tops. They'd rather
just have the mountain tops.

it today.

She caught her first fish

her up on the same property, the same job, and she could

these mountaintop areas, but I think the environmental

10-3-5

I've worked for four different

in and then they take the mountain back off, they put the

you know, we can put industry, we can put hospitals, and

~

I've been fortunate for

they put the mountain back and the King coal Highway comes

The bottom line is what occurred here today is,

I
.

I was

born and raised in beautiful Hazard and Perry County.

valley fills in, if they let them put the highway in.

•

My name is Leslie Combs.

I worked for City

Government before I came to work in the mining industry,

10-3-5

bills, but thanks to the growth of this area, and a lot of
that is responeible of the mining industry, both deep
mining and surface

~ining,

very responsible mining, this

area has grown past any expectation that it ever had, and
I

think that this area,

I

think the Comt1lonwealth of

Kentucky owes a great deal of gratitude for what the mining
102
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Mike Hansel, private citizen

•

•

industry has

grandmother beating on my grandfather for taking me in the
coal mines.

will be Paul Johnson.

I

~.Jnu.

Prestonsburg, Kentucky.

My

name is Mike !!anael.

Kentuckians for Kentuckians, that's what we are.
what the coal mining industry is.

coal industry for the last twenty-five years, twenty of
that in environmental

Coi~liance.

I

I

If folks have a problem

with coal mining, it is because they have a problem. and it

didn't come

is a minority, it is not the majority.

did come with a few

And, aa far aa valley fills and they're placed

noticed the little podium out front with the Kentuckians

in streams, these folks that are working with the stream

tor the Commonwealth and their little slogan was, "Fighting

mitigation will tell you that the first thing they have to

for the people and the land.•
daddy raised a big old boy,
fighting.

Well, number one, folks, my
and I

can handle my own

Number two, that's my land, not yours, I'll take

care of it.
also will lay forth a suggestion for the

I

slogan.

It should be changed to, •we, the willing, led by

the unknowing," instead of "fightl.ng for the people and for
the land.•

I

thank you for just an opportunity just to

apeak my peace for just one second here.
I

think about what my grandfather taught me,

just like Don Gibson spoke of earlier, 1 saw the active
face of a working coal mine when

•

That's

observations, and one of them was altered as I walked in,
I

•

have --

I

got to see people working in the coal mine with a pick

and shovel, with breast augers, proud people from Kentucky.

I'm from

I'm proud to be working in the

here prepared to speak today, but

But I also got to see the same thing Don did.

I

was five years, but it

waan' t my mom that liked to beat my dad to death, it waa my
103
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•

5-5-3

do on the stream mitigation,
mitigated,

ia

remove

the

most of the streams are

automobiles,

the hot water

heaters, the washing machines and the pampers out of the
trees.

i

think

.!1

definition of what a stream is or to alter their definition

As far as the defi.nition of a stream, I don't

8

that

Encyclopedia

~

I•

Webster's,

Funk
has

Britacina

and

seen

l'lagonels,
fit

to

or

alter

the
their

of what natural waters ia, contrary to the beliefs of some
of our governmental agencies.

111

I

am pro·coal, I am pro-

5

~

~

•

people, I am pro-Kentucky.

1-121

need valley

fills.

We

We need mountaintop removal, we
don't

necessarily need leas

regulation, but we need to be able to mine coal.

We
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Paul Johnson, private citizen

•

1-12

1

•

definitely don't need more regulation, and I will refer to
something else my grandfather taught me a long time ago,
the defl.nition of government, unless they've changed it,

Q,

coxg;

our next

for

a

copperheads

and

They's nothing up in there.

The

water only runs when it rains.

few

We've got the -- !'m

presently an employee of Pine Branch Coal.

We've got areas

I've

minnows and they was just potholes of water up the creek.

My name ie Paul Johnson.

It d.i.dn't flow during the summertime.

I'd like to say that the coal

industry is one of the most overly regulated industries in

round.

the United States.

come j.n to it,

1 think you could build a nuclear power

•

plant with less regulations that you can getting a permit.
1 worked with the Division of Reclamation for ten years,
from 1970 to 1980.
a permit.

the other one.

called the head of a holler.

We used to sane them

up in the creek and we'd throw them up on the bank.

The

You've heard people talk about all the

to this area, and it's because of mountaintop removal, and
it's because of the head of the hollow fills, not valleys.

You've admitted that

We're not peddling down the middle of the North Fork River,

We don't fill
We're

and I think that's some of the things that you all need--

Where I come from, it's

you all need to come out and look at what's going on now,

We're not filll.ng the Shenandoah Valley.

not filling the Red River Valley.

they talked about their little snail

different industries, everything that has been brought in

One of the biggest problems I've got is some of

valleys.

Now it flows year

of Fish and Wildlife wants to

gardena, we call them jack minnows.

for the good.

It's always something.

you've never been on surface jobs hardly.

Depart~nt

Everything that's being done now is being done

You satisfy one, you've not satisfied

the terminology that you all use.

If the

fish won't even bite them.

You had one agency to deal with to get

Today when they come out, we've got five or six

different agencies.

•

Watch

been in and around the coal mining industry for about the
last thirty-five years.

13-3-2

there.

down there when I was a boy growing up, you'd gone to sane

PAUL JQHNSO!h

12-1-2

in

rattlesnakes as you go.

After J?aul Johnson,

speaker will be Adam Stacy.

•

some of these hollows with me, before the coal mining
goes

Thank you.

And just like the man a

ago, I challenge you to come· out , walk up to the head

13-3-2

thin is what the definition of regulation is a mouse built
to government's specifications.

where there' a nothing.

It' e back up the head of

•
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B-55

now what happened twenty-five years ago.

Don't take
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Ben Perry, private citizen

•

somebody else's word for what's going on.

•

Take that man

up, come out and talk to me, I'll take you up to all of our
jobs.

You know, we can show you where it's being done

right.

We can show you that improving the land and it's

making something that's worth something,
landlords can have from now on.

1-12

regulations.

and I have feelings, and I have a family, I have a wife, I
have kids, and I'm here just to speak on behalf of my
perspective.
certllinly had my eyes opened today about some

something the

of the things that miners and otllers have had to say, and

We don't need anymore

I

We've got more than enough right now, more

than enough agencies to have to deal with.
MR. CIO!tBi;

Adam Stacy.

Ben Perry.

•

thing that came out was basically just beauty, peace, and

10-6-2

Nobody gets rich on beauty,

removal, I kind of feel like Rick Pitno walking into Rupp

peace,

and

so it's a diffl.cult thing to

defend, but I think there's a great deal of value in it,

•

talking about, and coming here speaking against mountaintop

and I think that in generally speaking, the places that get
mountaintop removed tonight, experience a degree of that
that they would otherwise.

to answer the gentleman's question about, you

i

know, why people, outsider, I'm from Lexington, I work in
Rockcastle County,

tranquility.

tranquility is the problem,

My name is Ben Perry, and

I'm one of those dreaded outsiders that you all have been

Arena, but

I•

Hello.

Before I came

people be concerned about intact mountains, and the first
After Mr.

Perry, our next speaker will be Meg Moore.

BEN l?WXa

hope that people give me the same respect.

down here, ! wrote a few notes, just basically why should

ig

I'm the director of Organization of

!
f

Appalachian Science in the Public Interest.
Outsiders have a different perspective, and you

I

may think it's a bad perspective, you may think it's a good

Each intact mountain is also a sustainable

11-6-2

economy into itself.
and sustainable.

It's got timber, which ig renewable

It's got non-timber forest products,

medicinal herbs, various other products that have economic

11-5-2

as

well

as

cultural

value.

It

provides

recreation

~

perspective, but it's a different perspective.

So, in

~

opportunities

~

supply.

that

a

mountaintop

removal

site

cannot

:;

terms of being from, you know, this county and working in

~

the coal industry, I guess it is you just have an outsider,

•

but I'm also a human being and I have eyes and have ears

•
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B-56

11-9-5

It supplies clean water, and it purifies air to a

degree that there is basically nothing that you can build
from the human point of view that will do the same job.

A

!08
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..-----~----------

•

------------,

•

lot of states been done recently, talking about the value

11-9-5

of an intact echo system, versus a disturbed echo system,
and it pays for itself many, many, many, times over,

and creation,

9-2-5

don't know anybody here, no matter how much money they've
got and how much expertise they've got can go replace an

By adversity, we are in the middle right

intact mountain.

now of a world class irreplaceable gift from our Creator.

I certainly feel for the miners' position, and

Of ali the people and all the places :i.n all the world,

I know and I've talked to a lot of them that feel this way,

Eastern Kentucky is gifted with a remarkable treasure.

and a lot of them can't speak out, but I've talked to a lee

ran

of them and they feel really pressured.

into

tTniversity,

a

guy,

a

professor

from

Southern

Illinois

he stopped on I-75 and went down to the

position where they have to desecrate their homeland or go
somewhere and retrain or leave the land, leave the place

He was in Heaven,

He was ecstatic.

He found

that they were brought up in.

seven species he'd never seen before and he was telling me

•

that the Cumberland Plateau was essentially a rain forest
when it comes to crayfish.

"
~

You may not care for crayfish,

I

and I'm not that crazy about them myself, but they're part

i8

They're put.in a

Rockcastle River and was turning over rocks looking for
crayfish.

•

I was always brought up

to believe you don't destroy what you can't replace, and I

In terms of by adversity, what does an intact
mountain have.

Have we no shame?

of the way of life that supports all of us.

brought up before.

11-1-51

coal than any other method.

l

Mountaintop removal has been

It produces fewer jobs per ton of mined
There are much other better

sustainable ways that you could be doing and will bring
more jobs to a community, and I have every full belief that
if miners were in charge, they would do it better than the

0

~

i!
~

~
~

~

•

With mountaintop removal, it's all going in one

9-4-2

absentee investors are currently doing.

I have no question

full swoop, the whole thing, mountain diversity the timber,

about it.

the

care of a place, have to raise families in a place, are

non-timber

forest

products,

certain

types

of

I mean the people that live in a place and take

recreation, the water quality to a great degree and the air

going to do a better job.

quality almost completely.

these mines, invest in these mines, do not live here.

So why should we care about

intact mountains? To me, the number one and most important

I' 11 share a couple of thoughts I had after the

point that I want to make is just respect for the Creator

•
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Moat of the people that own

B-57

very first time I saw a mountaintop removal site.

First of
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Moore, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

•

•

t much believe it, I didn't think that strongly
about it.

I thought it was just kind of an exaggeration by

a knee jerk environmentalist, basically, until I saw it.

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth is a citizens
organization.

and biologically diverse portion of our State to become a

We have thirteen chapters across Kentucky, eight of which

world

are in Eastern Kentucky.

class

mining

with

a

degree

of

arrogance

and

One hundred years from now, the children

It was started in l9Bl in eastern Kentucky.

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

members are your neighbors.

of Appalachia will look at what's left of their mountains

We have members in almost

every community in Perry County.

we have chapters in Perry

in amazement that humans were so thoughtless and barbaric

County, Knott County, Letcher County and Leslie county,

only a century before.

Harlan County. People that are concerned about mountaintop

Just as when I was a boy, we were

amazed that only a century before me, people were so

removal are not outsiders. People that are concerned about

thoughtless and barbaric as to deal with slaves.

mountaintop removal are your neighbors, because it is your

I think

•

you need to -- I think we need to begin to switch their
noble energy sources that should have been accomplished in
the late 70's and SO's, and we can do that every minute.
The sun

prov~des

enough energy to power the entire world

neighbors that are being hurt by mountaintop removal.
I've spent the last four years visiting coal
miners who have had problems with mining problems.
visited valley fills,

for a year.

I

flooded silt ponds, seen sludge,

blasting damage, been on mining inspections, talked with
MR· COKER:

mining inspectors, research permits, but most importantly,

After Meg Moore, it's Paul, I think

I've talked with hundreds of people, private landowners,

it's Lyon, L-y-o-n.
~

live at Harlan, Kentucky.

•

talk about

mountaintop removal.

But, however, we have somehow allowed the most beautiful

nearsightedness.

•

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth before I

Hi.

whose property, their private property, has been destroyed

My name is Meg Moore and I

by irresponsible mining practices, including

I'm a member of Kentuckians for

~untaintop

the Commonwealth and a former employee and a lot of folks

removal.

have spoken a lot about Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

like to add, were done by companies who have declared

today,

bankruptcy to avoid litigation and get out of contracts,

so I just wanted to state a few things about

•
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B-58

Y~ny

of those irresponsible mining practices, X'd

112
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•

•

companies like Horizon •
I

1-5

have

serious

problems

with

the

recommendations in the Environmental Impact Statement,

responsibility to prevent damage to persons and property.

16-1-1

Our blasting limits do not do that, and mountaintop removal
is dependent on these illegal blasting regulations.

would seem to just streamline the error filled permitting
process.

Coal can be mined without heavy blasting and

hollow fills.

16-3-2

With

14-3-2

Yes, it will cost more to the industry, but

it will cost less to our communitj.es, our environment, and
our future.

the Environmental Impact Statement of hollow fills impact

17-3-5

I'm going to talk about three specific ways

Firat of all, mountaintop removal is dependant

on illegal blasting regulations.

i

.Ii".
~

16-1-1

geology and earlier blasting technology.

i
I

individual homas be cracked, individual landowners, their

*-•

Almost every blasting complaint that a person files in

~

Kentucky, they get the same letter that says that blasting

~

~

•

wi.thin legal limits.
legal.

~

~

Blasting cannot destroy homes and

SMACRA says that coal companies have the

•
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removal

Valley

Valley fills

They're not •
is

not

good

for

our

Coal mining has built much of Eastern Kentucky

for the last hundred years, but now our communities are
fading.

B-59

The mechanization of coal mining means less and

less people now work in the coal industry than ever have
before.

10-1-2

Right in Harlan County, we just have to close -·

we just voted to close three of our high schools and merge
them into a new school, because of declining population.

~

~

~

I have

Ponds at the bottom of hollow fills

Mountaintop

g
~

I've watched

homes be destroyed by blasting that is considered legal.

looks like wet cement.

are consistently poorly maintained and too small.

should be of durable material.

I

different

~

The scientific evidence is clear that

~

They were developed in

the 1980's based on homes without windows,

big

streams, the buried pipes and then what comes off of those

economy.

The blasting limits that

are considered legal are a joke.

other

Valley fills are killing our

fills cause flooding to homes below them.

•

that I think mountaintop removal is destroying Eastern
Kentucky.

the

headwaters are critical to a stream's health.

to our environment.

•

removals,

watched water come off of valley fill in Harlan cmmty that

fills was not seriously considered, despite the evi.dence in

1-8

problem is valley fills,

valley fills.

I feel like the option of abandoning hollow

mountaintop

That is a COil\li\Unity, as many people have said, that is

11-1-2

dependent on coal mining jobs, and less and less people are
working in that industty every year, and that's not because
114
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Paul Lyon, Mineral Labs, Inc.

•

of

environmental

regulations,

that's

because

•

of

mechanization and that will continue.
Eastern Kentucky needs jobs and a future not

Why are they in Salyersville?

industry.

11-2-5

based on coal, because the jobs and coal are going away
because of mechanization.

is attorneys, the third being Continental Conveyor, 250
plus.

somewhere around 135 people.

We employ

Without these people, would

Everyone lmows that. That's why

be -- without Continental Conveyor and Mineral Labs, which

we had the coal severance tax, but mountaintop removal

are industrial employees, it would make a a11betantial dent

kills that future, because no matter what the propaganda,

in our county's presence or existence.

tourists are not going to come and look at these devastated
mountains and fields and streams.

I just recently employed -- we've been told

And new and returning

some devastating -- have been given some devastating

residents are not going to come buy houses next to blasting

information about mountaintop removal.

and without good well water.

little note here.

Mountaintop removal is not good for our future.

•

The coal mining

The fourth largest is Mineral Labs.

Eastern Kentucky.

Thank you.

! employed a young man from Pikeville

College, a chemist, which most likely would have had to go

•

!t's Irresponsible, shortsighted, and it does no good for

Let me give you a

out of the area if it had not been for our business.
wanted to practice in his profession.

He

He earned enough

spending money to go to Pikeville College from raising

president

and

owner

~

My name ia Paul Lyon, and I'm

PAUL I.IONt

of

Mineral

corporate office in Salyersville,

Lands,

Incorporated,

Kentucky.

system.

~

I
~

on hollow

fills,

on mountaintop

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

l

Without the coal industry,

Where did he do this? He did this

removals.

i

Our primary business is coal, water, and soil

sampling and analyzat:!.on,

on abandoned mines,

8

We have

several labs, all. running down the Appalachian corridor

ll-2-5

cattle and farming hay.

f

Some of

you all have said that mountaintop removal was totally

10-6-2

devastating and ugly.

To roo, mountaintop removal, where

5

mineral labs would not be here.
four major employers,

•

~

In Salyersville, we have

~

the largest one being state and

federal government, the second, although not by population,

•
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you have the grasslands and isolated ponds, is one of the
most beautiful pictures I've ever eeen.
During the 90's,

r had the fortune to be
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I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

Jeff Coker, facilitator, Kentucky evening session, opening comments

•

•

Fish and Wildlife Commissioner of the Seventh
which Perry County is within that District.
During those four years, I was able to stock deer and
turkey primarily in that District.

The specialists of the

We need to get this hearing started, the evening

session of this hearing started.

to the public hearing on the Draft Mountaintop Mining

This is a non-smoking facility.

restocking.

our building to smoke.

Every place that they designated was either on

a mountaintop removal, abandoned strip mine, or a hollow
That should tell you something, people.

tell you something.

emergency exits.

It should

We ask that you go outside

Please note the location of the

In the event of an emergency, proceed in

an orderly fashion, as quickly as possible, to the nearest

TWo of the largest areas for wildlife

exit from the building.

The restrooms for the facility are

development in the State of Kentucky came from strip

located out, you go beck out into the lobl;>y, take your

mining, Peabody in Western Kentucky, Starfire in Eastern

left,

•

Kentucky.
The mining industry, Mineral Labs supports the
mining industry one hundred percent and hopefully in the
future we'd like to see it triple.
Mll,. CQJCli!R:

Thank you.

and

We'll all return.

be

the

first

door

on

your

left .

hearing,

we'll call for a five minute comfort break.

Hopefully, this will provi<:ie sufficient opportunity for
everyone to take a break, eo that no one need miss any of
what is sai<:i here today.

That' e our last speaker for the

will be an evening session.

it'll

Approximately every hour or so during the course of the

As you entered

afternoon session. As you all p1·ol:>ably already know, chere

the forum,

noticed the registration table.

We'll get

you had to have

We hope that everyone

think they

registered as you came in, and if by some chance you

do plan to lock the facility up until we open it b.ack up,

di<:in't, we ask that you take a moment to register before

so probably you all need to head on out.

you

a bite to eat and I'm sure you need to, too.

l

Thank you.

leave.

throughout the

•

We'll begin

with some general information about the facilities here.

these deer and turkeys were to be released for restoration,

fill.

I'd like to welcome you

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.

Fish and Wildlife Department had pinpointed the areas that

•

seat.

~~

Okay, folks, let's try to find a

•
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Folks will no doubt be coming and going
hear~ng,

and this ie the only way we have to

get a reasonably accurate idea of the public participation
118
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•

at these hearings.

•

And even more importantly, if you came

here today with the intent of speaking at the hearing, you
must complete a registration card.

If you do plan to speak

and haven't already registered, please go back and register

The agencies' efforts culminated in the development and

as a speaker now.

release of this draft document for public review on May

If there's anyone who might need

assistance in coming up to the podium to speak, please let

29'"·

the folks at the registration desk know, as there is an

however,

access ramp to the stage and other forms of assistance can

document and the need to provide additional time for the

let's move into the more

substantive part of the public hearing,

As you mey already

commetlt,

•

the agencies represented here on the stage today agreed to
the

preparation

of

the

l?rogramtl\atic

Impact

Statement

on

the

impacts

of

mountaintop mining and their associated valley fills.

The

Environmental

in

recognizing

the

widespread

interest

in

the

content, we have extended the time frame for review and

know, as part of the December 1998 Settlement Agreement,

part.ic:i.pate

The usual review period for a draft EIS is 45 days,

public to work their way through the complexities of its

With that said,

•

In the period of time since the Settlement
Ag.-eement, the agencies have diligently worked on the E!S.

be provided as necessary.

•

spoil disposal sites and valley fills .

A 90 day public review period and comment

public review and comment period will end at close o£
business on August 29tn, 2003.
1'hie is one of two public hearings planned in
association with the development of this document.

The

purpose of these hearings is to hear your comments on the

purpose of this l?rogrammetic EIS, all specified in the

draft EIS.

We cannot respond to your comments during the

Settlement Agreement, was t:o cons.ider developing agency

hearings.

Your comments will be transcribed and we will

policies, guidance, and coordinated agency decision making

respond to them in writing as part of the final EIS.

processes to minimize to the maximum extent practical the

are here today to listen to you, to hear what you have to

adve.-se envi.-onmental effects to waters of the United

eay relevant to the continued development of the EIS

States and to fish and wildlife resources affected by

document.

We

recognize

that

many organizations

We

and

mountaintop operations, and to the environmental resources

individuals wanted to comment, eo we have structured these

that could be effected by the size and location of excess

sessions to offer as many as possible the opportunity to do

•
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•

so.

This is a two-part session.

•

The first session ran

from 2:00 to 5:00 earlier today, and the second session, of
course, which we're at now, runs from 7:00 to 11:00,
So that

we may be

minutes,

~re

As we proceed through the hearing, if you have

some of

comments than can be addressed in five

need, for whatever reaso11, to reference the draft EIS or

you are encouraged to submit these

appendices, copies of these documents are available for

If so,

additional thoughts and comments in writing.

reference in the foyer entranceway.

You do not

already receive a CD version of the draft EIS document, a

u.s.

limited number of CD's of the draft document are available

EPA, 3EA30 1550 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

at the reference table on a first come, first serve, basis,

written comments to the attention of Mr. John Ferren,

•

19103, through the close of the comment period on August

2 9'', 2 003.

We also have provided a comment box at the

registration table in the foyex·.

If you choose to, you may

If we run out and you would like to receive a CD copy, you
may also leave your name and address with the person at the
reference desk and a CD of the draft document will be
mailed to you.

place your written comments on the draft JUS in that box

As previously stated, in order to speak at this

and we will see that they are considered, along with all

hearing, you must register at the registration desk in the

other written and oral comments.

foyer or entranceway, indicating your desire to speak.

As we continue with today•s public hearing, we

•

Also, if you did not

You may submit

need to speak here to submit comments.

•

We ask that

the speaker is making,

evezyone who may choose to speak, an opportunity to do so,

you may have

signs, banners, or posters in the building.

you please be courteous with others who are speaking and
refrain from expressing support or opposition to comments

sure we have provided

we must limit your speaking time to five minutes,

that everyonll! plll!ase r<>!frain from bringing in or displaying

If

would like to take a few moments to make you aware of some

you didn't come here intending to speak, but change your

of the ground rules for this hearing and describe how we

mind during the course of the hearing, you,

intend to proceed,

the

register at the registration desk. OUr planned five minute

entrance into the building, for safety reasons and eo that

comfort breaks approximately every hour should provide the

all participants can see the public hearing, we've asked

opportunity for yu to register to apeak, if you haven't

As indicated on the sign at

•
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•

already done eo.

You may not register to apeak and then

give any portion of your speaking time to anyone else.
you

If

enough to be heard, and to be mindful of the fact that the

speak and do not take the full five minutes allotted,

transcriber is trying to catch everything you are saying.

we will proceed to the next speaker on the list.
person may speak more than once.

No one

If

transcriber

is

having

difficulty

hearing

in which we z·eceive them.

poes~ble,

or

understanding what you're saying, they may stop you and ask

We'll be calling out the

you to speak up and/or to repeat what you have said.

efficiently as

We

I will announce each person, as

ask that you begin speaking by clearly stating your first

In order to keep things moving as

and last names and indicating the community and the state

as the speaker is coming up to the

you are from.

When transcribed, the oral comments and

podium from this side to speak, the next person to speak,

written comments will be incorporated into a comment

is asked to move toward the podium, come down these lower

summary document and will be part

rows, please, and be ready to come forward.

document .

commente

will

be

the

final lliS

considered

in

the

Copies of the

comments summary document will be available upon request in

At the four minute mark, we will hold

that you can begin winding up your comments.

All

of

clevelopment of a final E!S document.

Again, you must limit your comments to no more
than five minutes.

association with the publication of the final BIS.

up a card indicating that you have one •ninute remaining, eo

The first speaker is it looks like Eetty M.

In fairness

Hagan, and the second speaker will be Ruth Colvin.

to everyone who wishes to speak, when we hold up the card

While

indicating that your time has expired, please end your

the first two speakers are maki.ng their way toward the

comments.

podium, I' 11 ask each of the agency representatives here to

If you have more comments or just want to submit

introduce themselves, and I'll begin.

written comments, you may place them at the bo:x. at the

My name is Jeff Coker and I'm with the Office

registration table that was provided for receiving written

of surface Mining.

comments, or mail them to the previously identified EPA

Ml.tch Snow, U. 8. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Philadelphia address.

•

the

names of those people who signed up to apeak in the order

well as the next name.

•

ask those that are speaking to please apeak clearly, loudly

Again, all comments will be transcribed.

We

•
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Russ Hunter with the West Virginia Department
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Betty M. Hagen, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

•

Ruth Colvin, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

•

of Environmental Protection,
I'm John Ferren with EPA.
Katherine

Trott

with

the

U.S.

Corps

of

valley fills are unacceptable and

that protect the clean water.

l!nl'X

M,

Ms. Hagen, go ahead.

HAGIN•

Thank you.

100 feet of streams.

Likewise,

It ignores the

Instead of

Now,

the public coounent

critical that Kentuckians speak now to demonstrate their

And

I

•

oppose all three alternative
None of these options

I

will protect our water or shape a better future for

government should ban the use of mountaintop removal and

Instead of these weak alternatives, the federal

valley fills.

I
~

homes, water wells and quality of life from the extremely

~

8

Our next speaker, as Ms. Colvin

MR. COlOU!.:

moves up, our next speaker after her will be Patty Wallace.

1Wl'H COWIN;

m

First,

I'd like to say that

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth are not against mining,

!!

~
~
~

high amounts of explosives used to level these ancient
Negative impacts of mountaintop removal and

•
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state and the region.

!i"'

Thousands of people suffer damage to their

mountains.

and their determination to build a better future for the

!

~

It's

opposition to mountaintop removal mining and valley fills

1-9

'

It's time to fully enforce the existing law

designed to protect water and the environment.

•

and they should be rejected.

streamlining the permit process to make it easier for coal

outlines in the draft of te EIS.

16-3-2

coal

period will last until August the 29'• of this year.

i

~

for

finding ways to stop the destruction, the EIS recommends

companies to level our mountains, bury our streams, and

!il

easier

These proposals are dangerous gifts to the coal industry,

wreck our homeland.

1-8

it

Impact Statement on mountaintop removal and valley fills.

Kentucky.

{

make

This document is a sham and a shame.

g

~

don't

companies to seek and obtain permits for valley fills.

government's own sights and economic studies.

.

This rule should be strictly enforced

for valley fill$ and in all other cases.

I want to express

my outrage and disappointment in the Draft Environmental

I

Do not eliminate the stream

buffer zone rule, a regulation that prohibits mining within
~

•

I oppose any

change that would weaken the existing laws and regulations

1-10

Engineers.

1-5

i~ral.

B-66

they're just against some of the ways it's mined.
know,
myself.

And, you

I have people that work in the mining businesf!
I live in Eastern Kentucky, and in this region we

experience the negative impacts of mining every day.

Many
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•

of us have water wells that have run dry, turned orange or
black,

due to mining.

More than 1200 miles of our

headwater streams have been buried or destroyed by valley
fills.

of life,

We can create new jobs for people that don't

wreck the

environment,

and we have to start down a

different road now, take a stand and enforce the law,
Strip mountaintop removal and valley fields, stop the coal

Almost seventy percent of our forests have been or
Flooding in

industry from destroying everything that we value most,

our communities .is increasingly common and severe. We fear

start making choices that will benefit our children and

the day when the sludge ponds above our homes break, as

yours.

soon will be leveled

by

mountaintop removal.

they did in Martin County in 2000, burying us at the bottom
of hundreds of millions of gallons of toxic sludg<!l.

HIL_.QQ:gi.JU

Our

j?A'J."l"! WALLJ';Clilt

that shakes our homes, cracks our foundation, and wrecks

two years after it was formed, and we've worked on out of

•

Some call chis area a national sacrifice zone.
It doesn't have to be

'l'here are laws on the books to protect clean

water, public safety, and the environment.

I'm Patty Wallace and I've been

a member of Kentuckians for the Commonwealth since about

our peace.

this way.

As Ms. Wallace comes up, our next

speaker will be Pan Kash.

quality of life has been shattered by excessive blasting

Living here is more like a war zone.

Thank you very much.

state garbage.

lie got the broad form deed amendment on the

ballot and passed it, and it's a wonderful organization.
I'm a past chairperson of it and proud to be a member.

It's perfectly

Today, we can murder the land in pursuit of

clear that mountaintop removal and valley fills are a

wealth and we can leave the corpse for everyone to see, and

violation of the Federal Clean Water Act and the surface

nobody calls the cops.

Mining Control Reclamation Act.

Letcher, Floyd, Clay and other Eastern Kentucky councies,

banned.

These practices should be

The coal industry must not be allowed to destroy

10-6-2

I've lived in Harlan, Martin,

along with the work that my husband was involved in, and I

our homeland, and I know firsthand the terrible impacts of

have seen land gradually disappear and my husband played a

mountaintop removal and valley fills.

part for a while in that, but I can• t

I also believe !:hat

we have a better future for Eastern Kentucky.

We can have

watching this happen.

clean streams and healthy streams and restore our quality

•
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I can't go on

After I flew over Martin County,

Kentucky, and you can't really get the picture until you

128
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•

.

fly over, the pictures cannot do justice, but flying over
from Manassea to Hazard, when I crossed the Tug River, I
couldn't believe my eyes.

along with the timber .
Mr. Caylor and others in the coal industry keep
mentioning clean coal technology,

had been up on strip mine

sites on the roads to Martin County Coal and I've seen, and

10-6-2

when you're there, you just don't get the real picture, but

and

flying over, it was like a bulldozer had gone crazy in all

dirty when you haul it, and it's dirty when you burn it,

directions and all you could see was dirt.

and you can't get around it.

I

couldn't

know that coal, it's dirty when you dig it and it's

You can call it clean coal

and all this, that, and the other, but it's not going to

You just -- it would just make you want to cry to see

happen, and you need to be working toward alternative

what's happening.

energy sources.

Those people below, they don't even

I realize, I'm like Ruth, I have family

members who are employed in the coal industry, we don't

They can't

see what's going on,

want to stop it completely.

•

Since 1897, 365 Million tons of coal has been
moved from Martin County, and what do they have co show for
it.

They no longer have the mountains to lift their

it done clean.

We want it done right, we want

We want our mountains left.

And we talk about the touri.ste, we've got to
have tourists in Eastern Kentucky.

We're driving up Route

They

SO toward !U.ndman, as you get to approach Hindman and

have nothing good to show for it, because the benefits have

E

Hazard, I mean who wants to drive it and look where the

gone elsewhere, out of state owners.

i

spirits.

The roads are bad,

They have bad water.

mountains have been removed right down to the highway.

i

Mr. Bill Rainey, who is head of the Forestry

to Southern West Virginia and saw all the timber that had

pushing it into the valley, because we can live without
electricity, but we cannot live without water.
This report,

been destroyed, and he said that over the next sixty years,

1-10

and then for eons on, the forest would have been much more
valuable than the coal.

It's completely destroyed the land

•
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we

have to stop now while we can the mountaintop removal and

I

Department in West Virginia, and he resigned after he went

•

I

believe my eyes, and soon I was at the Jenny Wiley Lake.

realize, because they're not allowed up there.

•

Now, I've lived in -- I

lived on Route 23, the biggest coal haul road in the state,

it

weakens existing laws and

regulations and does not protect water in any way and it is
a sham and a shame, and I urge you to follow -- do what the
130
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Randall Moon, private citizen

Dan Kash, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

•

Act recommends and save our lend.
It!&,._~

••

Thank you •

As Me . Kash comes up, our next

speaker will be Randall Moon.
DAN KASHI

Hello.

of you.

J«i, CQiU•

My name is Danny Kash.

I'm

RANDALL MQQN;

My name is Randy Moon and 1 livE!

from Ashland, Kentucky, but I was born right here in the

here in Perry County, Kentucky.

Appalachian Regional Hospital, so I'm no stranger to this

raised down in Leatherwood, eo Perry County means a lot to

area, and I'm certainly no stranger to the latest form of

me. r

strip mining, something eo horrific it's difficult for me

to express my concerns about the Environmental

to describe.

Statement on mountaintop and valley fille,

Prestonsburg some two years ago. During that meeting, coal

some relief from this awful process.

excerpts

from

the

statement

of

which has
! 'tn

serves the people before it serves profits and corporate
interests. As an American, I like to think that government

After readj.ng
moat

Impact

the people are supposed to come first, and where government

•

What's happened, we

and

appreciate the opportunity to speak before you today

proud to be an American and to live in a democracy where

victim after coal victim almost begged you to give them

know tonight that th:l.!!i will not be so.

My mother was born and

finally been released by the Bush Administration.

to recall a meeting similar to this that took place in

the

agencies will support

my

right to protect my home and the

land that r live on.

I'm afraid, however, that in Eastern

recommendations, it is clear to me that this ie a sellout

Kentucky, if my land is in the way of a coal company's

to the coal industry, a sellout to the Bush Administration

greed, I don't stand a chance in hell with protecting my

and a sellout to special interests.

home.
For ten years now,

Much of our precious mountains, mountains that

I've seen the horrible

destruction caused by mountaintop removal, and it only

are far more valuable than coal, will be torn asunder

1-9

because of this study, and many of our mountain people will

•

Mr. Moon comes up, our next

speaker will be Jessie Collins.

Before I get into my critique, I'd like for you

•

As

continues to get worse.

I've become too familiar with the

have to live with what amounts to the world's worst

flooding that results from soil erosion, the damage to

neighbors.

homes that results from blasting, the destruction of our

condemn you for your hypocrisy and am ashamed

•
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Jessie Collins, private citizen

•

streams and rivers and forests that always occurs because

1-9

of the nature of mountaintop · removal.

'l'herefore,

I

am

opposed absolutely to any form of mountaintop removal and
the creation of valley fills.
alternatives
Statement.

described

in

1-10

r am opposed to all of the
the

Environmental

road, a coal industry, that every day becomes more arrogant
and more

law and

you.
~

alternatives will resolve the real problems in our region.

They'll only make it easier for the coal industry to lie to
us that somehow we are better off when you can capitate our
rr~untains

and fill up our streams with waste.

Not only

g

industry to destroy our land, but they will remove the

!
I

buffer zone which currently prohibits minJ.ng activity
within

a

hundred

feet

of

our

streams.

The

Bush

Administration doesn't even want ua Americans to be able to

~

~

protect our streams.

~

profits.

All they care about is maximizin'!

5

continue

think that's pretty obvious.

to

insist

that

as

an American

But I will
citizen,

my

property, my home, my land, as well as the homes and land
133
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the

and the Army Corps of Engineers to enforce the laws that

None of the

i

•

the

the coal industry. None of the alternatives do anything to

will the recommendations make it easier for the coal

~

abuse of

exist to protect American citizens and our land.

continue to destroy our land, our water and our people.

1-10

its

! urge the EPA and the Office of Surface Mining

None of the alternatives listed will protect

~

ill
~

.i.n

government agencies.

Impact

Thank

As Ms. Collins comes up, our next

speaker will be Maynard Tetreault.

They'll only make it easier for the coal industry to

•

flagrant

our homes and our lands from the continuing devastation of

help make a better future for Kentucky.

1-5

•

of my neighbors are more important than the pTOfits of a

;lli!Sil!l

CQLLINII.!.

My name is Jessie Collins,

Jessie Pauline Collins, and ! live in Letcher in the Colson

•

area, if you're familiar with that, and while some of my
relatives came to Eastern Kentucky in the late 1700's, the
majority of my relatives ware already living here, and

I

there are many native stories about big parrots that used
to live hera, and different kinde of animals that we never

.~
€
~

heard of,

My daughter couldn't believe me when I told her

those legends until she got on the internet , and sure

l

I

enough, they were.

She found it and then she believed it.

she didn't believe they were legends.

~
~

~

~

•

But my people also said -· have a legend or

5-5-2

story that the mountains are necessary for the purity of
the world, because all of the water runs to the oceans,
134
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Maynard Tetreault, private citizen

•

•

but, somehow, it works back up and comes out, the pure
water comes out the top of the mountains when it works back
up, and then it comes out.
purifies the water.

That's how water in the earth

not why we live here.

mountains, we love the mountains, and I just ask that you

1-10

How will the water ever be purified i f

not see the beauty that I've seen, and your grandchildren

In my area, they ceased strip mining in my

and great grandchildren.

People come to the mountains for

neighborhood about ten years ago, but still our water comes

vacations.

out of the tap clear, but it turns red within a few minutes

big city and all flat, I think it would be disheartening

after it sets, and that's ten years after they ceased.

for people to come and see, and I just ask you that you do

Other areas -- well, I know in my area, and I know that·

what sound practices need to be done to keep our mountains.

beck in the spring whetl there was a flood, there was a

Thank you.

slip, because when they reclaimed the lands, they just

roots to hold the land, and to hold back mud elides, and so
there was a slip, the road was blocked for about six hours
before they got it cleaned up.

And I

reali~e

before him, but they were deep miners, and the mines, when
they closed and were played out, they covered them up, and

down there for thirteen years, but before that, I was up
here in Perry County, and I wish a lot of folks that I know

4

~

mountaintop removal could talk to you tonight.

~
~

It hasn't destroyed

~

That's

•
B-71

I've been a pastor

who have suffered so much from this past blasting and

~

But stripping cakes the mountains and
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I'm Maynud Tetreault from

g
~

I

ever fifteen years ago and you can't even see where it was,

fills in the valleys with it and makes it all flat.

Ml\.D!AliP Ti'll\M'!Jlll:l

i!

there was a mine on my property, on my farm that closed

the land that much.

speaker will be Dave cooper.

I

that people

!f it's all one

As Mr. Tetreault comes up, our next

cumberland in Harlan county, Kentucky.

My father was a coal miner, as was his father

because it's covered up with things,

Everybody wants to come home.

MR. !4.QW:

•

planted grasses instead of trees and grass dcesn' t have

need jobs.

•

don't weaken the laws anymore that would destroy all.
mountains so that my children and my grandchildren would

there's no mountains left to purify it.

•

We live here because we like the

5-2-3

When I was

up here in Perry County, they set off this huge dynamite
charge and it was, of all things, on sunday morning and I
guess nobody else was around, and one of my neighbors, her
three and a half thousand dollar deep well turned to mud.
She opened up the tap on a Sunday morning to draw water for
136
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•

•

coffee and it came out black, and for a long time I had a
Mason jar of that water.

5-2-3

lt was really, really, sad.

It

took those folks about eight or nine years to get any kind
of justice and compensation.

Now, let me tell you, in the mountains here we
can get a rainfall that's four to five inches in one day.
Now, the forests can barely handle that, even though they

17-1-5

There are seven other

families who lost their wells, or their cisterns were

sponge.

cracked,
~eep

So it's like a
!t'e not going to

Look at the science that's in your own study, and

please follow science, follow the science that's in there.

mini,ng, people lived comfortably with the coal industry,

Don't come up with these recommendations that are contrary

but it all the strip mining 11nd this cast blasting and

to your science.

mountaintop removal that's caused a war.

just strip all these mountains, take all this timber, and,

I used to teach science and every single tree

•

fifty to two hundred gallons of water a day back into the
air,

and then it creates oxygen.

That's one of our

contributions to the rest of the country is oxygen.

Well,

in the Appalachians, a hundred and twenty years to form one

7-6-2

inch.

You have to have six inches of topsoil to make a

jack pond,

!

years.

a whole lot on these mountains,

~

allow that?

8

and if you eave that

~

~

to see in the legal section every permit for a strip site

Six mqnths later, you check that same permit and they've
got a waiver to make it into pastureland, grass.
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B-72

Why do we

My family have been farmers up in Northern

the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and that's where mining

•

137

What are we doing?

~

I

all that will grow is grass .

What are you doing?

Michig11n since lBGl, and are sdll farming.

~

That's

pioneer trees,

~

ll'

would always say we're going to referee at the end of this.

some scrub trees, you know,

scrub. You can never replace these forests in thousands of

I

That's why I used

It takes a

hundred and twenty years to form one inch of topsoil here

even if you save whatever topsoil is there, and there' e not

topsoil, all you can do is grow grass.

We're going to be in big trouble if you

then, where are we going to get the topsoil.

that's in our forest will transpire about a hundred and

if you tear those forests down, and you level it off, and

•

But grass isn't going to do it.

do it.
I'll tell you, years ago when there was

•

sucked all that water out of che soil.

started.

1848,

You go up into

chat's where the serious deep mining

started in this country, one year before the California
gold rush, and you can go up there today and there's a big
138
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Dave Cooper, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
and the Sierra Club

•

We save.

Their conservation effort was

difficult, but they did it, and they have conserved a
virgin
streams.

forest

and mountains

and fisheries

It ain't.

~

.~
~

i
~
~

~

•

Mr. Cooper is going to be the next speaker and after that
Joyce Wise,

and clean

PAW COOPllllll I • m Dave Cooper.

1-91

And, as a preacher,

I'm here tonight because I oppose mountaintop removal.

I

spent the last year studying mountaintop removal, as an

I'll tell you those are spiritual needs that everybody has.

employee of the Ohio Valley Environmental coalition in

And I love Kentucky.

Huntington, West Virginia.

I chose to come down here.

I love

I spent the last three weeks

Kentucky, but as citizens of Kentucky, we have to cry out

traveling all over the coal

and beg for the laws of this country to at least help us,

Virginia taking pictures of mountaintop removal and valley

and shame on anybody who is a part of violating these laws.

fills, talking to homeowners about how it affects them •

•

The Strip Mine Act in 1977 says that tha

except for development,
right,

fields

of Southern West

You know, it takes a really uncommon love of
denial to look at: these mines and these reclaimed mine
sites and not see we're destroying our back yard.

contour of the mountain has to be restored accordingly,

19-3-1

r' m a member of

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth and also the Sierra Club.

'the biggest industry in

Michigan is tourism and recreational.

•

cooperate and give everybody a chance to have their say .

People think the auto industry is the biggest

industry in Michigan.

i

•

Mountain and it says, "Here is our
treasure.•

Now, an exception is not the rule,

~

destroying our communities.

g

and we're destroying our future economy of Appalachia.

i

aut they have made the exception inca the rule and

;

the rule is now the exception and there' a now a lot of

We're

have,

We're destroying our heritage

right here in Appalachia,

We

abundance of quality

¢

hypocrisy about what they consider as development.
is not development.

Grass

Okay, we've asked you all to be

~

~

We'll do that,

we don't need anybody helping us with that, so please just

•
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.i

are going to be hugely important to future generations.

B-73

Both of these commodities

Three hundred thousand acres of the most biologically

~

courteous of each other and we'd appreciate it if you'd do
that, and we're keeping the time up here.

hardwood timber and fresh water.

!

Thank you.

MR• COKER:

~

9-1-2

diverse and productive, temperate, hardwood forest in the
world have been destroyed or will be destroyed, turned into
a moonscape by mountaintop removal.

That's jobs gone

140
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•

foreve:t:.

•

Endurment Water Company, RWE, is buying up water

companies all over America.

Why?

They're not stupid.

They know that fresh water is going to be to future
generations what o.il is to this generation.
be hugely profitable.

going through the roof there,
enough.

Why?

That's how you build your economy, by protecting you beauty
and your natural resources.

It's going to

want to live there.

That's why they're buying the water

company in Lexington and West Virginia and Illinois and

anymore.

want to live somewhere it's beautiful.

People don't want to live in a wasteland.

you want a good economy, protect what you've got, don't

We have here in Appalachia a hugely important

ti.mber.

You know, future generations, our children,
their children, are going to think that we were insane for

We can make lots of money and have lots of jobs

from it, folks, or we can destroy i t forever and bury it

we'll be right where we are today.
You know, I live in Lexington now.
is busting at the seams.

i

I
~
~

~

•

moving to Lexington?

Why are people

10-6-2

Because it' a beautiful.

protected the ho:r:se farms around Lexington.

live where it's beautiful, where the air is clean, where
it's pretty to look at.

~
~

I'll tell you another city that's busting at

~

the seams, one of the most desirable cities in America,
Ashville, North Carolina.

Today the housing prices are

•

14!
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lifetime.

B-74

happen

to

the

mountains

of

A million years from now, or a thousand years

Tbis EIS, 724 documents, 724 miles of streams

have been buried by valley fills between 1985 and 2001.

~

I
~
~

to

the scars of what we've allowed to happen right here in our

fi

People want to

allowed

from now, the mountains around here are still going to show

".

They've

we've

Appalachia.

i

They can't build houses fast

enough for people to move to Lexington.

.

Lexi.ngton

G

~

what

•

underneath valley fills and mountaintop removal, and then

8

They

If you want jobs,

destroy it.

resource for our future economy and that's fresh water and

I

If you destroy it, you won't

That's why I don't live in New Jersey

everywhere else, because they're going to make money from
it, jobs, and profits.

•

They can't build houses fast

Because they have beautiful mountains.

1200 miles of streams have already been affected by valley
fills.

1-5

The aquatic life downstream of valley fills, being

harmed or killed. Without additional restrictions, a total
of 2200 square miles, square miles, of Appalachian forests
will be eliminated by large scale mine operations.
that's jobs, that's our economy.

Folks,

What are we doing here?
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Joyce Wise, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

-------------------------~

•

•

You know, the recommendations, after clearly
listening to all these problems, what do they do?

1-5

They go

ahead and streamline the permitting process, making it even
easier to destroy even more.

weran't generations before him that ware
strip miners. And it's important that we think about these
little people, our children, our grandchildren.

You know, none of these are

We can't think that we can continue to strip

acceptable, these alternatives that are offered in this EIS

our mountains and land when we probably only have twenty to

are acceptable to me.

KR·

Thank you.

thirty years left of mountains.

As Ms. Wise comes up, the next

CO!QJIR;

speaker will be Kaseana Jones.

sky, or we don't have those beautiful trees to filter the

I'm Joyce Wise.

!IQ~til.!.

I

live

pollution and to restore the water.

in

somebody said something to me when I was coming

Morehead, Kem:.ucky, Rowan County, and I'm a member of
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth.

•

into the auditorium. They said, you know, it's a sad thing

I drove here today for

two hours, because it's unacceptable to me what this report
says.

ThE! altE!rnatives are not good enough.

totally unacceptable.

!

oppose this rE!port,

and thE!

have they gone,

Yes, it is.

.

second longer and allow other people to rip us off and

i

You know, I'm not an enemy of the coal, but I

~

making these strip mining rules, but I don't have my head
in the sand, because I remember what happens to communities
that are victims of strl.p mining and have sludge ponds and

17-2-2

I

He was so cute.

verge of that same kind of d1eaeter, where it wipes out
hundreds of people and they don't have a heritage left or

~

~

5

He had a miner• s hat on just like his daddy or his

~

a clean drop of water.

Q

grandfather,

•

which.

~

And I thought he's probably got

generations before him that were coal miners, but I bet you

•
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valley fills, and I have not forgotten what happened in
1972 at Buffalo Creek, West Virginia, and we are on the

~

strip us down to we have nothing, not even a taste of clean

And I take responsibility for some of that,

because ! had my head in the sand back when they were

t

believe that we can't afford the luxury of standing by one

And I saw a little boy out front.

that it had to come to this, meaning a forum, a h<!!aring.

•

They're

reasons are, yE!s, we're proud of our mountains, but where

water.

We want to know why our

air is eo cloudy and murky and you can't see the clear blue

B-75

5-5-21

So I want you to please consider why I oppose
this and see that it's unacceptable.

I mean, you know, if

144
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Kaseana Jones, private citizen

•

Teri Blanton, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

•

the rich can get a bottle of water from Europe or some
other place, that's fine, but ! can't, and I want clean
water here in Kentucky, because we deserve it, and there
are alternatives to coal.

MR· COKII:

I mean I'm not going to be the president or anything, you
know, but -· and I just want to stop this now.

NR• CQXIB:

Thank you.

~~

stage, our next speaker will he Teri Blanton.
Hi.

My

will he president.

name is l<aseana Jones.

the

I'm twelve years old and I live with my Aunt Teri, who's
here right now.

I'm from Harlan, Kentucky, and

of

a

grassroots

organization

called

Thank you for the

Statement on mountaintop removal and valley fills.

that I oppose mountaintop rt!moval, and that this EIS is a

The people living here in the mountains, we

big lie and it's stupid, and I think that it is because

don't need a five thousand page study to tell us that

•

valley.

They cover up

~ur

water and the water gets dirty

mountaintop removal is a terrible problem, destructive, and
wrong.

that they -· coal, do the coal thing for their families, to

i

support their families, but, you know, there's other jobs,

!

dumb piece of coal, you know.

And, coal mines, I think

i
l

there's other options in this.
And,

also,

I'm worried

about

my

because, you know, I'm not old, and no offense.
you will be dying before I will, probably.

I

future,

~

some of

~

But if it's

~

God's will, l' 11 be going on and I' 11 be left wlth your
all's mess, and 1 don't know what to do with it, you know.

•
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we live with that reality every day.

the damage caused by excessive blasti11g.

and we drink it and we get sick and all that happens for a

•

Hello, my name is Teri Blanton and l' m

opportunity to comment en the Draft Environmental Impact

don't

they cut off the mountains and they throw them into the

1-9

chairperson

Maybe if she keeps going, she

Kentuckians for the Commonwealth.

know much about this EIS stuff or whatever, but I do know

•

As Ms. Blanton comes up, our next

speaker will be Lyle Snider.

As Ma. Jones works her way to the

!CASIANA JONIS 1

Thank you.

B-76

We live with

To level these

ancient mountains, coal companies use explosives that are

1-9

hl.indreds of times more powerful than the ones used the
Oklahoma City blastinga, bombings.

These blasts crack our

foundations and ruin our drinking wells and shatter our
peace of mind. Mountaintop removal ie also responsible for
more frequent and

~ore

severe flooding.

It has gotten to

the point where nearly every rainatorm causes the same
damage as the so-called fifty year flood.
Mountaintop removal

and valley fills

have
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•

•

buried or destroyed more than 1200 miles of headwater
streams. These streams are important for the health of the
aquatic echo system.

~tater

Rivers.

Mountaintop

removal

and

demolished nearly seventy percent

1-9

forests.

1-5

from the Kentucky, Big sandy and Cumberland
valley
of

fills

Eastern Kentucky and the Appalachian Region,

Nothing of

safe

Mountaintop removal and valley fills

and human communities of the mountains.

These practices

are illegal, immoral, and they should be banned.

I
~

~

~

•

•

cause widespread and irreversible damage to the environment

Yet, the

ll!IS fails to recommend any proposals that will make a
me~~ingful

difference,

In fact,

the

a

blueprint
of

our

for

the

homes

and

environment.

The coal industry is crippling Kentucky and

1-10

buffer zone rule that prohibita mining within one hundred
feet of streams.

Thie rule should be strictly enforced for

valley fills and in all other oases.
and I'm outraged at

Administration

None of

In

particular, I oppoee the proposal to change the stream

report,

recommendations

contained in this report are a sham and a shame.

1-5

is

protection

the laws and regulations that would take clean water.

The studies in the EIS report are what we have

i!

the

I am opposed to any changes that will weaken

known all along.

s
i

lt

not

behind.

I

comn1unities.

destruction,

the Bush Administration is cheering them on.

value will grow on the poison type soils that are left

•

!t ignores

the public's demand for olean water, health environment,
and

have

our Appalachian

These forests have gone forever.

It ignores the science and everything

is about what mountaintop removal mining is doing to

They are also the original source of

drinking water for the vast majority of Kentuckians who get
their

report is a aharooful and dangerous gift from George Bush to
the coal industry.

to

take

the failure of the Bush

a

destruction of our homeland.

I am angry about this

stand

against

the

total

I am sickened by the actions

the options presented will make a better future for

of an outlaw coal industry that cares nothing for the

Kentucky or the region.

things we value most.

They do nothing to address the

real problems caused by mountaintop removal and valley
fills.

Oddly enough, I also have hope for our future.

Rather, they will only make it easier for the coal

I know that we can choose another patll.

industry to seek and obtain permits to continue with the
total destruction of our land, water, and people.

This

the fact that coal is not our savior and coal is not
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I am confident

people here in the mountains and everywhere are waking

•

8-77
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Lyle Snider, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

•

our future.

Today,

I

set and

I

•

listened to the industry

talk and one gentleman was talking about Perry County in

coal mining counties.

jobs are linked to the coal industry and the poverty rate
is

particular and how he hires so many miners in Perry County,

11-9-5

so Perry County has been mining coal for eighty-nine years.

33

percent.

doing the beet economically have been able to move away

A better future beyond coal is possible. Thank

Twenty-nine percent of the people live in poverty

in Perry County.

you.

Mining employment, coal miners -- mining

drop of 10 percent.

•

11-9-5

speaker will be Amanda Moore,

That's a

How our communities do in poverty

Mil:!.~

I'm Lyle Snider.

I live here in

rates in all of our major coal producing counties are over

Hazard.

20 percent and most of the counties have poverty rates over

a lot of my time documenting the extent to which folks in

30 percent.

•

Coal mining jobs are decreasing rapidly, a

half or more in most counties since 1990.

The high school

graduation rate in the coal mining region peaks at about 60

school graduation :rate.

College graduation figures are

i

So, the big lie is that coal mining is good

for the local economy.

I

The more dependent a county is on

coal mining, the higher the poverty figures.

~
~

In Martin County, for example, mining makes up

~

30 percent of the jobs, second in percent after Leslie
County, and poverty rate is 37 percent, the highest of the

•
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of the state and other parts of the
~s

B-78

I'm a nurse.

I spend

coun~xy.

due to the fact that the people are poor.

Some of that
People are

desperate here for work, and sometimes it's so desperate,
they'll do almost anything.

~

below 10 percent in almost every Eastern Kentucky coal
mining county.

I'm a member of the KFTC.

this region are sick, or sicker than people in other parts

ts

percent:, and some counties have only a 50 percent high

•

As Mr. Snyder comes up, our next

~-~

employment has dropped from 20 percent to less than 10
percent from 1990 to 2000 in one county alone.

The Eastern Kentucky counties that are

from mining and bring in other kinde of businesses.

A half a Billion tons of coal has been extracted from Perry
County.

In Leslie County 36 percent of the

But I think we can do better.

We need geed water to be healthy.

10-4-2

We need a job that's

safe and in which we're treated with respect.

Most of us

in this area don't have that.
The coal industry generally has not promoted
that, and we need to work together to create environment,
but we don't have to destroy it.

They wouldn't be filling

the valleys in Louisville and Lexington where the rich
150
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Amanda Moore, Appalachian Citizen Law Center

•

people live.

•

They do that where people are poor and where

they're powerless, and they do it also in Brazil, where
they cut down the forests, the rain forests, and they do it

Appalachian Citizens Law Center in Prestonsburg, Kentucky,
and I just. want to let you know, we'll he submitting
written comments at a later time.

We can do better, and I challenge all of us to

At our office, we get calls all the time from

find a sustainable economy where we can all find good jobs

people in Eastern Kentucky who are harmed by mountaintop

in Africa.

removal

enviror~nt.

and not destroy our

•

types

of

coal

mining.

We

get

We get calla

That is

from miners who are discriminated against at work because

really one of the most fundamental things we could do to

they complain about unsafe working practices. We get calls

promote good health.

from miners who are now disabled because they have black

weaken the regulations that protect clean water.

And it's particularly sad to see, on

the one hand, Representative Rogers and the PRIDE Program

lung benefits -- or they need to get black lung benefits.

as working ao hard to improve the quality of water in these

And I'm glad we've heard from some people who have been

•

headwaters that support all of the state and many other
states on the way to the Mississippi, while, on the other

harmed by these ways tonight, in fact, but I want to focus
on something different.
I want to focus on how Environmental Impact

hand, we're destroying aspects of our water quality with
Statement

valley fill techniques.
Thank

you

very

much,

I

appreciate

KR· COKIB:

the

completely

worked on this,

AMANDA MOQR!t

4-2

is

completely

the impacts of

proposed actions, but didn't ask the first group what the
I particularly want to focus on some

of the significant issues

Tank you

that were examined in the

Environmental Impact Statement and the proposed actions

for giving me the opportunity to comment tonight on the
My name is Amanda Moore, and I'm an attorney with the

•
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and

one group looked at

impacts actions were.

I just love to be the speaker

right before the break, so I'll try to be brief.

arbitrary

mountaintop removal mining, and the other looked at the

After Amanda Moore, we'll take a

five minute break.

EIS.

is

irrational, because as two diff-erent groupe of people

opportunity to speak.

•

Other

environmental calls, we get property calls.

I'm opposed to any rules and laws that will

1-10

and

B-79

that would address those issues.
152
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•

Firat, direct stream loss.

•

This study says

that streams may be directly impacted by mountaintop mining
principally by constructing valley fills on top of streams.

5-7-2

~~pa<:te'a

In fact, an

area the size of Mammoth Cave haa been, Mammoth Cave
National Park, because when covered by valley fills, in

During the same period, 724 miles of stream were covered by
valley fills.

par fill increased by 224 percent.

Kentucky alone.

The EIS proposed action, they always aay

I'm going to continue the ongoing rule making process to

This is approximately three times the length

13-1-2

of the Kentucky River. Given this impact, the JUS proposes

clarify obligations of

to exempt valley fills from the stream buffer zone rule,

consider

meaning there's no more law saying that you can't fill

warranted.

whether

the

operator,

additional

This

later

future

rule

and would also
rule

making

makings

might

is

increase

consistency with the Clean Water Act, Section 404 program.

these streams or mine within a hundred feet of them.

OSM may also find to fill immunization, in analyzation of
The
impairment.

•
I
.i
.I

second

significant

issue,

the ongoing rule making.

stream

This study says 1200 miles of streams have

10 years.

5-5-2

That's almost as long aa the entire Ohio River.

So, what proposed actions does the EJS have?

Number four, flooding.

•

been impacted by surface mining activit:iee in just the last

Again, no real action.
We all know flooding

has increased a lot in the recent years.

You can talk to

anyone in your families who live up these hollows.
calls on this all the time.

The agencies

We get

'l.'his study even says there are

would continue to evaluate the effects of mountaintop

many studies within this EIS that show that reclaimed

;i

mining operations and continue to work to further refine

valley fills do increase flooding.

!

protocols, decisions and requirements.

;;
<

in both kind of deal directly stream impairment.

~

g
§
~

•

all we get.

17-1-2

The actions listed

Number three, fill immunization.

increase

flooding

From

from

intense

That's what we've been seeing.

Army Corps of Engineers has a

study.

summer
EVen the

The substantial

increase in the discharge from valley fills has raised one

the

hun4red year flood stage by over two feet.

late 1980's to the late 1990's, the average fill increased

•

in size by 72 percent and the average length of stream
!53
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to

thunderstorms.

Impacted $treama as long as the Ohio River and

no significant proposed action .

13-1-2

there that suggested that mountaintop removal mining is
likely

That's

There's a USGS study in

B-80

proposed action?

Again, nothing much.

_______

What's the

The ElS claims

!54
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Ted Adams, private citizen

•

•

it's difficult to generalize mining impacts and what not.

17-1-2

Due to site conditions, increases in peak runoff may not
cause or contribute to flooding, even though studies reveal

one.

demonstrates that using other forestry you would provide
greater

the

potentially

adverse

impacts

of

I
8

~

i
~

I
~

environmental benefits.
Actions filled with mights, mays, and ifs, are

future
not actions.

They found that

Tile people of Appalachia need to stop --· the

fundamental changes to the terrestrial environment may

people of Appalachia need action, we don't need mights,

occur from mountiantop removal.

mays, and ife to stop the destruction.

Biological integrity of

,.

the study area may be jeopardized. So, it finally leads to

~

for an exception to this requirement, when an applicant

This is a really big

mountaintop mining in the study area.

•

to require this. However, any such legislation might apply

The EPA prepared a cumulative impact study which

evaluated

biological collapse.

7-5-2

prior reclamation of trees, Legislation could change SMACRA

7-5-2

saying EIS say that it does contribute to this.
Number 5, deforestation.

Also, if Legislative authority is established, OSM over

TI1at's a quote.

That's what we'll

have in the mountains if this keeps going on.
rn fact, the average impact of forests lost to

I oppose the EIS,

thanks.

MR• QQKBi;
Would

ev~rybody

we have Ted Adams and Rocky Gay.

please go back to your seats, please, so we

can pick up on the hearing.

mountaintop mining in East:ern Kentucky alone, from the lase

Again, I want to ask you folks

to please be courteous and re.!lpect everybody's right to

ten years of surface mining permitted is two hundred fifty

have an opinion and express that opinion in this forum

thousand acres.

tonight.

If you add past, present, and future

Tile afternoon session went very well in that

forest disturbance, the estimated amount of forest loss in

respect and I hope you all will do the same.

Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky alone, over One Million

first speaker is going to be Ted Adal\18, and then Rocky Gay.

acres.

The Daniel Boone National Forest is only Seven

Hundred Tilousand acres.

Think about that.

~

What's the

Okay, our

I'm Ted Adams from Letcher County,

Kentucky and I'm a coal operator, a small coal operator.

5

~

~

•

proposed recommendation from the EIS?

OSM would develop

11-s-2

gui&llinea for poatmining land use. These guidelines would
be compiled in the best measurement practice guidance.

•
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I

Some of these companies talking about how many employees
they have.

We're eight employees, including the owners,

but I have worked in the coal fields for the last twenty!56
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•

•

foreman and supervisor for some
large coal companies.

wish someone had told me a few

years ago that it would have been better to stay off

super nice Christian people and I thank the Lord for that,
that they helped me through my ignorance.
But there is a lot of things out there that we

working for somebody else, because I didn't have any idea

11-8-21

acres,

for permitting and all these things until I went into

That' a what they told us before.

myself.

~hat

I didn't realize all the taxes you've got tq pay,
tax,

excise

tax,

reclamation

tax,

and

the

5-7-3

it

doesn't come under the Corps of Engineers.
l\.nd they assured me that

is not right.
And just to share with you one little thing

bookkeeper told me one fact today that I didn't even know

that I think might need to be brought to your attention, on

about and that's not included on unmined mineral tax, all

one of the little hollow fills we had, we did conductivity

these other things, and I said why didn't somebody slap me

readings and it real read good and it's going to coat us

up the side of the head a long time ago and tell me how

two hundred thousand dollars for a little place about the

•

much was out there.
But I thank the Lord for the opportunity that
he's given me to work and give me the ability to go out

Ii

Frankfort tell us under 250

what the problema would be or the headaches or everything

severance

•

don't understand as a public.

length of this -- for a pond, about the length of this
building here for a fill.

It's not wide, and will hold

very little, and all we could mine, possibly mine out of

thez·e every day and do thet job and I'd just like to share

that would be 25,000 ton of coal.

g

a little of the things about the -- !'ve been working with

tell you that we can't mine that. The sad thing about that

i*

the Corp of Engineers on the mitigation plan, and I really

is the man that lived at the mouth of that hollow that owns

didn't understand it at all the first time ! went to meet

that land there, he lives in a house.

~

I
!
~

9
~

•

5-7-3

with them and I said, "With this Judge Hayden ruling," I
said, •it wouldn't have anything to do with us."

11-8-2

I said,

well and run water into his house.

Anybody's figures would

Ke drilled him a

He talked to the PRIDE

Program and they come up here and put him a bathroom in

•we didn't plan any mountaintop removals." They said, "No,

I mean they put him a septic tank in, but his home was in

but you plan hollow fills."

too bad a shape to put a bathroom in.

said, "If you're going to put

a hollow fill in, you've got to deal with us," and they was

•

157

get nothing,

This man is going to

because we cannot pay that

two hundred

158
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•

thousand dollars.

•

We're going to have to -- you know, we

can't mine this coal.

Well,

the people that own the

minerals, they're paying unmined minerals tax and we can't

Maybe if you're not from the mountains, you lika to see
just trees, but, now-- well, I guess I've said before, we
strip mined a place on top of a mountain close to where I
live and after the company,

mine their coaL When you permit their coal, their unmined

11-8-2

minerals tax goes up, and I just thought that would be good

through, why ha allowed us to build some cabins back tl:l.ere,

that they need to think about, and we've been going back

and we use those cabins and we go back there and we' 11 take

and forth to Frankfort and try to revise the permits, put

our youth groups and we'll church groups back there.

on bench funds, and things so we could mine some of their

have weddings, annual reunions, and people will come in

property.

from Frankfort,

But we run out of time.

We've got to have the

beautiful.

so, you know, the state and federal programs
need to get their things together.

But I wanted to share just for a second or two
about, you know, some of the groups they're talking about
what terrible things it's doing to our mountains.

~

I

•

helped us understand what we need in mitigation.

8

.
I

But I am so very

thankful to the people of the Corps that they've really

I
.

don't aee it that way at all.

10-6-2

Well,

I

Me and my wife came back

~

~

all the mountains, there was a big hollow fill sitting

•

right out: there with beautiful grass and it looked like
something you would see in Australia or things where you
could -·

it was

just beautiful.

I've lived in the

mountains all my life, and I don't like to see just trees.

B-83

If you've been back on top of a mountain, you

can see out.

10-6-2

had happened.

I went back there this spring and something
I couldn't see the forest fer the trees .

always heard that statament, •I can't see the forest for
the trees."

Well, that was a true statement, because the

g

over tha mountains, we've got a eyesight, so I had to cut

~

them down, and I just wru1ted to share with you events on

timber had grew, and where I set on the porch and look out

that.

Scmatimea we don't see the forest for the trees.

I

We've got some people and this mountaintop removal and it's

~

behind us is a rising, and I go up on the mountain and look

~

beautiful.

I

over my new job.

•
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from Cincinnati and

I
i

from Pikeville Sunday and we coma through 23 down there and

II'

~

from Louisville,

We

things, and they want to stay in our cabins, because it's

area reclaimed before that time is allowed.

•

major mineral holder got

our job is contour strip mining, but right

It's absolutely beautiful, a tremendous

amount of land that can be used for anything.
160
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Rocky Gay, private citizen

•

being able to mountaintop removal and strip mining.
MR. COltiR;

Our next speaker is Rocky Gay.

The people from the Kentuckians for the

Commonwealth are trying to stop the development of, and the
future of the State of Kentucky is at risk.

They say they

want to choose a better future for Kentucky, and if our

speaker after that.

elected officials let them tickle their ears with their

concerned

citizen

for

Hello.
the

false statements, it will not only cost the state Billions

My name is Rocky Gay, a
mountaintop

removal

of dollars,

coal

it will put a stop to the development of

companies, the coal burning power plants and the future of

Kentucky for generations to come.

the State of Kentucky.

planner of the Rally to End Mountaintop Removal, you said

I was raised in the hills of

Andre Copious, a co-

Eastern Kentucky on approximately forty-five hundred acres

the mining industry is an outlaw industry, out to destroy

right in the mountains,

our nation's waters.

and winters are bad sometimes.

When it snows, a lot of roads are impassable until the

•

weather breaks, sometimes two days and sometimes it's a
week, and most of the time during the snow, the electricity
is off for a day or a week at a time, and if not for the

Hillazy Lambert: of Kentucky Waterways

Alliance, you stated the coal industry is destroying the
streams of water by dumping tons of rock and rubble which
pollute

the

water,

eliminates

the

primary

nutrients for aquatic life and fish downstream.

source

of

You stated

precious block of coal to put in the stove, a lot of us

it destroys forests, kills salamanders, kills turtles.

You

would not be here right now,

say

and

because our mothers and

fathers would have froze to death.

8

i

There• s a lot of people

I

in the State of Kentucky that depend on coal, not only to
keep them warm in the winter, but cool in the summer.
The

•

good reason.

After Mr. Gay gets up here, Kenneth Blair will be our next

RQCKY GAI•

•

•

And, so, I thank you very much and I'm for us

Kentuckians

for

the

Commonwealth

of

mountaintop

removal

has

killed

destroys the songbird's habitation.
get

your

information,

but

it

is

wild

flowers

I don't know where you
not

true,

misleading the people of the State of Kentucky.

and

it's

Reporters,

newspapers, senators, congress, to anyone who wants to see

Kentucky -- the Kentuckians for the Commonwealth are trying

the real truth with their own eyes, so the people of the

to shut down every coal burning power plant and every

State of Kentucky can see what the Kentuckian!! for the

mountaintop removal coal company altogether, and without

Commonwealth are trying to get away with, please visit some

•
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Bruce Blair, private citizen

•

•

the hundreds of mountaintop removal sites for yourself .
only when the job is started, but when it's finished.
Andre Copious of the Rally to Bnd Mountaintop Removal and

that Hillary say are destroyed, hear them singing in the
middle of the day.

State of Kentucky.

I live in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky, the land has

7-2-2

never been mined, and even after all the rain we've had
this summer, in August and September, the creek will be dry

mined.

•

Check far yourself people,

find the

•

to the creek where the rock that the water came out of is
put back in its rock, it's not poison, and the water will

driest time.

It will. not be dried up, even in the

Coal

comp~~ies

have elk,

deer, wildlife, more than you can imagine.

A mountaintop

removal site is their favorite habitation.

Please do not

exist.

The future of the State of Kentucky would be in

jeopardy.
There is good in mountaintop :removal.

It not

only provides electricity, it will grow bountiful trees,

Bring a fishing pole eo the so-called sludge

produce clear water, with aquatic life year around.

pond the Kentuckians for the Commonwealth like to say a
lot, it will be full of fish.

People for the Kentuckians for the Commonwealth say the

make a law that would make it harder for a coal company to

driest, hottest time, go to a mountaintop removal site, go

be running beautiful.

Please visit some of

the hundreds of sites for yourself across your state.

I urge you, see for yourself.

Remember, the land has not been

Who wants to see it with their awn eyes right here

in Perry County?

See for yourself.

coal industry destroys the topsoil and nothing won't grow.

and the fish will die, and the salamanders will pack up

5-4-2

There are birds

coming in to atay that you have never saw before in the

Hillary Lambert of the Kentucky Waterways Alliance, where

their bags and head out.

See for yourself.

See it

for yourself.

You might see a :real otter.
Jm, CO:!CIR 1

Our next speaker is Kenneth Blair.

In the spring, you can see geese and duck :raising their
young, and they're thriving.

After Mr. Blair will be Gregory Burnett,

And you say coal companies

~i~

are destroying the land.

employed by Pine Branch Coal Sales.

And the wild flowers that Hillary uambert are
saying are destroyed, will be as pretty as any wild flowers

•

you ever see, and they come up natural.

And the songbirds

•
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My name is Bruce Blair.

B-85

I'm

I 1ive in Hazard,

Kentucky.

I was born in Chavies, Kentucky, sixty-four

years ago.

My

family has accumulated land for a number of
164
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•

•

years and that land has been mined since the mid-fifties.
A lot of the land is reclaimed and it's beautiful.

As a

the river bank in my neighborhood.

that that was the proper thing to do because I was being

tnatter of fact, one portion of our area has a cattle ranch

protected.

on it, a beef cattle ranch, and it won the Governor• s award

Now, this area is in desperate need of level

for reclamation this past year.

land and the whole purpose of the house example is to

Now I hope it's obvious to you I strongly

1-12

emphasize that.

support mountain top removal and! don't feel that there is

any business location or any home location outside the
flood -- that is not in the flood plain area, I premise you

or by the federal agencies.

that the only place that you will possibly find that is on

is a work in progress.

Our current

w~untain

economy

10-3-2

Mountain top removal

a strip mine reclaimed operation.

I heard that said earlier today.

As you are well aware, we have a new Wal-Mart

It creates level land for industrial development and new

and new Lowe's being built out on Route 80 and it's being

home sites.

•

In the meantime, it's providing jobs.
Now, in 1990 I requested a permit to build a

home in a local sUbdivision.

The Division of Water of the

bu.ilt above the l957 flood plain level in order to be

!

allowed a permit.

~

State of Kentucky advised me that my home would have to be

with my neighbor's second floor.

My

i
I
~

house has a gara<!je on

one end and has been filled the full level, about ten feet,
all the way around on three sides.
that house for twelve years.

~

Now I have lived in

§
~

The water has never come over

•
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build only because that land was strip mined,

B-86

because

nobody could possibly afford to move the mountain of earth
that was there before it was mined in order to make room
for those large businesses.
so I do believe that strip mining not only

8

I went ahead and built the home and I

want you to know that the first floor in my home is even

•

If you go out there and you try to find

any need for further reclamation regulations by the state

is dependent upon the coal industry.

•

But it's obvious to me

provides us with an excellent low coat fuel, it provides a
worthwhile benefit to the State of Kentucky in all the

11-4-21

taxes that it pays.

10-3-2

home sites for the resident that's out of the flood plain

But it also provides a remote area of

Kentucky with an opportunity for economic development and

so they don't have to worry about

their homes being
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Lisa Conley, private citizen

Gregory Burnett, private citizen

•

flooded.

•

Thank you very much.
MR· CO!OI!R!

As

Mr. Burnett comes up, our next

~.Btl'RNE'l".t'•

here.
ago.

How you doing?

provide jobs.

I'm not from

The health implications alone are too severe to

I'm actually from a state pretty far away from

I moved here to attend college about three years

ignore this problem.

I drove here from Richmond today to see what people

kids will thank you.

thought about mountain top removal.

I had never even heard of it.

LISA CQNLJIL

Where I'm from, most

•

•

I learned a lot about

mining, not mountain top removal, just mining in general,

Kentucky.

1, too, go to

Eastern Kentucky university and r came up here because I'm
interested

i11

the mining industry and have been working

with the Martin County Research Project as well.

Actually

we presented our analysis on the Agency for Toxic Disease

I think -- I mean on a national level people don't know

and Substance Registries health petition to Martin County,

about it.

and I • J.l tell you a little bit about that in a second.

They don't know anything -- they don't know the

means.

But,

Like I said, they don't even know what it
divided.

I think there would be a lot more opposition to it

tonight

I

think we

shouldn't

be

if there was more national awareness of the destructiveness

is everyone's environment.

everything we do the environment does come back to us.

It's cliche, but true, that

When I worked with the Martin County Coal
spill, I learned a few things and one was that the environ-

So basically, I'm going to make this short, I

•
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so

I know this is really cliche, but the environment

and the breaking of federal and state laws that occur to
the government knowledge and support.

•

My name is Lisa Conley

researching the Martin County coal slurry spill at E.K.U.

basics of it.

1-9

Hello.

and I am from Wolfe County,

I mean you say "mountain top removal" and they will

look at you like you • re crazy.

While Miss Conley comes up, the

next speaker would be J.W. Bradley.

people don't even know -- they don't even know what it
means.

I think it's obvious that all your

Q, COW;

Until very recently,

probably the last year or two, I didn't know anything about
it.

the government agencies and the entire

fossil fuel consumption that already exist and that do

speaker will be Lisa Conley.

Kentucky.

challenge you,

United States to implement the clean alternatives for

B-87
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•

..

1 know how

difficult it is to find a good job and just to survive.

My

dad drove to Salyersville every day like for thirty minutes

I think that in areas like Eastern Kentucky, and

like ! said, I'm from Wolfe County, I know how it is in

back and forth every day f. or almost thirty years.

Eastern Kentucky with the economy and everything, it • s easy

worked at Continental Conveyor, which made coal mining

for absentee landowners to exploit your resources and

parts.

leave.

industry.

And they leave the area usually devastated and

He was a tool and die maker.

He

And we have no

I know how hard it is to find a job in a town

econO!I\ically more worse off than it was to begin with.

and I think that sometimes that can -- when the economy is

When will we learn that money won't matter when our water

bad and you have certain things, I mean I know you guys are

and our forests and our wildlife fall victim to pollution

doing what you have to do to survive and I'm not putting

and neglect?

you down.

up, I mean I live down in the country and I would see all
the wildlife and fish.

1 would go fishing with my dad and

I'm not disagreeing with it.

is a sustainable way.

•

OVer the years I can, I mean just from growing

everything.

There has to be a balance, because

we are destroying our environment.
simple.

But I think there

That is just plain and

It's very easy to see.
Like !?a tty said, you can fly over. You can see

And recently we went to Mammoth Cave and I

remember growing up going there and seeing all the wildlife

the devastation of mountain top removal.

and everything just in the caves and the water.

the other fellow was talking about that is so beautiful.

notice a difference.

I can

I think it

5-5-2

where

surface of the soil and you will see all the slurry

So I support the environment first and foremost.

materials that the -- the government agencies removed and

Like I said, I •m from the most poverty stricken

Martin County supposedly removed, it's still there and it's

Just in the last year it was

•
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leaves behind, go to Martin County where the Tug

the Big Sandy meets Wolf Creek and you can scrape up the

has to do a lot with everything we do to the environment.

area in Eastern Kentucky.

I don't know what

If you really want to see beauty that the coal industry

There is less wildlife and ! don't

know if it has anything to do with just mining.

•

declared the most poverty stricken area.

devastated for your lifetime and probably your children's
lifetime.

•

,

ment, once it's •· once it's devastated, it's pretty much

B-88
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Save Our Cumberland Mountains

J.W.

•

•

feeding into their water intake and they are drinking it.
And with £.K.U. we did a study and we had an environmental
engineer.

5-5-2

CQKIBt

As Mr. Bradley comes up, the next

speaker will be Kathy Bird.

She studied the water samples, the data provided

I'm J.W. Bradley of Petros,

£:~

by the A.T.S.D.R. and these people are drinking water that

Tennessee, where Brushy Mountain is,

is above safety standards.

heard of Brushy Mountain.

rt is in many different things

Most of you have

I •m a friend of Kentucky people.

including arsenic, chromium, barium, lots of different very

My ancestors come through Kentucky.

toxic metals that stay in your body and will eventually

and worked in the deep mines until they retired.

probably kill you.

a no-brainer.

So I am

States.

The environment is over immediate profits.

You can look through history.

We are stewards of the land.

A very famous book that we

You know how this will play out.

played out like this through history.

What we do to the

land, one day we will pay for, and some of it more immedi·

all know says that there is nothing new under the sun.
That's the Bible.

Some of them stayed

not only a friend of Kentucky, I'm a friend of the United

so I think that it's time that we, to me, it's

•

!t has

You can scoff at

ate then others.

And r don't understand how that strip

miners can beautify something that God made.
we have a song.

! think that

If I was a good singer, I'd sing it for

people who have different views than you and maybe boo at

you.

It's about the nine pound hammer and number nine

them when they leave the stage.

coal.

The strippers are destroying trees.

But there is no reason why

It says that

so many people who have such a common interest in the

trees may grow again, but a mountain has no seed.

environment and their health, you should be able to ·- to

can't grow another mountain.

strike a balance.
Like

You

You can't make water.

Anybody ought to know that you can't put spoil
like the man said before me, you know,

I urge you to go out.

•

KR·

in a hollow because that's the beginning of a stream that

Go check out the coal mining sites

winds up being a river.

And, i f you do that, it's going--

and you can see exactly the beauty that the coal industry

r•m glad you all have started calllng it "valley fill"

leaves behind.

because that's what it is.

Thank you.

•
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When you put it in the head of
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Kathy Bird, Save Our Cumberland Mountains

---------------------------------------------------~

th~

holler, it eventually goes to the valley quicker.

•

As

long as water runs downhill, you are going to have this
problem.

plan and you approve it.

happens as far as New Mexico.

When the strip mine law

and they are not enforcing the law the way that it was

was signed in 77, they said that they would be no mountain

written.

top removal unless there was a better use for the land.

I

thank you.
I've got a minute.

In 1958 1 wore a hard hat

And just to make a flat place up there is not a better use

like you all.

for the land.

putting their dirty coal in the tipple got our mine shut

Strip miners only think of profit.

!'hey don't

federal government.
had to sue E.P.A •.

It

•

One time we

turned out to be the biggest

environmental lawsuit filed at that time,

As Kathy Bird comes up, the next

speaker will be Charles Blankenship.

Sometimes you have to sue the
I'm glad E.P.A. ie here.

worked in the deep mines and strip miners

KR, COKEB•

think of the people below them. The overloaded trucks that

driving on the roads.

I

down.

they send out on the highways are a hazard to the public

Heward Baker,

My name is Kathy llird.

XATRX BJ:l!P!

Cumberland Mouncai.ns.

r live in Elk Valley, which is in

Campbell county in Tennessee, just south of the Kentucky
border.

that discriminated against the people that lived in an area

concerned about two mountain top mining projects.

t~~

steam plants.

We joined with ether

opposed to valley fill.

And I

~~ant

During the past year my neighbors and I have been
One of

these is about a mile from me and the other one lese than

people and sued E.P.A. and finally won some concessions.
I am opposed to mountain top removal.

I 1m a

member of a grass roocs organization called Save Our

cur senator, passed a dirty amendment to the Clean Air Act

where there was

•

From here to New Mexico I

have talked to people about howO.S.M. is enforcing the law
I'm ashamed of O.S.M.

1-9

We know that that very much

three-quarters of a mile.

I am

The

twenty-one

hundred

acre

Zed

Mountain

you all to know that

project features cross ridge mining, which is a form of

you all should take interest in your job and do whet you're

mountain top removal. Work on Zed Mountain began about two

supposed to, rather than let the strip miners draw up a

weeks ago and we are extremely concerned that the permits

•
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•

•

from o. S.M. and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation have opened the door to more mountain top
mining in Tennessee.

mean by rewriting the clarl.fication, then we are headed in

1-5

We need to keep that buffer for all

streams in every project, period. And, further, if science

to help us protect the mountains we live in any more than

based methods can't tell us what the size limit of a valley

My main concern is

fill should be, then let's not do any more until we figure

that the problems related to valley fills and the interpre-

that out.

tation of the hundred foot stream buffer zone are not

We are having some problems with surface mining

adequately addressed by any of the alternative actions.

and mountain top mining in Tennessee. Not far from my home

The

is a st:ream, that's been damaged by surface mining.

E.I.s.

appears

to

substantiate

other

scientific

studies, as well as common sense and local experience, that

•

mountain top mining and yalley fills impact headwater
streams as well as the downstream conditions.
I thought you all did a pretty good job in

The

water is red and nothing lives in it, at least that I can
see.

some of us feel that the Zed Mountain permits were

issued before all of our concerns were adequately addressed.

Section 3-D where you summa:r;ize eight potential impacts

For example, there ie sup,Posedly an B. I. S. that

such as loss of upstream energy from upstream reaches and

was done by O.S.M., but we haven't seen it yet and haven't

changes in chemistry and flow and sedimentation downstream.

had an opportunity to comment on it.

And also on Zed

That's why I'm really confused about why we are still

Mountain we can't get che Tennessee Department of Environ-

talking about messing with the hundred foot stream buffer

ment and conservaUon to tell us how they decided where the

zone rule or allowing valley fills at all.

waters of the state atop and where they start.

alternatives proposed

...

the wrong direction.

1 personally don't see how the E.I.S. is going

or any better than what we have now,

1-5

If declaring a hundred foot

stream buffer zone inapplicable to valley fills is what you

That's why some of ua came all the

way up here to Hazard tonight to say what we think.

•

we are going to say is okay.

re·~aJcal.nq

in

the E.!.S,

AS I read the

our only choice

they are saying they stop before you get to where the guys

valley fills is how much damage to the watershed

are going to mine.

•
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Right now
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Charles Blankenship, private citizen

•

•

We are also hoping that the T.V.A. 's ll.I.S.
process for the Coppers Pool Reserve will validate our view
that the Brady Mountain Project is really a bad idea and
that re-mining of that area will never happen.

mountain top removal.

The E.I.S. should look at the cross
Issues

water condition laws do not prevent damage to the environ--

control,

ment.

studied in this E.I.S, Tennessee is the only state with a

I am very concerned that alternatives offered in the

and spoil calculations.

Of the four states

E. I. S. not only weaken these laws further, but fail to

Federal Surface Mining regulatory program.

improve enforcement.

o.s.M. does all the permitting in the forefront.

As

I see it, the only thing that is

In Tennessee
The

E.l. s. should look at: the experience of people in Tennessee

mountains of Tennessee and the other Appalachian states.

before recommending changes in the amount of authority

Thanks.

given to

liB.•

QOitBR1

•

As Charles lllankenship comes up,

our next speaker, and r•m going to have trouble with the
last name,

is Doug Dorferd, Dorfield,

Tennessee.
tucky.

they showed you some

information about strip mines in Tennessee.

Before the

For example, the Skyhorn Big llrush Complex is

I live in a little town called Elk Valley,

included in this study.

Ic's about ten miles south of Jellico, Ken-

It's called cross ridge mining.

they are trying something new.

In this E.l.S. they showed

tions that many of these strip mining operations l>ave.

Hi . - My name is Charles

In Tennessee

show that O.S.M.

have not been able to prevent coal

operators from violating the law.

The E. I.S. needs to

•
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If this

E.I.S. will look at the violations in Tennessee, it would

They are calling mountain

top removal cross ridge mining.

But no mention is made of this

company's terrible record of polluting streams.

we have a new name for mountain top removal in

Tennessee.

permitting of mountain top mining opera-

tion of strip mining in Tennessee, the history of viola-

&HARLII!S I:!LAlill!:BlflHIP t

Blankenship.

tions.

o.s.M.

E.I.S. does not look at some of the most important informa-

from looks like

Elliott, Elliotton, Kentucky.

•

practice does not come under the same level of scrutiny as

that need to be addressed are slope stability, sediment

being streamlined here is the destruction of the waters and

•

1-8

ridge mining and its potential impact on Tennessee.

'!'he sad truth is current suz·face mining and

1-10

address cross ridge mining in the State of Tennessee, This

B-92

If any of the sugges-
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Doug Dorfeld, Kentuckians for the Commonwealth

____________ ______________,
..

,.......

•

•

tiona of this E.I.S. are going to give O.S.M. more power in
giving permits, the E.I.S. should look at the record of

MB·

will be Sharon Maggard.

violations of all the mines permitted by Knoxville o.s.M.

lX>l1l:! PORPIL!):

This would show a more complex picture of what is being

For The Commonwealth.

1-511

In Tennessee we are having a problem with the
The public comment period has

from proven agency programs under the Clean Water Act,
surface Mining and Reclamation Act, and the Endangered

raised by the public.

acts like a

spac:l.es Act chat will contribute to reduci.ng the adverse

consultant co the mining companies instead of just making

anvironmental impacts of mountain top removal operations

its decisions about the permit application.

and excess spoil valley fills in Appalachia.

Knoxville O.S.M.

In the case

•

were made to the permit application after the public
co~ment

period had closed.

When O.S.M. held an informal

conference on the pertl'.it application,
making changes to the permit.

we wanted O.S.M. to reopen

the comment period eo that e'lferybody could make comments on
the finished application.

o.s.M. used the fact that I made

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium
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The studies in this S.I.S.

clearly show that mining operations of this scale and

I

tion, and rainfall in this region are not appropriate and

I

the damage caused cannot be mitigated.

•

179

the use of mountain top removal mining operations and
valley fills in Appalachia.

nature given the topography, bio-diversity, human popula·

I

Thank you.

missing is an alternative prohibiting or even restricting

.i
~

concerns and get information as a result for not reopening

Glaringly

8

~

a lot of trips to the Knoxville field office to raise

the comment period.

1-7

!

they were still

That made it really hard for

us to know what to comment on.

•

The purpose of this E.I.S. is to evaluate options

work together to adjust mining plans to avoid concerns

of Zed Mountain cross Ridge Mine, many significant changes

3-3

The three action alternatives in

this environmental impact statement are completely inadequate.

become a period during which O.S.M. and the mining company

•

My name is Doug Dorfeld and I'm

from Northeastern Kentucky and I'm a member of Kentuckians

permitted in Tennessee.

public coll\!t\ent process.

CQKBR_t As Doug comes up, the next speaker

The Clean Water Act was a promise to the

5-5-1

American people that our waterways would not be sacrificed
for short term economic gains.

The goal of the Clean Water

to protect the physical, biological, and chemical
180
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Michael Riley, private citizen

----------------.....--,

•

integrity of our nation's streams. Kentucky regulations on

5-5-1

I have heard all these people talk tonight here and I thank

-r •

antidegradation of our state's surface waters state K.R.S.

God for every one of them and their opinions.

224.70 through 100 declares that the policy of the Comrnon-

are a lot of misinformed people here tonight.

And moat --

wealth is to conserve ita waters for legitimate uses and to

it •a amazing to me why if somebody wanted to

if

safeguard from pollution the uncontaminated waters of the

wanted to put their reputation and get up in public and

Commonwealth, prevent the creation of any new pollution in

talk, that they wouldn't have the facts.

Is
.
•>
~

it

facts on paper.

hand to this man from the E.P.A. and say "this is real" and

In defiance of the intent of these state and

But there are people in the

field offices that goes out, there are people from the
E.P.A.,

The three action alternatives are so

there are people from all kinds of different

oblivious to the data in the studies in this E.!.S. that

organizations that comes and checks our strip jobs.

they constitute a disservice to the scientists that worked

are put in by the law.

on the studies and to the people of the region.

does people say that it's illegal?

They are people there.

1 work every day.

They

And why

I have done it for twenty-

alternati.ve that stops mountain top removal and valley

five years.

fills must be added to this environmental impact study.

a family, raised a family, and I hope my family gets to go

Thank you.

on, my son, and work in the coal fields •
MR. COK!Hl• Sharon Maggard. Michael Riley will

be the next speaker.

~

•

he may have to believe that.

ever more pollution.

will be after Mr. Riley.

~

But I can write down a bunch of facts and

amount to nothing more than simplification of permitting of

~
:!!
~

They have get

pollution.

An additional alternative -- an additional

1-8

somebody

the waters of the Commonwealth, and to abate any existing

federal laws the three action alternatives in this E.I.S.

•

But there

MI~L

People

While Mr. Riley comes up, Brent Boggs

work in the coal fields.

My name is Michael Riley.

I

The little lady that

was talking about the game going down, I guess the people
got so hungry down there that they had to kill it and eat

l'm from Buckhorn, Kentucky. And

it.

•
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I have fed

people can read all the facts they

want to read . . But I have seen it.

7-2-2

RILIXL

I thank God for that opportunity.

B-94

My father -- my father was one of the best hunters I
182
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•

•

said he could kill a squirrel where
t any squirrels.

the woods in his life.

7-2-2

He never saw a live deer in

Today I hit three in the last

ago, I'm the pastor of a small church
he had studied science.
I studied science in school.

well, I hit three within a six month period last year

the only thing that I did any good.

trying to get to and from work.

something?

We've got so much game now

You know,

That was my favorite subject,
But, really, you know

There's so many fallacies in science and they

and wildlife and they are flourishing around these strip

are proving it wrong every day.

jobs and turkeys by the tens of thousands and there are

your own two f!}'es, why take somebody else' a word and get up

fish in ninety percent of these wildlife -- or these ponds

and talk about it? I know what I •m doing.

that's left on the strip jobs that you can go catch a mess

ws do at Pine Branch Coal.

of fish to eat.

And 1 live right below a strip job that

was worked out abcut twenty-five years ago.

And when you can see with

And I know what

And if you can go to D and D

Ranch and tell me that ain't the prettiest piece of real

And when we

estate in this country on top of a mountain that was

had the five inches of rain the other day, if it would have

nothing but a bare rock cliff, a few trees were cut, and

•

been the way it was before the flat land was back there,
all that water would have come rushing at once and my house
probably wouldn't have been there.

they got the trees out, they made usa of the timber, and I
want to tall you that's the prettiest place I know of.

I had a home, I'd like to have it right out chere, i f ! had

land holding the water, filtering the water, and the water

my choice of places to build, right in the middle of it.

can come down through the big rocks they put in there to

It's a beautiful place.

And you drive up Highway 28, you

strain the water, that's what cleanses water is going over

see the mountains.

rock.

and you've got grassland.

I mean I learned that in the third grade in school.

You don't see that.

You go up there

You've got I don't know hew many

head of cattle you have, eight or nine hundred head.
I'm no scientist.

But I know what I see.

And

hundred?

if I didn't believe in the work I'm doing, I wouldn't do

it.

•

If

But due to the flat

That's the way I am.

caws.

And my brother in the Lord that

Everywhere r look is

And that land is supporting it.
And one more thing I'd like to say, we live in

•
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I know they're a bunch.

Three
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Brent Boggs, private citizen

Anthony Jones, private citizen

.-----------------------------,

•

this hills of Eastern Kentucky and I feel blessed.
bless America and God bless Kentucky.

•

God

We've got the

coal, whether it's coal severance tax money that came back

cerned.

to build road,

From my travels, that's the reason I decided to

to build buildings,

come back home and settle down here and make it one way or

whatever.

another.

say there are other industries.

And I have been lucky enough to make it in the

coal business.

I mean it's ·-that's my livelihood.

I get

they are not feasible.

watch after our environment too.
with that.

I thank you

•

Before Mr. Boggs comes up, please,

folks, we have asked that you try to limit your responses

responses all the time.
strong feelings about this.
and limit

Your air

What are you willing to give up?

COK!m!

Thank you.

As Mr. Jones comes up, the next

My name ia Anthony Jones and
Two months ago I stood behind

this podium and did the hardest thing r•ve ever done.
gave my ealutory speech for graduation.

I

a~

a

I

Though I never

wanted to speak publicly again, I feel compelled to discuss

~iner.

the issue of the executive summary of the B.r.s.

•
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simple.

conditioners? Your electricity? Your clothing? Medicine?

I'm from Hazard, Kentucky.

Mr. Boggs.

My name is Brent

r live in Harlan County, Kentucky.

And if

It's that

~~

After Mr. Boggs, it will be Anthony Jones.

Boggs.

The most

speaker will be Jim Sidwell.

But please try to be courteous

Thank you.

The government studies say

mining, then what are you willing to give up?

Ml!..

But I understand you have had

your responses while Che speaker is speaking.

BRJmT jj!QQGS 1

List

Hydroelectric, solar, or wind.

Ask yourself that question.

We would like to limit your

You are just cutting into their time to speak.

Other people

Name them.

you ell.minate mountain top removal, i f you eliminate coal

all for listening to me.

while the speaker is speaking.

Where?

effective source of energy that we have is coal.

That's one thing I •m proud of my company

HB.~.!.I1l&.l.

fund schools,

They have none done what they said they would do.

We have to be careful

becauae they do look out for the environment.

to

That is where the money come from.

them. Other sources of energy.

But I thank God that we have people who do

•

one in this room that hasn't benefited in some manner from

greatest state in the United St:ates, as far as· I'm con-

up and go to work every day.

•

Something that I think all of us can relate to, there is no

8-96
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Jim Sidwell, private citizen

r----------------------------------

•

school from Hazard High School, which is right over there.

1-12

Sidwell.

I

Good evening.

My name is Ji.m

live in the Airport Gardens community of Perry

county, just outside of Hazard.

worry that the proposed alternative actions will adversely

moved from a

affect schools in Eastern Kentucky.

You see, taxpayers

Kentucky and came to Hazard as a state auditor for the

within

public

revenue department.

the

state

primarily

funds

education.

Therefore, if this action goes through, more people will

Twenty-eight years ago I

small farming community in Southeastern

And since that time,

I

have raised a

family based mainly upon the income and revenues of the

become unemployed and feel it necessary to seek employment

coal companies. And as a concerned citizen, X really don't

out of the -- out of Eastern Kentucky as a result of the

want to see any more adverse regulations put on the mining

1-12

This will

put Eastern Kentucky's rural schools in peril.

More so,

•

needed to think of innovative new ways to produce coal
alter11atives in the future

industry that's going to affect not only the miners, but
their families and all of the indirect companies that

Eastern Kentucky youth will lack the knowledge and skills

in the future, an unfortunate

depends on coal revenue.
Probably sixty percent of my family, or the
graduating class in my high school, left the community

r love my mom and dad and

scenario that the -- if the Kentuckians For The common-

because there was no employment.

wealth prevail.

my sisters and myself had to move from home to find

In conclusion,

I

employment.

find myself more and more

major influence in Eastern Kentucky.

will stay here.

And I hope that in

Their families

And that's -· that's such a reward for

families.

twenty years another Hazard High School alum can say the
same thing.

In this area the people that are employed by

the coal companies, they have jobs here.

grateful every day that I graduated while coal was still a

Whenever I moved to this county in 19?8, a good

Thank you.
Mr.

friend of mine by the name of John Tate and ! decided that

Sidwell will be the last

it would be nice to take a canoe trip down the North Fork

speaker before our -- our next five minute break.

•

JD{ S:rt!WEW.t

Though 1 feel that I received a top notch education, I

impending information of further regulations.

•

•

As I have already mentioned, r graduated high

•
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Levon Baker, private citizen

--------------------------------,

•

of the :Kentucky River.

•

When we put in behind City Hall and

started down the river, we didn't go very far until we had
to get out and push the canoe because of low water.

beneficial to this area.
By trade,

When

represented probahly three hundred coal companies.

we stepped out, our legs looked like we had stepped in an
outhouse.

The water was filthy.

11-4-5

You could not see any

life whatsoever in the stream.
Times have changed and it seems like that the

•

tions more stringent because it's going to put these folks

1-12

We all want

•

Probably two years ago I took the same trip
down the Norch Fork of the Kentucky River and took a
fishing pole and I caught my limit: in small mouth bass.

It

I

amazes me that what these folks are talking about is things
that happened twenty-five years ago and they have got this

I

It

t

would be wonderful for them to come and take tours of Pine

~

There are some wonderful sites

~

for them to look at that's not destroyed and not -- it's

•
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They are going to have to move.

families will have to move.
alone.

Their

Let's leave Eastern Kentucky

Thank you.
After -- afcer the break, Ann

KR. COJtlil!.•

Hobliss, that's Ann Hobliss and tevon Baker will be our two
speakers.

i

i

mountains and leaving all this pollution, and they are not.

•

out of work.

Five minute break.

8

mind set that the coal industry is raping and pillaging the

I don't know if -- where they go to and what they see.

And that's astounding to

Please don't make your rules and our regula-

clean water.

Branch, Miller Brothers.

And in

there ia

put that much money back into the local community.

And it's just like all of you

You are drinking bottled water.

info~~tion,

one company that I know that has a hundred employees. What

dollars an employee per month.

setting at this podium, you are not drinking water from
this area.

looking at some of their financial

they feed back into the local economy is thirty thousand

people from -- the people that are representing the anticoal believe in clean water.

I 1 m a tax consultant and 1 have

B-98

KR· COJtlil!.•

All right, folks.

back in our seats, if we would.

We need to get

Our next speaker, Ann

Hoblise indicated that she would not be speaking.
co go.

She had

So Leven Baker, and our next speaker after that is

signed up as 444.
~

Good evening.

My name is Levan

190
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444, private citizen

•

•

Baker and I have got thirty-two years experience in the
coal mining industry.

I have done everything from run

deep mine to a strip mine and

I

a

dl.d some of the first

permits that was done in the State of Kentucky.

area that's, if you go out there and look right now, they

1-9

need to reclaim.
I

And

have never seen a coal company leave here yet.

whenever the Division of Permits, D.S.M.R.E., was initi-

MR•

four years old.

He may and he may not.

"We can't live with those rules."

"The mines, we will have to shut the mines down if

speaker after this

I have

r am fifty-

This young man, ! hope, gets to continue.
I will promise you that I'm not

going to come up here and tell any of you people that I'm

And, to my knowledge,

•

Kentucky with lese men at a greater profit than ever
before.

going to tell you what to do.

And if someone out there

thinks that they are going to tell O.S.M., B.P.A., what you
are going to do, you are one of the worst fooled ducks that
I've ever seen.

Now,

like I said,

I have thirty'"two years

Now, we appreciate you all and we appreciate

experience and I have a hollow fill on my backyard at home.

the other people that's out here that' a concerned about us.

I have one of those fish ponds that's got mud about that

Okay.

deep in my back yard at home.

what, just four montha old, okay, four and a half months

That qualifies me to come

This little fellow right here is four months old,

here and eay I oppose this because I know, as well as you

old.

know, that they can mine the coal without putting the spoil

When you're right, you're right.

into the hollow fills.

They will find an

alter~ative

They can go back and reclaim with that, some of them.

•

next

been mining coal since I was seven years old.

there is more coal being mined today in the State of

1-9

The

HJ..1. I am 444 and this is my grandson.

"If they get it

down and leave." E.P.A.

we have to buy this equipment. "

•

COltUI

approved and those laws are passed, we are going to shut

MSHA.

Thank

gentleman will be Paul Fleming.

that I worked for was "if these laws get passed, tte will
Along comes O.S.M.

And

you.

ated, all we could hear from the company, and the company

have to shut down".

But there is always an alternative.

way.

says you're wrong.

An

When you're wrong, you say you're wrong.

If I feel that

It doesn't matter who
I'~

right and the entire

United Scates says I •m wrong, until you prove me wrong, you

•
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I'm wrong.
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I
• l
!l

::l:h::o:ew:::n::v:s~fi:h~e.•

one stubborn fellow.

•

He will

Okay.

What I think is right is to do good for your

Probably some of my real good friends are Caterpillar

community, your nation, and respect people, each person.

people.

Because each person, if you are not the most important

designed them.

person in your life, you had better get that, because

machines.

they have to be the most important.

Because if you do not

have self respect, you have nothing.

If you do not do what

Hazard, Kentucky, December the 8th of 1949.

life.

Okay.

was born in

l

My

smarter.

dad pulled

He pulled it off.

•

He hung

eon, twelve kids was on a houseboat Saturday night.

They are -- they have something in their mind

But that person that's been there, done that, is

the type person that you want.
to do.

And that' a what you've got

You, anything you do, and it doesn't matter if it's

coal mining, fighting for our country, which I do feel that
It's tough to

But if you can't die for

your country, you do not deserve to live in it,
goes

C02,

that

I

do what

I

think is right.

And that
Today,

tomorrow if 1 get up and I know that I did wrong, I still

carbon monoxide poison, the little fellow spent in the
Okay.

They come in and they designed

go out and die for your country.

My mom died

This little fellow, my daughter, my

hospital sunday and Monday.

Okay.

we have really done well on tha situation.

Now my dad worked all of hie

He will be dead five years in two days.

nearly a month ago.

They

love to operate

I •ve run them since I was seven years old, a D-8

something.

For the men that worked in the mine, that's

how they got paid.

I

tractor we got in a barn down here that runs like the day

checkers off of car at Blue Diamond Coal and when the rail

it over here.

But I operate them.

that they know more than somebody else and maybe they are

This young man right here,

car come out, it didn't atop.

These people really know their machines.

that we got it.

you think is right, you have nothing.

•

But people and even -- I worked with Caterpillar.

that's what happens to people who do not understand that

•

hollered. Now, he starts crying for his mommy.

did right.

'£hie right here is

Now, have you had anyone, and I can't remember

Lorri, would you come here? He's

your name, Mr. o.s.M. I'll say, come to tell you what you

what's important.

ThiEL

doing real good.

I don't think he even cried when Papa

wae going to do?

•
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Have you ever had anyone, a coal mining
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Tom Jones, East Kentucky Corp.

-----··---·

•

company to tell you what they were
to do for them? No.

•

what you were going

And you won't.

And i f they -- if the

The

mission of the East Kentucky Corporation is to stabilize,

just about use other words.

expand, and most of all, diversify the local economies of

He is not using his head.

I'm not going to come over here.

And

The Corps of Engineers.

the communities in which we serve.

It's what they do.

Probably no community in our service area has

I•ve got a job co do and I'm going to do it and they are

typified that effort to diversify its economy more so than

going to do it.
bash them.

I don't come up here and don't need to

this -- this community in Perry County, Hazard area.

But what we are saying is the ways to do

something, it is a hard manner to mine coal on a piece of

10-3-2

And one thing before I quit, when coal was
formed, now as I walk off I'll say it.
formed, it was in a swamp.

•

When coal was

'rhe last time I looked, a swamp

had water in it and the last time I looked.
ago I heard that it did run uphill.

Tom Jones.

Paul Fleming.

My name is Tom Jones.

valley fill area and has developed institutional, commercial, residential, and even manufacturing facilities on it
to create jobs, homes,

and col1'1!nunity -- and literally

in -- in the Perry County area.

Kentucky are following that same example.

But the thing

that really stands out, the thing that I think is really

Okay.

not given its true example and need to highlight in the

After Mr. Jones, it's Dewey Gorman.

TQM JONBSL

taken the moum:ain area, the mountain top area and the

A number of other communities within Eastern

It was level.

Paul Fleming, going once.

land that the mining industry has created by mining and has

co~~nities

But a while

Our next speaker will be Paul
Fleming.

E. I. s. study is the fact that the -- the topography of

I am the

executive director of the East Kentucky Corporation.

Eastern Kentucky and in fact the southern West Virginia,

East

Kentucky Corporation is a -- is a non profit economic

southwestern Virginia,

development organization that serves the communities of the

typified by very rugged, very precipitous topography.

•
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It

has taken a very scarce resource, and that is the level

paper.

•

counties that were a part of this E. I. S. study.

fellow does, he is bad -- he is making I will say -- I can

These people have got a job to do.

•

forty-five county area that includes all of the Kentucky

8·101

Northeastern Tennessee

area

is
And
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Dewey Gonnan, Hazard Coal Corp .

•

•

it's only when you have some manmade flattening of land
that we can in fact have substantive types of development

expand,

Eastern Kentucky.

that need to have that flat land in order to

co be

Without -- without the continuance of mining

brought about and to diversify the economies of

o£ the

and especially surface mining that can create that flat

communities.

land, we are going to be stagnated in terms of development

10-3-2

To give an example, last Friday! was contacted

as we go forward in the future.

by a manufacturing facility who was looking for, as part of

So

finish up your E.I.S. to keep in mind the need for some
flat land in terms of development and in terms of balancing

NOw it's very, very difficult in our

thirty-five acres.

the resources of your study area.
MR• CQKI&L

And they weren't -- they weren't just

•

asking it to disqualify us, but they in fact had to have
that kind of land to build a five hundred by one thousand
foot manufacturing facility, eleven acres under roof.

You

acre tract.

It

looking at a flood plain site.

for being here and I would like to thank the panel that is
And mo:re off I'd like to thank the coal
They are the ones that are

time away at their jobs and stuff like that and they need
to be home instead of out here debating problems that

So we are -- we are very dependent upon the

should be solved elsewhere.

We are dependent upon the valley fill

You know, I'm going to say some st:rong language

areas in order to create some substantive development to

tonight.

•
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I would like to thank everyone

be home and they need to be, you know, they take enough

in the

area -- basically in the study area.

mountain top areas.

tlJlWlrX GOD!AH:

away from their family and they are the ones that need to

As far as natural plain,

you can only find it in a flood plain site in

As Mr. Gorman comes up, the next

miners that are here tonight.

simply cannot be found unless you are

Thank you.

speaker would be Phillip Estep .

here tonight.

have to have completely flat land for at least that eleven

•

would certainly call upon you as you

tract of flat land.

ous area of Eastern Kentucky to find that kind of thirty to

10-3-2

I

their si.ghting requirements, a thirty to thirty-five acre

service area in the mountains of the coal mining mountain-

•

to stabilize, and to diversify the economy of

B-102

And, you know, it:' a ·· ·· there's a lot of things
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•

here th;u: have cropped up,

You've got law,

you have

energy and you have coal and you have taxes,

And, you

know,

•

the laws are already in place to take care of

you have to buy and you have to put up and you have to

for all the valley fills and everything.

place.

And! would like

back off with mountain top removal, which -- which is

Louisville or Lexington or Covington or Georgetown.

imperative to the coal busj.ness, you know.

should be given back to Eastern Kentucky.

Along with

It

It shouldn't be

making flat land, it takes -- it makes life a lot better

given to-- it shouldn't be given to the areas that already

for people that do live in the mountains and do have flat

have great economic saviors like Toyota.

And they have

-- and do have flat ground without having a mountainside

Lexmark in Lexington and then something.

Louisville has

that's just like this right here.

all their factories.

so, you know, that's

•

Then you go to -- you go to Proctor

and Gamble in Cincinnati and Ohio and other areas.
need that money back in the mountains.

So we

So, you know, I

mined and t:here' a severance taxes and there' a a lot of

think chere'e a lot of refining to do with what you guys

taxes that come back to our county and there' a a lot of

are trying to do.
And it' a great that we have these kind of

taxes that are involved that everyone here pays as a miner
and that we all pay.
mountains.

meetings, you know.

Enough of it doesn't come back to our

! guess that we have all learned from

Bill Clinton and Hilary that we need to have town meetings

I know it may not be part of the scope of this
But, you know, we still need those

for us all to get together and waste our time here at nine

taxes and we pay them and I think that Eastern Kentucky

o •clock at night or nine-thirty, you know. These guys need

-- this hearing, sir.

to be home.

deserves their share instead of the golden triangle.

•
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You guys need to be home, you know.

You guys

are great bureaucrats and you all need to be at the house

But also, you know, what the -- the hold up on

•

And it's a money that is like an extortion money.

It's -- it's money that should be given back not to

But, you know, we have coal that needs to be

II

But the way I understand it, it's money that

everything that O.S.M. has administered or has set forth

that's along -- we appreciate what you have done, sir.

I
11-4-2 I

a strong word, I think it is not like a permit where you
put money up.

to commend West Virginia for picking back up and taking

•

the 404s, I think, is something that, and I'm going to use

B-103
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Phillip Estep, Miller Brothers Coal

•

your families also.

And I feel like that, you know,

•

it's a waste of •· I don't want to say it's a waste of
time.

But, you know, it's hard to agree with people that

are -- that are total hypocrites.

we are getting.

I

I

I think

think that

Sut, you know, those compa11ies are in

There is no great profits in the coal busi·

go out and want to turn the lights on and the air condi·

bankruptcy.

tioner on so they are not sweaty or anything like that.

ness. Mr. Duff can tell you that.

So, you know, and 1 don't want -- 1 don't want to talk

here can tell you that.

about anyone that is doing that.

making five hundred dollars a week, making ends meet just

here is doing.

But that's what everyone

So, you know, it's

like

it's people that take

I

You know, anyone that' a

These men are sitting here tonight

do, just like everybody else does.

I

don't have a

logical -- make logical decisions for the betterment of ou:r

big bunch of change to throw all over the place, you know.

community.

But all I'm saying is that we -- I appreciat:e you guys

And we ••

I

father is here tonight.

live here.

My son is here.

My

You know, we don't escape to

•

Lexington. We don't escape t:o Florida. We don't escape to
the western state.
here.

We don't escape to New York.

We spend our money here.

we stay

And the money that we have

you are looking at Horizon.

minute sign.

And, you know, you didn't give me the one
But that's fine.

Thank you guys very much.

Phillip Estep will be next.

Then

it's James Detherage.

PHILLIP ISTBPt

the rest of these profitable -· you know, they talk about
big corporations that have profits.

And r appreciate, you know, the time that you

have given me.

M&· COJER•

that ! have given money, my father has given money, and all

these big

being here.

And I appreciate the coal miners for being here.

given, you can ask the superintendent of all these schools

•

just -

I

just -· it fathoms me for what we are here for.
that we need greater representation and which

That want -- that want

to go home and blow dry their hair and look good when they

•

re.ally absolut:ely no reason at all, you know.

My name is PhilliP Estep and

I'm from a little communitY from Salyersville.

You know,

Eastern Kentucky here.

You are looking at James

It's in

And I am a superintendent for

River, great, great big companies that employ hundreds of

Miller Brothers coal and I want to address this issue of

people and you are going to put chem out of business for

Martin County and Lawrence County over there.

You need to

come and look at one of Miller's jobs and not view one job
201
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•
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James Detherage, Twin Energies

Denny Noble, county judge for Perry County

..-------------··-------------....,

•

against another.

Yes, they made a mistake.

But

•

you •ve got

to come and look at these -- at the different situations
throughout !las tern Kentucky.

We need our hollow fills.

You say to put spoil in the hollow fills?
in the hollow fills.

Spoil don't go

look at the coal trucks down 23 right today.

speaker would be Denny,

what you did before that that hollow fill ever was put in.
I

and that's a big industry, it destroys more in one

•

And I think it's very, very important and I

can't say more than what everybody else haa said. The fish

;

i

I
ll(

7-2-2
6-2-2

That's exactly right .

He give us a chance to make a living for our people and
that's what we're doing.

That's what we're trying to do.
The coal

industry itself has not had a break for a long time.

going to ask you people to just consider giving us a break.

The

deer, the quail.

We didn't have that ten years ago or

twenty years ago.

Right today you can go and you can go

and fish on our job anywhere.

:i

here will be a ghost town.

MB·

coKIR•

As Mr. Noble comes up, it will be

Angela Stewart.
Dm!NX NO»LI!l!

I'm Denny Ray Noble.

I'm the

county judge here in Perry County and what I've heard here

In another five years, we're

is not true from the Kentuckians For The Common-

•
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I'm

Thank you.

And it's very important that

because if we don't, our town over at home and this town

•

Southeastern Kentucky to mine it.

There's hundreds and hundreds of turkey on our job.

we keep doing what we're doing today to keep our jobs

~

But I'm glad I went ahead

Number one, the Lord put coal in

and wildlife is running wild on our job over there.

~
~

MY name ia Jim Detherage and

All we want to do is just ask for a break.

ii

l

There's very,

Thank you.

didn't really prepare a speech or nothing tonight like a

and signed up for this.

year than what we could in ten years or twenty years down
the road.

You can

think it's Noble.

lot of these other people did.
And you take the logging industry that is out

~

I

JAMES Dlllil:!lliRAGlil!

for.

ther~.

There is

g. CQ!tlm• As Mr. Detherage comes up, the next

You've got

And i.f you've got silt control, that's what our ponds are

•

there is some that's already been laid off.

very few coal trucks running 23 today.

more water running underneath the hollow fills today than

5-4-2

We may be out in a few more days because

people out there, companies are shutting down.

Rock goes to the bottom where the

water filters out and that is very important.

out of a job.

B-105
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Steve Gardner, private citizen

•

wealth.

We do have wHdlife in Perry county now.

•

When I

was growing up on the farm, we didn't have wildlife. There

speaker.

While Mr. Gardner is coming up, after

him it would be Elisha Abner.

was no strip mining around that farm at that time, yet we
still had sulphur water.

We had salt water.

Thank you.

Today, due to

afternoon.

u

this evening I wanted to follow up on.

! will put all this

city water.

together in written comments later.

My name is Steve

Gardner.

I live in central

We have clean drinking water.

Kentucky area now.

this star was going to pull the earth apart and the earth

Appalachia.

have lived and worked in Appalachia for meet of my life.
But we do have to start thinking about life after coal.

He wanted to build buildings on the earth.

Everybody has an opinion on what ' s going to happen.
Our budget

thirteen million dollars last year.
budget come from coal severance,

~~as

My

Two-thirds of that

We have eight million

projects.

i

nothing to work with if it wouldn't for the strip mines.

.
~

~

~

•

Thank you.

by mountain top mining.

iI

going to be level.

~
:1;

These

~

people that are against the mining industry, when you go

~

~

Angela Stewart. Steve Gardner will

•
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highways and airports, all of which has been made possible

8

~

home tonight, turn your light switch on.
J!UI...S~

industrial parks and commerce areas connected by four lane

I

We would not have

I would like to say one mere thing.

hundred years, I envision an area where there are all new
communities and recreation areas on tops of mountains, with

!l

Coal severance money.
I appreciate the coal mines.

When that happens, when we run out of coal in a couple

•

around

8

~
if

I

people.

dollars worth of water projects right now and sewer

~

I had the good fortune to grow up in

MY family still owns land in Appalachia.

was either going to burn or it was going to destroy the

~~
~

I am a consulting engineer.

and he wanted -- he wanted to track the moon and he said

opinion is we need our strip mines.

11-4-5

spoke thie

coal severance money coming back to Perry County, we have

There was a guy come to my office the other day

•

I

But I •ve heard a few things this afternoon and

B-106

!n addition, all of central Appalachia ie not

10-3-2

The E.I.S. itself shows only a small

percentage of the land slopes will be changed by mountain
top mining.

This whole process is no different than

highway constructions or other urban developments, any
other major construction process.
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•

•

Now I've heard from a Catholic priest, a nun,
and a minister that mountain top mining is immoral and
sinful.

That didn't

didn't set well with me.

Now this

forum has turned into a debate on coal mining.

I

we learn and we go on.

Coal is a commodity.

There is little in our day to day

It's neces-

life that doesn't come from some form or fashion

But with all we have heard, we must be looking at different

coal industry.

fr~n

the

Again, one of the points that I wanted to

Now this is supposed to be a

underscore that I said this afternoon, ia landowners want

forum on the merits of E.I.S. itself.
Now, as an engineer, X like to daal with facts.

mountain top mining. A landowner must approve the process.

And the criticisms I have haard ara not based on fact, but

Mountain top mining cannot take place unless the landowner

emotions.

approves.

true.

And, sure, we've had problems as an industry.

are human.

•

The images we see in the press are simply not

People make mistakes.

learn from them and we go on.

As

We correct them.

We
We

vast majority are the results of other problems.

We have had scores of developments that people

has named all afternoon.
Now this whole debate that created this E.I.S.
started with the Hayden decision in west Virginia,

an engineer, I have

investigated numerous allegations of mining damage.

decision that has now been overturned.

The

a

The Hayden decision

was based on semantics centered around the definition of

Sure,

there's some problems that •s caused by mining companies.

•waste" and the Clean Water Ace.

And in all those cases they are corrected,

years ago made a mistake by calling excess spoil and rock

The insurance

•waste•.

companies and mining companies do their best to take care
of the problem.

The industry has been

are cortducting a legal enterprise and then all of a sudden
we are told it's now illegal.

forced to settle outrageous claims that are not a result of

•
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We all know what it is.

Now we engineers many

working under the mistaken impression for years that they

But in those cases a Iot of companies are

presumed guilty until proven innocent and then are still

•

Again,

sary for our lifestyle.

don't expect either side here to change the other's minds.

worlds somewhere out here.

•

Now, what happened in Martin County was indeed
unfortunate as any major accident is unfortunate.

It'S

interesting to note some of these contrasting views.

process.

B-107
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Elisha Abner, private citizen

•

1-13

different agencies.

We need a level playing field.
Aa

think that makes them true

Thank you.
~

That's

Daniel L. Mongiardo.

ELISHA AllNJi!U

I told the group this

Good afternoon. Good afternoon.

My name is Elisha Abner and I am not a member of the

afternoon, I had the opportunity back in the seventies to

Kentuckians For The commonwealth.

work on research funded by E.P.A., D.O.E, Bureau of Mines,

member of the Buckhorn P.T.A.

I am, however, a life

l am a life member of the

on developing mountain mining processes. And I'm sorry our

American Disabled veterans.

friends fl.-om Tennessee are gone.

on in these different organizations of mines.

I used to live in

Tenneesee and worked down there for four years.

But I

here tonight.

I wonder sometimes what goes
I run up

I had been in a meeting in training because

helped develop the cross ridge mining concept back in the

I'm on the site baaed council at my local elementary high

seventies.

school.

That concept is simply mountain top mining.

all know what: cx·oss ridge mining is.

And the federal government funded that research.

alternative to coal right now? Nuclear.
viable alternative.

We

•

It'e nothing new.

talk about:. alternative energy for a minute.

r.et •a

What is the

I wondered why should they be complaining about

this, when it was not so many years ago that I first came
in contact with these people over in Leslie County at the
urgent request of the Begley Brothers Logging.

That is the only

For The commonwealth.

I am confident that in

mislead bunch of people.

They are a misguided, mieleaded -'!'hey were trying to prevent 'l'rus-

our lifetime we will see some new developments on the

Joist McMillan from coming into this region.

energy front.

off that horse now and they are onto this.

But, until then, coal is it.

At that

time I got a terrible taste in my mouth for the Kentuckians

Some day, wind and solar may provide

a small percentage of our energy.

Now some day

They have got
I would ask

a lot of our mountain top mining sites might be a good site

that they go home and join the P.T.A., join a church, or

for some windmill farms.

join something to occupy your time.

But I also said this afternoon farmers and

•

I

the land.

and reinterpretation of the laws that occurs between the

what SMCRA was all about.

•

•

What we want in the industry is consistent
regulation and one of the problems we have is disagreement

One comment earlier tonight,

•
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I had several
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•

•

notes here, but a lot of people has stole my thunder when
they get up and answer to the criticism.

But they was

choice what to do with it.
Another statement was -- they say that you go

wondering what was going on and the reasons the Germans are
buying the water.
this community.
community.

I

ahead and make up excuses that you're golng to mountain top

My concern is

That's not my concern.

to get this other usage and then it turns into nothing.

My concern is the livelihood of this

have got four children still in school from

elementary through high.

I

want those children to have the

opportunity to get an education, a good education.

Then if

ranch now that's operative.

That's a pretty good use.

That's pretty good industry.

They's a whole lot of people

that bale hay and make a living just working off of that

they want to go to the far ends of the earth, that's fine.

farm.

But without coal severance tax coming into our schools,
that education is going to be suffering.

•

I

The A.R.ll. HospJ.tal over hare is sitting on a

10-3-2

have got

several pieces of property in Perry and Breathitt County.

•

I would like to invite -- I don't see my little lawyer here
I had a few comments for.

So I'll just skip that.

I would

top

a piece of ground that would not have been possible.

The same way with True-Joist McMillan and all the other
manufacturing that's out here.
I live in Buckhorn.

I had a ruptured appendix.

Had it not been for that land avail-

like to invite anyone from the Commonwealth of Kentucky to

able, the old dilapidaced - .. dilapidated hospital downtown

Pllrchase my property and start paying the taxes on it.

I may not have survived.

Then you can do whatever you choose with it.

that

they own property here

aod

somewhere else, so they don't care about it.
there is "landlord".

I appreci-

ate the hospital being locatad here.
They•e a veterans center out here.

There was a comment made about the absentee
landlord,

My nearest option may have been

somewhere farther than I could have gotten to.

Until that

time, leave it alone.

They own it.

they live

available.

The key word

r•m a disabled veteran.

I served my country.

I feel that I earned the right to own my property and do

It was their family's

with as I see fit.

•
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Again, it

wouldn't have been possible without the land being made

It is their family and themselves that pay taxes

•

If

you've got a, like they alluded to earlier, you've got a

B-109

If I go out here and join different
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Daniel Mongiardo, state senator for Perry, Bell, Harlan, and Leslie
Counties

•

•

organizations and get up and spread falsehoods and rumors,
then what's the purpose in life?

I look for a purpose in

We have a great dependence on oil from foreign
countries, from foreign countries that people live in that

life to be able to serve my God primarily, my country, and

hate us so much that they will fly our own airplanes into

my family.

our buildings and kill innocent people.

I have done that all my life.

And I will

continuer to do that.
I had a

Now what we should be doing is increasing the
So I

dependence on fuel, but an increase in dependence on our

MR· CO:KER• As Mr. Mongiardo comes up, the next

Kentucky who would ever think about flying a plane into our

will close at that.

my pastor is in the building.
Thank you guys very much.

fuel, becauee I don't think there 1s anybody from Eastern

speaker will he Brandon Smith.

PANIBL MQNQlAIOOt

own buildings.
Well I'm glad ! got to go

before Brandon, because it is before midnight.

•

won't be after he is done.

but it

I am Daniel Mongiardo.

t•m a

•

which includes a lot of the area that we are talking about.
And, as I have set here and listened to the different

discussion on both sides.

I

really appreciate

li

I

the

But I wanted to look at it from

And it does have to do with mountain top

A couple of years ago we had a couple of peaks

the Miner's Memorial Hospital System because of our coal
miners and coal. Without that, we wouldn't have hospitals.

~

severance money coming back to Eastern Kentucky and most of

•
B-110

We

i
~
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We have an airport.

we have a hospital system that used to be

We wouldn • t have airporta.

~

It happened because we have a great dependence on
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10-3-2

We wouldn't have induatrial

parka.

I

that came down in this country, the Twin Towers in New

•

I'm a. pilot and 1 am a doctor.
have a hospital,

8

removal and destruction of peaks.

York,

called

What we have because of coal, we have -- r•m a

i

a different perspective, which we may not have thought
about before.

organi~tation

Kentuckians For The Commonwealth to join that.

state senator for Perry, Bell, Harlan, and Leslie county,

perspectives on both sides,

We 11eed to develop an

Eastern Kentuckians For America's Homeland and I invite the

We have currently fifty percent of our coal

11-4-5

that money, thanks to a lot of fight from our representatives, one in the front row here, is going to water, clean,
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Brandon Smith, state representative, 84th

•

safe drinking water for our people.

•

We've got the highest

cancer rates and some of you have heard me say this before,
we have the highest cancer rates in Eastern Kentucky.

One of the future fuels that we hope to have is
hydrogen fuel cells that's going to be a byproduct of coal

Not

gasification.

because of the water that runs thx·ough our streams or the

think that it is imperative for us to demand that we puc

coal that has been taken out of our mountains, but because

more emphasis on coal for today, for our homeland defense,

of other reasons.

and for the future of this country.

Gas wells that have driven deep, deep

every one of us want for our children, our families, and

escape into our water wells.

the future of Eastern Kentucky.

And we have to stop that.

The only way we can stop that is through coal severance

g, CQli:El\1

That's the only money that we get that comes back

We have elk.
land.

BlWIIlON SMI'n! I

Elk takes five percent pasture

•

Without mountain top removal, we would have two to

three percent pasture land.

As

We would not be able to have

Thank you.

Mr. Smith comes up, the next

speaker will be Michael Meade.

here that we can protect ourselves with long term.

7-2-2

That's what each and

through multiple layers that have allowed chemicals to

money.

•

So, while some people want to stop coal, I

That's Michael Meade.

I would like to say to the

group of men and women up here that Senator Mongiardo, who
just spoke before you, one of our Kentucky senators, and
myself as. a representative, have deep understanding of our

i

elk in Eastern Kentucky, which is part of the tourism

area.

that's going to be part of our future.

somebody else's hat of£ in that case,

g

.!

percent pasture land because of mountain top removal.

f

on a new industrial park in Bell County because on an area

~

!

~
~

~

•

10-3-2

of thousands of acres of mountain top removal.

And ! would like to certainly take my hat off, or

that our work force has shown to us .
I would be remiss if I didn't go through all

It's going

the different things that everybody else

10-3-2

to be one of the moat beautiful industrial parks in all of

have any prepared speech.
notes.

tucky.

property as far as the industrial parks.

•
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~AS.

And I don't

But I have jotted down eome

Kentucky and that's going to bring jobs in Eastern Ken-
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for che type of

commitment that he has shown and the type of commitment

We have, next month we will be breaking ground

~

I

We have seventy

We could talk about what we have done with our
That will mean a
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•

audience.

The ai.rport that we're getting ready to expand,

or for the golf courses that we hope to bring.

In some cases the forests are now

have bear that are coming back in.

What we

are responsible.

These people out here

And they are all membe:t;S and they are all

have been able to do by converting a lot of this property

Kentuckians For The Commonwealth and they all want what's
right.

Because the things that are coming in

thi.s area are tremendous.

Their impact has been tremen-

10-3-2

And behind these hats that you see out there, the

people that we know, you all may not know them.

But I know

Now, just because they mine, it's almost nonsense

to think that those two can't be the same.

Mining is just

a way of us to be able to level off some of the land that
we can make flat land in order to do these things, so that

every one of them and in most cases have been to their

these men that worked hard in the mines for the years that

home.

they put in there, and the hours they put in there, to know

When you say Kentuckians For The Commonwealth,

that's them.
on.

They are right out there.

They have got caps

that their family can have more.

They are --

10-3-2

This i.e a truly great group of people.

You talk about

a leader, right here, David Duff, has opened up roads and
cleaned up country and stuff at his own expense.

His

~

~

•
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permits go t;hrough.

~

in large animals and herds that we weren't able to have

B-112

!

&

I

has done on his property, the grasslands that are bringing

And I would like to address

some of my comments to some of the offices that's here.

have been extremely frustrated with the way that our

~

The cattle that he has brought out there and the

we are public

I
i

awards that he has brought to Kentucky for the work that he

They should be extremely proud of that •

servants just like you are.

~

for a lot of different; things that they are studying and

There is nothing wrong

And the state in our hand,

j

property out there, the University of Kentucky has used it

doing.

with them.

•

These

guys, I hunt with them and we fish together and we have
gone out and cleaned up streams together.

•

here for a long time.

over for our elk.

dous.

•

•

major difference for the people you see out in this

takes us forever.

12-1-2

With the Army Corps of Engineers it
I call over there and I constantly am

trying to keep these men from losing their jobs.

I'm not

talking about the mining operations that are negligent,
I •m talking about the ones that go J:>ack in there and do top
notch work, people that have won awards for the type of
reclamation work that they do.

Yet they wait for tremen-
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•

•

periods of time to go over there and find that their
permits are just still sitting there.

"Well, we•ll review

you all understand or whatever, this is stuff that we need
to talk about.

them, we're going to get started on that, we'll look at

From a state level as a state official, I want

that next week.•

•

Now, when it comes to, and I •m getting a little

homes and see these families not be able to work, not

bit more technical than I want to, but when it comes to the

because of anything they have done wrong, but because their

mining mitigation process, listen, that's a program that

permit didn't get picked up and somebody is going to have

works.

And I understand you all do us a favor by doing

to take a chance to take a look at it tomorrow.

that.

I don't have a bit of problem with the way that

works.

12-1-2

you to know that that's hard for me to go over to these

It's good.

Then it

goes through a long process just to get started.

12-1-2

we have developed a lot of property.

So I want to encourage you to look at the way

We have been able to create things because you allow that

you all processing that and look at how efficient -- if

to go through.

there's ways of making it more efficient, especially in

But when the process stalls at your level,

tt costs these men their jobs.

•

There has been jobs that

were shut down just in the last couple of weeks because

cases where men are going to be laid off and jobs are shut
down.

And jobs are not negligent.

These are guys that are

they were holding out hope they would be able to get their

good players. They are good faith players that want what's

~

permits to go through.

right.

g

.

permit hadn't even been picked up yet.

official, and my duty is to take care of these men and

when you look at those permits to look at the faces of

i

women and their families and to make sure they have the

these people out here because it's their jobe you all cost

right to be able to work at a job worth doing.

when those do not go through.

~

i

~

t
~
~

~

•

When I called them yesterday, the
And, as a state

And that's

what's great about America is you can still do work here
that • a worth doing.

And on the other

side, they take care of their community.

I would aek you

Now, there's a lot of things that are going to
go on here and you all have got an opportunity to make it

And when you all hold that up, maybe

better and make our jobs easier.

it's because there's some kind of a federal regulation or

•
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They take care of their workers.

B-113

So I don't have to call
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•

•

so much and wa don't have to worry so much about that, I
can go ahead and take care of other things that we need
like education or getting better water.

being serious.

Buckhorn of his own time to make that a better place fer

stand who we are.

people and their families.

do what's right.

And these people that

I know you all are tired.

what you do.

•

I never

But, listen, it is so important

It's not just Kentucky.

That you can do
But you

'That' a why it' a extremely an

job he does.

He is very proud of the

And you should be proud of the job he does.

Thank you.

MR• CQKBR• Before I go to the next speaker, I
do want to say, you know, we said from the beginning that

The decision of this committee and what you

federal policy.

That you can do bOth.

gave it to me is a hard worker.

But you are public

turn in is vital to what happens in Kentucky.

You under-

honor for me to put this hat on because the fellow that

These men are

servants just like me and this ie our job.
complain about my job.

! •m

But with that, I just challenge you to

can also be progressive.

standing here on tired legs because they have been going at
it all day •.

That's your heritage.

the thing that makes you feel good about yourself.

have come out here tonight, that their families are waiting
for them, that are in here on tired legs.

Are anybody in here from the coal

Because when you are from there, you can't

ever escape from that.

You should be lucky in your

How many of you are from

I mean, please, I •m not being facetious.

of the beat people I know, has done more to work over at

lifetime to meet somebody like that.

we were not up here to answer your qUestions.

This is a

tried to refrain from that.

It spreads out

And we have

But I assure you that we have

been to the coal fields and we do work in the coal fields

and it has a broad effect.

and we are familiar with what goes on in the coal fields.

flow many of you all, and I want to ask you
this, how many of you have been through this area here and

Beyond that, we won't say anything else.

have toured the area?

the next speaker is Michael Meade.

Michael Meade is not

here apparently.

Charles Everage.

I see Mr. Everage is

cOl"ing forward.

While he is coming forwal:Od, after Mr.

Please, raise your hand.

have been out here and seen these coal fields.
you been to the coal fields? You have.

•

coal producing areas?
fields?

But there's people out there, Fitz Steel, one

•

everybody has been out there.

If you

Have any of

So you all -- then

•

22!

But, other than
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Charles Everage, B & C Trucking

•

CHARLES mi!AG!!l!
I

name is Charles Everage.

I'm a coal hauling company.

r

And

1

lived here and probably will live on.
ever known.

own B & c

So

am also a

pleasant business, to be honest about it.

I

understand how that goes.

It's -· it's not a very
It's very rough.

One of my concerns would be what

would happen about our unmined mineral taxes that we have

before that. And right now we are even, as bad as the laws

to pay every year.

is right now, we have been setting for two weeks on we•ve

Already as hard as it is to mine, it's

getti.ng more -- lese and less feasible to mine the lower

got two jobs on the man that

seams of certain ... certain coal.

for crawdsds and another job shut down for bats and stuff

But

I

am having to pay

like that.

taxes on it right now every year that it • s not even looking
like they are going to be able to mine as it is.

mining companies.
worse.

I

I might be wrong.

But this ie fill that this building that

we're setting on right now.

They have been a few tried the shaft mining and

I

It's

an awful nice building,

think.
But, to get back with it,

But, as of yet, I don't think it's a

I

like I said, I

was in mining myself and the people wants to talk about

plausible way to do it.

that,

I've got about fifteen people that works under
I'm no·- no big company or anything.

and their family's livelihood.

my

father and grandfather mined for years and right

behind our place of business right now, that 's all on

But I do have

filled and it's been mined and we have -· on top of the

families that depends on me, you know, for their paycheck

mountain, 1 thought about bringing some pictures over here,

I've got a four month old

but they was too
little daughter myself.

And r just don't see

if this ie -- what we are

setting on right here, this is fill, if I'm not mistaken.

just, you know, it's getting worse and

stuff like that and it might be, you know, it might be all

me.

work for, we've shut down

l mean they are still going to say will this

where it's going to end if

It's unfeasible to do it any other way at this

right in time.

I

make it worse and worse, you know.

Then they

keep wanting to make it harder and harder on their surface

time.

•

This is all I have

We've been -- I've been in the mining also.

But it' a the way of life for my papaw •s and his papaw

mineral -- mineral owner.

11-4-2

My

am from Hindman, Kentucky, at Knott County.

Trucking.

•

•

Everage the next speaker will be Bill Caylor.

And I live here.

•
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But you wouldn't even realize where

I have always

B-115
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•

you would be up there,
of elk.

7-2-2

About --- we can cut fifteen hundred bales of hay

on the property we own.

And we've got deer and foxes and

nothing down.

But, you know,

I'm just talking with

r didn't write

with what I feel.

People that don't like mining or don't like our business,

Well, !

they need to come on -- as they said, the people that' a

think -- 1 thlnk it's just beautiful up there.

It -- it

against it, that's all ! 've heard is "Martin County, Martin

But it changes them for better.

County".

1 have never been to Martin County and I •ve lived

As I say, any kind of business besides your personal homes

in Knott County, Hindman, all my life.

maybe not, but any kind of a government building in this

over there at Martin County Coal.

area,

would say almost seventy-five percent think it's on

Miller Brothers Coal, and I •m sure he wouldn't care for

But I mean if we're going

anybody to go on his jobs and see anything we -- 1 say

fill.

I

that might not be mining.

I've never been

1 work for Bob Miller,

to talk about landfills, hollow fills, however you want to

"we".

say it, you might as well talk about the whole thing, fill.

say he would care less i f you -·· anybody would come over

A fill -- fill is fill.

•

No matter i f you're mining coal or

i f you just take it off of this mountain to bulld this

building right here.

It's still fill.

I

shouldn't think

yesterday.

I just -- ! heard about this.

I

mean it's a sad thing to say.

But

I mean I'm worried about the

You know, they

they went two weeks now on just frivolous.

I heard about this

you know, like

But

Just like the

one guy talked, you know, people that don't do the mining

I'm glad to

well that's fine.

•
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That's -- that's about all I wanted to say.

how much money you all make and don't care really.
! work for a living.

It, you know, I'm glad I come.

would

I said, now here's two weeks that went by that I don't know

places, in cities and stuff.

kno>~,

I

It makes very beautiful land.

people that works for me .

foot, sometimes it's a hundred and some foot in certain

You

But it's like a family.

that's what we are here for.

you cannot fill nothing what, sixty

I've not planned nothing.

there and look.

because of money.

Creeks, they want to talk we destroy creeks.
We already you can't

It's hie company.

But I -- I am, you know, that is, you know, we are all here

there would be any kind of difference in that.

•

hear everybody's ideas.

t\u-keye. People says it destroys the country.

does change the mountains.

•

•

We've got cattle, elk, elk, a lot

B-116

You ought to hold them up.

But
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Bill Caylor, Kentucky Coal Association

•

•

people that does it right, it ought to just keep on going,
you know.

Because X'm worried about: fifteen.

probably about a hundred and fifty.

He's worried

And, you know, it get:e

It's very good.

What

we saw was what I would call a wolf in sheep's clothing
because she was against that.

She is against -- she is not

very unnerving when you are trying to do right and do by

a true environment -- environmentalist, because that would

the law and then they still want to come up with stuff to

actually clean up the air.

cut you off.

So

I

thank you for your time.

MR• CQKER1

As

And

13l:t.J;. CAXI.QJ 1

I want to make sure I've got

make sure at the end.

I

a couple points

Now, my name is Bill Caylor I'm president of

I want to

•

Thank you very much .

I don't know what we •re going to do.
to you all.

I

speak for the Kentucky

coal industry.
This lady also mentioned the tourism.

piece of a diverse economy.

I'm talking about the people from

minimum wage paying jobs.

out of state that comas up here and tells us what we need

healthy, diverse economy.

There was a little old lady that set over here

It is

&1

The

excellent

BUt the tourism is baaed on
And, trust me, that is not

that is not a bargain for any economy.

to do with our coal mines and our lives.

It is a piece of a

But don't let people tell you

that's the sole -- the sole salvation.

Now what

The other part wae the Bible bashing.

coal technology is is technology that will scrub away

I tried

to keep from saying this, but I can't help myself.

pollutants from the smoke stacks at our utilities. And

We

don't to bring the quote from the Bible into this debate.

of the old utilities need these clean coal technolo-

•
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the Kentucky Coal ASsociation and

tourism is no bargain for a community.

And I •m not

that laughed at clean coal technology.

so that would

be a great plus for the Kentucky coal industry.

would appreciate

from all these out of state do-goodere that are here to

referrin~

Clean

in utilities and that would eliminate our dependence and a

The first thing I want to say is God help us

help us.

want you to know one other thing.

lot: of utilities dependence on wyoming coal.

ma •am, let

rnank you wn:y much.

me know when my one minute warning is.
it.

I

coal technology would allow more Kentucky coal to be burned

Mr. Caylor comes up, the next

speaker would be Fitz Ste>el.

•

gies that will make the air cleaner.

•
B-117
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•

You can see ·- :read anything you want to :in the Bible.

•

For

example, in Isaiah, it's either verse chi:rteen o:r fifteen,
it • a

ago, said it would be devastating forever.
was above the toxic levels.

clay fines, shale, sandstone.

••mountains shall be laid low and the valleys filled in".

dominion over the earth.

unusual about it.

it talks about man having

Let •e don •t drag the Bible into this discussion because you

healthy word.
be here.

•

It's a

It's

Coal is nothing more than prehistoric wood

woody material.

If we did not have profits, none of us would

Then you talk about water above toxic levels.
They are now bringing in selenium as a new toxic chemical

There is no such thing

that laugh at chat and talk about the corporate greed.

untruths and

i~'s

It•s based on

multivitamins.

I.

One -- one lad said that we will have these scare

~
~

Another lady, referring to the

~

Martin County Coal slurry -- accident we had three or four

•
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And every vitamin has

But, you know, we take that as

It's in every multivitamin.
We elevate these dry ditches

and they are still -- they still function as a dry ditch.

i

They talk about the scars from mining, from old

I took a Centrum

You knew, I don't knew what else they are

Destroy streams.

~

used to just perpetuate the railings of
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selenium in it.

going to come with next.

8

a few that want to see the coal industry end.

a. thousand years from now.

vitamin this morning when I got up.

i

u."lemployment. That •s ae untrue and so irresponsible. It's
an example of what I call voodoo economics.

that's going to devastate our streams.

•

as a dirty word called "profits". And yet, you have people

Coal responsible for the environment or for the

•

Grass will grow on it.

Ask any businessman in l!azard or anywhere in the

country o:r anywhere in the world.

mining.

There is

And yet, the K.F.T.C continues

be farther from the truth.
clay fines.

Profits is not a dirty word.

It's rock.

to portray it as somathing evil and toxic and nothing could

Let's stay away from the Bible.

can read anything you want to in it.
Profits.

That is so untrue, it's

The coal slurry is nothing more than coal

around that area, it says, and I quote, that the

Also in Genesis, you know,

That the

If we need to do more, vegetate it, let us know and we'll

14~1~2

do it, you know.

But we transport water.

Give it a few

it will transport the organic materials down and

become a headwater stream again.

It's called a

stream because it will carry the decayed plant
230
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Fitz Steele, private citizen

•

14-1-21

below it.

Give it a few years.
Bringing in other businesses.

coal industry to do that.

11-2-2

•

material which is important to sustain the ecosystem down

FIWZ SWBJu•

This is

I

Give us ideas and we will

10-3-2

E
~

~

i!

i
~

~
$

~

•

I

am pro coal.

One thing r

am also, I'm on the Hazard/Perry county Industrial Board,

economy.

would have no

We will do it.

industries,

no

factories

around here.

Another thing that gets me, I don't understand the defini-

If you had had the same rainfall in any other part of the

tion of a stream and a

state, okay, excuse me, and it would still flood.

And as far as the streams, we have a job at Combs Branch

Quit

you guys do too.

! know you guys didn't get

say that in your prior comments.

And I know

•

a chance to

I want people to raise

is clear running into that stream.
on our job.

And I'm not talking.

pictures.

guys.

are welcome to.

record.

want you to count this.
Count it.

ditch,

That•e what gets me.

up so high, it's so muddy the water coming off of our job

your hand that prefers alternative three. Raise them high,
!

~~off

that we have seen and have pictures of when the creek gets

Now, we prefer alternative three.

1-4

do work for Pine Branch and

My name is Fitz Steel and

Without the coal filling the hollows in ·- I•m sorry, we

looking for somebody to blame.

I

Yeah.

work with you to bring other industries to diversify this

Flooding, after these intense summer rainfalls.

•

As Fitz Staal comes up, the next

speaker would be Randy Wilson.

You expect the

We will work with you.

the best industry in the world.

KR· CQEER•

I

want this for the

You've got at least fifty people in

it

here with their hands up that are for alternative three.
I want that to go down for the record.

We have catt:le, horses,
I'm going to show you

Anybody that wants to see these pictures, you
If we destroy the land, I don't know what

is.
Also they are talking about alternative fuele,

These people did

nuclear power.

That's good.

We guard that right now.

not have a chance to·· or didn't realize that this is some

Natural gas, and no one has mentioned this.

of the information that you all seek.

here since -· what time did this start, two o'clock?

The last thing I want to say is you miners,
coal miners, are America's heroes.

I

think it's August 17th in St. Petersburg, Florida, our

Thank you all.

energy committee, they ars meeting with the Russians. They

•
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I have been

8-119
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,.....----·-------------

•

--------------.

want to buy gas from the Russians.

That makes roe feel

good.

•

And, oh yeah, the Kentuckians For The commonwealth.

have ever seen.

I

We get out, we

are here tonight.

we pick up garbage, we dodge rattlesnakes, we pull appli-

have seen, they are friends for life.

ances up over the hill for Perry County.

proud to have those people as my neighbor.

And

I

I

I

don't know

have seen them.

than fifty volunteers.

Do you know how many Kentuckians

For The commonwealth helped us?
up their own backyard.
MR• CQKER:

None.

They need to clean

I

think

And most of the miners I

And, you know, I'm

And my wife is a doctor and she sees a lot of

have walked twenty-three point four-tenths miles in

one day, both sides, five hundred and thirty-one bags, less

And

They know their lives depend on each

other when they go underground.

And

OUr

miners, their life depend on each other and that's why they

walk the roads, we get in the ditch, we get in the creeks,

about the rest of Eastern Kentucky.

miners too.

•

Back problema, all kinds of medical problems

that come through.

So, you know, it's important to honor

the people who do that work.
But I

would like to add that I

think the

We're taking care of ours.

problem here, beyond engineering and arguments, scientific

Before Mr. Wilson comes up, right

or moral or immoral,

now that's the last speaker we have registered.
anyone else would like to speak,

options for work.

so i f

think we -- the real issue is

lihether these men here, what other

options do they have?

while Mr. Wilson is

I

From Montana they

they looked at

speaking, if you would, please, go back and register if you

Appalachia, our part of the area, and they had

have changed your mind and want to speak and we'll get you

and they were getting -- getting ready to mine that out

on up here to say what you have to say.

there.

RANDY WILSON!
I

•

I just wanted to say a couple of words.

more than any two people

which I'm a member of PRIDE in Perry County too, we have a

•

streams.

neighbors, my neighbors are miners and they love each other

Every April in central and Eastern Kentucky, and

little thing for two weeks called PRIDE.

center and we pick up garbage too in our

Hi.
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I

They came to the Kentucky legislature and they said

the first

My name is Randy Wilson.

live on the Red Bird River in Clay County.

reso~rces

thing t:hey said,

"We don' c want

to be

We said •What do you mean by that. "

go to

•
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•

•

They said, •we want to get the money and the tax to build
the best roads, the best schools, the best hospitals in

I

11-4-21

• 11-1-211

l
I

option for me to turn on those lights'?

There is no other

option, no viable other option.

options? There's not that many other options.

is not alive for us.

And that option

That severance tax, it's spread all

over the Commonwealth.

It didn't all come back here.

So whenever

vant when you have a situation that has no options.

it's funny, you know, that we eet on a gold mine, coal
And we've waited so many years.

Are there that many other

you talk about engineering or science, it's almost irrele-

And

we

Now, let me add one other thing.

we should have the beat schools, the best

If -· if this

is good, if this mountain top removal is good, why don't we

hospitals, the beat roads in this nation for what we sit

export this idea? Vermont, they have mountains.

on.

space.

But that option has been frittered away by our

leadership.
options.

So these men and women here, we talk about

It's not science.

•

It's options about diversity

and work and a meaningful job in this area.

That's

why these people are here.

And that's

They need room for hoepi tale and j oba .

They need
Why not go

to Vermont, the officials, and ask them if we could export
this idea to Vermont,
need space.

New England, New Hampshire, they

They have mountains.

Switzerland, they have

where our leadership, I believe, and we sa people, as

mountains.

citizens, have let our people down, our mountains down.

we should be enlightening this country with this plan. But

There's plenty of people, they would like to have a job

we are here for now.

that wouldn't break their back or ruin their lungs.

something else.
day.

money.

MR·

This isn't

Other options.

And you are in

That's why this is a powder keg.

CQKIR1

else signed up.
eleven o'clock.

But I think, like the man said, it ia

You

•
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As I said, we don't have anybody

The hearing is scheduled to go until
So if anyone wants to register and speak,

chance.

Money is the option here for a livelihood, for our
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Why?

are in a tough posltion because there are no other options.

My wife sees people without options every

But you have to think on the other hand.

just my opinion.

If this is a good environmental economic plan,

a tough position.

There

are plenty of people that would like to have an option of

•

Is there another

we're going to have that for our people.•

mining, oil, gas.

I

Is there another option?

this nation, we want to start now, we don•t want -- and

should be

I

communities.

I don't -- I don't want you all to sit
236
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Wesley Harvey, private citizen

Larry Keith, private citizen

•

here and just look at each other.
for that.

•

I don't guess we planned

Let's just take a break.

Let • a take a five

minute break here, at least a five minute break.

If

down to do a study or a bug count, as they call it.
Standing at the outlet of a pond on one of the jobs, he

5-5-2

told

n~

to not let anyone tell me different, that the water

anybody wanes to speak, please register and we'll get the

coming from this pond was substantially cleaner and better

cards and get you up on the -- up on the podium.

than any water that you could find in any open channels in
Louisville, :Kentucky.

lm,._QQ_QP..t
LARRX ltliliTlh

Okay.

Mr. Keith.

My name is Larry Keith.

this.

I have

MR.

been in engineering for twenty-six years and involved with
mining the same amount.

•

A gentleman had mentioned earlier

Earlier I looked at an area approximately one

•

In this area there

were one hundred and four dwellings, twenty-eight medical

10-3-2

Can I speak again?

COltli1'\t Well, we've got a rule on only once

per session.

MR. COKII!

This is --

would be fine.

Can we get you a card? Okay.

Have you got a card up there?
~

And today that -- that's

Do we have any cards up here?

We'll just write y our name down.

That will be fine.

Be

sure and state for the record your name after you write it

A couple months ago too I had talked to a

down and where you're from, please.

biologist from a college up in Northern Kentucky that came

WISLEY HARVEY!

•
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That

We'll wait.

this is an area which -- which twenty-some odd years ago I

sqmething that has come true.

•

MB......J2!1lfi
)Qt,

had looked at a map they had drawn out areas for residential and commercial properties.

One last

I'd like to speak.

and health care facilities, eighty-nine businesses, six
churches which occupy previously mined area.

Is there anybody else?

views on the record.

square mile around the Hazard Regional Medical Center and
the Hazard Village Shopping Center.

CQKii1

chance for anybody else that wants to speak and get their

about the topography and the need for area that mining
creates,

So that's, you know, maybe the

Kentuckians For The Commonwealth can go start investigating

B-122

Thank you.

My name is Wesley Harvey.

I
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•

would like to say a little something.

against our coal mines and against our way of life don't
seem to understand one thing.

businesses bringing money in.
Eastern Kentucky,
stays up here.

I

I

~

"f

!
<

!
~
~

•

all need to live a day in our shoes.

Live in cur shoes one

trying to put on us as a coal company.
The coal companies around here shut down.

we get our money back here for our

have worked for three coal companies.

But

Grove.

I have worked for Diamond May.

worked for Locust

I

And I now work for

l?.ine Branch Coal.

to lay our teachers off just this past year.

our education

The little gal that lived in Wolfe County, if she would

Unless we keep our coal companies going and keep

tell you the truth, when Buggy Clemons was stripping in

our area money coming in, our kids don't have nothir>g.
I•ve got a four year old son.

Richard has got three.

don't want my son to grow up in flat land.
him to grow in Lexington.

I

provide a living here.

! don't want

all have got a job to do.

I

please, don't take our way of life away from us.
loves this area.

The regulations got to where we couldn't mine it.
That's all that I•m saying.

that we know.

But,

living six days a week.

mean think about our kids.

My

kid, my

here and enjoy the land that this man is developing because
it's right there where I live.

That man provides me a

wonderful land.

I get to do things with my son

7-2-2

that 1 could not do if I lived in the city because I would

turkey.

This man makes absolutely

When I was his size, you never seen

You never seen deer running around.

Now I can go

and get on my four wheeler and ride up and it ain't

•

2.39
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I

little boy, God hope and pray that he gets to be around

My son

And if you all ehut us down, I have to

leave and I don't want to leave.

Please, please

don't take our way of life away from ue because this is all

mean you

Don't get me wrong.

But

the coal got to the point where they couldn't no longer.

Coal companies

People need to realize.

These coal companies have shut down.

Wolfe County, Wolfe County was a living, booming town.

•

l

want him in the mountains

where he loves to walk, pick blackberries.

ll-1-2

You

day and you will see the regulation that you all have put

our money from here in

know for a fact, fifty percent of it
-·

You don't understand.

yet, for some reason or another in our area here, we have

is gone.

ii

same living that I make there.

They get all these

ki.ds supposedly to be able to get a better education.

•

have to work seven days a week around the clock to make the

They live in the big cities.

They get all these businesses coming.

I

•

These people that's

B-123
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Simmy Ray Bolen, private citizen
.-----------------"--~--

•

nothing to see twenty deer, two hundred turkey.
over top of my house all the time.

Go to a pond.

a creek that runs down in front of my house.
dry six months out of the year.

The creek was

I'm proud to be an American.

l 'm proud to be from Kentucky

and I'm proud to be a coal miner.
local Baptist church.

And I'm the pastor of a

I get in trouble every time I get

behind a pulpit, most of the time.
But anyway, I was thinking about the sacrifices

The crawdads is

This creek never rune dry.

that people make.

And I don't -- anything that's worth

There's fish in the pond. You can't tell me that-- nobody

having is worth sacrificing for.

can tell me that the water is not clean.

man that won't die for his country don't deserve to live in

Because I know

Like nave said, that a

for a fact that minnows and crawdads will not live in a

it.

dirty stream.

been mining coal for twenty-eight years.

Thank you.

MR· COlCJ!:R;

•

They•s

They put a holler fill in.

The minnows has come back in the creek.
coming back in this creek.

•

Geese fly

the strip mines and everything.

Please write your names down here,

please, and state your name and where you're from for the

•

record.
SIJ!MY RAY

Buckhorn, Kentucky.

BOLJl!N;

Okay.

And I feel the same way about a lot of things.

Simmy Ray Bolen from

I have

I have worked in

There's sacrificing that

go with that .
And one sacrifice I can think of that was for
the betterment of the community, the betterment of the
people eurrounding, was the Buckhorn Dam. Back in the late

Well, one thing I'd like to say is

that the seven seam of coal was once level and it washed

fifcies and the ea>ly sixties my family was run out.

out and the same material that was on the coal is what's

overall, it helped everyone.

down in the Mississippi River right now probably.

But

see where a few people has to sacrifice for the betterment

really what ! would like to say in front of a big crowd is

of the community and that' e all that I wanted to say.

there is nothing in this world what don't require a

There hae to be a eacrifice for someone.

sacrifice.

~

I was thinking about our soldiers that are

But

And, as I look at that, ! can

Okay.

Folks, I think for all intents and

fighting for our freedom tonight, sacrificing so that we

purposes, it's eleven o'clock and I appreciate you all

could do this.

coming out tonight.

We live in a great country, America, and

•

•

24!

You all have a good evening.
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•

OF KENTUCKY
OF PERRY
I,

Jim Kelly, a Notary Public for the State of

Kentucky at Large, do hereby certify that this hearing was
regorted by me at the Hal Rogers Center, Hazard, Kentucky,
on July,22, 2003; that said deposition was taken by me in
notes and also mechanically recorded; and that the above is
a true and correct transcript of said hearing.
Dated:

•

•

July 28, 2003 .

My commission expiree 5/9/04.
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FUBLIC HEARIN::Z
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Mark Taylor, chairman, West Virginia afternoon session, opening remarks
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Bill Rainey, West VIrginia Coal Association
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Ted Hapney, United Mine Workers ofAmerica (UMWA)
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Wesley Hall, private citizen
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Jeremy Muller, West VrrginiaRivers Coalition
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Cindy Rank, Friends of the Little Kanawha (FOLK)
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Vivian Stockman, Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition (OVEC)
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Liz Garland, West Virginia Rivers Coalition
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Sandi Lucha, private citizen
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Frank Young, West Virginia Highlands Conservancy
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Wayne Coleman, private citizen
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Carol Warren, WV Council of Churches
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Jack Henry, private citizen
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Natalie Spencer, private citizen
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John Metzger. private citizen
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Randy McMillion, private citizen
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Teny Brown, private citizen

Karen Keaton, private citizen
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Jeremy Fairchild, Fairchild International
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Lee Barker, private citizen

Andy Ashurst, private citizen
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Larry Keith, private citizen

1
of t3.lk

W.;Jaldu' t

other

5-5-2
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things,
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Robert Wilkerson, private citizen

w:i1)

at.d I
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Fitz Steele, private citizen
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Luke McCarty, private citizen
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William Runzon, private citizen
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Benny Dixon, private citizen
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Mike Comer, private citizen
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Nelson Jones, Madison Coal Supply
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Corky Griffith, private citizen
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Ed Painter, private citizen
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Mark A Taylor, chairman, West Virginia evening session, opening comments

1

APPF.ARANCES ,

PROCEEDI!<GS
MR. CHAIRMAN:

Good

evening.

Mark A. Taylor, Chairman, US Army Corps of Engineers

I would like to welcome you here to the
Jeff Coker, Office of Surface Mining

4

public hearing on the draft Mountaintop Mining

Mitch Snow, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.
Russell Hunter, WV Dept. of Environmental Protection
We will begin with some general
William J. Hoffman, US-EPA
7

information about the facilities here.

Katherine Trott, u.s. Army Corps of Engineers
This is a non-smoking facility.

We ask

that you go outside the building to smoke.
10

10

11

11

emergency exits.

12

12

proceed in an orderly fashion as quickly as possible

13

13

to the nearest exits from the building.

14

14

15

The Corps of Engineers, U.S.

Please note the location of the

In the event of an emergency,

The restrooms for the facility are

lS

located out the back doors here; to the left, and
then to the left again.

16

Environmental Protection Agency, U, S, Fish and

1€

17

Wildlife Service, U.S. Office of Surface Mining, and

17

18

West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection,

18

the course of the hearing, we will call for a

19

joint public meeting was held at 7:00p.m.,

19

five-minute comfort break.

20

July 24, 2003, at the Charleston Civic Center,

20

Hopefully, this will provide sufficient

21

Charleston, West Virginia before Michele G. Hankins 1

21

opportunity for everyone to take a break, and no one

22

Court Reporter.

22

will need miss what is said here today.

23

23

24

24
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Approximately every hour, or so, during

As you entered the forum, you had to
have noticed the registration table.

We hope that
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everyone registered as you came in,

l'Hth that said, let !s move to a more

If by some chance you didn 1 t, we ask

substantial part of the public hea:ring.

that you take a moment to register before you leave.

As you may well know,

People will no dcubt be coming and going throughout

4

as part of the

December 1998, Settlement Agreement 1 the agencies

5

the hearing, and this is the only way that we have to

represented here on st&ge today, agreed to

6

get a reasonable, accurate idea of the public

participate in the preparation of a Programmatic

participation at these hearings.
Even more importantly, if you came here
today with the
10

int.~.mt

Snvironrtlental Impact Statement 1 on the impact of

8

mountaintop mining and their associated valley fills.

of speaking at the hearing, you

The purpose of this Programmatic EIS, as

must complete a registration card.

ll

7

10

If you plan to speak and haven't already

specified in the settlement agreement, was:
to consider developing agency

11

12

registered, please go back and register as a speaker

12

13

new.

13

decision-making processes to minimize, to the maximum

14

extent practicable, the adverse environmental effects

14

If there is anyone who cannot come up on

policies, guidance, and coordinated agency

15

the p•)dium to speak, please motion for me, and I will

lS

to waters of the united States, and to fish and

16

be sitting here at the table and I will bring a

16

wildlife resources, affected by mountaintop mining

17

wireless microphone down to the front of the stage.

17

operations 1 and to environmental resources that could

18

be affected by the size and locations of excess spoil

by turning off our cell-phone ringers, and be

19

disposal sites in valley fills.

20

respectful of the speakers, regardless of their point

20

21

of view.

21

agreement, the agencies have diligently worked on the

18

19

22

Let

us all be courteous to the speakers

Ev-eryone's point of v-iew is important,

11

In the time period since the settlement

22

ElS,

23

and in fairness to all points of view, please respect

23

development and release of this draft EIS document

24

each speaker up here this evening.

24

for public review on May 29th.
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The agencies' efforts accumulated in the
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The usual review period for a draft EIS

and individuals, want to comment.

is 45 days.

However 1 recognizing the widespread

3

possible the opportunity to do eo.

5

this evening.

interest in the document, and the need to provide
5

This session runs from 7 to 11 p.m.

etdditional time fot" the public work their way through
the complexities of its content, we have extended the

7

time frame for review and comment:.

7

Some of y-Ou may have more comments than

August 29, 2003,

10

This is the second of two public

11

12

hearings in association with the development of this

12

13

document.

13

14

15

The purpose of these hearings is to hear

17

14

your cotntnents on the draft EIS.

16

15

We cannot respond to your comments

16

during the hearing,

Your comments will be transcribed, and

18

19

20
21

22

hear what you have to say relevant to the continued

22

23

development of the EIS document.

23

We recognize that many organizations,

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium
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You may submit written comments to
Mr. John Forren, U.S. EPA, 1650 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19103, through the close

final EIS.

24

You do not need to speak here tonight to
submit comments .

of the comment period 1 on August 29, 2003.

20

To

If so, you are encouraged to submit
these additional thoughts and comments in writing.

18

we will respond to them in writing as part of the

We are here today to listen to you.

can be addressed in five minutes.

17

19

21

opportunity tc do so, we must limit your speaking
time to five minutes.

comment period, will close at the end of business on

11

So we may be sure that we have

pro--fided everyone who may choose to speak an

A 90-days public review period, and

10

So we have

structured these sessions to offer as many as

This address is located on the flyer
that you. received at the registration table.

We have als-:> provided a comment box at
the registration table,
If you choose to, you may place your

written comments on t.he draft EIS, in that box, and

Section B - West Virginia Evening Session

10

1

we will eee that they are considered, along with the

2

other written and oral comment.

11
1

Also, if you did not already receive a

As we continue with todayta public

5

entrance way.

CD version of the draft EIS dcc:ument, a limited

hearing$ we \\'Ould like to take a few minutes to make

4

you aware of s0me of the ground rules for this

5

the reference table at a first-come, first-serve

hearing, and describe how we intend to proceed.

S

basis.

As indicated on the

sign~in

number of CD's of the draft document are available at

into

If we run out, and you would like to

8:

building, for safety reasons, and so that all of the

9

participants can see at the public hearing, we have

S

receive a copy of the CD, you may also leave ·your
name, and address, with the person at the reference

10

asked that everyone please refrain from bringing in,

10

desk, and a CD of the draft document will be mailed

11

or displaying signs, banners, or posters, into the

11

to you.

12

building.

12

13

tie ask that you please be courteous as

As previously stated, in o:rder to speak

13

at this hearing, you must register at the

14

others are speaking, and refrain from expressions of

14

re-gi:strat ion desk in the foyer, or the entrance way

1S

support, or opposition, to comments a speaker is

15

indicating your desire to speak.

16

making.

16

One of the things that I noticed, when

17

If you did not come here intending to

17

sp&ak, but change your mind during the course of the

18

yuu applaud for a speaker, in the earlier sessions

1S

hearing, you, too, must register at the registration

19

today, you take away from their time, let 1 s please

19

desk.

20

not d-o that.

20

21

As we proceed through the hearing,

Our planned five-minute comfort break,

approximately every hour, should proYide an

i£

21

22

you have a ne-ed, for whatev·er reason, to reference

22

opportunity for you to register to speak, if you

23

the draft &IS, or appendices, copies of these

23

haven 1 t already done so.

24

documents are available for reference in the foyer,

24
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You may not register to speak, and then
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13

12

1

give any portion of your speaking time to anyone

2

else.

If you hav-e more comments, or just want
to submit written oomtnertts, you may place them in the

If you speak, and do not take the full

5

box at the registration table that was provided for

five minutes allotted, we will proceed with the next

4

receiving written comments, or mail them to the

speaker on the list.

S

pr-eviously identified EPA. Philadelphia address.

No one person may speak more than once,

Again, all ccrrunents will be transcribed.

We will be calling out the names of those people who

We ask those that are speaking to please

signed up to speak in the order of which we received
9

10

11
12

speak clearly, loudly enough to be heard, and be

them.

mindful of the fact that the transcriber is trying to

I will announce each person, as well as

10

tha n-ext name.

catch everything you

In order to keep things m(Ydng as

an~

saying.

Also, please direct the microphone

11

12

towards you, it is kind of directional, so please do

13

efficiently as possible, as a speaker is coming up on

13

that, each person that

14

the podium to speak, the next person to speak is

14

15

asked t.o move towards the podium, and sit here at the

15

hearing, or underst.anding what you are saying, they

16

bot tom of the stairs,

16

may stop you, and ask you to speak up or repeat what

17

you have said.

17

18

Again, you must 1 imi t your comments to

no more than five minutes.

com~s

up,

If the transcriber is having difficulty

We

1S

ask that you begin spea.king by

19

At the four-minute mark, we will hold up

19

20

a card indicating that you have one minute remaining,

20

indicating the community, and state that you are

21

so that you can begirt winding up your comments.

21

from.

In fairness to everyone who wishes to

clearly stating your first and last names, and

22

When transcribed, the oral comments and

23

speak, when we hold up the card indicating that your

23

written comments will be incorporated into a Co.mment

24

time has expired, please end your comments.

24

Summary Document, and will be a part of the final EIS

22
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Mary Ellen O'Farrell, West Virginia Environment Council

15

14

1

document.

3

d&.velopment of the final EIS document.

1

the Environ-mental Protection Agency.

All comments will be considered in

MS. TROTT:

Catherine Trott, with the

Corps of :Engineers,

Copies of the Crnnment Surrunary Document

MR. CHAIRMAN :

Thank you,

5

""'ill be available upon request in association with

MS. 0' FARRELL:

6

the publication of the final RIB document,

My name is Mary Ellen o' Farrell,

8

all be courteous to the speakers.

Again, I would like to emphasize that we

7
8

have lived almost all my life here in
Charleston.

'l'he first speaker tonight
10

Mat}·

The second speaker will be

ll

12

Chris Hamilton.

ll

I am a native West Virginia,
This year,

Ellen 0' Farrell.

Good evening.

I am the President of West

10

Virginia Environment CounciL and I consiger myself

11

an environmental extremist.
I cannot claim to represent the points

12

I£ ycu all would like to come on

13

14

I think the ideas that I will present, are certainly

15

While they are doing that, I will ask

15

understood by the membership nf the Environment

16

that each of the agency representatives up here at

16

Council.

17

the table to please introduce themselves.

17

14

forward.

am Jeff Coker with the

1S

19
20

21
22

23
24

Office of Surface Planning,
MR. SNOW:

Mitch Snow.

U.S. Fish

&

Wildlife Service.
MR. HUN1'ER:

1 am Russ Hunter with the

MR, HOFFMAN:

MTMNF Draft PElS Public Comment Compendium

mountaintop removal mining, as it is practiced in our

19

state, is that in our state alone

20

current practices

21

streams and waters have been destr-oyed.

23

I am Bill Hoffman, with

24
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I think the most silent fact about

18

22

West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection.

of view of everyone in the Environmental Council, but

according to

5-7-2

over 900 miles of mountain

This is morally indefensible.

Coal mines do not have the right to
squander the future of our children.
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Chris Hamilton, West Virginia Coal Association

16

17

Our children and gro.nckhildren will

2

And then after f.ir. Hamilton,

depend on these waters for health, for beauty, for

2

Scott Golhdtzer.

recreation, and perhaps for life itself.

MR. HAMILTON:

In the Middle East, people are murdering
5

each other over water rights.

7

people are in court

I

! currently live in Charleston here.

I speak to you tonight to urge the

God has blessed our state richly with

adoption and implementation of Alternative 3, which

abundant waters.

11

What will we say to cur children when

10

contemplates a mine permitting process, which is

11

based on the idea that all

are considered Nationwide Permit 21.

12

they ask us why we allowed this squandering to take

12

13

place?

13

14

Association said that it just had to be this way.

We can say, Honey, 1. 1 m sorry, but the Coal

Or maybe we could answer, Yes, it is a

15

Vice President of

Lifelong resident of West Virginia, and

water rights,

This is only going to get worse.

10

am Chris Hamilton.

the West Virginia Coal Association.

In the western states, in our country,
o~ter

Good evening.

propos~d

Central to this alternative approach,

14

the overall permitting responsibility, rests with the

15

state's SMRCA agency.

16

shame, but Massey said that it would be so much

16

strategy, to maximize efficiencies among go-.rernment

17

harder to do it any other way.

17

agencies, and within the mine permitting process

18

itself.

Mountaintop removal mining, as it is

This is the best possible

19

currently practiced in our state, is obscene,

20

a blasphemous sacrilegious offense against this world

20

administrative control, accountability, and

21

that God has made.

21

consistency, are also optimized through this

22

approach.

22
23

24

It is

minutes.

23

MR. CHAIRMAN:

Chris Hamilton.
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12-1-2

We maintain that matters involving

19

Thank you very much for these five

1-4

mining permits

Furthermore, the alternative benefits,

for all parties involved, being government, citizens'

Section B - West Virginia Evening Session

13

1

groups, coal miners, alike, here in West Virginia.
Before proceeding further with my

technologies, and recOgnizes that they're minimal and
2

temporary impacts can be adequately addressed.

4

develop your

specific remarks, I would like to first of all
compliment all four Federal agencies, and the Sta.te

Finally, it recognizes that you can

agency, for a job well done.
In large measure, due to your diligence
7

energy~rich

resources and tourism

industries, while maintaining a high level of
6

environmental laws.
Under the third alternative, which we

and professional approach with this comprehensive

study 1 we now have a document before us tha.t provides

ad'V"''cate, the program and agency best qualified and
situated to review and issue mining permits, would

the needed scientific evidence, and regulatory
10

justification to assure that West Virginia's coal

10

11

industry, will remain a viable part of the country,

11

12

and the world s energy mix,

12

1

finally be empowered to do so.
The State's SMRCA authority, has the
expertise to train personn.el, and most importantly,

13

the practical, on-the-ground knowledge of mining in

that thousands of West Virginia coal miners are

14

West Virginia, that qualify them as the most logical

15

earning a living here, put their childr-en through

15

agency to lead the permitting process.

16

schooL food on the table, and continue to work and

16

liYe in our mount.ain state.

17

13
14

17

The EIS, as drafted, will also assure

Uhder Alternative 3, these attributes
are finally quantified by Federal agencies, realizing

18

Incidently, they also hunt, and fish,

18

that West Virginians are best suited to make

19

and enjoy all of the recreational benefits that we

19

decisions that affect the future environmental state,

20

have.
W-e .support the draft E!S.

21

We believe it

20

as well as the state of the local statewide economies

21

here in West Virginia.
!n fact, the only real difference that

22

embraces current regulatory, and compliance

22

23

programming.

23

we ascertained between Alternative 2 1 which tend.<"J

24

to

24

It clearly upholds existing extraction
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20
government's preferred outcome

21

and Alternative 3,

1

Virginia.

which the coal industry is advocating, is the

Clearly, we have the most complex

consolidation of permitting authority under the

3

determination process that exists anywhere in the

State 1 s SMRCA agency.

4

nation.

All of the envir0nmental process

We

benefits, such as fill minimization, the development
7

of refore.station guidelines, enhanced flooding

i

ev·aluation p:ro".":edures, will continue, if Alternative
3, is implemented.
10

have equally demanding requirements

with respect to flood control, post-mine land use,
valley fill construction, bond··release applications,
and many ot.her areas and asp£-cts of State law that

12-1-1

are too numerous to mention.

1-4

If one considers the technical

10

The state-issued SMRCA permit,

11

<."''mplexity of this SMRCA permit application, and

11

especially as administered in West Virginia, is so

12

regulatory review in conjunction with the findings of

12

detailed and full of environmental analysis, that it

1.3

the EIS, implementation of Alternative 3, is clearly

13

clearly is the equivalent of an individual Section

14

the logical conclusion.

14

404 pemi t.

15

The SMRCA process in and of itself, is

15

In closing, I would just like to say

16

one of the most detailed and complex environmental

16

AUDIENCE MEMBER:

17

regulatory reviews in existence.

17

MR. HAMILTON:

18

The State of West Virginia has added

1S

Your time is up.

Choose the third

alternativ-e.

19

details and complex rules to its mine regulatory

19

20

program, that clearly exceeds corresponding mining

20

MR. CHAIRMAN:

21

Federal regulations, or any other approved program

21

The next speaker will be Larry Emerson.

22

found in any other place, or any other jurisdiction.

22

I.arry Emerson .

23

MR . OOLLW ITZER :

24

It is a rhetorical question actually

23

24

More detailed data collection and

analysis is required of the mine applicant of West
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1

23

because you never 1 isten.

Tonight I am here to remind you each on

My name is Scott Gollwitzer.

the panel of what. your responsibilities are.

Where I am from is irrelevant.

I am a

To do this, let me begin b"y reminding

citizen of this country, and this is a public

5

meeting, and I am going to speak.
five

the ammendustries, nor are you West Virginia 1 s

agencies, four F'ederal and one State agenc."Y.

7

You are not separate, though, you are
the same.

about the economic impacts of your polices; that is

10

in the environmental commtmity, it is called the

10

11

ammendus try .

11

This refers to the inexplicable ties

13

between the Bush Administration and his campaign

14

contributors.

15

16

Economic Develop1nent Commission.
We heard lots of talk this afternoon

We have a term for that that is building

12

you of what your responsibilities are not.
You are not here to do the bidding of

s~e

Looking at you, it is great to

7

4

I just. wanted to thank you, and bring

economic problems in West Virginia.

13

do that, I feel for the gentleman who spoke earlier

14

about EPA putting him out of work s-everal times.

16

I am not here tonight to critique the

It is not to dismiss, on my part, the

12

15

that to your attention.

not your function.

I am not here to

I would have to say that because of my

employment -- and that is as an attorney for an

17

environment group - ~ the EPA is keeping me etnployed

18

E!S.

Nor. am I

18

by the same token,

17

It is not my function here tonight.

19

here to discuss the various human rights violations

19

20

and devastating environmental impacts of mc)untaintop

20

21

removal.

21

22

People who are going to speak after me,

22

I wish they ll.rould atop.

So back to reminding you of what you are
supposed to be doing.
You are each charged under very unique

23

will share those thoughts with you and I ask you t:o

23

environmental laws with protecting human health, and

24

listen to thetu.

24

the environment, period.
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25
That is what you are charged to do.

1

been working directly on reclamation reforestation

As you listen to these folks articulate

2

and habitat restoration projects, primarily in the

their stories of devastation and human rights

southern part of the stat' a.

violations, and injustices, I ask each of you to
5

reassess your current role in keeping these

7

environm'Znt upon which they depend, and the

t would like to make four specific

5

injustices upon these people, and destroying the

EIS.

The EIS oorrectly points out what we, in

environment in which they live.

the regulated community, have understood for several

Please do all that you can tonight, and
10
11

Thank you.

MR. CHAIRMAN,

13

E-M-E-R-S-0-N.

14

MR. EMERSON,

15

MR. c"HAIRMPU\1<

Larry Emerson .

'!'hat would be me,

revegetation rule, were developed primar.i ly to

11

control erosion, and less so for successful tree

12

growth.

14

The next speaker will be

Bill, I am going to spell it, G-0-R-Z.

17

MR . EMERSON:

18

My n?.me is Larry Emerson.

Thank you,

15

the challenge of soil compaction, and composition,

16

competition with nervacious cover, and other issues,

17

that directly influenced successful tree growth.

I am the Director of Environmental

19

effective and practical methods of improving

20

reforestation success.

21

Performance for Arch Coal, !nc., the second largest

21

22

producer of steam co:al in the country.

22

23

24

I

The emphasis on erosion control is now

have worked in the coal mining
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As evidenced by many privately funded
research and demonstration projects currently

23 ·underway,

industry fer nearly 25 y-ears, most of that time has

----------·------------------------

changing and new methods are being developed to meet

The coal industry is committed tc

live in the Charleston area.

19

10

11

16

20

years, and that is that the existing SMR'CA

in the future to end this eco-terrorist act.

12

points related to the terrestrial components of the

24

B-201

For example, the National Mine Land
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1

27

Reclamation C-enter in Morgantown, in cooperation with

indicated in Appendix E, and I quote:

Cantennary Coal, and Arch Coal, is currently

11

conducting field demonstrations to develop
cost~effective

methods of utilizing various soil

5

horizonsr and native-tree species, to establish

6

productive forests on reclaimed sites.

B

must understand that there are some landowners who

4

post-mining land use of forestry, commercial or

5

otherwise. '*

7

this study might be tempered with the fact of sites

S

examined were never intended to be forest land.

wish to have other land uses for their property after

12
13

So my question is whether this really is

the mining is complete,

10

Landowners wishes must be given some

11

7-5-2
Therefore, the conclusions drawn from

However, the agencies, and the public,

10

'l'he mine area studied was not designed,

engineered, reclaimed, or revegetated with the

11

difference.

•ro the extent that landowners desire

7-5-2

an objective study design.
Point number three:

In September 1996,

12

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concluded formal

13

consultation with OSM, pursuant to Section 7 of the

14

forest land on the reclaimed property, the industry

14

Er1dangered Species Act, of mountaintop mining

15

stands ready to help develop the rules and

15

operations in the studied ar-ea.

16

techniques, that will achieve that objective.

16

17

This programmatic consultation led to

One of the studies in the

17

the issuance by the rish and Wildlife Service of a

18

lUS examine tree succession on reclaimed sites, by

lS

biological opinion and conference report, that found

19

counting the number o-f stems within measured sections

19

surface coal mining and reclamation operationS 1

20

of reclaimed sites.

20

inducted in accordance with properly implemented

21

State and Federal regulatory programs under SMRCA,

21

Point two:

The results of the study concluded that

22

tree succession was limited to areas immediately

22

would not likely jeopardize the continued existence

:23

adjacent to undisturbed woodlands,

23

of the listed, or proposed species, or result in the

24

a significant short-coming in the study design as

24

adverse modification of designated, or proposed

However, there is
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2B
1

29

critical habitat.

1

We understand that the EPA is currently

in the process of writing a biological assessment,
relative to the preferred alternative in the EIS.

reclaimed sites play an important role in some
species.

In summary, the industry suppr..nt.s

8-1-2

4

Alt-ernative 3, and I thank you.

develop this biological assessment consietent with

6

apologize beforehand before ·I butcher too many

the Service's .opinion, and allow public comment on

7

people's names.

The industry encourages the EPA to
6

MR. C'HAIRtofAN:

thiA d-ocument before implementing it in their

Point four:

First off, I want to

I will do the be-St 1 can on them.

Bill Gorz?

enter-agency <.."0ordination efforts.
10

MR. GORZ:

Ron Canterbury, a scientist

Gorz.

MR. CHAIRMAN:

at the Southern West Virginia Bird Research

11

'!"hen the next speaker wi 11 be

12

Institute, has clone significant long-term research on

12

13

migratory nee-tropical birds in the studied area,

13

MR. OOt?.t:

14

particularly in the southern West Virginia coal

14

My name is Bill Gorz.

15

fields.

15

16

In fact,

$4 million in experts, have

17

indicated that his research represents the most

18

c<:>mprehensive information of this geographic area.

19

worthy increas-es in some, or more, species, in and

21

around older mine sites.

22

early successional nature of vegetation.

24

7-3-2

In short, the panel should take a broad
view of the migratory bird issues and consider that

I am from Asheville, North carolina,

The reason that I am here today so far

18

away from my home 1 is that this is not a local

19

issue.

The fact is, mountaintop removal is not

21

limited

22

over the southern appalachians, particularly into

23

Kentucky, and Tenn-essee.

24

B-203

Good aft e:rnoon.

western North Carolina.

20

In part, because of the
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17

Dr. Canterbury 1 s work has shown no

20

23

16

Okay,

thank you.

10

11

lt-4

tb

West Virginia, and it is spreading all

Where it affects people that live in my
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1

area.

1
Pollutions from the 'tennessee, Valley

instead to increase their profits.

Authority of Ea.st Tennesse-e Coal Plan, is killing the
4

We have to wonder why Federal agencies

Smokey Mountain National Park.

4

The American Lung Association has
6

determined that over 6, 000 people a year, died fr<Jm

7

p::>llution-related respiratory disorders in western

11

13

They are not

Certainly, the coal industry is all
7

ab·::mt profits.
They know about the American Lung

I am very sure that sort of specific is

12

....-ou1d be interested in their profits.
in the profit-making: industry.

North Carol ina alone.

10

lowering thoee 6, 000 deaths a year, they are opting

Association's statistics.

not limited to the western North Carolina area.

10

A large portion of those 6, 000 deaths

11

can be directly attributed to obsolete coal plants.
Recently, the Tennessee Valley Authority

They don't care about

people, they just care about profits.
Again, the reason why

r

am here, and

12

what this has to do right here and now, is that if we

13

allow this project to go forward, it will just

14

announced that because of their new anti-.pollution

14

encourage the industry to expand to other areas.

15

technology, which they had to put in because the EPA

15

16

sued them, and they were facing large fines, more

16

shouldn't have been surprised -- that on the EIS

17

than any of you here make every year, every day,

17

there was no option for no mountaintop removal, which

18

because of the pollution.

18

there should be, in my opinion.

19

They put in new anti-pollution

I

was rather. surprised

I

gu-ess I

19

There has been lots of talk about jobs,

20

techno 1om··, we all thought that was going to be

20

with little thought, or no thought given to what the

21

great, but then they decided that they could use

21

social costs of what those jobs are.

22

cheap high-sulphur coal from the Cumberland Plateau

22

23

and that wouldn't -overcome the pollution limits.

23

teo, but we generally oppose those jobs because of

24

the social costs.

24

So instead of lowering pollution, and
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32

33

Let's think about the social costs of
2

leases the mineral from a company like ours, or from

the jobs that are provided.

a family, or from heirs to the property,

Thank you.
MR, CHAIRNAN:

These leases give the mining company the
Nick Carter.

right to occupy the land for the purpose of the

The next speaker will be John Snider.
MR. CARTER:

5

lease, which is the extraction of the mine.

7

automatically when the mine:ral has been mined.

My name is Nick Carter.

Many of these leases expire

I am president and chief operating
officer of Natural Resource Partners.

An

I live and work in the Huntington,

additional problem, ,.,.hat does not

seem to have been considered by the lnS, is that most

10

Tri-State area.

10

of the land where the mineral is being mined, is not

11

corporation that owns and manages coal and timber

11

controlled by only one owner,

12

products.

12

13

We are a publically mastered limited

I also serve as the president of the

13

For example, in many

mayboe most

cases, the owner of the mineral doe.s not own the

14

National C-ouncil of Coal Resource, which is a trade

14

surface, may not own the oil and gas, and even if it

15

association for companies like mine.

15

owned the surface, may not own the timber, or the

lf::i

trees that are growing on the property.

16

The JUS seems to assume 1 without

17

detailed analysis, that coal companies that permit

18

and mine coal have the ability to

19

the properties after mining is completed.

20
21

<:.~·:mtrol

17

and utilize

Most mines tcday are not on a single

18

property owner, and the company has leases from

19

various owners.

This assumption is incorrect.

20

leases to make up one mining blo-::k.

In only a small percentage of cases do

21

They rnay have as many as 30 to 50

Additionally, the mining company must

22

coal companies that mine the minerals own the land

22

23

that it mines.

23

surface owners above the mineral that they mine.

24

This may be many different .,_

24

In rtearly all cases, the coal company
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many more different.
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1

owners.

1

for that use.

The actual mineral owners consist of

Coal companies engaged in surface mining
can, with the consent of the surface owner, do a

corporations, partnerships and individuals who have

amassed

th~ir

mineral holdings of areas over a long

4

period of time, some dating hack to the 19th century.
If the type of
7
s

land~use

mining.

planning and

If

post-mining land use, that the EIS recommends is to

7

he accomplished,

s

then it will require the

participation of the mineral owners, and most
10

irn.p..?rtantly, the surface owners, in addition to the

11

coal company.

a particular parcel is located on a

major highway, or near a large population center,
then the chances are high that there will be a
significant potential for commercial development.

10

11

1-6
The problem with the post-mining land

12

variety of things on the surface in the course of

12

This suggests that the land should be
mined with a varianc-e to ALC.
In addition, if major infrastructure in

13

use planning that most people want, is that it

13:

the form of electric utilities, substations, power

14

requires the landowner to be able to project,

14

lines, roads, and septic systems are located on the

15

sometimes two or more decades into the future what

15

land to support the mining, we should think carefully

16

the market potential will be for a particular

16

why this infrastructure should be remo·;red, as the law

17

property,

17

requires, in the cours-e of reclamation.

18

19
20

21

Because we do not have a crystal ball,

18

these predictions are inherently risky and difficult.

In fa.ct, they are so risky, that one
would question the business judgment of s-omeone who

On the other hand, if the mine site is

19

remote from commercial centers, as most mines are, it

20

makes more sense to adopt a reclamation plan that

21

minimizes future erosions, reduces the potential for

22

spent huge sums of money necessary to develop a piece

22

do-....nstream flooding, and creates a diverse habitat

23

of property today, for a use many y-ears in the

23

for animals and plants.

24

future, not knowing whether the demand will be there

24
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36

1

economically and environmentally, to insist on a

2

one-size-fits-all approach to post-mining land use.

1

the field of economic development in the state of
West Virginia, and nort.hern and central appalachian

We should observe three principals,

coal fields.

respecting the preferences of the owners of the
5

surface in selecting post-mining uses, incorporating

During my time with the Development

1-6

Office, I assisted with developing the rules for the

into the permitting process, a flexibility to modify

7

West Virginia Coal Field Development Office, and

post-mining land uses after mining has commenced, and

7

assisted in funding of seYeral

relying on the marketplace to guide these decisions

8

projects.

as opposed to a bureaucracy that has never built a
10

development, or created a job.

11

MR. CHAIRMAN:

12

MR. CARTER :

13

MR. CHAIRMAN:

Jolm Snider.

Again, the next speaker will be Kent

14

15

Sir, your time is up.
Thank you,

DesR'.)sher.

I

post~mine

am a certified economic developer.

10

Today I am speaking on behalf of the Coal

11

A.q:aociation.
I would like to discuss for a few

12
13

land-use

minutes the Gannett Flemming document ".Final Case

14

Studies Report on Demogx-aphic Changes Related to

15

Mountaintop Mining Operation,
topic once you get to it.

16

MR . SNIDER :

Good evening .

16

17

My name is John R. Snider.

17

18

For the past two years, I have been

HI

u

long name, but short

It offers some interesting conclusions
which relate to a lot of economies in transition.

19

employed as the Vice President of External Affairs,

19

20

Eastern Operations, Arch Coal.

20

been taken and located anyplace in the United States

21

during the same time fx'ame

21

Prior to that, I had worked for four

It is a report that really could have

22

years in the West Virginia Development Office, the

22

23

last two serving as Executive Director.

23

other areas of the country, has been going through

24

transition.

24

I have over 25 years of experience in
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West Virginia, as a whole, like many

That transition has expired in many ways
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1

39

over that time :frame, in showing us changing from

One r

heav-y manufacturing and mining, to service jobs, a

4

2

It also is declining in the six

reduction in job p'iy, reduction in employment, a

communities, or six census tracks shown in the

reduction in population.

report; no surprise.

Gannett Fleming made several assumptions
6

based upon census tracks, not necessarily on areas of

8

where the miner worked in the same town, or census

employment, or other i terti:$.

Two:
6

Long gone are the days

10

The United States population has

for sev-eral years been changing from an
industrial-based economy, to a

service~oriented

economy 1 no- real surprise to anyone that understands

track, where the mine is.

ll

declining.

The population of West Virginia is

the economy of West Virginia.

Miners travel, miners are paid very well

10

today.

11

12

Stop and think:

13

the same census track, or the same area?

Do you live and work in

10-1-2

12

During the time o£ this work, we saw

many of our high-paying industrial jobs go offshore.

We have seen, and continued to see

I

a

13

c:oal production shift in c-entral Appal-achia, to the

s report was basically

14

Tygart River Valley.

15

on 50 and 100 hous-es in one census track, not a very

15

16

large community.

16

are seeing that shift go offshore.

17

more coal every day from foreign s.ources, very

18

similar to what is happening in oil.

14

Gannett

17

Flemming~

No matter how you look at it, it is not

As we discuss coal production today, we
We are receiving

18

a good example of what should be talked abo:mt.

19

study only includes the economic impact of that small

19

20

area.

Whether it be the mine itself, or what happens

20

industrial service, we are seeing many of our fine

21

post mining.

21

employees being left behind.

22

This

Several other issues must be looked at

22

Three:

As our country changes from

West Virginia has traditionally been a

23

in a different light when you review this report, and

23

heavy industrial state, which included at its heart,

24

what is happening in today's time frame.

24

the production of glass, steel, chemicals-, timbering
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40
1

41

and mining.

1
~'fest

Virginia has been impacted

negatively more than any other area in the country,

We have to be abllrl! to have legitimate

11-2-2

post-mine land-use properties available.

because of its lack of diversity of ita economy.

4

Many of our industries and mines have
6

10

pe<:~le

12

Consequently, our school .. age population

Very few areas in West Virginia are
gaining population, and the 14 counties in this area

are no different.

10-1-2

DesRocher, mine President and General Manager of Arch

11

of West Virginia, located near Yolyn, West Virginia.

when he wrcte this report, or did he take it off the

18

shelf?

years, and then in the southern Appalachian area for

14

approximately 10 years.

16
17

I think he took it off the shelf.

Overall, Gannett Fleming did a fair job

I worked in the mining industry for 19

13

15

Did Gannett Fleming tell us anything

16

17

My name is Kent

10

12

15

Kent DesRocher ,

The next speaker is Randall Magga:rd.

has fallen.

14

CHAIRMAN:

MR. DesROSHSR:

state.

13

19

MR.

We are the oldest group

in the United States; we are the oldest

11

I reside in Chapmanville.

I would like to make some remarks
regarding post-mine land use.
0-..rer the past several years, coal

18

companies have begun to help diversify the economy of

19

the 14 coal·field counties.

10-3-2

'Through the development of post-mine

20

describing what was transpiring in tho.se six

20

21

counties, as well as ac:rose West Virginia, but this

21

22

is something that could have been done anyplace.

22

industrial parks, golf courses, racetracks,

23

recreational areas, c:ommercial fish facilities,

24

housing and public facilities, additional jobs are

23
24

lf~hat

we really need is the capability to

transform flat properties into future diversified
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Thank you, very much.

F'or the average, West Virginians have

of

This report

has to allow that, and we believe that Alternative 3
will allow that to happen.

closed o·,rer the past few years.

aged these past few years,

economy for southern W-est Virginia.
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land sites, including such diverse projects as
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1

future mountaintop mining areas will be reclaimed to

being provided for our neighbors until then.

With the assistance of the West Virginia

various forest covering.

Coal Field Development Office, we are now even more

The current rules relating to commercial

capable to plan for the diversification of the

forestry, must be reviewed to allow for a highest

economy in the coal fields.

fuel assessment

All 14 counties have suffered in the

The rules must also be reviewed with

7

lack of transportation and developable acres for many

7

respect to compaction, competition, and composition

e

years.

e

of soils,

The transportation routes are all
10

improving with the upgrading of US-119 and Interstate

11

77, coupled with Interstate 64 and 79.

12

Through the development of the King Coal

Recent studies would indicate thRt the

10-3-2

10

best method has not yet been proposed to provide the

11

best opportunities for commercial forrestries.

12

Much discussing has occurred over the
past several years, regarding post -mine management

13

Highway, and the Coal Field E:x:presS\'tay, will further

13

14

increas-e development opportunities.

14

for agricultul:e, such as vineyards, animal

15

production, greenhouse farming and agriculture,

15

'!'he mountainous terrain in 14 counties

16

is also slowed growth in the area.

17

commercial, and housing sites have been at a premium.

18

Industrial,

The development of flats, and gently

16

Most of the sites where agriculture has

17

been prot:.osed, has not occupied the entire site, and

18

appro·-:al c.1f multiple uses will be required.
For example, let's say that the primary

19

rolling sites, will assist in the growth and

19

20

stability of the area.

20

post-mine land is used as a vineyard, which t-.•ould

21

occupy so percent of the property.

21

Charles Yule, of West Virginia

But since this is an agricultural

22

University, lists six provisions for new land uses,

22

23

and land-use opportunities.

23

project, this is a higher and better use, the

24

remaining portion of the property 1 must be allowed to

24

Mr. Yule indicates that most potential
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2

45

be developed into support areas, pasture land, or

considered if there is a desire by the involved

habitat, which would not cc•mpete with the primary

parties to redevelop and diversify the area.

higher use.

Smaller sites, less than 50
The study projects a significant acreage

4

of land suitable for developing post-mining land

The environmental regulatory agencies,

mining scenarios.

7

The only way that the 14 counties can

must work closely with planning and de,.--eloprnent
agencies, when considering

significantly change the economy of the area, is the

post~mine

land use.

Here again, in order to allow for

10

development of large sites capable of supporting

10

diversity and stabilization of the econcnry,

11

multiple uses.

11

regulatory agencies must think outside the bOx,

12

Mine scenarios that produced many acres

13

of flat to gently rolling land areas, can provide the

14
15
16

12

Higher and better use, must be site

13

specific, based on many items normally associated in

oppryrtunity to diversify and improve the economy of

14

the planning documents.

southern West Virginia.

15

10-3-2

Mr. Yule is correct when he states that

10-3-2

If you want 14 counties discussed in the

16

study to diversify their economy, they must be

17

development limitations, such as poor accessibility

17

allowed to create land suitable for d-Ee-\telopment.

18

and infrast.ructure proximates will continue in nearly

18

19

all of these areas.

20

These issues will require the

19

make it worthwhile to provide the necessary
infrastructure required for development.

development agencies and the environmental agencies

21

22

to think out of the box,

22

24

Such issues of the use of mitigation
famous for water and sewer projects, should be
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The site must be of sufficient size to

20:

21

23

will

counties,

uses, will result :from future mining under all of the
7

acres~

do little to diversify the econ-omy of the 14

With the event of a responsible

Environmental Impact Statement 1 and a desire by the

23

Federal and State regulatory agencies, to proYide for

24

affordable energy, while providing sites for future
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1

economic transformation in the 14 counties, we can

1

approximately 60,000 acres, or about 100-square miles

provide a positive outcome to the citizens of West

2

since 1987.

4

3,

Virginia.

We have disturbed only approximately
In summary, large-scale surface mining

can help support the development of infrastructure
AUDIENCE MEMBER:
~'IR.

acres,

6

access, and sites

10

MR. CHAIRMAN:

13

Randall Maggard.

Then the next speaker then will be

Michael Morrison.

15

I can keep time, thank you.

16

AUDIENCE MEt-mER:

17

How about hearing from

some citizens?

18

MR. CHAIRMAN:

19

MR. MAGGARD:

20

The permitting quagmire created by
10

12

14

Now our jobs are at risk.

Virginia.
Thank ycu.

Go ahead, sir.

Hello.

But

250 miners and contractors,

diversification of the economy here in West

11

mere fiv-e percent of our complex.

worth of coaL and provided goc.d-paying jobs for o·ver

necessary for future development to allow for
9

a

since that time, we have mined over a bill ion dollar-s

Time.
-~

DesROCHBR:

lt0-3-2

oo-o

t4y name is Randall

11

indefinite delays, and such unpredictability to

12

sustain a viable mining operation.

13

We cannot get permits issued.

14

When the IUS v1as first considered, I

15

think the regulatory agencies first thought it would

16

be simple.

17

mining operations would totally be void of aquatic

18

life, but that wasn't t-he case.

19

Maggard, from Dunlow, West Virgini-a.

20

am the manager of Environmental

frivolous lawsuits, and court jue.:lgments have created

The streams below valley fills and our

In a nutshell, the most significant:
findings in the EIS were that there is less mayflies,

21

and a detectible amount of selenium downstream of a

22

Compliance for Argus Rnergy, a mining company located

22

mining operation.

23

in southern Wayne County, West Virginia.

23

21

24

We have operated on a reserve bane of
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They blame this on mining, but these
same effects have been found downstream time and time
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4B

1

So, please, let us mine coal and adept

again, below any rnan-made development, whether it be

road construction, housing, commercial areas, and in

Alternative Number 3,

particular, cities and urban areas.

MR. CHAIRMAN:

Just a moment to put selenium issue in
5

MR. MORRISON:

selenium that I purchased at Rite Aid drugstore that

Each of these

I am frOI'I\ Barboursville, West Virginia.
have

5-5-2

all my life.

10

tablets contain , 200 parts per million of selenium,

10

11

ove:t: 200 times the detectible limit,

11

12

are discussed in the EIS.

13

My name is

Michael A. Morrison.

ia recommended as a nutritional supplement.

w-ater is . 0-Ql parts per million.

and then

the next speaker will be Larry Emerson.

perspective, I have in my pocket here, a bottle of

The detectible amount of selenium in

Mr. Morrison,

The limits that

b~en

a native of West Virginia

I love this state.

And I have lived

here and care about my environment.
What I am seeing is devastation.
am really sick of it.

12

Th-e average value of eelenium detected

It turns my

13

stomach, but I am going to offer solution here.
is c-alled tourism.

14

would require a person to drink about five gallons of

14

If our streams were cleaned up, we can

15

water directly below a valley fill to get the same

15

concentration found in this single tablet that is

16

have canoe rentals, canoeing, hiking, mountain

17

recommended for nutritional value,

17

biking, we have the Appalachian Trails right now,

18

I am confused.

lS

which is going to draw and invite tourism.

19

But in -Closing, I l>.•ould like to note

19

is a good example.

The air in

20

Sl)mething that is not said in the EIS,

21

West Virginia is cleaner than it has ever been in the

21

cleaned up.

22

last 50 years.

22

We are a unique state with streams.

23

in the last 50 years, and yes, we even have more

23

24

forested acres th-an we did 50 years ago.

24

B-213
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And that

We can do more here, if our streams were

20

The water is cleaner than it has been

It

If you all know what that means.

16
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We have got nice streams in this state.

I am telling you, you all just don't

care.

You all don 1 t

care.
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You care as much about it as George
2

1

)'"QU,

Bush, that King George, that Son of a Bush.

MS. BONDS:

Thank you.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

Our next speaker will be

4

Virginia.
My family and I have been here many,

Then the speaker after that will be

many, years, and many, many, generations.

Lawrence, B-1'::-C-K-E-R-L-E, maybe?

I am the sister, daughter,

What happened to I1arry

MR. GIBSON:

granddaughter, and great granddaughter of coal

Gibson, Buddy?

11

13

miners.

11
MR, GIBSON:

Yeah, what happened to

am going through the
cards in order by the numbers that were given to me.
MR. GIBSON,

17

MR. CHAIRMAN:

ar~a,

13

coal barrens, and for us, regulatory ag-encies and

14

politicians, that serve as the meals of this beast,
I consider the draft

15

What?

will be going through

and in the belly of the beast,

The beast 1 is the greedy, irresponsible

12

him?

16

My home is in the heart of your study

10

was next

14

15

Yeah, I thought Larry

AUDIENCE t4EMBER:

12

My name is Julia Bonds.

live in the Coal River Valley in southern West

Julia Bonds, Julia Sonde'?

10

tns,

the blueprint

16

for continued assault upon the people of Appalachia,

17

A

and God's creation.

declaration of war upon children, their children,

18

the cards, as I said earlier, in order as the numbers

18

19

that were given to me.

19

Ban tw.:)unt:aintop remo-val now.

20

to me as those pe<,)ple signed in.

20

This EIS encourages the coal industry to

21

numbers we are going through.

22

23
24

citizen

They are numbered and given

MR. GIBSON:

'l'hat was the

I was the first one that

signed in.

21

continue to use Appalachia, and her children, as a

22

national sacrifice zone.

23
MR. CHAIRMAN:

I will check on it for
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This EIS did not study the cumulative

effects of communities in the coal fields' health and
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1

socio-economic impacts of post, present, and future

2

valley-fill mining.

53
1

19-4-2

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, from blasting, and

How did you study environmental justice

flooding, and the i l l effects of mountaintop mining,

The truth is, you didn 1 t .

low income and the minority people of ApPalachia,

impacts?

How dare you dismiss the suffering of

You merely dismissed the cultural
7

10-7-2

How dare you dismiss and defy the

coouounities, the people, and the property being

7

destroyed by this mining method.

10

I

12

cultural, social, emotional, spiritual, and health

13

problems of the communities of people affected by

14

mountaintop removal.

15

How dare you do that ,

demand a revised Environml:!!ntal Impact

Statementt that ·includes cumulative impacts;

Executive Order dealing with the environmental
injustices on the low income and minority people,

You just dismissed it.

11

mountaintop removal effect people who suffer from

10

11

9-4-2

12
13
14

A total cultural study already exists,

15

Yom:.· own study says that thi.s area is

well abO".re the average in poverty, and unemployment.

Where is the study on the socio . . economic

Why are the people in the coal-rich
counties the poorest people?

16

This study by our Dr. Mary Hufford is available at

16

17

the Library of Congress.

17

communities and the people that suffer the effects of

18

nv..mntaintop removal?

18

Dr. Hufford, Doctor of Nephography, is

10-2-2

What are the actual costs to the

19

doing research at the University of Pennsylvania.

20

Our mountain culture has been here long before white

20

poor, and the powerless, and the oppressed people of

21

settlers came, and long before commercial coal mining

21

central Appalachia.

22

began.

23

coal is gone.

24

19

And our culture will be here long after the

22
23

We believe that many people in
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problems of this area?

This mining method af feet s the Yery

Econt:>mic development on these artifical

sites is nonexistent,
Only 94 percent of these destroyed
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54

1

mountaintops are ever given any economic deYelopment

Your report, and your conclusion,

for the affected -- the affected -- communities.

2

strongly contradict,

Show me economic development, in Boomer
4

Hollow, in Bob White, in Montcoal, in Prince.

Did a complete idiot write the

Show

conclusion?

me, show me something.

As a fellow Christian, I challenge

In the last six months, two schools in
7

President Bush, to come to the coal-field hollows of

the Coal River Valley, both surrounded by money

7

Massey mining permit, was closed, sending our
9
10
11

12

flooded 1 and the poor, and the oppressed people

children on very, very, long bus rides, and one of

impacted by mountaintop removal.

10-1-2

those schools is at Montcoal.

central Appalachia, and talk with the blasted, and

I ask President: Bush to investigate his

10

Where is the money, and where is the

11

support of the coal industry then?

12

agencl.es.
No true Christian would allow these evil

13

The Raleigh County, Board of Education

13

14

said it does not receive one red cent that coal has

14

15

for education.

15

these crimes against the citizens of Appalachia, he

16

would stop mountaintop removal.

16

17
1B

But coal says it gives

So who is lying?

I would 1 ike to see a

report on that,

17

'rhe scientific evidence of this study

18

abu-se-s to continue.
!

am sure once the President dis-covers

No true God-fearing man would allow

these crimes to continue.

19

shows that mountaintop removal is environmentally

19

MR. BECKERLE:

I am Lawrence Beckerle-.

20

insane, but the recommendations by the administration

20

MR. CHAIRMAN:

After Mr. Beckerle, the

21

is to make it easier for greedy coal <.'Ompanies to

21

22

destroy everything.

22

23

24

Your report makes an airtiqht case

23

against your conclusions.
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next speaker will be Nanette Nelson.

r.m.

BECKERLEt

Good evening.

My name is

Lawrence Beckerle, I live in Nicholas County.
I hav--e a number of diverse interests and
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56
I am involved with a number of different
2

To give y-ou a couple of examples,

o.cganizations, which I will not necessarily ge't into

tonight.

prohibiting any depressions larger than a square

I would mention that my f i rat
5

4

meter in si.ze.

6

disappeared, thank goodness,

7

time period.

surfacewmine re-clamation project that I got involved

It was there for a few years, then it

in was in 1972, and I have been looking at issues

involved with

surface~mining

reclamation o·ver a

number of years, and a number of capacities, before

11

that is deJJigned for how water should be controlled

in a number of different states.
Two concerns I have:

Sut it was there for a

West Virginia has a drainage handbook

St-1RCA was invented and thought of, and ! hav-e worked
10

can

well remember when OSM had interim regul.:it ions

10
One, is that when

11

off of the e:urfa:ce .mines, and so on.

That originated for urban construction,

12

you make your decision that you realize that there

12

highway construction, and so on,

13

are a number of variables that are upon what can

13

emphasis of that drainage handbo0k is how to control

14

happen with a valley fill, or mountaintop mining.

14

water to take it off the site.

15

That you consider all those variables,

16

which I will try to

in~lude

15

in my written comments,

16

So the primary

In fact, there is a rule in this
drainage handboo-k yet to this day, that prohibits any

17

because sometimes we confuse issues, then it becomes

17

depressions he any deeper than two .. tenths of a foot.

lS

conclusions when we are muddling, and at war with --

18

That is a very small distance, two-tenths of a foot.

19

involving so many variables.

19

So you deliberat.ely create a site that is dry.

20

urban situation 1 it makes sense because y-ou don 1 t
want to have the ffiC\Bquitos.

20

The other thing that I have experience

21

in seeing is that the type of regulations that we

21

22

pass, and sometimes they have unintended

22

23

consequences, and can have a large part to do with

23

24

what we end up with,

24
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In an

In a surface mine 1 you want the
mosquitos as the base for the food source.
There was also some question al>0ut what
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59

is an impoundment .
So with every 1 ittle structure being

1

help reduce flooding, would help provide a food

2

source for wildlife, and so on.

considered an impoundment, even sediment ditches are
remov~d

5

after mining.

So 1 there needs to be other things

And so on the operational

considered into these projects when you look at

side, the coal operators, when you try to talk to

5

crayfish farming, and look at the other benefits that

them about building this type of structure, or that

6

can result from those.

7

type of structure, eay why build it, if we are going

8

to have to destroy it to get our bond released?

'there has been an overemphasis on

perennial grasses, including nonnutritive, and other

So we need to look at those kinds of

9

grasses that are not productive for wildlife.

10

issues.

As a res:ul t of those types of things, there

10

11

are burn-up pools, and ephemeral pools are Yery rare

11

is that by contrast, if they would emphasize a

12

on surface mine areas,

12

nitrogen-fixing plan, it would increase the earthworm

13

13

population, which would help make the soil more

rare, absorption terraces are basically unheard of in

14

productive, and help increase infiltration, help grow

15

this state, a zero run-off

15

better trees and so on.

16

unheard of.

14

17

lS
19

Wet metals are rare, wet forests are

And one of those disadvantages of that

b~nch

and berm systems are

By the overemphasis on nonnutritive-type

16

To illustrate my point, I know of no

17

crayfish farms in any surface mine in West Virginia.

grasses, instead of

nitrogen~fixing

plants.

We have deliherately made these lands

18

Now that might seem strange to some

19

nonprc•ductive, and that is very unfortunate.

20

to change that .

We need

2-0

people that I would even mention that.

21

someone wanted t.o put a crayfish farm on, the only

21

22

thing that the DEP and the regulatory people would

22

23

look at is what the economics are behind crayfish,

23

another thing that would help us to decide these

24

They would not consider that crayfish pools would

24

issues - ~

But If
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My minutes are almost up,

Gof)d grief.

But to give an example, if we had
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60
AUDIENCE MEMBER:

Time.

t.ffi:, BECKERLE:

would be grade

We hear that the DEP, EPA, and ether
2

limitations, it would have describ<ed those, and we

agencies, plus the industry, want to rely on
so-called scientific data.

could make better decisions.

But the data always seems to suit their

Thank you.

MR. CHAIRMAN:
'7

5

Our next speaker is

How do you gather scientific data on

8

five··minute break.
10

MS. NELSON:

When I sat down last night and thought

11

a disgrace to even present it to the people of this

12

state.

about this meeting, I became both sad, and angry.

13

14

The very subject of MTR, causes such

14

extreme emotions for true coal-field residents.

16

15

Those of us who have lived in our

16

17

communities for many generations, are at one with the

17

18

land.

18

My family has been in Boone County since

19
20

22

Not many people can understand this
concept; you just have to know our hearts.

of HTR.
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You want to talk about economic
development; where is it?
According to the PEP website, there are
363 active mining permits in Boone County.

They say that MTR sites are made into

10-3-2

economic development sites i where are they?
There are 79 active MTR sites now 1 and

20

I doubt that there will ever be any kind of economi<::

21

development on Big Coal River.

22

I want to impress on you the true cost

23
24

19

the 1700 1 s.

21

This EIS stateme-.nt is a sham, and it is

10

13

15

people; their feelings, their hopes, their dreams?
You cannot.

My name is Nanette Nelson,

and I live on Big Coal River in Boone County.

12

Certainly not the coal-field

residents,

Nanette Nelson.
After that, we will be taking a

11

wants and their needs.

Our county has terrible conditions

23

around the M'!'R site.

24

People could n-ever get enough out of their homes to

P;roperty values have gone down.

11-3-2
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1

1

People have worked all of their li vee to

3

63

buy an equivalent home elsewhere.

have a home, only to see its value go to almost

have a rain event.

This used to be rare.

11-3-2

becoming common place,

nothing.

As usual, FEMA is called in and the
Whitesville and Madis-on are only ghosts

of what they once were.
7

Federal tax dollars are used to try to help these

Everywhere there is MTR,

families recover, but even this is a sham.

community death soon follows.

FBMA doesn 1 t even come close to paying

People have left because they can't

10-1-2

enough to putting these poor people on the road to

stand living in the conditions cauned by MTR.
10

Our schools are closing.

recovery.

We have lost

10

11

many schools in our county in the past few yearsi

11

12

need

12

13
14

say more?

They say M'l'R is wonderful for wildlife.

15

coming down into our yards looking for food?

never did that before.

18

They

Some of these families will neYer have
normal lives again.

And again, the coal and the timber

companies get off

scot-fre~.

14

Where is the justice in this?

15

When is this ever going to end?

16

When you have destroyed the

You neYer hear a whippoorwill anymore.

17

-ev-eryone, or have run the rest us off so that you can

Big Coal River used to be full of

18

run free of rein to do whatever you want, with no one

19

to sue.

19

freshwater mus-::les; they were huge.

20

everywhere in the river.

21

13

If it is so wonderful for wildlife, why are they

16
17

They were

They are all gone now,

You have poisoned, and polluted, and

I truly believe that this is your goal.

You wish that we would all just go

blasted, and dusted the environment to death.

22

away.

Not to mention the unprecedented

23

don't get your hopes up,
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of

21

23

flooding that is occurring somewhere every time we

lh~es

20

22

24

Now it is

And who is paying?

But Bill Rainey, we are not going anywhere, so

You say that MTR is a safer mining
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64
1

method; for whom?

1

method?

I imagine that it is for the person

5

I think not.

When you put people in harm's way that

sitting in the big air-conditioned pieces of

are not even connected to the mining industry, to

equipment,

save your own behind, I call that cowardly.

Sut what about the people who have to

live around these sites?

'l"'hank you.

Remember, thes>! folks didn 1 t move in on

MtL CHAinMAN:

you, you moved in on top of them.
Is MTR safer for these residents?

five··minute break.

8

will be Larry Maynard and Vivian Stockman.

I think not.

11

against coal mining.

12

mining methods.

10

I am against irresponsible

My husband worked underground for many,

13

The two speakers after the break

One thing when you return from the

I want you to know something, I am not

10

We are going to take a

7

courteous and be really quiet when

12

sit down.

13

~{OU

come in and

In about five minutes 1 we will be

14

many, years.

15

did their families.

16

These men exposed thftmsel ves to dangers every day,

16

{Break.)

17

They exposed themselves, no one else,

17

MR. CHAIRMAN:

They are true, brave men.

18

As I said before, our first speaker will

'l'he people who work the M'rR sites, may

19

18

19

The true miners knew the dangers and so

break, if the speaker is already speaking, let's be

11

14

They accepted that danger.

15

20

have a safer job for thems.el ves; however, they are

20

:21

putting innocent people in harm's way,

21

22

The little children, the elderly, common

22

starting agairt,

Thank you.

Let's get started,

be Larry Maynard.

Our second spe.aker wi 11 be
Vivian Stockman.
As

we are all sitting down, let f s

23

people, and even babies yet unborn, are in danger

23

remember to be real quiet for them.

24

around these sites.

24

Thank you.

And you call this a safer mining
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67

66
M:R. MAYNARD:

'!'here are good forma of chemicals, and

Thank you.

My name is Larry Maynard.

I am from

bad forms of chemicals.

Like selenium, for instance,

Delbarton, West Virginia, and the founder of DECAF,

and chromium compounds.

Like sonte forms of chromium,

Delbarton Environmental Community Awareness

body builders use it, while others cause cancer.

Foundation.

And this stuff gets in our watersheds.
Some of the things that I want to talk

I would like to talk a little bit today
7

about jobs.

Now having jobs, does not justify the

about

some of the primary effects from mountaintop

outright destruction caused by mountaintop removal

removal is destruction of vegetatiorl, our natural

mining,

water streams, the animal habitats, the beauty of our
If HTR is banned, then the companies

10

10

environment that surrounds us all.

And the future of

11

will have to find alternative and less destructive

11

timber, or any wood-producing jobs, just to mention a

12

ways to extract their coal; right?

12

few.

13

~Jobs

14

possibly more jobs than bef-ore.

will be there, and plentiful,

1-9

13

Also, water-well depletion, homes being

14

flooded throughout the valleys 1 dust that comes from

15

the large coal trucks that barr-el down our road-s, the

our environment, and this area, will continue to

16

increased weight limits to destroy our roads.

17

suffer while the CEO's become rich and the West

17

who picks up the tab for that, the coal industry 1 or

18

Virginians, they just stay poor.

18

the citizens?

If this form of mining continues, then

15

16

West Virginia is becoming the coal

19

20

industry's toxic waste dump.

Coal waste impvundments

And

They cannot constitute their actions

19

20

toward our environment just by making level land, and

21

that hold slurry, should really be classified as

21

a few jobs, even if they do pay their fair share of

22

such.

22

taxes.

23

24

Selenium compounds, arsonic, and other
hazardous chemicals, make up this sludge.
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23

Thank you.

24

MR. CHAIRMAN:

Vivian Stockman.
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69

68

Then the next person will be Larry

'!'he draft BIS -- the rec.:munendations in

Gibson.

2
MS. STOCKMAN:

I just want to triple

that draft 1 fail, the;r utterly fail, to fulfill the

che-ck. that it is okay that I talk, because I heard
5

there was grumbling because I spoke already this

6

morning, or this afterno011.?
MR. CHAIRMAN:

And I wonder if that is because of the
people like J. Steven Guiles, and Michael Castle, who

possibly were allowed to even write thes-e
There is nothing in the

8

:t'Ules that says you couldn't speak at the different

9

sessions, so go ahead.

7

recommendations.
'!'his afternoon, I heard p-eople say that
they don't believe the MTR is involved in the

All right.

10

MS. STOCKMAN,

11

My name is Vivian Stockman.

12

the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition.

13

original int-ent of the environmental impact

10

flooding in southern West Virginia,

I am with

ll

The

12

OSM studies that say otherwise.

13

believe the people who live in the fl01.:-ded areas,

I guess they haven't read the DBP, and
I guess they don't

14

statement, as published in the Federal register,

14

downstream from mountaintop removal,

15

was:

15

just don't believe what those folks are saying.

to consider developing agency

16

1-5

original intent of the EIS.

I guess, they

No, MTR is not responsible for all of

16

17

policies, guidance, and co0rdinated agency

17

the flooding.

lS

decision~making

1-8

shows, that it does indeed make flooding much wors-e.

19

extent practicable, the advers-e environmental effects

19

20

to waters of the United States, and to fish and

20

how great mountaintop removal is for the state

21

wildlife resources, affected by mountaintop mining

21

because it provides flat land for economic

22

operations, and to environmental resources that could

22

development.

processes to minimize, to the maximum

But the studies say 1 and reality

We have heard a lot o£ comments about

23

be affecte-d by the size and locations of excess spoil

23

How can that possibly be true?

24

disposal sites in valley fills.

24

now, we have probably over 300, 00..0 acres of

11
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Right
blown~up,
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1

treeless, soilless, rubble-strewn former

have been having stability problems, too.

mountaintops, just waiting for the long touted

For instemce, in Kentucky, there is what

economic development.

they are calling now a "sink-sink",

These wastelands have some ponds with
stagnant water, not to mention the

coal~waste

4

flood

stabilizing the site, and the towers are leaning.

lakes, but a good supply of fresh water 1 one
7

essential for economic development just isn't

8

av--ailable, because the blasting has reeked havoc on

It is turning out to be the most
7

11

expensive jail ever built in the united States.

And

that is the showcase of mountaintop economic

the ground water, and of course, the £:treams are
10

It is a prison

that over $40 million of taxpayer money has gone into

9

buried.

development site.
At last year's Coal Summit in this very

10

Remoember, too, that most of these

11

building, a hydrogeologiat noted that in the Coal

12

flatlands that the industry touts are hundreds of

12

River basin alone, there are about 95,000 acres of

13

feet above any existing infrastructure, are municipal

13

obliterated mountaintops and buried valleys.

14

roads and former DEP head, Mi-:hael Callahan &dmitted

14

15

that less than two percent of the sites that have

15

of the following:

16

already been obliterated by mountaintop removal, have

16

parks; 1'en, 1,000-acre prison sites -- since that is

17

had any sort of economic development,

17

going to be our great economic development

10-3-2

10-3-2

That is enough flat land to provide all
Five, 5,

ooo~acre

recreational

five,

1e

500-acre shopping malls

19

mountaintop reft'\oO'"-tal sites, but why in heaven's name

19

shoppers will come from.

20

do we ne-ed anymore, if we already have over 300,000

20

parka -- and I guess that will relocate all the MTR

:21

acres sitting around, flat acres.

18

22

Yes, there are some projects on some

we do have a couple cf golf courses, a

lOO~acre

trailer

21

flood victims.

There would still be 400, 50-acre

sr;hool sites

not that there are any students left.

high school, whose gym sank, and they had to get the

23

24

Jaws of Life out to open the doors.

24
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I d<:m t knm.; where all the
100,

:22

23

Some built that

~-

1

So that still leaves ab-:>ut 5, 000 acres,

which we could make the monument park for the West
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1

n

1

population a£ the coal fields, the number of people

Virginia Coal Association, so they can show people

2

or citizens in the coal fields.

how great rnountaintop remO".ral is for West Virginia,

The only thing that I don't understand

one of the poorest states in the nation.

is, if coal is so good, how

The EIS needs to address the fact that
West Virginia already has enough barren, waterless,

Also, how come we have such low income?

We got enough .

8

Thanks.

11

b~

Larry Gibson.

Then the

Julian Martin.

MR. GIBSON:

Here I see

on this

12

stage, I see OSM, FWS, WVDSP, the EPA, COA; we don't

13

have no CFO.

14

for

Concern for Citizens.
We have these here

15

a lustrous group

How come we don't have any

10

infrastructure?

11

for everybody in Logan?

12

have it.

How come we don 1 t hav-e city services
Things like that, we don't

Another thing I want you all to

13

That is what is called CFC, actually,

14

understand about mountaintop removal, it is not only

15

destroying our mountains, it is interfering with our

16

mountain way of life.

16

up here of people who are supposed to be representing

17

17

the State of West Virginia, and the group of people

18

our mining area, or the mining around my mountain, we

19

have mountaintop at about 2, 000 feet,

20

about 6- or 700 feet above the site-s,

don't see them doing anything that is worth

18

here

19

their while here,
Also, we was talking about

20
21

heard

Now I mean, we have, around my area,

But w-e have

21

while we was sitting there talking

22

mountaintop

remo~,~als,

10-2-2

in

My land stands

because of the

and the underground mining, we

22

I had other things to say, but I want to talk about

23

have mine cracks that just happen to be up there the

23

this one.

24

other day, too.

24

10-1-2

How come we have such low education in the southern

coal fields?

MR. CHAIRMAN:

next speaker will

we're losing our

leaving?

soilless, flat land.

10

con~~

citizens in the coal fields? Hew come people are

And this is several times now

We have heard ab-'.;>Ut the decrease in the
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74

1

75

they've filled these mountain cracks up.

And another thing, if Chris Hamilton

But I called the Surgeon General' a

endorses this thing that you all put together, it

office the other day, and I left her a message, We
4

have people in harm's way over here in Clearfork.

5

And I called her, and I made a reference to her to

can't be g<xxi for the citizens.

It can't be good for the citizens.
I am going to the office and I am voting

find a way to put these people out of harm's way, so

6

against this.

7

that she could ensure their safety, to make sure

7

be against it.

B

their life won't be in danger.

MR. MARTIN:

We have nobody here on this panel just
10

concerned about the citizens,

Because if Chris is for it, I got to-

MR.

If you did, you would

10

CHAIRMAN:

My name is Julian Martin.

Just a minute, sir.

11

b-e going over renting these homes over there in

11

After Mr. Martin, Janet Fout.

12

Clearfork that's empty, and living down below those

12

Okay, Mr. Mart in.

13

mountains, where the floods did not happen.

13

14

15

Of cours<2, it is obvious that floods do

not happen in the coal fields.

16

Another thing that I mentioned ab0ut the

15

River.

17

lS

out here, because the jobs 1 here in the coal fields,

18

19

I think

20

West Virginia.

21

providing jobs for the people in the coal fields.

22

We live in Charleston now.

16

have lost about 150, 000 miners in
And I heard Chris up here say, We are

My people came here around lBOO.

We got

here before coal did.
I would like to see the people that want

19

to destroy our mountains, are moving in on our

20

homeplace.
I would like to lodge a complaint with

21

WelL I think if we keep pro-.riding jobs

My name is Julian Martin.

I am the 8th generation that has lived on Coal

jobs here; Gosh, now I've got to help Chris Hamilton

~t-le

MR. MARTIN:

14

17

I •m

sorry.

:22

this panel

23

at that rate, we won 1 t have to worr-t about the coal

23

tonight.

24

company, they will put themselves out of business.

24

first person to walk through that door; I was the
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Larry Gibson was the first.

He was the
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1

77

s-econd.

This is not a tree-hugging radical,
Chris Hamilton was not in that room out

there.
4

cut-of-state environment-alist, okay?

He walked in here about two or three minutes

before the thing started and he

s~oke

second.

He says that tn(.luntaintop removal is akin

Now that shows you how low the coal
industry will stoop.
7

isn't it?

I

12

14

this state, and in this busine.es.

They would steal from their little

They would push their mother down the

stairs in a wheelchair,
I want to complain about the fact that

15
16

your ecr:momic study was not a broad -- did not cover

1?

enough years.

18

again.

19

I want you to go back and do this

11-9-2

I bet you love to hear that, don't you?

is talking about.

11

been destroyed already.

12

acre, you can get 200-board feet of timber that is

13

ne-w growth.

I am sure it is an average, okay?

16

300,000 times 200, comes out to 60-million-board

17

feet.

22

protest against mountaintop removal.
He said it was akin to a disease like
That is what he said.

feat of timber

Not just one, every year.

22

the new growth.

23

it'

24

B-227

60-million~board

destroyed every year, forever.

21
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could have been cut on what has already been

20

AIDS.

That was in 199'1, this estimate he made.

19

about Bill Mackey, who use-d to be the head of the

11-6-2

That is the new growth per acre.

Multiply those two rtumbers together,

B'..nu::'d Service,

24

And he said that for every

lS

21

23

He said that 300, 000 acres had

14

20

And he resigned in

He knows what he

10

18

You will get some information from me

in West Virginia,

Why was he not interviewed

was the information that he has net

This man was a was a prominent figure in

These are the kinds of

sisters.

13

~'hy

included in this study?

That

people that you are dealing with.

11

to a disease 1 ike AIDS.
for this?

Now that is really tacky;

mean, that is character, isn't it?

is who you are dealing with.
10

S

If they will cheat on stuff

like that, for God's sake.

This is a man

who believed in clear-cutting, for God's sake.

That is just

You could have cut that and not miss

Now, if this whole mess doubles, as this
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1

report claims, it's going to -- if mountaintop

These are horrible looking places; these are not

removal double-s -- then by the year 2013, I think it

2

close calls.

was, in 10 years, or something, it is going to be

This is the worst environmental crisis

around 200-billion-b,:>ard feet of timber lost every

in the whole world.

year, forever.

'!'here is not another rountain range in

Every year.
7

Not one, but every damn

the United States that has had 300,000 acres

year, and that is if they quit mining right then.

7

destroyed.

Nowhere.

They are destroying the hardwood timber
in West Virginia.

Fall is going to disappear.

the trees are going to be the same.

11

to go with the cheap trees, where they can grow real

12

fast, and don! t change colors.

13

mess with that.

14

you know,

15

is it.

And I wish I had another hour.

All

10

I want you to offer other options,

They are going

They don* t want to

We're all going to look like Oregon,

10

Enforce the law as it is.

11

stop them in their tracks.

i3

permits

14

environmental damage.

that say that a valley fill has a minimal

know

16

I beg and plead with you

17

1 '7

I am pJssing in the ocean

18

to reconsider the E:conomic study.
Do a long.- term economic study.

I

It is craziness.

'rhere are 14 7 years of underground coal,

18

according to this report,

Let's do it underground,

19

with the pillars left behind so that the top doesn't

about the coal industry, about everything this is

20

cave-in, t<:>o.

21

costing us.

21

Now, I talked today to a OEP person, and

22

he said that it looks like they did all that research

23

and then just ignored the damn thing in their

24

recommendations,

22
23

24

Not just

in any stream.

20

19

For God 1 s sakes, they are destroying the
future use of these places.

These are wastelands.

Get a grip,
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Good God, don't let them dump anything

15

So I beg you, I plead with you

If you did that, it would

De away· with those damn national

12

11-6-2

you're gr:>in-g to hav-e green and yellow, tha.t

16

It is an outrage.
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so

Bl

I know that there are people in ytmr

2

depart.ments .

there.

We know them.

We know who they are

You know, there are moles.

anything,
S.

You

can~ t

1

precess 1 and there are three parts of this that I
think are very much being neglected by the JUS.

Deep Threat isn 1 t

It eays that

trust anybody over there.

4

They are on our side,

I

bull shit,

has ever been to a mountaintop removal site, who

9

practiced in West Virginia, does that.

would say that mountaintop removal 1 as it is
Janet Fout.

10

James

11

I am Janet Fout .

14

believe it is Maynard.

I am a life-long resident of West

15

That you should attain the widest range

10

I work for the Ohio

Valley Environmental Coalition.

Vi:eginia.

don 1 t think that there is anyone who

7
Thank you.
MR. CHA!Rt-1AN:

1:2

should ensure for all

and culturally pleasing surroundings.

They tell us that this is a bunch of

13

}'X}U

Americans safe, helpful, productive and aesthetically

M'.f daughter is seventh generation.

11

of beneficial uses of the environment without

12

degradation, risk to health, or safety, or other

13

undesirable, or unintended consequences.

What I read o£ the :IUS, says that there

14

I just wanted to remind folks here on

15

are many consequences, and they are very negative

16

the panel a little bit about the National Environment

16

consequences to water quality, to habitat for

17

Policy Act of 1969.

17

~tlild1ife,

18

blasting.

lB

'the purpose of the Act basically says to

4-2

for communities 1 for people who live near

19

encourage, productive and enjoyable harmony between

20

man and his environment.

21

p:t'event or eliminate damage to the environment and

21

histcr..cic, cultural. and natural aspects of our

.22

biosphere, and stimulate the health and welfare of

22

national heritage, and maintain wherever possible, an

23

man.

23

environment which supports diversity and variety of

.24

individual choice.

24

19

Promote efforts which will

20

This is the foundation for this EIS
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'That you are to preserve important
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There is very little in the EIS, as it

who do not tax their lives with

is currently stated, that covers the cultural, or
3

forethought of grief,

historic losses.

I come into the presence of still water

I would suggest to you that since your
5

EIS contains -- at least two symposiums

~-

And I feel ab<Y'.re me the day-blind stars

put

together by Federal agencies, and the coal industry,

waiting with their light.

10-2-2

For a time I rest

7

that you also include the proceedings from the

in the grace of the world,

8

Citizens Coal Summit that was in 2002, held here in

and am free.

Charleston.

There is very little in your Draft E:!S

10

11

You will learn a lot about the cultural
impacts, and the impacts on people 1 S lives.

12

Also, just some something -- the reason

that talks about those kinds of impacts.

11

our mountains are gone, when all of our streams are

12

filled, where will we restore our souls?

why I think mountains need to be preserved in West

13

14

Virginia.

14

16

'I'hese are the words of Wendell Berry:
11

16

And also, as long as I've got time, I am

I

think there is not nearly

When despair for the world grows in me

17

coal-nlurry impoundments,

18

and I wake in the night at the least

18

photographs that I will leave with you.

19

sound, in fear of what my life and my
children's lives may be,
\>~'here

and in these particular photographs show how close

21

they a:re .

I go and lie down

22

rests in his beauty on the water,

22

23

and the great heron feeds.

23

coal.

24

I come into the peace of wild things

24

$50, 000 a year
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I actually have three

20

21

the wood drake

in

These are eo close to many communities

19

10-6-2

~nough

the draft EIS to address the concerns about

17

20

When all of

going to mention a few other things.

15

The peace of wild things,

n

10

13

15

10-6-2

Here is a little known economic fact of
In 2002, for every $100 a miner which makes

a CEO of Massey Energy rakes in
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1

approximately $13,600,

Mark Canterbury's study, and what is a frequent

So somebody certainly is benefiting from

2

mountaintop removal.

decline in this nation wherein we have a prime
habitat.

I wanted to mention something about. the

Mountaintop removal will destroy and

5

Alternatives.

'I'he reason Alternative Number 3, is so

6

attractive for the coal industry and which I think

MR. CHAIRMAN:

7

that is definitely the wrong way to go.

That is a

MS. FOUT:

That means that -everything is given a

MS, FOUT:

5

fra.gment --

fast track.

MR, CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

! will submit written

10

rubber stamp, nationwide permit.

11

mentioned before, this is for minimal adverse

11

Thank you very much,

12

environmental impact.

12

MR. CHAIRMAN:

13

I think what Julian

You are out of time.

Well, thank you.

10

The coal industry likes this because it

14

is the quickest

15

bottom line, and so that is why they prefer that.

is a strategy which enriches their

comments.

13

1-9

14
15

James Maynard,

And the next speaker wi 11 be Donna

Price.
MR. MAYNARD:

t-1y

name is James Maynard,

16

We don't prefer that.

16

I am in Delbarton, West Virginia.

17

In fact, we believe that mountaintop

17

the way they are tearing our mountains up, filling up
the hollows, and stuff like that.

18

removal should be banned.

There might be lots, and

18

19

lots of laws, like Chris Hamilton mentioned before,

19

20

But unfortunately there doesn t seem to be anybody

20

21

who has political will to enforce the laws.

21

1

Nhether

I just don 1 t

like

It is not real good, or you know.
The environmental

and stuff like

22

it is AFC laws, flood control, bond release, or you

22

23

name it,

23

tore all to pieces and just thrown over the hill and

24

covered up and ever}·thing else.

24

Finally, there was some mention about
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that, and the trees, and stuff, tearing it up.
I have seen it all.

I have seen trees
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86

What do you call them dams, and stuff
2

like that?

3

good,

Mountain State.

I have seen them, to1J, and they ain 1t no

These monstrosities are contemptut.."'>US
in-sult to our heritage.

That is all I got to say.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

Runoff from these fills degrades our

The next speaker is

5

tributary streams and clogs them with silt.

7

things contribute t-o the dangerous flash floDds, that

Donna Price, and then the following speaker is Frieda
7

Recent studies tell uo that all of these

Williams.

MS. PRICE:

My name is Donna Price, and

I am from Dorothy, West Virginia, in the Coal River
10

9

Valley.

11

10
First, let me say that :t am absolutely

11

several years.

Now none of this is news to you people
who live n-ear mountaint.op removal; .,._,e are seeing

12

against the mountaintop removal method of coal

12

these things happen.

13

mining.

13

We know what is happening, to our land, and our
homes, our communities, our schools.

14

This massively destructive mining

14

15

method, has eradicated hundred of thousands of

15

16

Appalachian hardwood forests, and replaced them with

17

worthless grassland.

1B

1-9

It eliminates miles of precious

We live with them every day.

We know exactly why our highest

16

coal-producing counties have the highest unemployment

17

rate, and the highest poverty level in the state.

18

We all know these things.

And you know

19

headwater streams, and then there are these massive

19

about these things, te-o.

20

valley fills.

20

with that knowledge, and you may choose to :ignore it,

21

is blasted from mountaintops, and dumped into the

21

in order to make your study accomplish what it has

22

nearest valley.

22

been designed to accomplish, which seems to be to

23

keep the coal industry profitable.

23
24

Composed of waste rock and dirt that

And by the way, for everyone who calls

24

valley fills usable flatland; West Virginia is the
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have become a plague across this region over t.he past
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Ycu may not be comfortable
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But you could never say that you don 1 t
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1

know about these things.

2

to you numerous times during these public hearings,

It has all been explained

1

then the next speaker will be Bill Price.
When you come up, remember to speak into

and I think that this EIS is a shatoe and a sham.

the microphone.

And I see people all over this region
5

Thank you.

becoming more and more frustrated and angry at this

MS. WILLIAMS:

administration, and these agencies, have failed in
7

opportunity again.

their duty t0 prevent this irresponsible destruction

I say, no to TW..)Untaintop removal.

of our land and our water.

Even those who work in the mines are

One more thing:

This dirty 1 ittle

9

10

secret is no longer confined to the hills and

10

11

hollows of central Appalachia.

11

12

The

13

I am glad to have this

ra'~n~.ges

of mountaintop removal

mining, and the deYastation it is causing to our

All of these things

overflo\'V'.

16

country 1 and the outrage is growing.

16

decidedly unpopular method of mining coal.
destructive,

20

Water Act.

past two years, many homes

14

15

19

th~

roountaintop removal sites and by valley fills that

land, and water, and our people,

18

Over just

13

are being made known to citizens all over this

Blowing up mountains is becoming a

coal mining has on the citizens of the coal fields.

have been destroyed by flo<>ding that has come from

15

17

affected by the damage that illegal and irresponsible

12

14

I wish we did.

Throughout the coal fields, abandoned

17

It is too

18

deep mines have been filling with water for more than

19

50 years.

20

establishe.d that water contains more than 60

Research from the University of Kentucky,

21

It is becoming unacceptable to the

21

different chemicals, all of which are polluting our

22

people of this country, and it will be stopped.

22

drinking water,

Thank you.

24

MR. CHAIRMAN:
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And
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We know only too well what the problem

23

Frieda Williams.

17-1-2

No one knows how much water is stored in

our mountains.

It violates the principles of the Clean

23

11-9

is.

We know what it will take to solve the problem.
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1

We have the proof through the Governor's Flood

My name is Bill Price, and I am the

Committee Report, and the national report on coal

environmental justice resource coordinator for the

slurry damage,

Sierra Club in central Appalachia,

These reports have taken more than two
years tQ complete.

r am a proud member of the Coal River

So why the delay on putting the

solution into place?

The people of the coal fields need the

answer yesterday,

Mountain Watch, and I am a resident of Dorothy, West

6

Virginia, living smack down in the middle of the

7

southern coal fields of West Virginia.

9

reluctantly.

Profits for a few, is not good

I must tell you that I came here

enough reason to let this destruction continue.
10

5

If you really want to make a decision,

10

Not because of any threats 1 or

intimidation -- because we weren't going to listen to

11

don't take anyone else 1 s word, come to the coal

11

that

12

fields yourself,

12

Administration, and the Environmental Protection

13

Agency want us to come here, say our peace, and go

14

back and live under the valley fills again.

More than 80 years a-go, Mother Jones

13

14

said,

15

there is never justice,

16
17

11

There is never peace in West Virginia because
u

Unfortunately, that is still true

today.

18

'.rhank you.

19

MR. CHAIRMAN,

20

one will be .:James Chajmacki.

21

that name, now.

22

MR. PRICE:

15

And I know that this EIS is a shame and

16

it is a sham, and the Bush Administration just don 1 t

17

give a damn.

18
Bill Price, and then next

I will apologize for

Can you hear me?

23

want to shout it to the rafters, it is time to stop

24

mountaintop removal mining.
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But in the end, I decided to come here

19

and tell the EPA, and others, that there is this

20

great frustration in the coal fields of West

21

Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

22

Because I

but because I know that the Bush

People who have for so long battled for

23

justice, are fed up with net being listened to, fed

24

up with laws not being enforced, fed up with crooked
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1

politicians, fe-d up with the coal industry that puts

2

profit above people, fed up with having our homes and

2

streams that have been buried by mountaintop removal

lives destroyed in the name of corporate greed.

3

mining,

no longer there.

From that frustration is coming power.

7

How it is part of over 700 miles of

Daddy should not have to explain that to

Power that doesn 1 t come from money, and it doesn't

the little boy, and the EIS does not solve that

come from status, it comes from within.

problem, and we can do better.

And it comes

with being united with people from around this

I want to tell you about a grandfather

region, around this country, and around the world.

and grandmother, who worked their entire lives to get

I am here tonight to tell you about the

10

people,

11

9

I will tell you about a mother who used to

a little place up in the mountains so that they could

10

retire in peace and quiet.

go out on her back perch with a cup of coffee in her

11

peace and quiet, is blasted, because of blasting on

12

hand, and look up into the beautiful mountains and

12

the mountains above them, and they are afraid, pissed

1:3

valleys, behind her home, and now she go'E!s up there,

13

off, and ·stressed out,

14

and looks up at a pile of rock that they call a

14

15

valley fill, and she cries.

15

that way,

16

we can do better.

17

States of West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee.

Mothers shouldn't be crying in the

This EIS is a sham.

18

19

And we can do

And r want to tell you about a father

This EIS does not solve that problem, and

And you need to hear about the

18

children.

19

night that it rains fully clothed because they don 1 t

The children who are going to bed every

20

know that at 3 o'clock in the morning they may have

who once took his son fishing in the mountain streams

21

to get up and run for their lives.

22

surrounding his home to teach him how to fish 1 like

22

water coming from the streams, but the water that is

23

his father had before him.

23

coming from the sediment ponds above them.

24

explain to his little boy how that mountain stream is

Now he would have to
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And grandparents should not hav·e to 1 i ve

17

better.

And now, every day that

21

20

15-7-2
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Not from the

Children should not have to be going to
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94

sleep fully clothed at night.

2

solve that.

95

'rhis EIS does not

from l>lcDowell County, West Virginia,

And it is a sham, and we can do better.

My eighth-year-old son came to me

Frieda, thank you for mentioning Mother
4

Jones.

recently with tears in his eyes asking, Mommy, why

Bec::mse people today are still fighting for

justice in the coal fields, and we will have that.

4

don 1 t they realize that cutting down the m0untains

5

and trees causes flooding and hurts the earth.

Our battle is not with the ones of those

7

that are feeding their families, but it is with the

That single statement stunned me.

greedy coal operators, and the West Virginia Coal

My

immediate family no longer lived in West Virginia.

Association who put profit above people,
10

Even

I know that 1 and I am just a kid.

9

And our battle with the Bush

My kids don't have to live in fear of another flood

10

or slurry dam breaking.

Yet they fel?l the pain of

11

Administration, that totally ignores the laws and

11

their friends and family still living in the coal

12

lets this illegal practice continue.

12

fields of West Virginia.

13

We will win.

14

We will have coal field justice, in

My son hea:rd me planning my trip here

13

14

today and begged to come along.

15

spite of the fact that this EIS is shame, and a sham,

15

go?

16

and the Bush Administration just dort' t give a damn!

16

coal company, and the coal miners myself, why they

17

hate little kids so much.

17

~m.

18

AUDIENCE MEMBER,

19

MR. CHAIRMAN:

20
21
22

23
24

CHAIRMM.f:

James Chajmacld?
He left.

Okay.

19

After Pam we will be taking another

MS. MEDLIN:

21
I am Pam Medlin.

I am from

Charlotte 1 North Carolina.
I

am here tonight representing a family
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Again, I was stunned by the intelligence
of an

eight-year~old

child.

1-9

If he could understand,

22

then surely the coal companies, and the government

23

could understand, as well.

24

B-236

They put them in danger.

electricity 1 and why they can! t be nice to the earth?

20

small break again.

Why do you want to

His reply, So that I can ask the

Why can 1 t we find better ways to make

18

Pam Medlin.

I asked him.

This earth is a gift given to all of us
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for the short amount of time we are here,
2

Not just

Perhaps it is time that we all realize

big business and people with money,

that we are in this together.

For someone to have the audacity to
think that they can improve the gift that has been
5

4

making a difference,

given, leaves me at a loss for words.

Remember the

tihat is going to be left for future

~tords

of a child,

n

I

know

that, and I am just a kid.

7

generations?

B

trucked out of here, and seeing flat scarred land

9

where a majestic mountain once stood?

10

There are

alternatives, and together we ought to succeed in

When the last hardwood forest is being

MR,

take a
9

Can you, the coal companies, or you the

CHAIRMAN:

five~minute

It is time that we all

break here,

The two speakers

after the break will be Winnie Fox.

Carolyn

10

Chajmacki, if she happens to still be here 1 and Patty
Sebok.

11

government, lc10k into the innocent eyes of a child

11

12

and honestly say that you tried to do something go::-d

12

13

for the earth and their future?

That you didn 1 t

13

in, and if the speaker is speaking, again, be very

14

think mountaintop removal was bad for the earth?

14

quiet.

15

We ask that you take an honest and

16

unbiased look at the government 1 s

17

research.

15

They

Let 1 s take five minutes, and come back

Thank you.

16

{Break.}

have proven, without a shadow of a doubt, that

17

MS.

18

mountaintop removal and valley fills destroy our

18

from Huntington, West Virginia, and I was born on the

19

environment and our future.

19

Big Sandy River.

20

We ask that

)''OU

O'Hn

extend the deadline for

20

I am

have seen a lot of hideous things in

21

m-.f time, but I have never, never seen anything as

hideous as mountaintop remcval.

comments on the Environmental Impact Statement, ed

22

that all people can read, and fully understand the

23

devastation our own government 1 our own government 1

23

24

is permitting to continue.

24
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My name is Winnie Fox.

22

21

3-5

FOX:

This state has the richest resources and
the poorest people.

We talk about we have no jobs,
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98

1

our children have to leave this state because there
is nothing here for them.
bid them

good~bye.

We educate them and then

10-1-2

The ads that you running on TV to make

They are like refugees.

I am going to calm on down now.

5

not paid.

you look good,
But I

but they are not working,

want to read a poem that I wrote about Massey because

you are still a corporate hood.

l am supposed to restrain myself.

The toxic sludge is so yucky,

Because I might

incinerate.

that ;r-ou don 1 t want Kentucky.
"Ode to Massey Coal 11

Can we recover our losses,

"How you use energy all wrong

at the EPA office?

10

You have been among us too long.

10

Stop this deadly World War 1

11

Everything you have been doing is wrong.

11

We can 1 t stand it anymore.

12

You have messed up our rivers,

12

When we bid you goodbye,

13

You have messed up our streams,

13

there will he no tears in our eyes.

14

You have messed up our hopes,

14

Here's to you, Dear Old Massey,

15

and you have messed up our dreams.

15

you haYe been a pain in the

16

You have blown up our mountains,

16

neck.u

17

You have taken our wells,

17

Thes-e are sacred land, and these are

18

and instead of respecting,

16

sacred people, and you are the regulatory agency fer

19

You've given us hell.

19

this site, and it is your sacred duty to protect

20

You've been a rotten corporate neighbor,

20

these mountains and protect these people.

21

You ve no respect for labor.

21

22

Now we have a monumental job of cleaning

22

answer to somebody for that.

23

up the mess you made,

23

my promises.

24

And r 1 ve covered for the taxes you have

24

1
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Because if you don't, you will have to
I promise.

And I keep

Thank you so much.
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MR. CHAIRMAN:

Carolyn Chajmack.i?

AtJDIENCE MEMBER:

Big Coal River area has over 95,000

They left.

acres of flattened land.

knew he did, but I
4

development?

wasn 1 t sure if she did or not.
Patty Sebok.

4

And then after Patty, it

land?

Wh.at is the percentage of mountaintop removal

Boone County has an economic development

MS. SEBOK:
Sebek.

My name is Patty

7

Hello,

I am a lifelong resident of Boone County,

s

W-est Virginia,
10

plan, but it plainly states that if an M'!'R site is
not within a half of a mile of a four-lane road,
there will be no development.

My ancestors also have been here since

10

My father was a coal miner, and my

11

11

the 1700's.

12

husband is a coal miner.

13

coal mining,

14

mining.

15

So I am not against all

So on our side, the Big Coal River side
of Boone County,

But I am against mountaintop removal

I keep hearing that mountaintop removal

there will not be any development.

If m')U!ltaintop removal mining is so good

12
13

for communities, why isn't there any mountaintop

14

removal going on in Charleston or South Charleston.

15

Is it because mountaintop removal impacts the poor,

16

mining provides the only good paying jobs in a

16

those without power?

17

depressed region, and levels out :rough terrain for

17

communities.

18

future development.

18

19

jobs, then why are the coal mining counties the

19

communities devastated.

20

poorest of the state?

20

when we lose our mountains, and the freedoms that go

21

into our mountains.

21

22

10-3-2

sites that are developed from destroyed mountains?

will be Janice Nees-e.
7

Is this not enough land for

Where are the development plans for the

Well MTR mining provides so many

Name me one mountaintop remo·:-al site

that has been developed on the Big Coal River area.

22

You won 1 t see it in the rich

Lives are lost, homes destroyed, and
Plus the loss of our culture

Deer and bear are being seen in people's

23

We hear that there is no economic development because

23

yards in the daytime to eat because they are being

24

of a lack tJf potential development sites.

24

:run out by mountaintop removal.
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They have no food.
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102

In the past four years, I have seen more

to be a streamline permitting process?

de-er coming in my yard to eat grass than I haYe in my

Thank you.

enti.re lifetime.

MR. CHAIRMAN:

If you think that enforcement of
5

ex1sting regulations will not be economically

MS. NEESE:

beneficial to continue mining, then go back to deep
7

mining.

9

that mountaintop removal mining does.

Janice Nees-e.

The next

speaker will be Chuck Wrostok.

and I am currently the
7

Hi.

My name is Janice Neese

executh~e

director of

coal River Mountain Watch.

Deep mining does not cause the problems

!, too, am a lifelong West Virginian. I

Plus, it

have come from two generations of coal miners.

10

pro-vides more jobs, with much less environmental

10

11

impact on communities, and private property owners.

11

years - ~ I have been working very closely with the

12

residents of the southern coal fields, fighting the

r,ast year 1 my husband was laid off twice

12:

For over five years

-~

the last five

13

fr-om the deep mines, while the mountaintop removal

13

environmental, social, and economic impacts of

14

sites were working night and day.

14

mountaintop remcval mining.

15

Mountaintop removal mines does not

It is the hardest job that I have

15

e\~er

16

provide half as many jobs as deep mines 1 but deep

16

done in my job 1 and I was a teacher for 31 years.

17

mines cannot compete with the cheap prices of

17

that is saying quite a bit,

18

mountaintop removal coal,

16

This EIS study costs the American

19

20

taxpayers

21

West Virginia taxpayers

22

23
24

yes, the American taxpayers, not just
$B million.

And it started out to minimize the
potential for

~dverse

So I would 1 ike to know how did it come
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It seems, four long years, we have been

19

waiting the results o£ the study, hoping that someone

20

vrvuld finally listen.

21

to.
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Unfortunately, you chose not

While we were waiting, we were

22

effects of mining operations.

So

23

suffering.

While you were studying, we were

24

suffering.

rt seems that every study is the same
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104

result.
2

We expect something good, and it is always

1

something bad,

threat since I was six y"ears old.

In the four years that you were working

Why does the coal industry think that

on this study, we have suffered from -- we have

they are entitled to a job, when the rest of the

suffered the decapitation of our mountains, and the
6

dumping of valley fills into our streams.

7

suffered air pollution, dust pollution, three

5

We have

Are we out trying to protect their
jobs?

We have had s 1 udge dumps. s 1 udge dam
valley~fill

spills,

11

et cetera.

nation, schoolteachers, all types of people, have
lost their jobs?

devastating floods.

10

I liv-ed thr<-"YUgh

it'

Have I seen anyone on this committee try to

protect their jobs?

failures, et cetera, et cetera,

10

No.

It is only the coal

industry.
They think that they should take a few

11

12

And ! could take my five minutes telling

12

jobs that they g-ive to a community, and we shot.tld be

13

you of what we studied, but that 1 a not what I'm going

13

grateful.

1-4

to do.

14
I'm going to tell you that the study

15

They also tell us that we are,

15

oblig-ated, to provide cheap energy for the nation.
Well, we don 1 t think so.

16

that you released, shames every member of the

16

17

community.

And it deals a death blow to both the

17

18

physical environm&.nt and human environment in the

1a

to continue,

19

southern coal fields.

19

communities destroyed, our mountains destroyed, our

20

heritage destroyed; everything that we hold de:a.r is

21

destroyed.

23

southern coal fields when you did this study?

24

you interview an)'One in the Boone County area?

20

I

21

chose to side with the co.al

22

falae economics.

23

the threat of lost jobs.

24

am not sure -- I am not sure \-Jhy you
industry~

and with their

We have no intentions of allowing this
We have no intentions of seeing our

Maybe, perhaps, you were swayed by

1-9

How many people did you talk to from the

I am 67 years old, and I have heard that

Did

110-2-2

Did

__________ _______________________________________ ____________________
,
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106

1

ycu interview anybody from the impoverished counties

2

of Mingo, McDowell, Boone, parts of Raleigh?

4

you.

We didn't se-e you.

We didn't hear from

You know, when we send in our comments, we

seriously think that they are probably not even read.

1

110-2-2

difficult to do,

10

about

these land sites,

Nothing has been done in Boone

County, for Boone County.

Four percent have been

reclaimed, if at all.

well, I wanted to say, something else about

What

r

an'l

here tO tell YOU tonight 1 ifl

what 1 perhaps, changed your mind about what you were

that we are angry, and we wanted to tell you:

supposed to do?

no, to your study, and hell, no, to mountaintop

Perhaps you fell prey to the coal

industry's economists 1 point of view.

11

10

Let me tell you about the econonry of

12

coal.

Coal is .a false prosperity.

13

few, to the detriment of many.

14

The mot to of coal is get as much coal as

you can with the fewest number of men, and the

16

greatest amount of profit, and get out, with

17

profit

as fast as you can.

I have s-een that three times in my

18

MR, CHAIRMAN'

13

And then after Chuck, we will have

Chuck Wrostck,

Marian Miller.

15

the

MR. h"ROSTOK:

My name is Chuck Wros tok.

16

After Chris Hamilton gave his qualifications, I guess

17

I have to say that I am not a native West Virginian.

18

But I have been here for 27 years, and I am here to

19

lifetime.

I have seen that happen, and nothing is

19

stay,

20

left behind for trlest Virginia, and nothing is left

20

21

behind for Kentucky.

21

tonight, I also want to say that I have 40 years

22

experience as a U.S. taxpayer.

22

Finally, I would like to say something

23

about reclamation.

You know, one of the gentlemen on

24

that site said that they shouldn t: have to reclaim

19-3-2

23

1
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Thank you.

12

14

Hell,

removal mining.

11

It enriches the

15

119-3-2

They are required by law to re-claim

13-2
13-3

'*'ould like to talk a little bit, too,
7

these places because it is difficult, you know, it is

I am not going anywhere.

For the federalities they are here

This BIS report is an unhealthy example

of the type of double speak emanating from

Section B - West Virginia Evening Session
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108

1

Washington, D. C, , these days.

1

I can understand the delay in the

release of such a document.

for the sake of profit ,

If we had a government that was

It has to be

controlled by the people

embarrassing to some of the authors.
Who would be proud of a document that

there is already a

4

healthy mistrust of the Federal government in this

s

neck of the woods, and this EIS report doean 1 t help.

6

makes such a strong case for protecting the

7

environment, while recommending a speedier way to

7

familieS 1 are faced with terrible choices.

B

destroy it?

8

being asked to transform their woods through

Today, miners, drivers and their

So as a taxpayer, I am formally

h~ting

grounds, their fishing streams into barren wasteland,

10

demanding a refund of the $8 mill ion that you spent

10

or lose their jobs.

11

on this.

11

they should not have to make.

12

They are

Now if our government was controlled by

12

It is an awful choice.

One that

11-1-2

Many of them were here today.

If J<"u

13

the people, and for the people, we wouldn't be here

13

look into the hearts of many of the people here, you

14

today defending our mountains from mutilation?

14

will see many of the neighbors, everyday folks like

15

yoursel vee, thinking about their choice to have a

15

We would not have to deal with the

1-9

16

perverse logic of an EIS report that tells us of vast

16

home, and a decent life in these hills and hollows of

17

environmental damage from mountaintop mining, and

17

this beautiful land; these mountains that God !P.fl.l.de,

18

then makes it easier to get permits to do this very

18

19

same damage .

20

21

22

Am I missing something here?

I

mean, I

00n 1 t get it, or what?
W~

also wouldn't have to deal with the

Some people will say that there will

19

eventually he jobs at Walmarts, and fast-food places

20

on this reclaimed land, but who could live on minimum

21

wage and no benefits?

22

B:t the way, this

11

reclaimed land 11

23

dark minds that control the mining industry who would

23

phrase, I have a little trouble with.

24

destroy one of the world s most diverse ecosystems

24

from, we call it a landfill.

1
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Where I come

It is usually filled
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Marian Miller, private citizen

110
1

111

with junk.

the work ethic.
We all ha:tre to work together to find a

We are not about to have this

way to keep our mountain heritage and have good jobs,

3

government, which is controlled by industry, destroy

too.

4

our way of life,

If federal agencies can bail out savings
6

and loans ass-ociations, if they can bail out airlines

7

with billions of dollars of money that come out of

We reject the premise of having jobs,
7

our pockets, then it could help coal-field people
9

create good-paying jobs here in West Virginia.

10

It is like we are invisible here,

11
12

These mountains are not an

impediment to progress; they are cur soul.

while devastating our land forever is a good thing.

It is a dead-end path.

As Woody Guthrie put it, This land is

so!M'times.

Federal subsidies could create jobs in

10

our land.

11

us.

12

the common good of everyone.

The water, the air, the soil that sustains

These are our rights and vital ingredients for

13

alternativ-e-energy research, deV"elopment. and

13

14

construction, jobs with a future.

14

reflect that, but would find ways to sustain the

15

common good.

15

Are we to become an energy-sacrifice

A good

Gov~ernment

report would not only

16

zone, becaus-e we can 1 t pull together for a more

16

MR. CHAIRM.AN:

Sir 1 you· are out of time.

17

diverse economic future?

Surely we can do better,

17

MR. WYROSTOK:

Thank

No\\-' maybe the Government agencies who

18

MR. CHAIRMAN:

The next speaker is

18

you.

19

are so anxious to now communicate with one another,

19

Marian Hiller, and then after that is

20

could communicate with agencies and see what they

20

Pauline Cantebury,

21

could do about this.

21

22

There are plenty of people down here

22

'!'hey ne-ed the jobs, they have the

23

willing to work.

24

resilience, they have the intelligence, and they have
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May I remind you again, to please adjust
the mic so that all the people can hear everyone.

23

Thank you.

24

MS. MILLER:

t-1y name is Marian Miller.
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113

live in Sylvester, in a coal-dust town that has

Now we think, Are we going to be washed

surrounded us ,

down Coal River?

I am against mountaintop removal.
4

We

need to protect our water streams, and our rivers
God gave us these beautiful mountains, not to be

I

ffiC'untains and communities.
There should be a law of how close the

I moved to Boone County in 1951.

'rhere

were coal minea and coal camps along Coal River.

7

mines are built to a town.

8

removal, and pollution in Coal River, we could swim

They did not remove the mountain tops years ago, and

Before the mountaintop's

in the river, we could fish in the river,

We could

10

it was a bigger demand for the coal in 1951 when I

10

take a little canoe ride down Coal River 1 but they

11

moved to Coal River.

11

are dammed up the river now, and we c.an 1 t go

12

nowhere

Why do they have to

12

l3

15

remo~.re

the mountain

tops now?

14

government needs to make laws, enforce them.

16

force people out.

17

and \'le are washed off,

Dcm•t wait until it is too late

skating.

The Coal River would freeze over.

15

is in our river?

16

river that they do not freeze now?

Now what

What kind of chemical is in our

17

Now I have got a little picture here I

When I go to bed at night, I do not know

18

want to show you, that the people in Sylvester have

19

if

if an impoundment will break loose,

are going to be flooded after a heavy rain, or

21

any kind of a warning signal,

We do not have

I am between two most endangered

22

14

Act now on the law.

20

w-2

Don't

can't fish.
In the wintertime, we used to go ice

13

This is where our State, our Federal

18

Ho.

need coal, and we need jobs, but don't destroy our

1-9

destroyed.

8

Does anybody here really know?

am not against coal mining, because we

23

impoundments.

24

one is five miles up the road.

suffered over a mountaintop removal.

(indicating) is where a stoker plant is put about 300

21

yards from nry home .

22

One is across the river from me, and
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Right there,

15-2-2

Now on the count of all of the c-oal dust

23

that we are getting from the stoker plant, it has

24

ruined our little town.
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Pauline Cantebury, town of Sylvester

114

115

Now my time is almost up, but I just
2

want to tell one more thing:

We have lost our

1

has not been in Sylvester in the last five years,

2

Because the last five years, the town of

schools, and I feel now that I have lost my home,
My home is appraised at $144, 000.

5

'I'his is what I have worked so

7

hard on all my life, and it is only worth $10,000,

8

not enough to bury me.

1 am damn mad.

6

have made does nothing for the communities,
You did not eYen come into the

He fought

You didn 1 t

10

Now they say we have no

complaining.
I want to tell you what it is like to

11

This is what we put up with,
{indicating), coal dust.

12

live in the coal field today.

13

mining of coal fields today is massive ruination, not

Mountaintop reinOval

14

only to the beautiful Appalachian mountains of West

15

Virginia, but to every creature whose existence

15

MR. CHAIRt-1AN:

16

Next speaker is Pauline Cantebury.

16

depends on these mountains for survival, and to the

17

Then the next speaker is Melvin Tyree.

17

citizens who live in the valley below them.

1B

Thank you, ma 1 am.

MS. C'..ANTEBURY:

My name is Pauline

Cantebursr, and I am also fre>m the town of Sylvester,

19

20

West Virginia,

20

Whoever said that we don't have any ce>al

22

dust anymore?

Up there in the part of West Virginia

23

where they say that we don t have any coal dust

24

anymore -- well whoever eaid that: here tonight, sure

1
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1-9

Much danger and destruction lurch behind

1B

19

21

3-2

ask us why we were complaining like we were

pollution; they are crazy.

13

14

This Environmental Impact Statement you

11-3-2

for our country; now I am fighting for my home.

11

12

coal dust,

communities, you didn't ask us anything.

My husband was in the War,

10

has been totally polluted, demolished, destroyed with

And

en the count of the coal dust, it is wort $12, 000.
I t has depreciated.

Syl'-~eater

a guard shack, at the mouth of those operations.
Explosions that res-emble the Atom Bomb,

21

fill the airway with rock dust for miles away,

22

covering the valley below, and all those who dwell

23

within, with this deadly stuff, which causes

24

silicosis.

15-1-2
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The dark of night hides many things.

Inadequate runoff ponds are built in the

hollows that break during heavy rains, hitting walls
of water gushing down

th~

Powdery, black coal dust pours from uncov-ered

fllO.Untains destroying

structures, placed near residential areas, polluting

everything and ev-eryone in its path.

the air for miles, destroying citizens' properties,

Dams are built up over hollows, holding

5

homes, and exposing everyone to black lung.

millions of gallons of black slurry, loaded with over
'7

9

The entry in the year 2000, had a 100

60 chemicals and varying degrees of age and erosion.

-a And

percent higher cancer risk than the Clean Water Act

seeping into underground mines that are in the

entire past history, threatening valleys and people

allow.FJ.

17-3-2

It is no different today.
The allotted time period speak here does

10

be loll.· them who have no route to safety.

10

not allow enough to tell all of the vicious acts that

11

Creek and Martin County, Kentucky, are two good

ll

are being imposed by the citizens of West Vix-ginia in

12

examples of what will happen,

1~

the southern coal fields cau-sed by mountaintop

13

removal.

13

14

Buffalo

'l'he first of thes<2- impoundments is

released constantly into our streams and rivers.
The Big Coal River,

15

a

17

blocked at intervals with illegal dams and it is one

18

19

21

free~ flowing

river,

14

in Boone County, was

16

15

It is now a trickling stream

As

a fellow Republican, and with due

respect 1 I challenge President Bush, and you, the

16

impact committee, to come into the hollows and

17

valle,ys of southern West Virginia, and feel the

of the most contaminated riv·ers in the United States

12

explosions shake the house that you are standing in,

of America, and it is the drinking water supply for

19

while the walls crumble, and pictures fall to the

that area.

20

floor.

Illegal subst.ances, such as rock dust

21

Unrn.a.rked

22

are disp;:.'lsed of in these impoundments.

22

falling through the air on your body and breathe it

tankers and drums t:.ravel constantly into these areas

23

into your lungs.

.24

across our highways.

24

B-247

16-1-2

And the continuing fear of rock dust

23
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To watch the sun disappear behind the
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Mel Tyree, private citizen

119

llB
MS. CANTEBURY,

l

clouds.

2

turn black with a chemical-layden slurry, or catch a

My home is --

To see the stress, the streams and rivers
Sir, I think I have lost enough, if you
can bear with me this time.

fish with holes eaten into its body from those
MR. CHAIRMAN:

I'm sorry, ma'am.

We

chemicals, and see the animals killed along the

have several people, but when you get through, you
highway after being driven from their habitat,

Then
can put your comments in the comment box.

show from the odor of the acid runoff from watching
MS, CANTEBtJRY:

7

the toxic slide

~eep

Okay.

Let me say one

from the valley fills where they
8-

more thing:

On my worthless home, on the wall, is a

have filled the valleys.
plaque with metals on it.

The same metals that

Then witness a person dying from
10

10

hemorrhaging lungs, eaten up with coal dust, or a

11

black-lung victim, gasping for air into his mouth

12

10-5-2

11

in world War I!, spending 116 days as a Prisoner of

13

War, in Germany.

And see a child panic, when it rains,
14

14

fearing his home will be destroyed again.

15

our valley of narrow bridges and unkept highways,
dvduing their car between the mountains, and

17-2-2

to see the things that he had, for the sacrifices

1-6

that he paidf and see his home like it is today.

o-verloaded coal truck swerving in your lane.

1'hank you.

That is
MR. CHAIRMAN:

Melvin Tyree.

Then the

m::mntaintop removal mining living.
19

next speaker will be Bill McCabe.

am a coal miner 1 s daughter, and a coal

19

20
:20

miner 1 s wife.

21

worked 45 years to acquire the home that I have, but

r.m. TYRCE:

My nam" is Mel Tyree and I

I am now a 73-year-old widow, who

22

now my home is worthless.

23

coal dust.

21

am a resident of Hurricane, West Virginia.

22

as we are keeping count, I am a fifth generation

MR. CHAIRMAN:

As long

23

West Virginian.

My home is full of black

24

24

am so glad that he is not here today

15

18

18

I

Then leave

17

17

My husband fought in three major battles

12
clogged with coal dust.

13

16

Jessica L'ynch has on her cheat.

I have a general comment to make at

You are out of time.
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121

first, and then I have some specific things ab>.)ut the

The third thing I had is:

EIS.

Will

mitigated or replace wetlands, or waters of the
Let's be honest here, okay?

Mountaintop

united States be equal, in terms of the same quality

removal is about a cheap and easy access to a

and functionality, and species of diversity of the

5

nonsustainable energy source.

wetlands that were replaced?

7

not about future sustainable energy.

It is not about redevelopment.

It is

In other words, are w-e talking quality

It is about

7

here, or quantity?

cheap and quick access to a nonrenewable energy
source.
10

That is an important thing.

I am not familiar with the 404 proc-ess

And that is what it is about.

of mountaintop removal, but I have delineated

Anyway, I think it is going to take a

10

wetlands for 404 permit process for other industries,

11

long time, but I think we are going to have to adopt

11

and there is a certain amount of accountability there

12

a society of permanence.

12

in terms of quality in mitigated wetlands, verses

13

sustainable economic development.

13

quality of a destroyed wetland,

14

15

A sustainable energy,

From my perspective, that is the

14

ultimate answer here.

lS

I

think that is an imp-::>rtant

consideration, particularly eome of these headwaters,

16

Anyway, that is my first thing.

16

is really vitally important for downstream energy

17

The second comment I got is:

17

budgets.

What would

18

be the Corps of Engineer's criteria from deciding

lS

I think that needs to be looked at.

19

between nationwide permit, verses individual permit?

19

The fourth thing I got, I am not sure

To me, that is the best concern.

20

14-2-3

The

21

process would go a lot quicker with a nationwide

22

permit.

23

not sure is fully defined yet.

24

something I think we need to look at.

I think this is a critical iss.>ue that

20

1-13

am

I think it is
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What are the long-term impacts to downstream energy

22

budgets from the loss of ephemeral or upper streams?

23

24
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from looking through the Ii:IS if this was co7er-ed:

There is a lot of ephemeral aquatic

14-1-3

energy sources, the nutrients that are preeented from
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Bill McCabe, Citizens Coal Council

1

122

123

flowing downstream, when these ephemeral streams are

1 have heard people talk ab<•u.t that the

buried.

I am just wondering about long-term.

30, SO years down the road,

20,

I am not sure that was

industry representatives say that they don't have a

14-3-2

crystal ball, but they seem to.

addressed.

I mean, if they are coming out here and

'!'he other comment I had:

How tdll

destroying hundreds of thousands of acres of land,

6

Alternativ·e 3 be financed?

7

talk about streamlining, and how we will put this

I have heard some people

7

the environmentalists don't know in terms of their

under one state agency.

B

impact.

6

and burying streams, they· must know something that

1 used to work for the DEP, and f\illding

10

is something they had very little of.

So I don't buy that as an excuse for

And I don't

10

not having the proper language in place before these

permits are issued, guarantees about the development

11

understand how this increased responsibility for the

11

12

State DEP, will be funded, in terms of enforcement,

12

of this property.

13

p-ermit, review 1 and that kind of thing.

13

past, and it seems now is the time to correct that.

14

If mountaintop removal is

14

The State is now strapped for cash.

That has been a shortfall in the

15

I mean, how are the budgets of the DEP going to

15

Thank you .

16

withstand this nationwide permit proc-ess if it is

16

MR. CHAIRMAN:

1'7

passed?

17

MR. McCABE:

18

It is confusing.

18

19

I believe that is it.

19

MR. CHAIRMAN:

20

The last thing - ~ <k>d forbid

20

~.

allow~d

to continue.

Bill McCabe.
Can I ask the panel a quick

procedural question?

McCABE:

What

would that be, sir?

I was wondering- if there

are arty other citizens of the coal fields that are

21

nv,;,untaintop removal continues, I think that

22

have to seriously look at sustainable

22

effected by this horrible tragedy that want to

23

terms of economically sustainable development, as

23

speak?

24

well as environmentally sustainable environment.

24

""e

really

replacement in
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Can I see hands?
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Florence Twu, private citizen

125

124

Okay.

2

Would it be possible, sir, that

yield my time until you hear from

~··

Abraham,

I am worried

about .

And it would be more important for you to

Is Florence here?

hear from them, b<2:cause they are actually taking it.

two speakers that would be

anti~monntaintop

MS. TWU:

6

removal

Sure I can.

I didn't come back to see flat grassy

I would have to move you

11

to the bottom of the list, sir.

12

I can conceivably do that ,
MR. McCABE:

This is the first time that I have been

back to the state for 13 years.

MR. CHAIRMAN:

13

My name is Florence 'l"Wu.

grew up in West Virginia, and my family mo'".red t.o
Illinois.

from the coal fields?

10

Then the next speaker

will be Abraham, t-1-W-A-U-R-A, after Florence.

Can :t swap places with the last of the
7

1 to."'n 1 t even try that one.

Florence 'l'wu.

about your attention span, is what I am worried

5

M~W~A-U-~~A.

That is the only way

If moving me at the b·:Jttom

10

land 1 there is enough of that in Illinois.

11

back because all of my childhood memories are

12

universally tied up with the mountains in this

13

state.

14

of the list is after the last person who speaks

14

15

against mountaintop remoYal ,

15

here working at the Ohio Valley Environmental

16

Coalition.

16

MR. CHAIRMAN:

I don 1 t know who speaks

17

for what.

That would be the only way to do that.

HI

Either speak now ox· move to the bottom.

19
20

MR. McCABE:

I am going to yield to the

expertise of the coal fields,
MR, CHAIRMAN:

21
22

Florence

23

wrong.

24

17

I

'!'he next speaker will be

am going to guess -- Twu.

Then the speaker after that will be
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And I am pissed off, enough to be back

I

am a student at Harvard, and I can

18

speak to you about the economics and the terms of

19

multi-variable calculus, or parts of derivatives in

20

count theory, or cost-benefit analyzes,

21

I may be

came

But the first thing you learn in a

22

Harvard economics class is that economics gets shut

23

out by politics, and that is exactly what has

24

happened in this EIS

stat~ment.
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Abraham Mwaura,

citizen

126

127

An economic study that was prepared to

1

Huntington, West Virginia.

2

be part of the ElS said that even under the

MR. C."'HAIRMAN:

3

restrictive scenarios studied by the DEP, the

MR. MWAURA:

4

economic cost of dramatically limiting valley fills

4

11-9-2

would be minimal .

I work with OVEC.
Can you speak up?

Okay.

Huntington, West Virginia.

Abraham Mwaura,

I work with OVEC.

I guess I am just going to continue

There's a study found in the draft EIS,

6

participating in this frustrating stating of the

7

or was it discarded because the Bush Administx·ation

7

obvious.

B

didn't like the results?

s

s-elenium with me.

This is called

appeas>ement .

11

an answer that is more humane.

12

believe how much I have learned from these people

13

heJ:e.

14

this is wrong.

15

I didn't have

I am going to put a nontoxic dose of
It is a shame if you cannot come up with

10

I have Tylenol with me.

10

And I can't even

Tylenol in my nonrenewable resource.

11
12

But I don't need my degree to tell you that

But of my time here, it is just -- r am

Then now I am going to talk to ycu about
stuff you already know.

I mean you wrote a whole

13

report on this stuff.

14

stuff, you know the impact of mountaintop removal,

You guys better know this

l.S

but I am going to say it anyway to you, so bear with

16

me.

16

going to use my education to stop this.

17

you are smart enough to know that this is not the

17

18

right thing to do.

18

all, in your statement.

19

the environmental impacts of mountaintop removal, and

20

you sent on-e on the economic impact of mountaintop

19

20

MR. CHAIRMAN:

how to pronounce the last name,

And then after

21

22

I am not sure

M~W-A~U-B-A.

Abraham~

(sic)

we' 11 have Jason

Sneed.
MR. MWAURA:

23

24

Abraham

And I think

ladies,

Thank you gentlemen, and

My name is Abraham Mwaura.

I am from
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There has been a g-rave error 1 first of
The one I received was on

21

removal to the coal guys, becAuse they came up here

22

and talked about coal, and economic development 1 and

23

all sorts of good things moneywise 1 that is going to

24

come from coal 1 different statements.
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The coal industry loves, and often says

used to buy giant !"M.chines that replaced loads of

that t'll0t.mtaintop removal only affects one percent of

miners; remember?

the state,

The EIS should have a full accounting of
In fact, they recently revised that

figure to two percent.
6

all of the externalized costs associated with

Remember, mountaintop removal

happens in southern West Virginia, not in the north,

This industry continues to pit

so it is not the whole state,
several years ago, CNN reported that

9
10

working-class people against wo:rking class people,

8

while whisking profits out of state and leaving us,
our children, and our children's children a fiscal,

been subject to mountaintop removal.
It is probably more now,

We 1 re talking

12

about counties like Boone, Logan, and Mingo.

13

huge land disturbance obviously creates massive

14

problems.

15

16

7

over 20 percent of the land mass in some county has

1l

This

1-9

social 1 and environmental bill that will be

11

impossible to pay.

Rememb-er that when the coal industry

The draft EIS fails to note the act of

13

environmental terrorism that are being committed

14

right here in Appalachia.

15

But you guys know this, remember?

17

10

12

Take the last few years, flooding, as an

example.

Some have been saying that we need to

16

sacrifice West Virginia's mountains, so that the

17

nation can have cheap energy without relying on

18

tells you how much it puts into the state in terms of

18

foreign sources of energy.

19

taxes, remember what we pay, and pay, and pay, to

19

20

clean it up.

20

statistics -- Government statistics

21

that 2,500 tons of explosives are used against the

22

Appalachian mountains each day.

The EIS needs to include a full

21

22

accounting of all tax subsidies that coal industry

23

gets,

24

that was supposed to create jobs, and instead was

11-9-2

Remember the billion dollar super tax credit
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mountaintop remo7al,
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24
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Arthur Dennis Burke, using government
calculated

That is every four days more explosives
are used in mountaintop removal coal mining that were
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1

used in the post .911 bombing of Afghanistan in the

2

hunt for Bin Laden.

1

switch to alternative energy.
Bring that industry to the coal fields.

In the long run, no amount of bombing of

That way, we can have jobs, as well as a future.

4

ot.:n our coal fields, will ever give us homeland

MR. -CHAIRMAN:

5

security.

MR. MWAtJRA:

7

bombing is destroying our homeland.

In fact, the ironic thing is that this

drink the water that I just put a safe amount of

But again, you

7

guys know this, you wrote a report on it.

Tylenol in

o~.rer

a period of 20, or 30 years,

nonrenewable res-ource, our water.

Our nation's energy appetite shouldn't

and needn 1 t drive us to justify such massive

10

11

cruelties to people and the land that supports us.

11

\No response.

12

MR. CHAIRMAN:

There are alternatives.

The World Watch

13

Institute says that renewable cleaner energy

13

MR. CU:AIRMAN:

Is Jason Sneed here?

Okay, the next person the

Connie Lewis.

14

technology are advanced enough to satisfy the world's

14

Is Connie here?

15

energy needs now.

15

Okay.

16

government support for research and development in

16

17

these technologies.

17

18

That is without whole-he-arted

Just think what \\'e could do if we had
World

after Connie it' will be Paul Nelson.
MS. LEWIS:

Before I begin my form&.l

remarks, I have only lived in West Virginia for 32

19

years since I finished graduate school at Penn State.

Manhattan Project Ox·g. alt-ernative energies.

20

watch says the main thing lacking in getting

20

21

alternative energy in place 1 is the political Bush.

21

The EIS needs to expose Bush

Connie will be speaking next and

18

19

22

in a

But the dose of

selenium that I put in is safe.

10

12

You are out of time.

Now I dare one of you to

22

But I married a man whose family has
lived in the Kanawha Valley for 220 years.
I would also like to say that flat land,

23

Administration ties to fossil fuel energy industry

23

a good transportation infrastructure, and a

24

and it needs to recommend that we begin a full .. scale

24

willingness to work for it, for all that is needed
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for economic develOpment, please explain to me

future progress is thereby considerably retarded. u

Youngstown, Ohio, and Flint, Michigan, and many of

verify that statement from the conference board,

hailed.

it was true so years ago with the destruction of land
!l-1R. CHAIRMAN:

6

Can you speak into the

looked upon as an insult to the welfare of society,

7

bad for society, it surely cannot be gr.:-od for the

It is certainly true now.
In a report prepared for

West Virginia Manufacturers' Association, in 1925, a
t¥-..:-ok entitled,

If

S

microphone, please?

MS. LEWIS:

8

And you have heard many stories that

the other cities in the west coast, from which I have

And if it is

economy, and it surely cannot be good for the future

"The Tax Problem in West Virginia"

of West Virginia and it cannot be good for the

10

'I'he conferenca board said this about land, and I

10

environment, also known as our life support system,

11

quote:

11

or the plants and animals dependent on the land.

12

"Land is a common heritage of the human

13

race.

14

upon as an insult to the welfare of human society.

lS

If it was true SO years agot that a

12

Hence its destruction has always been looked
u

"Unlike a healthy climate, water supply,

13

plentiful water supply was a community asset, it is

14

certainly true now.

15

And covering up streams and destroying

16

and similar aseet-s which are owned collectively by

16

17

the entire community.

17

interest of the community.

18

the depths of the earth are subject to appropriation,

18

economy, and it could not be good for its future.

19

exploitation, and utter destruction.

19

And of course, it cannot be good for the environment,

20

or the plants, and animals dependent on the water
supply.

20

The natural resources within

tt

HThrough the operation of natural

our water wells, certainly cannot be in the best
It cannot be good for its

21

processes, processes over centuries, and centuries,

21

22

these assets of the human race have been accumulated

22

23

for the benefit of mankind; however, once depleted,

23

in land, and land use, can affect the climate of a

24

society has sustained an irretrievable loss, and

24

small space.
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It is also true that small alterations

Cities, for instance, are warmer than
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1

the surrounding rural areas, and Israel discovered

1

and the human and natural communities dependent upon

2

that planting citrus orchards changed rainfall

2

them.

3

patterns.
4

problem is with the cumbersome bureaucracy; that is

5

wrong.

7

the land and the watern.

The proposals in the EIS assume that the
So it is also true that removing

nv.:mntaintops, and scraping the lands bare, and using
the native hardwood forest, is probably affecting a

7

The problem is with the destruction of

climate, again, in small spaces.
But I don't think you studied that, and
I think you should have.

participate in the destruction of water supplies.

Even farmers, and gardeners know that

10

It should be beneath the

dignity of the professionals in the agency, to

It should be beneath the dignity of the

10

11

their land can have several different microclimates.

12

Deetroying seven percent of the forest in this region

12

to allow the stream-buffer rule to be cast aside like

13

also affects the weather in unpredictable ways.

13

an outgrown toy.

Wouldn • t thousands of suddenly treeless

14

15

lB

Army Corps and the Fish & Wildlife, and the others,

The ElS appears to begin with the

14

areas impact runoff from flooding?
Oh, you haYe already discovered that,

16
17

11

the DEP says
Given all this, it only makes sense to

15

pred-etermined results, that mountaintop removal

16

mining should continue unimpeded.

17

science.

That is not

That is politics,
To begin with a result,

18

is inherently

19

rove cautiously and to require stringent regulations

19

unscientific.

20

when allowing a company to make a permanent,

20

beneath the dignity of the professionals in these

21

uncorrectable land alteration for a short-term

21

agencies.

22

economic purpose.

22

23

All the alternatives in the EIS prevent

24

the long-term protection of the land, and the water,
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And anything unscientific should be

The report should have supported the

23

stream-buffer rule, should have further limited the

24

size of valley fills, mandate the reforestations of

1-7
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1

all sites not ready for development, protected water

2

supplies, and should have supported the people of the

1

removal.
Here I have a paper that has got 363

region who must live with the consequences of

issued mining permits, not counting the ones that are

d.estructi ve mining practices.

4

waiting to be issued

Several hundred thousand acres sitting
idle indicate that there is not a viable market for

6

jobs.

flat land in these 14 counties.

9

Well, actually it takes away jobs.
I was a deep miner.

We know that the damage caused by

10

pending.

You keep talking about MTR creates

much mineral bone,

mountaintop removal mining is widespread, severe, and

in eight-foot coal.

destroys communities.

If we mined this

(indicating) the companies frowned
But if you look along the roads,

10

you can see 400-feet plus.

We know that it is getting worse, not

11

of coal this big and make money, now, that don't add

12

better and that too much of southern West Virginia

12

up.

13

will be a moon state, except where it will be in

13

14

metal.

14

11

15

MR. CHAIRMAN:

16

MS. l.EWIS:

15

16

It sounds as though the

17

Constitution -- it is like I have read, it is not

18

saying that any one person has the right, or any

18

Federal government is proposing a final solution for

19

our mountains.

20

t-.m.

21

After Mr. Nelson we are going to take

24

Paul Nelson.

CHAIRMAN:

our last five-minute break.
MR. NELSON:

Another thing, we live in the United

You are out of time.

proposed in this report.

23

Talk about where the economics are at,
it is not here.

Governmental efficiency is

17

22

They will go for a £H*am

My name is Paul Nelson and

I 1 i ve in Boone County, and I am against mountaintop
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This flag is what we li·,re under, and the

19

certain people to have the power to dominate the

20

whole world with destruction, or give us terrorism.

21

It is supposed to be a free country.

22

supposed to live in terrorism.

23
24

B-257

States.

We are not

These are the kinds of things that we
live with in our own countries.

Many of you have
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13$

1

b<?en to Vietnam, you have seen soldiers lost, and

3

our mountains.

killed due to booby traps.

Booby traps is what is in

gets on it,

if you do this, you go to jail.

a

Because they come in from

4

Alabama 1 and everywhere else.

6

this state.

On the weekends, their money g0es out of

When I stand up, I pledge

It is not right,

So what do we live in?

We live in the United States; we are not a

my flag, I do it with pride.

When I am seeing

third-world country.

I am seeing,

t'{hat

That is all I have to say.

10

working with the few coal companies, the barrens are

10

11

doing, they are laughing at this flag.

They may as

11

12

well burn it, as they did in the years that passed,

12

taking a five-minute break.

13

because it means nothing to them to flagrantly break

13

speakers, so let 1 s try to get back on time.

14

the laws that give u.s this freedom.

What more do we have to do?

15

16

Thank you.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

We

15

have the richest coal in the United States, here in

17

18

Boone County,

18

They can mine that mine responsibly, and

Just take a five-minute break, and hurry
back as soon as possible.
Thank you.

19

(Five-minute

MR, FOWLER:

~0

they would do it right because it is there, and t.hey

20

21

want it, it is the richest coal,

21

22

that coal and put everybody to work that wants to

22

23

work,

23

Huntington, West Virginia.

24

my entire life.

24

They can deep mine

The mines that I was at was 300-plus
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We will be

We do have several more

break will be Monty Fowler, and Denise Giardina.

16

17

Thank you.

The next two speakers right after the

14

We don 1 t

want to live in Afghanistan 1 this is our home.

19

20 men

can run a strip, and the biggest part of them don't

This is

illegal, then why is nothing being done?

It is so sad.

men, and they could have used that many more.

even live in this stat-e.

What if your kids, or someone you know
5

1

mine right.

break.~

For the record, yoq got

Nay to go.
My name is Monty Fowler 1 1 am from
No, I have not lived here
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Three observations, and then two
2

comments:.

1

First, I used to be a reporter in a past

rountaintop removal mining.

life, and t'{e had a name fer reports like this, we
4

permanent .

useful purpose they should ever serve.

I want those studies, and those

This gentlemen, is a 4,000-page
7

conclusions in the final report.

doorstop.

7

10

mountaintop removal.

11

is.

Two comments:

it is called

Number one, none of us

would have to be here tonight if you guys, OSM, DEP,

You need to call it what it

Second, there were studies done on the

12

I paid for them; I

deserve to have them in there.

Secause for one thing, it is misnamed.
You call it mountaintop mining,

They indicated that the

cumulative imp-:lcts were very great and 1t1ere

called them doorstops, because that is the only
5

looked at the cumulative economic impact of

10

EPA, Corps of Engineers

to an ex.tent, Fish

11

&

12

regulations that we have now.

Wildlife -- did y-our jobs and enforced the
We have wasted $8

13

cumulative economic impacts of the proposed

13

million because you guys have let the

14

regulations; where are they?

14

do basically what they wanted since probably the dawn

15

of time, certainly before I was on this planet.

I paid for them.

15

I want them in the

11-9-4

industry

16

final report, because they show that the cumulative

16

17

economic impact of regv.lating mountaintop remo·fal

17

heard several of you speaking during the break, I am

18

mining, are minimal,

18

happy to provide your evening 1 a entertainment.

19

rep<Jrt.

19

know you think this is a big joke, and that we are

20

I want those in the final

'fhirdly, the cumulative environmental

21

impacts are not discussed in anything other than

22

vague generalities that agree that \'tell, mountaintop

23

removal mining, might possibly be bad.

24

9-5-4

Duh.

I Y..now that studies were done that
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Number two:

co~l

For you coal guys, I ha:v-e

20

just here for you to laugh at, but just remember, to

21

us, this is deadly serious.

22

win, because we ha"¥"e better t-shirts than ycu do.

23

Thank you.

24

MR. CHAIRMAN:

And in the end, we will

Denise Giardina.

And
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1

then after D":l:nise, will be Jason Bostic.

scepticism, because I am called as a Christian to

I am Denise Giardina.

MS. GIARDINA:

grew up in the coal fields.

speak a word of truth to

I live now in

I

(".harleston.

the room, but some of it is still back
1 am a lay preacher in the Episcopal

5

Church, so this will be a sermon.

this hearing.

The coal industry has absolute

It is not a hearing where no one is

11

say, no one with any power is listening.

12

any po1tter you wouldn't be here.

14

1 should
If yc•u had

Judgment against the

told us in Romans that the whol-e creation will be

11

redeemed.
As a Christian, I am told that I should

1-9

13

not judge, and yet God does call me to say that

14

judgment has indeed been pronounced.

15

mountains has already been pronounced and we are just

15

16

going through the motions.

16

at the expense of others, worshiping money and

17

or

G<'d all!Kl

10

12

This gathering is like a show trial in
the Stalin Soviet Union.

pO\<~er,

so it believes, that God says neither principalities,
nor power, can separate us from his love.

My apologies to you folks,

and yvu

carefully.

listening.

13

ther~,

gentlemen are in big trouble, so I hope you listen

I have no illusions about the nature of

10

p<:~wer,

know that most of the power has lett

The Bush Administration has every

Repentance is still possible, but living

17

worrying where it come.s from 1 cursing others with

19

intention of allowing the continued destruction of

18

power, destroying God's creation, these are the -ways

19

the Appalachian mountains.

19

to eternal death.

20

And let me point out in fairness, that

20

21

when I say the Bush Administration, I also mean the

21

22

Clinton Administration before it, and the first Bush

22

23

A.l;iministration, and the Reagan Administration.

23

created, and if they dare to hold a very special

24

pl.,.ce in his heart 1 I would net be surprised.

24

I

have come to speak despite the
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I

warning.

say this not as a judgment, but as a

The way to eternal life lies elsewhere.
These mountains were the first God
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145

I say this to give comfort to those of

2

you who also love these mountains, be':.!ause so often

3

we despair what has already been lost.

Those who have lived life based on
2

these things ahead of the love of God, and their

The coal industry is right about one
thing, and only one thing:
6

fellow human beings, those who destroy

These mountains out there

And God

t~ill

restore them, as only God

To claim that a coal company could put

11

back Ood 1 s handiwork, or that the Government can

12

regulate it, is blasphemy.

13

14

7

of their graves, will be reborn in all of their

B

glory, the most beautiful mountains that God ever

9

created.

10

1-9

It is to worship before an idol made of
coal,

One day, everyone in this roomi man,

15
16

woman and child, will lie under the ground,

17

scattered over the earth.

18

or be

My faith tells me that Jesus Christ will

s

creation, or allow it to be destroyed, will die
eternally, they will have only one soul.

can.

10

God~

5

have not been destroyed, theee mcuntains still exiet
in the mind of God.

9

greed, and power and des:truction, those who have put

I

And on top

close with the words of the Prophet

11

Amos, "For "-'Oe he that formath the mountains, and

12

created the wind, and declared unto man what is His

13

thought that maketh the morning darkness, one

14

treadeth upon the highest places of the earth, the

15

Lord, t.he C'N'd, the Host, is his name, and you cannot

16

stand against him."
Jason Bostic.

17

MR. CHAIRMAN:

18

Then after Jason will be Nick Cart.er.

19

return to this earth to judge the living and the

19

20

dea-d.

20

Bostic 1 the Regulatory Affairs Specialist for the

21

West Virginia Coal Association.

21

There shall be a new heaven and a new earth.
Those who live by the compassion, to

MR. BOSTIC;

Good evening.

I an1 Jason

life~long

22

care for God's world and its creatures, who have put

22

23

their trust in God, rather than money 1 wi 11 be raised

:23

resident of the coal fields of West Virginia, having

24

to new and eternal life.

24

spent most of my life on Cabin Creek, West Virginia.
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Like my colleague, Mr. Hamilton, who

2

of the streams in \1-Iest Virginia will be impacted by

spoke to you earlier, I am spo;aking tonight to urge

2

mining activities.

4

guidelines, and the other measures described in the

5

.tns,

the adoption of Alternative 3,

Again, this assessment assumes that the

The U.s. A1:my Corps of Engineers
5

regulations provide for the issuance of general, or

nationwide permits.
7

In cases where proposed

Other technical studies as part of the

1-4

activities are similar in nature, and have only

EtS, have also found that valley-fill construction of

minimal, individual, and cumulative impacts.

mining activities, from adversely impacting streams.

The draft EIS finally provides clear and

10

convincing evidence that mining has minimal and

11

12
13

14

will never be implemented.

A macrophyte vertebrate, o-r bug study,

10

found that streams and valley fills from their

temporary impacts, and as such, should qualify for

11

headwaters are in good, to very good cortdition.

authorization under a nationwide Permit 2l precess.

12

Fer example, the United Technical

The same study found that mining

13

activity was not contributing to excessive streambed
sedimentation,

Studies tell us that if mining were to continue, ev-en

14

without any of the new restrictions proposed, the

15

16

United states We.st Virginia will remain one of the

16

mineral constituents, are generally elevated

17

most heavily forested states in the nation.

17

downstream of -:.·alley fills,

18

study that I mentioned earlier, which showed field

,15

18

7-5-2

Other terrestrial technical studies have

A chemistry study found that certain

Sut according to the bug

19

found that mining's temporary disturbance to

19

streams to good, to very good streams, the elevated

20

West Virginia's landscape.

20

parameters are not causing an adverse impact,

21

bird/animal habitat.

22

It is fostering a diverse

21

Species that are generally declining in

23

this state, are found in abundance on mine sites.

24

mining continues at current levels, only 2· 5 percent
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Even more import. ant, as far as the BIS

22

is concerned, is the conclusion that any earth-moving

23

disturbance in central Appalachia will have similar

24

downstream results, because of the very nature and
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John Taylor, Ohio Valley Environmental Council &
West Virginia Environmental Council

geol-ogy of the soil in the area.

John Taylor?

An additional advantage of Alternative

Then after John will be Fred Sampson.

3, is that it ensures the maximum level of public

4

p:1rticipation in the permitting process.

6

Act is perhaps the moet citizen-friendly law in

7

existence in the United States today.

MR. TAYLOR:

John Taylor.

Rand, Kanawha County, West Virginia.

'the Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation

Resident of

I am a board

5

member of the Ohio Valley Environmental Council and

6

also the West Virginia Envir-onment Council.

You all are the daddy's and mama 1 s of

Further participation in the permitting

process is an inherent theme found throughout b0th

this

1-4

~-

I

guess this is your vision.

But after

reading it and listening, I have to quote from Hank

10

the statute, and the implementing regulations.

10

Williams, Jr.

11

11

And finally, Alternative 3, would

11

had all that

can stand.

If this is the Promised Land, I have
u

12

facilitate an expedited permitting process for mining

13

operations by placing the majority of the

1.3

brothers and sisters have talked about, and that is

14

decision-making responsibility, with the agency best

14

creation and spirituality, and so forth.

15

suited to make those decisions, the SMRCA authority,

15

Let. me pick up a theme that some of the

12

The last speaker talked about the Book

16

AUDIENCE MEMBER:

We can 1 t hear you.

16

of Amos.

17

AUDIENCE MEMBER,

Time.

17

quotes from there is, "Woe to tho$e who are at ease

18

MR. BOSTIC:

18

in Zion.

19

Thank you.

20

MR. CHA!Rt4AN:

21

I can do it again.

Nick Carter.

Then after

Nick Carter will be John Taylor.

One of my fav-orite books.

And one of the

n

19

You all are at eas-e in Zion.

20

Waters of righteousness wi 11 pour down

21

over you.

22

Is Nick Carter here?

22

23

{Nc response. }

23

are all written in a book.

24

t.m. CHAIRMAN:

24

the creation as described in the first two chapters

He spoke earlier, he did.
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First, we will talk about
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150

1

of the Book of Genesis.

3

School, church.

think, do you think they will come to look at it?

You all know this, you go to Sunday

found it good.
5

In fact, God found it very good.

bare dirt, dry rocks, water that is previously
And

there is mention explicitly of mountains.

4

befouled, barren soil, floods; that is what we will

5

reap.

Because of what is b-eing sowed here.

The destruction of mountaintop removal
7

coal mining, I hope you all have seen it.

S

all understand that each blast is 30 times bigger

9

than the blast that took out the courthouse in

10

You do

12

you did write this.

13
14

God is not mocked.

I hope you

That is what I have to say.

1-9

Verse XII,

11

10
knot<~

that, don 1 t you?

Amen.

AUDIENCE MEMBER:

MR. CHAIRMAN:

Oklahoma City.

11

we are reaping

We are goin9 to reap

It says, God created everything,

I mean,

MR. SAMPSON,

Fred Sampson.

Clay

County.

We will soon have a 1, 734. OS mountaintop

Paul tells us in Gal&tians, Chapter XI,

13

God is not mocked.

14

remov-al line up in Clay County.

11

Then the

next speaker is Leon Miller.

11

12

Fred Sampson.

Where there has

15

God is not mocked,

15

already been approximately 30, oo-o acres in Clay and

16

What you all are doing, or approving of,

1€

Mingo County, Nicholas County that has been torn up

11

by eurface mining.

17

is a mo-::kery of God 1 s creation.

18

you sow.

19

You wi 11 reap what

I am totally opposed to the method of

lS
Chris Hamilton, and Mr, Bostic told us

19

mountaintop removal mining.

'l'his EIS seems to be a

20

that this will reap dollars in tourism, and other

20

sham in that it tells about all of the devastation

21

commercial benefits.

21

caused by mountaintop removal mining.

22

are alternatives that they are going to let it

23

continue,

22

I am sorry, Chris, I thought you had
we are sotving

23

more depth to you.

24

going to harvest dollars from tourism.

you are not
What do you
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1-9

And yet there

1-5

That is not consistent.
We expect our Federal agencies and our
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state agencies to be consistent.

We also, citizens

2

of West Virginia, believe in holding folks

3

responsible.

We

expect it from you,

Any mine this large, as large as this
YolJ. all are responsible and so you will

4

be held responsible.

allowed.

Constitution, the right to pursue life, liberty and
happiness, without fear of:

one involved, should be allowed within 100-feet
buffer zone of our streams, and should not be

West Virginians are provided by our
7

We asked you all to do it.

Constitution.
2:

a.

blown off their foundations; b.

7

Any mining done within 100-foot buffer

having their houses

zone of streams is illegaL at present, and should

having their water

remain illegal.

10

supply destroyed; c., children unable to play in

10

Friends of Coal are here this evening,

11

yards, due to blasting be allowed within 700 feet of

11

and the ones that are present, and others, they are

12

a hom€, yet no miner with a hard hat, is allowed

12

friends of death and the destruction, caus-ed during,

13

within 1, 000 feet of blasting; d., flooding washing

13

and after the mining of coal,

14

away all of our possessions, as well as human life;

14

15

e. , fear of all of the abov·e.

1-9

air) and causes acid rain and asthma, and other
things.

Fear, being the most important,

16

17

If you have ever lived with fear, you

17

18

know what I am talking about.

19

with fear, you should sometimes be afraid.

20
21

22
23

24

If you haven 1 t lived

Coal, when you burn it, goes up into the

15

16

lS
19

10-5-2
I am

73~years-old,

I carry this at all

times because of the air I am breathing.
One of the last things that I want to

Previous speakers have told you why.

20

The EIS calls for more protection that

21

totally uncomfortable when I am in flat country.

22

can 1 t hardly stand western Texas, or Illinois.

the current administration and King Coal has.
Where will us citizens get the full

23

l-evel of protection promised in our National
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15-7-1

talk about off the top of my head, ia that I am

10-6-2

t.i!ountains are my home, the trees on our
mountains are my protection, my comfort.

I don't
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believe that I can live in flat country.

need anymore flat country here in West Virginia.
3

ne~d

155

We don't

So I am eure that there is not fiv-e
We

people in this audience other than a coal company,

to leave the mountains the way they are.
I

knows what a partition is.

appreciate you coming.

4

Thank you.

MR. CHAIRMAN:

5

Leon. Miller.

interest it is.
Well, they have got twowthirds of it.

Hi.

I am Leon Miller.

The rest of it stood standing.

am from Ripley, West Virginia.

11

10

My home is originally Boone County, my

And we stood still,

The fact of the matter is that my wife and I bought

11

it as soon as our cousins were going to aell.

12

wife's fill.mily lives in Lincoln County, right near the

12

used our life savings to try to save it.

13

Hoebet 21, Massey mine,

13

14

We have watched them for 20 years,

15

they've worked all the way around us.

16

endured it,

18

We have

And our understanding, the home place

17

The judge decided that the best use of land

14

County.

15

was for the coal company.

16

partition suit is supposed to be, can y-ou divide the

He didn't consider

land?

1S

he concluded that every bit of the coal on the land

And we understood that it was 91Jing to

19

could be mined, and we could stay on the 25 acres

20

that were still remaining.

and sisters.

be a meeting place that could never be sold.
Well, our family found out something

11-3-1

21

We got a mining engineer that did a study, and

The judge decided that was not good, and

different that we didn 1 t know, so he went to Florida,

22

he thought that we shouldn't really waste anymore of

23

and he went to Kentucky, and he went to Illinois, and

23

our money pursuing this thing.

24

he found people that was willing to sell.

24

It is in the State Supreme Court;
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11-3-1

We went through the courts of Lincoln

17

20

22

We

and his seven brothers

was left to my wife's father,

19

21

all

they can force the rest -- they can force it into the

Larry Gardner.
MR. MILLER:

10

-~

courts, and then the Judge decides in whose best

Then after Mr, Miller will be

8

When they get one

they have to do is get one person to sell, and then

We did, and we are.

we have used our
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whole life savings working on it.

1

aspects of this document this evening that we are

3

previously with m:t" employment with a major coal

We don't know whether we are going to
3

win it or not.

4

your taxes and lived right, that life was fair.

I

Life is not fair.

11-3-1

Virginia.

And they

I do not haYe prepared remarks,

have ruined this country.

All we need is s0m<e help.

Both with my present employment, and

company, that have mining operations here in West

The coal company and

the big business is running this country.
7

commenting on.

always thought that if you paid

We need some

tell you that I cannot sp-eak with the eloquence of

8

some of the speakers 1 such as, Ms, Giardina this

We are all

9

evening.

10

going to live for a while, and yo.•.t think we are going

10

more temperate than some that I have heard from

11

to live like this forever, but we're not.

11

members of the audience ,

12

these days,

help.

We need some help from you people.

13

One of

But I will try to make my remarks at least

are going to answer.

12

have got to answer for mine, and

13

some people here this evening have thought, the E:IS,

Members of the panel, contrary to what

14

don't have to look back too much for my answers.

14

as you know, is dedicated to a process.

15

hope you don't.

15

dedicated to an outcome.

16

Thank you.

17

MR. CHAIRMAN:

18

And then Elaine Purkey.
MR. GARDNER:

Blair Gardner.

Mr. Chairman, good

We have spent four years, millions of

17

dollars, I am certain,

18

believe I have been t<;)ld weighs 3 B pounds.

We have had a study that

19

Surely, if the process of mining by full
extraction method is as destructive as so many people

here in Charleston, West Virginia, with the law firm

21

here have described; why would it take so many pages

of LTackson

22

to describe that process?

evening.

21
22

24

16

It. was not

20

20

23

can

7

f.1y name is Blair Gardner.

&

I am an attorney

.Kelly.
I 1 i ve here in Charleston.

resided here for t.,.JO years.

I have

23

I have worked on various
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The reason is

becaus~

it is not

destructive in the way that people have described it.
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159

We have f-ound two significant, perhaps,
2

consequences, of this form of mining that has been
studied.

4

1

One, that there is a

chang~

process, but it is time to bring this t.o a close.
Give the companies that are attempting to mine coal,

in the

3

distribution of population of certain insects in

let them get on with the b-usiness of mining coal .

streams below valley fills,

As it has already been stated, the

Second, as people have noted, there is a
7

difference in the water chemistry.

In some cases, it

6

process for permitting mines is open to challenge

7

repeatedly throughout the process .

does not comply with current Clean Water Act
standards.
10

If people here this evening, or others,

That is it.

who oppose it, do ao; they have the opportunity

We have spent four years, and millions

10

afforded by the law and have been afforded for the

11

of dollars to learn what I think people probably knew

11

last 25 years.

12

prior to the time that this study began.

12

13

It is time to end the process,

It is

13

One final comment, one of the cc,\mpanies
that currently mines coal in West Virginia last month

14

time to come to conclusions.

The mining industry in

14

announced that it was making a major investment in

15

West Virginia has been told at nauseam is that it is

lS

acquiring new operations in Wyoming.

16

a competitive industry competing not only for the

16

17

mineD, elsewhere in the region, but elsewhere across

17

announced in that transaction, is about the amount of

18

the United States,

lB

money, I believe, it. would take to capitalize the

19

Bruce Fork mine that was closed by the first

19

Over the last four years, the industry

The amount of money that has been

20

in this state has been subjected to standards not

20

litigation in Bragg vs. Robinson, that was commenced

21

applied anyplace else in the United States.

21

here in U.S. District Court, back in 1996.

The

22

industry is prepared to accept the outcomes of the

22

I, for one 1 am disappointed that that

23

EIS.

23

investment has gone out west, and not here to West

24

Virginia.

24

1-4

clear proce-ss and standards that they can meet and

We prefer Alternative 3, in terms of the

11-4

---------------------------------------------------------------~----------
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I have knO\'Ill many, many people here in

2

the industry in West Virginia, who have worked.

1

on that paper does not work.

3

numbers on the paper create every day.

The

They are living in the hell that: those

one thing that I can observe about all of the-m is
they want a job, but they want it here in

5

West Virginia.

for their lives every day.

Let 1 s bring this pro>:ess to a close,

I did not come here to say that, but I

and try to accomplish that.

do want to say that I do disagree with -- I want to

Thank you very !n1):Ch.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

vote against

Elaine Purkey,

B

The next speaker will be Sharon Murphy.
10
11

MS. PlmKEY:

My

name is Elaine Purkey,

I would like to answer one of the

questions that he just asked.

14

years, and millions of dollars doing?

15

a pure hell, heaven, that is exactly what we have

16

tried to do.

if there is any such thing as

active Alternative 3.

And my reason for it

10

years of experience with mining, is that if anything

11

is good for the industry, it is bad for the people.
I was asked to come here to sing a

12

13

What if we spent four
Trying to call

That is what it was set out to do it was

17

voting

is because the coal industry is for it, and my 3::)

and I am from Lincoln County, West Virginia.

12

And they fear

13

song,

I know that you have heard poems and stuff.

14

wrote the song for Larry Gibson.

15

this song to

And I want to give

in addition to him, to Frieda

16

Williams, the people at Coal River Mountain Watch,

17

and all cf you other people out there who really,

18

trying to call mountaintop removal s-omething that it

18

really 1 believe that we are the keepers of our

19

wasn't, and they have tried it they have done it four

19

mountains.

20

years

20

21

they changed it to four.

It was supposed to have been two years, and

And now, since you people are here,

21

supposedly doing the job that Janet read

22

the other ladies read

~-

or one of

that you are supposed to be

22

On paper it looks real good.

23

look real good on paper, but all of these people down

23

doing, you are the keepers of the mountains, too, and

24

here are living proof that it does not work.

24

this is a message that we the people have for the

The facts
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2

industry, and anybody else who comes in here to rape

who buy and sell our law .. making liars.

\'lest Virginia,

1-k.:rw the moral of my story 1

n

7

163

In southern West Virginia.

Just listen to what I say.

The place where I was born,

We will protect our home,

There's something e"'."il happening.

our mountains,

There's something ev.il going on.

you can do the same,

They are tearing up our mountains,

o:r you had bet tel' stay away.

They are taking

at~ay

our hills.

Thank you.

They are taking all of our homeland,
10

1-9

MR. CHAIRMAN'

and making valley fields.

10

11

When will they stop this destruction?

11

12

Oh, when will they ever le-ave?

13

Just go back to where they came from,

1-9

Sharon Murphy.

Then after Sharon it will be Maria
Pitzer.

t-iS. MURPHY:

12

Hello.

My name is

13

Sharon Murphy, and I live in Scot Depot,
West Vi:eginia.

14

let us live in our mountains

14

15

and be free.

15

16

We are the keepers of the mountains,

16

a third generation of coal mining.

17

As Larry Gibson has said,

17

and grandfather, we had to go underground.

18

Lo·n! em, leave em, but I warn you,

18

education and technology, my job deals with computer

19

Don't destroy them,

19

drafting.

20

or leave them for dead.

20

21

cause we will hunt you down

21

coal companies for about 14 years.

22

like outlaws.

22

I worked mainly in the engineering department.

23

We will expose you for what you are.

23

24

Greedy, thieving murderers,

24
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Like my father
Due to

With that job, I have worked fer the

In that time,

I know firsthand that the coal industry
is the only one that is required to provide a service
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long after they are through with their jobs.
2

service is called reclamation.

The

1

Something that we

With these many facts and all of the

have not heard much about here tonight ,

State and Federal regulatory agencies that monitor us

Before we g-et a permit apprmred, we have
to submit a permit application.
6

4

In that application,

One other thing I would

must be approved by all State agencies.
In that plan, it tells uA what kind of
thes~?:

~like

7

that I currently live in Putnam County.

S

been there four years,

species we

to state is
I have only

I was born and raised in

southern West Virginia, and I know firsthand about

10

must plant, what kind of grass mixture we must seed,

1.0

the rugged terrain.

11

and et cetera.

11

about the briar thickets that are there.

12

OUr water discharge is regulated through

12

I know about the brush, I know

witness-ed a surface mine that came

13

anti-depth, and TMDL laws.

Some of the mo-st current

13

into our area, they created jobs, they told us we had

14

laws, are Contemporaneous Reclamation, that requires

14

30 years of mining there, but because of your-all 1 s

15

us to reclaim closer to the actual mining, and that

15

regulations, and b<2cause the small profit margins

16

in turn, decreases the amount of disturbed land, at

16

that company w.ade, I was laid off after three years.

17

any one given time.

17

I had to pull my kids cut of that:

18

community, start them in a new school, and start a

19

decreased by more stringent AOC Standards, which is

19

new life in this Putnam County.

20

Approximate Original Contour Standards.

20

21

cc1.mply with SMRCA regulations, which stands for

21

I didn 1 t have a choice.

22

Surface Water Runoff Analysis.

22

should never sacrifice environmental safety for

23

economic growth.

18

Our valley-fill sizes have been

we must

That means that there

23

cannot be more runoff during, or after that mining

24

process than what was recorded before that mining
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not environmentally safe,

there is one thing called a Planting Plan, and that

trees that we can plant, how many of

began.

Yes, it was hard to leave my family, but
But you know what?

We

I go back and visit my family every
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They are an hour and a half from

chance r get.
2

Charleston, over an hour from Huntington, and there

4

mine that was left.

MS. PITZER:

is nothing there for recreation except that surface

My name is Maria Pitzer.

I have two children, a

purchased land on that surface mine from that coal
7

c01npany.
of <:attle,

They have built homes, pasture fields full
full of horses.

MR. CHAIRMAN:

we ride 4 -wheelers.

12

HS. PITZER:

Now, that is the devastation that these

people want you to feel like that we are doing,

13

11

9-year old girl, and a 12:-year-old boy.
We are against mountaintop rftmoval

are a family that lives in the constant shadows of
mountaintop removal valley fills and slurry ponc'Ls,

want to provide for my family, and I want to continue

14

to live in this state.

15

16

give.
help pay the taxes that give you

I have two children, a

13

14

That is all I ask you all to

We are from Bob White in

Boone County, West Virginia.

12

I am here to say that I want to work,

I

Please speak into the

10

15

17

boy,

mic.

We snow sleigh ride in the wintertime.

11

12~year~old

and a 9-y-ear-old girl.

horseback ride on the hollows, every chance I get,
10

I am from

Boone County, West Virginia.

Today there has been people who have

8

Sharon, you need to come to

my hpuse.

The mining arourtd us has destroyed our

16

quality of life,

17

constant reminder of why our lives have changed so

The blasting from the mines is a

much.

1S

your-all's jobs, basB those jobs on facts and

18

19

statistics, and not the emotion that is out there in

19

water that runs through our property, because the

20

this room tonight,

20

pond is running straight into it.

My children are not allowed to play in the

21

That is all I am asking.

21

22

Thank you for your time.

22

but gone.

23

f.IR.

23

fishing, is a waste of time.

24

Then after Maria, will be John Barrett.

24

anything to catch.

CHAIRMAN:

Maria Pitzer.
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We

10-4-2

The aquatic life in this stream is all

Catching fish

~-

or catching bait, or

5-1-2

Nm1 there isn't
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Who can say with the uproost certainty
2

that this will not endang-er my childrent health?

3

You, the panel of people that say that what the mine
companies are doing is okay?

2

You have not yet been a

life.
5

The rain-s Came down the hollow, coming through

our property.

'7

we were trapped in every

direction.

And they are all saying the same thing, mountaintop

The river running by me was still clear

r.erru:wal is going to run us out.

and the hollow washing into this river was raging.

We were flooded in 2001, three times.
ln 200:2, we were flooded again.

10

t was being flooded by a stream that

11

three years ago, before this stripping started, I
could step over.

12

In 2003, we were flooded horribly.

12

13

The storms was what the mine companies

13

Within three hours after it started

1 heard it was

14

raining, I had lost everything that I had.

That ia like saying that the Buffalo

15

slide tore through my barn, my

14

called once in a 100-year of storms.

15

an act of God.

16

Flt:;>od was an act of God.

17

It rose so fast that we didrt 't hav·e a

chance to get away from it.

:35 years/ in the same town, with the same people.

10

Common sense tells me that.

The flood on June 16th, ruined our

I have lived on this same property for

11

going to absorb.

10-5-2

trustworthy source, at all.

8

If you pour it into dirt, it is

going tc roll off.

I remember when I was a child, it rained

17-2-2

trees, with one of my dogs tide out.

17

mud came so fast, that l didn't get a chance to get

until I was running in water to my knees in the same

18

my dogs out.

19

yard that washed in.

19

horrible death, might I add.

20

35 )<-ears ago.

21
22

Same amount of water.

happen then?

21

Why are they happening not'll'?

The water and

My dog 1 of eight years 1 died.

A

As the water continued down and filled

20

Why didn't these catastrophic floods

The mud

of fruit

16

18

The ver.y, identical, same yard,

orcha~rd

five~foot

culvert that had just recently been put in

22

in 2001, this was in there from 1981 1 until 2001, a

23

Mountaintop removal ia why.

23

three-foot culvert.

24

If you poured water onto a rock, it is

24

it \'lith a five-foot culvert thinking that this would
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When we replaced it, we t·eplaced
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John Barrett, Appalachian Center for the Economy
and the Environment

l

help.

means,
The mud slide came in, it plugged up the

I am of Cherokee nationality, &nd we

five-foot culvert, and the water washed around the

6

five-foot culvert.

It took out my septic systenn, it

MR. CHAIRMAN:

took out my access,

it took out my water, it took my

t-.1S.

yard, it took my driveway; it took evet.ything.
Okay.

8

hous~CJ.

9

could fit a

so~gallon

7

home, when

PITZER:

You are out of time.
Okay.

I have one 1l.V:.)re

If you can sleep with yourselves, then

ain't got no choice but to stay up with the storm, do
I?

barrel down in,

Thank you for destroying mine and my

As of right now, my house is okay.

12

statement:

It did stop 20-feet short of my

I have sinkholes around my house that you

10

11

have always been taught to live off of the land.

My

10

look out my window, it is destroyed.

11

014r life, as we have always known it, is

12

children's life.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

John Barrett.

Then after

Johrt will be Lisa Mil+imet,

13

now nonexistent.

14

now unsafe, due to the mining breaks, and slides,

14

John Barrett, and t am a lawyer here in Charleston

15

coming in behind ua.

15

and I am with the Appalachian Center for the Econonry

13

The heritage that I had grown up

16

17

Hikes through our own property, is

knowing, will no longer be passed en.

It is not

HI

there to pass oni it is being destroyed with each

19

blast,

MR . BARRETT:

My name is

16

and the Environment, and I am making this statement

17

on behalf of the Center.
When we settled the Bragg case in 19:98,

18

10-2-2

Thank you .

19

the Federal agencies premised to perform a

20

comprehensive EIS, that would show the environmental

this mine practice to continue is guilty of allowing

21

and economic impact of M'I'R, and propose alternath--es

the heritage of the people of the State of West

22

to MTR.

23

Virginia to be just wiped out, faded away.

23

24

is okay with you.

20

Everyone who has had a hand in allowing

21
22

If that

That is not okay with me by no
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Incredibly, nearly five years later, the
agencies have produced a draft document that
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1

demonstrates the devastating emrironmental impacts ,Jf

2

mountaintop removal,

~-1hile

173

A draft EIS i-a a dishonest document.

simultaneously proposing

to make permits for these mines easier to receive.
Thes-e agencies appear to be operating in
5

Tllose who wrote it are motivated not b-y science,
the desire to complete a thorough economic analysis

4

of MTR.

an environment where they believe they are beyond
accountability.

Instead, they are motivated by the coal

industry.

4-2

For instance, we understand that: Steven

The draft EIS audaciously tells us that

s

2
3

7

Guiles, Deputy Secretary of the Department of the

down is up, and up is down, and dares the public to

Interior, played a significant role in the design of

challenge them.

the document .

10

The Bush Administration has done its

10

Mr. Guiles is a former, and no dcubt

11

best to undermine the good science and economic

11

future, coal industry lobbyist.

12

analysis that was performed by scientists and

12

recused himself from the process based upon its

13

economists.

13

conflict of interest.

14

When the Clinton Administration started

We move beyond the point where the

14

15

the EIS process, it was by no means slanted towards

15

16

environmental interests.

He should have

administration is influenced by coal industry

16

lobbyists.

17

Indeed, many in the environment of the

17

are the coal industry.

The Bush Administration coal regulators

lB

community did not want to settle the Bragg lawsuit,

18

The destructive effects of mountaintop

19

because they didn't trust the Clinton Administration

19

removal coal mining are well documented in the over

20

to stand up to the coal industry in West Virginia.

20

30 scientific studies contained in the draft EIS.

21

Little did we know then just how bold

21

So, it is astounding that the draft EIS

22

the Bush Administration would be in its attempt to

22

proposes not only to allow more of this destruction,

23

warp the scientific and economic analysis in fav·or of

23

but also to make it easier for the coal industry to

24

the coal industry.

24

continue to destroy the environment, and the economy
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1

of central Appalachian.

3

economic impacts, the environmental impact, of a

5

clear requirements of NE:PA, and willfully excludes

7

stricter environmental controls,

9

mountaintop removal valley-fill coal mining is

175

genetic diversity of the nation.

The draft Ets misrepresents the adverse

mountaintop removal operation.

Attempts to skirt the

MTR harms 244 vertebrate-wildlife
species due to loss of forests,

11-9-2

MTR

5

and ignores the economic evidence that support

interior bird species.
MTR increases the

The studies clearly demonstrate that

10

an estimated 11.5 percent of the region 1 s forests,

13

which are the most diverse and valuable

14

forests in the world.

15

Fundamental damage to the terrestrial

environment that would prohibit the growth of mature

17

forests for 100 years, or more.

21
22

23

24

1-9

Buried or damaged over 1, 2'00 miles of

18

20

11

ha:rd~'Ood

16

19

10

A few of these harms include impacts to

12

streams.
MTR operations spew selenium into the

1-9

damage personal property and

MTR causes headwater streams to lose

their abilities to maintain their nutrient cycling.

have long known mountaintop removal coal mining is
devastating to the environment, and to the

14

communities in the coal fields.
am running out of time.

15

I

16

The document violates NEPA.

17

does not include a reasonable range of alternatives.

18

NEPA requires that an EIS rigorously explore, and

19

objectively evaluate, all reasonable alternatives.

The E!S

In addition, the B!S does not present

21

valid reasons for the elimination of proposed

22

alternatives from detailed analysis.

24
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These facts substantiate what citizens

12

23

MTR adversely impacts the total aquatic,

mining.

13

20

region 1 s rivers and streams at toxic levels.
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~t:ould

flooding that

severity of dangerous

cotnmunities downstream from mountaintop remtY..ral coal

already caused extensive ecological harm.

11

causes ecologically significant loss

of breeding habitats for three-fourths of the

4-2

The IUS assumes that changing the stream

buffer-zone rule is part of even the ttNo Actiontt
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1

Alternative.

The EIS fails to address, or remedy

2

violations of the Clean Water Act.

You all would have been run out on a
rail.

The lUS must remedy violations for

5-5-1

selenium pollution,

Because I live in a town with money, and

The JUS cannot legally adopt any

7

You would never have been allowed into my

town.

so-called education, and no history of exploitation.

alternative that would allow the use of nationwide

6

And I thank the people all in these seats, and t give

permits.

7

you my incredible and full respect and empathy.

Thank you,

MR. CHAIRMAN:
10

MR . BARRETT,

11

MR. CHAIRMAN:

12

Millimet

13

would be Bill McCabe.

14

has been being raped for over 100 years.

Thank you .

Next speaker is Lisa

And then the following speaker after that

MS. MILLIMET:

15

mean to speak here.

16

tonight.

17

Know that this is because West Virginia

You are out of time, sir.

Good evening,

I didn 1 t

I didn 1 t even mean to ccme here

10

study the history of West Virginia, you will

11

understand that.

12

I live in the town Leonard Bernstein

13

wrote nwestside Story" in, and a playwright wrote

14

11

0ur Town 11 about George Wilder.
It is a rich town,

15

I am visiting a friend in Sutton.
My name is Lisa Millimet, and I am a

If you

It is a town where

16

people are educated and have organic f00d.

17

Virginia's so-called poor, and ignorant.

west

18

filmmaker, and a writer, and a documentarian from New

18

19

Hampshire.

19

to this state for 35 years, and the finest people

20

that I have ever met have been in West Virginia.

I just want to say thank God for the

20

21

emotion in this r00m.

But I will tell ycrtl,

I have been coming

I have been writing a book about West

21
22

Virginia and the last of the old-time mountain people

23

that this could never happen in a town like I come

23

for 8 years, and it is going to be published next.

24

from.

24

year.

22

I think everybody sitting out here knows
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And I made a short documentary for Larry
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Bill McCabe, Citizens Coal Council

l?B
1

Gibson about mountaintop removal .

The people will rise up, many of these

I was run off and threatened with my

2

life on that mountain, and I was run off at 70 miles

an hour, dean 11 miles of a mountain,
effectively ended that documentary.
6

mountains will be gone, many of the people in this
room will be dead by the time it is stopped, but it

And it has

4

Because, I don 1 t

will stop.

want to die for this, to tell you the truth.

of this state,

I will just say that in my travels

have shown my film around the countrj',

arcund the states in my 3 5 years, in my documentary
work in this wonderful state, almost invariably

8

and there will be critical mass at some point.
It is money.

1-9

10

eYeryone has told mer all of the people in the

11

hollows, the mountains, tlie cities and the towns,

11

12

that they are against mountaintop removal,

12

13

And y·:>u would be wise 1 you would be wise

to pay attention to the people that I hear in and out

10

The thing that I noticed that I want to

13

It is business, as usual,

and it is disgusting.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

Bill McCabe.

am Sill McCabe.

I

am the

Appalachian organizer for Citizens Coal Council, and

14

share with all of you, whether you have any power or

14

I am speaking for Citizens Coal Council, at least the

15

not, I want it said for the re-c-ordf that 1 ike the

15

initial part of my remarks.

16

Vietnam War, and so many people f:.t'om West Virginia,

16

17

were valiant to fight in that war,

17

day in Kentucky, who made a comment that really

18

war, this will be stopped.

18

struck home to me.

19

matter what we expect from the Gov-ernment, they

20

successfully score beneath our expectations.

19

But like that

And it is not because of the emotion

20

only, it is because that is what happens.

21

what happens when people are exploited,

22

keep them down so long.

23
24

my opinions,

That is
You can only

22
23

that is what happens.

24

B-278

He said, it doesn't seem to

Congratulations, you all haYe done it

21

And it is not a question of religion 1 or
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again.
The CCC leaders 1 and our membership
groups, were not nai ,~e enough to hope that the draft
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EIS v1ould tell the truth, that mountaintop rerrv;)val

1

and valley fill is simply too destructive to be

of the comments that you worked hard to make, have

allowed to be consider-ed a responsible way to mine.

already been made.

1-9

! t may be the cheapest for the

home, but the disadvantage of going last is that many

4

companies, but it is environmentally, socially,

It is simply beyond my comprehension how

psychologically, and, yes, economically -- it is
7

It just points out the importance

of these comments.

a group of highly paid bureaucrats can write a report

simply to.3 expensive to allow it to continue.

7

that simply does not have any logic to it.

Even though CCC never expected a

Your science says one thing, and your

truthful analysis 1 we were enough of Americans, and

conclusions say another.

Well, I am not sure for CCC

10

probably naive enough to believe that we could trust

10

and our member groups why we bother.

11

our government when they negotiated with us.

11

becauee we are

12

they

12

I would simply suggest a fourth option.

13

thorough and effective.

14

promised that the studies would look at ways to

14

have existed for 25 years,

1S

reduce the damage .

15

laws, and if you do that, there will be no

promis~d

When

to conduct a study that would be
When they negotiated and

organizer~

Probably

and eternal optimists.

So

1-10

That option is to enforce the laws that

13

Strictly enforce the

16

Again, you underachieved.

16

mountaintop reJRC!val, because it will be to•.:> expensive

17

Your research was so contradictory to

17

to use that method,

18

President Bush's agenda, or probably to Bill Rainey,

18

19

and the economists agenda, that some of the most

19

20

important fact sources and analysis were simply

20

21

ignored.

21

Virginia

2<

time.

22

I apologize, one of the advantages of

23

being last is that you are going to expect some

23

24

applause because you are last, and people get to go

24
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The remainder of my time I would like to
use to speak individually, and have that reflected.

A lot of my family has been in west

as many people have mentioned

a long

Growing up, I had the privilege to
travel the country, and whether it was California, or
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1

New York, or South Carolina, I was always the poor,

2

dumbass hillbilly, because I was from West Virginia.

I

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA, To-wit 1

3

Court Reporter within and for the State aforesaid, do

4

hereby certify that the hearing was taken by me and

6

caption hereof,

!, Michele G. Hankins,

But being stubborn, that didn't bother

me.

1

have always been proud to be a West Virginian.

I have always been proud to be from the mountains of
6
7

Appalachia.

before me at the time and place specified in the

But never, never, have I been so proud

of so many people who spoke so eloquently and ao

correctly taken by me in stenotype notes, that the

Thank you.
MR. CHAIRMAN:

same was accurately transcribed out in full and
I would like to thank

10

reduced to typewriting, and that said trans-cript is a
true record of the testimony.

11

each of you for coming this evening and presenting

11

12

your comments.

12

have no more cards, no more speakers .

13

14

I do further certify that the hearing was

7

bravely against this horrible bunch of crap.

10

a Notary Public and

13

But if you do have comments that you

I f14rther certify that 1 am neither attorney

or counsel for, nor related to or employed by, any of

14

the partieu to the action in which these proceedings

15

would like to make, remembar we have the comment box

lS

were had, and further 1 am not a relative or employee

16

out back.

16

of any attorney cr counsel employed by the parties

17

until August 29th.

17

hereto or financially interested in the action.

18

submit

19

2D

The written comment period does not close

thos~

So you will still have time to

if you like.

18

Thank you all for c0ming this evening.

19

Please be careful going home.

Given under my hand and seal this 28th day of

20

21

Thank you.

21

22

{Public hearing concluded.

22

23

23

24

24
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August.

Michele G. Hankins
Public
Court
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